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EDITORIAL NOTE

This volume contains a set of papers put within 'fue sectíons: «The
Nature and the Problems of the Sociological Theory», «The Sociology
of Knowledge» and «The Research Committees of the Intemational
Sociologícal Association».

Each published paper is placed within the sub-section it was
presented at the Washington Congress. At the end of each sub-section
the relevant reports on the discussion are published. In other words,
the structure of this volume follows the Congress organigram as re-
produced at the end of this volume.

We have to deplore the absence of one of the two reports of the
sub-section «Comparatíve Historical Studíes», the appointed rappor-
teur having been unable to meet his obligations.

Our initial intention was to publish a11 the papers presented during
the Vth World Congreso but considering the cost of such a project
we had to abandon it. The standards of the selections have been
the originality and the geographical repartition.
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AVANT-PROPOS

Ce volume contient une série de communications regroupées dans
les sectíons "La nature et les problemes de la théorie sociologique»,
«La Sociologie de la connaissance» et "Les comités de recherche de
l'Association internationale de socíologíe-.

Chaque communicatíon publiée a été intégrée dan s la sous-section
oú elle fut présentée au Congres de Washington. A la fin de chaque
sous-sectíon nous avons publié le rapport des débats qui y sont re-
latifs. En d'autres termes, la structure de cet ouvrage a été modelée
par l'organigramme du ~ Congrés tel qu'il est reproduit a la fin de
ce volume.

Nous avons a déplorer l'absence d'un des deux rapports de la
sous-sectíon «Btudes historiques et comparatives», le rapporteur dé-
sígné n' ayant pu faire face a ses obLigations.

Notre intention était tout d'abord de publier intégralement toutes
les communications présentées au cours du ~ Congrés mais vu le
00111de oe projet, nous avons d11l'abandonner, Les enteres de sélec-
tíon ont été l'orígínalíté et la répartítíon géographíque.
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RAPPORT GÉNÉRAL DU CONGRES

P. DE BIE

Secrétaire Général de l'Association Internationale de Sociologie
1959-63

L'Association Internatíonale de Sociologie a tenu son Cínquiéme
Congrés Mondial de Socíologie a I'hótel Shoreham a Washington D.
C., du 2 au 8 septembre 1962. Le Congres a réuni 1.000 participants
appartenant a 51 pays différents; le nombre total des personnes in-
scrites dépassait 1.200.

Le Congres s'est tenu sous les auspices et avee l'aíde de l'UNESCO;
il a été organisé avec la collaboration de l'Association Américaine
de Sociologie.

L'élaboration du prograrnme et l'organísatíon scientífíque des séan-
ces furent confiées a un Comité du Programme. Il était composé des
membres suivants: MM. les Professeurs T. H. Marshall (Présídent) et
P. de Bie (Secrétaire Général) ex oijicio, R. C. Angell, S. N. Eísenstadt,
G. P. Franzev, G. Friedmann, G. Germani, R. Koníg, S. M. Lipset,
T. B. Bottomorre et S. Rokkan, Quant a l'organísatíon matérielle du
Congrés, elle fut prise en charge par un Comité Américain d'Organi-
sation composé des membres suívants: MM. les Proíesseurs R. C. An-
gell (Président), R. Merton, W. Eberhard, D. Bell, H. Blumer, W. F.
Cottrell, Kingsley Davís, R. Faris, P. Lazarsfeld, S. M. Lípset, T. Par-
sons, 1.T. Sanders, MM. C. Taeuber, R. O. Carlson, ]. H. Hoper, D.
Young et P. Myers.

Un comité local, placé sous la présidence du Dr. C. Taeuber, prit
en charge l'organisation des arrangernents locaux, y compris la ré-
ception des participants et le service d'interprétation. Il élabora égale-
ment un programme de contacts varié et agréable, comportant plu-
sieurs visites et réceptions a Washington, dont la plus brillante
fut un banquet oü l'Honorable W. W. Rostow, Conseiller et Président
du Conseil pour la Politíque de la Planilfication (Policy Planning
Council), du Département d'Etat, invité d'honneur prononca un dís-
cours tres remarqué sur la position des Etats-Unís a l'égard des pays
en voíe de développement, Les congressistes furent également con-
víés a un concert a la Galerie Nationale d'Art de Washington et a
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une séance de films sociologiques. A l'occasion du Congrés plusieurs
ambassades offrirent une réeeptíon. D'autre part un programme spé-
cial de visites avait été établi pour les me.mbres de la famille des
participants.

Gráce aux fonds alloués par l' «American Council of Learned Socíe-
tíes» le «Social Science Research Counoíl» la «Natíonal Science
Foundatíon» et certains gouvernements européens, l'Association Inter-
nationale de Sociologie a pu couvrir - totalement ou en partie -
les frais de voyage de la plupart des contributeurs principaux et
offrir le voyage a 80 jeunes chercheurs appartenant a 20 pays dif-
férents.

SÉANCE D'OUVERTURE

Le Congres fut ouvert par les díscours prononcés par le Professeur
T. H. Marshall, Président de 1'Association Internationale de Sociologie,
M. A Métraux, Directeur du Département des Scíences Sociales de
1'UNESCO, le Professeur G. Howard représentant des Nations Unies,
et MM. A. T. Waterman et L. Wilson représentant respectivement
la «Natíonal Science Foundation» et l'«American Council on Edu-
catíon».

Dans son discours d'ouverture, le Présídent de l'Association Inter-
nationale de Sociologie, T. H. Marshall a mis en évidence le carac-
tére vraiment uníversel et international que l'AI.S. acquiert en or-
ganisant pour la premíére fois son Congrés en dehors des pays euro-
péens. Il a en outre rappelé qu'étant donné l'élargissement du contin-
gent des sociologues américains participant au Congres de 1'AI.S., la
présente rencontre aux Etats-Unis revét une signification toute parti-
culíére, En terminant, il a remercié les différentes associations scien-
tifiques américaines de leur appui financier et les organisateurs amé-
r.icains de leurs efforts pour faire du Congrés un succes,

M. Métraux a transmis un message de vceux de la part du Direc-
teur Général de 1'UNESCO et il a fait observer que la sociologie
ocoupe une place importante parmí les activités de celle-ci. Le déve-
loppement de l'Association Internationale de Sociologie, attesté par
l'expansion de ses activités et par le succés de ses congrés, constí-
tue un appui fort appréciable pour l'implantation du programme de
l'UNESCO.

M. Howard a transmís les voeux du Secrétaire Général des Na-
tions Unies. Il a souligné que plusieurs thémes du Congrés intéres-
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saient directement les Nations Unies, notamment les problémes con-
cemant la croissance des pays en voie de développement. Enfin
MM. A. T. Waterman et 1. Wilson ont dit tout l'íntérét que la «Na-
tional Science Foundation» et l' «American Councíl Education» por-
taient él l'égard de ce Ve Congrés Mondial de Sociologie et de son
programme d'activité.

RÉUNIONS SCIENTIFIQUES

Lors du Congrés i1 y eut un nombre limité de séances pléníéres
consacrées él trois thémes rnajeurs, et plusieurs groupes de travail
reprenant ensuite la discussion des thémes principaux sur la base
des communications présentées par leurs auteurs. Les comités de
l'Association Intemationale de Sociologie ont également organisé
des séances publiques; un groupe a consacré ses activités él la socio-
logie de la connaissance. Quatre séances pléníeres furent organisées:
une sur Les sociologues, les «policy-makers» et le public, deux sur
la sociologie du développement comportant deux volets: Les pre-
miéres étapes de la croissance et Le maintien de la croissance, et
une séance fut consacrée él La nature et les problémes de la théorie
sodologique. Les groupes de travail ont pris en charge la majeure
partie des séances; neuf groupes de travail ont organisé chacun deux
ou trois séances spécialisées. Ils ont traité les sujets suivants: les rela-
tions entre les sociologues les «polícy-makers» et le public, (dans le
cadre du premier théme majeur); la rupture avec le traditionalisme,
les rapports entre la religion et le développement, les changements
intervenus dans les zones urbaines et rurales, les problémes relatifs
él la citoyenneté et l'autorité polítique et enfin l'étude des élites tra-
ditionnelles par rapport aux élites modemes (dans le cadre du deu-
xíéme théme majeur); les études historiques et comparatives, le fonc-
tionalisme, le marxisme, et l'utilisation des modeles pour l'élabora-
tion des théoríes (dans le cadre du troísieme théme majeur).

Les comités de recherche de l'Associatíon Intemationale de Socio-
logie sur la sociologie industrielle, la sociologie de la famílle, la
sociologie urbaíne et rurale, la sociologie des oommunications de
masse, la sociologie polítíque, la sociologie psychiátrique, la sociolo-
gie des religions et la sociologie du loisir et de la culture populaire
ont organísé chacun deux séances de travail. Le groupe de la socio-
logie de la connaissance a aussi organísé deux: séances de travail.
Enfin, des réuníons offícieuses sur la socíologíe du droit, de la mé-
decine et de l'éducatíon eurent également líeu. La collaboration ac-
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tive des comités de recherche au Congres est précieuse car ils sont
les plus indiqués pour aider les sociologues a mieux réaliser les buts
qu'Ils doivent atteindre sur un plan international ou inter-culturel.
De ce point de vue le Cinquiéme Congrés a innové par rapport aux
Congrés précédents.

L'inforrnation des contributeurs et des participants sur le déroule-
ment des séances a été assurée de deux Iacons: d'une part les com-
munications quí ont fait l'objet des séances pléníeres ont été pu-
bliées avant le Congrés et envoyées aux participants qui en avaient
fait la demande. D'autre part, les communications prévues pour les
différents groupes de travail ont été envoyées a Washington par le
soin de leurs auteurs et ont été remises aux participants au moment
de leur arrivée.

RÉUNIONS ADMINISTRATIVES

Pendant le Congrés le Conseil de I'A.I.S. s'est réuni les 2 et 8 sep-
tembre. Le Comité Exécutif s'est réuni les 1, 2 et 8 septembre.

Le Conseil et le Comité Exécutif recurent des rapports sur I'affí-
liation des membres, l'espacement des congres, les publications,
les comités de recherche et sur les finances. Deux nouveaux comités
de recherche ont été officiellement constitués: l'un sur la sociologie
du droit et l'autre sur la sociologie de l'éducation.

Les affiliations a l'Association Internationale de Sociologie concer-
nent 54 pays et se répartissent comme suit:

Associations régionales 2
Associations nationales 34
Instítuts 24
Membres associés 5
Membres individuels 24

Le Secrétaire Général a présenté un rapport sur les publications
de I'Assocíatíon, Les deux prerníers volumes des Actes du S" Con-
gres ont été vendus de facon tres satisfaisante; la vente des Actes
des 3" et 4" Congrés se poursuit également de facon régulíére. La
publication de la Sociologie Contemporaíne est assumée par l'Asso-
ciation. Depuis le Congrés précédent ont paru les numéros suivants:

RAPPORT GÉXÉR

Vol. VII, n° 3. J. Floud et A. H.
cation».

Vol. VIII, n" 1. M. Freedman, .1..
"Rural Sociology in South-Eas
n° 2. L. D. Cain, "The Sociology
n 3. M. N. Srinivas, y. B. Darnle

Vol. IX, n° 1. S. M. Miller, "Coro
n° 2. N. Birnbaum, «The Socio
n° 3. E. F. Borgatta, «Small Gr

Vol. X/XI n° 1. W. G. Friedma
n° 2. E. Freidson «The Sociol

Le Conseil a
taire Général.

Le Conseil a élu le Professeur R.
Internatíonale de Sociologie pour
élu des nouveaux více-présidents
membres dont le mandat était expir
cutif est actuellement la suivante:

Président:

Vice-Présidents: M. le Professeur
M. le Professeur
M. le Professeur

Membres: M. le Professeur
Dr. H. FRUS (D
M. le Professeur
M. le Professeur
M. le Professeur
Dr. S. ROKKA' x
M. le Professeur

SÉANCE DE CLOTURE

La séance de clóture a suivi imme
niere. Le Professeur T. H. Marsh
tous les participants et il a mis l'a
de l'étape atteinte. Le Cínquíéme
présente la fin de la période de
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Vol. VII, n° 3. J. Floud et A. H. Halsey, "The Sociology of Edu-
cation».

Vol. VIII, n° 1. M. Freedman, M. G. Swift, A. Pal, et M. A. ]aspan,
"Rural Sociology in South-East Asia»
n° 2. L. D. Cain, «The Sociology of Ageíng»
n 3. M. N. Srinivas, y. B. Damle, S. Shahani et A. Beteille «Caste»

Vol. IX, n° 1. S. M. Miller, «Comparatíve Social Mobility»
n° 2. N. Birnbaum, «The Sociological Study of Ideology»
n° 3. E. F. Borgatta, «Small Group Research»

Vol. X/XI n° 1. W. G. Friedmann, «Sociology of Law»
n° 2. E. Freidson «The Sociology of Medicine».

Le Conseil a accepté la démission du Professeur P. de Bie, Secré-
taire Général.

Le Conseil a élu le Professeur R. Koníg Président de I'Associatíon
Intematíonale de Sociologie pour une période de quatre ans, il a
élu des nouveaux vice-présidents et a veillé au remplacement des
membres dont le mandat était expiré. La composition du Conseil exé-
cutif est actuellement la suivante:

Président: M. le Professeur R. K6NIG (Allemagne)

Více-Présidents: M.le Professeur H. BLUMER(U.S.A.)
M. le Professeur G. GERMANI(Argentine)
M. le Professeur R. TREVES(Italie)

Membres: M.le Professeur R. ARON (France)
Dr. H. FRIlS (Danemark)
M. le Professeur F. V. KONSTANTINOV(U.R.S.S.)
M. le Professeur C. MADGE (Royaume-Uni)
M. le Professeur K. ODAKA(Japon)
Dr. S. ROKKAN(Norvége)
M. le Professeur J. SZCZEPANSKI(Pologne).

SÉANCEDE CLOTURE

La séance de clóture a suivi ímmédíatement la derniére séance plé-
niere, Le Professeur T. H. Marshall a remercié les contributeurs et
tous les participants et i1 a mis l'accent sur la signification particuliére
de l'étape atteinte. Le Cínquíérne Congrés Mondial de Sociologie re-
présente la fin de la période de croissance de l'Association. La socio-
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logie ayant été reconnue comme discipline scientifique a travers le
monde entier, 1'Association est arrivée au point 011 plus d'énergíe peut
étre utilisée pour l'avancement de la recherche sur le plan interna-
tional. Pour mener a bien ce nouveau róle, le Conseil de l'Association
a décidé d'organiser dorénavant les Congrés tous les quatre ans. Dans
1'intervalle, les différentes activités scientifiques de l'Association se-
ront confiées a ses comités de recherche.

PRESIDENTU

PROFESSOR T.]
University o

Ladies and Gentlemen,
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University of Cambridge

Ladies and Gentlemen,

My task this evening is not to deliver a leamed lecture, but simply
to open thís Fifth Wonld Oongress of the Internatíonal Sociological
Association. You may feel that in fact the Congress opened this
aftemoon wHIh the Joint Session wíth the American Sociological
Assocíatíon, and in a sense you are right. The papers presented at
that Session appear in the Transactíons of the Congress. But we
decided, in consultaríon with our American colleagues, to treat the
Joint Session as a unique event and a thing in itself and tO'hold
the formal opening of the Congress proper this evening.

We are meeting here in Washington on the invitation of the
American Socíologíoal Association and with the help of grants ob-
tained through their good offices from a number of American
sources. 1 wish, on behalf of the ISA, to thank these organizations
most warmly for their generous help, and also the American Com-
míttee - or 1 should rather say the several American Committees -
for all they have done 1'0 prepare for the Congress and for our
entertainment while we are here. Among the many who have been
ooncemed 1 wíll mention only three - BO'b Angelí, our former
President, and Chairman OIfthe American Organizing Commíttee,
and Conrad Taeuber and Paul Myers of the Washington Cornmittee,
who, 1 know, have had the heaviest job to contend with. On the
other hand, on behalf of a~l the partícípants of thís Congress and
also of the Executive Cornmittee, 1 thank Pierre de Bíe, General
Secretary of the ISA, for his efficient work and the perfect organí-
zation of our scientific meetíngs. Thank you al! very mucho

Our presence here has, 1 thínk, a special sígnífioanee, When
the Assocíatíon began its work in a small and modest way in 1949,
there was a danger that it might be a predominantly Buropean
organízatíon, It is true that its first Presídent was an American, and
several dístínguíshed non-European sociologists took part in íts af-
fairs from the start. But íts first four Oongresses, from 1950 to

9
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1959, were aíl held in Europe, where it was easy for Europeans to
attend, but harder and more expensíve for others. And it was also
convenient that its office should be in Europe, in close touch with
the headquarters of UNESCO, to whose inspired initiative it owed its
existence and on whose financial support it depended, and still
depends. But if it had remained European, or even predominantly
so, it would have failed to fulfi,l the purpose for which it was
founded.

A crucial point was to secure the full oollaboration of sociologists
in the Uníted States, whose output exceeded in volume and variety
that of any other región of comparable size. Not unnaturally there
was, I think, a feeling among many American socíologísts that their
home market was so vast and rich that they had little need to
engage in international trade, unless the oommodities offered were
of quite exeeptional value. At the same time there were some
European sociologists who adopted the fashion oí speaking as if
their kind of sociology and the American kind were in sharp
antithesis to one another. This nonsense was nouríshed by a good
deal of ignorance and misunderstanding on both sides of the Atlan-
tic, and what was needed to dispel it was eloser contacts, more
exchange of ideas, and more co-operation in joint enterprises. I will
not olaírn for the ISA the sole credit for breaking down the barriers
because many individual s were workíng vigorously to the same end,
but it has played its parto The conríngent of American sceíologists
attendíng its Congresses has steadíly grown, and now, with thís
meeting here, and the ]oint Session that preceded it, the fusión is
complete.

Meanwhile the Associ.ation was busy extending its coverage in
ot'her díreotíons, and coping with very different problems. In Asia,
Africa and the Middle East, instead of there being too many sociolo-
gists to be easily absorbed in an international organízatíon, there
were too few to carry the weight whioh the dmportance of their work
and of the subjects to be studied in their countries merited. Where-
as for crossing the Atlantic the need was to strip away the super-
ficial dífferences of style and method in order to uncover t!he
fundamental uníty of the soience as practised in two basícally
similar cultures, in arder to buíld a bridge between Occident and
Orient the reverse process was requíred. In this case it was necessary
to penetrate through the superficial símílarities, caused by a con-
siderable ímportatíon of Western eoncepts, methods and Iiterature,
in order to identífy and take stock of vital cultural dififerences. The
sociologists of Ocaident and Orient could then, in collaboration with
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each other, make the mutual adjustments needed to enable all to
work together for the development of a truly universal science of
society. And at this point 1 must remind you of the grave 1055 this
oause oí mutual understanding has suffered by the death of our
Indian Vice-President Professor D. P. Mukerji. Aíthough for some
time past ill health had prevented him from taking an active part
in our affairs, we were very conscious of his presence as one of
our most distinguished and respected members, and it is sad to think
that he is no longer with us.

There was a third bridge to be built, or barrier to be surmounted,
in arder to achieve full ínternatíonal status, and that is the one
between rhe first nuc1eus of sociologists who met together at the
1950 Congress and theír colleagues in the countries of Eastern
Europe whích in English we habitually refer to, ínaccurately, per-
haps, but unambiguously, as Communist. In thís case the obstac1es
to fui1l and free collaboration have at times seemed to be more
serious, because they appea.red 1:0 involve fue very nature of our
science. But, speaking frankly, 1 hope we shall not allow our pro-
ceedings to be too much domínated by the confrontation of Marxist
and non-Marxist sociology. The bridges have been built and there
is continuous traffic over them. When the subject under d:isoussion
is in fact sociology, it does not prove difficult to find the common
ground on whiah a fruítful exohange of ideas and experíence, and
valuable co-operatíon in comparatíve research, can take place. But
if we start by over-dramatisíng the situatíon, we shall end by talking,
not socíology, but polítícs, and that will get us nowhere.

1 have dwelt on this point in order to impress on you that the
achievement of true international status is not merely a question
of geographical representatíon. It is, of course, a fact of importance
that the ISA now has members in 54 countries, and that more than
1000 socíologísts attend its Congress. But more important stíll is
the combination of hard work and good will that has made of these
members a true cosmopolís. Judged by these standards the ISA can
undoubtedly claim to be the only fully international organization
of professional sociologísts.

Turning now to the present state of sociology itself, 1 find rather
less to be happy about, Its reputatíon in the world at large is not
as hígh as it should be, and we all know it. And yet never before
was there such lively interest in the problems that sociologísts study,
nor such urgent demand for answers to the questíons that socíology
poses. But socíologísts cannot, or do not, produce enough of the
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answers fast enough. It is not altogether their fault, for many of
the questions are unanswerable wiühout more knowledge and better
tools than we as yet possess, and the questioners are ímpatíent, And
what they throw to us is often the intractable residue left after the
economíst, the pdlirt!ical scientist and the psychologist have taken
all the plums, tlhat is to say ·~he relatively easy questions. We are
then asked to fill in the «social factors» and explain the «why» oí
it all after the others have dealt wíth the «how». And if we faH to
satisfy them, they naturally tum 1'0 those wríters who stand some-
where between cheap sociology and expensive joumalism and who
have no inhibitions about offering often highly sophisticated ím-
pressions as a substitute for the fíndíngs of scientifíc research. From
them they can at least get what has been neatly described as the
«Iow-down on the hígh spots».

It was because of the pressíng need to communicate to the public,
and to the politícíans, an understanding of what socíologísts have
done, are doing, can do, and cannot do, that we and our
American Member Association chose the theme which was debated
in the joint Session. I will not attempt to summarize the discussion,
since most of you heard it. My concem ís rather to consíder how
this Assooíatíon can help socíologísts to do more of what they ought
to be doing and to do it on an international, or cross-cultural, footíng,
One answer, I am sure, is through its Researoh Sub-Commíteees. The
point about these oommíttees is thar they are all devoted to the
promotion of research on outstandingly important aspects of contem-
porary lífe - the kind of researoh that is rnost Iikely to provide the
answers to the questíons posed by the publíc and the politicians.
In view of the importance of theír work and the difficulty they have
in meeting to díscuss their affairs, it was deeíded to put one whole
day of the Congress at their dísposal during which they could or-
ganize group disoussions on a theme or themes of their choice,
while in addition time would be found for them to hold business
meetíngs abour theír future activities. The response ibas been excel-
lent, and we hope that the outeome wi1l be programmes of future
researeh some of which may attract the attentíon and win the sup-
port of Organizations or Foundations which have funds at their dis-
posal for assisting enterprises of this kind. So I appeal to represent-
atíves of such bodíes here present to take a look at these Research
Cornmittees; they will show you what they have done already and
what they propose to do next, and you can judge rhem on the
merits of their performance and theír promíse.

The main theme of the Congress, 110 which two Plenary Sessíons
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wíil be devoted, is «The Sociology of Development». This was an
almost inevitable choice in view oí the enormous interest in the
subject shown by all the social sciences ro-day. But we were aliso
so bold as to choose as the thírd major subject the present state of
sociological theory. 1 wonder whether perhaps we were rash to
submit our science to so critical a scrutiny at this time. Professor
Koníg, in his general introduction, speaks of «the convergent fea-
tures» visible in the four papers: and he is quite right. But the
question 1 put to rnyself as 1 read them was - how far are they
representative of the thinking, and the practice, of working socí-
ologists to-day? 1 am sure there is a growing concentratíon of the
minds of methodologists and philosophers on the problems whíeh
they have come to regard as crucial. But is there a central body of
sociological theory in which socíologísts in general find ínspíratíon,
guídance, and the ínstrumenrs of scientífic analysis to the same
extent that economists find fuese things in economic theory? 1
think not. And 1 mention this point only as a warning agaínst false
complacency, and in order to add the hope that in the discussions
and the papers for the groups (which 1 have not seen) there will
be plenty of divergence of views, as well as convergenee, and some
lively disputation.

1 noticed a similar homogeneity in the papers on tlhe Sociology
of Development. Thís, 1 thínk, ís due to the nature of the subject
and not to any restríctíon in the choice of authors. But it is noticeable
that al1 the studies are of the hístorícaí and institutional kínd, and
that there are no examples of that type of socíologícal researeh
(which for the general public is socíology) that is quantitative in
character, employs sample surveys to collect íts data, and delights in
putting punehed cards through machínes, Here again 1 believe that
it is a feature of present trends in socíology that there is a growíng
body of practitioners converging on the hístorícal and institutional
study of social srructure and social change, treatíng this not as an
exercise of the enlightened imagination but as a form of genuine
empirical researeh. And 1 am glad of this. But once more 1 must
express the hope than the discussions and the group papers will
bring into the picture all the sohools of thought which are relevant
to the subject and take account of all the methods that they use.

For sociology is a vast discipline, and sociologists are a motley
crowd. Of course we want OUT efforts to be, as Professor K6nig says,
«more directed towards systematíc íntegratíon than towards contro-
versy». But, if we are in too much of a hurry to iron out our differ-
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ences, we may lose somethíng that is precious, Let me íllustrate this
point by looking at two rather different sítuatíons, and our reactions
to them. First, let us take tlhe case of Professor X and Dr. Y. who
are pursuing lines of research whose methods differ critically, but
whose subject-matter is broadly speaking in the same field. They are
suspicious of one another, because neither quite understands what
the other is up to, But, in their more charitable moments, they see
that they are colleagues, because they are both operating on the
sarne kind of stuff and they both have the same kind of curiosity
about it, So, although they are not close enough to team up and start
a joint project - and nobody should try to make them - they will,
if they are wise, keep in touch and exchange information for the
benefit of both. Some day and somehow, perhaps, their work wiIl
become fused in a common resudt, This, 1 think, is the kind of
situation George Homans had in mind when he compared the in-
dustrial sociologist with the social psychologist. In that article he
enunciated a principIe to which 1 heartily subscribe, that «the idea
that there is only one way of goíng to work will be the ruin oí our
scienoe». Hear ! hear ! Thís, then, is t!he case of two people, or sub-
disciplines, moving along parallel lines. Of course parailel línes, if
they behave as they should, will not meet in a point. But in socí-
ologícal research they can botlh hit the same target. For the target
is large; it is broader than the distance between the two lines. Life
wouild be dull if everybody aímed all the time at the bull's eye. In
the present state of our science we shall do well to scatter our fire
a bit; we are more likely to hit something.

My second situation is one in whích the interests of sociologists,
and their methods, are so different that they seem to have little in
common. They are not moving on parallel lines, but along differ-
ent radii from the central core of sociology out to the periphery,
perhaps in order to join hands with scholars in neighbouring dis-
ciplines having affinities with sociology - with the psychologísts,
the historians, the mathematicians, the lawyers or the biologists.
And that is a very laudable aim. Where the divergence is as great
as this, the most wecan hope for is peaceful co-exístence, 1 am not
fond of this concept, because it is so unconstructíve, but it may be
a neoessary station on the road to fruítful co-operatíon. There is no
use in bringing two people together if they are acutely allergic to
one another. It is better that they keep their distance and preserve
the peace. Not that 1 dísapprove of academic warfare. It can be
most stímulating and enjoyable, províded it takes place between
near neighbours and not between strangers or distant acquaintances.
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In this respeet the moral eode of aeademie behaviour differs from that
of ordinary social lífe. For when the antagonísts are near neígh-
bours, scíentifically speakíng, they understand what they are fighting
about and both may emerge from the conflict wiser than they were
before. Or at any rate their juniors may learn a lot from watehing
the battle of the ohampions. But if, shall we say, an earnest student
of Durkheim's theory of the origin and nature of religion gets ínvolv-
ed in a battle wíth somebody who is drawing careful maps of the
catchment areas of all the ehurches in a great city, and eaoh says
that what the other is doing ís futile, the conflict is bound to produce
more heat than light and may, if one síde wíns, result in tlhe ím-
poverishment of our scienee. It is only when you are very sure of
your faith that you can afford to denounce hereties, and it is only
when you belong to a truly homogeneous community that you can
think oí íssuing deportation orders agaínst dubious-lookíng charac-
terso Socíology has not got that far yet.

So, if we have a rough house on Wednesday morruing, with the
socíologícal holísts and the methodologícal índividualísts flying at
each other's throats, don't let's start chucking anybody out. It may
be fue duty of a scienrifíc association to expose and denounce char-
latans, but it should welcome honest disag;reement, and the fruitful
argurnents it provokes, and be tolerant even of wíde divergences
of interest. For unity without diversity is tyranny; díversity without
unity is chaos. And for sociologists the fundamental unity that salves
this dílemma by preservíng us from ohaos without subjectíng us to
tyranny is the unity of our subject matter, fue unity of mankind. If
we ceased to believe in that, our science would díssolve into thin
air.
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PLENARY SESSION
S~ANCE PL~NIERE

REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Chairman: R. K6NIG,University of Koln
Rapporteur: F.]. STENDENBACH,University of Koln

In this session R. Konig, P. Sorokin, H. Lefébvre, E. Gellner, A. K.
Saran presented the essential points of theír papers which are en-
tirely printed in the fírst volume of the Transactions.

The discussion was opened by L. Goldman who commented on
P. Sorokín's and E. Gellner's papers. With reference to P. Sorokin
he said that each time one introduces the historical dimension one
has to distinguish between structure and function as well as be-
tween «verstehender» and explicative analysís, He postulates further-
more that the cultural sciences do not follow the same rules of in-
vestigation as the natural scíences, a view mostly held in the Euro-
pean countries. With respect to E. Gellner's paper he criticized the
use of dichotomies instead of scales and pointed out that each struc-
ture has its own logic, It must not lead to relativism.

]. Galtung thínks that E. Gellner's is one of those rare papers
which will be read and reread. He says it is an improvement of the
anthropological methodology through application of a functional
approach. The consideration of the concepts in their OIWnculture
gives more c1arity to the culture itself and enables a much more
adequate understanding. Variation of meaning ls, however, not only
between cultures or between individuals but also within a culture
or within an individual, and even at the same time: namely on
different levels of consciousness. The levels obvíously have to be
understood as different meaning contexts. More will be gained in
explanatory power by stressing also the dissensual instead oí merely
giving a unified sensible picture obtained by projecting an idealized
picture of the own culture on foreign cultures.

R. Mayntz gave some refinements of the concept of functionalism
as used by Gellner. She says that being part of the context ís dif-
ferent from contributing to the survival of the whole. She pointed
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out that the evaluations in E. Gellner's paper were made on the
basis of standards which have not been made explicit. She then dis-
tinguishes at least three standards and oorresponding goal types:
1) the features of the goal state actually exist; 2) the properties are
hypothetical only; 3) the system automatically produces such a goal
state.

M. Crozíer agreed with E. Gellner in the main points and reported
about some aspects of his own research done in a functíonalíst
frame.

One of the most interesting contri!butions to the díscussíon was a
report given by G. V. Osípov which revealed a change in the attí-
tudes toward empirical research and toward «Western» sociology.
G. V. Osipov postulated that sociological research will be 'useless
if it is not based on theory. This theory is as yet only of «míddle
range». In Russia where many social programs are under way «con-
crete research» has the ímportant role of giving ínformatíon on the
facts which then can be applied in the development and the ac-
complishment of the social programs, Such programs exist on famíly,
industry, personality (probably also including delinquency). The
methods used are objective, quantitative as well as qualitative: sta-
tistical reports, social experiment, polls, expert interviews, personal
documents, etc. The results should be checked through the utilization
of other methods. G. V. Osipov pointed out that there is a tendency
toward interdisciplinary research and that statistical and mathe-
matical tools should be used for the sake of greater precision. -
With respect to Lefébvre's paper G. V. Osípov poínted out that Marx
had only one theory, not, however, a socíologícal one and a phílo-
sophical one. Lefebvre's considerations he thinks are one-síded.
Furthermore he criticized L. Goldman for his evolutionary genetical
structuralism. He also disagrees with L. Goldman with respect to
the denied universalíty of logical norms.

Finally W. J. H. Sprott commented on A. K. Saran's paper whích,
however, was not read because of lack in time. W. J. H. Sprott crí-
ticized that too many different types of scientists are listed under
the term positivism which makes it díffícult to understand the
paper. He also criticized the dichotomy of methodological índíví-
dualísm and methodologiaal /collek:l:iviSllll.In conclusíon he was
dealing with the problem of the derívatíon of the «ought» from
factual behavior or from a transcendental essence. In case of a
derivation from the latter we should have a perfect knowledge of
the whole cosmology.
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HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE STUDIES
:eTUDES HISTORIQUES ET COMPARATIVES

COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES

In sociology, as in other disciplines, concepts are formulated to
ensure their universal applicability. A concept like «dívísion of
labor» refers to some prínciple accordíng to which the labor per-
formed in a collectívity is subdivided among its members. Where
further reference is made to the persistence of this princíple over
time, irrespective of the particular individuals perforrning the labor
and of the way labor is subdivided (whether by sex, age, skill or
what not) , we get one meaning of the term «social organízation».
Since we know of no society in which these two concepts are
ínapplicable, it is proper to consider them universal in scope. It is
possible to remain at this level of universality. One can elaborate
deductively a whole series of mutually related concepts in the belief
that in this way a framework of concepts applicable to all societíes
can be constructed. However, efforts along this line (especially those
of Talcott Parsons) have been criticized for their tendency to elabo-
rate concepts without a prior formulation of a problem and hence
without a periodic check of the concepts in terms of their analytic
utility.

Such criticism points to a persistent problem in sociology. Con-
cepts and theories which are difficult to relate toempírícal findings,
are juxtaposed with empirical research which is more or less devoid
of theoretical significance. Every sociologist deplores this hiatus
between theory and research, but the difficulties of relating the two
persist. One reason for these difficulties is that, to be analytically
useful, universal concepts frequently require a specífícation which
divests them oí their universality. There is an intermedia te level
between what is true oí all socíetíes and what is true of one society
at one poínt in time and space. This level is the special province
oí comparative sociological studies.

21
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In the absence of strong historical interests sociologists often
neglect the fact that many, widely used terms are not universal in
scope, but concepts of socio-hístorícal configurations. Thus, stratifica-
tíon is present in all societies, but stratification by «estate» is present
only in some: the exercíse of authority requires subordínate agents
everywhere, but their organization into a «bureaucracy» is a more
specific phenomenon. Concepts like c1ass and bureaucracy or urban-
ísm, the sta te, status, contract, and many others vary considerably in
their historical «reach», Le. in the tíme-and-space dimensions of
theír applicability. For example, bureaucracy in the sense of Max
Weber's concept of governmental organization under the rule of law
applies principally to the countries of Northwestern Europe from the
19th century onward. However, several elements of bureaucratic
organization can be found centuries earlíer as T. F. Tout has docu-
mented in his five volume work deceptively entitled Chapters in the
Administrative History 01 England; also elements from the complex
of bureaucracy have been adopted in several countries since the
19th century with varying success to be sure. Again though all so-
cieties are stratified, stratification by «class» is of a special type.
Glasses depend on the coalescence of interests among individuals who
are legally free to conclude valid contracts, and thus they differ
from stratification by «estate» or Court-rank, or clan-affiliation, and
so forth. The «hístorícal reach» of the concept is then determinable
in prínciple in the sense that modern Western societies have been
distinguished for a time by the degree to which «the market»
has governed c1ass-relations among individuals.
. Such historical delimitation is clear only in principIe or by defini-

tíon, but very vague in application. It may be possíble to date the
inception of «bureaucracy» in England from the Northcote-Trevelyan
Reforms in 1861, but even so marked an institutional innovation is
no more than a «high water-mark» of changes in English govem-
mental admínístration whose century-old continuity can be docu-
mented easily. The delimitation in time and space of other sociolo-
gical concepts would present even greater difficulties since most such
concepts do not refer to actions directly reflected in legal or adminis-
trative documents. (No doubt it is due to these difficulties of chrono-
logical delimitation, among others, that socíologists and historians do
not get along well intellectually; yet they need each other, for histo-
rians use sociological concepts and socíologísts ought to derive
part of their evidence from hístory.) Thus we have the awkward
situation that it is díffícult to identify the space-and-tíme dimen-
síon of certain sociological concepts and difficult to deny that they
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possess a historically limited applicability. Usually, we meet this
situation by cons:tructing a contrast-conception. «Bureaucracy» is
hardly a usable concept as long as it stands alone. It gains clarity
when we contrast it with the "patrimonial» form of government as
Max Weber has done beca use in this way we lea m of a non-bureau-
cratic type of governmental administration that has a century-
long development of its own. Agaín, stratification by «class» is a
better analytical tool when contrasted with alternative types of strat-
ification, say, by caste or estate or party-membership in a totalíta-
rian state. While such paired concepts are never wholly satisfactory,
they do enable us to delimit the space-and-time dimension of a given
concept to some extent 1.

Comparative analysis reveals also that many concepts are gene-
ralizations in disguise. Urbanism is a case in point as are other con-
cepts of complex structures like industrial society, bureaucracy, de-
mocracy, feudalism, caste society, etc., together with such related
terms as urbanization, industrialization, and so on. These concepts
define social structures in terms of their several distinguishing char-
acteristics and the importance of such definitions may explain the
lasting influence of certain expositions like Louis Wirth's «Urbanism
as a way of Life», Robert Redfield's «The Folk Society», Max We-
ber's chapter «Bureaucracy», even on scholars who have criticized
these fonnulations. If we are to refer to social structures, we must
conceptualize them and that means a definition of a cluster of attri-
butes which distinguishes one structure from another 2. It is not a
fiction to suppose that these attributes occur together; after all the
definition, say, of urbanism puts ínto abstract terms what we have
learned about major Western cities as distinguished from non-urban
types of settlement. However, comparative sociological studies are
needed to delimit the applicabílity of those attributes; here we are-
back to the space-and-tíme dimension of socíologícal concepts. Even

1 1 avoid the tenn «ideal type» since it requires too many explanations of
its meaning to be useful. Cf. the earlier discussion of «paired concepts» in
Reinhand BENDIXand Bennett BERGER,«Images of Society and Problems of
Concept - Formatíon in Socíology», in Llewellyn GROSS,ed., Contributions
to Sociological Theory , Evanston, Row, Peterson & Co., 1959, pp. 92-118.

2 The «pattern variables» as formulated by Talcott Parsons are an aid in
this regard, provided their application to specific structures is spelled out.
•Universalism» , for example, may be an attribute of urbanism and of bu-
reaucracy, but it is necessary to explain how this characteristic, which
distinguishes urban from folk and bureaucratic from patrimonial administra-
tion, becomes manifest in each, and how these manifestations may be linked.
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more important: such studies would enable us to examine criticaIly
the implicit and, in my judgment, unjustified generalizatíon, accor-
ding to which the several attributes of «urbanísm» tend to occur
and vary together.

Recent observations in India suggest that fue generalizations and
expectations which we associate with fue term «urbanízation», may
be excessively culture-bound. In India kinship ties between urban
and rural residents rema in strong. Examples: in a recent flood
disaster in Poona about one-thírd of fue people made homeless
(some 30,000) simply rejoined their families in the villages; in Bom-
bay, textile workers on strike go back to their villages for the dura-
tion of the strike; in many cities husbands go to work by themselves,
leaving their wives and children in the countryside. A recent survey
of the «urban social situation in India» concludes that rural-urban
differences with regard to such key factors as caste and joint family
have not in fact developed as expected 3. Since we know about simi-
lar Kinship-ties between urban and rural areas from fue earlier
history of Western cities, it is tempting to predict that with suffi-
cient economic development and urbanizatíon this tie to the country
wíll be broken in India as well. But what began as a definition has
subtly turned at this point into a prediction based on a generaliza-
tion about «urbanism», though this prediction is hazardous and prob-
ably falseo For in the West the religious consecration of family-ties
had been broken long before urbanizatíon of the modern type oc-
cured. If by individualism we understand this destruction of the
fetters of kinship, then individualism was a precondition as much as
a consequence of modern urbanismo And as urbanization in India
occurs in the absence of comparable preconditions we must expect
that it takes forms with which we are not familiar. NaturaIly it is
difficult to anticipate fuese. In the UNESCO Seminar Report on this
subject we read the following:

«Although the great cities of Asia have large size, high density and
heterogeneous populations these characteristics (which according to
Wirth essentially give rise to the urban way of Iife), have not produced
the basic changes in interpersonal relations, the nature of human
beings and the social institutions, as in the Westem context. Despite
these relatively high densítíes, life has not necessarily become largely
secularízed, great dífferentiation of function has not taken place and

s N. V. SOVANI,«The Urban Social Situation in India», Artha Vijnana, III,
June-September, 1961, pp.85-105, 195-222.
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the way of life has not changed markedly for many of the indigenous
population groups»4,

Although the report goes on to deny «íncreased sophistication, ra-
tionality of behavíor, cosmopolitanism in outlook, or innovation and
social change- with regard to these cities, these qualities of «urban-
ism» surely exist. But they may be more suffused with elements from
the tradional culture than would be the case in Westem cities, and
at the same time certain Sections of the urban elite may live at a
greater social and cultural dístance from the common people in the
Indian than in European or American cities. In addition, as an out-
sider examines the statistics of unemployrnent, housíng conditions
and population with syrnpathy for the human condition, he naturally
wonders whether the resilience of kinship- and caste-ties even under
urban conditions represents the one remaining social security the
individual has left to fend off the mass of others who compete with
him for the scare opportunities avaílable. And if these impressions
are near the mark, then every increase in population, every further
crowding of the cities will militate against that individualism
which is most needed to curb population and make Indian cities
«urbanized» in our sense of that word. To disrníss all thís as a tran-
sitory phenomenon whíeh will give way to more familiar features
of city-life presupposes what most needs examination, namely that
the cluster of attributes constituting «urbanísm» represents a valid
generalization of a pattem of ínterrelated social changes. Is it not
possible and indeed probable that the cities of India, for example,
have structural antecedents of their own which will eventually
blend with the familiar physícal attributes of cities under the impact
of modern industry - and in this way create a distinctive type of
urbanism?

If we admit this possibility (and I do not see how we can exclude
it), then we must face up to dífficuít questions of nomenclature and
social theory. We would have to conclude that terms which socio-
logists have adopted or adapted from ordinary speech (like city,
village, industry, bureaucracy, etc.) are not readily applícable in their
usual connotations, since sueh terms have more connotations than
we are aware of in ordinary usage, it is indispensable for scholarly
purposes to make these connotations explícito As a result, when we
use the term «urbanlsm» with reference to India, we would not also

4 Urbanieation in Asia and the Fa, East (Proceedings of the joínt UN/UNES-
CO Seminar, Bangkok, August 8-18, 1956, Calcutta, Tensions and Technology
Series, 1957), p'.87.



more important: such studies would enable us to examine critically
the implicit and, in my [udgment, unjustified generalízatícn, accor-
ding to which the several attributes of «urbanísm» tend to occur
and vary together.

Recent observations in India suggest that the generalizations and
expectations which we associate with the term «urbanízatíon», may
be excessively culture-bound. In India kinship ties between urban
and rural residents remain strong. Examples: in a recent flood
disaster in Poona about one-third of the people made homeless
(some 30,000) simply rejoíned their families in the villages; in Bom-
bay, textile workers on strike go back to their villages for the dura-
tíon of the strike; in many cities husbands go to work by themselves,
Ieavíng their wives and children in the countryside. A recent survey
of the «urban social situation in India» concludes that rural-urban
differences with regard to such key factors as caste and joint family
have not in fact developed as expected s. Since we know about simi-
lar Kinship-ties between urban and rural areas from the earlier
history of Westem cities, it is tempting to predict that with suffí-
cient economic developrnent and urbanization this tie to the country
wHI be broken in India as well. But what began as a definition has
subtly tumed at this point into a prediction based on a generaliza-
tion about «urbanism», though this prediction is hazardous and prob-
ably falseo For in the West the religious consecration of family-ties
had been broken long before urbanization of the modem type oc-
cured, If by individualism we understand this destruction of the
fetters of kinshíp, then índívídualísm was a precondition as much as
a consequence of modem urbanismo And as urbanization in India
occurs in the absence of comparable preconditions we must expect
that it takes forms with which we are not familiar. Naturally it is
dífñcult to anticipate these. In the UNESCO Seminar Report on this
subject we read the following:

the way of life has not chang
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«Although the great cities of Asia have large size, high density and
heterogeneous populations these characteristics (which according to
Wirth essentially give rise to the urban way of life), have not produced
the basic changes in interpersonal relatíons, the nature of human
beíngs and the social institutions, as in the Western contexto Despíte
these relatively high densities, life has not necessarily become largely
secularized, great differentiation of function has not taken place and
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the way of life has not changed markedly for many oí the indigenous
population groups» 4.

Although the report goes on to deny «increased sophistication, ra-
tionality of behavior, cosmopolitanism in outlook, or innovation and
social change» with regard to these cities, these qualities of «urban-
ism» surely exist. But they may be more suffused with elements from
the tradional culture than would be the case in Westem cities, and
at the same time certain Sections of the urban elite may live at a
greater social and cultural distance from the common people in the
Indian than in European or American cities. In addition, as an out-
sider examines the statistics of unemployment, housing conditions
and population with syrnpathy for the human condition, he naturally
wonders whether the resilience of kinship- and caste-ties even under
urban conditions represents the one remaining social security the
individual has left to fend off the mass of others who compete with
him for the scare opportunities avarlable, And if these impressions
are near the mark, then every increase in population, every further
crowding of the cities will militate against that individualism
which is most needed to curb population and make Indian cities
«urbanized» in our sense of that word. To dísmíss all this as a tran-
sitory phenomenon whích will give way to more familiar features
oí city-life presupposes what most needs examination, namely that
the cluster of attributes constítutíng «urbanísm» represents a valid
generalization of a pattem of interrelated social changes. Is it not
possible and indeed probable that the cities of India, for example,
have structural antecedents of their own which will eventually
blend with the familiar physícal attributes of cities under the impact
of modem industry - and in this way create a distinctive type of
urbanism?

If we admit this possibility (and 1 do not see how we can exclude
ít), then we must face up to difficult questions of nomenclature and
social theory. We would have to conclude that terms which socio-
logists have adopted or adapted from ordinary speech (like cíty,
víllage, industry, bureaucracy, etc.) are not readily applícable in their
usual connotations, since sueh terms have more connotations than
we are aware of in ordinary usage, it is indispensable for scholarly
purposes to make these connotations explícito As a result, when we
use the term «urbanísm» with reference to India, we would not also

e Urbanization in Asia and the Far East (Proceedings of the Joint UN/UNES-
CO Seminar, Bangkok, August 8-18, 1956, Calcutta, Tensions and Technology
Series, 1957), p".87.
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apply connotations of the term which are inappropriate. Some social
theorists would cite these difficultíes as their reason for discarding
ordinary terms altogether and substituting for them a language of
their own. But that approach faces even greater díffículties: for it is
remote from ordinary experience and since it makes references to
that experience unnecessarily obscure, it interferes with effective
communication. These and related terminological questions do not
exist in isolation. As often as not they are a symptom of unresolved
theoretical questions, to which comparatíve socíological studies can,
1 believe, make their own specific contribution. 1 would dístínguísh
at least three such contributions, which are closely interrelated.

1. Comparisons and contrasts between «related» phenomena in
different societies are made possible by reference to some sociologi-
cal universal. What is true of a11societies cannot tell us much about
any, but it is not on that account without interest. For «sociological
uníversals» are another word for the problematics of the social con-
dition, they are not generalizations in the ordinary sense but defini-
tions of what ís at issue, what must be resolved. A very detaíled,
deductive elaboration of these «universals» such as that of Talcott
Parsons deals with these issues or problematics in terms of their
logícal attributes; it does not, nor does it intend to, deal directly
with fue way in which such issues have been resolved by men in
societies. That, however, is precisely what comparitive socíological
studies have attempted. When Max Weber writes hís comparative
sociology of religion on the secular causes and consequences of reli-
gíous doctrines he identifies one such issue; we may ca11it the inner-
wor1dly orientation of Western religions culminating in Puritanism.
'Wh.en, in his Ancient City, Fustel de Cculanges writes of the steps by
which a consecrated deity of the community gradua11y prevails over
the worship of separate deities of family and tribe, he identífies
another; we may ca11 it the social or in this case the religious pre-
condition of civic unity. Again, to take a modero work, when Hannah
Arendt discusses the pattem of race-relatíons in South Africa and the
Iews in Central Europe, she identifies a third; we may ca11 it the
moral crisis of those who lose, or are made to lose, their humanity
by virtue of their skin-color, religious belíef or group-affíllatíon".
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5 1 note in passing, but with emphasis that all these are moral issues and
that it greatly curtails the «socíological ímagination» in my judgment if thís
moral dímensíon ís neglected. Some sociologists manage to write even about
values or power, as if values existed outside a moral framework or 'as íf power
involved símply a dístinctíon between a few «bad guys» and the masses of
the people whose deprivations are a synonym of their virtue. The intellectual
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In these and similar studies a recurrent issue of the human condi-
tion ís identified for the purpose of examining empirically, how men
in different societies have encountered that issue and resolved it
as they did. Note that the emphasis in these studies is on men acting
in societies and while the conditioning of these actions is given fulí
weight, so in principle at least are the men who have acted in face
of the agonizing dilemmas which confront them. The point is worth
emphasizing because comparative studies tend to highlight the con-
trasts existing between different human situations and social struc-
tures and hence underemphasíze the contrasting patterns encom-
passed by each situation and structure. It was this feature which
prompted Max Weber to underscore the inescapable artificiality of
conceptual distinctions and the consequent need to move back and
forth between the empirical evidence and the benchrnark-concepts
which he called «ideal types» 8.

2. Many sociological concepts are composite terroso In using them
we assert the co-existence of the several elements that make up
a given configuration like urbanism, folk society, the víllage, caste,
bureaucracy, and others. It is probable that inadvertently such terms
conceptualize a limited body of evidence and are culture-bound for
that reason. Comparative studies help us transcend this limitation.
For example, íf city-Iife as we know it goes with secularism, are
there types of city-life which go with the maintenance of relígíous
beliefs ? More gene rally, if X goes with Y, can we also find evidence
that X can go with non-Y? The second type of evídence would not
invalidate the first; both would have to be considered. And by
considering both we may protect ourselves against spurious gene-
ralizations.

A neglect of this approach appears to be the issue in the debate
which has appeared in the pages of Contributions to lndian SocUJ-
logy 7. The question is raísed, on one hand, whether the term «víllage»
is applicable to Indian society; on the other hand, it is asserted that

chal!enge of socioIogicaI concepts can onIy gain if the moral issues inherent
in them are laid bare.

6 Perhaps the simplest statement of this issue is contained in Max WEBER,
«Agrargeschíchte des Altertums», Gesammelte Aufsiitze zur Sozial und Wirt-
schajtsgeschichte, Tübingen, ]. C. B. Mohr, 1924, p.280, where an enumeration
of different varieties of craftsmen is followed by the assertion that it is neces-
sary, nevertheless, to make do with one concept of the «ancíent Greek crafts-
rnan» to refer to al! of them.

7 Cf. the discussions of the editors, Louis DUMONTand D. POCOCK,ano of
F. G. BAILEY in Contributions to lndian Sociology, I, ApriI 1957, pp. 26-27 and
passim; III, JuIy 1959, pp. 88-101; and IV, April 1960, pp. 82-89.



«caste» is a generíc phenomenon which would not be worth studying
in India unless it was consídered along with «caste» in South Africa
or the American South. But dogma tic assertions are out of place
here. With regard to the village the people's orientation towards
kin and caste always competes to some extent with the demands
of the village as a community which more often than not are artíc-
ulated by political authority, even if the interests of the villagers
are served thereby. Two relatively antagonistic princíples of «com-
munity» are at work here, and a typology of villages in terms of
these or other príncíples might well reveal the special features of
Indian víllages which intensify this antagonism in their case 8.

Similarly, caste is certainly unique to India in the sense that no
other major civilization has witnessed a comparable elaboration
of the caste-príncíple over a three-thousand year periodo But caste
is also an aspect of social stratification, and without a comparative
approach to the study of stratification it is quite impossible to under-
stand the uníqueness of the Indian experience 9.

3. Sociological concepts have a time-dimension even in one and
the same society, as mentíoned earlier. The elements which we select
to form a concept like «urbanism» in the sense of «rnodern city»
coexist for a time only, whereas at an earlier time in our urban
history different elements would have to be chosen to characterize
a city. Accordingly, we formulate two concepts of «urbanísm», say
a «medieval» and a modem, industrial type, and indeed each of these
types encompasses a range of variation which must be conceptualized
in tum 10. Mid-nineteenth oentury American cities certainly differed
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8 See the striking characterization of these distinguishing features of the
Indian village in B. B. MISRA,The Indian Middle Classes, London, Oxford
University Press, 1961, pp. 310-312.

9 For example, the emerging interest of Indian sociologists in the pheno-
menon of caste-domínance can be enriched by studies of dornination in other
systems of social stratification without in any way detracting from the special
features oí the Indian situation. Cf, the use of general criteria oí dominance
in M. N. SRINIVAS,«The Dorninant Gaste in Rarnpura», American Anthropol-
ogist, Vol. 61, February 1959, pp. 1-16, with the emphasis on the incomparabil-
ity oí the Indian caste-system in the introduction by E. R. LEACH,ed., Aspects
01 Gaste in South India, Ceylon and N. W. Pakistan, Publication oí the De-
partment of Anthropology, Cambridge University Press, 1960.

10 Thís need for conceptualization may not be satisfied by Gideon S]OBERG'S
book The Pre-industrial Gity, Glencoe, The Free Press, 1960. The author op-
poses the modem, industrial city by an allinc1usive category encompassing
cities in all times and places prior to the last 100 years together with all «pre-
industrial» cities that exist today. Basing himself primarily on considerations
oí technology Sjoberg is, thereby, compelled to treat social structures oí the

greatest diversity as if they and
such a procedure unwise, even th

11 Some 20 years ago Professor •
the University oí Chicago. 1 am -
publíshed.

12 Cf. the lucid statement of this .
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from their mid-twentieth century counterparts, but they are oí the
same type nevertheless, On the other hand, neither of them posses-
ses the relation between residential areas and the churches, castle and
market-places so characteristic of medieval towns. The contrast be-
comes more difficult to make, as we compare the medieval and the
modern type within Europe; but the task is clearly to find the
elements common to twentieth-century cities in Europe and Ameríca
and commonly dístinguíshíng both from, say, fourteenth-century
cities in Europe 11. What is said here concerning the concept «ur-
banism» has implications both for our understanding of «social
structure» and for the study of social and politicai development.

To formula te concepts appropriate to «social structures» it is
necessary to allow for the variations in space and time whích are
compatible with, or even characteristic of, each type of structure. A
model for this kind oí conceptualízatíon is provided, for example,
by Max Weber's analysis of legal domination. A belief in legality
means first and foremost that oertaín formal procedures must be
obeyed, if the enactment and execution of a Iaw or regulation is
to be consídered legal. But while legal rule-making tends to eliminate
the idiosyncrasies of personal rule, it aiso milita tes against the
exercise oí judgment in the individual case - in the ínterest of
developing a consistent body of rules that are the same for everyone.
Yet disregard of the person in the interest of equity constantly
threatens to become dísregard of the person in the interest of rule-
making - just as too much regard for equity in the individual case
can jeopardize the integrity of the rule-makíng process. Hence, the
rule of law endures as long as piece-meal solutions for these con-
flicting imperatives are found and neither the concern with equity
nor with the formal attributes of rule-makíng is allowed to pre-
dominate. In rhís way a social structure is understood not as a natural
system with defined limits and invariant laws goveming thís equílí-
brating process for example, but rather as a system of historical
dimensions which we can examine in terms of the piece-meal solu-
tions which men have found for the characteristic problems of that
system 12. Where analysis emphasizes the chronology and individual

greatest díversity as if they and their cities were similar. One may consiáer
such a procedure unwise, even though one may be unable to «refute. it.

11 Some 20 years ago Professor Meyer Schapiro did just that in a lecture at
the University of Chícago. 1 am not aware that this material has been
published.

12 Cf. the lucid statement of this difference between natural and historical
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sequence of such solutions, it belongs to the province of the historian;
where it emphasizes the structure or pattern of these solutions, it
belongs to the province of the sociologist. Comparative sociological
studies are especially suited to elucidate such structures because
they tend to increase the «visibility» of one structure by contrasting
it with another. In his way, they may help us identify the issues
coníronting a country in its social and political development, although
they will hardly make us optimistic with regard to our ability to
predict that development.

By their exposure of concepts and generalizations to a wider range
oí evidence than is sometimes customary, comparative sociological
studies are líkely to impart a salutary degree of nomínalísm to the
terms we use. By coníronting each sociological concept with the
time-and-space limitations of its applicability, such studies may make
our generalizations more cautious. But they wíll also have the merit
of pointing up that peculiar combination oí limitation and flexi-
bility, of social conditioning and innovation which, to me at least,
is the meaning and fascination of sociological studies generally.

systems in E. E. EVANS-PRITCHARD, Social Anthropology, London, Cohen &
West, 1960, pp. 56-62.
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HISTORY AND THE SOCIOLOGICAL METHOD

In a paper written twenty-three years ago, entitled Sociology and
Canadian Social History, I argued for a greater use of history by the
sociologist. What was said in that paper by way of criticism of so-
ciology was largely directed at what seemed to be certain dominant
characteristics of the discipline as it had grown up on this con-
tinent. Developing in reaction to the philosophical tradition of nine-
teenth century European sociology, American sociology, so it seemed,
had moved so far in the direction of being concerned about scientific
methods of investigation that it had lost the capacity to deal with the
really significant problems of a sociological character. Too much of
the research being done was directed simply to the end of testing
the methodological tools being employed. The result only too often
was the reporting of things already known about society or, if not
known, of such trivial character that they were scarcely worth being
made known. Theory as well as research suffered from this concen-
tration upon the study of small, narrowly defined problems of a
sort which lent themselves readily to the use of certain approved
methods of scientific enquiry. In particular, there was an almost
complete failure to grapple with the major problems of historical de-
velopment.

However justified may have been such criticism of American so-
ciology twenty-three years ago, there would seem to be little basis
for similar criticism today. Sociological method, with its vastly im-
proved techniques of investigation, has been made to grapple with
problems of almost unlimited scope while theory building, as under-
taken by a Talcott Parsons, has become a task which knows no em-
pirical bounds. With this development in theory and method has
come a greatly strengthened interest in the use of history. There are
few sociologists today who would subscribe to the view that the
sociological method limits investigation to the contemporary society.
There is nothing in history any longer which would be considered
beyond the reach of sociological analysis.

The growing literature in the field of sociological history attests
to how effectively history has been made 10 serve the ends of socíol-
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ogical analysis in the work of a number of American sociologists.
To mentíon the names of Reinhard Bendix and Sigmund Diamond
should not be taken to imply that the list could be quickly exhausted.

Yet what was said twenty-three years ago with reference to the
anti-historical bias of American sociology may not be wholly in-
appropriate today. Though there has been much talk in recent years
about the importance of history to sociology, it is perhaps not unfair
to suggest that a good deal of this talk has come from sociologists
who themselves have done little or no history. Itís now fashionable
to pretend an interest in history and so long as such an interest
demands nothing more than making use of work already done by
the historian it can be subscribed to at no great cost. The question
has to be asked, however, whether a good many American sociol-
ogists have not become so unhistorical in their way of thinking,
and in their methods of investigation, that, in turning to history, they
find themselves unable to become sufficient of historians to make
effective use of what history has to offer. In effect, the sociologist
too often wants to use history without doing history. However much
he may talk about the importance of history, the conviction remains
strong that there is a difference between sociology and history, that
is, between the method of the sociologist and that of the historian.

Park and Burgess had stated this difference, in their textbook which
has now become a c1assic in American sociology, as one between
natural history and history and, though the difference would not be
expressed in this way today, the notion that there is a difference
persists. What the historian presumably is interested in are the facts
of history; what the sociologist ís interested in is the way these facts
are related in some sociologically significant pattern. It is unneces-
sary to argue he re how impossible it is to logically distinguish be-
tween these two exercises. If pressed probably no sociologist could
be found who would insist upon such a distinction. Yet implicitly,
whenever they turn to history, many sociologists proceed on the
assumption that such a distinction in fact exists.

The result only too often is that the sociologist will not let himself
do in the study of past society what he is quite prepared to do in the
study of society here and now: be guided to his theory by the facts
he discovers as well as to the facts by the theory he has formulated.
He will not let himself do this because its doing appears to involve
turning himself into an historian. He may, in the manner of the
grand theorist, so enclose himself in the armour of his theory that
only that part of history which fits into his analytical arid empirical
framework is taken notice of; the theoretical boxes are filled before
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the task of historical investigation is begun. Or he may, like the
functional anthropologist, avoid entirely the tangled problem of
motion or movement in history by making a study of a society or
institution of the past fixed in time. More usually, however, resort
is made to what is called the comparative historical method, where
developments in one place or time are compared with developments
in another. Here the soc.iologist appears to be exploiting to the full
what history has to offer while still avoiding the awful charge that
he has become an historian.

There is no suggestion here that great gains have not come from
any of these sociological approaches to history. But involved in all
of them is the danger of taking on faith a part of the history used.
The result can be a gross distortion of the facts upon which the so-
ciologist bases his generalizations. Indeed, what were some of the
worst faults of the nineteenth century evolutionists, in the methods
they employed, appear in the work today of some of those sociologists
who in this fashion have tumed to investigation of the historical
past. It is perhaps in no way surprising that when Talcott Parsons
seeks to incorporate within his general theory a theory of change it
is upon the sociology of Herbert Spencer that he largely relies.
Spencer was no historian, and with the example of biological evo-
lution before him he perhaps can be forgiven for viewing change
in society as being one in the direction of increasing structural dif-
ferentiation. But by building the process of structural differentiation
into his model of social change, Parsons from the very beginning
seriously limits the range of historical investigation. Among the
changes taking place in society can be discemed certainly changes
in the direction of increasing structural differentiation. But so also
can be discemed changes of the very opposite character. The fact that
the model used excludes consideration of changes of this latter sort
cannot be taken as sufficient answer to the charge that what is of-
fered is a distorted picture of what is happening to society as it
changes over time. Movements in the direction of increasing struc-
tural differentiation (and as well social integration) are intimately
related to movements in the opposite direction and any theory of
change must be able to account for the one type of movement as well
as the other.

Among those sociologists who make no claim to having a general
theory of change there is, of course, no such effort as that represented
by the sociology of Talcott Parsons to fit all the facts of history into
a tight theoretical framework. The problems of investigation under-
taken are of a much more modest character. Here what is sought are
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theories of social organization or development of what a Merton
would call the middle range. Work of this sort thus appears much
more defensible than that undertaken within the framework of
a general theory.

What cannot be overlooked, however, is that there is here involved,
in the effort to select out of history only that part which is considered
sociologically relevant, the same danger of forcing the facts of history
into a pre-conceíved theoretical framework. On the assumption that
the peculiar method of sociology is that of comparative analysis, the
sociologist only too often proceeds from the very beginning by re-
liance upon this method, considering the task which comes before,
of discovering what are the facts of history, as already done.

Thus can occur that curious joining together of comparative socíol-
ogical analysis with the most conventional kind of historical analy-
siso This is not the place to attempt an assessment of work done
by the historian as such but this much certainly can be said, that
only a small part of that work has been directed towards the in-
vestigation of problems of concern to the sociologist. The result is that
the latter, where he limits his investigation by the method of com-
parative analysis, only too often finds himself relying upon what
is far from complete information. Meanings of facts change when
viewed within a different kind of context. What to the historian may
not have been recognized as a fact, or if recognized considered so
trivial that it was not taken notice of, may to the sociologist be a
fact of enormous significance. Yet such a fact lies buried, unknown to
the sociologist, if reliance is placed upon only those facts which come
to be reported by the historian. What this can mean is the building
up of a body of sociological generalizations on the basis of com-
parison when what is being compared is not really comparable.

Efforts to examine over a period of time reaching back into his-
tory the relationship of social class to voting behaviour afford an
example of the hazards involved in this type of comparative socio-
logical analysis. Here the sociologist approaches his task with a fairly
good idea of what social class means in his contemporary society and
so long as he confines himself to an analysis of the relationship of
class to voting in this society as a result he can avoid getting into
trouble. Not only is his definition of social class based upon a very
substantial knowledge of present-day societies but he can be expected
to revise it, in the course of his investigations, if new facts come to
light. The moment, however, he turns to history his definition no
longer is amenable to change for the reason that he now makes him-
self dependent upon it for selecting from the facts of history-as set
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forward by the historian - those which he considers relevant to the
problem at hand. The almost inevitable consequence is the formation
of conc1usions about the relationship of social c1ass to voting be-
havíour on the basis of facts which have come to be known through
the employment of two very different definitions of socíal c1ass, the
definition of the historian and that of the sociologist,

If Canadian history can be taken as representative, it is not hard
to see how seríously misled the socíologíst can be who proceeds in
this fashíon to make a comparatíve socíologícal analysis of the
relatíonshíp of social c1ass to votíng behavíour. Canadian history has
tended to be written as if social c1asses were something almost which
dídn't exist. There are a number of reasons for this. The hístorían's
bias which leads him to place a heavy emphasis upon the role of
ideas and leaders may be one. Another are the techniques of ínves-
tígatíon upon which he relies resulting in a failure to distinguish
c1early between the interests of social c1ass and those other much
more promínent interests such as regíonalísm and religíon. But what-
ever may be the reasons, the fact certainly is that what the historian
has done offers no clear picture of the part social class may have
played in the formíng of men's thoughts and actíons in the Canadian
polítical society of the pasto

On the other hand, the techniques employed by the socíologíst in
the study of contemporary society tend perhaps to exaggerate the
role played by social class. A man's posítíon in the status hierarchy
is somethíng which can be measured and the temptation thus is
strong to seize upon such tangible attributes in seeking an explanatíon
of why people behave in the way they do. Be that as it may, certainly
few socíologísts can be accused of giving insufficient recognítíon to
the fact of class in the organízatíon ot society about him. What this
can mean, however, the moment he seeks to draw comparisons be-
tween the role of social class in society of the past and its role in
present day socíety is the forming of generalizations on the basis of
very different kinds of facts. Even more treacherous can be the effort
to cast the comparative net beyond the society of one country and
treat as meaning the same thing what the historians of different
countries have written about social c1ass. To compare the role of
social c1ass in the political development of two or more countries
assumes a knowledge of the history of these countríes such as the
sociologist is scarcely likely to have if in his investigations he has
strictly limited himself to the problem at hand.

This is not to argue, of course, that the sociologist, in the manner
of the antiquarian, should allow himself to be guided by no theory
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in his historical investigations. Nor is it to argue, indeed, that in
tuming to history he should not attempt to take advantage of work
already done by the historian if by chance what the historian has
done serves fully the purposes 01 sociological analysis. In the end,
sociological historian and historian may become one and, where that
happens, the division of labour which results would naturally be on
'the level of generality of analysis. But this clearly is far from the
case today. Historians have not become sociologists and as a con-
sequence sociologists, seeking to use history, have no real choice
but to be come historians.

It is no answer that the sociologist has no time to do the painstaking
task of historical research and that in the interests of an economy of
effort it is better that this part of the task of historical comparative
analysis be left to the historian. It involved a life-tíme of work on
the part of the late H. A. Innis to re-write the economic history of
Canada but economic theory, particularly as it relates to problems of
economic development, would be vastly poorer today íf work such
as this had not been done. It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that
what is written into the textbooks of sociology comes almost wholly
from the study of contemporary societies, literate and non-líterate.
The consequences are certain serious misjudgements about the
character of society and social change.

The effect in developing within sociological theory a static bias,
where emphasis tends to be placed upon the phenomenon of social
order at the expense of the phenomenon of social change, is a con-
sideration which need not be gone into here. Of greater concem is
the nature of the theory of change which has come out of the way
many sociologists have approached the task of historical investiga-
tion. Parsons is not alone in his use of a kind of nineteenth century
evolutionary theory to account for the character of change over time.
There is in the work of a number of sociologists a curious mixture
of the sociology of Spencer, Weber and Durkheim which be comes
particularly pronounced the moment there is a tuming to considera-
tion of developments taking place in the pasto It was a crude kind of
Spencerian sociology which got written into the Park and Burgess
notion of natural history but even today, íf it is not Spencer alone,
it is a compounding of his ideas with those of Weber and Durkheim
which determines in large part the nature of the theory of change in
much American sociology.

Thus comes the emphasis in the study of American society upon the
role of values as a conservative force in social development. Values
as they find express ion in written records and the speeches of public
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men appear as something which change little over time. If attention
is fastened upon such values, what Americans believe today seems
not greatly different from what they believed almost two hundred
years ago when, having got rid of the British with their aristocratic
notíons of government, they proceeded to establish the institutions
of their society on the basis of principles of liberty and equality.
Change as it has taken place since in these institutions can be made
thus to appear as involving little more than the giving of fuller
express ion to the basic values of American life.

It is in terrns of such a concept of change in American society that
what had been elaborated as a theory of social order with a heavy
dependence upon Durkheim has been made into a theory of social
development with a heavy dependence upon Spencer. In particular,
the sociology of Talcott Parsons would appear to have undergone a
transformation of this character. This is not the place to argue
whether any useful purpose can be served by the effort to erect a
general theory of society in the manner undertaken by Parsons. What
must be noted, however, is the fact that the Parsonian theory main-
tains its character of generality only at most in so far as it has to do
with the problem of order in society. The moment it becomes a theory
of change rather than order it loses its character of generality and
takes on a highly particularistic reference. It is a theory which ac-
counts for certain kinds of changes taking place in society but quite
clearly not for other kinds.

Given the high rate of growth and general prosperity which has
been characteristic of American society in recent years, it is perhaps
not surprising that sociologists such as Parsons should mistake as
general patterns of change in society certain developments taking
place within their own. Something of the same sort of mistake had
been made in their different ways by Marx and Weber, and, of
course, even more by Herbert Spencer. Thus in the treatrnent, for
instance, of such social phenomena as bureaucracy or social strati-
fication, there is the implicit assumption that what is being looked
at is a reflection of tendencies or patterns of change in the organi-
zation of society in general. It is hard not to believe that American
society compared with other societies represents in some fashion or
other a higher stage of development in forms of economic, political
and social life.

The difficulty in part comes from the failure to look at the society
of the United States as an integral part of a larger society. It is easy
enough to believe, for instance, that wide differences in income and
styles of life between social classes, and class conflict, are disap-
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pearing if attention is confined to the example of :-mer~can. soc~ety.
Nor is this impression little corrected if what consíderation 1Sg1~en
to societies in other parts of the world is in the way of comparmg
these societies with the American rather than treating them as part
of the same society. It is in this manner that account can be taken,
for instance, of the kinds of developments taking place in Latin
America or in the newer nations of Africa without any modification
of the conception of development occuring in the American society.
No attempt is made to examine what is happening outside the United
States as a response to what is happening within and to explore the
possibility that social class conflict now finds expression less through
the existence within American society of social classes with sharply
divided interests than through the existence within the larger so-
ciety of which American society is a part of such classes. To a very
considerable extent the United States has become an area of residence
of a privileged social class. To fínd the people living across the
tracks it is now necessary to look beyond the boundaries oí the
United States. .

Much the same can be said of power and the bureaucratic orgam-
zation of society. To talk of a power vacuum and to describe society
in terms of an impersonal bureaucratic structure operating almost
automatically without any manifest exercise of power may appear
to make sense to an American looking at the state of politics and the
organization of economic life within his own society but to a
Canadian residing across the border from the United States conscious
of the might of the neighbouring republic and of its large industrial and
financial corporations there can be little doubt where power resides.
What American sociology perhaps needs more than anything else
is a new Frederick ]ackson Turner to call attention to the importance
of the force s developing within what have become the new frontiers
of the western world. A greater recognition of these forces would
result certainly in the treating more skeptically conclusions regarding
the nature of bureaucratic organization, social stratification and such
other features of modern society drawn from the study of the society
of the United States. There is the very real danger that a whole gener-
ation of American sociologists will be misled by Parson's insistence
on treating American society as a boundary maintaining social system.

It is not ethnocentrism alone, however, which accounts for this
failure on the part of a number of American sociologists to recognize
that what they are treating as developments of a general character
are in fact developments of a híghly particularistic kind. The deter-
mination to view society as an orderly social system has led to an
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unwillingness to look beyond those nice comfortable segments of the
American society itself where talk about integration and consensus
appear to have some meaning and examine within the same theo-
retical framework those areas of the society characterized by dis-
integration and conflict. A sociology of deviance has been made to
account for what it is in the society that is not liked. Thus emerges a
conception of change as development in the direction of increasing
rationality in human affairs. It is this sort of conception of evolu-
tionary change which has largely determined the way in which a
number of American sociologists have approached the study of the
development of their society.

It would be beyond the limits of space imposed on this paper to
attempt to indicate the kind of things the sociologist can leam from
history if prepared to explore all the various avenues of historical
investigation without regard to where those avenues may lead. But
this much perhaps can be said. What he almost certainly can leam
is that what has happened in society in the past was not greatIy
different from what is happening now. There has always appeared
to man something mysterious about his past and from this feeling
many sociologists have not escaped. What spreads back behind-the
society of the past-seems much more forbidding than what spreads
before-the society of the present. Thus methods of investigation
which are used with great confidence in exploring the society today
come to be considered inadequate when there is a tuming to an
exploration of the past. What now seems to be required is not a
theory to guide the way but a theory which will determine the precise
route to be followed. Even Barrington Moore ]r., though arguing
valiantIy the need for the sociologist to make greater use of history,
feels nevertheless compelled to advance as a condition of such use
a general sociological theory of historical development. Long scoming
history, the danger in sociology today perhaps is in expecting from
history more than it has to offer.

In the end, the chief contribution which can be made by investi-
gation of a sociological historical character may be that simply of
caIling into question many of the theories about society now held.
But if this is so, it is as it should be. History has not one social theory
to offer, the study of present-day society another; which is simply
another way of saying that there is no such thing as a theory of
social change as such. In studying the past the sociologist must find
himself doing nothing different from what he is doing when studying
society here and about. And he must expect no more miraculous
results from his investigations. There is no theory to be discovered
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which will unlock the gates of history. The most any theory can do
is guide the investigator to certain historical facts. If such a theory
is not to be made a dead thing investigation must be pushed on to
other facts and to the development of other theories.

What this means is that there is nothíng in history that the socio-
logist can safely disregard. If he is to use history he must be prepared
to do history without fear of being charged that he has become an
historian. There are ínvolved, of course, perils of no inconsiderable
sort. It is easy to get bogged down in historical facts. But so as well
is it easy to get bogged down in facts about society of the presento
There can be no abandonment of theory in investigation of an his-
torical or non-historical character. But, on the other hand, there can
be no enslavement to it.

This paper began with a reference to American sociology as it was
twenty-three years ago. It can well conclude with a similar reference.
In their concentration upon the problems of the immediate society
about them the instincts of sociologists of that time were essentially
sound. The whole vast American continent was a problem area and
particularly that part of it of which Chicago was the centre and it
would have been strange, indeed, if American sociology had assumed
a character very different from what it did. The sociology of Park has
led naturally to the sociology of Parsons with the kinds of changes
which have taken place within American society over the past quarter
century. There has grown as could be expected an increasing concern
with the character of the forces which have shaped this society. Out
of micro-sociology has developed a macro-sociology. The new ap-
proach has given emphasis to new kinds of limitations not too un-
like those characteristic of the sociology of the grand theory of the
nineteenth century. The growing interest in historical investigation
has been a welcome consequence of the new macro approach but
it is in the type of historical investigation undertaken that the limi-
tations of this approach most clearly show up. This paper has been
concerned with these limitations. It can scarcely overlook, however,
the importance of the advance which has been made. Whatever the
limitations of some of the work now being done, there has come from
the new strengthening interest in historical investigation a greatly
strengthened sociology. And the move forward is not likely to stop
at the point of advance now reached. It is hard to believe that the
sociologist who has turned to history will remain for long so little
curious about the facts of history that he will be content to leave to
others the task of historical research. The sociologist who uses his-
tory is almost bound in the end to find himself doing history.
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"Social polícy» is used here to refer to the various public provisions
which were made during the period in question in response to such
recognised social problems as mas s povery, insanitary living condí-
tions and high rates of mortality, inadequate educational standards,
and iniquitous and debilitating conditions of work. It thus embraces
the whole range of social security legislation, public health and
housing legislation, legislation relating to educational provision, and
factory and labour legislation generally.

Both sociologists and historians have brought out in various ways
the importance of the ideological and institutional changes which
were involved in this process of ever increasing state intervention
in social and economic affairs. Several writers, for example, have
been concerned to show how the development of social policy in
the nineteenth century was largely responsible for a transformation
in the functions and structure of executive government in Great
Britain. It has been described how, at the same time as the rate and
scope of legislative activity increased, an extensive and intricate
system of public adrninistration was built up. One marked legís-
lative tendency was, in fact, that towards the continual development
and improvement of the mechanism of government itself. Thus, by
the early twentieth century, a large and complex governmental
bureaucracy had come into existence and administrative authorities
had been given both quasí-legíslatíve and quasi-judícial powers 1.

Other writers, looking at the matter from a somewhat different
angle, have drawn attention to the way in which social welfare

(1) See, for example, K. B. SMELLIE, A Hundred Years of Engtish Gooem-
ment, 1950.
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legíslatíon brought about a fairly drastic redefinition of the powers
attaching to private property. Public health and factory legislation,
for instance, imposed considerable restrictions on the individual's
right to «do what he liked with his own». Again, provísíon for social
security and state education not only helped to lessen inequalities
in individuals' economic Iife-chances but were also associated with
íncreasingly heavy and graded taxation which itself both further
reduced economic inequality and further limited the extent to which
property could be used for private profit. Thus, as W. Friedmann
has pointed out, legal developments in Great Britain from the níne-
teenth century onwards provide the first effective answer to the
Mandan view oí the functions oí law in capitalist society: instead
of serving solely to buttress the existing economic and politícal order,
law can in this be c1early seen as «an increasingly active and ar-
ticulate agent of social change» 2. Finally, <me might note, the deve-
lopment of social policy has also been seen as important in regard to
the integration of industrial societies. T.R. Marshall, for example, has
argued that through the social welfare legislation of the nineteenth
and earlier twentieth centuries, Englíshmen were guaranteed social
rights which complemented and made more meaningful the civil and
political rights they had earlier secured; parallel, thus, with an in-
egalitarian money economy there was established an egalitarian
system of «cítizenshíp», implying the full and equal membership of
all in the national cornmunity 3. This and similar developments in
other western countries have been regarded by a number of writers
as specially relevant in accounting for the fact that, contrary to
Marxian theory, capitalist society has not been disrupted by prole-
tarian revolution: rather than the proletariat being driven by in-
creasing misery into rebellion against the existing order, this order
has been sufficiently modified to make possíble what Reinhard Ben-
dix has called «the civic reintegratíon oí the industrial work force» 4.

The growth of social policy in nineteenth century Britain must
then on several counts be recognised as a highly significant process
of social change. Yet it is the case that at the present time an ade-
quate ínterpretive account of this process is still to be given. For the
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(f) Cf. W. FRIEDMANN,'The Functions oí Property in Modern English Law'
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(3) T. H. MARSHALL, Citizenship and Social Class, 1950.
(4) See his Work and Authority in lndustry ; 1956, pp. 434 ff. See also in

this connection Ralf DAHRENDORF,Class and Class Conflict in Industrial So-
ciety, 1959, pp. 61-64.
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most part, the conventional history which has dealt with the transi-
tion from «laissez-jaire» to «state ínterventíonísm» has been essen-
tially descriptive - written, in fact, chiefly in terms of major legis-
lative landmarks - and where explanation has been attempted, this
has been of a highly ad hoc kind. Only recently have certain histo-
rians sought to go beyond this and to provide at least a basis for a
more systematic treatment. In this paper it is hoped to show that this
new approach rests upon a specific sociological orientation which,
while pointing the way to far more thoughtful and revealing history,
has at the same time created difficulties and dangers for historians
which must be recognísed and overcome if the promise of the new
departure is to be fulñlled.

II

In order to appreciate the value of recent developments in the
historiography of the nineteenth century «revolution in government»
it is important first of all to have some idea of its previous unsatis-
factory state. The loose and confused nature of historical thought
in this connection was in fact frankly pointed out by a practising
historian, Dr. Oliver MacDonagh, in a paper published as late as
19585• MacDonagh notes that most historians take it for granted that
in nineteenth century England a profound transformation in govern-
ment occurred; but, he argues, this assumption is made far too
casually, with little consideration given to its meaning and implica-
tions:

«If my hypothetical (but, I trust, existent) historians were askcd why
they believed the nineteenth century change [in government] to be
revolutionary, they would very likely think of the terminal conditions
- the ancien regime of the early nineteenth century and the current
paraphemalia of the collectivist state - and truly observe that so
extraordinary contrast implies a revolution in the middle. But íf
they were pressed to explain its cause or nature, they might well find
that the answers sleeping in their minds are unco-ordinated and in-
terminable. A common list might run as follows: the Northcote-
Trevelyan inquiries and recomrncndations; the Crimean scandals; the
doctrine of utilitarianism; the sentiment of humanitarianism; the new
econornic relationships and the living and working conditions bom of
wages contracts, urbanization and industrialízed environments; and

5 'The Nineteenth-Century Revolution in Government: A Reappraisal', The
Historical [ournal, Vol. r, no. r, 1958.
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the implications for executive government of the process of political
change initiated by «economical reform» or 1832 or what one will» 8.

As MacDonagh points out, however, suoh simple enumeration of
«factors», no matter how extended, can never constitute satisfactory
explanation. To begin wíth, fue «factors» Usted in such cases are
usually on quite different levels of analysis. In some instances the
reference is to specific historical events, in others to trends of thought
or belíef summed up in a single word, and in others still to oomplex
processes of social change simílarly conceptualized on a relatively
high plane of abstraction. This, however, goes for the most part
unrecognísed, and there is no attempt made to clarify matters by sug-
gesting how various «factors» are articulated one wíth another, or
how exaetly they operated, or how they might be ordered in terms
of their respective «weíghts».

Furtherrnore, a particularly serious danger which arises from such
an haphazard and uncritical approach is that certain explanatory
elements may be given great prominence (others beíng perhaps
thereby neglected) for no explícit or well consídered reason. In the
case in point this has, 1 believe, happened in one notable respect:
that is, in regard to the emphasis which has commonly been placed
on the influence of certain social and polítical «thinkers» and the
«schools» with which they are associated. The source of this em-
phasis is probably to be traced back to a single outstanding work;
namely, A. V. Dicey's Law and Public Opinion in Engtand in the
Nineteenth Century, which was first published in 1905. This book
represents in fact the only major study which has so far been speci-
fically devoted to the changing functions of the British state during
fue period in question. But, significantly, Dicey was not a conven-
tional historian: prímaríly he was a lawyer and a student of political
ideas, and this particular orientation manífestly colours his entire
treatment of his subject.

The major thesis advanced by Dicey was that in the recent history
of England the course of legislation had in general been closely
related to trends in publíc opinion or, at least, to trends in the opinion
of those citizens who took an active part in public life. In addition
to this, however, Dicey put forward the further argument that, for
the most part, the dominant forrns of such «legíslatlve opíníon»
had originated in the thought of some small number of pre-eminent
intellectual figures - phllosophers, jurists, social theorists etc. In

• lbid., p. 53.
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his view it was only rarely, if ever, that "a widespread conviction
has grown up spontaneously among the multitude»: it was rather
the case that, in the words of john Stuart Mili, «The initiation of a11
wise and noble things, comes and must come, from individuals;
generally at first from some one individual» 7. It is true that Dicey
saw the need to show how the ideas of the great thinkers were pro-
pagated, and that he recognised that whatever their intellectual
cogency, such ideas would not achieve their fullest power until their
relevance was made manifest by changing «circumstances». He also
made the qualification that while law was basically dependent upon
opíruon, laws could in tum «foster and create law making opíníon».
Nevertheless, in Dicey's account of the nineteenth century revolution
in govemment, of which the making of social policy is seen as a
central feature, it is still individual thinkers who are the heroes and
it is theír philosophies and doctrines which appear as the ultimate
agencies of social change.

Now few would wish to deny that consídered as a study of the
interrelationships between social, political and legal ideas in nineteenth
century England, Dicey's work has distinctive merit and value. But
what is extremely dangerous about Law and Opinion is that ít was
intended to be more than simply intellectual and legal history; or,
at least, it is so written as to give a quite definite impression of
seeking to be more than this. Indeed, as has been implied, one can
easily derive from Dicey's book a fairly well defined «rnodel» of the
actual way in which the transformation of govemment is supposed
to have been brought about: briefly, law is chiefly shaped by trends
in public opinion, and these in tum are ultimately determined by
the new ideas conceived and propounded by great men; thus, as
social and political thought became in this way redirected from
individualism towards collectivism, a collectivist «legíslative opíníon»
was formed and, subsequently, a collectivist state emerged 8.

If, however, Dicey's work is to be judged on this basís, then un-
doubtedly it ;must be regarded as a far less impressive contribution
- if only on account of íts very obvious and serious omissions.
Clearly, for example, an adequate explanation of the transformation
of British govemment in the níneteenth century cannot be gíven
without extensive reference to the concurrent transformation of
British society: yet Dicey has very little indeed to say about popu-
lation growth, the development of industrial organization, urbani-

7 Op.cit., p.22.
8 Dicey's views in this respect are most clearly and systematically set

out in the second chapter of his book (pp. 22 ff.).
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zation and so on. It is also quite apparent that there were many
other kinds of men than social and political thinkers who had an
important part to play in the changes in question - but Dícey vir-
tualIy ignores the civil servants, the doctors and engineers, the social
investigators, the organizers and managers of reformist pressure
groups. Still further blank spots in Dicey's work are that we lea m
nothing at alI about the conditions of success or failure in the poli-
tical in-fighting which determined whether legislative measures were
passed or defeated, gíven «teeth» or rendered innocuous; and nothing
either about the internal dynamics of govemmental bureaucracies,
which would certainly appear a far from negligible matter in ac-
counting for their increasing sway 9.

Considered then as an attempt at a systematic explanation of the
nineteenth century revolution in govemment, Law and Opinion is
unquestionably inadequate. Yet the significant point remains that
Dicey's work has exercised an influence from which historians of
the nineteenth century have found it hard to escape. As MacDonagh
has remarked, Dicey's book was «fírst in the field (and) has domin-
ated it ever since». Thus, until very recently at any rate, in the ma-
jority of interpretations offered of «the decline of taissez-jaire» it was
stíll changíng currents of articulate opinion and sentiment which
figured most prominentIy, and the names which were most frequently
encountered were either those of the intelIectual heroes themselves
- Bentham, John Stuart Míll, Owen, Kingsley, Southey, T. H. Green
- or of men such as Chadwick or Lord Shaftesbury who were treated
as being virtual incarnations of a philosophy. The way in which any
discussions of the changing economic and social structure of Britain
entered into such accounts was usualIy as a kind of backdrop against
whích the thought and actions of these giants could be displayed;
and, as was indicated earlier, where the importance of any other
«factors» was acknowledged, these were generalIy left quite unco-
ordinated with the main line of argument.

•
III

Here then was the point of departure for a more sociologically
oriented approach: an approach, that is, which would treat the growth

9 See in this respect MACDoNAGH'Sstudy of the development of the Emig-
ration Office, A Pattern of Gooernment Growth: The Passenger Acts and
their Enforcement, 1800-1860, 1961; also, Roger PROUTY, The Transformation
of the Board of Trade, 1830-1835, 1957.
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of social policy in nineteenth century England as a complex process
of social changa to be interpreted as an integral part of a general
partern of development of the society as a whole, rather than as the
resultant, simply, of shifts in dominant modes of thought and belief.

Significantly, perhaps, the historians who pioneered such an ap-
proach did so not in a strictly academic capacity but to some extent
at least as participants in a political controversy. They were in fact
men of generally left-wing sympathies, writing during the later years
of the second world war and the subsequent period of Labour rule,
and concerned with counteract!ing an extremist liberal view of the
origins and implications of the planned economy and the welfare
state. Three contríbutíons which may be taken as being of particular
note are Karl Polanyi's The Great Transformation, published in 1944,
H. L. Beales' Hobhouse Memorial Lecture of 1945 on «The Making
of Social Polícy» and E. H. Carr's The New Society, published in 1951.

The position against which the animus of all these writers was
commonly directed was one that had been taken up by a series of
die-hard antí-collectívists from Herbert Spencer down to contem-
poraries such as Ludwig von Míses and F. A. Hayek. In brief, the
argument of the Iatter was that collectivist policies had become pre-
valent in England primarily as the result of the concerted pressures
exercised by a number of powerful interest groups - trade unions,
manufacturers' associations, monopolists, agrarian interests, etc. -
all of which were hostile to a system of economic liberalism that
would allow them no more than their due share in the growing
prosperity of their society. By pursuíng their own narrowly conceived
ends, often under the name of nationalism or socialism, these groups,
it was argued, had brought about a continual increase in the power
of the state which had not only destroyed the possibility of a genuin-
ely free society and opened the way to totalitarianism, but which
had also blighted the prospects of further material advance; the
economic díffículties experienced by Great Britain from the later
nineteenth century onwards, stemmed, in this view, not from «un-
regulated capítalísm» but rather from collectivist interference with
the self-regulating market system 10.

In opposition to this argument the men of the left put forward a
powerful counter-interpretation. Basically, this rested on the thesis
that the idea of a society organized strictly in accordance with the
prínciples of economic líberalísm was entirely Utopian. Thus, the

10 See, for example, Herbert SPENCER, The Man versus the Sta te. 1884;
Ludwig VON MISES, Socialism, 1936; and F. A. HAYEK.The Road to Serjdom,
1944, especially Ch. I, 'The Abandoned Road.'
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development of different forros of collective action which denied
these principIes was not to be explained in terms of any supposed
anti-liberal conspiracy but simply in terms of its necessity. Polanyi,
for example, claims as «the one comprehensive feature» of the
history of the nineteenth century the fact that «Socíety protected
itself against the perils inherent in a self-regulating market sys-
tem» 11; such action was inevitable, otherwise the system «would
have physically destroyed man and transformed his surroundings
into a wilderness» 12. In Beales' essay particular stress is laid on the
necessity for state action to counteract the uncertainty and insecurity
of life in the new industrial society and also to TPouce the enormous
social waste and inefficiency to whích laissez-faire had given rise 13.

In Carr's work the main emphasis is on the crucial importance of
state intervention in preventing class antagonism from resulting in
open rebellion and the complete disruption of the prevailing social
order 14.

The starting point of all these writers is then with the condition
oí English society in the period following the industrial revolution -
with the facts of the vast íncrease in population, the spread of fac-
tory production, the anarchic growth of towns, mass illiteracy, the
existence oí widespread poverty in the midst oí growing plenty and
the deep and threatening social cleavages which were thus produced.
Given these facts, the argument then runs, the development of social
policy, implying the greater power of the state and the limitation
oí property rights, was no less than a social imperative.

ConsistentIy with thís general approach, thus, the writers in ques-
tion give little place in their analysis to the influence of abstract
ideas or principIes or for that matter to the growth oí humanitarian-
ísm and oí a generally more refined social conscience. In their view
social policy was made not in accordance with any body of artícu-
late thought or belief but rather in an essentially ad hoc and píece-
meal manner - as and when its necessity became manifest. To quote
Polanyi:

'The IegisIative spearhead of the countermovement against a self-
reguIating market as it deveIoped in the half-century followíng 1860
tumed out to be spontaneous. undirected by opinion, and actuated by
a pureIy pragmatic spirit' 15.

11 Op.cit., p. 76
1! Ibid., p.3.
18 Op.cit., pp. 5-6 esp.
u Cf. op.cit., p.26.
15 Op.cit., p. 141.
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and then a little further on,

'The antiliberal conspiracy is pure invention. The great variety of forros
in which the collectivist countermovement appeared was not due to
any preference for socialism or nationalism on the part of concerted
interests, but exclusively to the broader range of the vital social in-
terests affected by the expanding market mechanísm. This accounts
for the all but universal reactions of predominantly practical character
called forth by the expansion of that rnechanism. Intellectual fashions
played no role whatever in this process .. .' 18.

Beales and Carr would both, it seems, largely support contentions
of this kind, and both show a particular concem with playing down
the significance of increasing humanitarian sentiment among the
British ruling c1ass. In the words of Beales, for example,

'The various branches of our social policy are not mere sweeteners
of the hard rigours of a system of individualist compulsions. They
represent social provision against waste of life and resources and
against social inefficiency - not concessions' 17.

Finally, one should note that in seeking to confirm the validity of
this general interpretation, its exponents have characteristically ad-
vanced two further arguments, both of which are also of interest
here. In the first place they have pointed to the fact that by the end
of the nineteenth century «collectívíst» legislation covered an amazíng
diversity of matters and that a series of instances are to be found
of sudden, but usually unapplauded, shifts from «liberal» to col-
lectivist solutions of persistent social problems. Moreover, it ís noted
that often in such cases the collectivist measures taken had the sup-
port of men who were themselves, in príncíple, firm adherents of the
liberal creed. Here, then, it is claimed is detailed evidence of the
essentially pragmatic - yet inevitable - way in which collectivism
developed: a wide range of problems existed which had to be dealt
with, and the collectívist approach consistently proved to be the
most, if not the only, effective one. In other words, social problems
carne fírst, social philosophy after 18.

The second of the arguments in question rests on comparisons
made between developments in England and in other European coun-
tries which also became relatively highly industrialized during the

18 tu«. p.145.
17 Op.cit.; p.9. Cf. CARR, op.cit., pp. 46 ff.
18 Two instances of the abrupt but virtually general acceptance of collec-

tivist principies in Iegislation which are frequently used relate to the in-
troduction of workmen's compensation and wage regulation.
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nineteenth century. In all these latter cases, ít is pointed out, there
took place a marked increase in the extent oí state intervention in
economic and social affaírs basically the same as that which is to
be observed in England. Although there were differences in tirning
and many variations in the particular forms oí the measures taken,
it would still be true to say that «The same broad developments oc-
curred in all the leading industrial countries ...» 19. Thus, it is held,
one has here still further proof that the creation of an effective
social policy is a necessary process in an advanced society; and, by
the same token, that this process is not ultimately dependent upon any
particular political or ideological configuration. As Polanyi puts it:

'Victorian England and the Prussia of Bismarck were poles apart, and
both were very much unlike the France of the Third Republic or the
Empire of the Hapsburgs. Yet each of them passed through a period of
free trade and laissez-jaire, followed by a period of antiliberal legis-
lation in regard to public health, factory conditions, municipal trading,
social insurance, shipping subsidies, public utilities, trade associations
and so on ... The supporting forces were in some cases violently reac-
tionary and antisocialist as in Vienna, at other times «radical imperial-
íst» as in Birmingham, or of the purest liberal hue as with the French-
man, Edouard Herriot, Mayor of Lyons ... Thus under the most varied
slogans, with very different motivations a multitude of parties and
social strata put into effect almost exactly the same measures in a
series of countries in respect to a large number of complicated subjects.
There ís, on the face of it, nothing more absurd than to infer that they
were secretly actuated by the same ideological preconceptions or narrow
group interests as the legend of antiliberal conspiracy would have it.
On the contrary, everythirrg tends to support the assumption that ob-
jective reasons of a stringent nature forced the hands of the legislators.

Thus, in their attempts to discredit the extreme liberal view oí the
origins of the collectivist state, the historians of the left arrived at
an interpretation oí the making oí social policy which in the language
oí modem sociology would be termed «functionalist». Some form
oí relatively extensive public provision against the disruptive, waste-
ful and debilitating tendencies within industrial, and particularly
capitalist, society is taken as being in some sense a functional «pre-
requísate» or «ímperatíve» for the continuing existence and develop-
ment of such socíety, In this view, then, the explanation oí the
growth of such provision is ultimately to be given not in terms of
the ideas and beliefs of individuals, nor yet in terms of particwlar
group interests and pressures; but, rather, in terms of the objective

19 CARR.op.cit., p.29. Cf. also BEALES,op.cit., p. 7.
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«demands» of certain social situatíons which are seen as virtually
ímposíng particular oourses of action.

IV

As most socíologísts would perhaps now agree, however, a function-
alíst orientation may at the same time be both rewarding and mis-
leading; in certain respects it may result in thought and research
being directed into new and more profitable línes, while in others
it may serve merely to confuse and obscure important íssues, At
a11 events, this would seem to be true in the case in question. The
approach which is taken up in the work of Polanyi, Beales and
Carr has been refleoted in a number of recent and much more de-
taíled studíes of the growth of social policy, and it is through these,
in particular, that both the value and the díffícultíes which are im-
plicit in this approach have been most apparent 20.

On the positive side, undoubtedly the main point ís that much more
attention than previously has been given to the descriptíon and
analysis of actual social conditions and the social problems which
arose out of these; aíso, to the study of the men who were called
upon to grapple with these problems firsthand and in a practical
manner - administrators, government ínspectors, technical experts
and professionals of various kinds 21. In this way the previous over-
emphasis on great thinkers and their influence on what must have
been a relatively small circ1e of opinion has been usefu11y cor-
rected 22.

Furthermore, through starting with objective social realities, rather
than with the díscussíon of ideas and beliefs in the abstraer, his-
torians have achieved a more balanced and refined understanding of
the relationship of ideas and beliefs to action. It has been recognized,

20 See, for example, M. BRUCE,The Coming 01 the Wellare State, 1961; also
the important study of David ROBERTS,Victorian Origins 01 the British Wellare
State, 1960. A further useful discussion of developments in the middle decades
of the nineteenth century ís provided in G. KITSON CLARK'SThe Making 01
Victorian England, 1962.

21 In thís respect Roberts' book is outstanding. Another recent study, Her-
man ANSUBEL'SIn Hard Times, 1960, is devoted to the anaIysis of the aíms,
motives and methods of late Victorian «reformers» of a11 kinds.

22 Several recent writers have in fact been explicitly concerned to point
out the danger of 'over-intellectualizing' the account of how the 'revolution
in government' occurred. Cf. MAC DONAGH,art.cit., p. 65; also KITSONCLÁRK,
op, cit., pp. 19-20.
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for example, that the conduct of many of those who played a leading
role in the making of social policy was directed far more by con-
victions which sprang immediately from their own social experience
than it was by the economic and political doctrines to which they
would have acknowledged allegiance; and, moreover, that this was
so even when, as frequent1y happened, experience and doctrine were
in head-on conflíct ". In other words, it has been appreciated that,
pace Dicey, new and compelling ideas and beliefs can arise «spon-
taneously» among a relatively large number of persons, given that
they are regularly confronted with, and required to act in, social
situations which pose essentia11y similar problems and challenges.
Instead, then, of modes of thought and opinion being treated as
virtually autonomous elements in the process of social change,
historians have now moved on to consider how changíng social con-
ditions and ways of life can force men to think in new ways and to
adopt new attitudes and values in relation to the world about them
at the same time as the inadequacy and irrelevance of old con-
ceptions are beíng effectively demonstrated.

Finally, one should note one other highly favourable consequence
of the shíft in emphasis from currents of thought and opinion to
social conditions and problems: that is, the increased interest in
comparatioe studies of the changing functions of government in
course of industrialization. Dicey's work, through its very conception,
was essentially insular; but, as was seen earlier, it is extremely im-
portant to a functionalist interpretation of the growth of social. policy
to show that thís occurs in response to certain basíc needs which are
common to industrial societies generally. From this point of view,
thus, it is desirable, in order to understand correctly the experience
of England, to see this in relation to the experience of other countries
such as Germany, Be1gium, France and the United States u.

These, then, are probably the chief ways in which the new ap-
proach has proved of value and has led to more sophisticated and
illuminating history. Next, however, one must consider the difficulties
and dangers which arise in the functionalist argument and what is
required if these are to be overcome.

u Cf. ROBERTS, op.cit., pp. 181-183 esp.
u Cf. Asa BRlGGs, 'The Welfare State in Historical Perspectlve', Archioes

Européennes de Sociologie, Tome II, No.2, 1961.
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v

The first of the difficulties will have a familiar sound to students
of sociological theory: it concerns the meaning that ís to be given to
the idea of a functional imperative. In the case in point, what
exactly is to be understood by the claim that in an industrial society,
such as England becarne in the nineteenth century, some form of
social policy is «necessary » ? The answers which have so far been
given to this question (and most often no answer has been offered
at all) are far from clear. In some cases, notably wíth Polanyi, the
suggestion would seem to be that if the state had not increasingly
intervened in economic and social affairs in the way in which it díd,
then the result would have been one of complete social collapse.
Polanyi has, for example, already been quoted to the effect that, in
the absence of state intervention, the self-regulating market system
«would have physically destroyed man and transformed his sur-
roundings into a wilderness». But the problem here is that there ap-
pears to be no way of ever confirming or invalidating an argument
of this kind. As critics of functionalism have repeatedly pointed out,
it ís hard to see how one could ever demonstrate that particular
social processes are essential for the actual physical survival of a
society in the same way as one can demonstrate the necessity of
particular biological processes for the survival oí an organism; for
leaving aside the impracticabblíty of controlled experiment in socí-
ology, one could never be sure that one had taken into account the
full range of alternatives to the process in question whioh could
conceivably make societal survival possible at some level or other 25.

However, what the notion of the «necessíty» of social policy is
most commonly intended to imply is probably something a good deal
less extreme than Polanyi's contention. It ís, one would suggest, that
the development oí social policy was necessary for the maintenance
of a certain kind of society conducive to the aohievement of certain
ulterior ends held to a large extent in common by the members of
that society: for example, such ends as polítical stability, continuing
technical and economic progress, the preservation of national power
and prestige and so on. In other words, when it is said by hístoríans
that a particular social problem «had to be deaIt with •• or that a
particular piece of legislation was «ímperatíve » or «inevitable » , what,
apparentIy, is meant is that the alternative to action of the kind

Z5 See, for example, fue recent criticism of functionalism by John REX in
hís book, Key Problems o{ Sociological Theory , 1961, Ch. IV.
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taken was such as to be c1early incompatible with the ends of those,
at least, who were in a position to make the effectíve decision. In
this case, then, the argument is not that without the development
of social policy in nineteenth century England the very existence of
society would have been threatened; but, rather, that without this,
certain goals to which a general public commitment had been made
could not have been attained 26.

If this is in fact the way in which it ls intended that the «necessity»
of social policy should be understood (and it would seeem to be the
only useful way), it is then important that this should be recognized
and made quite explicit. For once this is done, historians will
no longer be able to offer «explanatíons» of the making of social
policy in such terms as «Inevitably, society took measures to proteet
itself ... 1>, or «Industrialisatíon forced reformation in government» ,
or (in regard to some abuse) «the nineteenth century would not allow
it to continué» 27: - that is, explanation of a metaphysical and en-
tirely uninformative kind to which an unthinking and uncritical
functíonalíst approach is always likely to give rise. They will find
it necessary, rather, not only to show the existence of a social problem
but, also, how this was made known to contemporaries and how the
gravity of its consequences was brought home to those in positions
of influence and authority. Furthermore, it will be an important part
of their explanation to make c1ear what were the kinds of conditions
under whích decisive state intervention in economic and social af-
fairs would tend to be regarded as imperative. In other words, they
must consider such questions as: what kind of case had reformers
to be able to make out in order to prevail agaínst vested interests
opposed to reform, or even simply inertia? What, in fact, were the
ends to which social policy had convincingly to be related before
its «necessity» was accepted ?

Asecond difficulty which arises with a functionalist interpretation
of the growth of social policy derives from the fact that an expla-
nation of this kind must, it seems, remain on a fairly high level of
generality. Thus, it is not in itself sufficient ID account for fue specific
ínstitutíonal forros in whích the historian, at least, is primarily in-
terested, For example, it may on one level be adequate to explaín the
development of the English educational system in the nineteenth
century by saying that in a society commítted to continuing tech-
nologíoal and economic progrese, it is functionally neoessary that

28 Cf, REx, op.cit., p. 72.
27 See, for example, POLANYI, op.cit., p.3; PROUTY, op.cit., p.106; ROBERTS,

op.cit., p.99.
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provísíon should be made tO'ensure both mass líteracy and a growing
supply of persons with advanced and specialist trainíng, Such an
argument could be supported through comparisons with the experí-
ence of other industrializing countríes. But an explanatíon in this
form would not be very enlightening in regard to the particular
nature of the educational instítutions which were evolved in England
as opposed, say, to those established in France or Germany 28.

What one would suggest here is that in order to account for the
specific pattern of educational development in EngJand it ís again
necessary to move away from a funtionalist frame of reference and
to think, rather, in terms of the purposive actions of individuals and
groups in pursuit of their ends - though in this case with the
emphasis on the diversity of these. In other words, it would seem
necessary to take into consideration the prevailíng c1eavages and
tensíon within Englísh society in the period in question and tO'
examine the part played in the making of educatíonal polícy by the
contending interest groups which arose out of these. FO'r it is indeed
evident, even from a cursory examination oí the history of English
education in the nineteenth century, that the pattern of institutional
change was at all times and to an important degree determined by
the shifting balance of power between rival factíons, set in opposítíon
to each other by difference of c1ass, religion and culture as well as
of politics 29. And similarly it is olear in regard tO' other aspects of
social policy that the particular course of development followed must
again be interpreted as in Iarge part the outcome of successive en-
counters between various sectional groups pursuíng different and
often conflicting objectives. Public health legíslatíon, factory and la-
bour legíslatíon, the provisions made for social security were all to
some degree or other created out of a process struggle and com-
promise.

This fact has not, of course, entírely escaped the historians; every
account of the development of social policy contains some reference
to the public controversies and parliamentary battIes which were
fought out over crucial issues. Nonetheless, there still remains much
VO'be done by way of c1arifying what exactly was the range of
interests involved in given cases, how these were aligned, and how
the resulting configuration of forces determined the specific form

28 The highly general, and thus 'incomplete' nature of functional expla-
nation in sociology has been rigorously demonstrated by Carl HEMPEL. See
his paper 'The Logic oí Functional Analysis' in L. GROSS (ed.) , Symposium on
Sociological Theory, 1959. See p.296 esp.

29 Cf. REX, op.cit., pp. 182-183.
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of policy made. The danger in a too crudely functionalist approach
is that these matters will be neglected and that it will be implicitly
assumed that «whatever was, was necessary» 30. A related danger
whích should also be noted is that inadequate attention may be given
to cases where there were serious «Iags» in the development of social
policy - that is, where obvious and acute social problems existed
over long periods without any effective counter-rneasures being
taken. Here, in particular, ít would seem important to think in terms
of contendíng ínterest groups and the balance of power between them.

It is then suggested that in two dífferent ways a functionalist
explanation of the development of social policy requires to be refined
and supplemented through analysis which takes an «actíon» frame
of reference: that is analysis in terms of the ends of índívíduals
and groups rather than in terms of the «needs» of society considered
as a whole. The «necessíty» of social policy, it has been argued, must
be seen as necessíty in reIation to certaín ulterior objectives to whích
the members of a society are committed, and must also be taken to
refer only to the general nature of the provisions in question, not
to the specific institutional forms through which such provisions were
made in any given case; these, rather must also be interpreted as
the outcome of purposive action, but action directed towards a diver-
sity of ends. If these modifications can be incorporated, the sociolog-
ícal approach to the problem of the development of social polícy
can becorne still more effective and direct the way to still more
sophisticated and penetrating history,

311 Cf. Gertrude WILLIAMS, review of Bruce, op.cit., in Britisñ [ournal 01
Sociology, Vol. XIII, No. 2, June 1962, pp. 177-178.
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Chairman : R. BENDIX,University of California, Berkeley
Rapporteur: J. BURNET,University of Toronto

In this sessíon S. D. Clark, J. H. Goldthorpe, A. Okulov, R. Bendix,
D. Rüschemeyer presented the essential points of their papers.

The discussion was opened by T. H. Marshall who pointed out that
the papers had all had a bearing upon the problem of functionalism.
He commented particularly on J. H. Goldthorpe's and D. Rüsche-
meyer's papers, in:dicating that the development of social policy and
of the legal profession could fruitfully be related in Great Britain
and in Germany. J. A. Ponsioen raised the question of what con-
clusions conceming the nature and problems of sociological theory
and especially concerning the historical and comparatíve approach,
could be drawn from the moming's papers. He held that only A.
Okulov's touched upon basic methodological problems, although he
felt that Marxism should be regarded as a hypothesis rather than
a necessary assumptíon, S. Kincheloe questioned statements made by
S. D. Clark concerning the difference between natural history and
history and by R. Bendix concerníng the concept of ideal types. In
reply S. D. Clark asserted that there was no clear distinction between
sociological history and history, although in practice they rnight aim
at different levels of generality. R. Bendix expressed his unwillingness
to argue over words, suggesting, however, that since "ideal type»
had some awkward connotations he preferred «bench-mark», and
concluded by reiterating the importance of comparative studies for
clari.fying concepts, which was an essential step in the development
of satisfactory theoríes to explain the transfonnations of society. The
Chainnan then declared the session adjourned.
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FONCTIONALISME

NOTES ON FUNCTIONALISM AND SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS

NEIL J. SMELSER

University of California, Berkeley

INTRODUCTION

As points of departure in these notes 1 shall take two groups of
concepts: (a) «functionalísm», whose literature commands such great
attention in sociology and anthropology; (b) the method of scientific
explanation. By scientific explanation 1 refer to the creation of
models of necessary and sufficient conditions (independent variables)
that account for posited or observed empirical regularities (dependent
variables). Although the functionalist literature is purportedly scíen-
tific, it is frequently so polemical, unwieldy, and confused that the
scientific relevance of the discussions escapes the reader. My objective
is to explore the relevance of many concepts associated with function-
alism for the scientific explanation of social phenomena.

This approach is a limited one. 1 shall not investigate the historical
background of functionalist thought, its philosophical foundations
or its moral implications. Nor shall 1 summarize the elements com-
mon to all functionalist thought. (In any case this would be an almost
insurmountable task, since, as Professor Martindale has observed, al-
most everything modern in social science has been called «function-
alist» at one time or another.) 1 shall illustrate my remarks mainly
by referring to the functionalism associated with Radcliffe-Brown and
his followers, and the «structural-functíonal» analysis associated with
Parsons, Merton, Levy, and others.

First we must distinguish among three aspects of the functionalist
literature itself: (a) discussions of the criteria for scientific expla-
nation; (b) discussions of functionalism as a «school»: (c) actual re-
search conducted by those who call themselves - or who are called -
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functionalists. Later these distinctions will be helpful in sorting out
some of the reigning confusions about functionalism.

(a) Discussions of the criteria for scientific explanation. These dís-
cussions, methodological in character, occur frequently in the writ-
ings of proponents and opponents of functionalist thought. The cri-
teria in question involve the formation of logically interrelated prop-
ositions that are to be tested empirically under controlled conditions.
Common modes of controlling empirical conditions are experimen-
tation, statistical manipulation, and comparative systematic illus-
tration.

(b) Discussions of functionalism as a «school», The functionalist
literature contains many assertions about the objectives of social
science, statements justifying the use of certain categories, and sta te-
ments defending or attacking functionalism or some alternative
school. Such statements, however important they may be from some
standpoints, are not scientific in the above sense.

(c) Actual research. In practice, functionalists have chosen to
analyze structures that persist in societies, rather than those that
change. In addition, functionalists have chosen to engage in a sort of
«partial equilibrium •• analysis, in which the relations of only a few
institutional complexes - rather than whole societies - are explored.
As we shall see later, neither of these choices follows necessarily
from the logical categories developed in the functionalist Iiterature;
rather such choices reflect either the preferences of individual ana-
lysts or the expedient of beginning with simple rather than complex
social situations.

In these notes 1 shall first describe what is meant by a problem in
the analysis of social phenomena, and then indicate the operations
that are performed in constructing an explanatory model for this
problem. Throughout the discussion 1 shall refer to central features
of functionalism and attempt to assess their relevance for the oper-
ation at hand.
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All analysis must confront a problem; otherwise scientific oper-
ations cannot begin, for we do not know what is to be explained.
Posing a problem means identifying some variation in human be-
havior and framing a «why» question about this variation. Such

1 In practice the operation of
cifying concrete units proceed sim
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variation becomes the dependent variable that which is to be ex-
plained. The variation may involve a single event (Why did violence
erupt in the Congo when it did ?); it may involve presumed regu-
larities in the occurrence of events (Why are colonial societies
emerging from domination prone to outbursts of hostility?); or, at
a higher level, it may involve questions of structural variations in
large classes of events (Why do feudal land patterns arise and per-
sist? Why do they break down ? Why do they break down some-
times in one way, sometimes in another way?).

When it comes to identifying scientific problems the functionalist
literature abounds in confusion. This confusion arises from two
sources: (a) Ambiguity resulting from the fact that two or more dís-
cussants may have different dependent variables in mind. For
instance, one analyst may be attempting to account for the universal
:1resence of stratified positions in society; a critic may be more in-
terested in explaining why some stratification systems inhibit social
mobility more than others. Since the discussion has started from
different views of the essential dependent variable, confusion and
controversy inevitably arise. (b) Inadequate specification of depen-
dent variables. This may occur when the problem is phrased vaguely
(e.g., «why do cultural items persíst ?») or when the investigator
is so preoccupied with abstract categories that he neglects to locate
specific problems.

ldentifying concrete units [or analysis.

Once an investigator of social phenomena isolates a certain
problem, he must specify concrete units that identify the dependent
variable l. These concrete units are found in the units of social struc-
tu re and in variations of human behaoior oriented to social structure.

Because the units of social structure vary in their degree of crystal-
lization, it is necessary to specify several different levels: (a) sets of
activities that occur regularly but are not subject to formal, explicit
sanctions (e.g., in an experimental small group, the units of analysis
are frequently types of activities - supplying information, making
suggestions, and so on); (b) roles, which refer to organized clusters
of such activities that have become subject to relatively stable ex-
pectations for performance; (e) organization, which refers to patterned

1 In practice the operation of posing problems and the operation of spe-
cifying concrete units proceed simultaneously and interact with one another.
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clusters of roles (e.g., a clique, a family, a bureaucracy). The unit of
analysis in all cases is not the person, but a unit derived from the
interaction among persons. Many dependent variables, then, are stated
as follows: Why are the units of social structure patterned the way
they are?

Another class of dependent variables is specified in terms of system-
atic variations in human behavior oriented to social structure. Given
some structure, when can conformity be expected ? What are the con-
sequences for the social structure of conformity ? When can deviance
from structured behavior be expected ? What are the different forms
of deviance, and why does one type of deviance rather than another
arise ? What are the consequences of different kinds of deviance for
the social structure? Specification of the possible «consequences» of
conformity or deviance involves the identification of a further range
of dependent variables - reactions to deviance (social control), chan-
ges in social structure, persistence of structural patterns, collective
outbursts, conflict, and so on.

Selecting a system of constructs to describe and classify concrete
units of social structure

Description and classification are in certain respects two aspects
of the same operation. By description we refer to the successive ap-
plication of generic or «class» terms to an individual unit to yield
a distinctive combination of such terms. Description ís, in short, the
result of a number of successive classifications.

Units of social structure (activities, roles, organizations) are frequent-
ly described in terms of a relationship they bear to their social en-
vironment. For instance, in describing a role as «polítícal» we assert
that control of and by other units is a central focus of this roleo One
of the marks of the immaturity of sociology as a science is that a-
greement on the language most appropriate to describe the units of
social structure is not universal. Nor is the language for describing
variations in behavior vis ti vis social structure firmly established.
The literature of social science, including the functionalist literature,
contains many suggested languages. Rather than submit yet another
set of suggestions at this point, I shall merely mention a number of
categoríes that, for purposes of argument, I consider essential to
describe the concrete units of social structure.

Particular units of social structure, then, may be assigned to the
following general categories:
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a. Modes of creating, maintaining, and transmitting the cultural
vaIues of a system. For some systems such as societies, this involves
long periods of socialization and complex institutional structures such
as families and schools; for other svstems such as experimental smaIl
groups, the processes and structures are much less elaborate (some-
times caIled the pattern-maintenance function).

b. Modes of producing, allocating, and consuming scarce goods
and services (sometimes called the economic function).

c. Modes of creating, maintaining, and implementing norms gov-
erníng interaction among units in the system (sometimes caIled the
integrative function).

d. Modes of coordinating and controlling the coIlective actions of
the system as a whole (sometimes caIled the polítical function).
These categories are not tied to any particular units of social struc-
ture. In fact, this is the source of value of such terms; they constitute
a set of invariant, general concept to be utilized in describing highly
variable concrete units.

Description of any concrete unit of social structure proceeds by
applying the general categories at several system-levels. I would
cIassify the role of a business executive, for example, as «economic»
with reference to society as a whole. With reference to the business
firm alone, however, I would characterize it as primarly «political».
FinalIy, I consider the role itself as a system of variables. By what
values is it legitimized? By what norms is it regulated ? By what
sanctions are these norms implemented ? By what means are scarce
goods and services acquired, processed, and consumed in this role ?
Description of any concrete role, then, involves the successive ap-
plication of several concepts at different system and subsystem levels.

Many of these general, invariant concepts have emerged in the
functionalist literature (though not excIusively in it). Frequently they
are meant not only to describe the units of social systems but also
to denote certain «functional requisites», «functíonal exígencíes», or
even «needs» of social systems. By using these concepts in the latter
sense an analyst carries them far beyond their classificatory and
descriptioe uses. Each kind of activity (political, integrative, economic
cultural, etc.) is held to be «necessary» if the system is «to be main-
taíned», «functíon adequately», «exíst», or «survíve», The biological
analogy - viz., that an organism will not survive if, say, circulation
is stopped - is frequently invoked to support these assertions. Such
assertions, moreover, are central to the functionalist approach.

I would submit that general, invariant concepts like those just
reviewed are «necessary» for a social system in only a very restricted
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sense. They are necessary for classifying and describing its concrete
units: but in no way should this conceptual necessity be extended to
the generation of propositions conceming the system's empirical sur-
vival. Even in biology, where indices of survival are relatively easy
to ascertain, such propositions lead to tautology. As Emest Nagel
puts it:

... the word [function) is comrnonly used by biologists (as well as
others in an analogous sense) in the phrase «the vital functions» to
refer to certain inclusive types of organic processes occurring in living
organisms, such as reproduction, assimilation, and respiration. These
processes are frequently regarded as being carried on by the organism
«as a whole» rather than by just some of its parts, even though some
of the processes are intimately connected with operations of certain
special parts of the organismo Moreover, these functions are uniquely
characteristic of living things, and are usually said to be indispensable
for the continued life of an organism (or for the continuance of its
species). In consequence, the vital functions can be taken to be the
defining attributes of living organisms, so that if an organic body lacks
one of these attributes it does not count as a living organism ... Ac-
cordíngly, if respiration, for example, is such a defining attribute, to
say that respiration is essential or indispensable for the survival of
living thing is to utter an obvious tautology 2.
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If the analyst has made an assertion a definitional matter, it adds
nothing new to speak of empirical indispensability, necessity, and
survival. As Nagel shows, in the biological sciences such an addition
is tautological. At least in biology, however, it is possible to restate
the tautology as an independent empirical proposition, to set up an
adequate working index of «survival», and to test the proposition by
experimental manipulation, e.g., by cutting the supply oxygen from
living organisms in a laboratory setting where other conditions are
controlled. In the social sciences indices of survival or death are very
difficult to locate, and the experimental removal of, say, the political
function is impossible.

One felicitous consequence of avoiding assertions about the ne-
cessity of functions for survival is that the analyst simultaneously
avoids empirical assertions about the degree of integration, or func-
tional unity of a system. To say that «íntegratíon» is a concept that
must be used in describing a system is not to make any particular
empirical claim about the degree of integration. In fact, variations
in the integration of systems constitute important variables that de-
mand empirical explanation. But genuine explanation must await

Tracing relations among the units o

By applying the general, ínvarían

2 The Structure of Science, Princeton, 1961, pp. 523-524. 3 Talcott PARSONS,The Social System,
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further scientific operations (which we shall review presently); it
should not be put forth as a simple extension of the defining charac-
teristics of a system.

Two problems conceming the general descriptive concepts remain:
(1) Which categories should be selected to describe social systems ?

By what criteria should we accept or reject any given category ? The
obvious criterion is the utility of such categories in generating verifi-
able empirical propositions; in the social sciences, unfortunately, we
are not as yet able to apply this criterion unambiguously. Two other
criteria come to mind: (a) The canon s of logical consistency. For any
given list of descriptive concepts, we may ask: Are they mutually
exclusive: Or do they involve overlapping that make unambiguous
description impossible ? Are the categories cognate, or do they repre-
sent many different levels of abstraction ? Such questions provide the
rules for determining the logical excellence of any set of descriptive
concepts. (b) The relations between social systems and other kinds of
systems. Some basic characteristics of social systems stem from bío-
logical, psychological, and cultural exigencies s. For instance, social
systems institutionalize structures for protecting the child during a
long period of biological and psychological dependency. Social sys-
tems are not in any way completely reducible to the «needs» imposed
by, say, the physiological and psychological characteristics of in-
dividuals (Malinowski at times approached such a reductionist posí-
tion); these other systems provide only broad conditions that limit
the variation of social systems.

(2) By what canons can highly variable concrete units be identí-
fied as «ínstances» of general descriptive concepts? Is a ward boss
in an American irnmigrant community «political •• in the same sense
than an African tribal chief is «polítical» ? This comparative problem
is not peculiar to functional analysis; it appears with any attempt
to use general categories in social analysis. The degree to which any
given descriptive category measures up to the canons of comparative
identifiability is, then, an additional criterion for accepting or re-
jecting this category.

Tracing retations among the units 01 social systems

By applying the general, invariant concepts we are able to identify,

a Talcott PARSONS, The Social System, Glencoe, Ill., 1951, Ch. 11.
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classify and describe the concrete units of a system. The next question
concems how these units affect one another. This question breaks into
two levels, analytic and empirica!.

(1) Analytic. The relations among the general categories them-
selves may be explored without reference to any particular units of
social structure. What, for instance, are the general relations among
the concepts «politícal» and «íntegratíve» ? How can these relations
be formulated in as tight and consistent a way as possible ? Do these
relations suggest the derivation of any testable hypotheses? Such
questions deal with the realm of «pure theory», or the study of systems
of categories 4.

(2) Empirica!. How do activities performed in one structural com-
plex of roles empirically affect another structural complex? Does
the institutionalization of a certain type of extended family constitute
an obstacle to the institutionalization of certain types of business
enterprise ? Does an ascriptive class system inhibit political authorities
in mobilizing support for policies of progressive taxation ? These ques-
tions concem the consequence of certain activities in a system for
other parts of the system 5. Moreover, these consequences can be
described in the same language as the original concrete units of social
structure - norms, rewards and deprivations, facilities, etc., specí-
fied by the general descriptive concepts.

Any assessment of consequences of one kind of activity for other
parts of the system rests on assumptions about cultural and psycholo-
gical standards. Suppose, for instance, we wish to trace the societal
consequences of structured inequalities between two races. In the
United States, the inequalities between white and black are a source
of strain because of the cultural values of civil liberty and equality
of opportunity. In a society with different cultural standards - clas-
sical India, for instance - such caste-like inequalities were not a
source of such strain at the social level. Another example: in general,
unemployrnent created in an unregulated economy is a source of
stress on households. These effects are, however, clearly dependent
on the psychological standards of those affected. One unemployed
worker may be flooded with anxiety because losing his job is threaten-

4 An example of this kind of theoretical work is found in Talcott PARSONS,
Robert F. BALES, and Edward A. SHILS, Working Pap ers in the Theory oi
Action, Glencoe, Ill., 1953, Chapters IlI, V.

5 The assessment of consequences is very close to what Robert K. MERTON
considers the central focus of funetíonalísm - «ínterpretíng data by es-
tablishing their consequences for larger structures in which they are írn-
plicated .• Social Theory and Social Structure, Glencoe, Ill., 1957, p.47.

Constructing explanatory models
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ing to his masculine self-picture. Another may view unemployment
as a temporary hardship to be endured calmly until business improves.
The cultural and psychological standards in these illustrations are, in
short, variables that intervene between a social activity or structure
and its consequences for other parts of the social system.

Constructing explanatory models

All the operations discussed thus far confront the problems of
definition, classification, and description of social systems. Solutions
for these problems are necessary for the construction of a scientific
theory, but they themselves do not constitute a theory. It is necessary
also to produce a system of explanatory models, which arrange a
number of necessary and sufficient conditions so as to «guarantee»
certain empirical outcomes, then to «test» the models by examining
them under as rigorously controlled empirical conditions as possible.
Almost all the literature of functionalism stops short of the creation
of models.

In creating explanatory models it is customary to rely on some
notion of equilibrium. Equilibria may be of many types - stable,
moving, oscillating, unstable, partial, etc. No concepts discussed thus
far create a presumption in favor of any one type. Indeed, depending
on the scientific problems confronted, different types of equilibrium
model may be chosen. For instance, to account for the differential
incidence of divorce among various social groups, we would set up
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the termination of mar-
riages (an unstable equilibrium model, for the end point is the dís-
solution of a social system). If, however, we wish to examine the
«safety-valve» function of divorce in preserving the whole society's
marriage system from more disastrous consequences, we would employ
a stable equilibrium model. Again, by selecting the appropriate type
of equilibrium, it is possible to «buíld» cumulative sources of in-
stability into a system, much as Marx did in his model of capital ac-
cumulation.

What operations must be performed to construct an explanatory
model? The first step is to identify a scientific problem. For pur-
poses of illustration in the next few pages, we pose the following
problem: Under what conditions will overt class conflict arise in
society? The second step is to decide what groups should be con-
sidered as classes, and on what bases they should be so considered.
Should classes be limited to groupings which reflect the differential
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distribution of wealth ? Should they inc1ude political groups ? Should
they inc1ude groups with unequal access to knowledge and expertise ?
Or should they be groupings which result from a combination of
such indices? Part of the problem of identifying c1asses involves a
selection from among a number of possible indices. Part of the de-
finitional problem rests, however, on the basic categories devised
for the description of social systems in the first place. The third step
is to select some reliable index or indices of c1ass conflict that will
permit comparative analysis; possible indices would be the incidence
of property destruction, refusal of identifiable groups to cooperate
with one another, output of hostile c1ass literature, or a combination
of these.

Having identified a problem, we would then set up a model con-
taining the conditions under which overt c1ass conflict might be ex-
pected to appear. In arranging these conditions we might proceed
from the more general (indeterminate) to the more specific (deter-
minate) conditions. By this procedure we would establish an in-
creasingly greater probability for the occurrence of overt c1ass con-
flict rather than some other kind of outcome (e.g., cooperative re-
lations, smouldering hostility, etc.).

What kinds of conditions would typically enter such an explanatory
model?

(1) The first and most general condition would involve a statement
of the kinds of outcomes that are structurally possible in the social
systems under consideration. Is it possible for persons low in the
hierarchy of reward distribution to move upward? Or if not, is it
at least possible for them to have their grievances heard at higher
levels? If such possibilities do not exist in a system, we consider
them «ruled out •• as possible outcomes. Since these outcomes are
altematives to overt c1ass conflíct, the fact that they are ruled out in-
creases the probability that class conflict, rather than something else,
will occur in the system. It should be noted that the statement of what
is structurally possible in the system is made in terms of the basic
categories - values, norms, rewards, etc - by which the concrete
structural units of the system are c1assified and described.

(2) Another important but also indeterminate condition in the
genesis of overt c1ass conflict concems the conditions that lead per-
sons to protest - in general conditions of strain in the system.
Examples of strain are perceived maldistribution of rewards, failures
of communication, competing definitions of legitimacy, etc. Th.ese
strains are described in terms of the basic descriptive categories
used to characterize the units of the system. The difference between
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the condition oí strain and the first condition is as íollows: Strains
refer to structural discrepancies that predispose persons to engage in
protest and related kinds oí responses; the structural possibilities oí
the system reveal the opportunities available for expressing the various
types oí responses arising from strains.

(3) If the system in question produces a high degree of strain on,
say, the working classes, and also provides few avenues for reducing
this strain, the probability for the development of overt class con-
flict is high. Given these two sets of conditions, we then tum to more
specific conditions which increase this probability even more. These
specific conditions concem the ability of leaders to articulate protest,
develop ideologies, and mobilize the combatants in class conflict.
These depend in tum on two conditions: (a) the presence of leaders
capable of channeling the general protest in the direction of class
conflict rather than some altemative kind of activity; (b) the reaction
of various agencies of social control - govemmental bodies, courts,
police, religious leaders, etc. - to the appearance of signs of overt
class conflict. Do they react belligerently, by tightening the controls
on the lower orders? Or conciliatorily, by trying to meet the new
demands of protest groups? Different reactions by authorities and
other agencies of social control obviously produce different conse-
quences, and these in tum affect the extent to which class conflict
develops.

The model for overt class conflicto then, consists of a number of
conditions, related to one another in an order of increasing specifi-
city. Each condition is conceived as operating within the scope of the
previous, more general conditions. By arranging the necessary con-
ditions in this way, we rule out altematives other than class conflict,
and thus make the positive explanation of class conflict itself progres-
sively more determinate.

Finally, any model must be put to the test in the light of the best
available experimental, statistical, and comparative data. Operational
indices for the various conditions must be devised, and all the data
called up by these indices subjected to rigorous analysis. The aim
of such investigation is to discover if the posited conditions in the
model are in fact associated - individually and as a pattem of
conditions - with the development of overt class conflict. The degree
of success of this investigation depends on the problem selected, on
the data available, and on the care with which the canons of empi-
rical investigation are observed.

In constructing other models, we may use overt class conflict itself
as an independent variable. If, for instance, we wished to account
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for the differential incidence of certain types of revolutionary move-
ment, the existence of a high degree of class conflict might be one
of the contributing conditions in a model explanation for these move-
ments.

SUMMARY

In these notes we have inquired into the logic of scientific ex-
planation at the social-system leve!. We have specified the issues
that confront the analyst as he proceeds through the operations neces-
sary for creating a determinate explanatory mode!. As a kind of run-
ning commentary, we have indicated the relevance of some of the
material that has emerged in the functionalist literature in the past
decades. EvidentIy much of this literature is either irrelevant to
scientific explanation or leads to unproductíve byways in the analysis
of social-system phenomena. The persistent emphasis on the concept
of system, however, as weIl as some of the substantive concepts
emerging from the functionalist tradition are helpful in constructíng
genuine scientific models of social-system processes.
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION *

Chairman : N. SMELSER,Universíty of California, Berkeley
Rapporteur: J. BEN-DAVID,The Hebrew University, Jerusalem

The discussion was divided into two parts. The first five speakers
and F. Barbano spoke about functional theory in general, while the
others raised specific points connected with the application of the
theory.

Following E. Gellner's commentary on his lecture given at the
plenary session, N. Smelser outlined hís views on the needs of
functional theory. He suggested a oodification of its language:
functionalists always refer to some unit of the social system, such
as roles, organizations, etc. These are treated in relation to a set of
social functions: economic, polítícal, integrative and cultural. «Punc-
tiom ís a descriptive term; it is, therefore, tautological to assert
that the «functíons» are necessary for the survíval of society. It is
not possible to translate functions into empirical proposítions either -
as this is done in biology - since propositions about the death of
societies cannot be tested. Functiorralism should concentrate on the
buillding of explanatory models specifying the conditions under
which one of several structurally possíble outcomes, such as con-
formity wíth or devíance from the norms of the social unit, or
conflict ·between the units, will occur.

According to K. Davis, the functional approach is useful only for
some purposes. The explanation of marriage, e.g., as a function of
the maintenance of social order through public confirmation of the
marital status and the consequent regulation of behavíor, ís a good
explanation. But viewing religion or social stratification in terms
of the maintenance of social order would be incomplete. Function-
alism is, therefore, not the sociological method par excellence, and
other methods should be employed as well. Explanations relating
social phenomena to non-social factors, such as ecological ones, are
often superior to functional explanations.

R. Dahrendorf argued that functionalism tends to become a

* Participants: E. Gellner, N. Smelser, K. Davis, R. Dahrendorf, R.K. Mer-
ton, S. N. Eisenstadt, P. Chombart de Lauwe, F. Barbano, E. Vogel, J. Ben-
David.
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personal belief rather than a theory submitted to verification. The
codification of classificatory schemes is not useful. There are several
possible schemes, none of which is at present exhaustive. Choosing
one of them oniy, functional analysts only divert attention from
problema that are not implicit in functionalist language. Further-
more, the pre-occupation with the conflícting claims of abstract
schemes diverts attention from empirical reality and substantíve
questions.

R. Merton dístinguished between «functionalism», which, like any
«ism», has no place in science, and functional, or rather structural-
functional analysis. Serious investigation of the latter can only be
done by analyzing concrete problems in the aItemative frameworks
of structural-functional, Marxian, interactional, and ecologieal methods.
A suitable topie for such comparative analysis would be the mainte-
nance and change of authority systems. Functional analysis would
assume that the operation of such systems would involve adherence
to norms regulating the rights and obligations of the rulers. Weakening
of the authority would be connected with transgressions of these
norms, or the emergence of situations not covered by them. This
method of explanation, R. Merton suggested, should then be compared
with other methods.

F. Barbano stated that the functional analysis of social systems as
wholes has led to a misleadingly static and integrated picture of $0-

ciety and to evaluative distinctions between changes of the system and
within the system. He suggested, therefore, that functional analysis
should concentrate on the changing interrelationships between the
parts of society rather than the coherence of the whole.

S.N. Eisenstadt and E. Vogel brought forth examples showing that
functional analysis - in contrast to some prevailing views - is well
suíted to the explanation of conflict and change. S. N. Eisenstadt
investigated centralízed empires. It is possible, he maintained, to
make empirical statements about the structural conditions of the
maintenance of centralized rule by (a) comparing societies which
evolved this kind of rule with similar societies failing to evolve
it; and (b) studying the conditions of staibility of such rule in dif-
ferent societies.

Structural-functional analysis, S.N. Eísenstadt continued, is also
able to predict in which parts of society conflict will OCCUI. Given
a state of equilibrium, the institutiona:lization of a new system of
rule necessarily changes this equilibrium in speeiñc ways.

E. Vogel showed that the inaibility of the Chinese eommunists to
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elimina te the professional bureaucracy or army and to subject the
economy ta polítical control could have been predicted from the
functional príncíple according to whích basie social functions involve
different norms of behavior which are increasingly differentiated
in the course of social development. The same princíples explain the
longtenn suceess of Japanese family finns as compared with the
failure of the Chinese ones: the fonner managed to keep economic
eonsiderations apart from family obligatíons, the latter did not.

P. Chombart de Lauwe and J. Ben-Davíd commented on speci-
tic aspeets of functional theory. P. Chombart de Lauwe distínguísh-
ed between different conceptions of needs, those which are con-
sidered necessities and those whieh are considered as merely desír-
able. The latter are often transformed into social neeessities. This,
for instanee, ís what happened to education which, from a luxury,
became a social neeessity. In order to understand this process, we
have to study, in addition to behavior, peoples' perceptions and
images. These indicate whieh desires are bound to turn into neces-
sities.

]. Ben-Davíd drew attention to the differenee between functional
and structural-functíonal analysis. The former is the method of
advanced scienees where all the relations between the variables can
be expressed in mathematical equations. Thís usually eannot be
done in sociology. We describe the phenomena we are dealing with
in words and are unable to forego qualitative distinctions between
pclítical, economíc, religious, etc., funetions. Speaking about func-
tions and variables in a language implying precise quantítative
relationship ís, therefore, rnisleading and may result in quasí-
precision. By trying to adopt the logical models of much more ad-
vanced sciences, sociology commits the same mistake as the bíologí-
cal sciences di:d to their great disadvantage during the eighteenth
century, when under the impact of the suceessful Newtonian phys-
ies they tried to develop abstraet theoretical models, rather than
engage in empirical investigation.
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LA CONCEPTION DU PROLETARIAT CHEZ MARX

MAXIMILIEN RUBEL

Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques, Paris

Marx est venu au mouvement ouvrier avant d'épouser une doc-
trine socialiste que1conque, avant méme de cornmencer l'étude de
l'économie politiqueo Quand on sait l'importance que ces doctrines et
cette étude ont pris aussítót dans l'ceuvre de Marx, on est amené a
se demander quelle fut la raison qui l'a poussé a faire sienne la
cause prolétarienne.

En situant chronologiquement les faits qui ont précédé la publí-
cation a Paris du manifeste prolétarien 1, on voit d'abord Marx en-
visager la carriére académique, a l'exemple de son ami Bruno Bauer,
puis exercer la fonction de rédacteur a un grand journal démocra-
tique et libéral, la Rheinische Zeitung, 1842-1843, enfin prendre une
retraite studieuse a Kreuznach: Marx y parfait sa formation d'histo-
rien en étudiant partículíérement l'histoire des Révolutions francaíse
et anglaise.

Rien, dans ces études, ne laisse présager une adhésion si ardente
et si subite a la cause ouvríére. Il existe, pourtant, un document qui
marque une certaine rupture ave e son passé libéral ou tout au moins
l'abandon d'une croyance absolue dans la vertu de la démocratie
rnoderne. C'est l'essai sur la Question [uioe, inspiré a Marx par la
lecture de deux écrits de Bruno Bauer sur l'émancipation politique
des juifs allemands. Bien qu'il n'y soit question ni de prolétariat ni
de socialisme, c'est en lisant ces trente pages que l'on s'explique la
nouvelle prise de position, qui a toutes les apparences de la soudaí-
neté l.

1 Sous le titre «Introductíon a la critique de la philosophie du droit de
Hegel» , dans Annales [ranco-allemandes, Paris, 1844.

9 «La Question Juive», dans Annales [ranco-allemandes, Paris, 1844.
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II

Bauer, qui voulait éclairer les Allemands de confession israelíte
sur les chances de leur émancipation, n'avait dans l'esprit qu'une
réforme de l'Etat prussíen, Marx ne se livre pas dans la Question
[uioe, a une étude théorique du sujet, mais il y voit un prétexte et
une occasion pour se livrer a un réquisitoire sévére contre les deux
principales entraves de l'émancipation humaine: l'Etat et l'Argent,
et contre leur base juridique commune: la propriété privée.

Ce réquisitoire n'a rien de «scientifique», bien qu'il résulte d'une
analyse serrée de la philosophie politique de Hegel. Marx s'y étaít
livré dans un important travail qu'il avait commencé a Kreuznach et
ernporté a Paris, oú il pensait le terminer. C'est une double expéríence
vécue qui a inspiré a Marx la haine de l':Btat et de l'Argent: l'abso-
lutisme prussien, et sa situation de paria et d'exílé, aprés son maria-
ge avec Jenny von Westphalen. Si Marx n'a pas tenu a achever le ma-
nuscrit antihégélien commencé a Kreuznach, c'est qu'il entendait
poursuivre la lutte sur un plan plus général: la critique de la politi-
que et de l'économie politiqueo Tel fut d'ailleurs le titre primitif de
l'ouvrage qu'il voulait écrire. S'il a modifié ce titre, c'est paree que
les circonstances l'ont oblígé de faire tout d'abord du joumalisme
politique: homme de parti, Marx a combattu pendant toute sa car-
riére les trois formes contemporaines les plus typiques du régíme
de I'Etat: la prussianisme, le tsarisme et le bonapartisme. Et lors-
qu'il pourra enfin s'adonner a l'étude et a écrire l'eeuvre projetée
quelque vingt ans apres en avoir choisi le théme, le fétiche de I'ar-
gent prendra le nom de Capital. Dans cette oeuvre, on voit apparaítre,
telle Némesís, la force appelée a extirper les deux tares de la socié-
té humaine, dénoncées des 1844. Cette force, c'est le Prolétaríat,
antipode de l'Etat et du Capital.

III

L'idée d'un prolétariat investi d'une miss Ion émancípatríce est,
par conséquent, antéríeure dans l'esprit de Marx au concept socio-
logíque de la classe ouvriére, tel qu'il apparaitra dans le Capital,
oü il est lié a tout le systeme de production capitaliste au méme titre
que le concept de la bourgeoisie. Pourtant le concept sociologique de
la classe ouvríére n'est nullement vídé de ce que I'on peut appeler
la substance éthíque du concept du prolétaríat: l'idée de mission
prolétaríenne, concue par Marx avant ses études économiques, réap-
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parait dans l'ceuvre maitresse, OU il s'agit d'exposer sans idée pré-
concue la «loi économique du mouvement de la société moderne» 3.

La question se pose: comment concilier cette loi ave e l'idée d'une
cIasse qui a pour «vocation hístoríque» d'abolir le mode de production
capitaliste et les cIasses sociales elles-mémes. Cette question est d'au-
tant plus légitime que Marx ne se contentait pas d'élaborer une théo-
ríe sociale ni méme de faire la critique des institutions bourgeoi-
ses, mais qu'íl s'est consacré ave e pass ion a une activité politique,
allant jusqu'á assumer les responsabilités d'un chef de parti.

Le Streit um Marx, les controverses autour de l'interprétation de
la pensée marxienne - a l'intérieur de l'école marxiste aussi bien
qu'entre adeptes et adversaires du marxisme - ont leur origine dans
une ambiguíté fondamentale: Marx a bátí une théorie, il a dégagé
des «Iois» de la société; d'autre part, il a entendu conformer une
praxis a cette théorie; et dans les deux démarches, on décéle des
postulats, des présuppositions d'ordre éthique. La littérature critique
consacrée a Marx a rarement pu franchir cet obstacle; on comprend
moins facilement encore qu'une ceuvre de l'esprit n'est féconde que
par ses ambiguítés: c'est méme le secret de sa force libératríce.

IV

L'aliénation humaine dans ses deux formes - politique et écono-
mique - tel est le visage du prolétariat qui s'offre a Marx exilé dans
le Paris des révolutions. Dans ce visage, il découvre les traits de sa
propre existence en marge de la société officielle. Mais il y percoít
en méme temps le refus d'une condition qui fait de l'homme une
béte de somme au service de l'~tat et de l'Argent. Deux faits précís
pourraient expliquer, outre sa propre condition précaire d'íntellec-
tuel exilé, le geste de Marx: ses rencontres avec les milieux ouvriers
et la publication, quatre mois avant son arrivée a París, de l'Union
ouoriére de Flora Tristan (. 11 a dü étre, on peut le dire aussi, forte-
ment impressionné par les artícles pleins de préscience que Heinrich
Heine avec qui il se lia d'amitié pendant son séjour parisien, avait
publiés sur les idées et les écoles socialistes en France.

Marx a done lu sur les visages des ouvriers francaís autre chose
et plus que le refus d'une condition inhumaine; il eut comme l'ín-
tuition d'un besoin plus fondamental, paree qu'universel. A-t-il sim-

3 Karl MARX, Le Capital, livre I", Préface.
( Union ouoriére, par M?" Flora TRISTAN, París, 1843.
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plement déchiffré dans ces visages sa propre nostalgie, nourríe aux
sources philosophiques de ses années universitaires? Quoi qu'il en
soit, c'est sans doute pour la premíére fois dans I'hístoíre du mou-
vement ouvríer que des attitudes et des actions collectives de refus
et de révolte se sont vu attribuer des mobiles et assigner des objec-
tifs aussi élevés. Des mobiles: le prolétaríat résume toutes les tares
de la société; son état est celui du scandale général; il représente
le críme notoire de toute la société; son étre profond est chargé de
chaínes: il représente la dissolution de tous les états de la société
bourgeoise; il a un caractére uníversel, paree que ses souffrances
sont universelles; il subit non un tort particulier, mais le tort ab-
solu, il représente la perte totale de l'homme.

Telle est la premiére image du prolétariat dans l'oeuvre de Marx.
Elle ne se représentera plus, dans les écríts ultérieurs, dans les me-
mes termes pathétiques, mais elle restera sous-jacente dans toutes
les utilisations théoriques que Marx fera du concept du prolétaríat,
lorsqu'il décrira les luttes de classes dans la société modeme. L'ima-
ge du prolétaríat en lutte sera alors implicitement chargée des élé-
ments affectifs révélés dans la description pathétique des premiers
écrits.

Cette image sera pourtant modifiée en un point essentiel, lorsque
Marx abandonnera le plan purement éthique pour aborder le plan
des luttes sociales et politiques. Dans sa premiére rencontre avec le
prolétariat, Marx n'a vu dans celui-ci que l'élément passif de la ré-
volution, la matíére tendue vers la pensée comme son animatrlce,
la force latente que la théorie est seule capable d'éveiller. La révolu-
tion lui apparaíssaít alors comme la synthése de deux mouvements:
l'action des masses et l'activité de l'esprit, plus exactement d'une
certaine philosophie radicale, d'un humanisme qui pose la dispa-
rition du prolétariat comme la condition sine qua non de l'émanci-
pation générale.

Cette idée, Marx la critiquera quatre ans plus tard dans le Ma-
nifeste communiste: il avait, dans l'intervalle, étudié l'économie po-
litique et les doctrines socialistes et s'étaít rangé dans une certaine
tradition du mouvement ouvrier et de la pensé e sociale. Lorsqu'il
reproche aux utopistes, inventeurs de systémes communistes, de ne
voir dans le prolétaríat que la «classe la plus souffrante», Marx a
déjá abandonné son idée initiale d'un prolétariat qui n'est que matíére

G Cf. par exemple K. R. POPPER, The
1945.
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passive de la spéculation révolutionnaire. Son nouveau point de
vue est tout a l'opposé du premier: la théorie révolutionnaire n'est
que l'expression du mouvement spontané, autonome de la c1asse ou-
vríére, de la Selbsttiitigkeit historique du prolétariat.

L'idéologie allemande - écrite en collaboration avec Engels en
1845-1846, mais abandonnée faute d'éditeur a la «critique rongeuse
des sourís» - fonde ce qu'on pourrait appeler la sociologie «maté-
rialíste» de Marx et représente comme tel un progrés sensible sur la
conception du prolétariat exposée dans la Sainte Famille (1844). Ce
dernier ouvrage offrait la conception ambigüe d'un prolétariat rí-
goureusement déterminé par l'histoire; et c'est la que Marx s'est ex-
posé le plus au reproche d'historicisme que lui ont adressé certains
critiques 5. Engels qui rédige certaines parties du pamphlet, penche
dans le sens opposé: ce n'est pas l'esprit, fút-il le génie de la critique,
qui crée l'histoire, mais la masse populaire qui prescrit a l'histoire
sa tache, et qui gagnera en importance a mesure que son action ga-
gnera en profondeur. Engels écrit: «L'histoire ne fait rien ... C'est plu-
t6t l'homme réel et vivant qui fait tout cela ... », L'homme n'est pas
l'instrument passif de l'histoire, changée en personne poursuivant ses
propres fins. «L'hístoire n'est que l'activité de l'homme poursuivant
ses propres fíns». Telle n'est pourtant pas, a premie re vue, la pensée
de Marx, principal auteur de la Sainte Famille. En effet, ce qu'il y
dit du prolétariat ressemble assez, par le style, a la déclaration pa-
thétique des débuts. Le nouveau réside dans l'utilisation que Marx
fait de ses études économiques. Son raisonnement peut se réduire a
ceci: l'institution de la propriété privée est condamnée a disparaí-
tre en vertu de sa propre dynamique, puisqu'elle engendre la force
qui représente sa négation: le prolétariat. Dans les conditions d'exís-
tence du prolétariat se trouvent condensé es toutes les conditions in-
humaines de la société modeme. A ce degré de mísére, le prolétaíre
prend conscience de sa situation et il est poussé par sa détresse ex-
treme a choisir la solution extreme: pour se libérer, il doit libérer
la société tout entíére: ce n'est qu'en abolissant les conditions d'exís-
tence inhumaines de la socíété qu'il réíntégre sa propre humaníté,
dont il était déchu,

Nous tenons dans ce texte de 1844 l'essentiel de la fameuse loi de
la paupérisation du prolétariat que nous retrouverons plus de vingt
ans plus tard dans le Capital, formulée en termes plus savants, plus
techniques. Nous y trouvons en outre, sous une forme pathétíque, la

I Cf. par exemple K. R. POPPER, The open society and its enemies, London,
1945.
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fameuse dialectique de la négation, également reprise dans le Capi-
tal. Mais nulle part ailleurs, Marx n'a révélé avec autant de force le
fond éthique de sa théorie du mouvement social que dans ces quel-
ques lignes de la Sainte Famille: «Peu importe ce que tel ou tel
prolétaire ou méme ce que le prolétariat tout entier s'imagine étre
son but, momentanément. Ce qui importe, c'est ce qu'il est réellement
et ce qu'il sera historiquement contraint de faire conformément a son
étre. Son but et son action historique lui sont tracé s visiblement et
irrévocablement dans les circonstances mémes de sa vie, comme
dans toute l'organisation de la société bourgeoise actuelle» e.
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Le postulat de l'autoémancipation prolétarienne se retrouve con-
stamment dans l'eeuvre de Marx, depuis le manifeste antihégélien et
la Sainte Famille de 1844 jusqu'á l'Adresse inaugurale de l'Interna-
tionale ouuriére - avec sa devise: «L'émancípatíon de la classe ou-
vríére sera l'ceuvre de la classe ouvríere elle-mérne» - l'Adresse sur
la Commune et les ultimes méditations sur le sort de la commune
paysanne dans la révolution russe. On retrouve ce méme postulat
dans les conceptions proprement sociologiques que Marx avait de la
classe ouvríere et des partis ouvriers.

Le facteur de la spontanéité dynamique est, aux yeux de Marx,
essentiel dans les diverses étapes de la lutte émancipatrice du proléta-
riat. A la différence de la bourgeoisie, dont la genése et le dévelop-
pement historique en tant que classe sociale obéissent a un automa-
tisme aveugle, inherent au fonctionnement rnéme du mode de pro-
duction capitaliste, le prolétariat connait au cours de son développe-
ment une métamorphose structurelle: a l'origine, masse inerte «vis
a-vis du capital», il finit a travers ses luttes a «se constituer» en
«classe pour luí-méme» 7.

Le Manifeste Communiste donne une description schématique de
ces luttes et de cette «auto-constitution» sociale du prolétariat. Marx
y parle méme d'<Organísatíon der Proletarier zur Klasse», et il
ajoute aussitót «und damit zur politischen Parteí». Et la encore la
vocation révolutionnaire du prolétariat est soulignée dans sa spécí-
ficité historique: seule classe «vraíment révolutíonnaíre», le proléta-
riat «porte l'avenir (de l'humanité) dans ses mains», puisque son

o Karl MARX, «Die Heilige Familie», dans Werke, vol. II, Berlin, 1957, p.38.
7 Karl MARX, Misere de la philosophie, édit. Pléiade, 1963, p. 135.

8 Karl MARX, Le Manifeste communis
passim.

, Cf. Karl KORSCH.Karl Marx, ew
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mouvement, el la différence de tous les mouvements sociaux du pas-
sé, est celuí de l'vimmense majorité dans l'intérét de l'immense
majorité». Ainsi la bourgeoisie en développant la grande industrie
et l'accumulation des richesses entre les mains d'une minorité dé-
truit en méme temps elle-rnéme la base sociale de son existence: elle
produit ses propres «fossoyeurs», les prolétaires dont la victoire est
aussi inéluctable que le déclin de la classe possédante 8.

VII

Classe, conscience de classe, parti de classe: ces trois concepts
sont étroitement liés dans l'enseignement sociologique et politique
de Marx. Appliqués au prolétariat, ils constituent le fondement de
sa théorie politique, qui n'est pas exempte d'arnbiguité. Une meil-
leure connaissance de cette théorie, due surtout el la publication post-
hume d'importants travaux de Marx restés inachevés, et d'une nom-
breuse correspondance, permet d'y déceler deux aspects contradic-
toires: la croyance en la spontanéité créatrice des ouvriers d'une part,
et une ten dance el surestimer le róle du leadership politique dans le
mouvement ouvrier. Ce dernier aspect est surtout visible dans les
attitudes de Marx, homme de parti, chef moralement reconnu plu-
tót qu'officiellement investi, d'un groupe de communistes allemands
fréquemment appelé le «Partí Marx» par certains adeptes aussi bien
que par la police. 11n'est pas étonnant que le second aspect se soit
greffé sur le premier au moment méme oú Marx a décidé de ne
pas se borner el une activité de théoricien du prolétariat, mais de
participer el des actions politiques ou tout au moins de prononcer
des jugements ou de donner des directives politiques au nom du
parti dont il se considérait comme le chef. Ce sont ces attitudes qui
ont conduit certains interpretes et critiques el parler du «jacobinisme»
de Marx et d'y trouver l'origine de telle idéologie de parti (le léni-
nisme, par exemple) G. Parallélement, la conception primitive du
dynamisme spontané de la classe ouvríére a donné naissance el deux
courants du marxisme antipolitique, tels que le syndicalisme révolu-
tionnaire et le communisme des conseils.

8 Karl MARX,Le Manifeste communiste, édit. Pléiade, 1963, p.170 et suiv.,
passim.

g Cf. Karl KORSCH,Karl Marx, New York, 1938.
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En l'absence de la sociologie des partis que Marx se proposait
d'écrire en conclusion du livre III du Capital, le recours obligatoire
aux écrits épars, tant théoriques que politiques, permet de reconstituer
une c~nception assez cohérente du prolétariat, telle qu'elle se dégage
des díverses formules employées par Marx pour définir sa théorie de
l'histoire.

Une des rares définitions concises nous est présentée dans une
note du Capital, livre 1: "Par prolétaire, au sens économique, il faut
entendre le travailleur salarié qui produit du capital et le met en
v~l~ur; il est jeté sur le payé aussítót qu'il est sans utilité pour l'ap-
petit de plus-value du... capítal.»

Lorsqu'il parle de la mísére ouvríére, Marx l'envisage sous ses
deux aspects social et individuel. La misére sociale de l'ouvrier est
curable, paree que relative, historiquement déterminée. La chaine
qui attache l'ouvrier au capital peut étre «dorée» et une sécurité re-
lat~ve et temporaire peut lui étre assurée au sein méme du systéme
qui le rend esc1ave. C'est pourquoi les syndicats ouvriers qui ne
ménent qu'une lutte revendicative (pour l'amélioration des condi-
tions de vie des salariés) trahissent leur miss ion historique: l'abolí-
tion du salariat et la création d'une société oü le "libre épanouisse-
ment de chacun est la condition pour le libre épanouissement de
tOUSII10. En ce sens, l'abolition de la mísere sociale est la condition
de la disparition de la misére individuelle.

On peut dire en conc1usion que la conception du prolétariat revét
chez Marx le caractére d'un enseignement éthique, adapté aux con-
ditions faites el l'homme par suite du développement vertigineux de
la technique. L'originalité de cette éthique - héritée en partie de
toute une pléiade de précurseurs francais et anglais - consiste dans
son fondement sociologique. Mais l'enseignement éthique de Marx
n'est pas exempt d'ambíguítés: en tant qu'homme de parti, Marx était
inférieur au théoricien révolutionnaire.

MARXISM AND THE
OF THE INTELLE

VIII

10 Le Manifeste communiste, op.cit., p. 183.
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MARXISM AND THE HEGEMONY
OF THE INTELLECTUAL CLASS

It is a remarkable fact that Marx and Engels províded no theory
of the intellectual c1ass.Why do intellectuals join the socialist move-
ment? To this question, Marx and Engels had a parenthetical reply
in a brief sentence in the Communist Manifesto: «a portíon of the
bourgeoisie goes over to the proletariat, and in particular a portion
of the bourgeois ideologísts, who have raised thernselves to the
level of comprehending theoretically the historical movement as a
whole». This is as near as Marx and Engels came to providíng a
theory of the inteLlectual c1ass, especially its revolutionary group.
As a theory, it carries little psychologícal convíctíon, for it asserts a
purely intellectual causatíon; iJtsays that quite apart from any per-
sonal involvement of emotion, economic interest, or desire for power,
the mere understanding of the laws of social development suffices
to bríng a section of the intellectuals to the proletarian side. As far
as intellectuals are concerned, in other words.. it affirms that ex-
istence does not determine conscíousness, but that rather a purely
theoretical consciousness determines existence. The revolutionary in-
tellectual evidently then stands with Promethean exceptionalism
against the whole materialíst conception of history.

The motivations of revolutionary intellectuals would scarcely
however fit into a pattern of determinatíon by a theoretical con-
scíousness. Can one say that all the personal sacrifices which íntel-
lectuals have endured have been motivated by a desire to conform
to a theoretical comprehension of the laws of social evolution? A
profound dilemma however would have eonfronted Marx and Engels
if they had tried to develop a theory of the intellectual c1ass. They
would not have been able to do so without abandoníng eíther their
materialist eonception of history or their idea of the self-emancí-
patíon of the working c1ass. In the first place, to have granted that
revolutíonary intellectuals are basically moved by ethícal feelings,
by príncíples of justice and equality, would have been a decisive
departure from hístorícal materialismo Marx and Engels utterly re-
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fused to aclmowledge an independent role to ethical idealism in
human history; they could never formally affirm that the ethical
consciousness in history can transcend its material base. On the
other hand, to have said ínstead that the revolutionary intellectuals
were moved by the desire for power or economic self-interest would
have meant raising a new spectre to confront the proletariat - a
new rulíng c1ass of íntellectuals which availed itself of the workers'
unrest to place itseIf in power. This was the dilemma which the in-
tellectual c1ass posed for Marx's socíology: either historical materi-
alism was false or the advent of a new c1ass socíety was likely, a
problem for the Marxian system far more deepseated in its signifi-
cance than technícal disputes conceming the law of the falling rate
of proñt, Marx and Engels met this dilemma by choosíng not to
discuss it.

The question of the intellectuals' hegemony, it must be remem-
bered, was raised sharply in Marx's time. Marx's adversary, Bakunin,
charged that the latent content oí the Marxist program was «govern-
ment by scientists (the most distressing, odíous, and despicable type
of government in the world)» whieh would constitute «notwithstand-
ing its demoeratic form, a veritable díctatorshíp». Marx oould only
write the marginal note alongsíde Bakunin's words, quelle réoerie,
and repeat his general view that c1ass domination must last as long
as the economic basds for c1asses is not destroyed 1. But what if it
were not a reveríe ? What if the workings of modern teehnology
were compatible with the hegemony of a technomanagerial olass?

Curiously, throughout their lives, Marx and Engels were sensitive
to the authorítarían motivation of socíalíst inteHectuals whom they
characterized in probíng, sardoníc terms. Lassalle, the intellectuals
of 1848, the German socialist students in 1879, the English Fabían
inteIlectuals, were all, aocording to Marx and Engels, trying to es-
tablísh themselves as dictators and managers over the workers. Las-
salle's goal, said Marx, was «that of the future workers' dictator»;
the people were to elect those «Iike himself armed with the shining
sword of science into Parlíamenr». Lassalle had indeed boasted to
Bismarck that «the working c1ass is instinctively inclined to die-
tatorshíp», and taken pride in his own dictatorial powers as presi-
dent of their Association as an example of the leadership of the
leamed. Sixteen years later, in 1879, Marx and Engels wrote gloomí-
Iy that the «educatíve elements», the university graduates, all be-
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lieved that the working class «of itself is incapable of its own eman-
cipation» and «must be freed from above» The later socialist student
movement in Germany in 1890 similarly aroused little enthusiasm
in Engels; these rnen were arrogant young declassed bourgeoís, he
said, «arrivíng just in time to occupy most of the editorial positions
on the new journals which pullulate and, as usual, they regard the
bourgeois universities as a Socialist Staff College which gíves them
the right to enter the ranks of the Party with an officer's, if not a
general's brevet...» They were evidently akin to the students, «those
'representatíves of intellect', as they liked to call themselves», who
in 1848, according to Engels, «were the first to quit their standards,
unless they were retained by the bestowal of officer's rank». The
English Fabians finally were regarded by Engels with foreboding.
They were, in his judgment, socialists who planned to establish the
rule of the intellectuals over the proletariat; the Fabians, wrote
Engels, «have understanding enough to realize the inevitability of
the social revolution», but they are above all concerned with «making
their own leadershíp secure, the leadershíp exercised by the 'eddí-
cated'» 2.

There were two components of historical inevitability as Marx
and Engels conceived it, first, the economic inevitability of a plan-
ned economy, and second, the socíologícal inevitability that the
workers emancipating themselves would achieve a social democracy.
What theoretical ground could Marx and Engels provide, short of
their own ethícal aims and hopes, for asserting a sociological inevita-
bility which would exclude the possible hegemony of the intellec-
tual class ? Marx and EngeIs, intellectuals themselves, believed that
they had identified themselves wholly with «the proletarian outlook»,
but the intellectual authoritarians challenged the hístorícal neces-
sity of their ídentifícatíon with the working cIass. Then too, there
was the vague, troublíng doubt that even their own motives were
mixed, that behind Marx's «Promethean complex» was also an
authorítarian ingredient. The stormy Bakunin had not been the only
one to rail against Marx's authoritarian ways. The English trade
union leaders who were delegates to the International Workingmen's
Association were men accustomed to disoussion, consultation, and
democratic procedure. They found Marx impatient of díscussíon, in-

2 Karl MARXand Friedrich ENGELS, Selected Correspondence, Moscow, 1953,
pp. 388-394, 530, 537. Frederick ENGELS, Germany: Reoolution. and Counter-
Reuolution, New York, 1933, p.103. Frederick ENGELS, Paul and Laura LAFAR-
GUE, Correspondence, Vol. 2, transl. Yvonne KApp, London, 1960, p.386.
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3 V.1. LENIN, Collected Works, Vol. 7, transl, Abraham FINEBERG, and Naomí
JOCHEL, Moscow, 1961, p.479.

4 Karl KAUTSKY,«Die Intelligenz UD

Band rr. 1895, pp. 10-16, 43-49, 74-80.
5 V. I. LENIN, One Step Foruiard, T o

1947, pp. 52, 53, 81, 91, 94, 96, 103.

sistent on ideological orthodoxy, and unilateral in decisions which
disregarded democratic process.

Where intelIectuaIs predominated in the Marxist movement, there
authoritarianism became most pronounced. The Russian Social Demo-
cratíc Labor Party, in whi'ch Lenin's authoritarian politics found its
most fertile soil, was pre-eminently a party of intellectuals. «The
intellectuals», wrote Lenin in 1904 in polemic with Rosa Luxemburg,
«in our Party made up a much larger percentage than in the West-
European parties» 3. Lenin on the face of it seemed to accept un-
reservedly Kautsky's theory that the intelIectuals were not a class
but a privileged social stratum. Kautsky like Marx had, however,
continued to doubt the intelIectuals, and advised the German Social
Democrats to keep them in a subordina te positíon. Lenin., on the
other hand, calIed on the intelIectuals to transform themselves
psychologícally, to rid thernselves of their liberal individualism, and
to prepare themselves for the role of dictatorial. authoritarian rulers.
This was indeed the most ibasic rupture of Lenin with classical
Marxísm, for he took on the character of spokesman for the hege-
mony of the intelIectual class.

Karl Kautsky was indeed the first to use the formulation, la ter
adopted by Stalín as welI, that the intellectuaIs are not a elass but
a stratum: «the íntellectual workers have this peculiarity of not
havíng any common class interest and oí having only pro-
fessionaI interests; moreover, they are a privíleged social stra-
tum in opposition to the proletariat whiah wishes to put an
end to all prívílege». There was no hope, said Kautsky, of win-
ning rhe «arístocracy oí the 'íntellígentsía'» to the workers' move-
ment; many no doubt were being driven by declíníng economic
circumstanees into a situation whích united them with the prole-
tariat. Among the students, Kautsky agreed, there was an enthusiasm
for socialism, but he placed Iittle confidence in them. The student,
he wrote, usually abandons his socialistic convíctions as «chíldísh
ideas» when he enters «serious life». During his socialist phase, the
student's superior education enables him to ímpose on the workers.
A socialist student movement, Kautsky noted, may therefore become
a danger to the movement as a whole: «where the proletarían move-
ment is feeble and confused and where there exists aIongside it a
strong student sociaIist movement, the latter may eome to dominate
the former». The unreliable young intellectuaIs, said Kautsky, can
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then lead the movement into insane experiments. Fortunately, he
added, such an outcome was not to be anticipated in Germany or
in the greater part of the civilized world where the student move-
ment would remain only an «annex» to the workers 4. With un-
conscious prescience, however, Kautsky had stated the condition
which in backward countries would assist the intellectual class to
assume the hegemony of the socialist movement.

Lenin, on the contrary, explicitly called upon the intellectuals to
become the bearers of bureaucracy. The word «bureaucracy» had no
terrors for him; Lenin welcomed bureaucracy, and espoused it. He
was the first, said the youthful Lenin, to analyze the concept of
bureaucracy. «Bureaucracy versus democracy», he wrote, «is the
same thing as centralism versus autonomism; it is the organizational
princíple of the revolutionary Socíal-Democrats as opposed to the
organizational prínciple of the opportunist Social-Democrats». He
ridiculed the «outcry against bureaucracy and autocracy» on the
part of the Girondist-like Martov and Iskra. He extolled the alleged
virtues of the factory-disciplined proletariat as compared to the
«flabbiness and ínstability» of the ínrellectuals. The factory, said
Lenin, was not only a means of exploitation; it was also a «rneans
of organízation» which incu1cated discipline. Lenin had no use for
the intellectuals' bemoaning of the alienation of man under modero
technology: «Dívísion oí labor under the direction of a center evokes
from him a tragí-comícal outcry against people being transformed
into 'wheels and cogs'» 5. He defended outríght the authoritarian
procedures oí «excommunication», a «dreadful word» to the demo-
crats. Thus, Lenin invoked a myth of proletarian discipline to impose
a sense of guilt on those intellectuals who had ímbíbed the liberal
tradition. Men like John Stuart Mill had painfully built during the
nineteenth century a counterweíght to authoritarian tendencies. Now
Lenin, working to unleash the repressed wíll to authoritarianism,
sanctified it by an appeal to the psychology of the proletaríat. The
party of the intellectuals was thus to rationalize its authoritarianism.

The authoritarianísm of the intellectual class ís a recurrenn his-
torical theme, yet its traíts, characteristics, and sources have been
little studied. When Lenin portrayed the authoritarianism of the
working class, he was in large part projecting upon the workers

, Karl KAUTSICY,«Die InteIligenz und die Sozíaldemokratíe», Die Neue Zeit,
Band II, 1895, pp. 10-16, 43-49, 74-80.

5 V. I. LENIN, One Step Forward, Two Steps Back, reprint transl., Moscow,
1947, pp. 52, 53, 81, 91, 94, 96, 103.
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traits peculiar to himself; the contemporary emphasis on working
elass authoritarianism is perhaps similarly in large part a projection
of the latent authoritarianism of ínteliectuals. What then are some of
the evídence and sources OlÍ intellectuals' authoritarianism?

1. There is an impressive tradition of phiilosophical Utopías begin-
ning with Plato's Republic, going on through Campanella's City 01
the Sun, to the social diagrams in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies of Edward Bellamy's Looking Backward and H. G. Wells' The
Open Conspiracy, These Utopias, a mixture of fantasy and blueprint,
illumine the unconscious strivings and direction of the intellectuals.
The Athenian philosopher, the Renaissance man, the American Na-
tionalist, and the English social evolutionist all shared the same
vision of the rule of the scientific intellectuals. It diffused into the
most distant regions as an awakener of intellectuals from social
torpor. José Vasconcelos, ideologist of the Mexican Revolution of
1911, pondered Plato's Republic, and aspired to be the philosopher-
king of Mexico. The rule of the scientist-phílosophers was always
to be authoritarian rule.

2. From what psychological source does the authoritarian long-
ing of the intellectuals arise? To answer this question, we must
distinguish between the universal SOUIceof authoritarianism common
to the intellectuals of all societíes and those more situational roots
of authoritarianism whích are found in the frustratíons peculiar to
íntelleotuals in modero times. The íntellectuals, in Marx's term, the
«ídeologícal class», have in all societies felt themselves an aristo-
cracy, an elite. Aneíent Greek analogies of the state as an organism
told how the head directed the hand. The intellectuals, from the time
of the Pythagorean governing elite, regarded themselves as the re-
presentatives of the mind. They were indeed god-like; thought was,
for instance, the unendíng joy and prerogatíve of Aristotle's God,
and thought was likewise man's distinctive attribute. The intellectual,
the philosopher, was the representative of man at his highest, Im-
mortality itself was made proportionate to intelIectual acquirements
by medieval Aristotelians: it was the lower classes who elaimed
eternity for the illiterate who were kind in heart.

The íntellectuals conceíved of themselves as meant to rule men.
That was the purport of their philosophical knowledge. They were
not warríors: they could not elaim the right to rule by force and
might. Yet in every age they have elaimed that «the pen is might-
ier than the sword», They were often not men of property, yet
they would claim, as Keynes did, that the power oí ideas far exceeded
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that of vested interests. They were neither merchants nor artisans
nor tillers of the soil, but stood somehow outside all conventional
class systems. Without the laborer's skill or the rich man's wealth,
they had only their íntellígence and culture, but theírs was the
calling to rule. The touchstone of the rational and just society from
Socrates' time on was the rule of the intellectuals.

In China, where the intellectual class ruled for two thousand years,
their self-awareness as the elite most fit to govem was incorporated
in the wisdom of proverbs:

«Wíthout leaving his study, a Bachelor of Arts may understand the
affairs of the empíre».
«As a student - under one man; in office - over ten 'thousand».
«All scholars are brethren» s.

Such was the intellectual's vocation to rule over all classes, - his
universal authoritarian propensity. Situational circurnstances in mo-
dem times, however, ranging from his deprivation of power and
employrnent, have bred in íntellectuals a more acute authoritarian-
ism. Situational frustrations have reinforced the role oí ideas as rhe
aggressive vehicles of dominance over others.

3. The intellectual as a man of words has often suffered from a
prolonged deprivation from action, There is a normal biological pat-
tem in the oonfrontation of problems: the problem provokes ideas,
plans of action, which in the normal biological process find fulfill-
ment in action. The rise oí an dntellectual class often means, how-
ever, a proliferation of thinkers who do not become doers. Thinkíng
which does not culrninate in action is, from the bíologícal stand-
point, a psychologica1 anomaly. The very situation of the intellectual
then carnes with it a high degree of frustration - the outcome of
a life in which important initiating stimuli to action are presented
without any of the termini and consurnmations. The frustration of the
intellectual breeds its counterpart oí heightened aggressive energy.
When social circumstances are mOS!:unfavorable and the hope of
social action has dwíndled, this aggression may be tumed against
one's selí: the self-aggression oí íntellectuals is manífested in move-
ments as diverse as monasticism and beatníkísm, But where the
desíre for action is not subdued, it becomes ímbued with the charac-
teristics oí behavíor which has long been frustration-oontained. The
íntellectual then tends to dictatorial, impatient, and ruthless modes

s Rev. W. SCARBOROUGH,A Cotlection of Chinese Prooerbs, Revised by Rev.
C. Wilfred ALLAN, Shanghai, 1926. pp. 74-75.
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oí aotion. Pent-up aggressive energíes tend to drive ideas to an
extreme which they would not have reached if those energies had
been expended in action. Tocqueville said that the French intellec-
tuals of the eighteenth century were led to the most extreme ideas
because «their very way of living, ... quite out of touch with prac-
tícal polítícs», deprived them of the experíence which would have
tempered their ardor 7. What is important, however, is not that ex-
perience confutes the schematíc simplioities of a few general ideas.
Rather it is that the frustratíon of inaction tends to make ideas into
a displaced means of agressíon, An extreme ideology is an idea suf-
fused with displaced aggressive energy. The situation of the lntellec-
tual tends to make him into an ideologue.

The most eminent Fabían intellectuals thus became increasingly
authoritarian as in the oourse of their long líves they saw the tran-
sition of their ideas into action disrupted. Bernard Shaw in his play
On the Rocks expressed the intellectual's self-disillusionment: «1 am
not a man of action, only a talker. Until the men of action clear out
the talkers we who have social consciences are at the merey of those
who have none». Shaw went the gamut of an admiration for strong
men which included Mussolini and Hitler, and gave way to an inner
violence in whích he [ustífied the extermination of a sociaí and
political opposition. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, towards the end of
their lives, had an unashamed reverence for Stalin's methods. The
sundering of the thinking-action sequence made authoritarians of
the most distinguished socialist íntellectuals in democratic, industrial
England.

4. Movements whose membership has consisted primarily of in-
tellectuals have tended remarkably towards an authoritarian pattern,
and to exhíbit traits of íntolerance and procedures of excommuni-
cation. Thís has been true in science as in politics. One would have
expected for instance, that the psychoanalytical movement, born of
the desíre to liberate men from irrationalities, would have been
characterized by a friendly exploratíon of differences and an over-
riding sense of common purpose. An intellectual movement, however,
ínvariably oenters around a strong father-figure; a scientific or phi-
losophícal school ís usually defined methodologícaliy by its adhe-
rence to a common method and basic hypotheses, but in a more
basic psychologícal sense, it ís constituted by the dominance of a
particular kind of super-ego personality. Freudían psychoanalysis,
for instanoe, was (in ErichFromm's words) a «movement', with an

7 Alexis DE TOCQUEVILLE,The Old Regime and the French Reoolution,
transl. Stuart GILBERT,New York, Anchor Ed., 1955, pp. 140-141.
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intlemational organization on strictly hierarchical línes, strict rules
for belonging, and for many years guided by a secret cornmitee con-
sisting of Freud and six other members. This movement has on
occasion and in some of its representatives exhibited a fanaticism
usually to be found only in relígíous and politícal bureaucracies» 8.

From a psychological standpodnt, moreover, the intellectual can
be said to have about him something of the feminine. The bookish
boy growíng up invariably finds himself at some odds with his
less intellectual companíons who regard him as «sissy» in his tastes.
The young thinker later on finds that the battle of ideas has a ter-
rible reality, and in the struggle of ideas, he finds his manhood as
others did in physical conflicto Always however, as compared to
«practícal» men, the man of ideas is under a kind of onus to de-
monstrate his manhood. To do so he makes of his ideas weapons: he
tries to be tough, and this in:deed lends to his thought a straín of
authorítarian compensational strength 9.

5. Polítical sects aríse because íntellectuals cannot stand dif-
ferences in polítics. The history of polítíoal sects is a history of in-
tellectuals' íntolerance and authoritarianism. By contrast, the large
non-ídeologícal American polítical parties, which embraoe a variety
of sectíons, classes, interests, and ethníc groups, and which are not
Ied by intelilectuals, have not shown a tendency to sectarian ñssíon,
In the American ncn-ídeologíoal parties, íntellectuals have been
relatively unínfluenttal.

Engels in 1847 noted that the socíalístic sects were primarly com-
posed of men outside the workíng classes, and that they looked to
the «educated classes» for support 10. During the Second Empire,
when two socíalist schools, the Blanquist and the Proudhonist, com-
peted for the allegiance of Frenchmen, it was notíoeable that the
Blanquists, organized as an authoritarian secret society, were drawn
prlmarily from students, while the Ioosely org,anized Proudhonists
were chiefly composed of workingmen active in mutual aid, eredit,
and cooperatíve socíeties 11. The law of the extremism of the re-
volutíonary íntellectuai in authoritarian sects was cogently formu-

8 Erich FROMM,«Freud, Friends, and Feuds: 1. Scientism or Fanaticísm»,
The Saturday Review, Vol. XLI, June 14, 1958, p.l1.

o Max LERNER,Ideas for the lee Age, New York, 1941, pp. viii, 15, 98-99.
10 Karl MARXand Friedrich ENGELS,Basic Writings on Politics and Philoso-

phy, ed. Lewis S. FEUER, New York, 1959, pp. 4-5.
11 Samuel BERNSTEIN,The Beginnings of Marxian Socialism in France,

New York, 1933, pp. 17, 28.
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lated by ]ames P. Cannon, the leader of the American Trotskyist
sect, who wrote on the basis of a lifetime's experience: «It seems
to be a peculiar law that the greater a party's ísolation from the
living labor movement, .... all the more radical it becomes in its
formulations, its program, etc... You see it in the split-offs from
the Trotskyist movernent - our own 'Iunatíc fringe'. The less people
listen to them, the less effect their words have on the course of
human events, the more extreme and unreasonable and hysterical
they become in their formulatíons» 12.

The revolutíonary íntellectual, in other words, ís especially prone
to secretarian behavior because he has been depríved of the con-
tinuous consurnmation oí the transítíon from thought to action. An
íntolerant purity of principIe enables him to make a virtue of his
actíon-ínhíbíted ascetícísm. His authoritarianism is the eruptive ob-
verse of his impotenoe.

6. The intellectual in the so-called backward areas tends to de-
velop an authoritarianism which is proportíonate to the gap between
his ideas and the social envíronment: socíaí realíty for hím is an
ever-present obstacle, stubborn and recaleítrant to his ideas. As an
íntellectual his consciousness seeks to determine his exístence:'.
the more existence frustrates him, the more aggressíve in idea be-
comes his consciousness. Both Mill and Marx observed that the in-
tellectuals of materíally backward countries adopted the most ad-
vanced ideas. A doctrine such as Saint-Simonianism, with its pro-
gram of rule by the íntelleotuals, oould only have arisen, wrote MiN,
in a relatívely under-developed country like France 13. Marx re-
marked that the young Russian intelleotuals in Germany and Paris
«always run after the most extreme that the West can offer» 14; his
books, he observed, «had a greater sale in Russía than anywhere
else. And the first foreign nation to translate Kopital is the Russian».

Ideas and practices which are found only among the most extreme
seotarian, ísolated intellectuals in the West have found a fertíle
transplantation among governing intellectuals in Africa and Asia.
Kwame Nkrumah, Prime Míníster of Ghana, tells how while asso-
ciated in America with the Trotskyites, especíally «one of its leading
members, Mr. C. L. R. ]ames» , he learned «how an underground
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12 ]ames P. CANNON,The History of American Trotskyism, New York, 1944,
pp. 10, 12.

13 Richard K. P. PANKHURST,The Saint-Simonians: Mill and Carlyle, London,
1957, p.15.

14 Karl MARX, Letters to Dr. Kugelmann, New York, 1934, pp. 77,78.
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movement worked». A mode oí organization out of place in America
beoame the model for The Cirole, a revolutionary Afrícan student
group which Nkrumah helped found; its members added a touch
of tribal blood ritual to their dedication to an emanoípated Mrica.
Later, when they were mínísters of government, they synthesized
Marxism with tribalism, and franlcly expressed «the tribal impulse
to destroy those who are out of step». The African intellectual elite
quickly became, as K. A. Busia wrote, a ruling class lS. In Ceylon,
young intellectuals who had imbibed their doctrine from Trotskyite
circles in London and from the eccen1:ric authoritarian Scott Nearing
in America emerged similarly from their underground Trotskyite
movement to become members of a coalition govemment u. De-
barred for years from parnícípatíon in the political life of Ceylon,
they had concentrated on ídeology, and developed their ídeologícal
puritan intolerances. The most influential Gabinet mínister in 1957, .
Philíp Gunawardena, disciple of ScO'M' Nearing, had a simple question
and answer: «Where do you find democratic socialism ? On the
moon» 17. One hears much nowadays that authorítaríanísm is a
necessary political means for the índusrrialízation of a backward
country. The facts, however, suggest that the authoritarian traits of
íntellectual chiefs Iead them to ChOO5ethat mode and speed of in-
dustrialization which is rnost expressíve of their own authorítarían
psychology.

7. The intellectual class in modem times, furthermore, in both
advanced and backward societies is most vulnerably sítuated with
respect to the economy. England in the eighteen-eighties was already
producing a surplus of intellectuals which the economy could not
absorbo The «íntellectual reserve army» was more articulate, resent-
ful, and less resigned than the "industrial reserve army». William
Clarks deseribed the new «íneelíectual proletaríat» in the first Fabian
Essays:

«Fifty years ago you could have gathered all the press writers of
London into a single moderate sized room. Today all told they number

15 Kwame NKRUMAH,Ghana: The Autobiography of Kwame Nkrumah, New-
York, 1957, p. 45; K. A. BUSIA,«The Present Situation and Aspirations of Elites
in the Gold Coast», International Social Science Bulletin, Vol. VIII, 1956, p.
429; Peter ABRAHAMS,«The Blacks», African Tressury , New York, ed. Langston
Hughes, 1961, pp. 55-56.

16 Calvin A. WOODWARD,«The Trotskyite Movement in Ceylon», World
Politics, Vol. XIV, 1962, pp. 310-311, 315, 317.

17 The New York Times, November 23, 1957, November 25, 1957.
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ten thousand. Everybody with a pen, ink and paper and any capacity
for turning out 'copy' is a journalist; and you see at once that it is
impossibIe for aIl these men to earn a living. They don't, and can't.,;
Now, while a workingman who has never known comfort, whose
father has never known it before hím, can often stand a frightfuI
amount of poverty without getting desperate, the well-bred young man
cannot; and the result is that the keenest and most dangerous dis-
content comes from the educated classes, who are Ieading the Socialist
masses aIl over Europe» 18.
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Where the íntellectual experienced an economic system whose
very workings deprived him of a livelihood or status, he tended to
respond with a critique which was not only socialist but, in pro-
portíon to his frustration, authoritarian. Whether i,t was students in
New York's city colleges or Kerala, India, facing the dísmaí prospects
of a superflous existence, or young teaehers faced wíeh insecurity,
an authorítarian socialism emerged as a response 19. The íntellectual
proletaríat is probably the most authorítarian of all.

Irtwould be a mistake, however, to conclude that economic resent-
ment alone has moved intelilectuals into the díreetíon of authoritarian
socialismo The few thousands of inte1ligentsia in Russia during the
middile of the nineteenth century «could easily have been absorbed
by the constantly expanding bureaucratíc apparatus of the state or
the growing range of the liberal professíons». There were tremendous
aspirations too of altruísm, mixed with guíít-feelíngs at the people's
Iot, a desire to gíve one's self to the people almost sacríficially,
combined with the longíng for a free expressíon of one's individuality
and talents. «It was a 'class' of expelled students and censored
joumalists, who in desperatíon were driven to conspíratorial ex-
tremes» 20. A psychology of «revolutíonary ascetícism» carne to
characterize the young Russian intellectuals 21. Interwoven, however,
with the ascetic self-denial was the conception of the íntellectual

18 William CuRKE, «The Fabian Society», in Fabian Essays in Socialism
ed. G. Bernard Shaw, reprinted, Boston, 1911, pp. xxxví-xxxix. AIso Ernest
BeIfort BAX, The Ethics 01 Socialism, London, Fourth Ed., 1902, p. xi.

19 Robert W. IVERsEN,The Communists and the Schools, New York, 1959,
pp. 150-152. On the Indian student, d. The New York Times, Iuly 15, 1959,
February 8, 1960.

20 Martin MALlA, «What is the Intelligentsia ?», in The Russian Intelligent-
sia, ed. Richard Pipes, pp. 14-15. For the later period, d. Vera FIGNER,Memoirs
01 a Reuolutionist, transl. Camilla CHAPINDANIELS,New York, 1927, pp. 36-37,
76-77. I. STEINBERG,Spiridonooa: Reoolutionary Terrorist, transl. Gwenda
DAVID and Eric MOSBACHER,London, 1935, pp. 32-33.

21 NicoIas BERDYAEV,Dream and Reality , an essay in autobiography, transl.
Katharíne LA.MPERT,New York, 1951, p. 113.

22 Vera FIGNER,op.cit., p.63.
23 Edmund SU;BERNER,«Two Studies
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as the historically creative individual, the one who bore the histori-
cal míssíon to redeem and rule 22.

Authorítarían traits showed themselves among the Russian revolu-
tionary íntellectuals in a variety of ways. The antí-jewish feeling,
for instance, of the Narodnaya Vo1ya in the eíghteen-eightíes went
as far as a posítíve endorsement of pogroms, French socíalíst sects
were similarly involved in antí-Semítísm, Curiously nhe more prole-
tarian Gennan Social Democratic Party, much üess intellectual in its
composiríon and leadershíp, was relatively free of antí-Semitísm,
Although the acadernic Kathedersozialisten weredecidedly tinged
with antí-jewísh prejudioe, «there were occasíons when the Social
Democratic workers made it a point of honor to demonstrate the
feelings of devotion and solidarity with leaders who were attaoked
twice, for being Socialísts and beirug Iews» 23.

Lenín insisted in What is to be Done? that it was the íntellec-
tuals who brought socíalist consciousness to the workers who other-
wise would not advance beyond trade uníon conscíousness. Was rhe
oonception OlÍ a soeíalise soeíety so difficult that it demanded much
scientific training? In many place s and many times, in Germany,
for ínstance, in the early eighteen-thirtíes, small groups of workíng-
men had periodically from their own ethical and intellectual resources
sought to. fashion for themselves communistic societies 24. What the
íntelleotuals brought to the socialist movement was not socialíst
consciousness but the notion of their own elite authorítarianísm. The
socialist oonsciousness itself does not require any elaborate theo-
retical analysis but spríngs up indeed spontaneously from the ethical
aspirations of al] exploired people, What Lenín was doíng was
rather te províde an ídeologícal basis for the hegemony of the
íntelleotual elite.

Two impulses have always warred within the socialist tradítíon, an
authoritarian and a democratíc, for socíalísm indeed has emanated
from two basically different psychologícal sources - one the desire
of the íntellectuals to be the ruiling olass, the other the desíre of
the worlcing elass for a society of equals. Engels called Saint-Simon
an Utopian Socialist, but Saínt-Símon, a child of the philosophes,

22 Vera FIGNER, op.cit., p.63.
23 Edmund SILlIERNER, «Two Studies on Modero Antí-Semitísm», Historia

[udaica, Vol. XIV, 1952, pp. 104-106. Paul W. MASSING, Rehearsal [or Destruc-
tion: A Study of Politícal Anti-Semitism in Imperial Germany, New York,
1949, pp. 202-203.

24 Boris NICOLAIEVSKYand atto MAENCHEN-HELFEN, Karl Marx: Man and
Fighter, transl. Gwenda DAVID and Eric MOSBACHER,New York, 1936, p.78.
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plaínly advocated the authoritarian rule of the íntellectuals, and
won numerous adherents among the engíneeríng graduates of the
Ecole Polyteclmique, the new «índustríal príests». Can it be that
Marxism with its faith in a democratic, liberal working class, achiev-
ing its own emancipation, was daring to be far more Utopian ? The
authoritarian and liberal components were both present in the
sociahsm of Marx and of Engels from their eanlíest writings in an
unstable equilibrium. Engels indeed first cIaimed in 1843 that Ger-
man socíalísm was superior to the French because of its freedom
from democratíc prejudíces, and he envisaged the soeialist socíety
not as a workers democracy but as ruled by a technical intelligentsia
chosen «not by a majority of the cornmuníty at large» but by an
examínatíon system 25. Two years later, impressed by fue reports of
the American socialist communities, his socialism became more
cornmunitarian, less elíñst. And Marx's socialism evolved in a more
democratic spirit from the tíme when he wrote in 1844 in typical
elitist fashion: «The head of the emancípatíon is philosophy, íts
heart is the proletaríat».

But thís is the eternal strife in rhe heart of socíaiísm ítself, the
problem of the future, the strife between the authoritarian and
liberal elements: it sets for the intelleotual olass the question how
it wHI define íts own eharacter.

25 Friedrich ENGELS, «The State of Germany», in Karl MARX, Friedrich
ENGELS,Historisch-Kritische Gesamtausgabe, Erste AbteiJung, Band 4, Berlín,
1932, p.494.
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MARXISM AND OUR TIME

No other teaching in our world has caused during the last 50-70
years such fervent debates, discussions and passionate speeches «for••
or «agaínst » as Marxism. And it cannot be otherwise for Marxism, as
a world outlook, as a social theory and political trend of thought
affects the basic problems of the present, the basic interests of the
battling forces of the modem world, forces of progress and reaction,
forces of peace and war, forces interested in perpetuating the morí-
bund social and political order and forces fighting for the new and
progressive, fighting for socialism and communism.

In our epoch Marxism has long ceased to be only a teaching, a
theory, an idea. It has grown to be a real movement and is em-
bodied now in a system of society in the world system of socialism
covering one third of mankind, Le. over a milliard of people.

AlI thinking peoples can see that the influence oí Marxist ideas
continues to grow with each decade. Of course, the greater the suc-
cesses of the Communist construction in the USSR and of Socialist
construction in the countries of the People's Democracy, the more the
magnetic force of Marxism and its ideas will increase among the
advanced social forces.

Today even such an event as the flíght of the Soviet spaceships
contributes to the popularity oí the ideas of Marxísm-Leninísm,

An American sociologist, Professor Rossister Clinton, of Cornell
Uníversíty though an opponent oí Marxism, nevertheless adrnits in
his book «Marxísm: the American Outlook», that «there can be no
doubt as to the triumph of Marxism ••.And Professor R. Clinton states
that «our whole trouble is that we have no Marx of our own; we
have no teacher, whom we would refer as the herald of truth ».

But the force of influenee oí Marxism-Leninísm lies precísely in
its truth, in the fact that it truthfully reflects the laws of social de-
velopment, the basie needs of our epoch, the vital ínterests oí ad-
vanced social forees fighting for durable peaee, real democraey,
socialism and communism. In our epoch it is precísely Marxism that
presents the knowledge of the objective laws, the moving forces of

97
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social development and clear outlook and bright hopes for the people
of all countries and all progressive mankind.

The opponents of Communism advance against Marxism the argu-
ment that this teaching originated in the nineteenth century, but now
we are in the twentieth century. The world, these critics of Marxism
insist, had changed radically during the last 50-70 years and there-
fore Marxism is archaic. But the vital strength of Marxism eonsist
in the fact that it is in constant development, and íts development
in the present as wel1 as the past closely follows the development of
social life. This is of primary importance. And secondly, Marx's dis-
covery of the laws of development of society remains in force. Socia-
list revolutions, workers' and national liberation movements against
imperalism have been established throughout the world to confirm
Marx's theory.

All great teachings, if they discover not the imaginary, but real laws
of development of nature or society, remain in force, though they
undergo changes in the development, are enriched by new laws, new
data and new sta tu SeIS.

In the sixteenth century Copernicus' theory upset all ordinary and
traditional ideas of people as regards the earth's revolution around
the sun and its place in the solar system. This great revolutionary
theory forced its way in to the minds of millions people for two to
three centuries. There was a time when one had to be a Galileo to
dare to defend Copernicus' theory.

But who in our time but ignoramuses can doubt that the Earth
revolves constantly around the Sun. Copernicus' teaching became ge-
nerally accepted.

After Kepler and Newton and after the creation of the theory of
relativity by Eínsteín, we know more about the laws of the Earth's
rotation and of the solar system, but the essence of the brilliant Polish
scientist's teaching remains also today.

The same can be said of Marx too, of his teaching and his disoovery
the laws of social-historical development, of the ways of mankind to
socialism and communism.

Life does not stand stíll. Society is developíng.
Marxism developed and is developíng creatively on the basis of

new experience and new data. Theoretieal generalization of expe-
rience of historical development, the enrichment by new statuses can
be seen, as in the fields of philosophy, sociology and as in the fields
of political economy. Lenín's works Materialism and Empiriocriti-
cism, lmperialism as the highest stage 01 Capitalism, State and
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Reoolution and so on, present new and great contributions to the
treasury of Marxism. New phenomena and the processes of a new
epoch, the epoch of imperialism and proletarian revolution were
summed up and generalized in them.

After the díscovery of the laws of social development by Marx and
Engels, which had the greatest influence on the course of the deve-
lopment of Russia and all mankind, the most remarkable discovery
was the discovery of the law of irregularity of the economie and
polítical development of capitalísm and the creating on the basis
teachíng of possibility of victory of socialist revolution and socialism
in one separate country.

After Marx and Engels' discovery the history of social science has
not witnessed another discovery of this sort that would have such
powerful influence on the historie futures of Russia, as weU as on
the course of development of Europe and world history.

The opponents of Marxism advance different facts that, by their
opinion, refute Marxism as if the previsions of Marx had not been
realised.

Society and historical development are the most complicated
phenomenon and research subjects. Here, as not in nature, we see
people endowed with consciousness and will to acto Here are many
unknown phenomena acting in each country. Of great importance
as well are historical causes, the role of some historical leaders, and
their traits. Who would foresee, for example, that such a monster as
Hitler would appear in the twentieth century in the centre of Europe
at the head of the German State?

But in spite of these causes, the general course of historical deve-
lopment followed namely the direction that had been forecast by
Marx and marxismo

Thechanges which had taken place during the past 50 years fuUy
bear out Marx and Engels' previsions, the previsions of Marx's theory
about the main trend of the course of social development, the histori-
eal transient nature of capitalism, unavoidable replacement of capí-
talísm by socialism, the historical role of the working class, and of
the inevitability of the wídest dissemination of Communist ideas
throughout the world among masses of people, the unavoidable
bankruptcy of colonialism, etc.

Have not all these brilliant forecasts come true ?
Marx wrote about the working class as a elass called to be fue

great, transforming, revolutionary force. Namely the working class
is called to carry out the socialist revolutibn and build up socialismo
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The calling of the working class, its world-historical mission is to
liberate society from exploitation of man by man, from poverty and
lack of rights by the masses, political and national oppression, mili-
tarísm and then, in the long run, wars and causes oí wars. «The main
point in Marx's teaching - V.1. Lenin wrote - is the definition of
the world-hístorícal role of the proletariat as creator of socialist so-
cíety».

Has not the working class of a number of countries of Europe and
Asia proved its great historical role and carried out the age-long
aspiration of mankind about the upbuilding of socialism, and, then
cornmunism, the most just social system on the earth, with homo-
geneous social structure without classes of rich and poor.

Socialist society is being built up in Poland, Bulgaria, Rumania,
Hungary, the DDR and Czeehoslovakia, China and Vietnam and other
countries of the People's Democracy.

In the USSR socialism has already been built up and won com-
plete and final victory. The Soviet people proceeded to building up
communism. It is an easier task that building up of socialism, and
the people headed by the workíng c1ass proved its ability to make
miracles, an ability of historical creative work as in the economíc
social and polítícal fíelds as well as in the fields of science and
culture.

Facts inevitably show that in the capitalist countries the working
class increasingly demonstrates itself as a polítícal force resisting
the bourgeoisie. This phenomenon is manífested differently in
Franee, Italy, Japan, England, Sweden and Norway.

Since the days of Marx and Engels capitalism has also undergone
enormous changes. It has transformed capitalism into monopolistic
state and ceased to be the world's undivided and dominating
system. The colonial system has collapsed. Many once powerful
empires have disintegrated, scores of new states have come
into being in Asia and Africa. But the most important change in
the world is the socialist system.

Naturally, Marx hed no knowledge of this. He never saw this and,
to our regret, could not observe all this. But does it mean that what
had taken place! in the world disproves Marxism? No, on the con-
trary. It fully bears out the historical prevísíons of Marx.

Some people may say that capitalism still exísts in Great Britain,
USA, France, Italy and Japan, but that is no proof against Marxism.
Capitalism, too, vanquished feudalism but not in one decade in all
countries. To do this capitalism needed 200 more years after the
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seventeenth century. But even by the twentieth century Asia, Afríca
and South America, with their enorrnous populations, remained
backward in technical, economic and cultural relations and in a
fieudal or semifeudal state.

The transition from capitalism to socialism is surely a deep over-
tum in economy, social relations and culture, in comparison with
the revolutionary overturn in time of the transition to capitalismo
And although in our epoch the tempo of historical development has
considerably increased, nevertheless, the socialist revolution covers
the whole historical epoch.

In our epoch the trend of historical development is deñned quite
clearly. The fact that capitalism has no historical future is not only
proved by the socialist revolution which has taken place in Europe
and Asia, but even by such a fact, of small significance at first
sight, as that the word «capitalisrn» has become unpopular every-
where and frequently an abusíve word. In our days the word capí-
talism is hostilely and negatively regarded not only in the countries
of Asia and Africa, but also in the advanced capitalist countries.
The capitalist ideologists thernselves are ashamed to call capitalism
by its own name. In many countries sociologists, economists and
pu'blicists are working hard to find new names for capitalismo

Does it not indirectly demonstrate the fact that capitalísm has no
historical future and has discredited itself and has no moral
authority over the peoples of the world ?

As regards the periods necessary for the transition of these or
other countries to socialism, concrete ways and peculiar forrns of
future transition depend, as Marxism teaches, on many factors and
specíñc conditions prevaílíng in different countries.

When critics of Communism speak of the «obsolescence» of
Marxism, they judge Marxism in comparison with those doctrines
which appear and disappear by the dozen from life, leavíng no trace.
These critics forget that Marxists never regarded theír teaching as
something set, ñníshed and petrífíed, as something that must be
leamed by rule.

F. Engels, one of fue founders of Marxism, wrote on dialectics:
«Díalectícal philosophy rejects all ideas about final, absolute truth,
and absolute states of mankind correspondíng to it. There is nothing
set forever, absolute and sacred to dialectical philosophy. Every-
where it finds the trace of inevitable falling, and nothing ís able to
avoid it, except the continuous prooess of appearance and destruction,
the endless advanced development from Iower to higher stage, The
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dialectical phílosophy itself is a simple reflectíon of this process in
conscíousness» .

This is how Engels, together with Marx and followíng Marx,
understood dialectical method, fue core of Marxism. That is how
Engels approached his studying oí the phenomena and processes
taking place in nature and sooíety,

Marxist-Leninist were and will always remain truthful to this
understanding of the laws of development of the objective world,
And Marxism reflecting in scientific form the laws of development
of the objective world, does not stand still and it cannot stand still.

Marx, Engels and Lenin always stressed: «Our teachíng is not a
dogma, but a guide to actíon».

Could Marxism serve as a scientific guide to. action if it stood still
in a developíng, changing society ? No, of course not.

V.1. Lenin, the most outstanding marxist, wrote at the beginning of
his scientific and polítícal actívíty: «We do. not consíder at all the
theory of Marx as something set and inviolable: we are convínced,
on the contrary, that this theory laid the corner-stone of the science
that the socíalísts must develop in all trends if they do not want to
lag behind life. We think that for Russian socialists it is especially
necessary to elaborate their own theory of Marx because this theory
gives only general leading trends used in England and Germany
differently than in Russia».

Lenin and leninists always understood and understand that that
is why they won and win and are movíng ahead. But dogmatícs and
revisionísts did suffer and are suffering defeat.

The opponents of Marx, knowíng Marxism by hearsay or second-
hand sources, do. not know or forget that Leninism triumphed in the
USSR in its struggle not only with the revísionísm but also with the
doctrinaire and dogmatíc conceptíons of Marxisms of Kautsky,
Plekhanov, Martov and their followers. Leninism is the creative
Marxism, enriched by new discoveríes statuses and conclusíons, made
during the epoch that followed the epoch of Marx and Engels.

In response to the criticism of Marxism and to the reasoníng upon
its íncompatibílíty with the present epoch I would like to cite the
opíníon of the opponent of Marxism and marxíst socíology.

In 1961 the Washington Post and Times Herald publíshed a letter
of James B. Hodgeson, professor oí phílosophy at one of the Ameri-
can universítíes.

"A brilliant German philosopher, - he says, -sitting in the British
Museum has worked out a powerful social phílosophy. We mean
Karl Marx, surely. He had not had a single tank or single jet plane
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or rocket. But, nevertheless, his voluminous scientific works present
the main force threatening the West nowadays. I thínk that the pro-
found conviction of Mr. Khrushchev in the final victory of communism
follows from the works of the brillant creator of ideas.

As far as I understand at present there is no similar movement
among Western philosophers to work out any response to Marx,
which might have been effectively used in this increasing crisis».
«Marx is expecting a response from the West» , Professor Hodgeson
says in closing his letter.

The esteemed professor of philosophy is not alone in his evalu-
ation. Well-known British philosopher Bertrand Russell has express-
ed similar views. To the question of one American magazine as to
who was the most ínfluentíal philosopher at present, Bertrand Rus-
sell answered «Karl Marx, unfortunately».

What is the force, the source of influence of Marx's ideas in our
epoch? Why after endless «denials» of Marx the influence of his
teaching is not only not weakening but growing ?

While the time, the course oí history were and are so pitiless to
many sociologists, philosophers and even to entire schools and trends
of social and philosophic ideas, they not only spare Marx and
marxism but on the contrary they play the role of his allies, giving
new evídence of the truthfulness and vitality of Marxism.

We think his question should have been of great ínterest first of
all to Professor Hodgeson and people having identical ideas.

Myths, legends, superstitions, anti-scientific teachings contradicting
reality increasingIy lose their influence, their power over people's
minds in the epoch of revolutionary transition from capitalism to
cornmunism, of atomic energy and space problems, And science,
scientific truths checked and corroborated by practice gain more and
more recognition.

Sociologists-marxists may be proud of the fact that the sociological
theory created by Marx and then developed by V.1. Lenin and his
disciples has provided the possibility to anticípate the victory of a
new social system in the USSR and in many countries of Europe and
Asia.

We Soviet socíologísts are proud of the fact that our country, old
Russia, which had been treated and defíed for its economical and
cultural backwardness in former times, has made a gigantic leap
from former backwardness towards the heíghts of modem progress
in the new Soviet Russia. In the West, in sociological and phílosophíc
treatises and especially in the press, they write much about the
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reasons for the economic and scientific progress in the USSR, and
express various suppositions and many fantasies and fables.

We may say that one of the most important reasons for this
unparalleled economic, social, cultural and scientific-technical pro-
gress accomplished during the life of only one generation lies in the
fact that our people and our communist party were guided in their
activity by the laws oí social developrnent discovered by Marx and
Lenín.

None of the social sciences can anticipa te everything without
exception: all events in every detail, details and zigzags of social
development, all situations that can appear and appear in the course
of a specific historical movement oí peoples. A real science about
society may pretend and has the right to pretend to foresee and to
determine correctly the principal direction of social development, to
reveal its laws and main motive forees, to give the possibility to
discem correctly the nature, the essenoe of events, of historical
processes. But it cannot pretend to anticípate literally everything in
every detail.

A social science cannot equip political figures and scientists with
finished recipes for every case of life. Marxism cannot release and
does not release political figures from the study of active life,
political reality, historical process but equips them with a scientific
method of approach to social reality and to processes going on in
it. Marxism gives the possibility to see tendencies of development,
to understand the nature of dífferent social forces, social classes and
their possible, probable behaviour, that is to foresee the course of
social development. And was not Marx right in affirming that
society was advancing to communism, that capitalism as well as
feudalism was not everlasting but one Di the transient social systems,
that the replacement of capitalism by socialism was inevitable? Does
not the present eonfirm this truth ?

The whole course of world events carries conviction of the
growing influence of the powerful socialist camp on world develop-
ment. If in the twenties some short-síghted politicians regarded the
USSR only as an episode in world development, now the formation
and achievements of the world socialist system, covering one third
of the mankind is a fact that one cannot help taking into consider-
ation and which clearly demonstrates the principal content of our
epoch, that is the transition from capitalism to socialism, and to
eommunism.

And capitalism itself, its state, its cataclysms, contradictions, crises,
antagonisms becoming more and more profound, do not they confirm
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the conclusion oí marxism about natural character and irreversibility
of changes in the correlation oí class forces in the present world ?

The general crisis oí capitalism becoming more and more intensi-
ñed, the increase oí class struggle oí the proletariat in capitalist
countries, the break up oí the colonial system - all that does not
allow aman with common sense to question the correctness oí the
communists' conclusion about the radical change oí correlation oí
íorces, about important qualítatíve changes in the general correlation
of class forces on the intemational scene.

Marxism has not become petrified and is not standing still. We
Marxists struggle not only agaínst revisionists, who are discarding
principIes, the essence oí Marxism, but also against dogmatics,
sectarians and doctrinaires, who pedantically have leamed by rote
these or other citatíons and formulas oí Marx and Marxism, but are
unable to apply Marxism in life and to develop it further.

In this líes the power of Marxism-Leninism. If Marxism had not
been developed by Lenin and other Marxists, if it were not a cre-
atively developing teaching, which is being enriched by fresh data
and conclusions, it would be at variance with reality and would
cease to be an effective revolutionary teaching.

Let us take, for instance, the question oí war. In 1916 Lenin wrote
that in the epoch oí imperialism wars were inevitable, they resulted
from its very nature. But can this view on the inevitability oí world
wars be considered a correct one today, when the world socialist
system ís in existence, when the interrelation oí forces between those
who are interested in beginning wars and those who ñght for peace
has changed, when all peoples oí the world fíght for peace ? In new
conditions the thesis oí the inevitability of wars cannot be true. This
is the concre'te historical approach that Marxism teaches.

To-day the most exciting questíon of vital importance aríses with a
particular acuteness before all peoples and of course before polítícal
figures and soclologlsts: how to prevent a new world war fraught
with a real catastrophe for many and many peoples, with terrible
dísasters for the whole mankind in the time of modem nuclear
weapons ? How to ensure peaceful co-existence of States with differ-
ent social systems? How to help mankind to ascend the upper
stage of social development ?

Marxism has shown that for preventing the danger of a new world
war peoples should know the real and not the false reasons which
provoked imperialist wars; it is necessary to know those real aggres-
sive social force s that provoke wars. As is known, such forces, first
oí all in capitalist monopolíes profiting from wars, the production
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of arms of death, and destroying and resisting disarmament and the
prohibition of production of atomic bombs.

It is wideIy known that there are sociological and political theories
that deduce wars not from the nature of societies based on social
and políticaI antagonisms but from the nature of man himself, from
virtue of his natural pugnacitiy.

One of the defenders of such views on war affirms in the maga-
zine of the German Social Democracy Neue Gesellschaft (GFR
issue) that Lenin's teaching about imperialism as the source of wars
«dces not see any way in which vanity, self-interests, rapacíousness,
national and religious fanaticism are not characteristic of human
nature and wilI remain even when means of production will no more
be in the private hands. And these qualities of aman, the evil of a
human nature are in the end more direct reasons of the beginning oí
wars - and they will remain as such».

Here ís this «socíologícal» substantiation of wars. These are per-
nicíous antí-popular theories and views. They are reactionnary and
fatalístic, they smell of dark pessirnism.

This is against such barbarian theories and outlooks that sociolo-
gists of all countries must lead an uncompromising struggle.

From such theories follows that wars existed and wiIl exist, that
they express everlasting laws because according to the partisans of
these views the human nature is invariable. And racialist, geopo-
litical and other theories substantiating and even justifying wars are
still in use.

We know also some American and West-European sociologists
who see the reason and the source of wars in our epoch in the
national sovereignty of States. And they affirm it when after cen-
turies of colonial enslavement dozens of peoples have won at last
national sovereignty in a hard struggle and are fighting for their
national independence.

If such views were correct and politícal leaders at the head of
states maintained these positions the future of mankind wouId be
sombre. Partisans of marxist sociology, communists political leaders
of socialist countries reject these fatalístic pessimistic views as
unscientific and reactionary and carry on a decisive struggle against
them. Under present conditions with the actual correlation of the
forces of peaoe and the forces of war the peoples of all countries can
prevent war and ensure the peaceful co-existence of states with
diffeJrent social systems if they know the real sources and reasons
of wars.
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adopted by the XXII Congress of the CPSU is an example of marx-
ist sociology, its role in the elaboration of social problems and
realization of scientific previsions of the trend of social development
and corresponding orientation oí all policy.

The new Programme of the CPSU gives sociological, economical
and political foundations for building communism in the USSR. This
Programme is based on the profound study of real processes taking
place in the USSR, real possibilities and forces that are at the dis-
posal of the Soviet country.

The new Programme is a scientifically elaborated plan for the
development of a big country. lt is based on the preliminary study
of objective laws of social development, the real laws of the building
of communism. In this Programme all sides of new society develop-
ment, its economy, policy, culture are consídered in strict internal
correlation, ínterdependency. The Programme outlines the real ways
of development of socialist State, socialist democracy, the all-sided
flourishing of personality, its complete liberation from inherited
survívals of old society.

The bright possibilities of the future lie not only in the creation
of a material-technical base of communism, but the development of
a new, completely developed, harmonious personality.

The establishment of the most advanced form of social organization
of society itself develops unlimited creative abilities of man and his
creative work. Here lies a way to unlimited moral and intelleetual
development of personality.

The new Prograrnme results from a deep study of Marxist method,
Marxist-Leninist theory as a whole, Marxist political economy, Marx-
ist philosophy, historical materialism, in particular their application
to the solution of the problems of cornmunist building incomparable
in their scope and importance. This Programme serves as a basis
for all policies of the Communist Party and the Soviet State, being
the most important theoretical and political document.

The policy of the Soviet State is based on the tasks put forward
and theoretically grounded in the Programme. We can clearly see
from this example the role that Marxist-Leninist theory, marxist socio-
logy, plays in the elaboration of the policy of the Soviet State.

Conclusion: further developed in our epoch by Lenin and his
followers, Marxism, which found its highest expression in the new
Programme of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, gives the
scientific answer to the vital problems of the present thus demon-
strating its invulnerable vitality.
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FIRSTSESSION

Convened by the chairman, E. Fromm, the group at his request
rose for a moment in tribute to the late C. W. Mills, who before his
death had promísed to participate in its work. It then heard con-
tributions from L. S. Feuer and F. V. Konstantinov and from N.
Bimbaum, M. Rubel and V. S. Semenov. The subsequent discussion
in fact was concentrated on the issues raised, in the view oí the
participants if not invariably in that of the two contributors them-
selves, by the papers given by L. S. Feuer and F. V. Konstantinov.
These may be crudely summarized as the problem of the political
uses of Marxism and of its universal character, respectively. The
other papers, of COUIse, attracted a certaín amount of attention; the
following account attempts to sketch only the main lines of the
session.

A number of participants advanced a variety of views on the
poli tical uses oí Marxism. F. V. Konstantinov suggested that the
development of Cornmunist societies was in itself a proof of Mar-
xism's efficacy as well as a source of its continuing influence. The
irregularities of development in these societies was explicable in
Marxist terms, and Marxism, further, was a doctrine capable of
change. D. Bell expressed rus own díffícultíes in following changes
in the criteria of social truth in the Cornmunist societies; was there
any way, he asked, of knowing when a position declared incom-
patible with the views of the Communíst Party might be declared
aeceptable again? T. H. Goriely insisted on the ideological - in
Marxist terms - utilization of Marxism as a state and party ideology
in Communist countries. There, it conoealed the reality it attempt-
ed to justify. Answers of several kinds carne from Communist parti-
cipants. Y. A. Zamoshkin held that a dogmatíc or relígíous attítude
to Marxism was not characteristic of the Soviet Union, where indeed
a critical spirit had developed. r. Wiatr thought that a certain sort
of political intervention in the current debate was regrettable: it
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was better to concentrate on Marxist contributions to the under-
standing of political phenomena, as of the changing social-political
structure of socialist society. He expressed his agreement with F. V.
Konstantinov's depiction of Marxism as a changing doctrine, and
noted that Marxism could fulfil different social functions in different
contexts. L. Goldmann declared that static conceptions of truth and
falsity could not be applied to Marxism, as F. V. Konstantinov had
attempted; Marxism had to be interpreted in terms of its total histor-
ical context, which implied that it had not a historical essence but a
variable historical meaning.

M. Rubel then argued that Marx's initial descriptíon of the
proletariat and analysis of its hístorícal role was based on a series
oí observations of early nineteenth century capitalism and on the
fusion of ethícal with historical analysis.

L. S. Feuer's views on the presence in Marxism of a doctrine of
the hegemony of an intellectual class, which appealed to authoritar-
ian tendencies in intellectuals, provoked dissent. L. Goldmann held
that this conception of «intellectuals» was abstracted from actual
historical process, and therefore without value. K. Lenk presented
a typology of intellectuals which, he thought, showed that they had
no uniform characteristics. Marxist intellectuals in Communist
countries, for instance, were «revísionist» and socially critical when
they were opposed to the party and state apparatus, but «authorítar-
ian» when they served as its spokesmen, Similarly, western intel-
lectuals sometime identified themselves with what C. W. Mills ter-
med «the power elite» but sometimes opposed it. E. A. Arab-Ogly
asked if future increases in productivity might not produce a socíety
characterized by not the hegemony but the omnipresence of intel-
lectuals, that is, in which everyone could be an intellectual.

A certain amount of additional discussion was given to the prob-
lem of «alienation» in Marxism. M. Rubel thought that Marx had
good reason for not publishing the texts which had recently been
used to explica te his early views. A. Davydov declared that the social
psychological notion of «alienation» derived by Marx from Hegel
had been transmuted by him into a concept in polítícal economy
- which, in his víew, bourgeois sociology preferred to ignore. E.
Fromm intervened contra N. Birnbaum to present a psychologícal
equivalent for the notion of alienation which was in his view more
universal and empirically applicable than the extrapolation from
Freudian theory attempted by the latter. According to E. Fromm,
alienation occurred wherever men conceived of themselves not as
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subjects of their acts but as extemalized manifestations of them.
E. A. Arab-Ogly, finalIy, spoke of a Soviet interest in the problem,
which he saw as due to the division of labour and not to private
property alone. The latter having been abolished in the U.S.S.R., at-
tention was now being given to the former. It might be impossible
to eliminate the division of labour entirely but the general level of
the people could be raised.

Other participants in the discussions were A. Kolman, L. Labedz,
1. Szigeti, A. Siracky.

SECOND SESSION

This discussion continued the work of the previous session. J.
Srovnal dísputed M. Rubel's ethical interpretation oí Marxism and
criticised, further, an abstract utilization oí conceptions from the
early Marxist treatises. Scientific aspirations and a party spirit were,
in his view, reconcílable within Marxism. S. Minc criticised some
westem colleagues for ignoring what was essential in Marxism: the
study oí changes resulting from changes in property relationships,
which did allow a Marxist analysis of changes in socíalist society.
P. Gonzales-Casanova said that he spoke as an intellectual from the
third world and as such he was bound to note that L. S. Feuer and
F. V. Konstantinov were not communicating with one another; he
supposed that the rea1ly important communications occurred within
ideological groups. E. Walter said that there were realIy two sorts
of Marxist, eastern and westem, and that an immanent critique of
Marxism was needed which would deal with recent social changes;
this was possíble only if over-simplifications were avoided. Con-
cretely, he wished to see investigations of the social consequences
of the expansion of the secondary and tertiary sectors in the econo-
my and an examination of the Leninist theory of the development
of a labour aristocracy based on colonial exploitation. F. V. Kon-
stantinov said that he had not analysed the negative elements in the
development of Marxism but had left these for D. BelI and L. Gold-
mann. Marxism had developed through its contradictions which he
listed as revísíonísm, dogmatism, staticism and it was necessary to
see that each of its historical epoehs (Marx's own period, Lenin's
and the present phase oí World-wide Marxism) had its own pecu:li-
arities. It was true that concrete sociological investigations were
períectly possible within other tendencies of sociological analysis
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and no one unifonn analysis uniting Marxism and non-Marxíst
thought was possible: sociology could not be equated to mathematícs
and physics.

Replying to bis critics, L. S. Feuer said that much had been made
of the alleged abstractness of his conceptions, but bis critics had sup-
plíed no empirical data. Thís was precisely the way in which Marx-
ism had been converted ínto an ideology. Marx did advance univer-
sal, i.e. testable, propositions and thís was indispensable to any
sociological theory; he called for studies of possible antagonisms be-
tween the Soviet intelligentsia and the Soviet people. L. Goldmann,
dealing with F. V. Konstantinov's remarks, said that negative facts
about the development of Soviet society could not be studied - if
they were to be studied in a Marxist sense - in isolation from one
another or the total development in which they were embedded,

A. Joja finally presented an analysis of the logical structure of
Marxism, in contradistinction to its Hegelian antecedents F. Arasteh
suggested that Marxism, like Freudíanism, Darwinism., and Ghan-
diism had its strength in the adumbration of the unconscious forces
goveming man in society. The present crisis, however, emphasized
the need for a new integrated theory of man's potential for com-
munal action, to supplant theories based on the observation of what
men had been.
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DES TH1:0RIES

A THEORY OF SOCIAL INTERACTION

GEORGE C.HOMANS·
Harvard University

1

Not because it limits the generality of the theory but simply be-
cause it may help us vísualize what is going on, 1 shall begin by
describing a characteristic situation to which the theory applies l.

Two men, whom 1 call Person and Other, are both employees doing
similar clerical work in the same office, but Person, who has been
there for some time, is more experienced at the work than Other,
who ís a relative newcomer. Each of the two may perform, or, as
1 shall say, emit actioities, which 1 shaIl describe as anydiscrimi-
nable units of behavíor, whích may be díreoted to the other person or
to the non-human environment, and which may be repeated. Each
of the two men has at least two altematioe activities open to him in
the sense that, aside from the considerations incorporated in the
theory, there is nothing to prevent his emitting eíther one of them
while he is in the office. Each of the two activities may be reurarded
(reinforced) or punished by the environment or by an activity of the
other person; and the environment, the persons themselves, and the

* Our chairman has asked each of us to write a short paper «about the
topic - usualIy a specific model on which he ís working - he would like
to 'introduce to the group •. 1 wish 1 could introduce a new model, but 1 am
not working on one. Instead 1 shalI attempt a restatement of the theory 1
put forward last year in my book SOCIAL BEHAVIOR: 11'8 ELEMENTARY
FORMS 1. 1 shall simply try to clarify that theory at certain points and ex-
tend it at others.

1 New York, Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1961.
I P. M. BLAu,The Dynamics 01 Bureaucracy , Chícago, University of Chicago

Press, 1955, pp. 99-179.
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s See especially B. F. SKINNER,Science and Human BehaVIOT, New York,
Macmillan, 1953.
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activíties they emit present certain discrirninable cognitive stimuli
to both Person and Other,

In particular, Other may either ernít the activity of doing his
own work, or, since he is relatively ínexperienced, he may go to
Person, ask him for advice on how to do fue work, and give him
thanks or other forros of what 1 shall call social approval in retum.
Likewise, Person may either do his own work or give advice to
Other. When either man does his own work it is rewarded to the
degree that the work is successfully advanced. When Other asks for
advice, his activity in doing so is rewarded by the advice he gets;
when ~erson gives advice his activity is rewarded by social approval,
and smce I have assumed that the activities may be repeated,
Other's giving social approval now may be regarded as an activity
rewarded by getting advíce on the next occasion.

My ~se of words líke stimulus and reurard indicates that my
t~eory lS based on fue propositions of behavioral psychology, some-
times. called leaming theory s. It is, in fact, an attempt to apply
behavíoral psychology to the social situation, in which at least
two persons are interacting with one another. I shall take fue
propositions of behavioral psychology for granted, except for certain
propositions, which, because they take a key position in my theory,
I shall try to spell out.

A theory is nothing if not an explanation of the empirical relations
among observed events, and what my theory has first to explain is
why Other should ask for help at all and why Person should give
help upon beíng asked for it. For thís and other purposes I introduce
Proposition 1: If in the past the occurrence of a particular stimulus-
situation has been the occasion on which a man's activity has been
rewarded, then the more similar the present stimulus-situation is to
the past one, the more likely he is to emit the actívíty, or some
similar activity now. This I shall call the stimulus proposition. A
stimulus-situation is any set of stimuli perceived by a person as
attending his activity. Looked at broadly, the proposition says that
any explanation of human behavior must bring in the past histories
of the persons concerned. In this respect social theory differs from
physical theory, which need not so often take into consideration the
past histories of the materials it deals with.

Given Proposition 1, the explanation why Other asks Person for
help might take the following deductive forro:
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1. Americans are apt to have experienced occasions such that,
when they have perceived that they are inexperienced and that
experienced persons are present, their requests for help from the
experienced have been rewarded with help.

2. Other is an American; he perceives that he is inexperienced and
that Person is experienced.

3. Therefore, by Proposition 1, he is apt to ask Person Ior help now.
A similar explanation might be given for Person's giving help.

The explanation is a bit plonking, and I spell it out simply because
I think it corresponds to the general form of the explanations we do
in fact use in similar circumstances, even though we are generally
unwilling to make them explicit.

If Proposition 1 is sufficient, under the assumed círcumstances, to
explain why Person and Other exchange he1p for approval the first
time, it is not sufficient to explain other features of their behavior
that we shall be interested in. For this purpose I introduce three
propositions containing variables other than similarity of stimulus-
situations. AlI of them assume that an activity may be repeatedly
emitted. Proposition 2: the more often within a given period of time
a man's activity has been rewarded, the more likely he is to emit
the activity. This I call the success proposition because it says, in
effect, that to the degree an activity is successful in getting a reward,
the more likely aman is to emit it. Thus if Other is unsuccessful in
getting help from Person he is likely in time to cease asking for it.

Proposition 3: The more valuable to aman is a unit of a reward,
the more likely he is to emit an activity so rewarded, This I call the
oalue proposition, and 1 shall discuss the definition of value later.
The proposition relates the frequency with which an activity is
emitted to the value of its reward. In general both the success and
the value proposition are necessary for the explanation of human
behavíor, for aman may find a particular reward very valuable, yet
if his activity is unsuccessful in getting it, he may not emit the activity
very often. Note how both variables come into the normative theory
of decísíon-makíng. In deciding between two courses of action, a
man should consider (a) how successful in getting a particular out-
come each action is likely to be, and (b) how valuable to him the
outcome would be if attained. He should choose the course of
action for which the probability of success multiplied by the value
of the outcome is highest. It is important to emphasize that in
Proposition 3 the value term refers to the value of a unit of the
reward, because, as we shall see, the value in general varies with
successive units. I do not see that it makes much difference how the
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unit is defined, except that it must be rewarding in itself. In our
example, a unit of advice must be enough advice so that Other can
get some good out of it.

Proposition 4: The more often in the recent past a man's activity
has been rewarded, the less valuable any further unit of that reward
becomes to him. This I call the satiation-deprioatum proposition. It
relates the past frequency of the reward to its present value. It says,
to use our example, that the more advice Other has gotten from
Person in the course of an hour or so at the office, the less valuable
any further advice ís apt to become, though of course, after he has
gone for a period of time without advice, advice may return to íts
pristine value for Other. And as advice becomes less valuable, some
alternative reward becomes relatively more valuable. It is relative
value that counts in human behavior.

I wish now to make some cornments on the nature of the first
four propositions. They take the form of saying that x is a mono-
tonically increasing (or decreasíngj function of y, without specífyíng
further what the function is. The relationship certainly need not
be linear. Consider, for instance, proposition 2, the success pro-
position. The evidence is that, if the frequency of reward goes to
zero, if, that is, the activity is never reinforced, the frequency of
emission of the activity will not go immediately to zero but will
fall off gradually. Our inability in the present stage of the science
to state more specific functions obviously makes for difficulty in
detailed explanation and predíctíon,

The variable, frequency of emission of an activity, is in fact stated
in terms of probabilitíes: «the more likely he is to emit the activity ».

Practically I think this variable could be treated as actual frequency,
for if, at a given point in time, the probability that aman will emit
a particular activity is high, he will emit it often over a period of
time.

I think of the propositions as running concurrently with one
another, forming a set of simultaneous proposítions, Therefore we
must consider what the proposítíons imply when combined. Thus
proposition 1 relates the similarity of the stimulus-situation on an
occasion in the past when an activity was rewarded to the stimulus-
situation oceurríng at present. But thís does not take into considera-
tion the value of the reward in the past; that is, proposition 3 must
be brought in. Accordingly, if a certain stímulus-sítuation has at-
tended the occasion in which an activity has fetched a particular1y
valuable reward, the recurrence of that stimulus-situation may be
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even more likely to elicit the activity at present than it would have
been if the past reward had been less valuable.

Though I think of the propositions as simultaneous, this does not
mean that, under certain circumstances, we cannot afford to neglect
some of them. Take proposition 1 again, and consider the case in
which activities are emitted repeatedly. In the course of the ínter-
action between Person and Other, a request for help has been the
occasion on which giving help has been rewarded with approval, and
therefore by proposition 1, the next request for help becomes a
stimulus that is likely to elicit help, but when Other goes 00 asking
for help we can often afford to take for granted the stimulus he
presents to Person, and in explaining the latter's behavior consider
only the frequency and value of the rewards he receives.

Of the two main variables that enter the propositions, írequency
can, I think, be directly measured, that is, it ís operationally or ex-
plicitly defíned, This is not always true of the value-varíable. In
researches on the behavior of men, we can often ask them whether
they find one reward more valuable than another. The use of this
operational measure of value might often lead to good predictions
and explanations, though there would always be the danger that our
subjects would say that they found one reward more valuable than
another because they thought, by the standards of their group, that
they ought to find it so, whether or no they really did, Yet the fact
is that we seldom do use thís measure, but we still think we can,
however crudely, measure value. How do we do so?

Consider first the value of the same reward on two different 0<:-
casíons. By proposition 4, a reward is more valuable to aman, the
less of it he has received in the recent past. Thus advice is less
valuable to Other when he has just received a lot of adviee than
when he has gone without advice for some time. In thís case pro-
posítíon 4 may be looked on not as a contíngent proposition, that ís,
one in which both variables are independently measured, but rather
as a definition of oalue, and our system of propositíons would be
reduced by one. This would do us no harm íf all we were concerned
with was the value of a single reward on two different oocasions, but
we are not. We must also be concerned with the relative value of
dífferent rewards on the same occasion of time, as when Other
compares the rewards gotten from doing his own work with those
gotten by asking help from, and giving approval to, Persono

What reason do we have to feel any confidence when we say
that aman finds one reward more valuable than another reward ?
Why, for instance, do we feel any conñdence when we say that
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Other finds getting help more valuable than doing his own work?
It is, I think, because we have implicitly constructed a deductive
system of the following sort:

1. Men who are unskilled and help is available are more likely
to ask for help instead of doing their own work than are men
who do not possess these characteristics.

2. Definition: we shall say that such men find getting help more
valuable than doíng their own work.

3. Other is unskilled and help is avaílable.
4. Therefore, Other will find help more valuable than doing his

own work.
That ís, we make a general statement (1) about the behavior of a
particular class of men, men in particular circumstances, a state-
ment based on either cornmon knowledge or specific research, and
we then assert that the particular person or persons whose behavior
at the moment we are ínterested in is a member of the class. Of
course we may be factually wrong about the general proposition
or a'bout the membership of the person in the class, but there ís
nothing circular about the argument itself. There would be, of
course, if the person himself were the only man on whose observed
behavior statement 1 was based.

In statement 2 we define the word oalue, because there is a very
large number of propositions about men that take the general form
of statement 1; and we want a single word to designate the classes
af men to which they refer: we say that they are all classes that
find certain rewards more valuable than others. And we use the
word value rather than some other word because the variable in
question has the same effect on the frequency of the activity emitted
as does value as deñned by the degree of deprivation of a single
reward at two different occasions of time.

Note that in statement 1 the classes of men are still related to the
relative frequencies of the activity emitted; there is still, so to speak,
no measure of value per se. The status of the value variable is a
little like that of mass in classical mechanics. Just as value and
frequency are distinct variables in the present theory, so both mass
and acceleration are dístinct variables in classical mechanics, and
yet the masses of bodies are always measured by the acceleratíons
they produce. The curse of circuIarity is taken off by the fact that
the value to be assigned to the mass of a particular body is measured
in a difierent situation from that in whích explanations or pre-
dictions are to be made, In the same way our argument has the
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curse of circularity taken off it by the fact that we make the general
statement (1) on the basis of independent evidence before applying
it to Other. In Braithwaite's language oalue is a theoretical term that
is implicity, rather than explicitly, defined, whereas frequency is
explicitly defined 4.

11

Let us retum now to the situation in which each of two men has
altemative activities open to him and in whích at least one of these
activities may be rewarded or punished by the activity of the other.
Rememberíng that our genera'! proposítíons apply to both the men.Iet
us see what further propositions follow.

Specifically, let us retum to our illustrative situation, in whích
both Person and Other are present in the office. Person has two
activities open the him: doing ros own work (pl) or advising Other
how to do his work (p2). Similarly Other has two: doing his own
work (01) or giving approval to Person (02) in retum for his advice.
Le1 us agree that we can assign numbers representing at least the
ordinal values of the rewards obtained 'by the two men from their
activities, depending on which activity each ernits. These rewards,
or outcomes, may be represented by a matrix like the following 5:
The figures in each of the four oells are supposed to represent the
rewards to each of fue two persons in each of the four possible

TABLE 1

0'1

p2

02

4 R. B. BRAITHWAITE, Scientific Explanation (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1953), pp. 76-79.

5 For the use of matrices in these conditions, see J. W. THIBAUT and
H. H. KELLEY, The Social Psychology 01 Groups, New York, Wiley, 1959,
pp. 13-18.
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contingencies: when Person emits p1 and Other emits 01, when Per-
son emits p1 and Other emits 02, and so forth, In each cell the figure
in the northeast half, as divided by the diagonal, represents the re-
ward to Person and the figure in the southwest half represents the
reward to Other. Thus the pair of figures 2,3 says that Other gets re-
ward 1'0the value 2 and Person gets reward to the value 3 in the con-
tingency that Person advises Other while Other retums him approval.
According to Proposition 3, this choice is the one each man is most
Iikely to make, given the values are what they are. The reason why
Other values getting advice more than doing his own work I have
already given. I shall assume that the reason Person values getting
approval more than doing his own work at this particular point in
the exchange is that men in general find approval rewarding and
Person can do hís own work so quickly that he can easily afford to
spend some time helping Other. The reason I have assigned a higher
value to Person's own time than to Other's is simply that he can
use it more effectively, but this is not particularly important to the
argument.

I have used the matrix method of representation because others
have used it, and it is often illuminating. But there is something a
little silly about it in the present case. The trouble líes in the
cells off the major diagonal. Consider, for instanoe, the cell p1, 02,
when Person should be doing his own work and giving no advice,
while Other, nevertheless, is giving hím approval. How oould thís
outcome in fact occur ? This failure of realism derives from the origin
of the matrix form of representatíon in the theory of games. Most
present forms of game theory assume that there is no communíca-
tion between the players, that each chooses his alternatíve unín-
fluenced by messages from the other. But communication lies at the
heart of most actual social behavior, and the reason why con-
tingency p1, 02 is not apt to occur is, of course, that Other would
first ask Person for advice, would enter however briefly into negotí-
ation with him, and only if Person agreed, however tacitly, would
Other gíve him any approval. Though I shall continue to use ma-
trices to illustrate the argument that follows, only the cells on the
major diagonal have any real significance. .

What count in social behavior are relative values, but values also
can be negative: that is, the effect of a particular activity can be
posítíveíy unrewarding, aversive, or in ordinary language puníshíng.
Now that the matrix ís before us, let me clarify these statements bv
introducing from economics the notion oí costo The cost of any a~
tivity is the reward to be obtained from some altemative actívíry for-
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gone in emitting the aotivity in questíon, Thus in my íllustratíon the
cost to Person of emítting advice is the forgone value of doíng his own
work. Thus we can say that the net value, or profit, to Person from
gívíng advice under the contingency that Other gives him approval
is 3 - 2 = 1. Under this extension of value to mean net value, it
follows from Proposition 3 that, the less the profit obtained from a
given activity the more likely aman is to change to some alterna-
tive activity. But there is nothing in this statement that ís not al-
ready ímplíed in Proposition 3. Note that in the matrix I have chosen
the figures in such a way that Person and Other each get the same
profit: (3 - 2) = (2 - 1).

As for negative values, always remember that they necessarily
create positive values, for it is a principIe oí behavioral psychology
that any activity that allows aman to escape or avoid punishment
becomes by that fact rewarded, Thus a bully who can withhold pun-
ishment from another - which must mean that he possesses a
capacity for punishing that he can withhoíd - is in a position to
reward the other. This is obvious but in fact often forgotten.

1 now want to introduce the notion of power, but first I must
introduce the notion oí authority. I shall say that one man has au-
thority over another to the extent that the other does what the
man suggests or cornmands 8. And one man has power over another
ro the extent that he can by changing his behavior affect the other's
profíts for better or for worse and so, by Propositíon 3, change the
probability of the other's emitting some particular activity, incIuding
his probability oí doing what the first man says. Power is often a
determinant oí authority but it is not necessarily one, for a man
may take another's suggestion simply because he has found taking
the other's suggestion to result in his getting rewards from the en-
víronment in the past, and not because the other has any power
over him. This is an instance of Proposition 1.

In the illustrative matrix Person has power over Other because
by giving advice he can increase his rewards over what they were
when Other was doíng his own work, and so, by Proposition 3.
induce Other to give approval. And in the same way, Other has
power .over, Persono In fact I have set up the matrix in such a way
that Person and Other have equal power in the sense that each one
by emitting p2, 02 can cause the other to increase his rewards by 1
over pl, 01. In short, equal profit is equal power.

I lbid., pp. 100-125; see <1'lsoR M. EMERSON, .Power-Dependence Relatíons-,
American Sociological Re'lJiew, Vol. 27, 1962, pp. 31-41.



This matrix says that Person now gets less profit from p2, 02 than
does Other, and so, by the definition of power, Person has greater
power in the exchange than Other. It is true that 02, p2 is still the
best outcome for both, but Person by giving advice can now increase
Other's reward by 3 over his best altemative, while Other by giving
approval is still only increasing Person's rewards by 1. The less a
man's profit in an exchange, the greater rus power.

How does Person get into the situation represented by Table 2 as
compared with Table 1, so that he has more power over Other than
Other has over him ? This amounts to asking why Other should find
advice more valuable in Table 2 than he <lid in Table 1. There may
be many reasons but one is particularly important for an under-
standing of social structure. Suppose that a Third Man. unskilled
like Other. also wants advice from Person and is prepared to give
approval in return. To the extent that Person gives the advice he
wíll, at least initially, be distributing among two persons the same
amount of advice that he formerly gave to only one. This means
that at any given time Other is likely to have received in fue recent
past less advice than he did in the situation represented by Table 1,
and so, by Proposition 4, the value to him of any unit of advice is
likely to increase. In short, as most men know, the power of one
person over another is likely to depend on the degree to which he
monopo1izes the capacity to reward - or the capacity to punish,
for that is a1so the capacity to withhold punishment. That ís, it
depends on the degree to which many men want what he alone
provides. Note that the other «good» being exchanged, social ap- 7 THlBAUT and KELLEY, op.cit., p.
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proval, is not in this case a scarce good: everyone can give approval,
but not everyone can give good advice.

But 1 have not yet shown how one man's greater power actually
produces a change in the other's behavior. Since in Table 2 Other
values getting advice more than he did in Table 1, he is likely, by
Proposition 3, to increase the amount of approval he gives in return.
That is, Person will get more approval per unit of advice given
than he did in Table 1: the terms of the exchange will have changed
in his favor. Or Other can readily leam to give 03, a warmer unit
of approval, a more fulsome praise, and in this case too the ex-
change will be more favorable to Persono In short, Other will in-
crease the value of the expression (fv), where f is the frequency
of emission and v is the value to Person of a unit of approval re-
ceíved, by operating on either or both of the variables. This argu-
ment provides the intellectual support for, the explanation of, the
principIe that many men have perceived and that has been called
«the principIe of least interest » : «That person is able to dictate the
conditions of association whose interest in the continuation of the
affair is least» 7. In the situation represented by Table 2, Person has
less to gain, relative to his best alternative, by entering into the ex-
change 02, p2 than has Other, and therefore it is Other who ís most
likely to change his behavior.

The increase in the value or frequency of the approval Other gives
to Person will in turn, by Propositions 2 and 3, tend to increase at
least the frequency with which Person gives advice to Other. But
the spiral cannot go on up indefinitely. As the amount of the re-
wards exchanged increases, satiation with them is likely to set in
and decrease their value (Proposition 4). Their costs, the value of
the altematives, are also likely to rise, as Person spends more and
more time away from his own work and as Other, by giving more
and more approval to Person, confesses more and more c1early bis
own inferiority. I shall have more to say later about the determinants
of this latter kind of cost.

where will the exchange stabilize, in terms of the values of the
rewards and the amounts of time each man devotes to each of his
altemative activities? The argument so far, together with the ar-
gument from economics, suggests that equilíbrium should exist
when, for each man, the marginal values of his altemative rewards
are equal (the greatest individual profit condition) and when the
power of the two men is once more equal (the equal profit condi-

7 THIBAUT and KELLEY, op.cit., p. l03n.
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tion). I am not sure at the moment that the second condition ís not
redundant. At any rate the equilibrium situation might be repre-
sented by the payoff matrix in Table 3 as compared with Tables 1
and 2.

TABLE III

0-1

pi p2

03

In Table 3 the powers of the two men are equal as they are in Table
1, but the profits per unit-exchange are greater in 3. In Table 2 the
powers of the two men are unequal and Other is getting more profit
per unit-exchange than he is in Table 3, Person getting less. That
is, Table 3 satisfies both conditions of equilibrium in the sense that
the profíts of both men are greater than they are in Table 1 and
more equal than they are in Table 2.

Let me go back briefly to the Third Man. When we introduce
him, we greatly complicate the problem of specifying where the
exchanges among the three men will stabilize. I suspect that there is
no general solution to the problem, any more than there is a general
solution to the three-body problem in classical mechanics. But if
we set specific conditions the problem may be solved in special
cases. ImplicitIy we have set the following conditions in our example
of work in the office: Other and the Third Man are both so un-
skilled and so equally unskilled that neíther of the two can give
useful advice to the other, and the two do not conspire to witbhold
approval from Persono At Ieast under these restrictions we have
seen that from processes described by the propositions of behavioral
psychology a stabilized set of social relationships, that is, of repeated
exchanges, might arise. To show this seems to me the central problem
in the reduction of sociology to psychology.

m
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III

The theory as set 'Out S'O far is obviously a far from suffi-
cient explanation of the development of a smal1-scale social struc-
ture. 1 shall now bring in, by way of íllustratíon, three of the
kinds of things that ought to be taken ínto consideration in making
it more complete. Since the statement of the theory has already be-
come fairly lengthy, I shall introduce all three in a more sketchy
fashion than 1 have adopted so faro AlI three have to do with men's
perceptíon of the stimuli attending exchange and the effect of these
stimuli on rheir behavior.

The first problem is that of relative deprivation - to use a ne-
gative phrase - or distributive justice - to use a positive one. Men
may stabílize theír exchanges at the point where their powers are
equal, and yet either or both may be dissatisfíed with the exchange.
Men cannot compare their values: Other, since he is not inside Per-
son's skin, cannot know h'OWvaluable Person finds a unit of appro-
val, nor can Person know how valuable a unit of advice is to Other.
But if they cannot know the actual values, they often can and do
perceive the actual amounts and kinds of rewards eaoh is obtaíníng
and the costs eac'h íncurring: these things are visible. Other knows
he is giving Person a great deal of warm approval and that it costs
him sornething in self-respect to do it. He also perceives that Person
is giving him a great deal of good advice, that Person is giving up, in
order to help hím, a certain amount of time he could have spent
doing hís own work, and that, since he is skilled, Person could use
that time to good advantage.

In perceiving the different outward signs of reward and cost that
enter into the exchange, each man also compares them along several
dímensions, He may not be well able to compare them cardinally,
but he certainly can compare them ordinally: he can put them in
rank order. Other may thus perceive that Person is getting more
approval than he is himself, but that he is getting more advice; he
may perceive that it costs Person more to give the advice than it
does himself to get it, since Person's time is more valuable. Under
-these circumstances, the evidence is that we must introduce a new
proposítíon to describe a certain kind of emotional behavior that
our earlier propositíons do not take account of. Proposítion 5: The
more aman perceives that the profit of another man, with whom
he is in exchange, is greater than his own, the more likely he is to
emit emotional behavíor of the kind called anger. This is the justice
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proposition. Actually he seems to take into acoount a third and re-
sidual kind of stimulus, which is strictly neither a perceíved reward
nor a perceived cost and which I have elsewhere called an invest-
ment: 8 such as, for instance, the other's age in relation to his own.
When investments are íntroduced, Proposition 5 becomes astatement
that a man's anger rises as he perceives that the other man's profits,
in proportion to his ínvestments, are greater than his own. But 1
shall not complica te matters by goíng further into this more general
question. Nor shall I bother to consider the case in which aman
perceives his own profits to be greater than those of the other. Pro-
position 5 is stated in terms of relative deprivation, but it also im-
plies - only a single variable is involved - that when aman per-
ceives that the other's profits are equal to his own, the more likely
he is to display the emotíonal behavior we call satisfaction. This is
the condítíon of distributive justice.

I want to be very clear that the problem is not one of actual
rewards or costs, which are priva te, but the outward and visible signs
of rewards and costs, which are perceived by both men. The actual
profits of the two may be equal and yet neither party perceive them
so; or the actual profits may be unequal, and yet both men perceive
them as equal. An obvious question ís that of the degree to which
both men perceive the same stimuli in the same way. I shall simply
make the assumption that they are more likely to do so, the more
similar their past learning experiences have been. In our everyday
words, they are more likely to do so, the more fully «they speak
the same language».

The ímportance of Proposition 5 comes from the fact that rela-
tive deprivation adds to and changes the values being exchanged.
For it is a finding of behavioral psychology that the more angry
aman ís, the more valuable he finds the result of any activity that
puníshes another. The best target for punishment is the man per-
ceived as unjust in the exchange, the next best anyone like hím,
and if the first two are not available, any person at all, even a stone
that can be kicked. This is the frustration-aggression hypothesis.

If the man perceíves himself to be very unjustIy treated, he will
be very angry. But if he also perceives the other's power to be much
greater than his own, so that he still has much to gain in exchange
with the other, he may smother hís anger and continue, for instance,
to express approval, which we should now call insincere flattery.
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If, on the other hand, he is more nearly equal in power, the reward
he gets from a hostile action may be great enough to outweígh its
obvíous costs. But the more nearly he is equal in power to the
other, the less likely he is to be angry, for justíce is perceived equal
profits and equal power is actual equal profits, and the perceived
and the actual may not be too far distant from one another. 1 infer,
therefore, that the actual expressíon of anger is most apt to occur
at medium degrees of dífference in power,

A man's anger may naturally affect the behavior of the other
with whom he is in exchange. He may directly punish the other's
activity, and so., by Proposition 3, cause the other to decrease the
amount he gives. Or, since the wíthholdíng of a reward is a punish-
ment, one of the kinds of behavior that may become rewarding
in anger is the breaking off of exchange with the other, so. that to
the degree that the other still has reward to get from the first man,
the more likely he is to do. himself a hurt by creating conditions
that the first man perceives as unjust, and therefore the more likely
he is to act so as to decrease the sense of injustice, by increasing
the first man's rewards and increasing his own costs.

The degree to which he will do himself a hurt is apt to depend
o.n the degree to which third parties providehim with the same
reward. If they are few, he may forgo much when he loses his
exchange with the first mano If they are many, he may sacrifice
little by forgoíng what only one man has to gíve him. This is the
reason why the ouestíon of the just price has become irrelevant
in institutionalized markets, where there are presumed to be many
buyers and many sellers. But the conditíons of the market are seldom
realized in social behavíor, and so ínjustioe, relative deprivation, '3

seldom irrelevant.
For the same reason a tyrant, who has many subjects and who

has monopolized power, is tempted in dealing with any one of his
subjects to avoíd the costs of doing justice, though if he yields to
the temptation often enough he may build up an enormous reservoir
of resentment.

1 turn now to another question that 1 left hanging in the earlier
discussion. 1 said that Other would incur costs by going to ask
Person for help. The question is what costs and how great. 1 spoke
of Other's confession of inferiority, and 1 now propose to consider
what determines its variation in amount. 1 assume that Other, like
all other men, has had a long past history of discriminating be-
tween the stimuli presented by other men and by himself and, what
is rnore, of relating these stímulí to üne anotlier. 1 assume that he
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has learned to make these discriminations because they have enabled
him to differentiate his activities in ways that have turned out to be
rewarding.

He has, moreover, learned to rank these stimuli along different
dimensions: ranking is a form of discrimination. In work situations
like that of the office he may have learned to discriminate between
the stimuli presented by himself and by other men and to rank
them along a series of dimensions such as age, seniority, skill, re-
sponsibility, and job-title. He may also have learned certain rela-
tionships that often hold good between the stimuli along the dif-
ferent dimensions. Thus he may have learned that aman who is
more skilled than another is apt to get more pay than the other.
Note that this generalization depends on the fact that distributive
justice has often been maintained. He may also have learned to
apply a set of words, again lying in a single dimension, in summing
up situations like this. Thus he may have learned to speak of aman
who gets more pay and has more skill than another as being fue
other's «superior». Finally, he may well have learned that others
rank the stimuli in much the same way he does. Indeed, since the
rewards for making these discriminations are often social, he is
not apt to have learned many discriminations that are unlike those
made by the people around him.

Upon this background of established stimulus-discrimination,
Other's own action in asking Person for help and giving him ap-
proval adds a new stimulus, for Person and Other and also, so far
as the stimulus is visible to others in the room, like the Third Man,
for these others too. Now if Proposition 1 is true, that the stimuli
presented by men make a difference in eliciting behavíor from
others toward them, then the presentation of stimuli that elicit re-
warding behavior becomes in itself a reinforced activity. For in-
stance, a person's presentation of a stimulus that leads others to say,
«He's a better man than joe», or leads others to gíve him more
respect than Ioe, becomes an activity that is rewarded. And the
presentation of a stimulus that leads others to say, «He's not as good
as ]oe» , becomes puníshed, Accordingly the frequency with which
these special activities are emitted varies, like the frequency of all
other activities, with the frequency wíth which they are rewarded
and with the value of the reward. The value - or the cost, forgone
value - is determined by the other stimuli and the establíshed cog-
nitive relations between them.

Suppose, in the case we have been considering, that a relationship
has been established, similar to the relationship 1 mentioned earlier
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between skill and pay, saying in effect that aman who is another's
equal does not generaily go to hím to ask for help, but that aman
who is the other's inferior often does. If then Other is perceived
as equal to Person on such stimuli as skill, pay, seniority,
and job-títle, his act in going to ask Person for help will
incur him some cost, for so far as the act is seen by others, it will
cast his equality with Person in doubt, and so may change for the
worse in subtle ways the behavior of others toward him. In the
ordinary language of the socíologíst, Other will tend to lower his
status: a man's status is a matter of the way others rank fue stimuli
he presents. If fue rewards of getting the help are great enough, he
wíll still ask for it, but the likelihood oí his doing so will be de-
creased. If, on the other hand, he is already cognitively established
as the other's inferior, going to ask him for help will not further
lower his status in the eyes of the others, and so wiil not cost him
nearly so mucho Incidentally, the same process operates in reverse for
Person, for to the extent it is cognitively established that a superior
is aman who can help others, then his giving help confirms his
superiority in the eyes of the others and so may be rewarding. In
short, the presentation of stimuli is itself an activity that may be
rewarded or punished; the value of the reward is positíve to the
extent that, in the context of established stímulus relationships,
the new stimulus will tend to raise his perceived status, and the
value of the reward is negative to the extent that it will tend to
lower his status.

Let me now tum to the last of my examples of the way the theory
might be extended. In discussing how Person and Other reached
some stability in the terms of their exchange of advíce for approval,
I made no assumption that deliberate bargaining took place between
them, but of course in many real situations more or less conscious
bargaining does take place and may result in terms of exchange
that are somewhat different from those that would have been
reached without bargaining. Bargaining, like the enhancement of
status, brings in the manipulation of stimuli, and the nature of the
manipulation depends on the nature of the underlying cognitive
relationships.

We have seen that a man in an exchange relationship has more
power than another to the extent that the other values what he gets
from the first man more than the first man values what he gets
from the other. Accordingly he has less to lose than the other does
from reverting to the altemative activity. Under these circumstances,
fue other is more likely to change his behavíor, so as to make it
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more valuable in amount or kind to the first man than is the ñrst
man to make a similar change.

This may be the actual power position, and yet either or both
men may not know it is, and for their knowledge they are depen-
dent on the stimuli attending the situation, especially those presented
by the parties themselves, as interpreted by their past experience.
We must assume that both men have had much experience in ex-
change situations, for social behavior is exchange, and have learned
that, besides emitting the actual behavior being exchanged, fue
parties also present other stimuli. They have learned, for instance,
to say that certain of these stimuli mean that the person emitting
them «wants. something very much, or does not «want. something
very mucho or to say that certain of them mean that aman «does
not care» whether he goes on wíththe exehange or not, The stímuíí
may of course be verbal as weU as behavíor of other sorts.

Moreover they may have leamed to recogníze certain relatíon-
ships between the stimuli, such as that aman who shows he wants
something very much is apt to be aman who will give much to get
it. That is to say, they may know our Proposition 3 behaviorally, even
if they would not express it in our terroso And this allows them to
adopt as a special kind of activity the manipulation of appropriate
stimuli in ways that may be rewarding. To put the matter in terms
of Proposition 1, they may have learned that an occasion on which
another presents stimuli interpreted as his wanting something is
apt to be an occasion when the failure to give it will be rewarded
by the other's increasing what he gives, or that an occasion when
the other indicates eagemess to exchange is apt to be an occasion
when the simulation orfindifference will be rewarded by the other's
increasing what he gives. To the degree that either party is success-
ful in these activities. he is, of course, more likely to emit them
again. Either one is more likely to be successful. the less the other
has learned to adopt these activities. If both adopt them. the result
is likely to be not very different from the one that would have been
reached without bargaining. Neither is likely to be successful if the
other stimuli attending the situation are so unambiguous that they
contradict the manipulated stimuli. Finally if either party learns
that the other, by adopting these tactics, has gotten better terms of
exchange than justice would requíre, he is apt to be angry, and so
the tactics are unlikely to be adopted in situations in which anger
might make a big difference.

Note that in these cases the reward gotten from the manipulation
of stimuli depends on the prior truth of the underlying propositions
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about behavior that 1 presented in the earlier part of this paper.
Accordingly these may be called second-order effects or secondary
effects. They are responsible for much of the complexity in human
social behavior. Indeed the complications become toa great tor i::l

brief paper like this one. 1 have introduced them here only to show
that 1 am aware oi them and to show how they are related to the
core of the theory.



ON THE USE OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CONCEPT
IN SOCIAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

RENATE MAYNTZ

Free Uníversíty, Berlin

TNTRODUCTION

In the criticism directed against system theory and structural-
functionalism, the equilibrium concept has become identified as an
essential part of the system analysis frame of reference, together with
other concepts such as integration, adjustment, and functionality. In
its more pointed form, the critical argument regards this set of con-
cepts as properties which are logically implied in viewing society or
one of its parts as a system, thus necessarily preventing system anal-
ysis to take into account change, disintegration, conflict, and dis-
functionality. The conc1usion is drawn that the system frame of
reference distorts reality because it can grasp only one aspect of it,
and that a second and opposed theoretical frame of reference is
needed in sociology. This has sometimes been called the conflict
model of society (e.g. by Dahrendorf), in contrast to the harmony
or integration model of system analysis. Against this we would ar-
gue that even if some versions of system analysis admittedly do so,
a system frame of reference need not focus on equilibrium, integra-
tion, adjustment, and functionality. On the contrary: if such proper-
ties as equilibrium, integration, adjustment, and functionality are
to be treated adequately system analysis must incorporate into its
framework of concepts and propositions the very phenomena which
its critics think it is unable to deal with. In particular, equilibrium
must not be postulated if we treat something as a social system; nor
must equilibrium be necessarily linked with the other properties
often associated with it.

The following remarks will be limited to the equilibrium concept.
It will be shown that the equilibrium concept does not prec1ude but
on the contrary requires the treatment of change within the same
frame of reference. The contribution of this paper is limited to con-
ceptual c1arification. No new equilibrium model will be offered.
Even the critical discussion of existing equilibrium conceptions will
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be restricted to a few selected examples without any c1aim to ex-
haustiveness.

BASIC TYPES OF EQUILIBRIUM
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In spite of the large number of seemingly different equilibrium
concepts in use, it is sufficient to begin by distinguishing two major
types. The first refers to a condition in which the variables of a
system are so related to each other that in the course of their in-
teraction, their values remain constant. This is how Hagen has des-
cribed what he calls the simplest and most general notion of equilib-
rium 1. Instead of constancy in the values of variables, other writers
talk of constancy in the structural arrangement or constancy of the
interaction pattems of the system. While these definitions may be
on different levels of abstraction - relationships between concrete
elements, or between analytical variables of the system - they refer
to the same notion of equilibrium, a notion well known from physical
science. The second type of equilibrium refers to what Hagen treats
under the heading of homeostasis and what Easton" identifies with
the «steady state» defined by Bertalanffy. In terms of Nagel ", this
homeostatic equilibrium is the maintenance of a specific property G
by the interaction of several state-coordinates, and characterizes
functional systems.

The difference between these two forms of equilibrium lies mainly
in the fact that in the first case, constancy in the relationships be-
tween the values of all variables of a system (or of its whole struc-
ture, or all interaction pattems) is stipulated, while in the second
case reference is only made to the achievement or maintenance of
one specific property. Of course, there is the conceivable limiting
case that the G of homeostatic equilibrium is defined as «constancy
in the values of all system variables». But this possibility should be
exc1uded from the definition of homeostatic equilibrium, since it is
its distinguishing mark that no overall constancy is presupposed.
Change in variables, other than the G in question, can even be a
prerequisite of homeostatic equilibrium.

CONSTANCY EQUlLIBRIUM: ITS NATURE A.!

1 Everett E. HACEN, «Analytícal Models in the Study of Social Systerns»,
Am. [ournal of Sociology, LXVII, 2, 1961.

2 David EASTON,«Límíts of the Equilibrium Model in Social Research», in
Heinz Eulau, ed., Political Behaoior, Free Press, 1956.

3 Ernest NACEL, .A Formalization of Functíonalísm», in Logic unthou: Me-
taphysics, Free Press, 1956.
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We may now ask whether both forms of equilibrium imply the
positively evaluated properties usually assigned to the «harmony»
model, e.g. integration, adjustment, absence of conflict, functionality.
The answer is simple for homeostatic equilibrium. The G in question
may itself be a «negatíve» as well as a «positive» property: acute
class conflict as well as social harmony, dissolution of some estab-
lished order as well as high consensus, economic inefficiency as
well as high productivity. Depending on the nature of G, the con-
ditions of its maintenance may in tum include or not include any of
the positive properties of the «harmony» model. The answer is less
simple for the constancy type of equilibrium. We may assume that
constancy (of pattem, of structure, of the values of variables) per se
is not regarded as a necessarily positive quality. With respect to the
other properties of the «harmony» model it is impossible to say
whether constancy equilibrium implies any of them before we know
upon what conditions this equilibrium rests.

CONSTANCY EQUILIBRlUM: ITS NATURE AND FORMS OF REACTION

Most «equilibrium theoríes» in social science seem to employ the
first concept outlined above. The condition of a system described
by constancy equilibrium is a state of rest or no-change, though of
course not a static condition in the sense that no interaction takes
place. This equilibrium concept usually implies that no change in the
values of the variables (the interaction pattems, etc.) will occur
unless some outside force introduces a disturbance into the system.
In other words: the basic condition of constancy equilibrium is the
absence of all internal sources of disturbance, or the absence of all
causes of endogenous system change. There are some equilibrium
definitions which refer to some overall constancy but do not make
the assumption that only outside influences can disturb the constant
pattem. Such conceptions should not be subsumed under the heading
of constancy equilibrium; what is involved is rather the notion of
factual stability. It is important to keep these notions aparto

A number of equilibrium concepts can now be identified as sub-
categories of constancy equilibrium. There is first the distinction
between stable and unstable forms of equilibrium. What is usually
called «stable» equilibrium introduces the additional assumption that,
if the constant pattem (of values of variables, of interaction etc.) is
disturbed from outside, the system will react in such a way that either
the status quo ante is regained, a new equilibrium is established, or
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a moving equilibrium results. It is the nature of the outside dis-
turbance, and nothing in the system itself, which determines the
reaction:

1. if the outside factor causes only a momentary change in the system
variable which it affects, the system regains its status quo ante after
a certain períod:
2. if the outside factor continues affecting the system variable,
changing its value permanently, the system settles into a new equílib-
rium state different from the previous one;
3. if the outside factor keeps changing itself, thus exerting a con-
tinuously changing influence upon the system variable, the system
shifts successively from one equilibrium state to the next; since this
process of change would termina te with the change in the outside
variable producing it, it is still externally induced change, and does
not lend itself to the defensive contention that with the concept of
moving equilibrium, change in general has been introduced into the
framework of equilibrium analysis.

The condition of these three forms of reaction of a system in stable
equilibrium, Le. the possession of appropriate re-equílibratíng mech-
anisms, is a purely logical and abstract one and does not tell us
anything about the nature of these mechanisms.

In contrast to stable equilibrium, unstable equilibrium is a con-
dition of the system where the values of the variables remain con-
stant up to the moment where some outside influence acts as dís-
turbance, but if that occurs, the system does not react in one of the
ways just described. Stability once lost, the process of change would
feed upon itself and would continue even after the outside dis-
turbance is terminated. Obviously, a given system may react in a
stable fashion to one type and/or strength of outside disturbance, and
in an unstable fashion to another.

STABLE EQUlLlBRIUM AND OBSERVABLE STABILlTY

Social systems in the concrete and inclusive sense according to
which this term may be applied to a society, or to certain parts of a
society Iike an organization, a family, a community etc., can hardly
be observed at rest in unstable equilibrium. Every concrete social
system is continually affected by changes in external factors. If we
do observe a concrete social system to be actually not changing at
the moment, we might either be dealing with a system in stable
equilibrium OT with factual stability which not only presupposes mech-
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anisms to neutralize the effects of external disturbances, but rests
also on a temporary balance between inside forces working toward
change. This balance may at a later time be upset by the sub-thres-
hold accumulation of some disturbing internal factor. An interaction
process, stable for the moment, may for instance change after a
prolonged period of tension build-up, of accumulation of clues
leading to a re-definition of the situation, and of accumulation of
opinions which eventually suggest action departing from and dís-
rupting the so-far stable pattern. A concrete system which remains
observably constant for a time is a stable equilibrium system only
if the system does not contain in itself any sources of change.

If all observable stability were to be explained as due to the system
being in stable equilibrium (the disturbing forces being of the kind
noted under 1) above), then all cases of observed change would
consequently appear as either the result of unstable equilibrium, or
of the second and third noted forms of reaction of a stable equílíb-
rium system to outside disturbance. This would mean that change
is always and only induced externally, Le. that social systems do not
possess internal sources of change. As a proposition about real social
entities this is clearly false, nor does anyone seriously make such an
assumption. But it has been argued that concrete social systems must,
or can most fruitfully be analyzed as if they were equilibrium
systems, because some measure of order = stability must be assumed
if something is regarded as a system, or because change can only be
conceptualized relative to some fixed point or constant state. This
is a circular argument. For the purposes mentioned, any kind of
stability no matter on what it is based should suffice. It is not neces-
sary to treat social systems as equilibrium systems for analysis.

It can now be seen that without the phrase « .•• unless disturbed by
outside ínfluence» in the equilibrium definition, we would lose the
clear distinction between equilibrium stability which presupposes
only mechanisms to cope with external disturbances, and factual
stability also based on mechanisms momentarily keeping internal
forces working toward change in check. With this we wouldlose
the distinction between externally induced and endogenous system
change. A conceptual framework which includes these distinctions
makes us recognize that social systems need not be equilibrium sys-
tems, and that equilibrium is only a hypothetical state which a social
system may reach under the condition that it contains in itself no
sources of change. This conceptualization of equilibrium has the
important consequence of forcing our attention to be turned to the
causes of endogenous system change. In order to be able to become
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more specíñc in talking about the equilibrium condition «absence oí
internal causes oí change ••, these causes must be specified ñrst, Thus,
system analysis which works with the concept of constancy equílib-
rium as one hypothetical state of the system, must necessarily in-
elude categories to conceptualize and propositions to explain causes
oí endogenous system change. Quod erat demonstrandum.

ApPLlCATIONS OF THE CONSTANCY EQUlLlBRIUM CONCEPT

The constancy equilibrium concept lends itself to a mechanistic
interpretation of social processes. It has often been applied without
giving a concrete meaning to the highly general condition that there
should be no internal sources of disturbance, but mechanisms to
counter the effects of external disturbances. A good example is given
by the Russian A. Bogdanov, who might be called a fore-runner oí
present general system theory 4. He defines an equilibrium system as
one which, once structured, maintains its structure unchanged. If
a structure is maintained, this is the result of the fact that each in-
cipient change is at once counteracted by another change which
neutralizes the first. Applying this to a system in stable equilibrium,
Bogdanov says that it is the characteristic of such systems to
comprise within them oppositely directed processes which neutralize
each other at a given level where the force of these opposed pro-
cesses is equal. If through some outside influence one of the forces
within the system rises above its neutralization level, the tension of
the opposite process rises and releases more energy, so that this force,
too, rises until it again neutralizes the first one. We may interpret
Bogdanov to say that causes of endogenous change are absent in
a system if every inside force potentia11y making for change is op-
posed by another force within the system and thus neutralized in
its effect, the balance being of such a nature that only outside in-
fluences can disturb it. But it is hard to imagine what properties a
system would have to possess in order to guarantee that a11 inside
forces potentia11y working toward change will indefinitely be held
in check (unless some outside influence upsets the balance). Bogda-
nov did not offer any explanation. Neither did he succeed to translate
his equilibrating mechanism into sociological terms.

Different in nature and possibly more fruitful is another con-

4 A. BOGDANOV,Allgemeine Organisationslehre - Tektologie, Berlin, S. Hir-
zel, 1926/28 (2 vols.).
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ception of what determines equilibrium. We find it in Easton's def-
inition of the equilibrium sta te, which for him implies that « ... the
component variables (of the system) will interact in such a way that if
the interaction is aIlowed to continue without further disturbance,
ultimately a state wiIl be achieved in which no variable changes its
position or relation to the other variables» 5. In the last part of this
definition, Easton presumably means the same as Hagen talking about
the values of variables remaining constant, or others talking of in-
teraction pattems remaining unchanged. Easton's definition then
contains an explanation of how a system reaches equilibrium (simple
constancy type). This explanation, expressed in a postulate, seems
to be identical with the postulate of interdependence from which
Pareto derived his conception of equilibrium.

Pareto 6 thought of equilibrium as a state of the social system in
which all its elements have had their fuIl effects, that is, have
worked themselves out in interaction with each other. The terminal
point of this process of interaction is a state of constancy. Change
would first be the path which a system takes in moving toward equi-
librium; after that it would only be generated by the introduction of
new elements, i.e. outside disturbances. The movement towards equi-
librium foIlows from the postulate of interdependence between aIl
elements of the system. But Pareto also saw social systems as con-
stantly changing, and the tendency to maintain equilibrium was
for him only a logical, not a factual one. If this last statement is
taken to mean that social systems actually do not achieve equilibrium,
this can be explained as due to the constant introduction of new
elements.

This summary may weIl do violence to Pareto. It is, for instance,
a question whether the terminal state he envisaged is reaIly a static
one, and whether the merely «Iogícal» tendency toward equilibrium
reaIly refers to the same interdependence process as that mentioned
in Easton's definition. We shaIl leave these questions open. But at
least in Easton's version, the interdependence postulate comes very
close to the contemporary notion of structural constraint, which may
be taken to mean that the elements of a system influence each other
through their interaction in the direction of becoming mutually com-
patible. It follows that the properties of a system cannot be random-

5 EASTON, op.cit., p.399.
6 This presentation of Pareto's equilibrium concept is based on Hans Wolf-

raro GEBHARD,«Gleichgewicht als sozialwissenschaftliches Modell bei Vilfredo
Pareto, in [ahrbucb [ür Sozialsoissenschajt, Band 4/10, 1959.
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ly combined; if the strain toward compatibility is given way, a spe-
cific combination or pattern of properties must result 7.

It is the question whether the tendency of structural constraint is
of such a nature that it would lead to equilibrium constancy if left
undisturbed by outside influences. If it is, this tendency as well as
Pareto's interdependence postula te in the formulation of Easton serve
to specify the basic equilibrium condition: there are no internal
causes of change if the nature of the system variables and their in-
terrelations are such that through their interaction, the variables will
reach constant values. But the assumption that the variables of social
systems and their interrelations are such that through undisturbed
interaction equilibrium will be reached, is empirically untenable. The
opposite assumption, Le. that the variables of social systems and their
interrelations are such that through undisturbed interaction the values
of the variables change continuously, has at least as much to say
for it. This assumption specifies causes of endogenous system change,
causes which lie in the nature and the interrelation of the system
variables. Equilibrium is again shown to be a hypothetical state of
the social system which has an equally hypothetical state as its op-
posite, and the conditions of the second state are the negation of the
conditions of the first state. Thus, a dialectical element is intro-
duced into system analysis which makes use of the equilibrium
concept.

The hypothetical nature of equilibrium as a state of concrete so-
cial systems is well illustrated by Chapple and Coon. They use the
definition of stable constancy equilibrium 8, regarding the interac-
tion pattern of a group as that which remains constant. The ten den-
cy toward such a stable state rests on an assumed individual need to
maintain constant interaction rates. The group's interaction pattern
may be disturbed by external forces, e.g. a natural catastrophe, ex-
haustion of physical resources, a foreign invasion. Institutions, es-
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7 This notion has often been used in social science, for instance recently
for the construction of types of organizatíons around one Iocal property; see
Amitai ETZIONI,Complex Organizations, Free Press, 1961.

It might be mentioned that another possible version of the tendency to-
ward mutual compatibility can be found in small group theory, not on the
level of analytical elements of a system but on the level of concrete ínter-
action. This tendency would' be expressed in the assumption that through a
series of action - reaction cycles, complete with reinforcing positive and
deterring negative sanctíons, a stable pattem of behavior and mutually ad-
justed expectations eventually result,

8 Elíot D. CliAPPLE and Carleton St. COON,Principies 01 Anthropology, New
York, Henry Holt, 1942, p.43.

9 Herbert A. SIMON,"A Formal TI:
Models 01 Man, New York and Lo
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pecially economíc and political, arise to cope with these threats
and to re-establish a constant pattern. Another source of disturbance
lies in the disruptions of individual interaction rates following ill-
ness, maturation, giving birth, and death. Again institutions, e.g.
religious ones, are seen to arise to cope with such disturbances and
re-equilibrate the group. The institutions arising as re-equilibrating
mechanisms are often not mutually adjusted. Conflicts between them
further disturb the group's interaction pattern so that again new
institutions, this time especially associations, must arise to stabilize
it. The process does not stop here, even if no new external dis-
turbance occurs, beca use the formation of one association may ac-
centuate c1eavages in other institutions and produce a new dis-
turbance which in turn calls for the emergence of yet another asso-
ciation. The very movement toward a stable interaction pattern ge-
nerates continuously new disturbances which prevent the goal from
being reached. Social development is seen as the consequence of this
process. Talking on the level of concrete social entities thus reveals
the hypothetical, actually unattainable nature of the state of equilib-
rium. Nor is the process of constant change simply a moving equi-
librium, beca use it is not only induced by external disturbances. The
internal conditions of equilibrium constancy would be, first, that
group members remain completely unchanged. If such changes are
considered as an external disturbance, there is still the second con-
dition that the re-equilibrating mechanisms necessary to cope with
these and other external disturbances do not themselves continuous-
ly upset equilibrium. Because they do, the resulting process of change
may not even be called a moving equilibrium. In explaining why
constancy is never achieved in reality, Chapple and Coon have c1ari-
fied at least one important source of endogenous change.

There is one approach to find the conditions which make d system
achieve equilibrium and maintain it which, at first sight, does not
seem to require an investigation into the causes of endogenous system
change. An example for this approach can be found in Símon's for-
malization of Homan's theory of human groups 9. Simon has ab-
stracted four variables from the basic elements of behavior which
constitute Homans' conceptual frame of reference, and has forroulated
dynamic relationships between these variables in the forro of equa-
tions which supposedly reflect propositions and conc1usions con-
tained in Homans' own analysis. For the system of interrelated va-

9 Herbert A. SIMON, "A Formal Theory oí Interaction in Social Groups», in
Models 01 Man, New York and London, Wiley, 1957.
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riables thus constituted, Simon proceeds to determine the conditions
of equilibrium, which he understands - deviating from Homans'
own definition - as absence of change in the values of the variables
over time, as long as none of the constants are changed, Le. no out-
side disturbance occurs. Given the equations, the equilibrium con-
ditions can be expressed in certain numerical values which the three
dependent variables must possess (the fourth being wholly de-
termined by outside factors). Subsequently the conditions of stable
equilibrium are determined, meaning the conditions under which the
dependent variables will return to their equilibrium values if they
start out by differing from them to some small extent, or, if the in-
dependent variable is changed, will achieve a new state of rest. Stable
equilibrium presupposes that the constants used in the equations must
have certain values, or must stand in a specific numerical relation
or ratio to each other.

Mathematical formalization of this sort can show under what con-
ditions a particular system could be in equilibrium. If the system
model is supposed to reproduce reality, and if it turns out that the
necessary equilibrium values of the variables fall outside the range
of what is realistically possible, or that the equilibrium values of
the constants are not achieved in reality, or that a stable reaction is
prevented for instance because positive feedback cycles are contained
in the stated relationships, one can by implication point to those
features of the real system which make equilibrium impossible for
it to be achieved or maintained. This means that it is also possible
to derive the hypothetical conditions of equilibrium for this system,
e.g. what values the variables must be able to have, what the con-
stants must be like, and how the relationships between the variables
and the constants would have to be. But this is in fact the same as
saying that we must specify the nature of and relationships between
variables which must obtain if equilibrium is to be possible; and
here we are back where we were before. Formalization as such can-
not discover anything about the equilibrium conditions of a system
which is not already contained - though possibly not clearly
realized - in the information which must be furnished before the
model can be constructed.
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the social system in such a way that it includes only elements which
by their very nature - i.e. by virtue of their definition - constitute
equilibrium. A social system thus defined excludes endogenous
change. Parsons has come very close to such a conception of the so-
cial system. The foIlowing remarks about the Parsonian version of
the social system will do some violence to Parsons by intentionaIly
neglecting the qualifying terms in some of his definitions (e.g. «rel-
atívely» stable interaction patterns, or «more or less» institutional-
ized ... ). This shall be done to develop more stringently a conception
of the social system which must be an equilibrium system.

This social system is characterized by including only structures,
or stabilized interaction patterns (or processes) as elements. Parsons
believes indeed that concrete systems can be fuIly described in terms
of structural elements 10. By definition, structure refers only to pat-
terned relationships of actors playing roles, i.e. normatively oriented
behavior. Stable systems of interaction, or stabilized interaction pro-
cesses are synonyms for structure. Stabilized interaction patterns as
elements of the system are and remain constant (unchanged) unless
disturbed. The disturbances of stabilized interaction patterns can only
come from outside of the system constituted by such patterns, since
the conditions which must be met for an interaction process to be
stabilized in the sense of Parsons' definition are located outside the
social system. Such conditions are for instance the integration of
the actor's personality system with the cultural system in the process
of socialization; the functioning of the reinforcing circle of con-
formity and reward which rests on certain motivational assumptions;
and the existence of an integrated set of norms on the level of the
cultural system, norms which define roles in a complementary
fashion, which do not give rise to norm conflicts, and which do not
violate basic need dispositions 11. The non-fulfillment of these ex-

10 Talcott PARSONS,The Social System, Glencoe, Free Press, 1951, p. 483;
IDEM,Essays in Sociological Theory Pure and Applied, rey. ed., Glencoe, Free
Press, 1949, p.216; this view of the social system as composed of structural
elements is already suggested in the definition in: Social System, op.cit., p.5.

11 It is a question to what extent «stabílízed interaction pattern» implies
that the nature of an interactive relationship may not change. If norms
demand some specific patterned change in a relationshíp, say between
parents and children as the latter mature, and if these norms are fully in-
ternalízed, shared, and do not produce frustrations nor conflict with other
role expectations, the resulting change should be a stabilized interaction
process. It seems that Parsons does not exclude such an interpretation of
«stabllízed interactíon», though it does not stand in the foreground of his
expositions. A similar question was asked above with respect to Pareto's
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ternal conditions would constitute outside disturbances, while with-
out such disturbance the system must necessarily rema in in a state
of constancy (equilibrium). Parsons thought it necessary to introduce
the equilibrium property of the social system by means of an ad-
ditional assumption, expressed in his law of inertia 12; but this is in
fact superfluous since the system's equilibrium property derives al-
ready from the definition of its elements and its delimitation against
the cultural, personality, and organic systems 13.

Disturbances of the social system are manifested in deviant be-
havior. This may occur for a number of reasons which can all of
them be reduced to causes extraneous to the social system. For in-
stance, the conditions of stabilized interaction which rest in the cul-
tural and personality systems and their interacnon in the process of
socialization may not be met. There may also be situational changes,
located in the physical or in the social environment of a particular
social system. Finally, there is the accumulation of knowledge and
the rise of new ideas - both procesess located in the cultural and
personality systems - which may lead to a change in culturally de-
fined goals and in the norms governing interaction, possibly via a
change in the individual's perception of the situation. If behavior
deviating from the established interaction patterns occurs for any
of these reasons, and the system is to react in a stable (re-equí-
librating) fashion, an additional assumption about the existence of
re-equilibrating mechanisms must be made. This assumption can be
found among the general conditions of equilibrium which Parsons
formulated in the Working Papers 14. The first of the four equilibrium
conditions stated there is the «Principle of Inertia», the basic con-
dition of equilibrium constancy as such which was shown to be
implied in the definition of the social system's elements. The other
three laws or principles which Parsons formulates can be shown to
refer to conditions of stable equilibrium. Elsewhere and more con-
cretely, Parsons conceived of social control as the basic re-equi-
librating mechanism of the social system disturbed by deviance.
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12 Social System, op.cit., p 204.
13 Accordingly, if PARSONSin: Ttnoard a General Theory 01 Action, Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1951, p. 107, says that the order in the relationship among the
components which enter into a system «rnust have a tendency to self-main-
tenance which is generally expressed in the concept of equilibrium», this is
a logical conclusion following from the nature of the elements.

14 Ta1cott PARSONS,Robert F. BALEs,Edward A. SHILS,Working Papers in
the Theory 01 Action, Glencoe, Free Press, 1953, pp. 99-103.
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Social control, seen as such a mechanism, must exc1ude negative
sanctions like force, which might produce behavioral conformity but
would not get the deviating actor to internalize the role norms and
to feel bolstered in his self-esteem if rewarded for his enforced con-
formity. These are the effects which social control must have if in-
teraction is to return to the stable sta te as defined by Parsons.

If social control as re-equilibrating mechanism always eliminates
deviance from the established interaction pattern, the stable reaction
of the system would always mean a return to the status quo ante.
This is not assumed by Parsons, who envisages also the other two
possible forms of stable equilibrium reaction. For instance, after a
change in norms the social system may settle into a different, though
again constant interaction pattern. The mechanism of this re-equi-
libration involves an interaction between elements which do not all
belong to the social system itself. New interaction patterns would be
determined by a change in an external factor (norms), and their
stabilization would depend on the fulfillment of the previously stated
external conditions, which the social system itself cannot control. The
mechanism which re-equilibrates the social system thus seems to
belong to the whole action system.

In constructing a model of a social system which possesses the
equilibrium property, Parsons has pointed to important sources of
social change. By being quite specific about the equilibrium con-
ditions themselves, he gives more clues to the factors which can
prevent this state than other theorists using the equilibrium concept.
Since a stabilized interaction system rests upon such conditions as
an integrated system of norms and a personality system integrated
with the former, the equilibrium of the social system in fact pre-
supposes a completely integrated action system. In starting from the
concept of the social system, the equilibrium property of a concrete
action system can be found: it is the absence of whatever constitutes
a disturbance for the social system. What is an outside disturbance
for the social system can be a cause of endogenous change to the
concrete action system. If Parsons exc1udes non-normatively oriented,
though regularly recurring behavior as well as interactive relation-
ships based on force from his social system, this is precisely because
neither fulfills the equilibrium conditions implied in the definition
of stabilized interaction. It follows that such behavior and such
relationships constitute potential sources of change - endogenous,
if a concrete action system is considered. Authority relations, on the
other hand, where the governed accept the governing group's c1aim
to legitimation, fit the definition of stabilized interaction; they can
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be included in the social system and are thus in themselves no po-
tential source of change.

Parsons does not assume that concrete systems are gene rally stable
equilibrium systems. He conceives of the state described by his social
system as one end of a dimension the other end of which is anomie,
or the absence of structured complementarity through lack of an
integrated normative order 15. Concrete systems will be located some-
where between these two extremes. Anomie, of course, is no longer
a possible state 01 the social system. Here it becomes clear that
Parsons' social system, if it is to be used in the analysis of concrete
social entities, requires indeed a second model of a state which is
opposed to that described by the social system. But anomie as defined
above is not a satisfactory opposite, since the lack of an integrated
normative order is only one possible cause of the non-fulfillment of
the conditions of stabilized interaction.
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16 Social System, op.cit., p.39.
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It is now amply clear that constancy equilibrium implies any of
the «posítive» qualities of the harmony model only in case that the
absence of this quality constitutes a cause of endogenous system
change. A review of the examples discussed so far shows that a clear
answer to this question is rarely given. Bogdanov, for instance, ex-
plicitly included a balanced conflict between opposed forces in his
equilibrium concept. His fragmentary exposition leaves it open
whether or not other properties of the harmony model must be
present for equilibrium. If the equilibrium state is conceived as based
on the principle of interdependence leading to constancy in the
values of the system variables, a mutual adjustment of the system's
elements is implied. But it is again not clear whether this mutual ad-
justment presupposes specific «positive» properties of the harmony
model. There is for instance no implication that conflict, díssatis-
faction, or relations based on force must be absent from a concrete
social entity characterized by a combination of properties resulting
from structural constraint. Only if applied to whole societies viewed
in terms of traditional functionalism, the structural constraint tenden-
cy might imply qualities like a reciprocity of contributions in the
relations between elements, or some overall functionality of the
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consequences of each element not eliminated from the system.
Chapple and Coon, finally, assume that a constant interaction pat-
tern of a group must be of such a nature that the interaction rates
resulting from this pattern for the individual satisfy the conditions
of his internal equilibrium, conceived of in terms of survival needs
and psychic need dispositions.

Parsons, being most specific about the conditions of equilibrium,
gives the most complete answer to our question. He equates the
equilibrium state with many «posítíve» qualities; first of all, with
the fulfillment of all prerequisites of stabilized interaction. This ex-
eludes also conflict, whether it is the consequence of lacking satis-
faction with one's own role, or of lacking complementarity in role
expectations, or - finally - of the institutionalization of conflicting
goals in the different sub-systems of a larger system. Equilibrium
also is connected with the solution of the four system problems.

EQUILIBRIUM CONCEPTIONS APPROACHING THE HOMEOSTASIS MODEL

For Parsons, the «posítive» qualities mentioned are conditions or
logical implications of equilibrium. We shall now examine some
equilibrium conceptions which deviate from the previous ones, partly
in that they see in equilibrium a state or property which is more
than or distinctly different from constancy, and partly in that they
do not imply the absence of causes of endogenous change as basic
and defining criterion of equilibrium. Such conceptions come close
to what has been labelled - for lack of a better term and realizing
the unhappy proximity to a biological concept - homeostatic equi-
librium. They "come close» rather than «belong to» it because it will
be seen that the specific features of this alternative equilibrium con-
cept are more implied than clearly brought out, and because there is
still an admixture of elements from the constancy equilibrium con-
cept.

For a first example we turn to Durkheim, who used the term equi-
librium frequently (particularly in "De la Division du Travail So-
cíal»), though without giving concise definitions, so that his meanings
must be largely inferred. Nevertheless it can be shown that equi-
librium meant two thíngs for Durkheim: constancy of established
ways of behavíor, and adjustment or a healthy state of society (as
a second property, not as condition of constancy). The health property
is already suggested when he states that an organism is said to be
in equilibrium if it responds in an appropriate manner to all external
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forces which affect it 1&; by analogy. this likewise applies to social
entities.

For Durkheím, certain ways of behavior are wide-spread and/or
recur regularly because they are determined by norms. Such norma-
tively regulated behavior constitutes the «faíts sociaux». The norms
which regulate behavior are not taken as a given. Durkheim saw
them, and consequently the behavior determined by them, as derívíng
ultimately from and reflecting the special characteristics of the
morphological type of a society. This type, which also refers to the
mode and extent of social differentiatíon, is constituted by the in-
ternal social milieu with its main variables of density and volume 17.

As long as the social milieu remains constant, the system of norms
corresponding to it would also remain constant, and there would be
constancy in the normatively regulated behavior. Tendencies toward
deviance which arise due to imperfect socialization or individual
idiosyncrasies would release the social control mechanism of pun-
íshment, which has also the latent consequence of reinforcing the
violated norms and thus maintaining the strength of their pressure
on the members of the social system. If the social milieu changes,
there should be a corresponding change in the norm system and in
the normatively regulated ways of behavior.

This is the equilibrium conception one would derive from Durk-
heim's treatment of mechanic solidarity in the simply structured
(segmented) society with its all-pervasive conscience collectioe. It
seems to fit the ooncept of constancy equilibrium, where change is
introduced from the outside and the system settles into a new con-
stant pattern determined by the new environmental conditions.
Changes which only momentarily affect the system, Le. individual
devíance, are counter-acted in a re-equilibrating fashion maintaining
the status quo.

But the seeming fit disappears upon closer analysis. A norm system
(and normatively regulated behavior) which is an appropriately a-
dapted expression of the needs to survive under the conditions of a
particular social milíeu, constitutes social health. But societies can
also be in a pathological state, which means that their norm system
is not appropriately adapted to the social milieu. As elaborated in the
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16 Emile DURKHEIM. De la Dioision du Travail Social. París, Presses Uníver-
sitaires, 1960 (7th ed.).

17 lbid., p.232: •... c'estdans le milieu social qu'il faut aller en chercher
les conditions orígínelles». Similarly in Emile DURKHEIM. Regeln der sozio-
logischen Methode, Neuwíed, Luchterhand, 1961. p..194: the ultimate origin
of every social phenomenon rests in the constitution of the internal milieu.
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«Rules of the Sociological Method ••, the normal or «healthy» social
element is one which in a particular developmental phase of a par-
ticular society or group is widespread because it is either a socially
useful «fait social», Le. one which is adapted to the survival conditions
in the particular milieu, or an inevitable result of the given social
and non-social conditions of life. The second c1ass of normal social
elements we may disregard because they are by definition always in
correspondence with the conditions of life. The «faits sociaux», how-
ever, even if wide-spread, need not be socially useful; they can be
íll-adapted to the conditions of the social milieu and hence patho-
logical.

Equilibrium is expressed for Durkheim in a norm system which,
being adapted to the social milieu, constitutes social health. Since
norms contain an element of duration. constancy of normatively regu-
lated behavior is implied in the equilibrium state thus conceived of.
But constancy in itself does not mean equilibrium. Mor does constancy
presuppose adaptation. in the same sense that stabilized interaction
in Parsons' theory presupposes normative integration. Since there may
be constancy (of norms, of normatively regulated behavior) in a patho-
logical sta te, non-adaptatíon is not a cause which necessarily disturbs
constancy. If norms and ways of behavior rema in unchanged while
the milieu changes, constancy is a cause of disequilibrium. Le. mal-
adjustment. This shows that «health» is in fact the more ímportant,
dominant criterion in Durkheim's equilibrium conception.

These considerations also show that Durkheim did not conceive
of the causes of equilibrium disturbance as located only outside the
system. Since Durkheim used the term equilibrium with reference to
whole societies, the social milieu would be an internal variable. Milieu
changes without corresponding changes in norms and ways of be-
havior cause maladjustment, Le. disequilibrium. The social milieu
may change due to external causes located in the social or physical
environment of a society, or in the biological factor of reproduction.
But it may also be changed by factors or processes inside the system
(society), e.g. because norms influence the form of association, or
because norms or accumulated knowledge produce means which fa-
cilitate contact and hence change the density of the internal milieu.
But even if the milieu were to be regarded as extraneous to the social
system, there would still remain at least one endogenous cause which
could disturb equilibrium: the punishment - reinforcement mecha-
nism which maintains the constancy of norms and can therefore
become the immediate reason for their non-adaptation to a changed
milieu.
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Our second example of an equilibrium conception approaching the
homeostatic type brings out the characteristics already apparent in
Durkheim's work more c1early. This is Bales' analysis of the equilib-
ríum problem in small groups 18. Though never sufficiently defined
in that essay, equilibrium seems at first sight to stand for some state
of overall constancy, consisting of a certain balance between different
types of acts (expressed in a profile of activities of different categories)
and of a patterned distribution of action of different types among
the group members. In the course of Bales' discussion it quickly be-
comes c1ear that this two-dimensional distribution pattern of action
is not identified with a constant state ooer time (even in the absence
of external disturbance). For instance, that balance between different
types of acts which expresses equilibrium consists, among other things,
in a higher frequency of positive than negative acts. The rationale
for this characteristic of the equilibrium pattern is roughly the fol-
lowing. The movement of a group in the direction of goal-attainment
(task solution) proceeds in a sequence of orientation ~ evaluation ~
control (decision and implementation). These successive phases pre-
sent a rank order of increasing disturbance in the sense of stimulating
negative reactions. Unless the interaction is to break down under the
influence of these negative acts, and the group is to fail in the solution
of its task, these disturbances must be off-set, Le. the tensions created
by the very movement of the group in the instrumental-adaptive direc-
tion must be reduced. If each negative act is merely neutralized, as
it were, by one positive one, this is insufficient for the maintenance
of adequate levels of individual satisfaction and accomplishment.
Hence, the equilibrium distribution of action must contain a prepon-
derance of positive over negative acts.

Similar arguments are used to explain the equilibrium features
of the second dimension of the interaction pattern, a differentiated
distribution of action among the group members. One of the features
noted is the differentiation between a task leader, serving the function
of problem solution, and a most popular member, serving the function
to drain off tension produced by the movement toward goal attain-
mento It is quite clear from these examples that equilibrium in the
analysis of Bales stands for the fulfillment of those conditions upon
which the success of the group in solving its task depends. Moreover,
the disturbances of equilibrium are not caused by outside factors af-
fecting the group (though such disturbances are possible, too), but
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they arise within the group and out of the interaction process itself.
constituting threats to the achievement of the group goal. The similar-
ity with Chapple and Coon's idea of the tendency toward equilibrium
itself creating obstacles to the achievement of equilibrium is striking.
But for Bales equilibrium does not mean constancy, and it can be
achieved provided that the threats to the attainment of the goal-state
«task solution through group interactíon» are successfully counter-
acted 10. It requires only a small reformulation to fit Bales' analysis
completely into the frame-work of Nagel, where «task solution through
group interaction» would be the G toward which the system is dírec-
tively organized, and the equilibrium features of the group's ínterac-
tion pattern would be the state-coordinates of G 20. What is missing
is only a systematization of the compensating mechanisms for varia-
tíons in each state-coordina te, and a statement of the limits of varia-
tion beyond which compensation is no longer possible.

HOMEOSTATlC EQUILIBRIUM

Homeostatic equilibrium means that a specific system property is
maintained. This is not merely a hypothetical sta te, but one which
real systems may attain. Absence of endogenous causes of system
change need not be assumed because the maintenance of G rests on
the cooperation of several factors which jointly and in different com-
binations can produce G. Therefore the factors producing G must not
remain unchanged for G to be maintained, and if there are more
elements in the system than are state-coordinates of G no assumption
about their stability need be made for equilibrium to be maintained.
As long as G is maintained, this means that the interplay of its sta te-
coordinates neutralizes all forces which affect G directly from the
outside, or from within the system through one of the state-coordí-
nates. The biological model giving rise to this conception is known.
Another model for such a mechanism can be found in cybernetics,

10 This view is also clearly expressed in the following quotation from
Small Groups, A. Paul HARE et al., eds., New York, Knopf, 1955, p.433: «The
problem of equilibrium is essentially the problem of establishing arrange-
ments whereby the system goes through a repetitive cycle, within which all of
the disturbances created in one phase are reduced in some other»,

20 An attempt - not explicitly referring to Bales - to present the small,
task-oríented group as a functional system in Nagel's sense, taking task-
oriented activity and emotíonally-supportive activity as state-coordínates of
the G «task solution», has been made by Francesca CANCIAN, «Functíonal
Analysis of Change», Am. Soco Rw., 25, 6, Deeember 1960, p.280.
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where a desired output of a system is guaranteed by negative feed-
back control.

It is not only true that the maintenance of one G, or homeostatíc
equilibrium, does not presuppose that the rest of the system remains
unchanged, but the maintenance of a G may directIy involve certain
types of change 21. G itself may be some specific process of change,
a case cIearly different from moving equilibrium which is due to
the continued influence of some external factor. The state-coordinates
of such a dynamic G would be factors which jointIy produce this chan-
ge, and through their compensating reactions can off-set influences
impeding the continuance of such change. The maintenance of any
given G, íncludíng a static property, presupposes change in the state-
coordinates as compensation for influences affecting G. The state-
coordinates of some Gl can of course be regarded as G's themselves,
with their own sets of state-coordinates working to maintain them.
This would impede compensating changes to maintain Gl if it is
threatened, and a test of strength between different maintenance
mechanisms may ensue. The analysis of a system directively organized
to maintain several G's, whether on the same level like multiple goals
in an organization, or whether on different levels like goals and sub-
goals (means) in an organization, opens interesting avenues for
research and theory.

Nagel's as well as the cybernetic model conceptualize the main-
tenance of some G and its prerequisites. But there is also the possi-
bility that a system is directively organized to achieoe some G which
it does not possess (and, conceivably, may never reach). In such sys-
tems there occur, on the one hand, changes which are the successive
approximations to the goal-state, and on the other hand changes
which are the byproducts or unintended consequences of the very at-
tempt to approach the goal-state. This second kind of change may not
only produce obstacIes in the path toward the goal, but may even
change the path which the system must take toward the goal, Le. the
prerequisites of achieving G. With these notions we again touch on
ideas found with Chapple and Coon.
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21 See for this also Francesca CANCIAN, op.cit.
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CONCLUSION

It has been shown that both equilibrium conceptions distinguished
in the beginning can be fruitful in the analysis of concrete social
systems. The conditions for a fruitful use of the constancy equilibrium
concept were discussed at some length and need not be repeated. The
usefulness of the homeostatic equilibrium concept líes in its focus on
single system properties and the mechanisms which maintain them
or direct the system to achieve them. This approach seems best fitted
to investigate actual cases of maintenance of a specific system proper-
ty, though broadness of view in perceiving the system as a working
whole may have to be sacrificed for the specificity gained. On the
whole, system analysis using the homeostatic equilibrium concept
still faces at least as many open questions as the previously discussed
approach. There is as yet no sociologically meaningful theory about
the origin and nature of G-maintaining mechanisms; there is no so-
lution of the problem how to distinguish between the state-coordinates
of a specific G and other system elements which, through chains of
interdependence, may also be connected with G, if ever so indirectly,
and there is as yet no systematization of causes which may affect the
maintenance of G and bring the compensating mechanisms into play.
Since the G may be any one of a vast variety of properties, including
change processes, it seems moreover inconceivable that these questions
could be answered in a general way, without reference to concrete
cases. A system's tendency to achieve some G may be traeed back to
some imperative need or an unchangeable qualíty of the members of
the system. But this tendency may also - and this seems to be the
more promising approach - be found in the intentions and values
of (a certain group of) the members of a social system, as in the case
of Bales' small group, or in the analysis of organizations. It seems that
analysis using the concept of homeostatic equilibrium can be most
fruitfully incorporated into the structural functional approach without
having to fall back upon the unproven assumptions of traditional
functionalísm about the nature of the social system. This may be its
most important promise for future use.



NOTES ON THEORY CONSTRUCTION AND VERIFICATION
IN SOCIOLOGY *

HANS 1. ZETTERBERG

Columbia University, New York

Contrary to some common beliefs, sociology has an abundance
of propositions. The task of bringing some order into this abundance
is an assígnment that equals in priority the task of díscoveríng new
propositions. The achievement of this orderíng of proposítíons is a
main concern of theoretical sociology. A suocessful ordering of our
propositions enhanoes not only the inte1lectual c1arity of our field,
but is also most helpful when we want no confinn our theories. As
we wfll soon see, certain ways O[ ordering propositions make it pos-
sible to use sophístícated ways of dhecking them agaínst facts,

A TYFOLOGY OF PROPOSITlONS

Confronted with a proposition some sociologists have the habit of
saying, «Is it true ?», and others have the ha:bit of saying, «What
does it mean T», The former asks for the empirical eoidence behínd
the proposition, the latter asks for the informative oalue of the pro-
position.

Methodologísts have taught us a great deal about evidence, some
of which wíll be discussed later. For the moment, let me merely
note that propositions supported by evidence are called invariances
and propositions for which more evídence is needed are ca11ed
hypotheses.

The question of infonnative value has been given much less at-
tentíon by methodologísts of sociology than has fue question of
evidence. In general, the Iarger tlhe number of different ways in
a proposition can be proven false, the higher its informative value.
Put dífferently, the higher the ínformatíve value of a proposítíon,
the greater is the varíety of events for which it can account. A

* This paper contains portions of the second edition of my book On Theory
and Verification in Sociology (Totowa, N.J., The Bedminster Press, 1963)
which are reprinted here with permission.
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critical task for the theorist in any soience is to subsume a large
num:ber of propositions of low informative value under a few pro-
positions of higher in:formative value, When the theorist asks about
a proposition, «Want does it mean ?», he wants to know (1) what are
the less informative propositions that are implied in the one under
consideration, and (2) what are the more informative propositions
that ímply the one under consideration.

Propositions of low informative value are legion and 1 shall simply
c~ll them ordinary propositions, while propositions of high informa-
tJi.vevalue deserve to be called theoretical propositions. This dís-
tinction crosscuts our prevíous one between hypotheses and ínvarí-
ances and we can now distinguish four different types:

proposition] may be very probab
or very little 1.

Low informative High informative
value value

Empirical
support Ordinary Theoretical Hypotheses
wanting hypothesis hypothesis

Empirical Ordinary Theoretical
support invariance: invariance: Invariances
sufficient Finding Law

Ordinary Theoretical
propositions propositions

1 think we should allow ourselves
the abundance of propositions a
challenge to turn ordinary hypothes
first maximizing the evídence that
in whích sociology can avoid i
particular, 1 think sociology sh
incorporate in its theories the best
of tihe human condition found in 1
vantes, Twain and other great wri
share of any educated layman's
In the end, however, the outcome o
be «high informative content, we
laws. Only experience through tri
we arrive from ordinary hypoth
or via theoretical hypotheses.

SOME VARIETlES OF CAUSAL LI ·K..\GE

An ordinary invariance is what we know as a finding, a theoretí-
cal invariance is what we know as a law. (Our current speech habits
do not give separate words for ordinary and theoretical hypotheses.)

There is an embarrassment of riches of ordinary hypotheses about
social Iífe, Most socíologísts at present take this as a great challenge
to test the hypotheses and turn them into findings of hígh proba-
bilities. However, as Popper points out:

Any person trained in ínductíve
correct answers to the query: H
positions become subsumed under
In practice, the problem is difficul

One source of difficulty ís tha
al linkages in a proposition. Eve
determinent (independent varia e
In many theoretical statements .
determinant and result is Ieft .•
general idea that two variables
division of labor «Ieads to» org
ethic «contributed to» the emergen
is «functíonal to» the dient-p
theorizing we must spell out in
is assumed in a given propositio

~cience ?0e5 not aim, primarily, at high probabilities. It aims at high
mformative content, well backed by experience. But a hypothesis [read:

1 Karl POPPER, «Degree of Confirma
01 Science, Vol. S, 1954, p.146.

2 One CYf the few efforts along these
new book Communication and Social q
1962.
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proposition] may be very probable simply because it tells us nothíng,
or very little 1.

I think we should allow ourselves a Iittle more courage in takíng
ahe abundance of propositions available about social life as a
challenge to tum ordinary hypotheses into theoretical ones without
first maximizing the evidence that supports them, This is one way
in which sociology can aV'01dits current painstaking triviality. In
particular, I think sociology should make a more seríous effort to
incorpora te in its theoríes the best thoughts (theoretíoal hypotheses)
of tlhe human condition found in Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, Cer-
vantes, Twain and other great writers, who now províde Dhe lion's
share of any educated Iayrnan's coneeptíon of the human drama 2.

In the end, however, the outcome of the theoretícal enterprise should
be «hígh informative content, well backed by experíence», that ís,
laws. Only experíence through mal and error can teach us whether
we arrive from ordinary hypotheses te laws more easily via findings
or via theoretical hypotheses.

SOME VARIETIES OF CAUSAL LINKAGE

Any person trained in inductive Iogic can, of course, give formally
correct answers to the query: How do two 01' more ordinary pro-
positions become subsumed under fue same theoretical proposítíon ?
In practice, the problem ís díffícult.

One source of díffíeulty is that there are a varíety of possíble caus-
al linkages in a proposítíon, Every proposition, of course, relates a
determinent (Independent variable) to a result (dependent variable).
In many theoreñcal statements in sociology the relation between
determínant and result is left vague. The reader is gíven onIy a
general idea tihat two variables go together by phrases such as:
division of labor «Ieads to» organic social solidarity; the protestant
ethic «contríbuted to» the emergence of capitalism, affective neutrality
is «functíonal to» the client-professional relationship. In stricter
theorizing we must spell out in greater detail what kind of relation
is assurned in a given proposition. We cannot normally assume that

1 Karl POPPER, «Degree of Confirmation», British [ournal [or the Philosophy
01 Science, Vol. 5, 1954, p. 146.

2 One of the few efforts along these lines is found in Hugh Dalziel DUNCAN'S
new book Communication and Social Order, New York, The Bedmínster Press,
1962.
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one proposition is implied or implies another willhout also assuming
that both have fue same type of linkage between determinant and
result, Our first task, then, is 110 present a typology of causal linkages.

A relation may be reversible (if X, then Y; and if Y, tlhen X) or
irreversible (if X, then Y; but if Y, then no conclusíon about X).
Reversible propositions are not unusual in sociology. A well-known
one is Homans' law about frequency of interaction and liking: the
higher the frequency of interaction between two or more persons,
the greater their liking for one another, and conversely, the greater
the liking for one another among two OI more persons, the higher
the frequency of their interaction 3. Wlhen we say that a proposition
is reversible, we assume, in fact, that it contains two separate ideas
requiring two separate tests.

Second, a relation may be deterministic (if X, then always Y) or
stochastic (if X, then probably Y). Determínistic relations seem very
rare in sociology. A possíble exarnple might be given by Simmel's
proposition: if there is an increase in the number of members in a
completely unstructured group, then there ís always an íncrease in
the anonymity of the actions in fue group 4. Stochastic relations are
more common and they range from quite strorug ones to highly
attenuated ones. Consider, for instance, thís hypothetical statement:
if a person must choose between conformíng to a norm and abandon-
ing a high rank he is díkely to keep the high rank. There are, of
course, many men who would choose to obey the norm in such a
dilemma, but in a large aggregate of men, a majority is predícted
to deviate from the norm and keep fue rank.

Third, the relation may be a sequential one (if X, then Y) or a
coextensiue one (if X, then also Y). An illustration of the former
might be Lazarsfeld's crosspressure proposition: if voters are subject
to contradictory influences in their prímary groups during an election
campaign, then they are likely to delay their voting decision 5. A
coextensíve relation is illustrated by fue statement: The hígher the
rate of social mobility, the less the extent to whiClh lIhe lower classes
aecept a militant class ideology 8. No assumption is made here that

mobility occurred before or after
ideology. (It might be noted in p
relations are often called «functi
«functíonalism » has so many speeía
the word «functional» in 1Ihiscon

Fourth, a relatíon may be su ..
anything else) or contingent (if X. -
propositions are rare in sociology
the rule. For instance, all propositio
sume some kind of interpersonal
valid 7.

Fifth, a relation may be necessa
or substitutable (if X, then Y; but ti
to assurne that the presence of g:rou
and the family, such as non-confo
in the process that spared Englan
that occurred in France and other
with substítutable determinants a
sooiology, as attested to by fue wi e
equivalence », For example, in work _
we find that norms prescribing re
prescríbing secrecy about earnings
functional equivalents in one specifi
interpersonal tensions resulting fro
aehíevement 9.

Any proposition may now be
check list of attríbutes. For exam
about a relation between the pr
capitalism 10 is best interpreted as
tensive, contingent, and necessary
ber was somewlhat vague about
and result he had in mind, and
hazy on this score. Perhaps much

3 George C. HOMANS,The Human Group , New York, Harcourt, Brace &
CO., 1950, p. 112.

4 Georg SIM'MEL,Soziologie: Untersuchungen uber die Formen der Ver-
gesellschajtung Leip.zig, Dunkar & Humblot, 1908, Ch. 2.

5 Paul F.UzARSFELD and others, The People's Choice, 2nd ed., New York,
Columbia University Press, 1948, p.60.

s Cf. Wemer SoMBART,Warum gibt es in den Voreinigten Staten keinen
Sozialismus?, Tübíngen, J.C.B. Mohr. 1906.

7 Cf. Hans L. ZETTERBERG,«Complí
1957, pp. 183ff.

8 Elie HALEVY,Histoire du peuple
1815, 2nd ed., París, Hachette, 1913.

9 This was one of the hypotheses
shops in New York conducted by Dr

10 Max WEBER, Gesammelte Aufs _
J.C.B. Mohr, 1924, Vol. 1, pp. 1-206.
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mobility occurred before or after the spread of a working class
ídeology. (It might be noted in passing that reversible ooextensrve
relations are often called «functional» ones. In socíology, however,
«functionalism» has so many special meanings that I will not use
the word «functíonal» in thís context.)

Fourth, a relatíon may be sufficient (íf X, then Y,; regardless of
anything else) or contingent (if X, then Y, but only if Z). Sufficíent
propositions are rare in sociology and contingent propositions are
the rule. For instance, all propositions about interpersonal influence as-
sume some kind of interpersonal conract (e.g., social visibility) to be
valid 7.

Fifth, a relation may be necessary (if X,. then, and only then, Y)
or substitutable (if X, then Y; but if Z, then also Y). Halévy appears
to assurne that the presence OlÍ groupings located between 1!he state
and the family, such as non-conformíst sects, was a necessary factor
in the process that spared England from the bourgeois revolutions
that occurred in France and other parts of Europe 8. Propositions
with substítutable determínants are otherwíse very common in
sociology, as attested to by the wide usage of the phrase «functíonal
equivalence». For example, in work groups paíd on a piece-rate basis
we find that norms prescribing restricttion OlÍ output, and norms
prescribing secrecy about earníngs and production records may be
functional equívalents in one specific sense: borh are likely to reduce
interpersonal tensions resulting from invidious comparisons of work
achíevement 9.

Any proposition may now be characterized according to the above
check list of attríbutes, For example, Max Weber's famous thesís
about a relation between t!he protestant ethic and the spirit of
capitalism 10 is best interpreted as an irreversible, stochastic, coex-
tensive, contíngent, and necessary proposition. Unfortunately, We-
ber was somewhat vague about what relation between determínant
and result he had in mind, and some of his critics were even more
hazy on this score. Perhaps much argument would ha ve been spared

7 Cf. Hans L. ZETTERBERG,«Complíant Actions » , Acta Sociologica, Vol. 2,
1957, pp. 183ff.

8 Elie HALEVY,Histoire du peuple anglais au XIX· siécle: L'Angleterre en
1815, 2nd ed., Paris, Hachette, 1913.

9 This was one of the hypotheses in an unpublished study of garment
shops in New York conducted by Dr. Louis KRIESBERGand the author.

10 Max WEBER, Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Religionssoziologie, Tübingen,
].C.B. Mohr, 1924, Vol. 1, pp. 1-206.
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in sociology and economic history if the character of the proposition
had been more clearly stated and understood.

l1he above five attríbutes oí a causal relation are well-known in
identifying an additional type of relation. It ís actually a combination
oí a reversible, sequential, and contingent relation but it ís so
uníquely applicable to sociological subject-matter that it deserves
a special name and a separate discussion. It is the interdependent
relaríon,

Let 6x and 6y be smaIl increments in variables x and y, re-
spectively. An ínterdependent relation is present when the Iollowing
eonditíons are met:

tary associations and participation .
in a kind of piecemeal gíve-and-
dependent relation.

The types of causal linkage
manipulations Offpropositions.
our theorizing are of the same
However, when they are of diff
one must proceed with cautíon,

FROM THE ORDINARY TO THE THEO

If x changes from x¡ to X2 and X2 = X¡ + /:;.x, then and only therr, y
changes from Yl to y¡ + /:;.y; further, when y changes from Y, to Y2
and Y2 = Yl + /:;.y, then and only then, x changes from X2 to
X2 + /:;.x, etc.

Thus in an interdependent relation, a small íncrement in one vari-
able results in a sma:ll increment in a seeond variable; then, the
increment in the second variable makes possíble a further increment
in the first variable whiah in turn affects the seoond one, and so
this process goes on untíl no more íncrements are possíble. Note,
however, that an immediate large ehange in one variable wiIl not
bring about a large change in the other variable. The only way a
large change is brought about in an ínterdependent relatíonshíp is
through a series of interacting small changes, It is as if fue two
variables are flirting with each other: an almost imperceptible hint
in one encourages the other to rnake a less imperceptible hínr, which
in tum gives the first encouragement for a braver hint, and so on. A
big initial hínt, however, would ihave na effect.

The operatíons of an ínterdependent relation underlie many social
processes 11. It is said, for example, that voluntary associations de-
velop wíth the urbanization and industrialization of a society.
Migration to cities creates tensions for the former rural resident
which are resolved by his membershíp in a voluntary association,
and the latter makes him a more effective urbanite and industrial
employee, which in turn generates further tensions and further
involvement in voluntary associatñons 12. Thus membership in volun-

11 For an illustration, see Albert COHEN,Delinquent Boys, Glencoe, The
Free Press, 1955, pp. 59-65.

12 A study of the interplay between membership in voluntary associations
and adjustment to industrial and urban life is found in Torgny T. SEGERSTEDT
and Agne LUNDQUIST,Manniskan i industrisamhallet, VoL 2, Studieforbundet
Naríngsliv och Samhalle. Stockholm, 1955, Ch. 7.
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tary associations and participation in urban and industrial life stand
in a kind of piecemeal gíve-and-take relation that we call an ínter-
dependent relation.

The types of causal linkage should be kept in mínd in all
manípulatíons oí propositions. SQ long as all propositions we use in
our theorizing are of the same type, there are few dangers involved.
However, when they are of different varieties pitfalls appear and
one must proceed with caution.

FROM THE ORDINARY TO THE THEORETICAL

If we want to investiga te whether two or more ordínary pro-
positions can be assumed under me same theoretical propositíon we
first must establísh whetlher they have the same type oí causal link-
age. If such a similarity in type can reasonably be assumed, we may
proceed by analyzing the terms in the ordinary proposítíons which
indicate theír determínants and resulta If these terms have common
elements we can then formúlate a theoretíeal proposítíon !by using
these common elements. An íllustratíon may clarify this procedure.

Suppose we have the followíng findings:

Students at Bennington College in the rníddle 1930's, who were
elected worthy by popular vote Oí representing the school in a meeting
with other colleges, were more affected by the liberal values pre-
dominant arnong their teachers and fellow students than were
others 13.

Subjects in a social psychological experiment in Ann Arbor in the late
1940's who were told that their instructor-experímenter selected them
as a model group agreed with each other more than did others in
writing a story connecting three pictures 14.

From reading the studies by Newcomb and by Baah which report
these findings, it seems reasonable to éISISUl11ethat we have in both
instances a stochastíc substítutable proposítíon, contingent on social
vísíbilíry oí attitudes and cognítíons, It is less easy to say from the
studíes whether the findings are sequential or coextensive, reversible
or írreversíble. My guess would be that they are reversible and
coextensive. 1 shall, however, assurne that whatever one is, the
other is the same.

13 Theodore M, NEWCOMB,Personality and Social Change, New York, The
Dryden Press, 1943.

ti Kurt BACK,«Influence through Social Communicatíon», [ournal oi Ab-
normal and Social Psychology, Vol. 46, 1951, pp. 9-23.
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The findings state that whatever happened took place in «a col-
lege» and in a «social psychological experíment», among «students»
and ««teachers» in one ínstance and «subjects» and «instructor-
experímenter» in the other instance, We subsume college and social-
psychological experiment under the term «group» and all the per-
sons involved under the term «group member». If a single theoretical
proposition can be found that irnplíes tlhe two fíndíngs, it wíil be
one that deals with groups and group members. However, all
measures were taken among the rank-and-file members of the groups
(the students). so the effects should be stated as valid on1y for the
rank-and-file.

We now analyze the determinants in the findings. They are:

fact that the studies were made in
propositions we do not make referer
retical propositions are presumed \"" .

In revíewíng our illustration it '-
theoretical proposition by a process
finding. If we had had no termin
words of our findings could have
possible to arrive at the theoretícal
type of problem, tlhe solutíon of w .

FROM THE THEORETICAL TO THE ORD~. •

«told that their instructor-experímenter had selected them as a model
group ... »

If we reverse the process describ
spell out all special cases covered by
theoretical socíology is already very
researchers and practítíoners to lea
posítions from theoretical ones.

Suppose we ask for the ordinary
retical one:

«elected worthy by popular vote of representing the school in a
meeting with other colleges»

«received more favorable evaluatíons».
A person tends to engage in actío
he receives from his associates a
vorable 15.

Both of these may be subsurned under:

Prooeeding to the results we have in the findings:

«more affected by the liberal values predomínant»
«agreed with each other more in writing a story»

A key term he re is «evaluations .
sociology, it is a broad front cove
that look different to cornmon
this proposítion by searchíng in our
«evaluatíons» as a component. We
following 16:

We can now formula te a theoretícal proposition whiah contains
OUT two findings:

Approval = df evaluation of an
Esteem df evaluation of a
Rank = df evaluation of a

Both of these may be assumed under:

«their ideas converged more with those of other group mernbers».

The more favorable evaluations rank-and-file members receive in a
group, the more their ideas converge with those of other group mern-
bers.

15 Cf. ZETTERllERG, op.cit., pp. 188-1 .
16 «Approval» and «esteem» are in

schema The Social System, Glencoe.
includes also the attribute of «affective
whole it seems to be the experience
struction that Professor Parsons'
of little use, sínce his terms are de
tions in which they may occur. Cf.
Elementary Forms, New York, Har

Thís proposition, as its component findings, is assumed to be a
stoehastíc contingent one with a substitutable determinant.

Note that in the process of formulating the theoretical proposition
we dropped references to Bennington and Ano Arbor and to the
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fact that the studies were made in the 1930's and 40's. In theoretical
propositions we do not make references to time and space; theo-
retical propositions are presumed valid in all places at all times.

In reviewing our illustratíon it is clear that we arrived at our
theoretical proposition by a process of analyzing terms used in the
finding. If we had had no terminological sehema into which the
words of our findings could nave been fitted, it would not have been
possible to arrive at the tlheoretical proposítíon. Here, then, is a
type oí problem, tlhe solutíon of whieh requíres a good taxonomy.

FROM THE THEORETICAL TO THE ORDINARY

If we reverse the process described in the prevíous sectíon we
spell out all special cases covered by a theoretical proposítíon, Since
theoretical socíology is already very abstraer, it is essential for both
researehers and practítíoners to learn to draw the ordínary pro-
positions from theoretical ones.

Suppose we ask for the ordinary propositions implied in this theo-
retical one:

A person tends to engage in actions that help maintain the evaluations
he receives from his associates at or above a level he considers fa-
vorable 15.

A key term here is «evaluatíons». Like so many other terms in
sociology, it is a broad front covering a multitude of phenomena
that look different to common sense. We find the specialcases of
this proposítíon by searehíng in our taxonomy for all terms that have
«evaluations» as a component. We find, among many others, fue
followíng u;

Approval
Esteem
Rank

== df evaluation of an action
df evaluation of a person

== df evaluation of a posítíon

15 Cf. ZETTERBERG, op.cit., pp. 188-189.
16 «Approval» and «esteem» are included in Talcott PARSONS'taxonomical

schema The Social System, Glencoe, The Free Press, 1951, p. 108. Parsons
íncludes also the attribute of «affective neutrality» in these concepts. On the
whole it seems to be the experience of sociologists engaged in theory con-
struction that Professor Parsons' extensive termínologícal suggestions are
of little use, since his terms are defined without reference to any proposi-
tions in which they may occur. Cf. George e. HOMANS,Social Behaoior: Its
Elementary Forms, New York, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1961, pp. 10-11.
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A person tends to engage in actions that maintain the approval he re-
ceives from his associates;

lísted in an inventory of determinan
by a paper by Kingsley Davis an .
positions of factors determining a SOCl

are sorted into three main catego .
hood of sexual intercourse, (2)
coneeption, and (3) ,tlhoseaffecting
Eaoh one is subdívíded to allow fo
The ñrst category eontains a varie .

We can now specify our theoretical proposition so that it deals
separately with these three instances:

A person tends to engage in actions that maintain the esteem he re-
ceives from his associates;

A person tends to engage in actions that maintain the rank he enjoys.
1.The higher the customary age fo

union) , the lower the fertility ~.
For example. property rates
linquish control over farm p
a high marriage age (29 years
the fertility rateo

2. The greater proportion of wom
the fertility rate;

For example, the low pr
Ceylon (.8 %) and India (3. • I

high proportion in Ireland
low fertility rateo

3. The longer the lapse of celiba
lower the fertility rate;

For example, prohibition of
in some societies or religions
lapses between women's e
the fertility ra te by 37 % •

If we assumed that the original theoretical proposítíon was an irre-
versible, stochastie, ooextensíve, sufficient one, then its ordinary
ímplícatíons would have the same causal linkage.

FORMATS FOR THE ORDERING OF SEVERAL PROPOSITIONS

Any sociological topíc is likely to ibrin:gto mind many propositions.
These propositions are identified and presented in a variety of ways
in theoretical publications. Some writers present tlhem in the normal
course of a paragraph, and the reader is warned merely by the
surroundíng text that a proposition has been advanced, Some authors
help their readers by presenting their propositions in italics. Still
others set them apart by ídentatíons OI other typographícal devices.
Some present them as listings under speeial subheadíngs such as
«Hypotheses». Many give tlhem numbers or proper names to facilitate
their identification. No uniform rules prevail here, nor are they
needed so long as the reader is made aware of what sentences are
propositions and what are surrounding texto

Regardless of how propositíons are ídentíñed the problem of order-
ing them becomes important as soon as they reaeh a number beyond
two OI three. While 1t is possíble simply to list the propositions -
as do the authors of Voting in a useful appendíx 17 - more efficient
modes of ordering propositions are often possíble. Let me illustrate
some currently used formats.

And so the authors continue to
in whieh the determinants (ind
result (dependent variable) is al

A1l faetors that effect a certain phenomenon are systematícally

A líst of propositions in whi
same OOt the dependent variabl
results. An íllustration is .
eonsequences of mobility u. The

18 Kingsley DAVIS and Judith B
Analytic Framework»,Economic Dec
1956, pp. 211-235.

19 Morrís JANOWITZ,«Some Co
States» Transactions of the Third
pp. 191-201.

INVENTORY OF REsULTS

INVENTORY OF DETERMINANTS

17 Bernard BERELSONand others, Voting, Chicago, University of Chicago
Press, 1954, pp. 237-247.
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lísted in an inventory of determínants. A good illustration is províded
by a paper by Kingsley Davis and Judith Blake contairring pro-
posítíons of factors determining a society's fertílíty rate 18. The factors
are sorted into three main categories: (1) those affectíng the likeli-
hood of sexual íntercourse, (2) those affecting the Iíkelíhood of
conception, and (3) ,tlhoseaffecting the líkelihood of fetus survívaí.
Eaoh one is subdívided to allow formulation of a specífíc proposition.
The first category contaíns a variety of proposítíons:

1.The higher the customary age for entry into marriage (or other sexual
union), the lower the fertility rate;

For example, property rates in Ireland, where a father does re-
linquish control over farm property at his son's marriage, make for
a high marriage age (29 years for women) and this factor depresses
the fertility rateo

2. The greater proportíon of women in permanent celibacy the lower
the fertility rate;

For example, the low proportion of never married women in
Ceylon (.8 Ofo) and India (3.4 ~/o) make for high fertility, while the
high proportion in Ireland (26.3 %) or Sweden (20.9 Ofo) make for
low fertility rateo

3. The longer the lapse of celibacy time after or between uníons, the
lower the fertility rate;

For example, prohibition of remarriage of widows and dívorcees
in some societies or religions depresses the fertility rateo Thetime
lapses between women's common law marriages in ] amaica reduces
the fertili ty ra te by 37 Ofo.

And so the authors oontinue to develop over a doren proposítíons
in which the determínants (índependent variables) vary OOt the
result (dependent variable) is always fertility.

INVENTORY OF RESULTS

A líst of propositions in whích the determinant is one and the
same OOt the dependent variables are dífferent is an inveneory of
results. An illustratíon is furnished by a paper by Janowitz on
consequenees of mobility 18. The author organízes hís propositions

18 Kingsley DAVIS and ]udith BLAKE, "Social Structure and Fertility: An
Analytic Framework»,Economic Deoelopment and Cultural Change, Vol. 4,
1956, pp. 211-235.

19 Morris ]ANOWI'I"Z, «Some Consequences of Social Mobilíty in the United
States», Transactions of the Third World Congress of Sociology, Vol. 3, 1956,
pp. 191-201.
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into trwo categoríes: (1) those dealing with consequences for primary
groups, and (2) those dealing with consequences for secondary
groups. To sample:

However, the studies make it reaso
here with sequential propositions. One
and result is the following:

The greater the social mobility of a family, the greater the instability
oí a famíly.
The greater the social mobility of a person, the stronger his ethnic and
racial prejudices.
Upward mobility produces the political behavior typical of the new
(higher) stratum.
Downward mobility produces the political behavior typical of the old
(higher) stratum.

]anowitz is able to show that all propositions about mobilíty and
primary groups can be subsumed under one more ínformatíve pro-
position first suggested by Durkheim: «Increased social mobility
leads to increased disruption of primary relatíons», No such theo-
retical proposítíon can sub sume his statements about the consequen-
ces of mobility on secondary groups.

1. Persons who occupy central positio
group members, tend to obtain a
attitudes;

2. Persons who have better knowledge
can more easily issue directives a
obtain higher authority;

3. Persons of higher authority tend
4. Persons with prestige become so

thus tend to obtain central posítions

CHAIN PATTERNS OF PROPOSITIONS

Centro.

Prestlg.~

3~Acrthor1

Chains like these can be íllustrated b

When we deal with two or more sequentia:l propositions in whích
a result in one reappears as a determinant in another, we can order
them as a ohain. An ilíustratíon is furnished by Terence Hopkins 20.

Hopkins has reviewed studies of small groups focusing, among orher
tlhings, on four aspects:

1. The knowledge possessed by a person of the needs and attitudes oí
other group members;

2. The prestige oí a persono that ís, the extent to which others give him
a favorable evaluation;

3. The authority of a persono that is, the extent to which he issues di-
rections to the group acceptable to the group members;

4. The centrality oí a person in the group, that is, the extent to which
he maintains interaction wíth many other group members.

Qne should not expect that every ch
all kinds of geometric patterns are
at hand, Hopkins has suggested

Ohain patterns of great complexi .
calculators. 1 will not discuss this
tronic simulations are most useful
terns of causal línkages of the sequen
the causal Iínkages are of other

Studies can be cited showing that al1 these variables are posítívely
correlated. lf a person possesses one of these attríbutes he is likely
to possess the others as well, Twelve separate propositions - or,
better, six reversible propoeítíons - can be written to cover these
facts,

MATRICES OF PROPOSITIONS

20 Terence K. HOPKINS, The Exercise 01 Inituence in Small Groups, Totowa,
N.]., The Bedminster Press, in press.

Another form of presenting p
certain number of factors are gíven
specified. An example is furnished
book, The Human Group. Three
«ínteractlon», and «sentíment-.
determinants and results. Thus we
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However, the studies make it reasonable to assume that we deal
here with sequential propositions. One possíble flow oí determinants
and result is the following:

1. Persons who occupy central positions, that ís, interaet with many other
group members, tend to obtain a better knowledge oí their needs and
attitudes;

2. Persons who have better knowledge oí the needs and attitudes oí others
can more easily issue directives acceptable to others and thus tend to
obtain higher authority;

3. Persons oí higher authority tend to receive more prestige;
4. Persons with prestige become sought-after interaction partners, and

thus tend to obtain central positions in the group.

Chains like these can be illustrated by a schema of arrows:

Centr<1lit9

p"sllge / ~Kn.WI.d9'

~Auth.ritY/

One should not expect that every chain in this way becomes a circle;
all kinds of geometric patterns are possible, Even for the problem
at hand, Hopkins has suggested several alternatives.

Ohain patterns of great complexities can be símulated by electronic
calculators. 1 will not discuss thís here, except by notíng that elec-
tronic símulations are most useful when we deal wíth complex pat-
terns of causal línkages of the sequential type. Their usefulness when
the causal Iínkages are of other types ís less certain.

MATRICES OF PROPOSITIONS

Another form of presenting propositions ís the matrix. Here a
certain number of factors are gíven and a11 their ínterrelatíons are
specífíed. An example is fumished by the early part oí Homans'
book, The Human Group. Three variables are given: «actívíty»,
«ínteractíon», and «sentíment». They are all considered both as
determínants and results. Thus we get the matríx:
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Result Variables

Determinant
Variables

Activity Interaction Sentiment
Activity Hai Has
Interaction Hia His
Sentiment Hsa Hsi

In varíous parts of his text Homans can then spell out the six possí-
ble interrelations between these variables. They happen to be three
reversible propositions presumably of a coexistensive type:

Hisand Hsi: «If the frequency of interaction between two or more
persons increases, the degree of their liking [sentiment]
for one another will increase, and vice versa- 21.

Ho.iand Hia: «If the scheme of activities is changed, the scheme of in-
teraction will, in general, also change, and více versa- 22.

H"sand Hsa: "A motive [sentiment] gives rise to an activity... but if
either side of the relationship is changed, the other will
be affected»23.

It is plain that if we read across fue rows of the matrix of propo-
sitions we obtain inventories of results, for example, «if higth inter-
action, then mueh actívíty»: «íf high interaction, then muro senti-
ment», If we read down a colurnn we have an inventory of determí-
nants, for example, «íf much activity, then high interactíon»: «íf
mueh sentíment, 11hen high ínteractíon», Unlike an arrow schema
of a chaín pattem, a matrix like this one is not restricted in its use-
fu:lness to sequential proposítíons.

AXIOMATIC FORMATS WITH DEFINITIONAL REDUCTION

Inventories and matrices list every relevant proposition. A sophístí-
cated theorist, however, míght want to reduce the size of the matrix.
Sueh a reduction can be done by manipulating the deñnítíons or by
manipulating 11hepropositions. Normally, both are done at fue same
time; however, it may be more instructive for us to discuss each
separately.

21 HOMANS, The Human Group , op.cit., p. 112.
!2 lbid., p. 102.
23 tu«. p.99.
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A brief example of a definitional
sitions can be constructed on the
aggregates by Amold Rose 24. Let us
of propositions a:bout the emotíona;
tumover in social aggregates:

1. Groups have less turnover than p
2. Publics show less emotion than el
3. Groups show less emotion than

We begín fue reduction of these p
key tenns:

a. Groups are social aggregates intera
with a common leader (e.g., a .0

b. Masses are social aggregates íntera
ified roles but with a cornmon 1

c.Publics are social aggregates in
but without a cornmon leader (e.g

d.Crowds are social aggregates íntera
and wíthout a cornmon leader (e.

In short, the social aggregates are
space:

Social
aggregate

Co
lead

Group
Mass
Public
Crowd

Comparing this wlth our original
gregate with common leader ís
the aggregates with ínteractíon in
emotion. Thus OUt original pro
retiaa:l propositions:

I. If a social aggregate has a
n. If a social aggregate inter

level of emotion is Iow.

The most ínterestíng part oí this

!( Amold M.ROSE, Sociology, ew y
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A brief example of a definitiona:1reduction in a list of propo-
sitions can be constructed on the basis of a disoussion of social
aggregates by Arnold Rose24. Let us assume as given this inventory
of proposítíons about the emotional excitement and membership
turnover in social aggregates:

1. Groups have less turnover than publics
2. Publies show less emotion than crowds
3. Groups show less emotion than masses

We begin the reduction of these propositions by an analysís of the
key terms:

a. Groups are social aggregates interaeting in terms oí specified roles and
with a common leader (e.g., a voluntary association).

b. Masses are social aggregates interacting (if at all) in terms oí unspec-
ífíed roles but with a cornmon leader (e.g., a radio audience).

e. Publies are social aggregates interaeting in terms oí specified roles
but without a eommon leader (e.g., a market).

d. Crowds are social aggregates interaeting in terms oí unspecified roles
and wíthout a cornmon leader (e.g., milling in Times Square).

In short, the social aggregates are fitted into a simple attríbute
space:

Social Cornmon Specified
aggregate leader roles

Group + +
Mass
Public + +
Crowd

Comparíng this wírh our original propositíons,we find that the ag-
gregate with common Ieader is assumed to have less turnover, and
the aggregates with ínteractíon in terms of specified roles show less
em.otion.Thus our original propositions are redueed to two theo-
retica:lproposítíons:

l. If a social aggregate has a eornmon leader then its tumover is low.
11. If a social aggregate interacts in terms oí specified roles, then its

level oí emotíon is low.

The rnost interesting part of this procedure is that these two pro-

24 Arnold M. ROSE, Sociology, New York, Alfred A. Knopf, Ine., 1956, Ch. 9.
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positions do not merely imply the three that we had as our starting
point but also a fourth, Propositíon (1) and Defínítíon (b) imply that
«masses have less turnover than crowds». This is a novel hypothesís
which to the best of my knowledge, is presented here for the first
time. Thus we see how an axiomatic format not merely organizes
existing propositions but generates new ones implicit in the existing
ones.

From this list we may select pro
postulates. Let us restate them with

1. If national ineomes inereases. "
n. If the middle classes expand. •

III. If social mobility inereases, the
vice versa.

1. If national income inereases, then the middle classes expand;
Economists are fairly well in agreement that the ranks of serviee
oeeupations, dealers and brokers, expand during periods of pros'
perity and in eountries with a growing GNP.

2. If the middle classes expand, the eonsensus of values in the society
inereases;

While disproportionate expansion oí lower or upper classes leads
to a polarization of values (as Marx argued), a similar expansion oí
the middle classes promotes the convergenee of values in the so-
ciety.

3. If the middle classes expand, the social mobility inereases;
The expanding ranks of the middle classes must be filled by persons
from other classes, thus promoting mobility.

4. If social mobility inereases, the consensus of yalues in the society in-
creases and vice versa;

Social mobility ereates families in which fathers, sons, and brothers
belong to different classes and family loyalties modify class ideo-
logies. This is a reversible propositíon: íf there is mueh eonsensus
of values between social strata then social mobility between them
beeomes easier.

The implications of these proposió
the form of thoorems. Postulates TI an

3. If the middle classes expand, the
pleting the set of propositions we
Postulates 1 and II render this theo

5. If national ineome inereases, the
thermore, if Theorem 3 is eombin

6. If national ineome inereases, the

The last two theorems are novel in
cluded in our original set. Theorem 5
example, that if we want to promete
less political and ídeologícal cleavag
rnize its natíonal income. (This is
less prosperous societies may be
tioned - in fact, by Lípset and m,
just not aware of its logical ties wi

Our experience in axiomizing
However, 1 believe the above in
toward axiomization often generate
explicitly mentioned in the original
positions may be novel, others maj
but not in their connections with o
render this service beca use they
some given ideas 27.

28 S. M.l..IPSET and H.1. ZETIERBEllG
cieties» in S. M. LIPSETand R. BE/'.'DIX.
Berkeley University of California Press,
. 27 Thrs advantage is usually claim
whether the propositions are phrased
mathematics or symbolie logic, or o
English is not crucíal to this advanta e
and with retained aeeessibility to a
dinary disciplined language ean be
in sociology. In Chapter 6 of On Theo
1 have reviewed some other advanta
the approach is found in Door P. Tm:
Gids, Vol. 6 (1959), pp. 162-183.

AxIOMATlC FORMATS WITH PROPOSITIONAL REDUCTION

In the prevíous example we obtained a reduction in a list of pro-
positions by combining propositions with definitions. It is also
possíble to obtain a reductíon by combinin:g proposítíons with other
propositions. From the J.ist of original propositions (inventories or
matrices) a certain number are selected as postulates. The postulates
are chosen so that all other propositions the theorems, are capable
of derivation from the postulates and no postulate is capable of
derivatíon from ot!h.er postulates. One generally strives to use as
few postulates as possible. Assume, for example, that given are the
Iollowíng propositions 25:

25 These propositions were assembled by the author in the context of a
writing projeet in theoretieal sociology; in their final publieation they will
be modified in several ways.
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From this list we may select propositions (1), (2), and (4) as
postulates. Let us restate them with roman numbers:

1. If national incomes increases, the middle classes expand.
n. If the middle classes expand, the consensus on values increases.

Ill. If social mobility increases, the consensus on values increases, and
vice versa.

The ímplícatíons of these propositíons can IWW be spelled out in
the form of theorems. Postulates II and III combine into the familiar:

3. If the middle classes expand, the social mobility increases thus com-
pleting the set of propositions we had at the beginning. In addition,
Postulates 1 and n render this theorem:

5. If natíonal in come increases, the consensus on values increases. Fur-
thermore, if Theorem 3 is combined with Postulate 1, we obtain:

6. If national income increases, the social mobility increases.

The Iast two theorerns are novel in the sense that they were not in-
cluded in our original set. Theorem 5 is not trivial: it suggests, for
example, that if we want to promote social stabilíty in the forrn of
less polítical and ídeologíeal cleavages in a soeíety, we should maxí-
mize its national income. (This is cme way in which foreign aíd to
less prosperous societies may be argued.) Theorem 6 has been men-
tíoned - in fact, by Lipset and myself - in the Iíterature 26; I was
just not aware of íts logical tíes wíth our original propositíons.

Our experíence in axiornizirug sociological proposítions is Iímíted,
However, I believe the above instances are fairly typical: atternpts
toward axiomization often generate some propositions that were not
explicitly mentioned in the original set. Some of these added pro-
posítíons may be novel, others may be well-known by themselves
but not in their connections with other propositions, Axiomizations
render this servíce because they rnake visible al! ideas implíeít in
some given ideas 27.

26 S. M.WSET and H. L. ZEITERBERG,«Social Mobility in Industrial So-
cíeties» in S. M. LIPSETand R. BENDIX,Social Mobility in Industrial Society,
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1959, p.27.

27 This advantage is usually claimed for mathematical models. However,
whether the propositions are phrased in some artificial language, such as
mathematics or symbolic logic, or ordinary language, such as an educated
English is not crucial to this advantage, Without any serious loss in clarity
and with retained accessibility to a mathematically untrained audience, or-
dinary disciplined language can be used by the writers ofaxiomatic theories
in sociology. In Chapter 6 of On Theory and Verification in Sociology, op.cit.,
1 have reviewed some other advantages ofaxiomatic theories. A critique of
the approach is found in Door P. THi:ONES,«Antí Zetterberg», Sociologische
Gids, Vol. 6 (1959), pp. 162-183.
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I therefore have no hesítatíons to reoornmend that a theorist does
well to arrange his propositions in the axiomatíc way: it forees him
to spell out his assumptions, makes explícít his deductions, reminds
him oí any bypassed implicartions. This does not necessarily mean
that his final publícation should have an axiomatic organization.
The way proposítions are presented to the public is an editorial
question. There may be instances in whidh axíomaríc thinking is
most efficient but an axioma tic editorial format beeomes so cum-
bersome that it gets in the way of efficient communication. Theo-
retical sociology can never surrender logic to taste or style; however,
as soon as we know that our logic is good, there is every reason
to proceed in the best of taste and style.

We now proceed to check whethe
predicted by the hypothesís. The folIo
sary íníormation:

Conformity to
Armyrules

Strict conformists (N-68)
Medium conformists (N-138)
Poor conformists (N-112)

CONFIRMATION OF A THEORETICAL HYPOTHESIS
Thus, we find that the trend in d
from the theoretical proposition.

The fact that data anJd propositi
comforting. To be more certaín, h
appraise not orrly that this parall .
it exists. In our case the dífference
tween the strict and medium conforn
to allow a stríct test of the «g
rarely make detailed predictions
devíces, only over-all predíctíons, IrI
how often dífferences oí the m
ñuctuatíons in sampling. A ohi-squai
corresponds to the probabilíty .05<
nificance. This gives us only a m
our data would be replicated in
ness of the sample could not be
In general, represeIlltativeness is a
tional studies - in contrast to deSCI
ímportant. A theoretícal proposiri
biased and representatíve samples. •
is the possibilitythat the predi
troduced through the procedure of
the popufation - fue U. S. Army
serious limitation; ideally we w
with data from other ínstítutíonal
a business enterprise, a civilian g

The most intriguing problem
control for alternatíve explanati

As an Illustratíon of the confírmation of a single propositíon, let
us díscuss a test of the hypothesis: «The more a member conforms
to the norms of a forma-l organízatíon, the greater the likelíhood
that he will be prometed». This will be called the Confo.rmity Pro-
motion Proposition. Relevant data for testing are available in The
American Sotdier ".

The operational devíce measuríng coniormity to Army norms con-
sísts oí six questions, for example: «In general, how serious an of-
fense do you think it is fora soldíer to go 'AWOV (Absent wíthout
leave)» ? The oonformist answer to this question is «very seríous»,
while all other answers are rated as non-conformist, The confor-
mist answers to all six questions were fitted into a Guttman-type
quasí-scale with a reproducíbílity coefficient of .82. In ail, the opera-
tional device measuring conformity to Army norms appears valid
and fairly relíable. It was part oí a questionnaire given in November,
1943 to privates. Aocording to their soores on the scale they were
classified as Strict Conformist (score 5-6), Medium Conformists
(score 3-4), and POOl'Conformista (seore 0-2). To record promotion
a search was made in the record s to find out whom of the same
prívates had made the rank of non-conmíssioned officer (mostly,
corporals) by Mareh, 1944. There is no need to question the velídity
or reliability of this simple operatíonal device. The sample consisted
of 374 men from an Infantry division who had entered the Army
during the summer of 1943.

%8Samuel STOUFFER, et al., The American Soldier (Princeton: Princeton Uní-
versity Press, 1949), Vol. 1, pp. 258-265.
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We now proceed to check whether the data trend ñts the trend
predícted by the hypothesis, The followíng summary gives the neces-
sary information:

Prediction Data
[rom hypothesis

Conformity to
Army rules

Likelihood of
promotion

Per cent
promoted

Strict conformísts (N-68)
Medium conformists (N-138)
Poor conformists (N-112)

High
Medium
Low

31%
28
17

Thus, we find that the trend in data parallels the trend predicted
from the theoretícal propositíon,

The fact that data and proposítíon point in the same directíon is
cornforting. To be more eertaín, however, we might also want to
appnaíse not orrly that this paradlelism exísts but also to what extent
it exists. In our case the differenoes appear small, partícularly be-
tween the strict and medíum conformísts, Ours is not precise enough
to aílow a stríct test of the «goodness of fít»: socíologícal models
rarely make detaíled predíctíons about the behavíor of operatíonal
devíces, only over-all predíetíons, In our case, we can at best check
how often dífferences OlÍ the magnítude we found occur as chanee
fluctuatíons in samplíng. A ohi-square test renders x2 = 5.916, which
corresponds to the probabilíty .05<p<.06 with a two-tail test of síg-
nificance. This gíves us only a modest assurance that that trend in
our data would be replícated in new samples. The representatíve-
ness of the sample could not be dhecked but may be judged as faír,
In general, representatíveness is a rather mínor vírtue in verifica-
tional studies - in contrast to descriptive studies in whích it ís very
ímportant. A theoretical proposition is expected to hold in both
biased and representatíve samples, and alll we should watch for here
is the possíbllítythat fue predieted relationshíp is ínadvertently in-
troduced through the procedure of selecting a sample. The S'COpeof
the populatíon - the U. S. Arrny in Wonld War II - is a more
serious lirnitation; ídeally we wouíd Iíke to see the hypothesis tested
with data from otiher institutional reaíms, e.g, a religious híerarchy,
a business enterprise, a civílían govemment bureaucraey, a uníversíty.

The most íntrlgníng probíem of appraísíng our test remains: to
control for alternative explanatíons, We know from other parts of
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When the data... are broken down into two educational classes, the
same consistency appears in all three samples for high school graduates
and college men and in two of the rhree samples for other men in
spite of the small number oí cases 31.

on other dímensíons», However, -ran
sition. Thus we can specify our deriva
ber conforms to the norms of bis groe
isgiven higher rank». Now we o
organízatíon» is a kind of group and
is to be «promoted» and we have
more a member conforms to the
the greater the Iíkelíhood that he
that the hypothesís we test is consís
posítíons. This greatlyadds to our co
síble,

The steps in our appraísal of this
chart on the next page.
In summary, we base our decisión
tion Proposition oonfirmed on the f

the Army study that likelihood of promotion increases wíth length
of servíoe, and that it íncreases witih educatíon 29. How can we
make sure that seníoríty or educatíonal qualífícatíons (or any other
known 01' unlmown factor) cannot acoount for our finding? As to
seniority we know that ítcould not play any part sínce all OUT sub-
jeots nave been in the Army equally long. The part played by edu-
catíon was ehecked in this and two other samples through the
technique of elaboratíon 30. The tables are not published but the
authors report the result in the text:

11Imswe have some assurance that dífferences in educational quali-
fications do not account for the fíndíngs about Iikelihood to be pro-
moted. Whether other alternatíve factors, unknown at present, can
aocount for the trend in our data remains a question, Only experi-
mental designs can control for unknown alternative hypotheses.

Most research workers would probably stop theír test at this point,
However, one more appraísal ought to be done: how well íntegrated
is the tested proposition in avaílable social theory? We know from
a large number of studies that the proposition «the more a mem-
ber conforms to the norms of his group, the more favorable valua-
tions does he receive from his group» 32 ís valido Leí us call this
11heSanction Proposition. There ís also a well-known sociological
proposítíon about rank equílibration: a person wíth hígh rank in
one sphere of me tends to move toward high ranks also in other
spheres of life 33. 11his proposition 'can be generalízed into one
about Evaluative Generalízatíon whích has hígher informative
value: «the more a person receíves favored vaiuatíon on one dímen-
síon, the greater the likelihood tlhat he receives favored valuation also

1. the validity (internal and/or e:J:
2. the reliability (precision and o j
3. the 'fit' between the trend of

the tested proposítíon:
(a) the extent the direction oí
(b) the likelihood that the data

4. the control of alternative hypotl
5. the representativeness of the san
6. the extent to which the tested p

tablished theory.

'9 Ibid., pp. 240-250.
30 Paul F. LAZARSFELD,«Interpretation of Statistical Relations as a Research

Operatíon», in P. F. Lazarsfeld and M. Rosenberg (eds.), The language of So-
cial Research (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1955), pp. 115-125.

31 STOUFFER,op.cit., p.263.
32 Henry W. RIECHEN and George C. HOMANS,«Psychological Aspects of

Social Structure» in G. Lindzey (ed.), Handbook 01 Social Psychology (Cam-
bridge, Mass.: Addison Wesley, 1954), pp. 786-832.

33 Emile BENOIT-SMULLYAN,«Status, Status Types, and Status Inter-relatíons»,
American Sociological Reoieto, Vol. 9 (1944), pp. 151-161.
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on other dímensíons». However, «rank» ís a social valuation of a po-
sition. Thus we can specífy our derivation to read: «the more a mem-
ber conforms to the norms of his group, the greater likelihood that he
isgiven hígher rank». Now we only have to note that a «formal
organízatíon» is a kind of group and that to be «gíven higher rank»
is to be «prometed» and we have the proposition of our test: «the
mOTe a member conforms to fue norms of a formal organization,
fue greater the líkelíhood that he will be prometed». Thus we see
that the hypothesis we test is consístent with other confirmed pro-
posítíons, This greatly adds to our oonfidence in aeceptíng it as plau-
sible.

The steps in our appraisal of this study are illustrated in the flow
chart on the next page.
In surnmary, we base our decision to call the Conformity-Promo-
tion Proposition oonfirmed on the foHowing criteria:

1. the validity (internal andJor external) of the operational devices;
2. the reliability (precision and objectivity) of the operational devices;
3. the 'fit' between the trend of the data and the trend predicted by

the tested proposition:
(a) the extent the direction of the trends coincide;
(b) the likelihood that the data trend in a chance fluctuation;

4. the control of alternative hypotheses;
5. the representativeness of the sample and the scope of the population
6. the extent to which the tested proposition is an integral part of es-

tablished theory.

All these criteria have to be weighted into a composite judgment of
acceptance or rejection. No presently kno.wn mechanical or mathe-
matical devíce can help the sooíologíst on this soore: only good
traíníng and much experience. The fact tn-at we can get quantitative
estímates of criteria(2) and (3b) should not tempt 'lIS to give undue
emphasis to them. The beginner would probably reject the tested
hypothesís because the reproducibility .82 is not quite fue desired
.90, or, the sígníñoance level .06 ís not the custornary .05 used in
hís text-book. In our opinion, a rejection would be a mistake. The
valídíty seems good, the fiit (3a) is fair, one ímportant alternative
hypothesis is ruled out, and the proposition is integrated in estab-
lished theory. The reliability and statistical significance are not
so far off that they subtract much from the good impression the
test gíves on these more important crítería. Thus we accept for the
time beíng the Oonformty-Promotion Proposition as tentatively con-
firmed.
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At thís poínt a língeríng doubt might ooour: shouldn't we after all
play it safe and reject it? Even if we are 85 per cent SUTeit ís cor-
rect, ísn't it, in the name of seíence, best to reject it? The answer
is «No». Soientific advance is as much hampered by the error oí
rejecting something true as by acceptíng something falseo

SELECTING STRATEGIC HYPOTHESES FOR TESTING

As we have seen, fue conñrmation of an hypothesís is a complex
and rather tedíous enterpríse. Since the proofs are so long whíle
life is so short, it is essential to devote our researeh efforts to hy-
potheses that are strategic, Some of the more sophistioated ways of
orderíng our propositions can aid us in selecting 1fhemost strategic
hypotheses andguide us in tihe expenditure of researeh efforts.

Inventoríes oí determínants and results give us lístíngs of factor s
to ínelude in an empirical study. It is important to make SUTe that
the recurrent variable - the result in the case of inveIll1:oriesof
determínants and the determinant in the case of ínventories of re-
sults - is given the best possible measurement and that special re-
search efforts are made in constructing its operational device. The
reason for this is simple: this variable OOClNS in all tests and if it is
faulty theentíre research effort is wasted.

More important, axiomatic ways of organizing proposítíons can
result in researcbeoonomíes, The principIe here is thJat we should
give priority to the testíng of those hypotheses that have the largest
pay-off value in the rorro of deduced !hypothesis. The simplest case
is perhaps that a successful test of the postulates aíone by implica-
tion is a test of all theorems. However, in any concrete instance,
we will probably work with theories in whíoh some OlÍ the postu-
lates and theorems are already adequately supported by data. Here
we may proceed dífferently, Fírst, we assess the amount of support
thet past researoh give to each proposition. Second, we make selec-
tions of unsupported propositions that in combination with each other
and supported proposítíons can derive the largest number of un-
supported propositions. The sihortest selection then becomes the one
with the hrighest research príority. However, the shortest seleotion
may not eontaín proposítíons that are easily subject to test, and we
may for praotícal reasons oonsíder some OlÍ the longer selections. In
short, we makecompromises between the difficulty oí testi.ng a
proposition and íts deductíve power. In this way we get the most
0UJt of our researah effort, the most in the forro of dírect or deduced
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TESTING TOTAL THEORIES THROUGH THEIR GROSS PREDICTIONS
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We may illustrate simulation proc
allegory.
Consíder the following stochastic p
behavior:

support to previously unsurpported propositions in our theory. The
key virtue of a theory is that it coordinates many weak research
findings into a more trustworthy whole. In no instance should we
have to test every proposition in an axiomatic theory 34.

An impressive way of testing a theory is to use its component
propositions to make one joint predíctíon and to demonstrate that
this is an aceurate prediction. Scíentists in a hurry and with a flair
for the spectacular have done this in several instances, and the theo-
ries so tested have become accepted by their oolleagues. However,
convíncíng as thds method may appear, it always oontaíns large
elements of risk: several wrong premises may, oí course, render me
oorrect predíction. A critical colleague is never quite sure oí the
solidarity of theories confirmed in this fashion. However, since we
sociologists are in a hurry to deliver something else than promises
and hopes to the socíety that supports us, a modérate encourage-
ment of this procedure may be in order.

The joint predictions from several propositions can be arrived at
through a careful use of theories phrased in ordinary language 35.

Since deductions are sometimes eomplex, it may be most efficient
to restate the propositions as mathematical equations, and let the
gross predictíon be a solution to a series of equations. This is not
because the mathematical language adds any1lhing of substance to
theoretical propositíons: it does not. However, marhematícal lan-
guage has stricter rules for making derívations than the usual
scholarly prose, and the derivatíons needed for gross predícatíons
may be eomplex and in need of this extra precision.

Another way of makíng gross predíotíon makes use of allegories.
These allegories, or simulations, as they are often called, are eitlher
verbal, mechanical, or electroníc, A «utopía» is a verbal allegory.
The «census clock» in the lobby of the Department of Commerce in
Washington, D. C. ís a well-known mechanioal one whíoh predíots
the size of the population of rhe United States at any given time.
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M 1 regret the somewhat abstract nature of this section but 1 have not been
able to find a good case in the published literature which can serve as an
illustration.

35 The theories of Homans (The Human Group , op.cit.), Hopkins (op.cit.)
and Zetterberg (<<Compliant Actíons», op.cit.) al! end wíth attempts to make
gross predictions to new topics.

38 Cf. Ithiel de SOLA POOL and Ro
Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 25 (1961 .
-Note on a Campaign Simulator», ibi
Science carries a regular department
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It is a maahine analogous to the simple proposítíon that any change
in the me of population depends on a ohange in the number of
bírths and deaths and/or the number of immigrants and emigrants.
Each decenníal census provídes a check on the adequacy oí this
símulatíon. It has recently been found that electroníc calculators can
be wired to function as flexible allegories to social proeesses. So far
only a few electroníc símuíatíons have been tested as to their accu-
raey in gross predictions; however, the development in this field
moves very fast and carríes great promise 88.

We may illustrate simulation procedures by usíng a form of verbal
allegory.
Consider the following stochastíc propositions relevant to voting
behavior:

1. Members of a primary group (family, friendship dique, informal work
group) tend to vote for the same party.

2. The higher the occupational stratum of the members of a primary
group, the greater the likelihood that it votes for a rightist (conser-
va tive) party.

3. The more a primary group takes on the style of life of an occupational
stratum, the more líkely it is that it votes like other primary groups in
this occupational stratum.

4. The higher the proportion of salaried or wage-earning (as opposed to
self-employed) persons in an occupational stratum, the more likely it
is that members in its primary groups vote for a social welfare party.

Add to these, the following findings:

5. At present families in the higher occupational strata in westem
countries have fewer children than have families in the lower occu-
pational strata.

6. At present, the proportíon of people in all occupational strata in
western countries who work for salary or wage is íncreasing, and the
number of self-employed is correspondingly decreasing.

Can we test all these propositions in one master stroke by cheeking
how well they can account for the outeome of elections? Well, we
need facts about loeation of primary groups in occupational classes,
the style of life of these groups, 1Ihemobility between occupational
olasses, the extent to whioh people adoprt styles of life of varíous
oocupatíonal c1asses, the party preferences in varíous oocupañonal

38 Cf. Ithíel de SOLAPOOLand Robert ABELSON,«The Simulmatics Project»,
Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 25 (1961), pp. 167-183, and William N. MCPHEE,
«Note on a Campaign Simulator», ibid., pp. 184-193. The joumal Behaoioral
Science carríes a regular department called «Computers in Behavioral Scien-
ce» which deals also with other uses of computers than simulations.
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During the same time the following happened in the 49 Rightist hornes.
Their standard of living is more costly and one of their ways to pay
for their higher standard is to have fewer children than the Leftists.
Only 48 grew into voting age in the bourgeois homes. Four of these
children got Leftist friends of workmates and one converted to the
left before he went to his first election. 47 are left.
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classes, the trends away from self-employment, and ínformatíon
about differential fertíiity in these classes, and attitudes toward
welfare policies among salaried and self-employed. All this makes
a number of tables, whích, however, happen to be available in a
large Swedísh study from 1954-55 (N-2554) 37. Furthermore, we
need to make some assurnptíon of fue time elementin several of the
above propositions. This is not readily available and must be sub-
ject to some guessing. Final:ly, we need ro know which parties are
Leftists and Rightists, and whiah parties are in favor of social wel-
fare measures. An allegorícal staternent of the behavior of the elec-
torate in Sweden may now read as follows:

The age group that during 1950-55 has seen their children move into
voting age consists of 51 % Leftists (Social Democrats and Com-
munists) and 49 Ojo Rightists (Conservatives, Líberals, and Agraríans).
To avoid speaking in percentages let's put it this way: We have 51
Leftists homes and 49 Rightists homes with children who become
voters. Let us see what happens to them over the next four national
elections.

During a few years 54 children growing up in Leftist homes come of
voting age. Fourteen of these children happened to get Rightist friends
or workmates at an early stage. Three of them cannot resist the at-
traction of these friends or workmates and convert to the bourgeois
view before they cast their first ballot. Remaining are thus 51 who at
their first election opportunity vote with the Leftist, their parents'
party.

Fifteen of these advance to become whíte-collar workers or entrepre-
neurs or marry into this group. Nine of them keep their past style of
life; for example, they do not acquire an automobile. Three of them
adopt Rightist party preferences. Remaining are 48.

In 1968 il parties
identical welfare p

The remaining six who become whíte-collar workers or entrepreneurs
buy a car, drink wine instead of beer with their food now and then,
and four of them become bourgeois also in political respects, Remaining
are 44. One dies. Remaining are 43. However, four were gained from
other parties so their final count becomes 47.

Rightists
Leftists

37 My ongoing re-analysis of this survey is sponsored by the Council for
Research in the Social Sciences at Columbia University. Most of my data
were obtained from the Swedish Institute of Public Opinion.

53
41
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Ten fell below their parents' station. Of them, four failed in theír
studíes or married below their station. But they kept their style of life
and enjoyed a car. One - a woman - deserted. however, to the
Leftists. Remaining were 46.

Six others moved from their parents' middle or upper class into the
working class. Some abandoned their family farm in the country and
appeared in the cities as workers or workers' wives. Their money díd
not allow a car. Two became Socialists. One died which makes 44 for
the Rightists. However, as mentioned, they gained ten from the Leftists'
parties which gives them a final count of 53.

Not much seems to have changed but the apparently calm electoral
surface conceals a great deal. In the beginning the forecast for the
Socialists seems good. The parental vote had been 51 for the Leftists
against 49 for the Rightists. The Leftists had more children than the
Rightists, and the chíldren vote at their first election 52 against 49 for
the Socialists. The difference could have been even greater. In the
course of time three times as many desert the Leftists as the Rightists.
Rightist politicans are thus more successful than Leftist politicians as
political evangelísts and get the upwardly mobile as converts in their
nets. However, the Leftists keep afloat as more diligent midwives. The
final score after 20 years becomes 47 against 53 in favor of the
Rightists. During the years that this process has taken, the socialist
parties in this age cohort have declíned from 52 to 47 and the
bourgeois parties increased from 49 to 53.

So far we have told this story assuming that the Rightist and the Leftist
parties have identical policies about social welfare. This was true in
1952 and virtually true in 1956.Let us amend now by admitting that the
Leftists in 1958 and 1960 proposed more generous social benefits in the
form of pensions than did the Rightists. This has consequences. In the
course of every four-year period one of our 20 farnilies with a self-
employed member in the middle class faces a major problem: the man
gives up being on his own, sells his shop 01' farm, and starts working
for someone else. This makes for more people during the period here
considered who become concerned over their pensíons and get attracted
to the welfare program of the Leftists, half of whom, or 2 persons, get
to the point of voting for them. Furthermore, this greater generosity of
the Leftists makes it a little harder to get converts from them among
the upwardly mobile. Ooly 6 are gained for the Rightists instead of 10
before. All this changes the balance of our age cohort:

In 1968 if parties haoe
identical welfare program

In 1968 if Leftists haoe
more generous welfare

program

Rightists
Leftists

53
47

48
52
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In 1968 the all-important majority is solidly among the Leftists. The
difference introduced by the different welfare programs is shown
in the adjointing charts. If the parties had maintained virtually íden-
tical welfare programs there would ha ve been a Rightist majority
in by 1962; the more generous Leftist program of the late '50s served
to solidify and increase the Leftist majority.

This is, admittedly, a rather freel-
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This is, admittedly, a rather freely constructed story whiah is an-
chored in statistícal facts from 1954-55 at some points but not at
others. Its gross predíctíon is fairly accurate. The actual division of
the popular vote for fue entire Swedish electorate is shown in the
following table:

Per Cent
Bourgeois Parties Socialist Parties

1952
1956
1958
1960

49.6
50.4
50.4
47.7

50.4
49.6
49.6
52.7

Source: For 1952-58, Statistisk Arsbok 1960, (Stockholm 1960), table 420, p.
339. For 1960, newspaper reports.

Separate figures for the age cohort we considered are not available.

Our allegory can be further used to reveal 1!hateven if the parties
to the right in 1962 ohange their mind - as has been done by
sorne - and adopt the Socialist welfare plan they will not gaín a
majority until fue '70s, if present rates of mobility and differential
fertílity and spread of the middle-class way of life prevail. This type
of oonclusion Indicates a key feature oí sociological simulatíons,
They can estimate outcomes of altemative possibilities and give guid-
ance in policy choice. And once a simulation is established one
can keep it realistic by adjusting the rates OlÍ the variables involved
and by adding new variables as they become relevant,

It would take us too far afield to díscuss how simu:laJtionsare done
on an electric computer. Sufficient to say that this way of formulat-
ing and testing theories can be done with ease and great speed on
the standard models ofelectroníc oalculators that are now available.



REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Chairman : H. L. ZETTERBERG, Columbia University
Rapporteur: Richard FAUST

The papers which were presented and discussed were of four kinds:
1) propositional theories, 2) stochastic models and simulations, 3)
methodological problems in theorizing, and 4) conceptual analyses.

The Chairman's introductory remarks stressed the paucity in socio-
logy of gene rally accepted «sociological laws» or «Iaw-Iike propo-
sítions», and the desirability of developing propositional theories and
theoretical models of a more rigorous methodology to fill this gap.
His paper, Notes on Theory Construction and Verification in Sociology,
dealt with several methodological problems in formulating and testíng
propositional theories.

The paper generating the most discussion was presented by G. Ho-
mans and entitled A Theory of Social lnteraction. This paper was a
summary and extension of his book Social Behaoior: lts Elementary
Forms and it consisted of a series of propositions based upon concepts
and laws of behavioral psychology and classical economic exchange
theory, reformulated with novel implications to apply to human in-
teraction at the micro-sociological level. G. Homans also used his
scheme to analyze such traditional subjects of social inquiry as «[us-
tíce» and «power». An energetic discussion centered on the feasibility
and desirability of psychological «reductíonísm» for sociological theory
(with G. Homans in favor of it), and on the question of the level of
abstraction appropriate for such a theory.

A section of A. Malewski's paper On Generality Leoels in Social
Theory was read into the record; the section dealt with the advances
possible in G. Homans' theory due to efforts to enhance the generality
of íts propositions.

F. J. Stendenbach presented his paper titled A Sociopsycbological
Interaction Model. This paper also consisted of propositions concern-
ing individual interaction and utilizing concepts and laws from be-
havioral psychology. The discussion centered on the similarities and
differences between the formulations of F. J. Stendenbach and G. Ho-
manso Considerable similarity was noted though the papers had been
independently written.
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K. Rainio's paper A Stochastic Model of Social Interaction sought
to formulate social psychological processes in the language of proba-
bilistic mathematics rather than to formulate «social-psychological
laws». Among the issues discussed was whether the concept of «moti-
vation» could be used in such a scheme, with the author taking the
affirmative position.

G. Karlsson's paper A Model 01 Information Spread also presented
a stochastic model (in this case of a simplified communication pro-
cess) rather than «propositíons». The author emphasized some difficult
problems in the empirical verification of such a model.

The second session of the Working Group began with ]. S. Cole-
man's paper Individual Autonomy in Theories of Social Systems which
discussed the author's attempts to simulate social systems on computers
so that the perspectives of the actors are not artificially substituted
for by parameters which are themselves empirically unobtainable.

1. de Sola Pool's paper A Simulation Model of Sample Surueys
utilized data from election surveys to illustrate methodological prob-
lems involved in simulating surveys, especially the problem of using
data from independent surveys.

R. Dubin's paper Process and Outcome in Theoretical Models was
a methodological analysis of the relations between the twin scientific
goals of prediction and understanding. Its distinctions proved useful
in clarifying the difference between the propositional, stochastic, and
simulation models presented by others in the work group.

A section of S. Nowak's paper Types of Relationships Between Pro-
positions in Social Theory was read into the record. The paper dealt
with methodological issues involved in the relations among pro-
positions, especially with regard to levels of generality, roles of in-
ference, and modes of definition.

]. Galtung's paper Notes on the Mathematics of Norm, Role, and
Status sought to apply certain areas of mathematics, such as matríx
álgebra, to the description of basic sociologícal concepts (e.g. role set
and status set). The inadequacíes of presently existing mathematícs
for sociologicaltaxonornywere' illustrated. Díscussion raísed the point
that the social sciences may presentIy play the role of stimulating the
ínventíon of.useful new forms of mathernatícs that 'the physical scien-
ces have historically played.

A. Touraine's paper Trauail et Organisations was a conceptual
analysis of the sociology of work.

R. Mayntz's paper was the final one considered in the public
meetings of the Working Group. Titled On the Use and Usefulness 01
the Equilibrium Concept in the Analysis of Social Systems, it was

an extensive conceptual analysis \ ID
played by the concept in the stru

The Work Goup was organized
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an extensive conceptual analysis which especially considered the part
played by the concept in the structural-functional conceptual scheme.

The Work Goup was organized so that the participants had been
in written communication with each other for half a year prior to the
meeting. Thus they had acess to each other's papers, and in many
instances also to comments on the papers in advance of the meeting.
This made it possible to have a structured discussion. A selection of
the papers from the Working Group containing propositional and
stochastic models, and díscussions of their methodology will be
published by The Bedminster Press., Totowa, N.]., U.S.A. under the
title «Theory Construction in Sociology - A Symposium».



THE SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE

SOCIOLOGIE DE LA CONNAISSANCE



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

KURT H. WOLFF

Brandeis University

The meeting was the outcome of a half-day supplementary session
on the topic that took place at the suggestion of the then Executive
Secretary of the I.S.A. Mr. T. B. Bottomore, at the preceding. Fourth
World Congress, 12 September 1959; its proceedings were published
as Vol. IV of the Transactions of that Congress. The quality of the
papers, the contributions to the discussion, and the interest of the
audience encouraged Professors Lucien Goldmann, Talcott Parsons,
Alexander von Schelting, Wemer Stark, and myself to suggest to Pre-
sident Marshall that in 1962 a full day be set aside for the sociology
of knowledge and we were pleased when this request was granted.

Invited to organize the meeting, 1 asked some outstanding scholars
to participate and solicited suggestions of additional contributors. In
the letters of invitation, the topic of his paper was left to the author:
it might be an analysis of the field or a study in it; it would also be
desirable, however, that it be related to one or more of the three gener-
al themes of the Congress as a whole. In thinking of persons to be
invited, the main criterion, aside from excellence, was geographical
distribution so that the contributions would teach us something about
the spread of the varíous conceptions and practices of the field. The
response was gratifying, in regard to both the quality of the papers
and their geographical representation - more than twenty from thír-
teen countries.

In our letter to President Marshall, we made two suggestions con-
ceming the meeting. The first was one of an introductory paper that
would develop notions about the significance of the sociology of
knowledge we had outlined - the sociology of knowledge as a pers-
pective on sociology itself and as a means of understanding among
sociologists in different cultures and political settings. The other was
that the remaining papers might be research reports in the field. There
was no introductory paper of the sort alluded to, but much that is
relevant to it can be inferred from the contributions actually prepared.
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Nor would most of these be classified as reports on research - which
itself is ínstructíve. Of the two papers selected by the Executive Com-
mittee of the I.SoA. for publication here, Dr. Klausner's is indeed a
research report, and Professor Gurvitch's is an important analysis of
an aspect of the sociology of knowledge in need of clarifícatíon.

SOCIOLOGIE DE LA CONNAI

GEORGES G
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SOCIOLOGIE DE LA CONNAISSANCE ET EPISTEMOLOGIE

GEORGES GURVITCH

La Sorbonne

De toutes les eeuvres de civilisation, c'est la connaissance qui parait,
a premiére vue, la plus détachée de la réalité sociale. Ne semble-t-
elle pas prétendre a la validité universelle et se fonder sur des juge-
ments vrais, habituellement considérés comme l'apanage de la con-
science individuelle? Il n'est pas contestable, en effet, que la reli-
gion, la vie morale, l'éducation et surtout le droit entretiennent avec
les cadres sociaux des rapports plus manifestes, plus directement ob-
servables, enfín, en principe au moins, plus intenses et plus intimes.

Si l'on ajoute que, selon une longue tradition qui vient de l'antí-
quité c1assique, lorsqu'on parle de connaissance, on pense en premier
lieu, sinon exc1usivement, a la philosophie et aux sciences, on ne
s'étonnera pas que le terme méme de «socíologíe de la connaíssance»
n' ait pas été sans provoquer des inquiétudes aussi bien chez les pro-
fanes que chez les savants et les philosophes. Tous se demandent avec
impatience, voire avec irritation, si la «rníse en perspective sociolo-
gíque. de la connaissance n'est pas mi nouveau moyen inventé par
le scepticisme et le nihilisme pour invalider tout savoir.

Le désarroi s'est encore accru du fait que, de Bacon a Pareto, les
coefficients sociaux de la connaissance ont été interprétés comme des
idola [ori, des dérivations des résidus émotifs qui seuls dominent dans
la société oü ils obscurcissent le savoir. Il n'a été entierement dissipé
ni par Comte, ni par Marx. Tous les deux firent grand cas de la socio-
logie de la connaissance, le premier en identifiant a celle-ci toute la
sociologie, le second en la rattachant au probléme de l'idéologie et
de l'aliénation. Car l'un comme l'autre (en revenant chacun a sa ma-
níére a l'idéal de Condorcet), révaient de libérer la connaissance de
son enracinement dans les cadres sociaux, de sorte que ces demiers
seraient, dans la phase finale, commandés par le savoir. Plus récem-
ment, Mannheim, avec sa frei-schwebende Intelligenz, succombait a
la méme tentation et, sans méme attendre l'avénement de la société
sans classes et de la désaliénation. faisait naívement confiance aux
intellectuels et a l' «éducatíon généralísée».

Seul Durkheim, partant a la fois de Saint-Simon (qui a bien vu
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l'implication mutuelle des modes de connaissance et des structures so-
ciales), de Condorcet et de Comte, mais dépassant les préjugés de ces
derniers, ne croit plus que la mise en perspective sociologique de la
connaissance puisse compromettre la validité de cette derníere. At-
tribuer, dit-il, des cadres sociaux a la connaissance, «ce n'est pas la
rabaisser ou en diminuer la oaleur» _ Mais Durkheim devait payer ce
pas en avant, de sa tendance a voir dans la conscience collective l'ín-
carnation de la raison et de son désir de passer de la sociologie de la
connaissance a une épistémologie a base sociologique qui réconcilie-
rait l'empirisme et un apriorisme de nuance kantíenne. En réalité, il
ne retrouvait dans la réalité sociale que les préconceptions philoso-
phiques qu'il y avait auparavant introduites.

La contribution la plus féconde et la plus originale a la sociologie
de la connaissance fut celle de Max Scheler. Elle consiste dans la dé-
couverte d'une multiplicité de genres de connaissances dont les ac-
centuations varient en fonction des cadres sociaux et dont l'intensité
de liaison aoec ceux-ci est dittérente. Mais ici encore des préconcep-
tions philosophiques viennent compromettre les résultats. En effet,
Scheler affirme un ordre stable et immobile de genres de connaissan-
ces que couronne la connaissance théologique, suivie de prés par la
connaissance philosophique. Les variations des rangs et des accen-
tuations des genres de connaissances ne concernent que les «a priori
subjectífs» ou les symboles propres aux cadres sociaux et non pas les
essences qui restent immobiles, comme restent d'ailleurs irnmobiles
la réalité étudiée et l'échelle unique des valeurs. Le platonisme et I'au-
gustinisme de Scheler limitent sa sociologie de la connaíssance, dont
le but final est d'aider «I'élite íntellectuelle» a détacher des cadres
sociaux l'ensemble des aspects du connu, en rétablissant l'ordre es-
sentiel entre genres de connaissances, essences, modes de réalités.

Sorokin, dans le second volume de son fameux ouvrage, Social and
Cultural Dynamics, se fonde sur une analyse de matériaux empiri-
ques tres riches. Mais il se sert de cette analyse aussi bien pour faire
ressortir les «fluctuations des systémes de vérités» en fonction des di-
vers types sociaux, que pour marquer sa préférence pour les épo-
ques ideate (spiritualistes) et son mépris pour les époques sensate
(sensualistes), et pour accorder partout la prééminence a la connais-
sanee philosophique. Enfin, si a ce qui précéde on ajoute sa conception
des cycles, on doit convenir que la sociologie de la connaissance
de Sorokin dépend plus encore que celle de Scheler d'une épistémo-
logie préconcue,
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respondant au mouvement d'ensemble des phénornénes sociaux OU
ils sont intégrés.

L'explication causale ne neut ici intervenir que par l'intermédiaire
de ces derníers. Ce qui n'exclut pas l'explication causale de l'intensité
et de l'orientation des actes mentaux cognitifs, qui reléveraít de la
psychologie collective et sociale en tant que branche de la sociologie.
Ceci présuppose cependant que l'explication par les corrélations
fonctionnelles et les régularités tendancielles soit déjá accomplie.

2. En tant que telle, la sociologie de la connaissance ne peut ser-
vir directement a invalider le faux savoir, a le démystifier, a le dé-
rnasquer, a le «désalíéner». Ces taches doivent entrer dans la voca-
tionde l'épístémologíe, de l'épistémologie utilisant les riches maté-
riaux que peut lui foumir la sociologie de la connaissance. Les re-
cherches de cette derníere conduisent certes a révéler l'existence de
connaissances inefficaces et inadaptées aux cadres sociaux dans les-
quels elles se maintiennent; elles mettent en relief les sublimations
dogmatiques des hiérarchies des genres de connaissances qui ne cor-
respondent qu'á un cadre social particulier; elles font ressortir le
róle des ídéologíes, et dans leur sein, des utopies et des mythes, dans
certains genres de connaíssances, en particulier dans la connais-
sanee politiqueo Mais dans tous ces cas, il n'appartient pas a la so-
ciologie de la connaissance de juger de la mesure de la véracité de
tous les éléments; elle ne peut que poser cette question aux philo-
sophes.

3. La sociologie de la connaissance doit renoncer au préjugé fort
répandu selon lequel les jugements cognitifs doivent posséder une
validité universelle. La validité d'un jugement n'est jamais univer-
selle, car elle se rattache a un cadre de référence précis. Or, il existe
une multiplicité de cadres de références correspondant aux cadres
sociaux. Si la vérité et les jugements étaient toujours universels, on
ne pourrait établir de distinction ni entre les sciences partículíéres,
ni entre les genres de connaissances; or, méme les sociologues les plus
dogmatiques distinguent deux, sinon trois genres de connaissances;
la connaissance phílosophique, la connaissance scientifique et la con-
naissance technique. Nous considérons quant a nous, qu'íl existe un
plus grand nombre de genres de connaíssances, dont doivent tenir
compte aussi bien la sociologie du savoir que l'épístémologíe, et que
chacun de ces genres s'affirme comme un cadre de référence, éli-
minant ainsi le dogme de l'uníversalíté, c'est-á-díre le dogme de la
validité universelle des jugements cognitifs prétendant a la véracité.
Sinon, la connaissance se réduirait a une axiomatique relevant de la
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logique tormelle, dont la valeur est plus que douteuse. Ce qui nous
conduit au point suivant.

4. La sociologie de la connaissance doit renoncer au préjugé phi-
losophique et scientiste selon lequel ces deux genres de connaissan-
ces occupent toujours la premíére place dans la hiérarchie des gen-
res de la connaissance. Ce préjugé vient de la situation qui existait
dans les cités antiques devenant ensuite Empires d'une part, et dans
les sociétés correspondant au début du capitalisme d'autre parto En
fait, cette situation ne se retrouve dans aucun autre type de société.

De plus, la connaissance philosophique et la connaissance scienti-
fique sont les genres du savoir relativement les plus détachés des ea-
dres sociaux et dont la sociologie de la connaissance est le plus díf-
ficile él faire. Si la liaison de la connaissance scientifique contem-
poraine avec l'enseignement organisé, les laboratoires de recherches,
les experts, les techniques ... procure quelques points d'appui nouveaux
pour son étude sociologique, il n'en est pas de méme pour la socio-
logie de la connaissance philosophique. En effet, la réapparition des
mémes positions philosophiques él des siécles d'intervalle et dans des
types de société tres différents, augmente la difficulté de la socio-
logie de la philosophie. Seuls, le caractere partisan de la connaissan-
ce philosophique, qui la rapproche quelque peu de la connaissance
politique, et les variations in tenses des interprétations des doctrines
philosophiques donnent une prise plus directe aux études sociologi-
queso

La nécessité de distinguer une multiplicité de genres de connais-
sanees, formant des hiérarchies variables en corrélation fonction-
nelle avec les diverses structures sociales, s'impose él la sociologie
de la connaissance d'autant plus que cette derniére doit tenir compte
non seulement des cadres sociaux globaux, mais des cadres sociaux
partiels: classes sociales, groupements particuliers, éléments micro-
sociaux (Nous: Masse, Communauté, Communion; rapports avec
Autrui: de rapprochement, d'éloignement et mixtes).

5. Nous sommes ainsi conduits él notre cínquíéme constatation.
La sociologie de la connaissance doit d'abord concentrer son principal
effort sur les genres de la connaissance les plus intensément impli-
qués dans la réalité sociale et dans l'engrenage de ses structures.
Telles sont la connaissance perceptive du monde extérieur, la con-
naissance d'Autrui, la connaissance politique, la connaissance tech-
nique, la connaissance du bon sens enfin. Ce sont des domaines oü
la recherche et les en que tes empiriques peuvent étre largement dé-
veloppées. Et c'est ce dont la sociologie de la connaissance a parti-
culíerement besoin en ce moment, ainsi d'ailleurs que d'investigations
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2 Cf. Traité de Sociologie (sous ma direction), Tome II, pp. 122 et suív,
3 lbid., pp. 126 et suiv,
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historiques concretes. 11 va de soi que les genres de connaissance
liés avec une intensité partículíére (et variable en degrés) avec l'en-
grenage de la réalité sociale se rangent, comme tous les autres gen-
res de la connaissance, dans une hiérarchie ou systerne mouvant,
pour autant qu'ils sont mis en corrélation fonctionnelle avec des struc-
tures partielles ou globales.

6. L'espace nous manque pour préciser la différence entre les di-
vers gen res de connaissances dont la distinction me parait indispen-
sable pour entreprendre des recherches dans le domaine de la so-
ciologie de la connaissance, d'autant plus que la variation de leur
hiérarchie selon les types de structures sociales nous parait le thé-
me majeur de cette branche de la sociologie.

je dois a ce sujet renvoyer a mes publications OU les caracteres
de la connaissance perceptive du monde extérieur, de la connaissance
d'Autrui et des Nous, des groupes et des sociétés, de la connaissance
du bon sens ou du sens commun, de la connaissance technique, de la
connaissance politique, de la connaissance scientifique, de la connaís-
sanee philosophique, me paraissent suffisamment précisés 2. Je n'aí
qu'á rappeler que pour autant qu'elles se rangent en une hiérarchie
ou un systéme, elles s'interpénetrent d'une certaine Iacon, car le gen-
re de connaissance qui domine a tendance a imprégner tous les autres.

Par ailleurs, a l'intérieur de chaque genre de connaissance, j'ai
proposé de rechercher les dichotomies, différemment accentuées selon
les cadres sociaux, des formes de la connaissance: la connaissance
mystique et la connaissance rationnelle; la connaissance empirique et
la connaissance conceptuelle; la connaissance positive et la connais-
sanee spéculative; la connaissance intuitive et la connaissance réfle-
xive; la connaissance symbolique et la connaissance adéquate; la con-
naissance individuelle et la connaissance collective. Ici encore, je dois
renvoyer a mes commentaires déjá publiés 3, et je ne peux qu'insister
sur le fait que les variations de formes de la connaissance en corréla-
tion avec les cadres sociaux sont bien plus importantes que ne l'íma-
ginent habituellement les sociologues de la connaissance.

Toutes ces constatations et précisions préalables admises, j'en ar-
rive a la définition suivante de la sociologie de la connaissance:

La sociologie de la connaissance est l' étude des corrélations [onc-
tionnelles qui peuvent étre établies entre, d'une part les différents
genres, les différentes accentuations des formes a 1'intérieur de ces
genres, les différents systémes (hiérarchies de ces genres}, et d'autre
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part, les cadres sociaux: types de sociétés globales, classes sociales,
groupements particuliers et manifestations diverses de la sociabilité
(éléments microsociaux). Parmi les cadres sociaux, les structures so-
ciales partielles et surtout globales fournissent le point de repére prin-
cipal pour ces études, facilité es par le role que le savoir peut jouer
ti coté des autres ceuvres de civilisation et réglementations sociales
dans l'armature d'une structure - cet équilibre précaire de hiérarchies
multiples.

C'est la également que peut intervenir, par l'intermédiaire des
struetures sociales, dans leur mouvement d'ensemble et dans leurs ré-
gularités tendancielles vers la hiérarehisation des genres de eonnais-
sanees, l'explieation eausale qui, par ailleurs, peut avoir trait diree-
tement a l'intensité et a l'orientation des aetes mentaux eognitifs.

Une fois sa tache principale réalisée, la soeiologie de la eonnais-
sanee devrait étudier en détail: a) Le rapport entre la hiérarehie va-
riable des genres de eonnaissanees et la hiérarehie, elle aussi mou-
vante, des autres oeuvres de civilisation, y eompris les différentes
reglementatíons sociales (dites controles sociaux); b) Le role du sa-
voir et de ses représentants dans les divers types de sociétés; e) Les
manieres variées d'expression, de eommunication et de diffusion du
savoir, toujours en eorrélations fonetionnelles avee les sujets eollee-
tifs récepteurs et émetteurs; d) Enfin, les régularités tendancielles,
de différenciation d'une part, de eonjonetion d'autre part, des divers
genres du savoir eorrespondant aux types de soeiétés globales, de clas-
ses, et parfois méme de groupes partículiers; ee qui eonstituerait la
sociologie génétique de la eonnaissanee.

Nous avons, dans ee qui précéde, répudié toute dépendanee unila-
térale de la sociologie de la eonnaissanee par rapport a l'épistémo-
logie et réciproquement. Cependant, nous estimons que les deux dis-
ciplines possédent un seuil commun qu'elles étudient d'une maniére
différente, ee qui eonduit a leur rencontre, a la possibilité d'une con-
tribution réciproque aussi bien négative que positive, done a une eol-
laboration loyale, bien qu'elles restent irréduetibles l'une a l'autre.
Cette situation favorise une dialeetique entre soeiologie de la con-
naissanee et épistémologie, dont nous essaierons de préciser bríéve-
ment les termes dans la eonclusion de ee rapport.

Le seuil eommun principal entre soeiologie de la eonnaissanee et
épistémologie est eonstitué par l'existenee des eonnaissanees eollee-
tives, aussi valables que les eonnaissanees individuelles. Elles peuvent
étre constaté es avee différentes aecentuations, au sein de tous les gen-
res de eonnaissanees, et leur importanee varie en fonetion des eadres
sociaux.
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Toute connaissance présupposant a la fois des expériences média-
tes et immédiates, et des jugements qui affirment la vérité ou la faus-
seté de leurs données, nier la possibilité de la connaissance collective
c'est se fonder sur la théorie de la conscience close, repliée sur elle-
méme, dont une des conséquences patentes serait 1'élimination des ac-
tes mentaux collectifs: expériences, intuitions et surtout jugements
collectifs. Mais les conceptions de la conscience conten ante ne sont
nullement obligatoires, ni pour la sociologie, ni pour l'épistémologie.
Sans intuitions et expériences collectives, aucune civilisation, et aucun
Nous, groupe, classe, société (a la fois producteurs et bénéficiaires
de toute civilisation), ne pourraient exister, ce qui tranche la question
pour la sociologie. En effet, comment contester la réalité du fonction-
nement social des religions, des moralités effectives, des regle menta-
tions juridiques efficaces, des styles d'art, des systémes d'éducation et,
pour le secteur spécial de la connaissance, des expériences collectives
cognitives portant sur les ensembles cosmogoniques, les images cohé-
rente s du monde extérieur, des engrenages de techniques, des enche-
vétrements de scienoes et finalement des hiérarchies des genres de
connaissances quí varient en fonction des types de structures socia-
les? Quant a 1'épistémologie, seuls des préjugés subjectivistes ou idéa-
listes (l'affirmation d'un Je se superposant a la conscience et fonc-
tionnant comme levier des actes mentaux) s'opposent a la reconnais-
sanee de la validité des intuitíons et expériences collectives. Toute
conception de la conscienoe ouverte, immanente au monde, les favo-
rise au contraire, cornme elle favorise plus largement les ínterpénétra-
trations - qui admettent dífférents degrés - entre les actes mentaux
collectífs et les actes mentaux índíviduels. Méme si l'on maíntenaít la
nécessité de la premiére personne comme centre des actes mentaux,
il est illogique de la limiter au «je» en oubliant que les «Nous», de
méme que les groupes, les classes, les sociétés globales, structurés
ou non, peuvent également jouer le róle de la premíére personne et
de centres unificateurs.

Les principales difficultés concernant la possibilité des connaissan-
ces collectives paraissent done se concentrer autour du probléme des
[ugements collectifs. On dira que, méme si 1'expérience et 1'intuition
peuvent étre collectives, le jugement, lui, reste toujours individuel.
Cela pour cette double raison: a) que le jugement est lié a la ré-
flexion, et que les Nous, les groupes, les classes sociales, les sociétés
globales ne peuvent réfléchir; b) Que le jugement est lié a une pro-
position exprimée dans une parole et qu'il n'existe pas d'organe col-
lectif de la parole.

Pour répondre a ces objections, il faut distinguer trois aspects du
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jugement que l'on confond souvent: a) Les crítéres du jugement;
b) L'acte de juger; e) L'expression du jugement dans une proposi-
tion liée a la parole.

A propos des críteres du jugement, en discernant entre: 1) le cri-
tere de cohérence formelle, 2) le entere de rectitude formelle, 3) le
crítére de véracité 4, il serait aisé de montrer que les deux premiers
de ces crítéres sont essentiellement collectifs et varient avec les types
de structures sociales globales ou partielles. Par exemple, si l'affirma-
tion d'avoir été présent en plusieurs endroits a la fois ou d'avoir
communiqué avec les esprits parait cohérente dans certaines struc-
tures sociales, elle parait incohérente dans d'autres; de mérne, si la
constatation: «Voilá un habitant d'une autre planéte», ou «Voilá
un appareil de transport interplanétaire» paraissait naguére con-
traire au critére de la rectitude du jugement, elle ne l'est plus
aujourd'hui. Reste le critére de la véracité du jugement; c'est la que
s'affrontent les différentes positions épistémologiques dont le con-
flit est en dehors de la sociologie de la connaissance. Celle-ci n'est
intéressée que par le fait que le critere de la véracité du jugement
peut étre aussi bien collectif qu'individuel et que, dans certains gen-
res de connaissances (ainsi la connaissance perceptive du monde ex-
térieur, la connaissance des Nous, des groupes, des sociétés et me me
des Autrui, la connaissance technique et la connaissance politique),
le critére de la véracité du jugement est plutót collectif qu'individuel.
Ce n'est que la connaissance scientifique et la connaissance philoso-
phique qui s'appuient soit sur l'équivalence des critéres collectifs et
individuels, soit sur la prédominance de ces derniers.

Quant aux actes de juger, la référence au fait que ceux-ci soit liés
a la réflexion - elle-méme étant le monopole de la conscience in-
dividuelle - améne une confusion fácheuse entre des constatations
justes et des interprétations erronées. D'une part, le jugement, com-
me l'a indiqué Descartes, est l'intermédiaire entre «I'entendernent»
et la «volonté» ou plus précisément entre l'intellection (qui peut étre
intuitive) et le choix (ou la décision), la réflexion ne faisant que la
liaison entre les deux. Or, rien n'empéche l'intellection et la volonté
d'étre collectives.

D'autre part, la réflexion elle-méme peut aussi bien étre collec-
tive qu'individuelle. Que veut dire réfléchír, sinon débattre le pour
et le contre? Réfléchir, c'est confronter les arguments, c'est-á-dire
participer a un dialogue, a une discussion, a un débat. Mais alors la

4 Nous empruntons cette distinction a E. LASK. Die Lehre vom Urteil, 1912.
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5 Cf. la fameuse étude de Mareel Mxuss, «Les teehniques du corps» , 1936,
reproduite dans Sociologie el Anthropologie, 1950, pp. 355-356.
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réflexion, loin d'étre l'apanage de la conscience individuelle, a un
aspect collectif si nettement prononcé qu'on pourrait plutót dire que
dan s la réflexion personnelle figurent différents «rnoi» qui discutent
entre eux; en d'autres termes, il s'agít, partiellement au moins, d'une
introjection du collectif dans l'individuel. En réalité, la réflexion est
le plus souvent a la fois collective et individuelle; c'est un des do-
maines oü la «réciprocíté de perspectíve» trouve une de ses applí-
cations les plus incontestables.

Les jugements collectifs sont done parfaitement possibles et tres
répandus. Ce qui trompe, c'est l'identification gratuite de l'acte de
juger avec la proposition grammaticale, et de cette proposition avec
la parole, elle-méme confondue avec l'élocution comprise comme
mouvement de la langue en tant qu'organe physiologique. Il est évi-
dent que les collectivités, qu'elles soient un Nous, un groupe, une
classe ou, une société globale, ne possédent pas d'organe physiolo-
gique d'élocution. Cependant, cette constatation élémentaire ne con-
duit a nier la possibilité des jugements collectifs que par une série
de confusions successives. Bien des logiciens se sont révoltés contre
le «parallélisme logíco-grammatícal» et ont détaché le jugement de
la proposition syntaxique. Cette derníere, d'ailleurs, est elle-méme
tres pénétrée par le collectif, car le langage est composé de signíñ-
cations et de symboles sociaux, ce qui est également vrai de la parole,
les deux servant a la communication, impossible sans intégration dans
les phénoménes sociaux totaux. Par ailleurs, un jugement individuel
peut étre exprimé par des paroles collectives, et des jugements col-
lectifs admettre une expression verbale individuelle. Méme l'élocu-
tion qui, en tant que telle, reste individuelle, subit une forte influence
du collectif, tous les organes physiologiques de l'hornme étant sou-
mis a l'emprise des «techniques du corps» 5 venant du collectif.

L'existence des connaissances collectives constituant le seuil com-
mun principal entre sociologie de la connaissance et épistémologie,
pose devant cette derníere un probléme nouveau auquel elle est seule
en mesure de répondre: celui des sujets collectifs de la connaissance,
de la validité de leurs actes cognitifs, et de la valeur de ces derniers
par rapport aux connaissances individuelles. Voici done un exemple
de la collaboration positive possible entre les deux disciplines qui
peuvent s'entraider sans se confondre.

Un autre secteur du seuil commun entre la sociologie de la con-
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naissance et l'épístémologie, est celui du monde symbolíque de 00-

loration intellectuelle et plus précisément de caractere cognitif. En
effet, un nombre considérable de symboles, tels que les images co-
hérentes du monde extérieur, les conceptualisations variées des dif-
férentes durées et étendues concretes, les catégories logiques, les gran-
deurs mathématiques qui évoquent l'infini, l'appareil conceptuel des
différentes sciences, etc., relévent a la fois de l'épistémologie et de
la sociologie de la connaissance. Si la premíere se propose d'établir
et de vérifier les conditions de la validité de ces symboles, la seconde
décrit leurs variations et le renversement de leurs hiérarchies en
fonction: a) des émetteurs collectifs, b) des récepteurs collectifs, e)
des obstac1es a franchir, d) des changements de hiérarchie des genres
de connaissances correspondant aux structures, e) des fluctuations des
conjonctures sociales.

Enfin, un troisieme secteur du seuil commun entre sociologie de
la connaissance et épistémologie est celui du rapport entre signe et
signifié cognitif, 11 s'agit d'un domaine beaucoup plus large que le
précédent, car le signe se distingue du symbole en ce qu'il n'a
besoin ni d'étre inadéquat au signifié, ni de pousser a la participa-
tion a ce derníer, Les signes sont des substituts purement expressifs
dont le nombre est légion. Nous ne citerons que les mesures de tous
genres (poids, longueurs, volumes, etc.), les chiffres, les lettres, les
termes, les phrases, les graphiques, les dessins, etc. Ces véhicules de
la transmission et de la diffusion de la connaíssance varíent en fonc-
tion autant du contenu de celle-ci, que des cadres sociaux oü la con-
naissance doit étre répandue. C'est a l'épistémologie qu'il appartient
de nouveau de justifier la validité et la valeur des divers signes
cognitifs, et c'est a la sociologie de la connaissance qu'incombe la
tache d'étudier leurs variations dans les différentes structures et
conjonctures sociales.

Apres avoir constaté qu'un seuil commun tres large existe entre
la sociologie de la connaissance et l'épistémologie, résumons bríéve-
ment en quoi elles peuvent se venir en aide sans se confondre et
sans chercher a s'absorber réciproquement.

En quoi consiste, en I'occurrence, l'apport de l'épistémologie a la
sociologie de la connaissance? En premier lieu, dans la collabora-
tion de l'épistémologie avec cette branche de la sociologie dans son
effort pour circonscrire la connaíssance en tant que fait social dis-
tinct d'autres faits sociaux, et pour différencier les genres et, dans
leur sein, les formes de la connaissance. En second lieu, l'épístémo-
logie aide la sociologie de la connaissance a poser le probléme en
termes de corrélations fonctionnelles, en lui permettant une mise en
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perspective sociologique de la connaissance qui n'ouvre pas le débat
sur la validité de cette demíére. En troisíéme et dernier lieu, l'épis-
témologie, au moyen des concepts de totalité, d'ínfíní, de multiplicité,
de pluralité des cadres de référence et de généralité limitée a ces
derniers, ouvre la voie a une explication sociologique des orienta-
tions de la connaissance qui ne se confond nullement avec le pro-
bléme de sa «distorsión».

Il n'est pas difficile de voir que cette contribution positive de
l'épistémologie a la sociologie de la connaissance n'implique aucune
doctrine épistémologique particuliére et n'exige a aucun moment une
prise de position philosophique quelconque. Il peut y avoir en prín-
cipe n + 1 justifications philosophiques de la collaboration de ces
deux disciplines, par exemple, le réalisme absolu, le spiritualisme
fichtéen ou hégélien, le matérialisme dialectique, le pragmatisme de
nuances diverses, l'empirisme radical ou l'empirisme dialectique
(tous deux opposés a l'empirisme dogmatique, sensualiste ou posi-
tiviste); ou bien la phénoménologie de différentes obédiences et les
philosophies de l'existence; ou encore la théorie du «renouvellernent
perpétuel de la raison» engendrant toujours de nouvelles catégories
«adaptées aux obstacles a vaincre» (Brunschvicg) et méme peut-étre
la «phílosophíe du presque» se liant a une «théologíe négative de
I'Absolu» dont on a connu des formes variées. Seules seraient ex-
clues les doctrines épistémologiques qui poussent a ne voir dans la
collaboration entre philosophie et sociologie qu'un cercle vicieux et
qui nient d'une faeon gratuite la possibilité des expériences et des
connaissances collectives (par exemple, l'empirisme de Locke, le ra-
tionalisme de Descartes et le soi disant criticisme de Kant). On voit
ainsi la contribution négative de la sociologie de la connaissance a
l'épistémologie. 11nous reste a préciser sa contribution positive.

Le premier de ces apports déjá mentionnés consiste a poser devant
l'épistémologie le probléme de la validité de la connaissance collec-
tive et de la relation entre le sujet collectif et le sujet individuel de
la connaissance. Étant donné que ces deux sujets peuvent se présen-
ter l'un a l'autre comme des objets, la nécessité de la révision des re-
lations entre sujet-objet-réallté qui se trouvent en rapports dialectiques
surgit devant l'épistémologie. C'est bien ici que cette derníére pour-
rait ten ir compte de la sociologie de la connaissance. La dichotomie
sujet-objet a déjá été tres fortement ébranlée par les théories de la
conscience ouverte se projetant dans le monde, et par la constatation
qu'on ne peut arriver a la subjectivité qu'en passant par la crise de
l'objectivité (par les oeuvres culturelles par exemple), et réciproque-
ment. Cette dichotomie se trouve une fois de plus mise en question
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par la dialectique entre connaissance collective et connaissance in-
dividuelle a laquelle la sociologie de la connaissance donne du re-
lief. C'est évidemment a l'épistémologie et a elle seule qu'il incombe
de répondre a la question de savoir si la dialectique entre le connu,
le connaissable, l'inconnu connaissable et l'inconnaissable - ces
quatre secteurs faisant, tous, directement partie de la réalité - ne
constituerait pas un meilleur point de départ pour cette discipline
que la dichotomi e classique; e'est égalemen t l' épistémologie qui est
seule compétente pour décider si les cadres de référence du vrai cor-
respondent, oui ou non, aux cadres du réel. ..

La seconde contribution positive de la sociologie de la connaissance
a 1'épistémologie consiste a déposer aux pieds de cette derniere un
trésor de matériaux concrets et empiriques accumulés au cours des
investigations sur les variations: a) de la hiérarchie des genres de la
connaissance, b) des accentuations des formes de connaissance au
sein de chacun des genres, e) des rapports entre les systémes de con-
naissance et les autres réglementatlons sociales, c'est-á-díre du róle
effectif du savoir dans les différents types de structures sociales. En
se proposant de trancher le probleme du vrai et du faux ou, en
d'autres termes, d'apporter une justification de la validité du savoir,
1'épistémologie se trouve contrainte de répondre d'une maniére de
plus en plus affinée et souple aux questions posées par la sociologie
du savoir, en évitant la sublimation et la dogmatisation d'une situa-
tion particulíére, en somme, toute solution de facilité.

En troisiérne lieu, la sociologie de la connaissance pose a l'épís-
témologie le probleme de la véracité d'une multiplicité quasi infinie
de perspectives de la connaíssance. C'est a 1'épistémologie de ré-
soudre par ses propres moyens la question de savoir si ces perspec-
tives sont toutes également valables, ou si certaines d'entre elles
le sont moins que les autres (étant par exemple «ídéologíques», «uto-
piques», «mythologíques», etc.). C'est encore a 1'épistémologie de
décider si, au pluralisme des perspectives du connu, du connaissable,
de 1'inconnu connaissable et de l'inconnaissable, correspond la méme
richesse des mondes réels ainsi que des idées, ou s'il s'agit de la
profusion dynamique du devenir, ou enfin peut-étre, si l'unité et la
continuité de l'étre ou des idées sont plus grandes que celles de la
multiplicité de leurs perspectives. lci encore, la sociologie de la con-
naissance ne collabore avec l'épistémologie qu'en lui posant des pro-
blémes dont elle doit lui laisser le soin de trouver les solutions.

Nous allons maintenant reformuler nos conclusions a la lumíére
des procédés dialectiques opératoires que nous avons mis au point
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afin de dédogmatiser la méthode dialectique et de la libérer de tout
parti pris.

Sociologie et épistémologie sont en rapports de complémentarité
dialectique en ce sens que l'analyse philosophique vient épauler la
sociologie des ceuvres de civilisation, lorsqu'il s'agit de différencier
dans la réalité sociale les faits moraux, cognitifs, esthétiques, juridi-
ques, etc. A son tour, la sociologie aide l'épistémologie a se rendre
compte des variations concretes et effectives de ces phénomenes dans
leur infinie multiplicité. Mais ceci ne présuppose aucune prise de
position particuliére ni de la part de l'épístémologíe, ni de la part
de la sociologie de la connaissance.

Sociologie et épistémologie sont en rapports d'implication dialec-
tique mutuelle, puísque l'épístémologíe ne peut ignorer les sujets
collectijs des actes cognitifs et moraux, tels les Nous, les groupes, les
classes et les sociétés entiéres, et que la sociologie ne peut ignorer
les significations, les symboles, les idées et les valeurs, dont elle con-
state l'efficacité dans la réalité sociale.

L'ambiguité dialectique entre épistémologie et sociologie ne con-
ceme pas seulement les représentants des deux sciences, ni mérne
leurs prétentions a l'impérialisme réciproque. Elle intervient aussi
dans le fait que certains sociologues, en voulant dissoudre l'épisté-
mologie dans la sociologie, ont en réalité subordonné la sociologie
a une doctrine philosophique précise (Comte, par exemple, a celle
de Bossuet et de de Bonald, et Durkheim a celle de Kant) et que des
philosophes tels que Hegel ou Dewey, en voulant dissoudre la socio-
logie dans la philosophie, rendirent au contraire sociologique un
secteur de leur épistémologie.

La polarisation dialectique entre épistémologie et sociologie s'ap-
plique soit a des interprétations dogmatiques de l'épistémologie (y
compris l'idéalisme kantien), soit a des interprétations mécanistes ou
behavioristes de la sociologie qui appauvrissent arbitrairement son
domaine, soit a l'opposition entre la tache explicative de la sociologie
et la tache justificative et vérificative de l'épistémologie.

Enfin, la réciprocité de perspectives entre sociologie et épistémolo-
gie, rendues paralleles et symétriques dans leurs résultats, ne peut
étre considérée que comme une directive bien éloignée. Celle-ci n'ad-
met que des solutions tres approximatives, fruit d'une collaboration
prudente et diligente entre philosophes et sociologues, toujours préts
a consta ter le surgissement de nouvelles antinomies inattendues, de-
mandant le recours a des polarisations possibles.

Il s'agit done d'une collaboration loyale de la sociologie de la
connaissance et de l'épistémologie qui, tout en restant irréductibles,
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se rendent de mutuels services. L'impérialisme ne saurait étre de
mise entre elles: elles se surveillent et s'incitent mutuellement au
travail. C'est un vis-a-vis inquiétant mais fructueux. Ici s'imposent
la fraternisation et la politique de la main tendue, ce qui n'exclut
pas moins toute fusion et toute confusion entre ces deux disciplines
qui doivent rester autonomes.
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INTRoDUCTION

Books in sociology inc1ude sections on motivation and personality
development. Books in psychology review research on group proces-
seso Both present material on attitudes. Both psychologists and sociolo-
gists are engaged in assessing public opinion, describing a mental
hospital, studying a tribal group, preparing military training manuals
and evaluating the effects of mass communication. Some members
of both professions call themselves social psychologists '.

Where is the boundary between the fields of psychology and so-
ciology? Does an analytic distinction between the fields also apply
to the practice of those who call themselves psychologists and soci-
ologists ? What difference does it make whether a problem of human
behavior ís investigated by a psychologist or by a sociologist?
C. Wright Mills argues that there is little distinction among the various
social sciences 2. Similarly, some find it difficult to define the roles of

• I would Iike to express appreciation to Arnold Birenbaurn. Fr. Rocco
Caporale, Erich Brian Goode, Ann Lívely, Carolyn Odell and Mervin Verbit,
members of the seminar on Methodology of Research on Religious Behavlor
at Columbia University for their assistance in collecting and cod'ing the data
for this study. For helpful critical cornments on the manuscript, I am indebted
to E. Leopold Edwards, Prof. Charles Kadushin, Dr. Herbert Menzel and Prof.
Kurt Wolff. This work was made possible by Oontract AF 49(638)-992 between
the Office of Scientific Research of the Uníted States Air Force and the Bureau
of Social Scíence Research as a test of coding categories developed for re-
viewing literature on stress.

, Allport notes that of 52 American social-psychology texts published be-
tween 1908 and 1952, two-thírds were written by psychologists and a third
by sociologists. Gordon W. ALLPORT,«The Historical Background of Modern
Social Psychology». Handbook ot Social Psychology (Gard'ner LINDZEY,editor),
Cambridge, Mass., Addíson-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., 1954. Practice in this
cornmon subfield of psychology and sociology has implications for the profes-
sionalization of sociologists. See William J. GOODE, «Encroachment, Char-
latanism, and the Emerging Profession: Psychology, Sociology and Medicine»,
American Sociological Reoieui, Vol. 25, 1960, pp. 902-914.

2 «There is neither a distinction in method nor a boundary of subject mat-
ter that truly distinguishes anthropology from econornics and sociology today».
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the several types of social scientists. Nettler 3 attributes the difficulty
in defining a sociologist to the broad scope of the subject, the inchoate
status of techniques, and the confusion of roles of the scientist and
moralist. Others have distinguished the fields in terms of subject mat-
ter. The most common subject-matter distinction is that between the
study of collective and individual behavior. E. R. A. Seligman 4, for
example, in his introductory article to the Encyclopaedia of the Social
Sciences classes both as mental or cultural sciences. Psychology, he
writes, deals with a separate individual, conceived of as dissociated
from his fellow human beings, while sociology treats of man as a
member of a group. Others - Sherif 5, for example - describe a dif-
ference between the level concerned with individual motives or per-
ceiving and the level concemed with social organization and value
systems. Earlier, Durkheim, in an effort to establish sociology's au-
tonomy justified the study of the group as such. Durkheim 8 argued
that just as individual representations, though rooted in a biological
substratum, have a sui generis existence, so collective representations,
produced by the action and reaction of these individual represen-
tations, are more than these individual representations. The collective
representations exist sui generis.

Some ten years ago, a group of members of the Department of Social
Relations at Harvard attempted to delineate the fields 7. They dis-
tinguished personality as «the organized system of orientation and
motivation of one individual actor» from the social system as «a
system which is organized around the problems inherent in or arising

Presumably this statement also applies to that part of psychology concerned
with the social. The Sociological Imagination, New York, Oxford University
Press, Inc., 1959, p. 137.

3 Gwynne NETTLER,«Toward a Definition oí the Sociologíst», American
Sociological Review, Vol. 12, 1947, pp. 553-560.

4 «What are the Social Sciences 'l», Encyclopaedia 01 the Social Sciences,
New York, The Macmillan Co., 1930, Vol. 1. pp. 1-7.

5 Muzafer SHERIF,«Integratíng Field Work and Laboratory in Small Group
Research», American Sociological Review, Vol. 19, 1954, pp. 759-771. Another
distinction is that between concern with collective and individual adjustment
to an environment. See W. F. OGBURNand Alexander GOLDENWEISER,The
Social Sciences and Their lnterrelations , Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1927.

6 Emile DURKHEIM,«Individual and Collective Representations», Sociology
and Philosophy , Glencoe, Illínois, The Free Press, 1953, pp. 1-34.

7 «Some Fundamental Categories oí the Theory oí Action: A General State-
ment», signed by Talcott PARSONS,Edward A. SHILS,Gordon W. ALLPORT,Clyde
KLUCKHOHN,Henry A. MURRAY,Richard C. SHELDON,Samuel A. STOUFFERand
Edward C. TOLMAN,Tozaards A General Theory 01 Action (Talcott PARSONS,
and Edward A. SHILS,editors), Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press,
1951.
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from social interaction of a plurality of individual actors». Social
psychology would presumably be concemed with the articulation of
personality and social systems.

Do the activities of members of these two professions correspond to
these analytical distinctions? This question may be answered by
comparing the research of sociologists with that of psychologists. Such
a comparison will be made of research in a single field - that of
religion 8. The above distinctions will be found to but partIy reflect
practice; in effect, psychologists and sociologists together are often
concemed with studying individual personality or culture. They will
be shown to differ, moreover, in research style, in their way of
evaluating and describing what they study, and, most significantly,
in their modes of research inference.

A list was compiled of the empirical studies in the psychology and
sociology of religion appearing in the principal American sociological
and psychological professional joumals between the years 1950 and
1960. Exc1uding a few which, though listed in Sociological Abstracts,
Psychological Abstracts, and the Education Index, were inaccessible,
this search produced 131 artic1es written by 114 different authors. In-
formation on educational attainments was available for 97 of these
authors. Two of the 97 hold only a Bachelor's degree, 7 only a Master's
degree, while 88 have reached a Doctorate. Their principal fields of
interest are distributed as follows D:

Sociology
Psychology
Theology
Medical Psychiatry
Education
Anthropology
Philosophy
Humanities
Unknown

56
31
8
7
5
2
2
1
2

114

8 Sociologists and psychologists workíng in the field of religion are not
typical representatives of their professions. Nevertheless, in comparing the
professíons one would want to maintain some common frame of concrete
problem reference. An analysis now in progress similar to this present one
but concemed with studies in the area of stress is producing similar findings
regarding the contributions of sociologists and psychologists.

D Education and field of interest were classified accordíng to information
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For the following analysis rhe sociologísts and the anthropologists
are combined as a group of 58 «socíologísts» and the psychologists
and psychiatrists combined as 38 «psychologísts»: a total of 96 in-
dividuals. Some of these individuals wrote more than one article
during the periodo To avoid biasing the analysís, only a single article
of each of the 96 researchers will be considered. Thus, the findings
to be presented refer to the empirical research of American psycholo-
gists and sociologists who published professional articles on religion
between 1950 and 1960 and cannot be generalized beyond these limits.

TABLE 1

System Leoel of Dependent
Psychologists and

Concrete
Behavior Personality

SYSTEM LEVELS
Psychologists
Sociologists

8%
28

81010
30

To what extent do these psychologists study the personality and
these sociologists study the social system ? The principal dependent
variable in each research was taken as defining the system level
to be elucidated by the study. Following the definitions of the Harvard
group, these dependent variables were classified according to whether
they referred to concrete behavior or to an abstraction from concrete
behavior on the level of personalíty, society, or culture. The variable
was coded as referring to concrete behavior where it provided an ím-
mediate image of individuals engaged in some kind of activity. Thus,
church attendance and voting were classed as concrete behavior.
Concepts such as attitude and ego strength were classified as person-
ality variables because they refer to a process or sta te of an individual
actor. The dependent variable was coded as concerned with society
if it referred to a relation between individuals or to a group charac-
teristic. Thus, the teacher-pupíl role, social mobilíty, and the religious
institution were coded as concepts referring to the social system. Refer-
ences to systems of norms and values as such, without reference to a
particular personality that internalized them or to a relationship in
which they were ínstítutíonalízed, were classified as cultural - as,
e.g., the Protestant ethíc, or intellectualism or authoritarianism as
«ideas» 10. Table 1 shows the proportion of articles written by psycholo-
gists and by sociologists with each type of dependent variable.
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contaíned in the Directories of The American Medical Associatíon, The Ameri-
can Psychological Associatíon, American Sociological Assocíatíon and Amer-
ican Men of Science. '

10 Some concepts do not fit into this fourfold c1assification. These inc1ude
concepts with a physiological referent. Classificatory attributes such as age or
sex would al so not fit these categories unless the researcher specifically refer-
red to the meaníng of age for an individual, in whích case the referent ís

personality, or to the age or sex
referent. The term «variable» is used
the concept referents, e.g. role, are no

11 M. M. DAVIS, Psychological lnterpr
Economics and Public Law, Vol.
versíty, 1909.
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TABLE 1

System Leuel 01 Dependen! Variables in Articles by
Psychologists and Sociologists

System Leuels

Concrete
Behavior Personality Society Culture Total N

Psychologists 8010 81010 3010 8010 100010 38
Sociologists 28 30 19 23 100010 57

It is not surprising that most articles written by psychologists deal
with personality. It is striking, however, that less than a fifth of those
written by sociologists treat society. In fact, the interest of the soci-
ologists is about evenly distributed among the four levels. Apparently
psychologists who investiga te religion are considerably more special-
ized in their focus than are the sociologists. Psychologists study per-
sonality but sociologists too are more likely to study personality than
society. This finding reminds one of Comte's view in his Cours de
Philosophie Positive of the superordinate position of sociology in the
hierarchy of the sciences. In this view it is as if sociology defines not
a field of study but a perspective which may be assumed in studying
many fields. Some fifty years ago M. M. Davis 11 summed up this soci-
ological perspective. He saw the essence of society as adaptation ex-
pressed as cooperative action. A study of the physical and biological
conditions of this cooperative action is the field of biological socí-
ology; of the forms of institutions through which it passes is the field
of historical and analytic sociology; and to look inwardly to the
feelings, thoughts, brain states and impulses which accompany, il-
luminate and guide the action is the work of psychological sociology.
Perhaps it was this type of approach which, at an earlier stage of the
field, evoked Kroeber's remark that «Sociologists have preferred as-

personality, or to the age or sex structure, in which case society is hle
referent. The terrn «variable» is used loosely in thís study although some 01
the concept referents, e.g. role, are non-ordered categories.

11 M. M. DAVIS, Psychological Interpretations ot Society (Stud'ies in History.
Economics and Public Law, Vol. XXXIII, N" 2), New York, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1909.
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serting sovereignty over a vast doma in to exercising it in a fragment
thereof. In consequence they have been pretenders when they might
have been governors» 12.

The Harvard group's distinction between system levels blurs sub-
ordinate but concretely meaningful differences within the general area
of personality 13. Psychologists and sociologists who study personality
are not necessarily employing the same concepts. A sociologist, for
example, would not be likely to explore «drive reinforcement». How-
ever, both might execute research on the «authoritarian personalíty»
by using the F-scale.

The scope of interests among sociologists may explain their con-
cern with defining the field as well as the criticism leveled at «psy-
chologízers» among sociologists 14. This critique regarding the limi-
tations of psychology in explaining social phenomena is a legitimate
concern. One should certainly be cautious about explaining the rise
of Nazism in terms of the authoritarian role of the German father 15.

Aside from this substantive question, the discussion about psychol-
ogizing may serve as professional social control. Since the autonomous
status of sociology is threatened at the boundary with psychology, this
is the boundary which the group guards. Psychologists on the other
hand, more concerned about the boundary with physiology, write con-
siderably less about «socíologizíng» among psychologists but are con-
cerned about the distinction of psychological from neurological ex-
planations.

That over a fourth of the sociologists but less than a tenth of the
psychologists, deal with concrete behavior is interesting in view of the
stereotype of psychologists as relatively more operationalist and criti-
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12 A. L. KROEBER,«The Possibility of a Social Psychology » , American [our-
nal ot Sociology, Vol. 23, 1918, pp. 633-651.

13 Paradoxieally, in some ways, the differentiation among psychologists is
sharper than that among socíologísts. A psychologist would have greater dif-
fieulty in understanding all sections outside his specialty at a meeting of the
APA than a sociologist would at the ASA.

14 See, for example, Robert K. MERTON'Sintroduetory paragraphs to "Social
Strueture and Anomie » , Social Theory and Social Stru ctu re, Gleneoe, Illinois,
The Free Press, 1957, pp.131f. Psyehologizing was used as a «good» word by
R. H. LOWIE, «Psychology and Socíology», American [ournal oi Sociology,
Vol. 21, 1916, pp. 217-229.

15 Alex Inkeles believes that some social scientists go too far in separanng
psyehological from sociologieal explanations. See his article «Personality and
Social Structure», Chapter II, Sociology Today (Robert K. MERTON,Leonard
BROOM,and Leonard S. eO'ITRELL,jr., edítors), New York, Basic Books, Inc.,
1959.
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cal of abstract concepts than sociologists 18. In another paper 17 it was
noted that psychologists feel more at ease with direct observations
than with the concepts used to summarize them. They accept responses
as «hard data» but debate the common factors underlying these re-
sponses. Sociologists, on the other hand, tend to be less troubled about
abstract concepts, such as social stratification or social mobility, and
more about the validity of the observable indicators by which they
are measured. Juxtaposing these observations with the present finding
suggests that psychologists both use abstract concepts and engage in
a critique of them. Sociologists tend to deal with the concrete and are
concerned about the legitimacy of inferences from these observables.
Each field is uneasy about the form it most frequently uses 18.

The relatively more specialized interests of psychologists are even
more apparent when the independent and dependent variables are
considered together. Referents of the independent variables were coded
according to the same four system levels as were those of the de-
pendent variables. By cross-c1assifying dependent and independent
variables, the studies may be organized according to whether they
deal with the influence of personality on personality factors, culture
on personality, personality on society, etc. This is shown in Table II.

Half of the psychologists study the impact of one personality factor
on another. These are strictly psychological studies. Another fourth
are social-psychological studies of the influence of social upon per-
sonality factors. The interests of sociologists are considerably more
scattered. Only 5 out of 47 are strictly sociological studies of the in-
fluence of one social factor on another. As many or more are social-
psychological studies concerned with the impact of society on con-
crete behavior. Nine out of 47 are psychological studies which in-

18 Objections to the use oí «hypothetical constructs» are considerably
more common in the psychological than in the sociological literature. See
the excellent review article by W. W. MEISSNER,«Intervening Constructs-Dí-
mensíons of Controversy», Psychological Reoieui, 67:1, ]anuary, 1960, pp.
51-72.

17 Samuel Z. KLAUSNER,«A Typology of Concept-Indicator Relations», Wash-
ington, D. C., Bureau of Social Science Research, 1962, unpublished.

18 C. WRIGHTMILLSstudied textbooks on social problerns and found that
«The level of abstraction which characterizes these texts is so low that often
they seem to be empirically confused for lack of abstraction to !mit them
together». He attributes this to the fact that these books are written for stu-
dent audiences and that almost all the authors came from small towns ano
moved in homogeneous social circles. The suggestion is that complex urban
environment produces abstract thought. «The Professional Ideology of Social
Pathologísts», American journat of Sociology, Vol. 49, 1943, pp. 166 fí.
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TABLE 11
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Sociologists are distinguished by their tendency to view society as
an independent variable, that is, as an infIuencing factor. Though
only nine are concerned with society as a dependent variable, almost
half of the sociologists use a societal independent variable. Little more

System Leoels of Dependent and Independent Variables among
Psychologists (N=32) *

Independent Variable Dependent Variable
Concrete
Behavior Personality Society Culture

Concrete Behavior 1 2 O O
Personality 1 16 1 O
Society 1 8 O O
Culture O 1 O 1

METHODS OF DATA GATHERING
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System Leoels of Dependent and Independent Variables among
Sociologists (N=47) *

Independent Variable Dependent Variable

• The N's in this table are smaller than in Table 1 because some of the
studies were descriptive and so had no principal independent variable.

than a fourth of the psychologists take society as an independent
variable. Sociologists seem less interested in explaining the social than
in looking to the social for an explanation.
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Thus, within this sample, the distinction between theoretical system
levels, while adequately defining the activities of psychologists, does
not clearly discriminate what sociologists are doing. The suggestion,
however, that there may be a peculiar «socíologícal víew» or «per-
spectíve» remains. Part of this is reflected in their tendency to look to
society as an explanation if not as an object to be explained. More-
over, though not clearly distinguishable by their objects of study, soci-
ologists may exhibit distinctive conceptual grasps of their material.
They may differ from psychologists in methods of data gathering, in
the way of speaking about or evaluating their objects, and in using
differing types of inferences in dealing with them. In short, the dif-
ference between psychologists and sociologists, in practice, may be
more methodological than substantive ".

METHODS OF DATA GATHERING

Methods of data gathering are partly dictated by the object of
inquiry and partly by the tradition of the profession. Psychologists
and sociologists show certain preferences for particular procedures
of gathering data. Table III shows the methods of data gathering
employed in the 96 studies under consideration.

Three things stand out 20. The psychologists are strongly cornmitted
to the use of questionnaires - largely attitude mea sures and standard-
ized and projective psychological tests. Sociologists show a slightly
greater tendency to use interviews. Sociologists, more than psychol-
ogists, prefer to analyze documents, examine records, and synthesize
previous studies. Observational methods, including controlled experi-
mentation, are rarely used by either profession in studies in this field.
In view of the heavy training in questionnaire construction and in-
terviewing given sociology students and of the emphasis on experi-

19 Basing their thoughts on experiences in interdisciplinary work, Simmons
and Davis have come to a similar conc1usion. They say: «Duríng the initial
period of field work, the major dívergences often seemed to be conceptual
or theoretical, but the basic differences were methodological not conceptual",
Ozzie G. SI'MMONS and James A. DAVIS, «Interdíscíplínary Collaboration in
Mental Illness Research», American [ournal of Sociology, Vol. 63, November
1957, pp. 297-303.

20 The over-all distribution is influenced by tradition in studies of religion.
Had the sample been drawn from small-groups studies, there would have
been more observational methods used; or if demographic studies were under
consideration, the examination of records would have been the significant
category.
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TABLE III

Data-Gathering Methods of Sociologists and Psychologists
in Empirical Studies of Religion

Data-Gathering Methods of So
Empirical Studies 01 Reli

the Depend
Methods Psychologists

-t«
Sociologists

OJo
Methods

Group Administered Questionnaires
Personal Interviews
Observations
Analysis of Documents
Examination of Records
Synthesis of Previously Gathered Data

81
21
8
3

11
O

40
28

9
11
26
12

124 *
N38

126 *
NS8

Group Administered Questionnaír
Personal Interviews
Observation
Analysis of Documents
Examination of Records
Synthesis of Previously Gathered D

• The totaIs exceed 100 OJo beca use some studies empIoyed more tharr one
method.

mental methods in training psychologísts, one might have anticipated
a greater reliance on these methods.

The differences may be due to the differences in system levels.
Since method ís, in part, related to object of study, it is necessary to
hold system level constant to assess the influence of the professions.
Since few psychologists in this sample study society and culture, the
comparison must be limited to psychologists and sociologists who
study personality. This is shown in Table IV.

The psychologists' preference for questionnaires still remains. So-
ciologists, however, are more likely to use questionnaires in studying
personality than in studying other system levels. This might be a
consequence of the important position questionnaires, particularly in
the form of standardized tests, have assumed in the personality area.
Psychologists provide the methodological direction in personality
study. The psychologists' preference for questionnaire over interview
methods may derive from their general preference for standardized
methods. The wording of the questionnaire is standard and responses
may be validated 21. Sociologists still show more of a tendency than

%1 Ruesch has contrasted the approach of psychoIogists and psychiatrists in
a clinical settíng and was dísturbed by what appeared to be the psychologísts'
reIative Iack of interest in the weIfare of patients. He remarks: «Psychologlsts
who are trained to deal with theory and with statistical control are frequently

• The totaIs exceed 100 OJo because
method.
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TABLE IV

Data-Gathering Methods of Sociologists and Psychologists in
Empirical Studies of Religion when Personality is

the Dependent Variable

Methods Psychologists
Ojo

Sociologists
Ojo

Group Administered Questionnaires 76
Personal Interviews 19
Observation 13
Analysis of Documents O
Examination of Records 10
Synthesis of Previously Gathered Data O

63
38
13
6
O
6

118 *
N31

126 *
N16

* The totals exceed 100 % because some studies employed more than one
method.

psychologists to use face-to-face interviews. The interpretation of in-
terview schedules tends to be somewhat more qualitative. In data
gathering, psychologists apparently prefer to be more systematíc,
though less flexible, than sociologists 22.

The greater likelihood of sociologists synthesizing previous research
is of interest. Psychologists have a special joumal, Psychological Bul-
letin, for synthetic reviews. This has tended to channel review ar-
tieles by psychologists into this single outlet-where no reviews on

more versed in coping with data than with people». Jurgen RUESCH,«Creation
of a Multidisciplinary Team Introducing the Social Scientist to Psychiatric
Research», Psychosomatic Medicine, Vol. 18, 1956, ¡i. 106.

22 Sorokin has criticized both professions for their reliance on question-
naires and interviews. He says: «The buIk of recent psychological research
deals with speech-reactions, gathered by speech-reactional operations, centered
around wíshful, hypothetical, «syndromatic», and subjective utterances, rarely
checked for their accuracy, sincerity and correspondance to the facts. This
sort of «hearsay» is the material out oi which most of the recent psychoso-
cial theories and «research conclusions- have been manufactured». Pitrim
A. SoROKIN, Fads and Foibles in Modern Sociology and Related Sciences, Chí-
cago, Henry Regnery co., 1956, p'.298.
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religion appeared during the decade. Sociologists may publish review
articles in several joumals and having less rigid standards for the
reviewing, do more of ít ".

combination as in «childísh-ego o
V shows the proportions of psy
technical and nontechnical or eo
pendent variables.

23 Thís explanation was suggested to me by my colleague Albert Biderman.
24 See, for example, the attack on the use of technical terminology on the

basis that «social phenomena and relationships have been so long known
and new ones so rare that activity in term coining can be spared» by Albert
G. KELLER,«Terminology», American Sociological Reuieui, 8:2, 1943, pp. 125-
132.

2ó See, for example, R. N. RApOPORT,«Noteson the Disparagement of «Soci-
ologizing» in Collaborative Research», Human Organization, 16, 1957, pp. 14-
15. SOROKINremarks vitriolicly on this issue in a chapter entitled «Verbal
Defects, Obtuse Jargon and Sham Scientifie Slang» , op.cit., Ch. Il.

26 A sober review of this problem is that of George MANDLERand William
KESSEN,The Language 01 Psychology , New York, John Wiley & Sons, Ine.,
1959.

21 Psyehoanalytie theory wrítten in German uses cornmon words sueh as
«Ich» and «Es». These would also be coded as technical sinee the psyehoana-
lytic referent of the terms has little in eornmon with their everyday usage.
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28 Both sociologists and psychol
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ne NETTLER,op.cit., and by Tal
Profession», American Sociological

Among sociologists, eontrasts be

TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

There has been heated discussion about the use of «jargon» in these
fields 24. Judging by popular comment, sociologists are the greater
«offenders» 25. Is this due simply to the fact that sociological terms
are less familiar to the public than psychological ones, or do so-
ciologists actually use more technical terms?

Since the behavioral sciences designate their concepts linguistically
rather than by symbolic notation, colloquial vaguenesses, connota-
tions, or surplus meanings attach themselves to the basic, defined,
or operational meanings of the scientific concepts. Technical terms
may be introduced where there is a feeling that, because of these
types of difficulties, the scientific must be set off sharply from non-
scientific terms 26.

Terms used to designate the concepts in the articles reviewed were
classified according to whether they were technical or non-technical.
Scientific neologisms were coded as technical. Where the use of the
term in scientific discourse is so radically different from its common
use that a lack of definition would cause serious error, the term
was called technical. «Libido» 27 was coded as a technical term, but
«personal energy» was coded as nontechnical. «Regressíon» with
respect to behavior was classified as technical, but «chíldíshness» as
nontechnical. Sometimes the technical and nontechnical appear in

Use oi Technical and N011tecJz
to Rejer to Depend

Psychologists

Technical

Psychologists 37010
Sociologists 23
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combination as in «chíldísh-ego» or «antícipatory socíalization». Table
V shows the proportions of psychologists and sociologists who used
technical and nontechnical or combined terms to refer to their de-
pendent variables.

TABLE V

Use 01 Technical and Nontechnical Terms and Combined Forms
to Rejer to Dependent Variables among

Psychologists and Sociologtsts

Technical-
Technical Nontechnical Nontechnical Total N

Psychologists 370/0 340/0 29% 1000/0 38
Sociologists 23 24 53 100% 57

Sociologists are considerably more likely than psychologists to
designate their concepts with nontechnical terms. Might this finding
be an artifact of the psychologists' interest in personality, an abstrae-
tion not given to observation, and the sociologists' interest in con-
crete behavior, which more easily lends itself to colloquial ex-
pression? This possibility may be checked by comparing psychol-
ogists and sociologists who study personality as a dependent variable.
Doing this, we find that while 19 Ojo (N=31) of the psychologists use
nontechnical terms in reference to personality factors, 63 Ojo (N= 16)
of the sociologists do.

Terminology is part of the culture of an institution. Perhaps the dif-
ferences might be accounted for in terms of the immediate settings
of the authors. The psychologists and sociologists are differently dís-
tributed in the various types of institutions, that is, have differing
proportions of scientifically and practically oriented members 18.

28 Both sociologists ami psychologists have been developing scientific prac-
titioners within the universities and academic research settings and applied
practitioners principally in nonuniversity settings. Problems of sociologists
in policy capacities are díscussed by Stuart A. QUEEN, "Can Sociologists
Face Reality ?», American Sociological Reuieui, Vol. 7, 1942, pp. 1-2, and by
Robert K. MERTON,«Scíence and the Social Order» and «Science and Dernocrat-
ic Social Structure», Ch. XV, XVI, in op.cit. Broad statements of the relation
of the scientific and professional roles of sociologists are examined by Gwyn-
ne NETTLER,op.cit., and by Talcott PARSONS,«Problems of Sociology as a
Professíon», American Sociological Review, 24:4, 1959, pp. 547-559.

Among sociologists, contrasts between the interests of various specialists



are discussed by Robert 1. THORNDIKE,«The Structure of Preferences for Psy-
chological Activities Among Psychologists», American Psychologist, Vol. 10,
1959, pp. 205-208. The orientation of psychologists to the public or to profes-
sionals as a basis of their job satisfaction is discussed in F. N. JACOBSON,
S. RETIIG, and B. PASAMANICK,«Status, job Satisfaction and Factors of Job
Satisfaction of State Institution and Clinical Psychologists», American Psy-
chologist, Vol. 4, 1959, pp. 144-150. Training for professional and scientific
roles is traced by Stuart W. COOK,«The Psychologist of the Future: Scientist,
Professional or Both», American Psychologist, Vol. 13, 1958, pp. 634-644, and
by R. 1. VANDE CASTLE,and O. J. EICHHORN,Jr., «Length of Graduate T'raining
for Experimental and Clinical Psychologísts», American Psy chologist, Vol. 16,
1961, pp. 178-180. A number of articIes have appeared in the American Psy-
chologist concerning psychologists in specific institutional settings. Much of
this material is summarized in K. E. CLARK,America's Psychologists, Washing-
ton, D. c., American Psychological Association, 1957.

!9 Based on directory information. See footnote 9.

30 Comparing this with the tables
psychologists are working in vario
analytic level, while sociologists are
but are not uniform in what they
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TABLE VI

are outside of universities. These
in clinical practice. Industrial psy
versity group, do not contribute t

Table VII compares psychologis
held constant.

Table VI reports the settings in which the sociologists and psychol-
ogists in this sample are employed 29.

Psychologists
O/o

Sociologists
Ojo

Proportion oi University and
and Sociologists who us

Rejerence to De

Institutional Milieux of Psychologists and Sociologists

Psychologists
Sociologists

Hospital 24 2
Research 3 2
University 58 86
Government O 3
Church O J
Foundation O 2
Self-employed 12 2
Other 3 O

Total 100 100
N34 N57

Among the university-employe
gists and sociologists almost
ference there are among the prof
is a considerably more powerful .
employed, the differences are a
find that among psychologists, th
is ~ sharp difference between the
ployed. It is the nonuniversity
who use the technical terros and
from the other three groups in
which might be anticipated. The
theory and abstraction would, i
technical terroso Nevertheless, p .
versity are considerably more p
those within universities. The t
clinicians in hospital and private
their need to establish themselves

Few among the sociologists writing on religion are outside the
academy and those who are are evenly scattered among the several
institutional settings. Over a third of the psychologists, however,
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are outside of universities. These tend to be clinical psychologists
in clinical practice. Industrial psychologists, the other large extrauni-
versity group, do not contribute to studies in religion 30.

Table VII compares psychologists and sociologists with work setting
held constant.

TABLE VII

Proportion 01 University and Nonuniversity Employed Psychologists
and Sociologists who use Nontechnical Terms in

Reference to Dependent Variables

University
Employed
Ojo N

Nonuniversity
Employed

Ojo N

Psychologists
Sociologists

6 18
55 11

47 19
52 42

Among the university-employed, the difference between psycholo-
gists and sociologists almost disappears. Whatever linguistic dif-
ference there are among the professions, the culture of the university
is a considerably more powerful influence. Among the nonuniversity-
employed, the differences are accentuated. Reading horizontally, we
find that among psychologists, though not among sociologists, there
is ~ sharp difference between the university- and nonuniversity-em-
ployed. It is the nonuniversity psychologists writing about religion
who use the technical terms and who are thus sharply distinguished
from the other three groups in the table. This is opposite to that
which might be anticipated. The university with its reputation for
theory and abstraction would, it would seem, be the home of the
technical terms. Nevertheless, psychologists working outside the uni-
versity are considerably more prone to use technical terms than are
those within universities. The technical terminology appears among
clinicians in hospital and private practice. Perhaps this is related to
their need to establish themselves as academicians in a nonacademic

30 Comparing this with the tables on system levels, it is interesting that
psychologists are working in various settings but concentrating on a single
analytic level, while sociologists are concentrated in a single type setting,
but are not uniform in what they study.
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envíronment. The contrast is so striking that it would appear neces-
sary not simply to compare sociologists to psychologists but to make
separate comparisons for each of these two types of psychologists SI.

The scientist strives toward statements of fact rather than of
value st. Once this ideal is stated, however, we are faced with the

reality of value involvement on the
sidered this inevitable, because o
in the social sciences to the things
thinker in the social sciences is co
the ideas and interests which he
under consíderatíon» S3. This may
logical terms as the problem of the
status of scientist and also belongs
a value stance toward his objects
to avoid contamination of the s
Further, the very use of linguistic
it difficult to avoid judgments of

Psychologists and sociologists
which they realize the ethic of val
introducing value judgments M in
based on the value connotations
the principal concepts of the studi
based on whether the activity de-O
tations would be considered -g
rican culture.

For example, an observation ma_
of war in Korea carrying food for
as collaboration suggests disapp
act positively he might call it

IMPLICIT VALUE ]UDGMENTS

31 This finding may also be a function of the type of sample. Learning
theorists would probably use many more technical terms. A colleague, Ivor
Wayne, for whom English is the second language, reca11s his experience in
reading books on psychology and sociology as a graduate student. He reports
that he would find many words in the books on psychology that he would
not understand. When he looked these words up, however, he could grasp the
material. The díffículty was primarily lexical. In reading socíology, on the
other hand, he felt he understood a11 of the words and yet could not grasp
the material. The difficulty was primarily syntactical. Secondarily, it was
related to the use by sociologists of common words in only slightly strange
ways.

32 The dístinctíon between fact and value, and the position that science is
concerned with the former, fo11ows, for example, W. M. URBAN,Language
and Reality , New Haven, Yale University Press, 1939, Ch. XI, «Science and
Symbolism » , and Ernst CASSIRER,The Philosophy 01 Symbolic Forms, Vol. III,
New Haven, Yale University Press, 1955. This position has been stated' with
respect to the social sciences by Max WEBER,«The Meaning of 'Ethícal Neu-
trality' in Sociology and Economics» and «Objectivity in Social Science and
Social Policy ••, The Methodology 01 the Social Sciences, Glencoe, Illinois, The
Free Press, 1949. The problem is especia11y acute because the social sciences
srudy values. See, for example: Clyde K!.UCKHOHN,«Values and Value-Orien-
tations in the Theory of Action: An Exploration in Definition and Classifi-
cation » , Towards a General Theory 01 Action (Talcott PARSONS,and Edwards
SHILS),edítors, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1952; Robert K.
MERTON,«Studies in the Sociology of Science » , Part IV of op.cit.; and Paul
KECSKEMETI,Meaning, Communication and Value, Chicago, University of Chi-
cago Press, 1952, Ch. XI, «The Validation of Judgments of Value »,

A plea that sociologists concentrate on neutral techniques and avoid "legal-
ístíc-moralístíc thought ways » is made by George A. LUNDBERG,«Sociologists
and the Peace » , American Sociological Review, Vol. 9, 1944, pp. 1-13. This
fo11owed an appeal for sociologists to involve themselves in social betterment
by Robert S. LYNo,Knowledge 10r What?, Prínceton, New Jersey, Princeton
University Press, 1939. Howard BECKERbelieved that both the «meliorists ••
and the «purists» have stated their cases in indefensible ways. Becker held
that both must agree with «the supreme value judgment that control is ultí-
mately desirable and ethica11y permissible by the scientist in his specifica11y
scientific capacity », See his «Supreme Values and the Socíologíst», American
Sociological Review, Vol. 6, 1941, pp. 155-172. A recent supporter of a modified
Lynd position is N. N. FOOTE,«Anachronísm and Synchronism in Sociology»,
Sociometry , Vol. 21, 1958, pp. 17-29. A review of some of the arguments for

and against this issue are given by H
Philosophy, Berkeley, University of
for Moral Directives and the Ethi

Representatives of the position tha:
include Sigmund FREUD,The Future o
Co., Inc., 1957, and Bertrand RussEI..L.
ford University Press, lnc., 1935, Ch
the groups being studied here is a
«Mental Health Reconsidered: A p
Psychology», American Psy chologist,
for approaching social science in the
vanced by William KOLB,«Images
and commented on by Talcott PARSa
01 Religion, Vol. 1, 1961, pp. 5-29.

33 Charles A. BEARD,The Nature o- t
Sons, 1934, p.20.

M The kínd of values of concera
Towards a General Theory 01 Action,
(i.e., judgments of good and bad rati
rect or incorrect or the apprecíatí e
Irom the point of víew of immedia ~
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reality of value involvement on the part of social scientists. Beard con-
sidered this inevitable, because «owíng to the relation of the thinker
in the social sciences to the things thought about, the thought of the
thinker in the social sciences is colored and formed more or less by
the ideas and interests which he himself bríngs to bear upon subjects
under consíderation» 33. This may be restated in more recent socio-
logical terms as the problem of the individual who occupies the social
status of scientist and also belongs to social institutions which assume
a value stance toward his objects of study. It is particularly difficult
to avoid contamination of the social-scientific by these other statuses.
Further, the very use of linguistic terms of designate concepts makes
it difficult to avoid judgments of value.

Psychologists and sociologists will be compared on the extent to
which they realize the ethic of «value neutrality», that is, refrain from
introducing value judgments 34 into their work. The classification is
based on the value connotations of the terms they select to designate
the principal concepts of the studies under review. The judgment was
based on whether the activity designated by the term and its conno-
tations would be considered «good», «bad», or «indifferent» in Ame-
rícan- culture.

For example, an observation may be made of an American prisoner
of war in Korea carrying food for his Chinese captor. Describing this
as collaboration suggests disapproval. If the observer evaluates the
act positively he might call it cooperation. If it is termed prisoner-

and against this issue are given by Hans REICHENBACH,The Rise oi Scientific
Philosophy, Berkeley, University oí California Press, 1957, Ch. IV, « The Seareh
for Moral Direetives and the Ethico-Cognitive Parallelism »,

Representatives oí the position that scienee should be a souree oí values
include Sigmund FREUD,The Future of an lllusion, New York, Doubleday &
Co., lne., 1957, and Bertrand RUSSELL,Religion and Science, New York, Ox-
ford University Press, Inc., 1935, Ch. XI, « Scienee and Ethics ••. Pertinent to
the groups being studied here is a recent article by M. BREWSTERSMITH,
«Mental Health Reconsidered: A Special Case oí the Problem oí Values in
Psychology ••, American Psychologist, Vol. 16, 1961, pp. 299-306. An argument
for approaehing social science in the eontext oí ]udeo-Christian values is ad-
vaneed by William KOLB,«Images oí Man and the Sociology oí Religión ••,
and eornmented on by Talcott PARSONS,The [ournal [or the Scientific Study
of Religion, Vol. I, 1961, pp. 5-29.

33 Charles A. BEARD,The Nature of the Social Sciences, New York, Scribner's
Sons, 1934, p.20.

M The kind oí values oí eoneern here are what PARSONSand SHILS in
Towards a General Theory of Action, op.cit., p. 60, refer to as moral standards
(i.e., judgments oí good and bad rather than the cognítíve judgments oí cor-
reet or ineorreet or the appreciative judgments oí desirable or undesirable
from the point oí víew oí immediate gratiíication).
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Negative Positive Neutral Total N

Taking studies of personality alo
Sociologists are even less likely to
to use positively valued tenns. Per
tween the professions here is due
to view personality as a function
nalization 38, whereas the psycholo .
internal dynamics of the personali
the latter concern, even though its
of the fonner, leads more readily •
ponsibility for action and to a val

Religion has been conceptualiz
integrating institution 31. Religious
in differing value climates. Might
religion SS? Table X examines this

Psychologists
Sociologists

32010
6

30%
44

38010
50

100010 31
100010 16

38 This víew, espoused by George H
University of Chicago Press, 193 ,
ologists. See also, Ralph LINTON, The
Century-Crofts, lnc., 1936, Ch. VIII.

31 This position is not atypically :
System, Glencoe, Illinois, The Free 4

38 This classification by religion .- -
ments of the religion of the author
of some informant or inferred from .,.
academic affiliation when it was

captor interaction, then the behavior is not judged as either desirable
or undesirable. The terms mental disorder, aggression and propa-
ganda suggest negative evaluations. Mental health, friendship and
education are positively toned tenns.

TABLE VIII
Proportions 01 Psychologists and Sociologists using Negatively,

Positively or Neutrally toned Terms to Designate
Dependent Variables

Psychologists
Sociologists

34%
18

32010
33

34010
49

100010 38
100010 57

Psychologists tend to use more negatively evaluative tenns than
sociologists do, and sociologists more neutral tenns than psycholo-
gists do. The negative evaluations may reflect the interest of psycho-
logists in pathology of personality. The neutral tenns of sociologists
might result from their use of functional social theory 35. Since psy-
chologists are more likely to study personality, it is important to check
whether it is the pathological bias of personality theory, rather than
something inherent in the professional perspectives, that accounts
for the difference. Table IX shows the distribution of evaluative tenns
among sociologists and psychologists who study personality.

Evaluational Terms among P_
According o

PROTESTANTS

Negative Positive Neutral

Psychologists
Sociologísts

27%
9

27010
28

46°/.
63

TABLE IX

Proportion 01 Psychologists and Sociologists Variously
Evaluating Personality as a Dependent Variable

• Too few Catholic psychologists in

Negative Positiue Neutral Total N

With religion held constant, p .
than sociologists. In both cases, Je
tants. Protestants are the more
sistent with the respective theo

35 lt has been argued that there is an ideological element in functionalism.
See the exposition on this by MERTON, op.cit., pp. 37-46. A distinction should
be made between the value implications of function and dysfunction for an
analytical system or for a concrete behavioral system. Social values are in-
volved primarily in the latter.
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Taking studies of personality alone, the difference is accentuated.
Sociologists are even less likely to use negative terms and more likely
to use positively valued terms. Perhaps the greater polarization be-
tween the professions here is due to the fact that sociologists tend
to view personality as a function of social roles and their inter-
nalization 38, whereas the psychologists concern themselves with the
internal dynamics of the personality system. The personal locus of
the latter concern, even though its model is as deterministic as that
of the former, leads more readily to the attribution of personal res-
ponsibility for action and to a value judgment of that action.

Religion has been conceptualized by social scientists as a value
integrating institution 37. Religious groups may socialize their members
in differing value c1imates. Might the finding be due to the effect of
religion 38? Table X examines this question.

TABLE X

Eualuational Terms among Psychologists and Sociologists
According to Religion *

PROTESTANTS ]EWS

Negative Positive Neutral NNegative Positiue Neutral N

100/0
42

Psychologists
3ociologists

300/0
33

10
12

27%
28

46%
63

26
32

600/0
25

27%
9

* Too few Catholic psychologists in the sample for separate classification.

With religion held constant, psychologists still are more negative
than sociologists. In both cases, ]ews are more negative than Protes-
tants. Protestants are the more neutral. This finding, though íncon-
sistent with the respective theological positions, may be related to

38 This view, espoused by George H. MEAD. Mind, Sel], and Society , Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1934, seems common among American socí-
ologists. See also, Ralph LINTON, The Study of Man, New York" Appletorr-
Century-Crofts, Inc., 1936, Ch. VIII.

37 This position is not atypically formulated by Talcott PARSONS, The Social
System, Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 1951, pp. 163-167.

38 Thís classification by religion is to be regarded rather tentatively. Judg-
ments of the religion of the authors were based on personal acquaintance
of some informant or ínferred from the content of theírwritíng or from their
academic affiliation when it was denominational.



the minority status of American Jews and the well known relationship
between minority status and assumption of the role of social critico
It might also be related to the fact that the Iews are the more likely
to be urbano Mills notes the positive stance as more characteristic
of rural America 39.

We have already seen relations between work setting and use of
technical terms. Let us check the relation between work setting and
evaluative tendency. Table XI compares psychologists and sociologists
with work context held constant.

culture 41. At any rate, the findings ar
psychology and sociology, as practiced
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TABLE XI

Evaluating Terms among Psychologists and Sociologists According
to Employment in University or Nonunioersity Settings

MODEs OF INFERENcE

Negative Positioe Neutral N Negative Positiue Neutral N

A proposition relates at least two
thesize, for example, a relationship be
The research operations, however. de
but with some observable indicators o
might assess anomie by the consiste
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The question will be examined
ferences. These are, in essence, thr
lations 43. The first is the case where
serves the changing height of a e
judgment about temperature or a'
in the body. The empirical conjun -
in volume of mercury and amount o
of a law relating heat and mole
which is established empirically an

UNIVERSITY NONUNIVERSITY

39 C. Wright MILLS,op.cit., p.172, attributes the more positive or optimistic
judgments of sociologists to their rural background and its image of prímary-
group cornmunities, where the tenns «socíalized» and «adjusted» seem to
operate ethically as against «individual- and «selñsh •.

40 Kurt H. WOLFF,«Notes Toward a Socio-cultural Interpretation of Ameri-
can Socíology» American Sociological Reoieta, Vol. II, 1946, PP'.545-553.

41 «Dírectly and indirectly, the nega
in the mental, moca! and soctal disorg
about the existing tragedy». SOROKI,'.0-

42 Op.cit., p. 169.
43 A detailing oí twelve types of in

in Samuel Z. KLAUSNER,op.cit.

Psychologists
Sociologists

42%
14

32%
35

26%
51

19
42

28%
18

28%
27

44%
55

18
11

With occupational context held constant, psychologists still use
more negative and sociologists more neutral terms. It is interesting
that among psychologists those in universities are more likely to use
negative terms. Perhaps the meliorative orientation to therapy and
mental health in the clinical setting reduces negativity on the part
of psychologists.

The uses of negatively evaluative terms by psychologists and of
more neutral terms by sociologists who study religion seems fairly
clear. Kurt Wolff might feel that this shows that «man's tragic nature
does not inform American sociology». Since sociology overlooks one
side of man, it would not be truly objective 40. Sorokin condemns
negativism as part of the mentality of the disintegrating sensate
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culture ". At any rate, the findings are c1ear enough to suggest that
psychology and sociology, as practiced in this sample, represent two
ideological stances. Psychologists are like social pathologists, ever
aware of the nature and causes of the disease. Sociologists are some-
times social diagnosticians who distinguish and describe and some-
times social therapists ready to apply the remedy. Yet, the proposed
remedies tend to be less than radical. C. Wright Mills has pointed
out that sociologists define a social problem in terms of deviation
from a norm, and implicitly sanction the norm rather than face the
implication of social transformations involving shift in the norms 42.

MODES OF INFERENCE

A proposition relates at least two concepts. Research may hypo-
thesize, for example, a relationship between suicide rate and anomie.
The research operations, however, deal not with anomie, the concept,
but with some observable indicators of this concept. For example, one
might assess anomie by the consistency of opinions in a population.
An inference is implied that an inconsistent pattem of opinions cor-
responds to what is meant by the concept of anomie. This inferential
process is at issue when a sociologist asks about the adequacy of in-
dicators for his concepts or a psychologist seeks to establish the va-
lidity of his tests. If psychologists and sociologists have differing
methodological perspective, might they be expected to differ in the
types of inferences they make between observable indicators and the
referents of their concepts ?

The question will be examined with respect to three types of in-
ferences. These are, in essence, three types of indicator-concept re-
lations 48. The first is the case where, for example, a researcher ob-
serves the changing height of a column of mercury and makes a
judgment about temperature or about the presence of infection
in the body. The empirical conjunction of these two events, change
in volume of mercury and amount of heat, can be explained in terms
of a law relating heat and molecular motion. This type of relation
which is established empirically and explainable in terms of inter-

41 «Dírectly and indirectly, the negativistic ideologies have notably helped
in the mental, morar and social disorganization oí humanity, and in bringing
about the existing tragedy», SOROKIN,op.cit., p.304.
42 Op.cit., p. 169.
43 A detailing oí twelve types of indicator-concept relations may be found

in Samuel Z. KLAUSNER,op.cit.



Psychologists
Sociologists

47%
37

vening mechanisms will be called lawful. Another example is using
the observation of cars stopping at a red light to infer the existence
of a social norm. Here two correlate phenomena are connected by a
law of symbolic reference. The red light conveys a meaning to the
drivers which leads them to think about and obey the norm. The
observer grasps the drivers' interpretation of the light. This type
will also be called lawful. The difference between these two cases
termed lawful is that in the first a law regarding a functional relation
is applicable while in the second case the law refers to a symbolic
relation.

A second type of relation is one in which the indicator belongs
to a set of items designated by the concept. For example, apples,
pears, and bananas are members of the set called fruit. A civil war,
a revolution, and partisan action belong to the set called armed con-
flict. The indicators are examples of what is meant by the concept.
This will be termed the set relation. The relation is established by
syllogistic reasoning.

In the third type of relation, the indicator is an attribute of the
event designated by the concept. Red bears this relation to a red
apple. Light is related as such a quality to an incandescent lampo
The indicator is not an example of the concept but part of the des-
cription of it. Both the example of redness and of light are illus-
trations of the attributioe relation. The difference between the two
examples is that red is a static descriptive of the apple, while light
is the product of a process going on within the lampo The static des-
criptive is established by definition or syllogistic deduction in the
way the set relation is established. The process relation is established
by a functional rule as in the lawful case. The lawful and set re-
lations, on the one hand, involve a plurality of «events.» These sim-
ilar types of attributive relations, on the other hand, involve only
a single «event».

The principal dependent and independent variables used by the
sociologists and the psychologists were coded according to this typo-
logy of índícator-concept relations. Table XII shows the types of in-
dícator-concept inferences among sociologists and psychologists for
the dependent variable.

The lawful relation is preferred by psychologists, while sociologists
prefer the set and attributive relations. This might be a consequence
of different system levels of their research. Sociologists, we rememb=
are more .íkely to study concrete behavior, while psychologists tend
to study personality, an abstraction from the concrete, In studyíns
concrete behavior there may be more likelihood of grouping indívi-

Indicator-Concept

Lawful
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TABLE XII

lndicator-Concept Relations among Sociologists and Psychologists
[or the Dependen: Variable

Psychologists
Sociologists

41010
17

35010
43

24010
40

100010
100010

38
57

duals or acts by their membership in a c1ass or set. Psychologists,
dealing with personality, an unseen process, might be forced into
dealing with previously established correlates of that process. Con-
sequently, the comparison should be made with the object of study
held constant. Table XIII compares psychologists and sociologísts who
investigate personality.

TABLE XIII

Types of lndicator-Concept Relations among Psychologists and
Sociologists who Study Personality as a Dependent Variable

Lawful Set Attributive Total N

Psychologists
Sociologists

47010
37

25010
37

29010
26

100010
100010

31
16

With the system level of study held constant the preference of
psychologists for lawful relations and of sociologists for set relations
holds. The original difference in the attributive relation which has
now disappeared seems due to the sociologists' concerns with other
than personality studies.

Types of inferences, modes of thought, or styles or argument might
be due to cultural background. Individuals from different religious
backgrounds may have been differently socialized in inferential pro-
cesses. Table XIV examines the differences between the professions
with religion held constant.
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TABLE XIV

Types of Indicator-Concept Relations among Psychologists
and Sociologists According to Religion

PROTESTANTS JEWS

Law- Attri- Law- Attri-
fui Set butive Total N fui Set butive Total N

Psychologists 35% 42% 23% 100% 26 70% 10% 20% 100% 10
Sociologists 15 41 44 100% 32 25 50 25 100% 12

With religion held constant, psychologists still show a marked
preference for lawful relations. Among Jews, sociologists are more
likely than psychologists to prefer the set relation, but this difference
disappears between Protestant members of the two professions Among
Protestants, the sociologists prefer the attributive relation 44.

The institutional setting, as another from of cultural context, might
affect there thoughtways. Table XV shows the difference with work
setting held constant.

TABLE XV

Types of Indicator-Concept Relations among Psychologists
and Sociologists According to Employment Setting

UNlVERSITY NONUNlVERSITY

Law- Attri- Law- Attri-
fuI Set buti'De Total N fui Set butioe Total

Psychologists 44% 34% 22% 100% 18 44% 34% 22% 100% 1
Sociologists 11 43 46 100% 46 36 36 28 100% 11

Essentially the differences hold. Psychologists in both situations
prefer lawful indicator-concept relations. In nonuniversity settings
there is a very slight preference among sociologists for the attri-

H Among both psychologists and sociologists, Jews show a preference for
lawful relations. The influence of religious groups on the mode of inference
should be investigated further.
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butive relation. In university settings, the sociologists are more
sharply marked off from the psychologists by their preference for
both the set and attributive reIations.

A significant difference between the Iawful and both the set and
attributive reIations is that the reasoning involved in the former
follows the propositionaI form of the generalizing sciences. The Iawful
inferences are of the «Ií-then» form and are validated by empirical
generalizations. The set relation involves deductive argument, des-
cription and c1assification rather than empirical generalization.

The way of thinking about the indícator-concept reIations seems
to parallel the way propositions are gene rally deveIoped in the two
fields. The observation that psychology tends towards being a gene-
ralizing science, while socioIogy remains descriptive and c1assifac-
tory, has been made numerous times. Over forty years ago, Kroe-
ber 45 defined culture history as the viewing of data directly as they
present themselves, while psychology views the data in terms of
processes and mechanisms. NevertheIess, he believed in the possibil-
ity of deveIoping a generalizing science of sociology. A few years
before, assuming that the only mechanisms that couId expIain so-
cial phenomena were psychological, Leuba 45 pointed out that so-
ciology must either concern itself with the interpretation of social
action in terms of consciousness or must limit itself to the observation
of the external activities. Some years later, Cuber 47, examining text-
books in socioIogy, could not find príncíples stated as such. He pro-
posed a list of sociologicaI principIes. These turn out to be príncíples
dealing with culture rather than society. One of Talcott Parsons'
principal efforts, has been to push toward a nomothetic sociology by
developing dimensions of c1assification on the analytic level ". With
reference to interdisciplinary teams, Luszki 49 found that «socíologísts
tend to be concerned with descriptive variables of the content of be-
havior rather than with process and the relation between certain
kinds of behavíor».

45 A.1. KROEBER, «The Possibility oí a Social Psychology » , op.cit., pp. 635 ff.
45 J. H. LEUBA, «Socíology and Psychology», American [oumal 01 Sociology,

Vol. 19, 1914, pp, 323-342.
47 john F. CUBER, «Are There 'PrincipIes' oí Sociology ?", American Soci-

ological Reoieta, Vol. 6, 1941, pp. 370-372.
48 See, for example, The Structure 01 Social Action, Glencoe, Illinois, The

Free Press, 1937, and The Social System, op.cit.
n Margaret B. LUSZKI, lnterdisciplinary Team Research, New York, New

York University Press, 1958. A growing literature on the experience with
interdisciplinary work provides a good source of data for further stud'ies such
as the present one. Aside from the items previously footnoted see William
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A picture emerges of sociologists and psychologists who have
written empirical reports in the field of religion in the United States
duríng the fifties. These sociologists, relative to the psychologists,
tend to prefer face-to-face interview methods, to designate their con-
cepts with non-technical terros, to be either neutral or positive in
evaluating the behavior they observe, and to think in c1assificatory
and descriptive terroso Psychologists, relative to the sociologists,
prefer more standardized questionnaire methods of data gathering,
use technical terros to designate concepts, are concerned with the
negative side of their objects of study, and think in terros of inductive
generalizations. These methodological differences no doubt condition
whatever substantive differences exist between the fields.

The greater abstractness and technícalíty among psychologists than
among sociologists may be accounted for in terms of the cultural
tradition from which the fields have emerged, the social structures
from which the practitioners are recruited, and the internal struc-
tural differentiation of the fields. Psychology has grown from the
more technical areas of philosophy, especially metaphysics. Sociology,
on the other hand, may be traced back to political theory and, more
recently, to social reformo Both of these have been concerned with
concrete problems. With reference to recruitment, though the
evidence is not immediately available, it seems that psychologists
are more likely to be recruited from the urban and sociologists from
the rural environments. As MilIs pointed out, the latter may be con-
ducive to less abstract thinking and to a more positive evaluation of
man and society. Finally, the population of psychologists far exceeds
that of sociologists. Following Durkheim's thinking about the prog-
ress of the division of labor, one would anticipate increased special-
ization and abstract technical terminology. One rnight even con-
jecture about a negativistic attitude where there is greater «densíty»
and «competítíon» for space. These are but speculations to be tested
in future research. .

If the explanatory conjectures are valid and if these findings turn

50 As pointed out in footnote 8, e
developed for analyzing studies oí beha
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CAUDILL, and Bertrarn H. ROBERTS, «Pitfalls in the Organization oí Interdisci-
plinary Researeh», Human Organization Researcñ (R. N. ADAMS and J. J.
PREISS, editors) , Homewood, Illínois, Dorsey Press, 1960, pp. 11-18; Dorothy
Swaine THOMAS, «Experiences in interdisciplinary Research», American Soci-
ological Reoieur, Vol. 17, 1952, pp. 663-669; and Clyde KLUCKHOHN, .An An-
thropologist Looks at Psychology», American Psychologist, Vol. 3, 1948, pp.
439-442. .
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out to be applicabIe to other areas of sociological interest I\(), one
might hazard a guess about the future of sociology. The membership
of the sociology profession is increasing rapidIy. More and more,
members are being drawn from urban environments. The proportion
of practicing sociologists who are engaged in research outside of the
university setting is increasing. AlI of this suggest that sociologists
may well follow the path of the psychologists: increasing use of
standardized data gathering methods, use of technical terminology
and empIoyment of indicators Iawfully related to the referents of
the concepts. At the same time, if the boundary with psychology,
which sociologists are concemed to define, is indeed primarily a
methodological one, sociologists might be expected to become in-
creasingIy interested in deveIoping a distinctive methodology. These
methodological concems may well contribute to retaining the value-
neutral position in sociology. Finally, the very concern of sociologists
with their border with psychology may well increase the chance that
they will become more like the psychologists.

50 As pointed out in footnote 8, the methodology used in this paper was
developed for analyzing studies of behavior under stress. Delays in the coding
of that material prevented its inclusion in the present paper. Preliminary
runs, however, orr a small sample of the stress studies show results essentially
consistent with those presented in this paper. A parallel report on stress
material is forthcoming.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES, PROBLEMS AND METHODS
OF THE SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE U.S.S.R.

For all who are even hardly aoquainted with the main príncíples
of the marxist socíology is well known, that in the research of
social problems in the soviet, sociologists lean against the general socí-
ologícal theory which is the materialistic comprehensíon of hístory -
Historical Materialism.

There is no doubt that the concrete sociological research will be
useless if it is not based on the general sociological theory.

Our respected colleague Professor Merton in his well known book
Social Theory and Social Structure writes, that as war, exploitation,
poverty, díscrimination and psychological uncertainty in security of
mankind are pests in the contemporary society, social science is
abliged to fumish a solution to each of these problerns, if it does not
wísh to be totally useless.

Referring principally to the West European and American socí-
ology, Merton expressed a remarkable point of view that socíology
is not yet ripe for a comprehensíve integral theory and that there
are only a few theories known as the theories of the middle rank,
whose significance is rather relative and passíng - this opinion is
universally known. And they fully merit the following lines from
Tennyss: «Our small systems are true in their own days after which
they vanish».

We are justifíed in believing that this definition cannot be applied
to the marxíst sociology. We cannot also agree with the main
principles of the reports of our colleagues P. Sorokin and the fonner
marxist H. Lefebvre.

P. Sorokin tries to prove that the modem sociology is not now
a scienoe, that the only use of the method of hístorical research will
make it a science in the nearest future.

We think that P. Sorokin has forgotten the well known fact that
there is a socíology, which ls based on the use oí the historical
method in its research, That is the marxist sociology.

H. Lefebvre cannot ignore the fact that the marxist sociology is
based on the historical method. He recognizes this fact, but as well

237
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as P. Sorokin tríes to prove that marxist sociology is not yet a sdence.
K. Marx, writes H. Lefebvre, has not created a scientific sociology,

he only created a project of «concrete socíology» and then stopped
the ínvestígatíon of socíologícal problems,

In his report H. Lefebvre ígnores the fact that materialistic
comprehensíon of history first descriibed by Marx approximately one
hundred and twenty years ago, has been tíme-tested and has been
proved by the entire process of hístorical development.

The basic principle of materialistic understanding of history is the
concrete study of social life. Emergence of Marxism in the forties of
the 19th century and its further development is organícally linked
to and supported by research on specific social problems.

Basíng himself upon his personal observations and authentic
reports Engels wrote his work on the Conditíon of the Working Class
in England. While at work on the Capital, Marx had analyzed stacks
of «blue notes», where he found positíve statistical material and
documentation on the staggering state of capítalist exploítation.
Lenín, for his book The Deoelopment of Capitalism in Russia, studied
statistical record s referríng to the State, dístríct and county matters,
as well as the budgets of individual peasants' households. The
scientific basís of these and numerous other social studies, whích
have received acclamation for their world-wíde historical signífí-
cance, is the theory of hístorícal materialism and the method of
materialist díalectícs, whieh constitutes the living soulof Marxism.

Concrete social study became possible in the Soviet Union only
after the victory oí the October Socialist Revolution. Duríng the first
twenty years in the twenties and the thírtíes, over 300 various books
and pamphlets were published, which threw light upon the results
of specific analysis of new social processes. Ways and methods were
also being developed, among whích are the works oí S.G. Stroumi-
lyn on the influence of culture and educatíon upon productive
capacity of cornmon labour in the USSR. a book by A. 1. Todorovskiy
With Rifle and Pleno, a monograph by S. M. Vasileyskiy Methods and
technique of Social Studies, as wel1 as others.

Defíníte social research may be dírected towards the study oí the
various facets of the diversified process of public life, such as
concrete research O!l1 economy, statistícs, demography, ethnography,
law, social-psychologícal and other subjects. But certain social re~
search, which bears direct sociologícal character and studies the
process oí socíal-hístorical development, when taken in totality and
ínterdependence oí its various aspects, provides a scientiñc analysis
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of the general laws of this deveIopment, which manifests itself in
this or that social process or occurrence. In other words a regularity
of a sociological nature can be established. In our opinion not every
definite social study may be termed sociological. But when taken in
their totalíty and in conjunction with other problems, and after
having them scientifically supported, these concrete social studies
provide the foundation for scientific sociology and serve as substance
for scientific sociological generalízatíon.

The personality cult of Stalin had to a certain degree slowed down
the progressive advancement of concrete social researoh. Nevertheless
the Marxist sociology in the USSR, insofar as our opínion is con-
cerned, has aided through its research in the finding of daring
theoretical and practical solutions to most ímportant problems of
building a new society. Thus, development of economically and
culturally underdeveloped nations was being directed immediately
towards Socialísm, although they had not yet experienced the
capitalist stage in their development at the time of the Socialist
Revolution in Russia. This was done in conformity with the main
principIes of the scientific sociology.

Following the príncíples of this sociology the Soviet scientists with
representatives of the publíc education system have evolved and
experimentally tested and carried out in practice the various forms
of general, specialized and industrial education and training of both
the young generation and adult population; the obtained information
fumished valuable material for the solution of a most difficult prob-
lem of eradicating differences 'hetween physical labour and intel-
lectual work.

At present the scíence of sociology in the USSR aids society in the
soluríon oí social problerns, with whíeh mankind has never met
before. The essence of these problems lies in the task oí creating a
c1ass-free Communist society, which falls into three inter-connected
categories. First is the problem of creatíng fue material and technical
basís of Communism, with the changing oí the character and
significance of labour evolving from the progress in the scientifíc
and technical fields. Secondly there are the problems of evolution
of Communist social relations and a corresponding change in the
social structure of fue society through complete liquidation of the
last vestiges of inequality between social sections and groups, be-
tween men and women, and so forth. And lastly, the problems of
formation and manifold development of a new man, as well as his
scientific outlook and the new moral standards, which are to be
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based upon the elimination of substantial differences between intel-
lectual and manual labour, between urban and rural Iife, while
striving and attaining a higher cultural leve! of members of the
society.

Such a daring plan wirth the scientific forecasts on solving the
cardinal problems of social progress has receíved its substantíation
in the new Programme of the CPSU. Putting into practice the
realization of these problems demand a constant cooperatíon of
theory and practíce. Numerous new processes and events are now
developing in the USSR. These are, to name a few, the fast growth of
producing forces, a further advance in Socialist democracy, an
upsurge of culture, formatíon of new morale, and many others.

In the course of this evolutíon one demands new solution and
numerous trial quests, Both provide a vast amount of new experi-
ences which require generalízatíon and intelligent comprehensíon.
These rich and varíed social experiences open wíde possíbílítíes for
concrete socíologícal researches, which are gaining momentum in
the USSR.

The importance of concrete sociologieal researches in the USSR
is primarily determined by the Iact that they offer the possibility of
studying general regularíty in the development of society in the
concrete forms that they manifest themselves, and to notice the
emergenoe of new processes and occurrences in the economícal, so-
cial, political and spiritual life of the Socialist society. Secondly, these
research programs are live and possess the practical yield in that
they accumulate and propagate positive life experíence, bring forth
correctíons ínto the practice of socíety.

If the general socíologícal theory of Marxism embraces the entire
social-historie prooess, general laws of its development, the concrete
social researches are eapable of covering certaín sections and aspects
of this process applicable to a definite time, place and a eertain
historical situation.

Works like the 18th Brumaire and The Civil War in France by
Marx, the April Theses by Lenin are brílliant examples of such
scientífic analysis of particular historie situations from the poínt
of view of scientifíc sociology OIfMarxism. The mentioned works
reveal revolutíonary situations in one or another country at a
definite period oí time. Other works that merit as high a value are
the Housing Problem by Engels, lmmedia:te tasks of the Soviets, the
Great Start by Lenín, and many other works of the Marxist scíence,
where exaetness and scrupulousness in research match the genius
of theoretíeal deductíons and inferences.

THE SüCIOLüGICAL RESLU
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A specific historical situatíon represents a link in the chain of
social-historical process. It has its beginning in the past, and its
development and conclusíon either in the present or in the future.
The term «hístorícal situation » has a definite scientific meaning, which
allows to better understand the particular and general traits of each
concrete individual event.

Social development has the form of co-operation of various facets
of social life, in which economical drive sooner or later finds its
way through an endless multitude of chances, but which, in turn,
is influenced by different sub-structures, These latter constitute the
political forms of class struggle and its results and embrace poli-
tical, juridical, philosophical and other theories, religious outlooks,
etc. When this takes place, social co-operation, is accomplíshed not
oí its own accord, but, and only, in the process of industrious
activity of people. Hadn't it been for this complicated, hardyielding
to research co-operation, it would have been easier to apply scien-
tific theory to any historical períod, than solving a most elementary
simple equation.

Under theconditions of creating a classless socíety, during the
transition períod from capitalism to socialism, spontaneous social
development makes way for a planned and conscientious develop-
ment. New social factors, as public ownership, appear and develop.
New, objective laws, the laws of socialism, permitting the planning
of social development begin to function in the economic life of the
society. And it is on this objectíve oasis that spring out new shoots
of what may be called the general wíli, acting along a single gener-
al plan.

Analysis of concrete social situations plays a vital methodical
sígníficance for concrete socíologícal research. First of all, when
studying a certain concrete situation the whole aggregate of acting
Iorces, ís oonsidered, and not any single one, Social phenomenon
are analysed as complex and varied facts, whích are submitted to
numerous influences. Secondly, all specífíc circumstances of life are
carefully analysed. These are the elements, that determine intel-
Iígenoe, will and aotions of people, in other words - those, that,
in the end, determine the relations in the economic life of a society
and the laws of its development.

Thirdly, such a new social factor as general wiIl, acting along
a single gene-ral plan, is taken into consíderatíon. This last factor
is the social, political and spiritual unity of the Soviet society,
which presents itself as a powerful lever in the transformatíon
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of social realíty, Such systematically developing force of social
reconstruction was not, and could not have been, known to any
preceding socíal-economíc formation.

The Soviet sociologist is a part of the united Socialíst body. When
certain of its support, he can conduct social experiments, research,
he can work out practical recornmendations that become the sub-
ject of discussion, and which, if scientifically supported and practí-
cally sound, may be approved and carried out by the society.

In the process of studying social development of concrete social
situations in the Soviet society, a large place is reserved to a scíen-
tiñe determination of the method and the technique of research.

Sociology in the Soviet Union combines the various scientific
methods of sociological research, which the Westem sociology usu-
ally subdivides into objective and the so-called subjective methods.

The methods of socíologícal research in the USSR include analysis
of statistical reports and official papers: analysis of forros and
methods of activity of workers' organizations and discussions with
them on the topies of sociological problems; social experiments;
outward and inside observation; written and oral polls; study of
personal documents, etc.

Omitting a detailed analysis of all the above-named methods it
would be wise to note, that some Western socíologísts tend to see
a similarity between concrete sociological research and conducting
popular polls. Public polls cannot be the universal, single and prin-
cipal method of concrete socíological research. It can provide va-
luable results only if scrupulously prepared and conducted, and that
in conjunction with other methods oí sociological research. Questíon-
naires become valid instruments of sociological science only if they
allow comparison of mas s subjective answers to definite objectíve
data, if they allow to expose the natural link between the objective
and the dependent upon them subjective processes, the processes oí
comprehension. All information gathered from polls should be
checked, supplemented and completed with data received through
other scientific methods of sociological research.

We believe that research on important sociological problems should
be based primarily upon objective scientific methods and be highly
representative, Le. cover the widest possible cross section of the
population. Moreover, it should make use of mathematical and statís-
tical methods of handling all obtained material.

The use of mathematical and statistical methods (law of averages,
law of multitudes, theory oí game, etc.), have a good future in con-
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crete social research, for it allows a more accurate and objective
revelation of the quantitative side of social processes and happenings.
Laboratories for mathematical methods in economics, created at the
Section of Economic of Academy of Science of the USSR and at the
Siberian Section of the Academy, are beginning to use mathematical
methods more and more as a means of analysis of concrete social
processes.

The empiric sociology, we omit all its concrete achievements,
studying human intelligence and social behaviour of people as an
independent and self-dírectíng element - in reference to material
factors and conditions, are attempting to present this intelligence
and behaviour on mathematical formula, that is trying to mathe-
matiz e human behaviour. Such use of mathematical methods in so-
ciology cannot, we feel, be eonsídered genuinely scientific and will
not provide the expected effect, as it ignores the peculiarities of so-
cial life.

A large role is reserved for mathematics in modellíng social pro-
cesses and events, as well. Economic science has already started work
upon social modelling, which is deemed a matter of utmost impor-
tance with a promising future. Sociology is also setting out along
the same path. By feeding data into an electronic computer it is
possible to obtain comparisons on social events and concrete social
conditions within the confined spaces of laboratories. It becomes
possible to conduct these experiments to aid in the finding of ways
of influencíng these events through public opiníon and support.
A still larger part in sociology is reserved to the generalization of

social procedure not under laboratory conditions, but in actual life.
Concrete sociological research in the USSR has another charac-

teristic trait. This research is unthinkable if taken in the confine-
ment oí phílosophers' and sociologists' studies, isolated from scíen-
tists of other branches of leaming, or practical staff. Concrete socio-
logical research includes bordering spheres of social and natural
sciences and thereforedemands the closest co-operation of scien-
tísts from varíous branches. It wiJl be fruitful only if there is the
joint effort of philosophers and sociologists, economists, lawyers,
statisticians, ethnographers, demographers, psychologists and other
representatives of social sciences, as well as specialists from other
fields, such as mathematics, electronic computation, city planning,
physiology, medicine, tuition and many other branches of learning.
That is why concrete sociological researeh in the Soviet Uníon is
based upon co-operatíon of scientists and practical staff in the
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governmental, economic, trade-union, co-operative, social and other
organizations, as well as the staff of statistical bureaus, and so forth.
This amalgamation of efforts on behalf of scientists of various bran-
ches of leaming and workers in practical fields was achieved during
research conducted in studying the problem of augmentation and
application of free time of workers and employees in the U.S.S.R..
conducted by the Siberian Section of the Academy of Science of the
Soviet Union. The same may be said of the Institute of Philosophy
of the above Academy, pooling its effort with the Gorky Sovnarkhoz
in quest of new formula in the labour and daily life problems of
workers, or the Pedagogical Institute and the Sovnarkhoz in the
~ity of K.rasnoyarsk working on the problem of transforming labour
ínto a vital necessity.

The last few years witnessed a good many concrete sociological
experiments on fue basis of a newly created network of scientific
centres and an able staff.

A sample of concrete research oonducted by sociologists-Marxists
is the new Programme of the CPSU. The Programme is based upon
profound and varied eeconomic, sociological, statistical and other
social research conducted by Party, governmental and scientific
organizations. It represents an example of scientific planning of ma-
jor social changes for a rather considerable historical period - for
the next twenty years.

The great role ís being played by the concrete sociological re-
search in the social planning. Social planning, for example, the
planning of the social development for 20 recent years in fue USSR
receives its support from prelirninary study of materials selective
~spection, tests, etc. Such a study is, first of all, systematíc, as it
IS conducted at certain intervals upon certain objects in order to
obtain comparative information. On the other hand, this type of
study is exploratory, aimed at examining manifestations of new
shoots in the Soviet society.

Soviet sociological science has acquired a certain experience in
conducting systematic and exploratory concrete research which
aids social planning and social progress. Thus, in the last few years
scientists and the staff have been studying professíonal standards of
workers at industrial plants in the Sverdlovsk economic region. As
a result of this research was published a separate work entitled
The Rise in Cultural and Proiessional Leoel of the SO'UÍet Working
Class.

Extensive research with the use of rnathematics is being con-
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ducted at the Institute of Economic of the Siberian Section of the
Academy of Science of the USSR on the problem of free time.

The Sociological research division of the Institute of Philosophy of
the same Academy (A. A. Zvorykin), is studying problems of devel-
oping new princíples of work and conditions at plants of the Mos-
cow, Gorky and other regions, Moldavian Republic, etc. The Socio-
logical research sector of the Moscow University chose social prob-
lems of automation at the 1st Ball-bearing plant and other works.
Problems of general development of personality and the change in
the social structure in Soviet Society are being studied at sociological
research sectors of the Ural University (M.H. Routkevitch, L. N.
Kogan and others) and the University of Kiev. A similar sector of
the Leningrad University (V. P. Roshin, V. A. Yadov and others) is
studying processes of transforming work into the primary life requi-
rement and development of socialist consciousness; work is being
conducted at Leningrad plants. Problems of family relations in
a Socialist society are examined at the Leningrad philosophical
section of the Academy of Science of the USSR (A. G. Kharchov
and others). Co-operation and sharing gathered experience in socio-
logical research, conducted by various scientific establishments and
universities, is being carried out through the Soviet Sociological As-
sociation under President Y. P. Frantzev ..

The program of concrete sociologícal research conducted in the
USSR envisages, for the immediate future, scientific analysis of the
following problems:

1. Alteration of the social structure oj society in the process of
building Communism. Problems under study inc1ude processes of
eradication of c1ass distinction among the working c1ass, peasants
and intellectuals, processes of bringing closer and joining manual
and mental labour. Other problems inc1ude equalizing economic and
cultural conditions of urban and rural districts, developed and out-
lying districts of the country, and especially the formerly backward
districts, narrowing differences in the standard of living of various
sections of society in connection with the rise of their income and
a sizeable increase in distribution from public funds, etc.
2. Modifications in the character ol work. The change in the pro-

fessional structure of the working c1ass and farmers is being studied,
as well as the change in the meaning of labour, development of
diversification of functions per worker, the freeing of a part of
workers due to automation and their transference to new types of
work, alternation of types of work, and so forth.
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Because of this it becomes imperative to study the processes of
elevation of fue cultural and professional level of workers and far-
mers, the ways and methods of general polytechnical and profes-
sional education of the growing generation and of the working po-
pulation, the processes of [oíníng education with productíve work.
3. Transjer of Socialist State junctions into the hands of public

seli-gouernment organizations. This idea is being studied and tried
at different levels, covering management of public affairs, manage-
ment at industrial plants, the organizing of public education and
cultural work, aiding to improve upon living conditíons and health
problems, maintaining publíc order, and many other aspects,
4. Problems with the way 01 liie, of Soviet lamily and its func-

tions in conjunction with the living, material and social conditions.
This point also íncludes the problem of women participating in pro-
ductive work, development of publíc relations and public servíce,
augmentation of public consuming power and spare time of workers
and employees, etc.

In thís connection problems of housing and rational planning of
living and auxiliary quarters are also studied.

S. Problems of spiritual lile of peopte, maximum deoelopment
01 personality, This aspect touches upon the subject oí the influence
that an increase in publíc work and development of culture, edu-
cation, public opíníon, scientific outlook, new moral code, and so
forth, has on the spiritual life of various groups of the population in
the Soviet society, as well as overcoming the inheritance of old morale
in the consciousness and behaviour of people.

This list of problems on sociology whích is being studíed in the
Soviet Uníon could be greatly extended. Soviet Marxist sociologists
have every opportunity to carry out a large prograrnme of research
and thus contribute to the solving of the lofty problems of contem-
porary life.
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

First session

Chairman : K. H. WOLFF,Brandeis University
Rapporteur: F. BLUM,University of Minnesota

L. Recaséns-Siches started the discussion with comments on F. H.
Blum's paper which he considered as a sort of x-ray picture regard-
ing the assumptions of the sociology of knowledge. He felt that the
three laws mentioned in this paper, the laws of opposites, of compen-
sation and of balance, were not only empirically verifiable gener-
alizations concerníng the dynamic of social processes but were also
expressíons of life's structure as analysed from the viewpoint of the
phílosophy of existence. L. Recaséns-Siches also felt that the idea of
the numinous was valuable for the sociology of knowledge but warn-
ed not to confound it with «objectíve spirit» or «volksgeist» - a
warning which F.H. Blum fully agreed,

As regards the paper by D. N. Levine, L. Recaséns-Siches felt that
D. N. Levine's examination of the problem of ambiguity was most
important. Ambiguity is not a rational attitude in Aristotle's sense
but it belongs in the realm of reason. Social action must be analysed
within this broader context of reason rather than within the more
limited framework of rationalistic means and ends.

]. Kolaja asked D. N. Levine whether his proposition could be ap-
plíed to all agricuJtural societies where communication is verbal.
D. N. Levine indicated that absence of writing was related to ambí-
guity only in the sense that writing facilitates the development of
science, etc. But there also was ambiguity in the Western tradítíon.

W. Cohn questioned whether the concept of ambiguity could
meaningfully be applied to. different cultures. He felt that there were
differences in the level of conscíousness which made a direct com-
parison oí meaning hazardous if not impossible. D. N. Levine felt
that W. Cohn's criticism amounted to a rejectíon of the applicability
of scientific concepts to non-Western societies and expressed strong
disagreement with such a posítíon.

V. Gioscia spoke in more general terms about the problem of
díchotomy pointing out that one does not need to díchotomíze
phílosophy, He consídered this was a Western faiJ.ure.

247
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F. Adler questioned A. K. Saran's critical comments on the
relativistic position of traditíonal thought in the sociology of know-
ledge. He feIt that in spite of its relativism the tradítíonal approach
to fue socíology of knowledge is valid as long as it has a con-
ceptíon of truth and a model of verification. A. K. Saran poínted out
that often different criteria of truth are to be oompared. If we are
confronted with such a situation we need a criterion which trans-
cends them, that means we need an absolute reference point.

F. Adler also questioned the approach chosen by ]. Drysdale. He
felt that it would be most fruitful to examine the humaníst-epíste-
mological ímplícatíons of a sociology of knowledge after more em-
pírical research had been done.

]. Szbet commenting on the paper of K. Lenk feIt that K. Lenk
related too closely the philosophy of Hegel and the school of law of
the German hístorians whose attitude to revolution díffered greatly.
In Hegel the concept of revolution had a place, while in the historical
school of law the conception of organic develorpment prevailed. In
additíon, there were epístemologícal differences. Hegel had a dia-
lectic unity of categories and he criticized the concept of historical
development of the hístorícal school, ]. Szbet also poínted to díf-
ferences between Marx on the one hand and Mannheim and Scheler on
the other hand. When Marx spoke about ideology he did not mean
that there was no absolute point of reference. Ideology was a mode
of conscíousness formed as a whole. Marx -díd not deny rational-
objective aspects within the bourgeois ideology. Marxism got rid of
Illusíonísm.

E. Arab-Ogly pointed out that there were three marxist con-
ceptions of ideology which were not necessarily ídentícal. First,
ideology as false conscíousness, second, ideology as the whole
social conscíousness and third, ideology as class consciousness.
Social consciousness might be classified according to major historical
periods, each of which had its peculiar class consciousness. The
social consciousness of the period of slavery was a political con-
sciousness, of feudalism a religious consciousness,of the bourgeoisie
a juridical consciousness, and fue social consciousness of the present
historical period was a scientific consciousness. During each of these
historical periods olass consciousness was only a part of the social
conscíousness. It was important to say more clearly to what mode
of conscíousness one was referríng, What K. Lenk had shown was
that Mannheim and the whole German school was much more ideo-
logical than the Marxist theory.
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K. Lenk did not feel there was enough time to discuss the dif-
ferences between Hegel and the German hístorícal school of law.
He felt that German sociology of knowledge fell back behind the
position bourgeois ideology reached with Hegel. He agreed that
Marx did have more than one concept of ideology and indicated that
he stated that all profound thinking had true and ideological ele-
ments, K. Lenk's main point was that many present-day marxists no
longer dealt with the problems of alienation and were in this
respect closer to non-marxist theories of the sociology of knowledge
than to Marx himself.

A. J. F. Kobben felt that L. A. Costa Pinto presented a caricature
of anthropology rather than a true picture. He felt it was wrong to
criticize anthropology for neglecting statistical sources when in fact
anthropologísts gathered statistical data under the most difficult
círcumstances. He agreed that anthropology had a great deal to leam
from sociology but emphasized that sociologists could learn a great
deal from anthropology.

J. Kolaja asked F. Adler whether his paper was concemed with
social control and with science, art and religion as symbolic pro-
ducts. F. Adler saíd that he was primarily concemed with social
control and culture. He would like to be able to make predictions
of the conditions under which certain types of art and science were
most likely to arise.

Second session

Chairman: K. H. WOLFF,Brandeis University
Rapporteur: J. GOUDSBLOM,University of Amsterdam

. 10 Discussion foltowing papers by L. Goldmann. J. Sroona; and
E. Arab-Ogly

F. Fligelman, recommends the proposed science of enthymenology
as closely related to the sociology of knowledge.

K. Lenk, questions the assumption of E. Arab-Ogly that there is
no difference between natural and social science. Nature does not
possess the dialectic of history as an outcome of human activities.

J. Ponsioen, emphasizes that the sociology of knowledge ís not
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concemed with the truth of beliefs, but with the problem of why
people hold these beliefs. Its purpose is not to sort out objective and
subjective knowledge.

P. Rolle, asks for clarification from L. Goldmann whether develop-
ments in Russia such as the rise of a bureaucracy are to be ascribed
primarily to ideology or to social structure.

J. Kolaja, takes issue with J. Srovnal's assertion that Westem
sociologists are unaware of total social structures. This judgement
stems from an outdated conception of Westem sociology.

L. Goldmann answers P. Rolle to the effect that in historical prob-
lems one must distinguish between description and explanation.
Also, it is hazardous to speak of bureaucratic structure in general.
There are many variants; and here the element of ideology can
make for decisíve differences. As to E. Arab-Ogly's remarks on social
and natural science, sociology may become a natural science in
future, but it has not reached that stage yet. Social structures differ
historically; sociology requires a historical mode of knowledge.

E. Arab-Ogly defends his positíon that sociology does not essen-
tially differ from the natural sciences. Like biology, it deals with
living beings; and like biology, it can do so in a scientific manner.
The maturity of the social sciences depends upon the maturity of
society.
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J. Srovnal replies to J. Kolaja that his criticism of Western socí-
ology went deeper than the latter implied. A system employing for-
mal Aristotelian logic is unfit for the subject-matter of sociology.
The method of explanation must be adapted to the dialectic
properties of society.

T. Z. Lavine draws attention to H. Marcuse's thesis that the process
of productíon in itself is ídeologícal. Controversial though this may
sound, it gíves a valid insight into our contemporary situation.

K. Lenk points out that Hegel's and Mannheim's views of history
differ: to Hegel history was a process in which human reason could
discern a meaning, whereas Mannheim took a far more skeptical
view, leaving no room for an objective synthesis.

A. Ponsioen deplores that in T. Z. Lavine's paper the image of
Mannheim as concemed with diagnosis of our time seems to
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disappear in an analysis of the terms function and structure. In
relation to J. Maquet's paper he points out that the interrelationship
between thought and society is twofold: thought follows structure,
and structure follows thought,

T. Z. Lavine agrees with both K. Lenk's distinction between Hegel
and Mannheim, and A. Ponsioen's description of Mannheim as
prirnarily concemed with a diagnosis of our time. In her paper she
meant to deal with one aspect only,

J. Maquet apologizes for perhaps having simplified the relation
between thought and society. It is indeed difficult to specify «causes»:
in the sociology of knowledge there is, however, a dominant tendency
to look for the existen tial basis of mental phenomena.

3' Discussion. [ollotoing papers by S. Z. Klausner, S. Marcson,
J. Kolaja and A. Izzo

M. E. J. Rowan names as the most vital concem of the sociology
of knowledge the problem of ideology. Its dominant purpose is to
make sociologists aware of their own subjectivity.

E. Wey, asks the chairman to what extent the sociology of know-
ledge is an empírícal science, as American sociology clairns to be,
and to what extent ít belongs to the realm of philosophy.

K. H. Wolff answers that this question is indeed basíc to the socí-
ology of knowledge. European sociologists have attempted to grope
with it. American sociology, however, has always tried to remaín
aloof of the philosophical issues involved, and to relay the most
fundamental problems about social reality to the philosophers.

A. Ponsioen points out that the impulse to the sociology of know-
ledge must have originated from the fact that we live in a pluralistic
society. We try not to fight, but to understand each other.
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INDUSTRIAL SOCIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGIE INDUSTRIELLE

AUTOMATION AND THE NON-MANUAL WORKER
An interim report on an international comparatíve study

W.H. SCOTT

University of Liverpool

INTRoDUCTION

The project discussed in this report has been planned and co-or-
dinated by the International Committee for Social Research in In-
dustry. This Committee was establíshed in 1953. Earlier informal
contacts between several of the índividuals concerned led in that
year to the suggestion that a formal body should be set up to co-
ordinate industrial research at centres in a number of countries.
Research institutes in England, France, Sweden, Holland and Ger-
many have taken part in the present project. An earlier project, con-
cerned with the social aspects of technícal change in the steel in-
dustry 1, included representatives of Italy and Belgium. The research
has been financed from domestic sources in each country, but the
expenses of meetings to facilitate co-ordination have been borne by
the European Productivity Agency of the former O.E.E.C. (now
O.E.C.D.). With the termination of E.P.A., this support has ended,
and endeavours to find a new source, to permit the Committee's
activities to continue, are being urgently pursued.

THIS PROJECT

This project has been concerned with the relations between office
automation, as a technological development, and the structural. or-
ganizational and social context in which it is introduced.

1 Olive BANXS, Steel Workers and Technical Progress, París, E.P.A., 1959.
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The original plan envisaged that at least one large manufacturing
and one large cornmercial establishment should be covered in each
oí the countries, as it was expected that the conditions and conse-
quences of office automation rnight well differ in each of these two
sectors. It was not found possíble to adhere precisely to this plan,
but over Europe as a whole a fair balance has been achieved between
studies oí these two kinds oí enterprise.

They are essentially «follow-through» studies of an on-going chan-
ge, and thus attempt to complete a systematic analysis of the pre-
change situation, the conditions during the period of installation,
and the post-change situation.

The studies cornmenced in 1959. Analyses of the pre-change and
installation periods have been undertaken, but in most cases insuf-
ficient time has yet elapsed for definitive post-change studies to be
completed. As will be seen, the installation of computers in the firms
studied has been prolonged rather than hurried. The apparently
lengthy nature of social research projects has occasionally aroused
cornment; this at least is one case in which research has been
slowed to the pace of developments within industry itself.

An interim report on this projeot has just been published by O.E.C.D. 2.

and some copies are avaílable to-day for Section participants. This
interim report is a systematic account of the research to the end of
1961. It is therefore unneoessary for me to-day to repeat much of the
background detall, and it would be inappropriate simply to sum-
marize the interim report, although any aspects of ít can be dealt
with in discussion. 1 propose to select a few of the empirical findings
which seem to be of particular practical and theoretical interest, and
to add a sociological comment. Colleagues from Sweden, France and
England, where the researches are continuing, will then present pro-
gress reports on their more recent work.

Introduction 01 a Computer

SOME EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
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The advent of a computer involves a number of stages. 1 propose
to say something about three of these - the decision to introduce
one, fue installation period and the stage immecuately following
this, when the computer has been brought into operation.

2 W. H. SeoTT, Automation and the Non-Manual Worker. An interim report
on an international comparative project, París, O.E.C.D., 1962.
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Introduction 01 a Computer

A complete anaIysis of the motivation and dynamics of a major
business decision is always difficult. It is seldom possible to observe
top level discussions directly, and reliance must be placed on ínter-
views with key persons and inferences from behaviour. Nevertheless,
a fairly accurate picture can usually be constructed. In our researches,
three sets of conditions were present in most cases to precipitate a
decision to introduce a computer. Firstly, concem about, or at least
an awareness oí, the tendency for administrative costs to constitute
a steadily mounting proportion af total costs. Secondly, the presence
within the organization of a key individual or sub-group cognisant of
the potentialities of a computer and prepared to canvass support for
its introduction - a course of action which is very likely when, as
was usually the case, the status of the individual and the function
he heads may be enhanced thereby. Thirdly, the organization is an
innovating «pattern-setter» and its controllers wish to maintain this
position, or it is one of several large units in the same industry which
aspire to this positíon in the public eye. With the decline of price
competition, the desire for prestige, or to be a leader of fashion, must
not be under-estímated,

In some of the firms studied, the increase in administrative work
and staff had in fact reached the point where any further expansion
would have requíred not only additional staff but also physical ex-
tensions of the accommodation available. Against this background, a
technologícal innovation which promises both greater efficiency oí
operations and a reduction of staff - or at least a halt to its increase
- is bound to be attractive. In about one half of our firms a reduc-
tion in the number of clerical workers was expected, and com-
mercial organizations, such as insurance companies whose work is
largely administrative and clerical, predominated amongst these. In
most cases, the initiative was taken by a manager below Board level.
The firms were fairly large to large, so that differentiation of mana-
gerial functions had occurred, and «the office» was usually headed
by a manager equal in status to other departmental heads, In most
cases the initiative carne from the office manager or chief accoun-
tant, although in two cases it was taken by the head of an organí-
zation department: It is not difficult to see why this should be so.
Probably already on the defensive to some extent because of criti-
cisrns of rising administrative costs, the difficulty of maintaining
an adequate supply of trained clerks, and the cost of the high turn-
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The Installation Period

Responsibility foreffecting the installation was placed upon the key
person who had taken the initiative or upon a small team which
included him. It was probably unfortunate that this team was usually
drawn from the administrative departments, and did not include
representatives of other functions likely to be affected. Once a de-
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over amongst them, they are the individuals likely to be best in-
fonned about the potentialities oí computers; they also head functions
whose present status and importance have only recently emerged,
and are still somewhat equivocal. They see office automation there-
fore not only as of value to the fírm, but also as a development which
should consolidate and extend the importance and influence of their
function in the organization. In convincing top management, the
ínnovators relied largely on a combination of the economic and
«prestige » arguments noted earlier. The «prestíge» factor however
may operate in its own right, and result in inadequate consideration
of the purposes for which the machine is to be used and thus of the
precise type of model required for these purposes. In one firm, for
example, so little attention was paid at the outset to other consider-
atíons that the computer, having been installed and having completed
a trial run, was found to be technícally inadequate for the purpose
for which it was obtained, and incapable of the necessary modifi-
cation.

On the other hand, a minority of the managements apprecíateu
at the outset that a computer offered the possibility of more effective
control by higher management of certain economic aspects of the
enterprise, by the development of integrated data processing. As firms
have grown in scale and complexity, top management has sought
to develop «índírect» controls - such as more refined accountínzb

and costing systems - in order to evaluate and control performance
and to plan changes in policy. These systerns depend upon the quick
availability of accurate information, for the practical value of the
analyses made usually varíes inversely with the lapse of time
which occurs after the events to which they relate have taken place.
A computer offers not only the clear prospect of speedier collation
and analysis of the information, but also the probability of being
able to relate it to other data not utilized previously. Although only
a minority of managements seemed aware of these broader «control»
implications at the outset, they will grow in importance.
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cision to order a particular machine had been taken, further steps,
both technical and administrative, then tended to. be based on
collaboration between the supplier's experts and this team.

As regards the relations between management and manual work-
ers, the climate of opinion, and to some extent experience, now
favours the view that consultatíon before changes are introduced
is desirable. Most of the managements studied do not appear to have
acted on this assumption in dealing with their clerks, or even
their managers, during the transition to office automation. During the
installation period, a considerable measure of secrecy was main-
tained, at least about the details of what was to occur. Some very
general information was usually announced, but only in Sweden
did the amount given seem adequate. Consultation was confined
to the heads of sections to be directly affected, but even then it
was often a questíon of seeking their co-operation to implement
changes already decided upon, rather than a free and equal con-
sideration of how changes might best be effected.

This fairly general preference for secrecy and a minimum of con-
sultation seemed to spring from top management's own uncertainty
and anxiety. Unsure of the likely course of events, they were
unable to allay anxiety and rumour by giving accurate, detailed in-
formatíon, This does not, however, explain management's reluctance
to consult once the need for a particular move had become apparent.
It may be that only top management's basic view of the rela-
tions between themselves and clerks explains this. More consul-
tation with manual workers has come about maínly as a result
of employee pressure. Although group consciousness is growing
among clerks, effective pressure of this kind is still absent so far
as most clerks are concemed, and top management is still prone to
regard them símply as managerial ancillaries, rather than as a group
in their own right.

Partly for this reason, the achievement of the re-organization ne-
cessary to establish new procedures and to bring the computer into
operation was often a protracted process. The unco-operativeness of
branch and section managers was partly responsible - an attitude
which the failure to involve and consult them from the outset simply
reinforced. But some section heads perceived the computer's activities
as a treat to their status, authority and functions. These attitudes
sprang partIy from a lack of involvement and consequent misunder-
standings, but the more insightfuI managers saw clearly that- the
computer might in time reduce their discretion and decision-taking
powers. ¡
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In most of our firms, the problem of manning the computer in-
stallation itself was seen in broadly similar terms. The new routine
jobs which arose in connection with the computer were filled by
transfers from existing repetitive jobs. The smaller number of new
technical jobs, such as programmers, were also filled from the ex-
isting clerical labour force, both in these and other firms. Although
one or two firms consídered the recruítment of mathematicians, none
did so apparently because aid could always be obtaíned from the
supplier about programmes, and mostly persons of good general in-
telligenoe and varied clerical experience, with a modicum of mathe-
matical ability, were appointed. In all cases, with the exceptíon of
Sweden, no reductions of clerical staff occurred during the ínstalla-
tion period other than through the non-replacement of normal
«leavers», and in some cases, even the latter was not necessary, par-
ticularly as «double» working was often requíred during this periodo

Most of the firms being studied have not entered the stable post-
change periodo and our researches therefore have not yet been able to
achieve their main objective - to reach a clear understandíng of the
longterm changes and problems which a transition to office automa-
tions brings. AlI that can be done at this stage is to summarize the
conclusions which have emerged from our observations of the ínstal-
lation period, and to ask, in a tentative way, how far the trends
observed are likely to continue or to be modified in the future.

With the exception of the Swedísh ñrms, no redundancy appears to
have occurred in the firms studied in other countries directly as a
result of office automation. Any reductions, and so far in other cases
they appear to have been small or non-exístent, have been absorbed
by normal wastage. In Sweden, the non-manual work force had
oontracted by about 20 Ofo in the first firm studíed towards the end
of the ínstallatíon period; and this contraction was achieved not
simply by normal wastage but by terminating the employment of
some temporary clerks. As aforesaid, it is to be expected that reduc-
tions will be greatest in large commercial fírms, and particularly
insurance companies, where the major sector of the organization's
activities may be affected directly by a computer; in manufacturing
firms, and even in banks, there are more possibilities for the transfer
of employees affected to other [obs. The long-term effect is not easy 3 Effects 01 Mechanisation and Autom
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to. assess. On the one hand, as the number of computers and the func-
tions assumed by them grow, the present small impact on em-
ployment in firms other than insurance companies may become
greater; on the other, the present labour market for clerks in most
countries is «tight» and wastage is high, and moreover technical inno-
vations which lead to some immediate dírect redundancy often create
new jobs in indirect ways in the longer run. In the case of computers,
for example, it may be that an increasing number of persons will be
required to handle, to interpret and to act upon the data produced as
their functions become comprehensive and integrated.. At the moment,
the conclusions reached by the I.L.O. survey seem justified 3.

As regards conditions of work for clerks, it appears overall that
office automation may have the effect of assirnilating the relations
between management and clerks more closely to those whích now
obtain generally between management and manual workers. On the
one hand, computers are producing a relatively small number of new
higher-grade positions - programmers, analysts and supervisors, in-
cluding supervisors who will co-ordinate the flow of information
within the organization. But this development at best only consolidates
the existing tendency for the clerical labour force to divide into the
few higher-grade and the many routine clerks. On the other hand,
computers seem destined to advance further the process of routini-
zation of many clerical jobs. Although office mechanization has al-
ready made many of these jobs specialized and repetitive, we noted
earlier that there is still often an element of time-discretion and of
variety, with an attendant absence of undue constraint whether deriv-
ing from supervisors or from tight time-schedules. It seems probable
that computers will reduce these advantages for many clerks. They
will increase the number of jobs that are purely repetitive yet de-
mand continuous concentration - such as punching, perforating and
tabulating; at the same time the need to maintain an integrated flow
of information and the emphasis on producing results speedily will
increase feelings of pressure and constraint, probably not only for
routine clerks but also for most others associated with the operatíon
of the machine. Conditions of work may well be changed in other
ways. A growing cleavage within the clerical ranks between a rela-
tívely small elite and a large body of routine workers will influence
status evaluations and promotion channels and prospects. The status
of clerical work in general will probably continue to decline, whilst

3 Effects 01 Mechanisation and Automation in Offices, Geneva, I.L.O., 1959.
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SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
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the prestige of those responsible for the computer will be high and
their rank will increasingly become managerial rather than clerical.
In the future, it may be harder for the routine clerk than for the
manual worker to gain promotion to a supervisor's job. The routine
jobs will probably be manned almost entirely by women, whilst the
higher grade posts, as qualifications become more formalized and
if their rank become more managerial, will be filled largely by men.
Finally, shiftwork will certainly extend among clerks.

For these various reasons, it seems clear that the position of a
majority of clerks, and their relations with management, will come
closer to those of manual workers. As this occurs, compensatory de-
mands will probably arise, particularly in connection with pay and
other material conditions of employrnent, and in regard to fuller
consultation and negotiation with representatives of the group.
Whatever the impact of computers on clerks, however, it seems
possible that the implications for management may be equal or
greater.

It is commonly assumed that a computer with comprehensive
functions will lead to a greater centralization of managerial decísíon-
taking, thus reversing the erstwhile trend towards more delegation
and devolution. In this as in other aspects of the development, how-
ever, we must not rush to facile conclusíons. The present tendency
towards decentralization has really occurred only in very large
organizations, as an administrative necessity. In the large organí-
zation there will still be an obvious limit to the number of particular
decisions which top management can take and can transrnit without
undue delay. To endeavour to increase their present load unduly could
simply mean that the saving in time achíeved in receiving infor-
mation would be more than offset by the delay in carrying out
particular decisions. The actual re-distribution of decision-taking
responsibilities will probably depend on top management policy,
particularly as a computer will in any case make available only some
of the information relevant to decisions - that which is readily
quantifiable, such as financial data.

If a statement of the likely direct effects of office automation must
be tentative in the present stage of our studies, it follows that overall
conceptualization must be even more so. Nevertheless, three possí-
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bilities are discernible, and these concern the closer assimilation of
the conditions of routine clerks to those of manual workers, the
likely course of inter-group relations between management and
clerks, and the changing composition of the managerial group itself.

Much of what has been said in this brief report about the routine
clerks suggests a progressive proletarianization. The majority of
jobs becoming highly routinized, the consequent elimination of all
but the most elementary skills, the subjection of the work to tighter
schedules with the reduction of the element of personal discretion,
and the probable rapid curtailment of the possibility of promotion
and upward mobility - all these point to a decline in status and
an inferior role.

With the manual workers, these developments have often pro-
voked compensatory mechanisms, expressed in demands for the
recognítíon of the distinctiveness of the group and its problems, and
often accompanied by fairly rapid unionization and the establishment
of negotiating machinery. Clerks may well move further in these
directions, but change may be slow, for at least two reasons. Firstly,
it seems likely that the routine clerical group will come to consist
almost entirely of women, and probably predominantly of younger
women. The apathy of women towards collective action and union-
ization, and the reasons for this, are now well-recognized. In industry,
the exceptions seem to have occurred where proletarianization has
been accompanied by low financial rewards and adverse physical
conditions of work. With technological development in offices, there
seems no reason to assume that eíther of these conditions will occur.
It may be that many women will accept highly routinized work
without major complaint íf the financial reward is deemed satis-
factory. In this case, the prior change of attitudes necessary for great-
er group solidarity and collective action may not emerge. Moreover,
the reluctance of many managements to recognize clerks as a distinct
group for purposes of negotiatíon wfll of course be supportive of
these other inhibiting conditions.

The, as yet, small but important body of specialists who control the
computer ínstallatíon represent a new element in the manageríai
ranks. Although often recruited in the ñrst place from the existing
clerical labour force, it seerns probable that quarlifications for entry .
will soon be formalized. Thus the professionalization of management
will be taken a step further, as a new group of technical specialists
is added to existing ones within management, This new group may
indeed become an elite within the managerial ranks. As integrated
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data processing develops, their role will become increasingly crucial
to polícy formation; at the same time, the need to devise procedures
and programmes to make integrated data processing more effective
will require at least the senior computer staff to become more
«generalíst» in their approach and outlook.

But we are becoming increasingly speculative. Particularly as re-
gards these managerial implications, even more than other aspects
of office automation, more conclusive answers must await the com-
pletion of the post-change studies.
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CONFLICT AMONG INDUSTRIALIZING ELITES
IN A SASKATCHEWAN COMMUNITY

HENDRIK W. VAN DER MERWE

University of California, Los Angeles

The present paper discusses the process of industrialization in a
small rural town in Saskatchewan, Canada, in terms of the strate-
gies of the new índustríalízíng elites.

It was found that conflict in the process of industrialization could
be interpreted in terms of the strategies of the various elite groups
involved in the process, and that their respective strategies related
to their various ideologieal orientations. This analysis ís done largely
in terms of the ideal types of elites distinguished by Clark Kerr, john
T. Dunlop, Frederick H. Harbison, and Charles A. Myers in their book
Industrialism and Industrial Man.

SETTING OF STUDY

The study was conducted in the community of Esterhazy in south-
eastem Saskatchewan. The town population of a little ayer a thousand
was of heterogeneous ethníc background. Fifty per cent of the 633
adults were of Czechoslovakian or Hungarían. descent, twenty per
cent British, and the rest German, American, Swedish, and others.
Twenty-three per cent were still more fluent in either Czech or Hun-
garian than they were in English, and seven per cent were more
fluent in some other language. Fifty-three per cent of the adults
belonged to the Catholie Church, thirty-three per eent to the United
Church (Protestant), and the rest to the Anglican, Lutheran, and
others. The greatest eoncentration of Protestants was found in the
town among those of British and Czech deseent, whíle the rural area
of mainly Hungarian background was predominantly Catholic.

• Research for this paper was done under the ausptces of the Center for
Cornmunity Studies, University of Saskatchewan. The author, and not the
Genter for Cornmunity Studies, is responsible for all statements and con-
c1usions in the paper.
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«The ideological conflict which is so characteristic of our age is a
natural accompaniment of the diverse routes taken toward industrial
society under the leadership of diverse elites. Contending ideologies
are fashioned as men seek to guide this historical process by conscious
effort, to explain it to themselves, and to justify it to others» l.
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In SUTIl, Kerr oonoludes:

Until the potash plant was built the town was largely a trading
center. The industries were primarily concemed with the shipping
and processing of agricultural products, mainIy wheat, and the
storage and distribution oí fuel and building supplies. Many of the
town residents were retired wheat farmers,

In the spring oí 1957 one oí the largest producers oí potash in the
United States, Intemational Minerals and Chemical Corporation
(IMC), decided to invest $ 40 million in the «world's most modem
and efficient potash mine» at Esterhazy. Since construction is still
continuing at present (spring, 1962) the full economic impact of the
potash industry cannot yet be ascertained. Data for the present paper
were collected during 1959-60.

Although they emphasized the role of managers, they díd recog-
níze the important role oí other types oí leaders: «polítícal Ieaders,
índustrlal organization builders, top rnilítary officers, associated in-
tellectuals and sometimes leaders oí labor organízatíons» z.

The authors identified five ideal types of elítes, and according to
the nature oí these types, they organized the diversity oí industriali-
zation pattems into certain systerns. Each type has a strategy based

«The dynastic elite offers
choice; the revolutionary inte
and the nationalist leaders. .~
nation» 5.

LEADER STRA TEGIES

In an attempt to find a uniform pattern in the variety oí types ,..•f
industrialism over the world, Kerr and his associates carne to the con-
clusion that all these pattems could be interpreted in terms of the
ídeologíes, values, and strategies of the elites. They were struck by
the fact that the industrial relations pattems in other countries dif-
fered from that of the United States from which they often origi-
nated. They found these differences were due to differences in leader-
ship:

1 Clark !CERR,John T. DUNLOP,Frederick H. HARBISON,and Charles A. MYERS,
lndustrialism and Industrial Man, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press,
1960, p'.47.

% Ibid., p. 8.

3 lb id., p. 55.
4 Ibid., p. 68.
5 lb id. , p.76.
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on its central ideological orientation by which it seeks to order the
surrounding society in a consistent and compatible fashion:

1. The dynastic elite held together by a common allegiance to the
established order; oriented toward preservation of tradition in a
«paternal community»,

2. The middle class elite favoring a «structure of economic and
political roles which best permits them to pursue their gains» in an
open .market. Their ideology is «economically individualistic and
politically egalítarían». There is «more social mobility, less class-
consciousness, and a freer hand for progress». «Each individual is
held to be morally accountable to and for himself, within the limits
of the Iaw.-. Each man's responsibility begins and ends with the
injunction to make fue best use of his opportunities. ... Emphasis is
on progress and on the individual... on personal self-interest instead
OlÍ community welfare» 3.

3. The reoolutionary intellectuals and associated activists favoring
the elimination of existing leadership and cultural arrangements and
replacement with a new ruling c1ass and a brand new culture with
a new ideological orientation emphasizing the centrialized state as
the only mechanism which can undertake the process of industrializa-
tion.

4. The colonial administrator representing the «home country,» in
full control of the administration of the whole indigenous society.

5. The nationalist leaders as charismatic heroes of unstable chilias-
tic masses, predisposed towards state-directed effort. The economic
strategy is likely to He somewhere between the private initiative of
the middle class and the state control of the revolutionary intellec-
tuals. «Once power is attained there must be a mechanism through
which to work and this mechanism is Iikely to be the sta te. There
may be no theory in advance, but there must be a practice which
will involve the state .... This tends to lead to the planned economy,
to state or state-sponsored investment, to state-controlled labor organ-
izations ... to state guidance of the new industrialists» 4.

In sum, Kerr concludes:

«The dynastic elite offers continuity; the middle class, individual
choice; the revolutionary intellectuals, high velocity industrialization;
and the nationalist leaders, the integrity and advancement of the
nation » 5.

3 iu«, p. 55.
4 Ibid., p. 68.
s Ibid., p. 76.



«They must praise certain segments of priva te industry, and thereby
weaken the force of their long-term socialist arguments. It is difficult
for C.C.F. leaders to invite prívate industry into the province - even
subsidize it - and, at the same time, to denounce as exploiters the
industríalists or bankers whose money they need» 7.
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It should be noted that these types are ideal types, and none of
the cases in this study corresponds fully to any one of them. Kerr
indicates the utility of these types:

«But most individual cases may be understood better in relation to
one of these types. They abstract from reality, but by reducing com-
plexity and by making comparísons they can also illuminate reality.
They give order to our task of comprehending the forms of industrial-
ization and their varying impacts in the labor-management-state area» 6.

Four main industrializing elite groups or factions were distinguish-
ed in the present study.

1. The Co-operatioe Commonwealth Federation, Government of
Saskatchewan, as a left-wing movement, with emphasis on the
centralízed state. The development of the e.e.F. Party out of a co-
operative agrarian movement has been well described by S. M. Lip-
set in Agrarian Socialismo The nationalist rural movement had
gradually attained a pronounced socialist character. As govemment
of a rural and «under-developed» country it inevitably had to assume
responsibility for economic development and industrialization. On
the other hand, without private capital it could hardly finance big
enterprise. Furthermore, state-controlled industries had to compete
on the free market with other private concems. Quite naturally,
not all government enterprises in Saskatchewan turned out to be
successful.

Lipset described the predicament of the e.C.F. leaders who were
forced to make «nonsocíalist» concessions in order to promote in-
dustrial development in the province. Somehow they had to justify
private enterprise as legitimately fitting into socialist doctrine.

Underhill, a supporter of the eCF, explained the differences be-
tween socialism of the 1930s and soeialism of the 1950s. The social-
ism of the 1930s aimed at econornic reforms by means of govem-
mental control to combat the potential dangers of anarchy and chaos

a Ibid., p.51.
7 Seymour M. LIPSET, Agrarian Socialism, Berkeley, University of Califor-

nia Press, 1959, p.282.

8 Frank H. UNDERHILL,In Searc
lan, 1960, p.246.
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Toronto Press, 1960, p.147.
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«inherent» in the free enterprise of capitalismo At that time the eco-
nomic situation was such that socialism and capitalism could be
seen as two irreconcilable entities which had nothing in common.
In the Regina Declaration oi PrincipIes in 1932 the CCF claimed that
it would not rest till it had eliminated capitalism from the Canadian
economy.

By the 1950s, according to Underhill, the «írresponsíble power» of
the capitalists had been checked by state regulations and by the new
countervailing power Di the trade unions. It became clear that free
enterprise was not «inherently írresponsíble,» and that it was com-
patible with socialismo And experience has demonstrated that state
enterprise did not neoessarily produce the society of fellowship that
the socialists had hoped for 8.

Thus, in 1956 the CCF drew up a new Dec1aration of PrincipIes at
Winnipeg in which it dropped the clause on the elimination of
capitalism. However, under a subheading titled «Capitalism Basically
Immoral,» it stated: "A society motivated by the drive for private
gain and special privilege is basically immoral.»

Zakuta described the transformation of the CCF as a process of in-
stitutionalization in which the CCF became more «wordly,» losíng its
socialíst character: «And when the early faith in utopian socialism
withered, no stirnulating raisan d'étre was available to replace it» '.

Present evidenoe indicates that the CCF, though left-of-center, is a
welfare party, but not socialist. The party is neither for nor against
«prívate enterpríse» or «public ownershíp» as a matter of principIe.

However, when, during the 1961 electíons, the leader of the New
Democratic Party (a merger of the CCF and Labor) was challenged
by the Prime Míníster, who called the issue that of "Free Enterprise
versus Socialísm,» he answered: ,,1 accept the challenge ... the issue
is economic planning in the interest of all the people, or every man
for himse1f and the devil take the híndmost.»

In an interview with the Liberal Democrat of California, Harold
Winch, NDP Member of Parliament, stated: "We have had a demo-
CTCltiCsocialist movement in Canada since 1898. Its philosophy and
objectives have remained the same, but the name has changed, and

8 Frank H. UNDERHILL,In Searcb of Canadian Liberalism, Toronto, Macmil-
lan, 1960, p.246.

9 Leo ZAKUTA, "The Radical Political Movement in Canada,» in S. D. CLARK,
editor, Urbanism and the Changing Canadian Society, Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, 1960, p.147.
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so has the structure and approach» 10. In other words, though their
strategies have changed, the ideology is still the same.

2. Anti-socialist community, supporting the Canadian Liberal Party,
strongly opposing the state-oriented policies and socialized services of
the provincial government. Public support for the CCF government
is seldom heard. There is considerable emphasis by the leaders on
the advantages of free enterprise in an open market.

Several factors may account for the non-CCF character of the
community:

a. Lack of national Saskatchewan sentiment and identification with
the national purpose.

b. Lack of common political activity at the grass roots.
c. Lack of experience in oo-operative economic enterprise.
d. Low educational Ievel of older residents who formed their

opinions according to the policies of leaders whom they respect or
admire.

e. Community leaders traditionally were more often Liberal. Of the
twenty leaders identified as most influential in the past history of
the community, nine were Liberal, three Conserva tive (anti-CCF), and
only two were CCF. The Liberal leaders exercised considerable
political Influence in the community.

f. Merchant leadership in Esterhazy, as in most small towns in
Saskatchewan, encouraged a strong anti-CCF sentiment. Merchants
are the real «free enterprísers» and they fear left-wíng parties. An
attitude typical of that of many Esterhazy leaders was expressed in
an editorial of the local paper of another town, the Esteuan Mercury.
The paper emphasized that businessmen in small communities have
always taken the greatest interest in the betterment of their com-
munities, and sparked local pride. «This local pride is being gradual-
ly eliminated and replaced by discouragement through the inroads
of Socialistic planning, based mainly on centralization and dictator-
ship ... More and more has socialism taken away from the com-
munity and the individuals in ít, interest in their own affairs».

3. Free-enterprise, private-capital, «open-market» American corpo-
ration (Kerr's middle elass) strongly opposed to state control over
industry, The local mine management, as representative of the corpo-
ration, propagated the ideology of the «middle class» which calls for
a free hand in economic development with a minimum of govern-
ment intervention. In their publícation, The Perspectioe 01 Canadian-
American Relations, the Canadian-American Committee singled out
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five areas «that may give ríse to real problems between Cana da and
the United States.» One of these was «... particular clashes of inter-
ests tend to be inherent in new forms of governmental intervention
within the domestic enterprise system of each country» 11.

4. Labor union opposed to exploitation of the workers in the
open market; relyíng on centralized state mechanisms to protect the
rights of the workers. Since the time of the investigation, the agrarian
CCF Party has fused with the labor movement in Canada to form
the New Democratic Party in a united political front. During visits
to the community the international representatíve of a labor union
made several remarks denouncing the «prosperity and luxury» of
the «wealthy American capitalists», and deplored the state of «pover-
ty and despair of the underpaid workers», He promoted a feeling of
hostility against the capítalist system and íts proponents.

Although no evidence was collected to aseertain whether the labor
union concemed was officia1ly affiliated with the New Democratic
Party, it is obvious that the labor union had more to gain from a
centralized state policy and planned economy than from a free enter-
prise system.

At the merger convention of the two major labor movements in
Cana da in 1956, the TCL and the CCL, resolutions were passed com-
mending, though not officially endorsing, the CCF for its pro-labor
stand. Up to 1957 the CCF has been the only party in Canada to
endorse the legislatíve recornmendations of the new Canadian Labour
Congress 12.

In their Winnipeg Declaration of Príncíples in 1956 in which the
CCF leaders ealled capitalism «basically ímmoral» , they welcomed
«the growth of labour unions» as the right step toward «building a
living democracy».

Sinee the workers were separated from management in terms of
all erucial eriteria oí social elass (wealth, edueation, prestige, and
power), nationality, and often ethnic background, and since there
were traditional social distinctions in the community, the labor
leader eould hope for support from the workers.

11 CANADIAN-AMERICAN COM'MITTEE, The Perspectioe of Canadian-American
Relations, Washington, National Planning Association, 1962, p.1l.

12 Stuart MARSHALL ]AMffiSON, Industrial Relations in Ganada, Ithaca. Cor-
nell University Press, 1957, p.98.
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The Labor force at the local plant was largely of rural background,
and labor unions found líttle enthusiasm and at first no support. The
Rock and Tunnel Division of the Construction and General labor
Union of the American Federation of Labor (RID-AFL) gained sup-
port from the miners by prornising them wage increases. The union
consequently demanded such increases from the company contractors
and, while negotiations were still going on, decided to strike. The
picket line of the shaft workers was not honored by all surface work-
ers, and not even by all shaft workers and construction at the mine
continued at an impeded rateo Junior and senior executive men of
the company performed the most essential tasks in the shaft.

After four weeks the uníon agreed to return to work for an increase
of ten cents per hour and a few other benefits. It had demanded an
increase of almost $ 2.00 per hour.

In spite of diligent union organization the strike failed because of
lack of support from the community and especially from the workers
themselves.

The success of management in ending the strike much in its favor
was largely due to its effective strategy, the failure of union leaders
to gain support of the workers, and the anti-socialist leadership in
the cornmunity.

LACK OF VVORKER SUPPORT FOR T8I

«Expectant parents in Saskatchewan Oo. will have babies late this spring
who are born capitalists. Some of these newcomers (if he is born on
the da'}' that the shaft sinkers reach potash) will receive a share of
common stock in Intemational Minerals and Chemícal Corporatlon».

The employees at the plant wer
about the strike. Most surface w
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CoMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR MANAGEMENT

Community leaders in general gave enthusiastic support to the
potash industry and to management. In terms of ideological and
polítical oríentatíon the carporation made a wise choice in selectíng
Esterhazy from several surrounding towns as its head-quarters.

Management followed an effective program of public relations and
«sold» the company to the community. A recent device of the com-
pany was reported in the local newspaper. The Esterhazy Miner
(formerly Obseroer}:

The community saw the company as an agent of prosperity.
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The local instigators of the strike were not respected in the com-
munity. They were labeled as bad workers who seldom satisfied their
employers and whose families often had Iived on relief. The com-
munity thought the miners were too well paid to have reason to
complain.

The community was suspicious of the labor union which was
regarded as an undesirable foreign element and socialist-inspired. A
retired professional in tOWIl exclaimed: «That's Communist influ-
ence ! These men don't know who they are working foro Before they
know where they are, Khrushchev will be their boss [» Opposition
to the labor unión was reinforced by the latter's association with the
C.C.F. Government.

LACK OF WORKER SUPPORT FOR THE UNION

The employees at the plant were apparently never very enthusiastic
about the strike. Most surface workers did not honor the shaft work-
ers' picket line. Those who did, felt frustrated for they struck not in
sympathy with the shaft workers but for fear that their own union
might take action if they did not strike. Although none of the rniners
voted against the strike, only a few actively supported it. It was
premature in the sense that it was called before the workers had
gained sophistication in labor strategy and before cornmunity under-
standing had been attained. Many workers were bewíldered. It is
also doubtful whether most of the workers thought their current eco-
nornic posítíon was as bad as pictured by the union leaders. Com-
pared with management salaries they were «poverty-stricken», but
compared with current local standards and previous salaries they
were doing well.

The ambivalence in workers' attitudes is ínterpreted in terms of
a three-way allegiance: to their community, to the company, and
to the labor union.

The workers identified first with the community oí which they
themselves, their relatives, and their friends have formed an integral
part for most of their lives.

They felt an obligation to the company which paid relatively high
wages and brought prosperity to their families and to their com-
munity. The company followed a labor policy which favored re-
cruitment in the local community and the promotion oí local em-
ployees to high-level positions, and it maintained a relatively high
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wage scale. Relations between workers and management were
friendly and amicable.

The workers similarly felt an allegiance to the union which was
their bargaining agent for higher wages and job security and which
had promísed them such benefits. Although the workers lost sub-
stantial amounts in wages for a cause that seemed to many oí them
unworthy, some of them believed it was worthwhile to sacrifice for
the general cause of the worker and to strengthen the bargaining
power of the union - «the only hope for the worker in his struggle
against exploitation by the capitalists». There was, however, little
support for this collective approach to labor problems. Many workers
were worried and alienated in a labor union which, as a force from
outside, was controJling their lives. They felt much closer to the
American company than to the «foreígn» Saskatchewan union. The
provincial uníon leader who initiated and led the strike sensed this
situation and did his best to keep the community out of the strike and
to antagonize the workers against the company. He did not succeed
in convincing the great majority of the local labor force.

a local training school to equip the
and Inill.

The affinity in ideological orientation between labor union and
government has been indicated. It was quite natural that the union
would rely on state mechanisms in its struggle against the corporatíon.
At a hearing before the Saskatchewan Labor Board a company
contractor was accused by the union and was found guilty of unfair
labor practices. It was felt by people in the community that the
Board's decision was unfair and «was fo.rmed more by expediency
than by the merits of the case».

In spite of stringent «socíalist» laws and government action the
company succeeded in continuing a labor policy molded largely on
its own ideology and strategy. By agreements with various con-
tractors who changed over time, it impeded the certification oí
unions, elíminated their power, and thus gained a free hand in set-
ting the wage scale. It disInissed workers and lowered wages ac-
cording to its own discretion. Workers who had been laid off by the
company arranged delegations to the Saskatchewan Government to
plead for better job protection. Eventually almost all local workers
who had been involved in the strike obtained employment as
construction workers at the plant and refinery. The confidence of
management in local workers was expressed in the establishment of
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a local training school to equip them for positions in the local mine
and míll.

CONCLUSION

The present analysis supports Kerr's thesis that the specific course
that industrialization takes will be determined by the strategies of
the elite groups that gain control over the process. In the case of
Esterhazy, the strategies of the corporation and cornmunity elites seem
to have been successful and especially relevant in determining the
specific direction of development.

Theoretically, on the basis of current thought, one could have
predicted quite different alígnments during the strike. Differences
between mine management and the community led to several
disagreements in the beginning, but affinity in ideological orientation
and other factors mentioned above brought the two factions to-
gether in their joint struggle against «socialism». The few dissenting
voices among the workers were successful in winning a vote to strike,
but could not gain moral support among lower-class workers fOI the
protest movement against ingrained, traditional upper-class com-
munity leadership and against effective, well-planned management
strategy. This also lends credence to the main theme of the Duke 01
Edinburgh's Study Conference on the Human Problems of Industrial
Cornmunities in 1956 that elabora te welfare provisions and higher
wages are not so important as personal contacts and concem in
ensuring a healthy industrial situation.

It is suggested that empirical investigation in terms of Kerr's ideal
types should distinguish clearly between ideology and strategy. By
including both ideology and strategy under the same ideal type, a
necessary relationship is suggested which may not be true fOI em-
pirical situations. It is an open question to what extent strategy is
based on ideology. They may be at variance because of variables
like vested interest and self-interest.

A distinction between ideology and strategy or practice is especially
relevant in three respects in the present study:

1. Through propaganda, public images of ideological types of elites
are created which do not correspond with realítíes in practical policy.
Although the C.C.F. Govemment is regarded as a socialist govern-
ment, in practice it is only little more socialist that the opposition
parties which are in power in other provinces.

The Saskatchewan govemment met with violent and bitter op-
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position to its «socialíst» medical care programo But it is evident that
the Liberals and Conservatíves are only two steps behind
the CCF in advocating govemment provision of medical insurance.
The most right-wing party, the Social Credit Party, recently nation-
alízed the power utility company of British Columbia, and maintains
a provincial publicly-owned telephone system in Alberta, In «wel-
fare» strategy there is little difference among the parties in Canada.

The public image of the CCF as «socialíst» seems to have sprung,
first, from the historical tradition, and, second, from the fact that its
ideology has more of a socialist slant. Though the Winnipeg Declara-
tion of Prínciples of the CCF does not explicitly state an aim to
eliminate capitalism, it ends with a paragraph titled «Soeialísm on
the March», referring to the OCF as a «democratíc socialist party».
In the same spirit Underhill talks about the «socíalism of the 19508»,
and Winch confirms that «the philosophy and the objectíves» of the
«democratic socialist movement» have remained the same.

2. Kerr claims that the essential characteristic of the «rníddle-class»
society is the open market, but the evidence of present «míddle-class»
economy poínts toward the reverse. Big corporations espouse and
promote the «rníddle-class» ideology of open-market, free enterprise,
but in their strategy they prefer and seek a monopolistic position and
the «freedom» they seek is often freedom from govemment restraint.

3. While people may be strongly opposed to «socialíst servíces»
ideologically because of certain associations, they may want such
servíces in practice. In many westem countries there have been and
are the «stages of ideological opposítion», and subsequent «practícal
acceptance». This was illustrated by opposition in the community to
rhe «socialíst» ideology espoused by the CCF Party, while the same
people support or welcome «welfare» strategies of opposition parties.
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AUTOMATION AND THE NON-MANUAL WORKER
A progress report on research at the Business Research Institute

GUNNAR WESTERLUND

Stockholm School of Economics

1 would like to begin with a very general statement: «Workers try
to control their work situation» - and we all know that rnanagernent
also tries to do so. When the whole work situation changes all feel
uneasy - and this is precisely what happens in connection with the
sornetimes drama tic introduction of Electronic Data Processing
Machinery, particularly in offices.

What we need are studies of the general irnpact of automation on
the organization of the firrn where it is introduced, the many small
changes in jobs rather far removed frorn the particular point where
the electronic data processing rnachines are put to work, the changes
in the hierarchy within the firm, the ascendancy of the EDP special-
ists and the consequent diminution of the need for special jobs and
leadership that existed before the introduction of automation, etc.
We also need studies of how a number of different groups within
the firm react to the introduction of autornation. They have to Borne
extent been neglected in the specific researches that we have today.

First and foremost we have studied the rnanagerial group, specí-
fically the policy-making leaders at the topo It is they who decide, on
rhe advice of specialists within the firm, or consultants from outside,
to introduce automation Ior certain functions within the firmo This
is not a problem of business economics only. Many precise economic
data are not available. Other data that the decision makers would
like to have simply cannot be produced. To sorne extent the decision
must be based on hunches or very subjective evaluations of future
happenings, arrived at by members of this group. They arrived at
what looks Iike a very rational decision which is based on acceptable
data as well as on hopes and fears. It would be very interesting to
know precisely what happens withín a cornpany when a revolution-
ary decision like this is arrived at. It would be interesting not only
to know how the managers come to the first important decision.
There are a nurnber of consequences, decisions that necessarily follow
from the first one, but which cannot all be arrived at in a way
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which is accepted as businesslike. Some of these decisions are en-
forced. They must be arrived at in a hurry or in other cases a
decision, one way or the other, must be made on the spur of the
moment. It would be very interesting to follow this up, or rather the
interaction between the very rational, logical thinking that goes into
the installation and detailed use of the EDP machines as well as this
more haphazard type of decisions. Incidentally, one may wonder
whether management will be able to han dle all the data that the
future will provide. They may have so many variables that the
selection problem may become difficult.

Secondly, middle management has much at stake when EDP is
introduced. The hierarchy of the film is subjected to what could
almost be called an earthquake. Some middle management jobs
disappear; new ones are created. Specialists come into being and
become very important within the firmo They form a group which
the original middle management never has met before. This is quite
an unusual thing within a firm, where specialists usually grow up
from needs felt within the firm and also often from talent within it.
This reshuffling of jobs, this disappearance of old functions and oí
needs for specially developed talents can quite well cause deep-felt
fears among members of middle management in a firm where
automation is introduced. They have to co-operate in the intro-
duction oí EDP which may mean that their own particular job may
disappear or be to a very great extent changed. The usual way of
recruiting middle management members tends to make some oí them
rather old and set in their ways and thus particularly unhappy when
great changes are made.

Thirdly, labour organization leaders as well as the officers of
local labour organizations view the change towards automation with
reasonable uncertainty. It may be that a number oí their members
become redundant, jobs are changed, people have to fit into new
contexts, new jobs, or greatly changed jobs. This makes trouble for
the labour organization leaders. It would be interesting to know their
primary reaction. Parenthetically it is necessary to mention that in
Sweden not only the workers' trades unions are very strong but also
the white collar workers'! Even academically trained people have
formed their own unions, so that a number of strong organizations
at various levels are interested in the development within the firmo

Fourthly, the workers themselves, whether white collar or blue
collar, are of course directly hit by EDP. They may become re-
dundant. Their jobs may be changed completely, or to a greater or
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lesser extent. The changes make them feel insecure. They also look
forward to something which is new ta them, where there are no
historical precedents, It is too early ta talk of a changing labour
market, but if automation goes on, it may quite well change our
concept of who is the marginal worker.

Up to now most attention has been concentrated on the fourth
group, the workers. It seems to me necessary to have the general
picture of reactions within the firm as well as of the organizational
changes, the new personnel, and the changes in types of jobs mapped
out clearly. A global picture would, of course, also cover the reasons
behind the change and how the decisión was arrived at.

The area of problems which we study could perhaps be called the
interaction of man and automation. Firstly, we have the interaction
between the ernployee and the physical structure of his work en-
vironments. Particular problems are fitting equípment to human
physíologícal and physio-psychologícal capacities, physialogical and
physio-psychological problems in selectíon of personnel, a new type
of safety and hygienical problems as well as the adaptation of special
groups of workers, e.g. elderly people and physically handicapped.

A second field consists in the interaction between employees and
the organizational and administrative structure of the firmo Under
this heading we find such problems as the organizational and ad-
ministrative consequences of EDP in the firm, oi centralization,
control and division of labour, the number of management levels,
etc. We have also met the problems of formal and informal organí-
zatíon and of restructuring of work groups. The change-over has
also entailed problems OlÍ informatian and communication and very
probably also changes in the salary system. There have been changes
in hours of work, particularly the introduction of shift work, also in
offices. In this connection we should perhaps also take up the róle
of trades unions.

A third field consists of the interaction between the employee and
the social psychological structure of the working place. There we
find problems of selectíon, training and adaptation to the new job
and problems of human relations to colleagues, supervisors and
specialists.

Fourthly, another large area contains the repercussíons of automa-
tion on the social structure in general. Here we find problems of
employment, its volume, structure, mobility in the labour market,
training for new [obs, occupational advice and training as well as
the responsibility of industry for employment and unemployment.

,
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The changed hours of work, the new needs of training for special
jobs are other problems.

In Sweden, quite separately from what happened in the Inter-
national Committee for Social Research in Industry, the subject of
automation was first brought up within the research program on
insurance problems at the Business Research Institute at the Stock-
holm School of Economics as a technical problem.. Later the Institute
was approached by leaders of one of the big white collar unions (in
metal manufacturing) in Sweden, asking whether the Institute could
help them in clarifying what automation could mean to personnel
and to administration and organization within the firmo The Board
of the Institute won support from employers as well as employees in
financing a piece of research in the repercussions of automation on
white collar workers in insurance company offices. This financing
of the research also means acceptance OIfit from all sides. We are,
as a matter of fact, received with no reservations - by management
and employees alike.

We selected automation in insurance companies as an area for
study since this is probably one of the most dramatic instances of a
sudden, thoroughgoing change in a well organized firm.. There ís
hardly a single job within the company that is not in some detail
changed through the introduction of EDP. Of course, some jobs
dísappear entirely and others are changed radically, while others
underzo a modicum of change. The metal manufacturing industries'
with collar salaríed employees' union understood our way of think-
ing and were willing to finance research within the insurance com-
panies. The union of insurance company salaried employees, too,
contributed to the financing of the research.

We decided to study changes in recruitment of personnel, possibly
changed recruiting policies, and ways of finding suitable candidates
within the company or outside, for the new types of jobs introduced
by electronic data processing. We also wanted to cover education and
training and changes within these areas as a consequence of EDP.
Possible redundancy of personnel was of course one of the areas of
study as well as changed placement within the firmo Information
regarding the change was to be carefully studied in form as well as
in content and effect. The changes in jobs were to be investigated in
all aspects, from the instances where the job was radically changed
to those where only minor details were subjected to alteration. Work
hours were to be followed closely. Changes in supervision, the need
for it and the form in which it took place were also to be studied.
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Promotion within the firm in the present and in the changed organi-
zation was to be closely followed. Work environment, social contact
and individual status were to be investigated.

Clerical workers as a group, group leaders in middle management,
top management and employee representatives were four sources of
information to be utilized. Informatíon was to be gathered by indi-
vidual planned interviews, questionnaires, and personnel statistics;
analyses of [obs, organization, promotíon and supervision were to be
undertaken.

We have decided to collect data in three phases, the first one
before the change has taken place. Ideally we would like to start
before even the first rumour has spread that management has ar-
rived at the decision to introduce electronic machinery in the com-
pany, in order to obtain a «zero-poínt». We then follow the infor-
mation given out by management, its effect and the long range
development of the program for changing over, the decisions made
by management during this period and their effects. In the second
phase we go on collecting data during the transition period proper,
in order to find out what has happened to employees' attitudes and
opinions when the physical change took place, followed by swift
changes in jobs and recruitment as well as redundancy of personnel,
ending in the discharge of some employees. In a third phase we
collect data after the change has been carried out completely and
the comoany as a whole has had time to return to equilibrium and
the electroníc machínery is regarded as part of the ordinary equip-
ment within the company.

A sequence of ínsurance offices has been studied. We have started
in the first company in which we have completed our study before
the change and on the transitional period and are working on the
third phase. In the second company we have begun with the first part
of our study so that we can carry over experience and ínformatíon
from one company to the other. There seem to be possibilities of
informal experimentation in the third and fourth company, where
we can introduce ideas from our first studies.

There is also research going on at the Business Research Institute
on the econornic background and consequences oí office automation.
This has just started in the first two companies.

The first company, consisting of two affiliated firms, autonomously
managed, was facing special problems in 1955. In one of the ñrms,
the office organization and mechanízatíon was conservative, and the
punched-card equípment (Powers) needed replacement. The other firm
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had been mechanízed to a high degree (punched-cards IBM), but was
facing problems arising from ordinary growth.

Enthusiastic reports (from the management poínt of view) re-
gard.ing the success oí techniques of electronic data processing were
commg from USA. Management then decided that only a complete
overhaul of the work process would solve the existing problema, an
electronic data processíng system was also to be introduced.

Aceordíng to the first plans, the change-over to the new system
would be completed by Jan. 1, 1958. As the most striking result of
the conversion in that company, a reduction of the total workforce
by about 15-20 Ojo would be possible.

To meet natural anxiety and conceivable resistance from the
employee side, management took certain steps. On the very day the
purchase was decided a communíqué was issued by the managing
director to each employee. This specially emphasized that the conver-'
sion to EDP would not affect the employrnent of personnel already
permanently on the staff. It was also pointed out that the company's
personnel tum-over was high enough to take care of the calcu1ated
reduction and that necessary transfers within the company would
be attended to with all possíble consideration. The news of the
conversión to EDP was also released to the Press.

The reduction in personnel by about 15-20 Ojo was planned to be
effectuated by practically no híríng, by having retired personnel re-
main on the job for additional length of time and by employing
personnel temporarily. To follow the «no híring» principle in detaíl
has, however certain risks as to the effect on the personnel structure.
In this case the company was helped by the fact that it was not
possible to follow the time-table for the installation. The delivery
of the computer was delayed for about two years.

Besides the cornmunirqué from the managing director more general
information about what was to happen in the company has been'
given at various lectures and above all in the house organ.

More specialized ínformation has been given in training courses
for middle management, supervisors and categories of ordinary clerks
to be specially affected by the change-over, as well as in the small
planning groups earlier mentioned. The company has also tried to
give personal information to every employee likely to be transferred.

The training courses varied in length and layout from general
ínstructíon for two hours to courses for supervisors, intended to give
a thorough knowledge of the new system.

With these facts in mind we can present some preliminary results
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from the investigation oí attitudes and opinions made in the pre-
change situation.

According to the opimon of the management of the company, no
serious personnel problems have manifested them.selves. Some em-
ployees, however, have left the company for the reason that they
did not like the idea of office automation.

The overall impression from the questionnaire material was that
no outspoken fear of automation existed. In an open-end question
about possible reasons for leaving the company, the coming change-
over was stated by only three employees as the first and foremost
reason. The majority of the answers had the salary or the job content
as gíven reasons.

The employees were, however, quite aware of that a motive for the
change-over was reduction of personnel. 40 OJo said in an open-end
question that «to reduce the staff» was the most important reason for
management in deciding to introduce office automation.

One of the objectives of the information from the company was to
reduce fear and anxiety among the employees. In spite of manage-
ment's efforts to give as much information they possibly could, many
employees seem to have a very hazy idea of office automation. This
indicates that it can be difficult to inform about technically com-
plicated changes, especially if their possible effects are more or less
unknown.

Most of the functions within the company were affected in one
way or the other. Some jobs disappeared, while others changed radí-
cally, Some of the highly qualified jobs in the actuarial department
were affected and given a more routine content. The usual reper-
cussion on the jobs was in the form of changed equipment, forms etc.

The planned reduction in personnel had to some extent been
effectuated already in the period before the actual change-over. The
many delays, amounting to about two years, made careful planning
possible and vacant jobs within various departments could be filled
by employees likely to become redundant, at the same time as re-
cruitrnent from outside the company was held at a mínimum. Person-
nel employed on a temporary contract and retired employees stíll
working had been told that their employrnent would last only just
over the transition periodo

As far as we can see from our data, the conversión to the new
methods of work seems to have been relatively painless. The fre-
quency of errors was very high during the first months, but after
careful instruction and training, the number of errors fell to an
acceptable level,
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The introduction of EDP and the thorough re-working of all data
processing performed within the company, has made it possible to
reduce its staff. The number of employees shows a reduction of about
28 Ofo from 1957 to 1960. Its detaíled effects can be seen in the fol-
lowing table.
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1957 1960
Stratification

N o N %

Top management 8 1.7 8 2.3
Middle management 39 8.3 39 11.4
First line supervisors 45 9.6 33 9.7
Unpromoted employees 378 8004 262 76.6

As to the recruitment of white collar workers the turnover is,
as usual in all western European countries, great within the category
of young unmarried or recently married female clerical workers.
When the first company investigated has employed younger women
of this category during the first phase, they have been informed
that they could not count on steady employrnent with the firmo Actu-
ally the turnover has greatly diminished the problem of redundancy.
A re-allocation of the workers whose jobs had been changed or elímí-
nated has also contríbuted to this. Nevertheless a certain number
of workers has been discharged, mainly among the younger female
office workers. Employees who have been with the insurance com-
pany for a certain length of time have, according to collectíve agree-
ment, a right to job tenure.

It has been possible to recruit programmers for electronic data
processíng in the first company to an extent that has been surprísíng
to its management. Both male and female employees have been
trained for and promoted to this job.

Within the first company there has been an important re-organí-
zation so that a large number of the employees have had their jobs
changed. For the running of the machine proper only two shifts of
six people each are needed while about twenty are needed to feed
data into the machine. More auxiliary work has been created so
that the final personnel reduction is diffícult to evaluate. No infor-
mation on cost ís as yet avaílable, It is also difficult to evaluate the
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fact that more prompt, recent and detailed data are available earlier
than before the introduction of EDP.

One very important aspect that we ha ve been able to observe is
the complete going over of the obtaining of data and their handling
within the company. We know of no other comparable instance of
a thorough re-working of aIl paper work that is performed within a
company. This integrated processing of data, apart from EDP, is a
very important element in the evaluation of the effect of introduction
of automation.

A more serious development ís the fact that those few employees
who have left on their own accord are the more active and intel-
ligent ones, making a negative selection from the point of view of
management.

The reactions of the different groups can be summarized in this
way. The information given by management has resulted in no overt
expressions of anxiety by employees. On the whole their reaction
has been less noticeable than we expected. As to the representatives
of the employees' organizations, they seem to have regarded the
evolution with equanimity and are interested in getting better in-
formation on what is happening within the company, without ex-
pressing any definite points of view. One of the reactions from
management is that some uncertainty as to the economic consequen-
ces of automation has been observed. Great satisfaction from this side
has been noted with the effect of the general going over of data
processing within the company.



REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Chairman : G. WESTERLUND,Stockholm School of Economics
Rapporteur: W. H. Scorr, University of Liverpool.

First Session

This session was devoted to a series Q1fpapers on a cross-natíonal
comparative research project on «Office Automation and the Non-
Manual Worker», A report on the first three years work of thís
project was given by W. H. Seott, and progress reports on recent
vork in England, France and Sweden were presented by E. Mumford
M. Crozier and G. Westerlund, respectively.

The papers raísed a number of important and interesting íssues.
In alí countries, the transitional period. seems to have aroused con-
siderable stress and straín, not only among the staff directly respon-
sible for the computer ínstallatíon, but more particularly among the
employees - both managerial and routine clerical - directly af-
fected by the changes in the organisation. Several factors have contri-
buted to this, Most of the changas have been tentative and experi-
mental, and managerial uncertainty about the precise course of the
changes to be made together with other factors, has led to inadequate
information-giving and consultation. The lack of adequate prior pre-
paration for the installation of a computer has been partly due to
management's reluctance to draw on experience elsewhere, or to utilise
consultants - almost all the firms relied exclusively on the supplíer
of the machine, and the latter seldom gave the advice necessary
for prior reorganisation and preparation. It seems olear that com-
puters will increasee the routinisation of office work, apart from
the small elite irnmediately responsible for the machine. There was
some difference of opínion about the reactíons of clerks to this
situation. On the one hand, it may set up compensatory demands
for the negotiation of improved rewards and conditions, although
the preponderance of women may limit thís: on the other hand, the
French report suggested that there was a fair degree of satisfaction
with these routínísed [obs, the employees being content not to
exercise initiative, and to aocept directive leadership. There was
general agreement that in the longer run the ímplícatíons for
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managerial organisation and policy-making may be the most im-
portant development.

A number of points to whích more investigation should be
devoted were raísed in discussion. These inc1uded the implications
of office automation for the general educational system; the im-
portance of assessing the indirect effects of this development on the
general employment market: the effects on middle management and
supervisors, and the future role of the «computer elite» in relation
to higher management.

Second Session

E. L. Malone's paper was a searching critique of the widely-held
assumption, both within and without under-deve1oped countries, that
rapid industrialisation is in their best interests. He questioned thís
in terms of the likely effect both on employment and the standard
of living- The case of Puerto Rico was quoted against him in discus-
sion, but he countered by saying that, despite a very high level of
emigration to the U.S.A., employment had in fact dec1ined during
the past ten years, and the impact on the standard of living of the
masses had been small, although gross national income had in-
creased.

H. W. van der Merwe analysed the case of a mining company
which had established itself in a Canadian township, and how
managerial goals had tríumphed against the trade union. This was
attributable in large measure to the ideological support of local
cornmunity leadership. He discussed the important theoretical point
of the extent to which strategy and practice coincide with or díverge
from ideology.

L. H. Orzack díscussed the importance of more systematíc study
of the establishment and development oí organisations. In particular,
the initial setting of fue dívísíon of labour, and how changes in it
occurred thereafter, should be analysed. He illustrated this by refer-
ence to a study of an experimental hospital.

B. Abu-haban gave a detaíled account oí a study of leadership in
a Pacific cornmunity in Canada. His ñndíngs were, in general cor-
roborative of earlier researeh. All of the community leaders had high
ranking occupational positions, a relatively high educational stan-
dard, long residence in the community, and higher average age.
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URBAN / RURAL SOCIOLOGY
LA SOCIOLOGIE URBAINE / RURALE

REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION *

Chairman : R. GLASS,University College, London
Rapporteur: J. H. WESTERGAARD,London School of Economics

There were two main themes of discussion at the meeting. One
was that of the images held of urban and rural society, and fue
variation of such images in different social and hístorical contexts.
The other concerned the strategy of development, and in particular
the place of urbanísation in processes of planned social and eco-
nomic change. Papers were contributed on each of these questions.
But the discussíon brought them into a common focus, and empha-
sized the close link between the two themes. Different strategies of
development imply different images and evaluations of town and
oountry, which condition the prioríties given to urban and rural
development respectively. These images in tum reflect differences
in social structure, and differences in the historical experience and
contemporary problems and prospects of the different countries.

A contrast had often been drawn between the image of a static
and parochial rural society and that of the city as an emancipating
force. Yet this view of the town as the source of progress and op-
portunity went side by side with another which stressed the risks
oí impoverishment, tension and anomie associated with urban life.
Both perspectives had a long history in Westem countries; their
relative strength, and that of other and more subtle expressions of
the values and symbols of urbanísm, varied from one country to
another, from group to group and from time to time. Such symbols
coulld be explored by direct field surveys concemed with individual
attitudes to the city as a centre of employment, servíces and culture,
as had been done experimentaHy in France (P. Chombart de Lauwe).

* Contributors: J. P. Bhattacharjee, L. Braithwaite, C. Charles, P. Chom-
bart de Lauwe, F. Edwards, E. Isomura, O. Kudí-Abor, S. Nowakowski (ab-
sent) , M. Pohoskí, G. Pourcher, G. W. Roberts. V. S. Semenov, Y. Talmon-Gar-
ber.
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But comprehensive comparison of the variety and changing character
of urban images, and understanding of theír roots, requíred also
historical and documentary study. The variations found could often
only be explaíned in terms of olass structures and their changes. Thus
in Russia, relations between, and views of, town and country had
been shaped in the past by the concentratíon of pOWeT,privilege and
culture in the cities; but the tradítíonal urban exploítatíon of the
countryside, accentuated by capitalist development before the
revolutíon, was not a permanent and inevitable phenomenon, and
the Soviet Government was pursuing a policy of reducing, and
eventualiy eliminating, the remainíng inequalities between town and
country (V. S. Semenov). In Britain, by contrast, industrial capitalism
had had different effects: the Victorian upper and middle classes
had feared the threat to the social order posed by the concentration
of working class people in the new towns, and their physical and
ideological flight from the cities had strengthened and perpetuated
a native tradition of anti-urbanism. Elements of a similar kind of ru-
ral romanticísm in Scandinavía, on the other hand, seemed to have
been checked, or at least modified, by the history of political con-
flict between town and country in these still partIy agrarian countries
(J. A. Westergaard). Poland showed marked internal contrasts in
urban-rural images, and in the attitudes of native towns people to
migrants from the country-side. In Warsaw, the middle strata
especially had inherited from the pre-revolutionary bourgeoisie a
contempt for the peasant and for rural migrants; but in Sílesía, wíth
a long history of industrialism and townward migration, where in
the past ethnic differences had accentuated the main line of
stratification between German bourgeoisíe and Polish working class
such divisions between migrants and natives in the towns were not
evident (S.Nowakowski).

The experience of rural migrants to towns illustrated not only the
dífferences, actual and assumed, between town and country, but also
the extent to which such experíence was conditioned by the class
context of migration. The absorptíon of mígrants was thus influ-
enced by their origins and occupational careers - as was pointed
out through examples of recent research from France (G. Pourcher)
and Poland (M. Pohoski), in which the link between geographical
and social mobility was stressed - and by the general socío-econo-
mic situation facing the migrants in their new environment. In the
northern citíes of the United States, for example, rural Negro mi-
grants - their numbers increased by changes in the southern agri-
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cultural economy - bote the brunt of the high rates of unemploy-
ment, which were accentuated by changes in technology and con-
sequently in industrial and occupatíonal structure. Theír situation
was in some respects akin to that of migrants to the towns of under-
developed countries - and their unemployment condítíoned the
common image of the Negro (F. Edwards). In the West Indíes -
where patterns of social stratification (and of politicaI conflict in
British Guiana at present (C. Charles) largely followed ethnic lines
and were reflected in the territorial distribution and segregatíon of
ethnic groups (G. W. Roberts) - the towns had often played the
dominant part in forming popular images of these groups. Thus the
stereotype of the East Indian was that of the peor urban Indian,
although the rural element was numerically, econornicaliy and cul-
turally the strongest in the East Indian populations of the Caribbean
terrítoríes (L.Braithwaite).

The association of development with urbanisation, of townward
migration with social and individual advancement, was questioned
by several contributors. The Soviet Union had gíven priority to
early and rapíd índustrialísatíon, both in the towns and of agricul-
ture. The polícies adopted had stressed the large-soale expansíon of
the urban economic base, and thus of the capacíty of the towns to
absorb rural population displaoed by the mechanisation and ra-
tionalísatíon of agriculture. These had been regarded as the essen-
tial prerequisites for the gradual elimination oí economic and cul-
tural differences between town and country (V. S. Semenov). But
was a rigid model of the kind underlying Soviet planning the most
appropriate one? It might be unsuítable, it was suggested, especially
for such eountríes as Ghana (O. Kudi-Abor) or India. While japan's
experience of industrialisation was exceptional outside the west, and
her rapid urbanisation not only the result of the 'push' of surplus
rural population but also a product of 'pull' factors (E. Isomura), in
countries like India the necessary preconditions of índustrialísatíon
were weakIy represented and the economic base of the towns as yet,
and for long Iíkely to remain, inadequate for absorptíon of a still
greater ínflux of migrants on the scale implied by the Soviet Model.
In fact, the Indian approach was to reject rigid theoretical models
of development in favour of a flexible empiricism, ínspíred but not
tied by a socialísr orientation (J .P. Bhattacharjee). Israel, too, it
was claimed, might offer examples of a flexible mode of develop-
mento In addition to centrally directed measures, schemes of volun-
tary, 'regional' cooperatíon had grown up between rural settlements:
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their aím was to pool resources for development, whíle preservíng
the independence of the settlements from bureaucratic, city-centred.
outsíde dírection (Y. Talmon-Garber),

The díscussion thus tended to throw up one model of development,
one view of urbanísatíon, one set of ímages of town and country,
agaínst another; and also to stimulate an empírícíst reaction against
all models. Poínting this out, the Chairman asked ir the empírícíst
rejection of all models and the perfectioníst advocacy of a single
model were not equally ínappropríate. The discussion had illustrated
the díversíty of experíence, problems and hístorical antecedents in-
volved in urban and rural development in different contexts; it had
in effect demonstrated the need to establísh models based on genuine
and detaíled comparative study of thís díversíty oí experíence,
Hítherto, attempts at such comparíson usually resulted only in a
«phoney perfectíonísm»: in looking at other socíetíes, social scíen-
tists tended to become apologísts for theír own; rather than com-
pare, they applíed as a yardstick of evaluation a model derived
maínly or exclusively from their own parochíal hístory. The ex-
plicit formulation of value premíses was necessary. The world was
not as yet united by a common set of values; and social scientists
were not a «free-floatíng íntelligentsia» detached from national and
class allegiances. But what was far more important was that they
should 'fall out' of their own societies, Iíberate themselves from the
narrow horizons of theír own native models, in order genuinely to
compare the experíence of diverse socíetíes.

SOCIOLOGY OF
SOCIOLOGIE DE
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LA FEMME ET LA PERCEPTIO_
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SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA FAMILLE

RECHERCHE INTERNATIONALE SUR L'IMAGE DU ROLE DE
LA FEMME ET LA PERCEPTION DE SON EVOLUTION 1

Problémes généraux, premiers résultats et organisation du travail

PAUL-HENRYCHOMBARTDE LAUWE
Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris

Le choix d'un sujet d'enquéte intemationale sur l'image du róle
de la femme dans la société et la perception de son évolution est
lié a plusieurs hypothéses:

1. Comme l'ont souligné divers auteurs, en particulier des auteurs
socialistes, l'évolution de la situation de la femme est une des clés
de l'évolution des structures sociales.

2. La représentation de la société et de son évolution a également
une importance capitale dans la transformation de la vie sociale.
Diverses études du Groupe d'Ethnologie Sociale depuis 1952 nous
avaient incités a développer des recherches dans ce sens.

3. La représentation du róle de la femme et la conscience de son
évolution est un aspect essentiel de la représentation de la société et
de sa transformation.

4. L'étude d'un tel sujet est particuliérement favorable a des com-
paraisons entre cultures différentes et milieux sociaux différents.

Dans cette perspective, le sujet proposé a un groupe de chercheurs
en 1957, a abouti a une premíére série de travaux dont les résultats
partiels ont été pub lié s dans la Revue des Sciences Sociales de
l'UNESCO 2. En vue des développements ultérieurs, l'examen de

1 Deux courtes interventions ont déjá été faites au Congrés de Stresa au
moment oü les enquétes commencaíent en Pologne et en Franee.

2 Image de la fernme dans la société par Paul-H. CHOM&ARTde LAUWE,
Mane-josé CHOMBARTde LAUWE (Franee), Antonia KLOSKOWSKA,]. PIOTROWS-
KI (Pologne), Nelly FORGET,Khadidja NOUACER(Maroc), Guy ROCHER(Cana-
da), R. CLIGNET, N'SOUGAN AGBLEMAGNON(Afrique Noíre), Léopold ROSEN-
MAYR(Autriehe), Oliveira BURlc (Yougoslavie), dans Reoue Internationale des
Sciences Sociales, UNESCO, N" Spécial, Vol. XIV, n° 1 - 1962, pp. 3-178.
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quelques aspects théoriques et de quatre problémes mis en relief par
l'étude sur le terrain permettront de mieux aborder les questions de
principe et d'organisation des recherches internationales dans ce do-
maine.

QUELQUES ASPECTS THÉORIQUES ET MÉTHODOLOGIQUES

L'étude de la représentation en général et de la perception de l'évo-
lution, la liaison entre limage de la femme et celle de la famille,
le décalage entre les modeles et les comportements posent du point
de vue théorique une série de questions auxquelles nous ne pouvons
pas répondre ici en quelques mots, mais qu'il importe de poser claíre-
mento

Entre la perception et la représentation des faits sociaux, il n'existe
pas de limites précíses mais les deux mécanismes, méme s'ils sont
souvent liés, doivent étre clairement distingués. Une femme se per-
coít elle-méme ou percoít une autre femme, dans une certaine si-
tuation, dan s un certain roleo La représentation de cette situation et
de ce róle entre dans un systéme plus Iarge de représentations qui
dépend non seulement de l'expérience du sujet, mais de sa culture,
de son milieu social... Ici se trouvent posés d'une Iacon nouvelle,
les vieux problémes des rapports entre les représentations índíví-
duelles et les représentations collectives, entre les représentations
et les attitudes, entre les représentations et les modeles de référence.

Lorsque nous parlons de conscience de l'évolution, il s'agit de la
représentation de faits sociaux entre lesquels nous établissons des
comparaisons. L'intervention de la mémoire, comme l'a montré en
particulier Maurice HALBWACHS a une importance plus grande encore
qu'on ne le dit généralement 3. Dans toute notre étude nous insistons
moins sur les différences sociales de la perception que sur la re-
présentatíon des faits sociaux, trop souvent confondue avec la per-
ception. Les images auxquelles se reférent les sujets dans leurs com-
portements, et des modeles auxquels elles se rapportent montrent
leur force active. Nous parlons alors d'images guides, d'images dyna-
miques liées a la culture des sujets comme les «patterns» de compor-
tements 4.

3 M. HALBWACHS, Les Cadres sociaux de la Mémoire, Paris, Alcan, 1925.
• Ces problémes seront étudiés dans le volume en prépzratíon, qui ren-

d~a ,compte ~~ l'enque.te francaíse La [emme dans la Société. Son image dans
ditiérents milieux sociaux en France, Paris, Bditions du Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique, Travaux du Groupe d'Ethnologie Sociale (él pa-
raitre en Juin 1963).
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L'ímage de la femme et de son róle dans la société est liée a l'ímage
de la farniIle, aux ímages du monde du travaíl dans lequel la femme
peut prendre place, a I'image de l'autorité, des institutions judiciaires
et politiques, etc. Une recherche sur ce sujet doit done étre rappro-
chée d'autres enquétes sur les représentations, et situé e par rapport
a ceIles-ci. En France, notre équipe a tenté de le faire d'une maníére
précise dans l'ensemble du travaíl entrepris par les divers chercheurs
qui ont choisi des themes d'observation assez voisins les uns des
autres pour permettre des recoupements. Ainsi une enquéte sur l'ima-
ge de la famille a été effectuée dans une population d'habitations
nouvelles, oü les changements de situations pouvaient faciliter l'ad-
hésion a des modeles nouveaux. D'autres études sur la représentation
de la société chez les étudiants et chez les jeunes d'autres rnilieux,
sur le modele d'enfant idéal, sur la représentation de la ville, etc ...
permettront de réaliser ces rapprochements. En Pologne, il en est de
mérne pour les travaux d'Antonína KLOSKOWSKA.

L'image du róle de la femme et de ses changements ainsi replacée
dans un systéme complexe de représentations est un sujet brülant,
Les variations de cette ímage correspondent a un bouleversement
des échelles de valeurs, et impliquent une transformation de l'en-
semble des structures sociales. Elles soulévent aussi des réactions
affectives liées a la fois aux rapports entre les sexes et aux adhésions
idéologiques, qui rendent souvent les discussions difficiles, méme
entre chercheurs. Mais les passions soulevées soulígnent d' autant
rnieux l'importance du sujet pour I'étude de l'évolution sociale.

A ces réactions affectives est lié le probléme du décalage entre les
ímages de référence et les comportements. Comme nous l'avons con-
staté dans les divers pays, les conflits entre les modeles anciens et
les modeles nouveaux font que de nombreuses personnes interrogées
se référent a une image nouvelle du róle de la femme et décrivent
elles-mémes un comportement qui est en contradiction avec cette
image. Mieux étudié jusqu'ici en France, en Pologne et au Maroc, ce
probleme est déjá soulevé ailleurs et demanderait a faire l'objet d'une
recherche plus systématique dans l'avenir. Il peut ainsi arríver que
l'ímage de référence soit au contraire une ímage traditionnelle qui
persiste, alors que le comportement, lié a une situation de fait, est
déjá décalé par rapport a elíe.

L'observation des conséquences de ces discordances pour l'équi-
libre psychologique des sujets 5 et d'un point de vue socíologíque

5 Ce probléme rejoint celui qui est soulevé a propos de l'image de l'enfant
et du comportement des parents par M. J. CHOMBARTDE LAUWE.Voir la com-
munication présentée au Comité de Psychiatrie Sociale de ce méme congreso
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pour le passage a des structures nouvelles, s'avére d'un grand íntérét.
L'évolution des images, la dynamique des comportements, et le chan-
gement de la société sont trois éléments de la transformation de la
vie sociale entre lesquels il est nécessaire d'observer constarnment
des décalages significatifs.

QUATRE PROBLEMES-TYFES

A partir des premiers résultats déjá obtenus, la mise en relief de
plusieurs problémes permettra de mieux précíser l'orientation du tra-
vail pour l'avenir. 11 s'agit de l'image de la femme au travail, de
l'égalité entre les sexes, de la conscience de l'évolution et de l'image
de la femme dans les pays en voie de développement.

L'image de la [emme au traoail était le théme choisi par priorité
au départ de l'enquéte. 11 a été étudié systématiquement en France,
en Pologne et au Maroc avec des questionnaires comparatifs. Nous
en avons déjá rendu compte en partie dans le volume sur «I'ímage
de la femme dans la société » dont nous avons parlé plus haut et
nous n'y reviendrons pas longuement id. Trois faits sont cependant
utiles a rappeler pour la discussion. Premíérement, si l'opinion fa-
vorable au travail de la femme en général se développe en Pologne,
en France et méme au Maroc, l'opposition au travail de la fernme
mariée avee des enfants petits est quasí-unaníme (85 a 95 %).
Deuxíémement, les raisons qui poussent la majorité des femmes a
travailler sont d'ordre économique. 11 faut atteindre un niveau de
vie élevé et des conditions encore trop souvent exceptionnelles pour
que les fernmes mariées, et surtout les méres de famille puissent tra-
vailler par goüt et choísir le métier qu'elles désirent. Les sociétés in-
dustrielles ne paraissent pas avoir prévu réellement la place de la
femme mariée dans l'entreprise. D'irnmenses réformes semblent sou-
haitées. En troisíéme lieu, l'image de la femme ayant un travaíl,
surtout si elle parvient a occuper des postes élevés, apparaít en re-
vanche comme une réhabilitation.

Cette question va de pair avec celle de l'égalité des sexes. Si la
majorité des sujets se représente la femme comme l'égale de l'hom-
me, la plupart estiment que son róle peut étre ou doit étre différent.
Les partisans les plus convaíncus de l'égalíté sont parfois les premiers
a défendre le príncipe de la dífférencíatíon, Egalité et identité ne
peuvent pas étre confondues. Dans l'étude de cet aspect de l'enquéte
c'est tout le probléme de la conception du couple qui se trouve posé.

L'IMAGE DU ROLE DE
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La conscience des changements des roles et des comportements des
deux sexes l'un a l'égard de l'autre est un des aspects les plus in-
structifs de l'étude pour mieux comprendre cette évolution du couple.
En fait, le changement est représenté en référence a une image an-
cienne ou a une image future. L'intervention de la mémoire est ici
évidente. Ce que nous appelons conscience des changements est,
comme il a été dit plus haut, une comparaison entre deux repré-
sentations partículieres liées a toute une série de représentations de
l'ensemble des structures sociales. En France, par exemple, les droits
de la femme paraissent, pour la plupart des sujets, s'étre nettement
accrus (Femmes 85%, Hommes 74 Ofo en milieu ouvrier et classes
moyennes). L'ouverture des nouveaux débouchés pour les femmes
sont supposés par la moitié des sujets, provoquer des changements
dans les roles. Les modifications de la vie farniliale sont liées a des
changements de préoccupations et a des transformations des actívités
d'une génération a l'autre '.

Les changements de comportements de l'homme a l'égard de la
femme sont moins remarqués (47010) que les changements de com-
portements de la femme a l'égard de l'homme (64010). Des différences
significatives apparaissent en fonction du sexe, de l'áge, du milieu
social. La cause de changements de comportement de la femme la
plus souvent évoquée est la participation a la víe de travail. L'évolu-
tion qui, dans l'esprit des sujets, tend a rapprocher les sexes, est
envísagée a la fois comme juste en droit et comme inquiétante
dans ses conséquenoes psychologíquea Tout dépend alors de la
vision que les femmes ont du bonheur 7. La grande majorité des
sujets pensent que la fernme est plus heureuse qu'autrefois (75 a
80 010). Les progrés matériels, l'augmentation des loisirs, la liberté
plus grande, la considération, l'égalité avec l'homme, sont les faits
les plus souvent cités. Une contradiction est alors signalée: le travail
parait étre a la fois la cause principale de libération et de considéra-
tion et un «malheur» pour la femme. Est-il alors considéré comme
une phase transitoire d'évolutíon, comme un instrument de promotíon
et non comme une fin 8? Le probléme d'un nouvel aménagement
des structures sociales pour permettre a la femme de travailler ou
de ne pas travailler et pour lui offrir des activités compatibles avec
ses besoins et ses aspirations sur d'autres plans, se trouve posé.

• Images de la [emme dans la société, op.cit., pp. 47-54, artícle de M. J.
CHOM'BART DE LAUWE.

7 Ibid., pp. 54-61.
8 Images de la [emme dans la société, op.cít., p. 62.
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Dans les pays en uoie de déoeloppement, cette évolution du róle
de la fernme prend une importance encore plus grande qu'ailleurs.
L'enquéte menée par N. FORGETet une équípe marocaine, les com-
paraisons de R. CUGNET sur les populations Abouré et Bété en Cóte
d'Ivoíre, le prograrnme de travail établi par F. N'Sougan AGBLEMAG-
NONpour le Togo, permettent déjá de s'en rendre compte 9. La vision
de la fernme dans le systeme matrimonial traditionnel est brusque-
ment bouleversée par la transformation des conditions d'existence et
l'attachement a des images nouvelles quí naissent spontanément au
contact de la civilisation industrielle. L'évolution des représentations
dépend a la fois des structures propres a la société envísagée, du
degré de développement économique, et des événements qui ont
accompagné les changements de statut politique du pays. L'enquéte
marocaine montre que, malgré certaines réticences, la majorité des
sujets sont déjá préts a s'engager dan s une voie irréversible oü le
travail de la femme est reconnu comme normal. Le róle joué par
certaines militantes dans les luttes de libération, la vie syndicale,
l'action sociale, la vie polítíque, mettent en relief une extraordinaire
rapidité des transformations. Mais il n'est pas étonnant que des con-
flits personnels ou sociaux apparaissent a cette occasion. L'étude de la
conscience de l'évolution et des changements d'images guides est done
partiellement utile pour essayer de les éviter.
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ORGANISATlONET DÉROULEMENTET L'ENQUETEINTERNATIONALE

La complexité des problémes et l'aspect passionnel qu'ils revétent
dans de nombreux pays, ont rendu difficile l'organisation de I'en-
quéte intemationale. L'étude des origines de la recherche, de son
déroulement et de son développement actuel en donneront une idée.

A l'origine, les préoccupations de notre groupe ont rencontré celles
de chercheurs d'autres pays au cours d'une premie re discussion pen-
dant laquelle nous avons proposé ce sujet, lors d'un sémínaíre ínter-
national. Mais le projet n'a pris corps réellement que dans une pé-
riode de travail en cornmun a Paris entre les membres de notre
équipe A. KLOSKOWSKAet G. ROCHER.Le premier questionnaire éla-
boré alors avec l'aide de O. MIRET a dü étre complétement révisé
ensuite pour l'adapter aux différents pays. L'ídée d'un questionnaire
unique, méme préparé ainsi par des représentants de plusieurs pays,

9 lbid., Articles de N. FORGET, K. NOUACER, R. CLIGNET, F. N'Sougan AGBLE-
MAGNON.
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a dü étre abandonnée. Nous ne croyons pas ame questionnaires in-
ternationaux, sauf pour un nombre de questions tres limité.

Le déroulement des enquétes, en Pologne et en Franee, a pu alors
s'effectuer dans de bonnes conditions. Il s'agissait d'enquétes-pílotes
au sens striet du terme. La sélection d'un nombre relativement res-
treint d'hommes et de femmes a Varsovie, a Lodz (en Silésie), et
dan s l'Agglomération Parisienne, ne permettait pas de constituer des
échantillons nationaux. En France, la méthode a consisté, comme
pour d'autres enquétes, a constituer une population expérimentale
en prenant 360 sujets au hasard dans des strates définies par hypo-
thése dans des quartiers anciens et des quartiers nouveaux, et dans
trois milieux sociaux différents. Les hommes et les femmes des
mémes couples étaient interrogés simultanément et séparément par
deux enquéteurs, En Pologne, la comparaison entre les différents ter-
rains a permis également des remarques intéressantes.

Au Maroc, l'adaptation du questionnaire a demandé un effort plus
grand encore en fonction des problémes particuliers a la civilisa-
tion musulmane et de la rapidité des ehangements qui s'opérent.
L'enquéte a été moins systématique, et 1'aspect qualitatif de la re-
cherche a pris une place plus importante.

Pendant ce temps, l'enquéte canadienne avait dü étre retardée en
raison de nouvelles responsabilités qui empéchaient G. ROCHERde s'y
consacrer, jusqu'á nouvel ordre. En revanche, de nouveaux terrains
pouvaient étre inclus dans le plan de recherche en Afrique Noire et
en Europe, car le développement des comparaisons Est-Ouest et Nord-
Sud restait une préoccupation constante.

Un projet entíérement nouveau était envisagé au Togo par F.
N'Sougan AGBLEMAGNON,qui avait participé aux toutes premíéres dis-
cussions en 1957, rejoignant certains problémes posés pour le Maroc
et soulignant la nécessité de travaux dans les pays en voie de déve-
loppement en tenant compte des modeles et des structures traditíon-
nelles. Des projets de ce genre doivent permettre dans l'avenir d'éta-
blir des comparaisons entre cultures tres différentes.

En Afrique Noire également, Remy CLIGNET,quí avait commencé
des recherches sur la parenté et la situation de la femme, a repris
un projet permettant de coordonner son travail avec le nótre. D'autres
chercheurs, comme le Docteur Anne RETEL, qui avait travaillé sur
le problérne de la femme en Afrique, s'intéressent également a notre
recherche collective. Madame Denise PAULME,qui avait dírígé une
séríe de travaux sur la femme africaine, a accepté de coordonner
avec nous les recherches pour cette partie du monde.
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En Europe, nos préoccupations rejoignaient aussi celles de plusieurs
chereheurs. Des liaisons de travail s'imposaient. En Angleterre, par
exemple, les reeherehes de Viola KLElN,nous apportent des éléments
de réflexion intéressants et des confrontatíons seront Indispensables
dans l'avenir. Pour l'instant, nous sommes limités a la eoordination
des reeherches avee Léopold ROSENMAYRde Vienne, l'un des premiers
a avoir participé aux discussions préliminaires et Olivera BURle en
Yougoslavie, qui a accepté de modifier son plan de travail pour tenir
eompte de notre programme.

C'est en fonction de cet ensemble de travaux, dont les premiers
aspects ont été présentés dans le numéro spécial de la Revue des
Scienees Sociales de l'UNESCO, qu'un projet plus large peut étre
discuté.
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PRINCIPESET MÉTHODESDESENQUETESINTERNATIONALES

Les premíéres enquétes déjá effectuées et les projets élaborés pour
l'avenir permettent de souligner certains problemes qui se posent
dans les comparaisons intemationales.

L'utilisation des questionnaires uniformes, utilisables dans diffé-
rents pays, sans prévoir de séríeuses adaptations, nous parait devoir
étre rejetée. Comme nous l'avons dit plus haut, seules quelques ques-
tions communes peuvent étre posées de la méme maníére dans des
contextes culturels différents. Des méthodes d'approche beaucoup
plus souples doivent étre mises au point; les remarques qualitatives
ont autant d'importance dans bien des eas que les analyses quanti-
tatives.

Une étude tres sérieuse du milieu culturel et de la conjoncture
économique et politique de chaque pays est nécessaire pour bien
situer les enquétes. Les représentants de ehacun des pays sont en
général mieux placés a ce point de vue que les chercheurs étrangers.
Ce sont eux a notre avis, qui doivent le plus possible avoir la res-
ponsabilité des enquétes nationales. Mais ils peuvent étre aídés tres
utilement par les représentants des autres pays qui leur permettent de
mieux voir les problémes de l'extéríeur,

Comme dans les recherches a l'intérieur d'une seule culture, nous
pensons que la convergence des approches prapres a diverses disci-
plines (en partículier sociologie, psychologie, ethnographie, écono-
mie, histoire) est essentielle. Mais il ne faut pas se dissimuler la diffi-
culté d'organisation qui en résulte. Il s'agit de la collaboration entre
des séries d'équlpes différentes. n importe alors sur le plan inter-
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national que les délégués de chaque équipe puissent apprendre a se
connaítre pour former eux-mémes une nouvelle équipe de coordina-
tion.

C'est a partir d'une expérience de recherche dans un pays déter-
miné que peut étre défini un premier projet d'étude a discuter sur
le plan international. L'élaboration d'un projet plus poussé ne peut
avoir lieu que si plusieurs chercheurs peuvent travailler en commun
pendant un temps assez long. Lorsque les premíéres recherches ont
commencé, il est possible, comme cela s'est passé dans l'enquéte
dont il est question ici, de susciter de nouveaux développements et
de coordonner les travaux déjá entrepris avec ceux d'autres cher-
cheurs dont les sujets sont voisins. Au bout d'un certain temps une
nouvelle étape peut étre franchie en tenant compte des premiéres
enquétes-pilotes pour élaborer un projet plus vaste.

Dans cette perspective, I'avenir des recherches internationales sur
l'image de la femme dans la société, est lié maintenant surtout a
une question de moyens et de temps disponible pour les chercheurs.
Mais ces moyens et ce temps seront trouvés si le sujet parait en valoir
la peine et si les premiers résultats sont assez prornetteurs, C'est
pourquoi l'avis du Comité de Recherche sur la Farnille et de l'As-
sociation Internationale de Sociologie seront tres utiles comme élé-
ments de réflexion pour les chercheurs qui se sont engagés dans
cette voie.



FAMILY AUTHORITY AND CHILD BEHAVIOR IN WEST
GERMANY AND THE UNITED STATES

SOME PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES IN A
CROSS-NATIONAL VALIDATION SroDY *

EOWARO C. DEVEREUX, JR.

Comell University

When the results of a research project tum out neatly in line with
prior hypotheses or expectations, most of us have little trouble in
convincing ourselves of their validity. But usually, if my own ex-
perience ís at all typical, there are additional, unexpected «fíndíngs»
which somehow emerge from the statistical stewing pot.

How seriously should we take such unanticipated findings, and
how may we deal with them? If we can persuade ourselves that
there is some pattem in these findings, we will be clever enough to
invent some ex post tacto theory to explain why we really should
have expected such results in the first place. And perhaps we will
also be clever enough to make some additional secondary analyses
with the same data, to lend convincing support to our post tacto
interpreta tion.

In thís process, however, there is c1early a point of diminishing
retums. Whatever chance elements have got into the data are still
there, and no amount of sophisticated re-analysis can ever really
get rid of them. At some point it becomes c1ear that the only real way
to break the bind is to get a fresh Iot of data, in short, to replicate.
But while everybody seems to agree in príneíple that replication is
afine and honorable thing, my ímpressíon is that - in the social
sciences, at least - very little of it actually gets done. Usually we
are much too eager to go on to something else.

In the present paper I propose to discuss a few of these issues as
they presented themselves in the context of a program of research
being carried on at Comen jointly by Urie Bronfenbrenner, George
Suci and myself. Some puzzling and unanticipated findings concem-
ing the consequences for the children of varying pattems of au-

* Funds for various phases of the research prograro from which our data
stero were províded by grants froro the National Science Foundation, the
National Institutes of Health and the Huroan Ecology Fund.
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thority in the family, which tumed up in a pilot study, led us first
into channels of ex post tacto theorizing and secondary analysis and
then into the problems of replication. In place of a straight-forward
replícatíon study, however, we selected an altemative strategy: cross-
validation in a foreign setting. Here I shall try to say something about
the rationale of this decision, about the problerns of strategy and
tactics encountered in designing such a cross-validation study, and
about the outcome of our strategy.

FAMILY AUTHORITY AND CHILD BEHAVIOR IN AMERICAN PILOT STUDY

In the pilot study from which the puzzling findings emerged, 450
students in the 10th grade of the Ithaca High School responded to a
series of self-administered questíonnaíres in which they were asked to
report in some detail upon family composition, on the differentiation
of roles and authority between their parents and, separately for
fathers and mothers, upon 100 specific child rearing practices as em-
ployed by their parents in the home. Rough mea sures of the behavior
and personality of the subjects were obtained from teachers' ratings.

The methods and principal findings of this study have been
reported in an earlier publication 1 and need not concem us here,
except for one particular unanticipated result. On the basis of the
children's responses to a set of questions about which parent had
the "final say» in various areas of decision, we classified the families
as tending towards patriarchy, towards matriarchy or towards egalit-
arianism. In America, as everyone knows, the egalitarian approach
to family authority has been widely recornmended and accepted, on
the ground that warm democratic homes would produce better
adjusted children. In our Ithaca sample, children from the egalit-
arian families were indeed rated as relatively more spontaneous,
outgoing and friendly; but they were also seen as more undependa-
ble and childish, and they tended rather consistently toward low
school achievement. In contrast, children from the homes we had
classified as patriarchal or matriarchal rated relatively high on re-
sponsibility and achievement.

Substantively, these results seemed to fly in the face of many
theories and a good deal of research evidence regarding the ad-

1 See in particular Urie BRONFENBRENNER,«Some Familial Antecedents of
Responsibility and Leadershíp in Adolescents», in L. PETRULLOand B. L. BASS,
eds., Leadership and Interpersonal Behaoior, New York, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 1961, pp. 239-272.
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vantages of the egalitarian approach to chíld rearing and the dis-
asterous consequences of either patriarchal or matriarchal auto-
cracy. The Iíterature abounds with dísmal accounts of children from
homes with autocratíc fathers and smothering mothers, or with
cold, domineering mothers and indulgent fathers 2.

On methodological grounds, moreover, the findings of this rather
crude pilot study were hardly beyond reproach. The research instru-
ments were new and largely unvalidated, and the employment of
teachers' ratings for our sole measure of effect obviously left much to
be desired. The sample was small and, with its heavy middle-class
bias, offered a rather constricteld range of variation on many of our
key variables. And the findings, though rather consístently patterned,
were mostly of low statistical reliability. Consequently, when we
reported these tentative results at the Psychologícal Congress in
Bonn, in 1960, we suggested that they should not be taken very
seríously until some further evídence could be marshalled in their
behalf3.

However, the results did appear worthy of some speculative
theorizing and sorne additional secondary analyses. It occurred to us
that, because of the constricted range of our sample, most of the
families we had classified as patriarchal or matriarchal were in fact
only moderately so. Certainly we had few if any families resemblíng
the authoritarian autocracy of the traditional German farnily, and it
seemed to us that in this respect, the matter of degree might be of
crucíal importance. To test this notion, we undertook a reanalysis of
our data concerning the consequences of a variety of specific parent
practices for child behavior and found that in virtually all instances
an important curvilinear component was present. Very briefly, it
appeared that either too much or too little discipline, coupled with
either too much or too little support, produced harmful results in
the children. Between these extremes of too much or too little, there
appeared to be an optimum level of discipline and support which
produced the most responsible and effective children 4.

2 For a recent review and discussion of relevant research and theory, see
Philip E. SUTER, «Parental Role Dífferentíation», American [ournal 01 Socio-
logy, LXVII, No. 3, Nov. 1961, pp. 296-311.

3 Urie BRONFENBRENNERand E. C. DEVEREUX,]r., «Family Authority Structure
and Adolescent Behavíor», in Proceedings of the XVlth International Congress
01 Psychology, Bonn, 1960; Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Company,
1962, pp. 414-418.

• For a discussion of this phase of the analysis, see Urie BRONFENBRENNER,
«Toward a Theoretical Model for the Analysis of Parent-Child Relationships



The pattern of parent behavior characteristic of the egalitarian
families in the Ithaca sample, it appeared, erred in the direction of
too little discipline and too much support. We hypothesized now that
the relatively extreme patterns of eíther patriarchy or matriarchy
described in the clinical literature would generally represent the
combination of too much discipline and too little support. But in
our Ithaca sample, and elsewhere in America, such extremes are
relatively rare today. The moderately differentiated «patricentric»
and «matrícentric» families caught in this sample actually seemed
to come fairly close to an optimum balance oi discipline and support.
Consequently, we formulated a new set of hypotheses which in gener-
al predicted optimum results for children from homes with moderate
degrees of parental authority differentiation, and different kinds of
dismal results for ehildren from homes with relatively extreme
differentiation or with none.
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THE PROBLEM OF REPLICATION VERSUS CROSS-VALIDATION

It was in this context that we faced the problem of replication
versus cross-validation. Narrowly defined, replication would entail a
repetition, with a new and larger sample, of essentially fue same
study, employing the same questionnaires and procedures, and
repeating the same pattern of analysis. Even the population select-
ed for a replication study should be analogous to that employed
in- the original study. The major advantage of such a replícation
study, it seems to me, is the opportuníty it affords to shake out any
purely chance relationships present in the original set of findings.
On the other hand, a replication study, almost by definition, provides
a minimum of new information. If there are any systematic biases
built into the instruments, they are still there. If some sort of response
sets are operative, they would presumably affect the results of the
new study as well. If «hídden variables» affect some oí the apparent
relationships in the original findings, their masked effect will still
remain operative. For all of these reasons, a strict replication study
provides a minimum of leverage for new analyses and interpretations.

Cross-validation, as 1 conceive it, entails an attempt at replication
with some strategic changes. A cross-validation study would include
the same basic variables employed in the original study, but may

in a Social Context, in J. C. GUDEWELL, Parental Attitudes and Child Be-
haoior, Springfield, Ill.: Chas. C. Thomas, 1961, pp. 90-109.

5 Max HORKHElMER, et al., Studien
berichte aus dem Institut für Sozia .
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involve others as well. The instruments and procedures used to opera-
tionalize these variables and the pattern followed in the analysis,
however, may be modífíed and hopefully improved. Ideally, a dif-
ferent research setting and a differently constituted population should
be employed, to break up any accidental or hídden linkages which
might have been operative in the original setting. Supplementary
variables and hypotheses may be built into the cross-validation study,
to provide leverage for choice among altemative interpretations oí
the original findings, should they reappear.

It should be clear that a cross-validation study, as here conceived,
involves a much greater element of risk than a simple replication
study. For if the expected results do not reappear, it is much more
difficult to say why. It could be that the re-designed research in-
struments have subtly modified the variables themselves; it could
be that the variables somehow interact differently in the new research
setting or in the new population studied. Hence negative findings in
a cross-validation study cannot be interpreted as invalidating the
findings of the original study. On the other hand if the expected
findings are in fact replicated in a cross-validatíon study, you are
very much farther ahead toward substantive generalization: for now
it will be established that certain relationships among variables are
not a function of any particular set of instruments and procedures,
and that they hold across different populations and settings.

For us, the balance of advantage seemed to be clearly on the side
of a cross-validation study. We did not wísh to abandon the original
instruments altogether but we did believe that they could be sub-
stantially ímproved. We wished to reta in most of the variables from
the original study, but we wanted to add a number of new ones as
well, in keeping with our new hypotheses. And in order to catch our
old and new variables in the desired ranges and in new combinations,
we needed a differently constituted population and a different re-
search setting. It appeared that these values míght best be realized
in some foreign culture. The rich líterature on the authoritarian
German family and its post-war transitions suggested that a con-
temporary West German sample should present the ranges and com-
binations desired 5.

5 Max HORKHEIMER, et al., Studien über Autoritiit und Familie: Forschungs-
berichte aus dem lnstitut /ür Sozialforschung, Paris: Libraire Felix Alcan,
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Once this basic decision was made, we had to face the numerous
det~ls of strategy and tactics in planning the cross-valídation study 8.

Incídentally, 1 use the terms strategy and tactics here because 1 be-
lieve that in practice research design involves a good deal more of
this than of general príncíple. As he struggles with the agonizing
constraints of time, money, feasibility and fie1dability, the research
planner becomes paínfully aware of the interconnectedness of his
d~cisions. What are gains in tenns of any one value have an exasper-
atíng tendency to appear again as costs with respect to another.
Strategy in research planning, as 1 see it, entails charting one's route
through a series of frustrating compromíses in such a way that the
end product is optimum for his own values, under the given círcum-
stanoes.

In our case, the constraints of time and money suggested that we
shoot for a sample of about 1200 cases. There were certain apparent
advantages of a nationwide, random sarnple, but as we analyzed
our own values, it became clear that we did not really need to be
able to estimate the actual parameters oí parent or child behavior
for <?ermany as a whole or for any specific area thereof, Our major
requírement was merely that the sample should provide adequate
representation of the widest possíble ranges of family situations. It
app~ared that this requirement could be adequately met by concen-
tratmg our sample in a single, large urban center; and doing so af-
forded important tactical advantages: a single administrative
c1earance could provide access to a large number of schools and a
trained, native-speaking field staff could be conveniently and eco-
nomically moved about from school to school. To control the urban

1936: B. SCHAFFNER,Fatherland: A Study of Authoritarism and the German
Fa~zl?" New York: Columbia University Press, 1948; Gerhard WURZBACHER,
Leitbilder gegenwiirtigen deutschen Familienlebens, Dortmund: Ardey Ver-
lag, 1951; G. BAUMERT,Deutsche Familien nach dem Kriege, Dannstadt:
E~~ar~ Roether Verlag, 1954; H. SCHELSKY,Wandlungen der deutschen Fa-
milie In d~. Gegenwart, Stuttgart; Ferdínand Enke Verlag, 1954; R. FROHNER,
e~ al., Famzlze. und Ehe: Probleme in der deutschen Familien der Gegenuiart,
Blelefel.d: Mana von Stackelberg Verlag, 1956; and Rene KONIG, «Family and
Authoríry: The Gennan Father in 1955>, Sociological Review ns 1957 5
107-127. " "

8 A detailed account of the development of this research design is set
forth in U. BRONFE~BRENNER,E. C. DEVEREUX,Jr-. and G. J. SUCI, Family Struc-
ture arz.d Perso'!alzty Deoelopment: Report of Progress, dittoed progress report
to Natíonal Scíence Foundatíon, 1962.
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bias of such a sample and to explore possible additional ranges of
family types, we decided, in addition, to run a small parallel study in
some rural area of Germany.

If strict replication had been our goal, we should have attempted
to carry out the new study with the same age group employed in the
pílot study. In Germany, however, by the 10th grade, only a fifth
of the children are still in schoo1; the balance would not be available
for olass-room testing. Luckily, we had already decided to focus on a
younger age group, for it appeared to us that the effects of varying
systems of child rearing should be more read.ily apparent in younger
children than among teen-agers who have already experienced ex-
tensive influences from the peer group. In the end we decided to
sample sixth graders, mostly 11 to 12 years of age, old enough to
answer our questions but stiU elosely eontrolled by their parents.

After these baslc strategy decisions were taken, there still remained
a mass of tactical details to be worked through. Basically the follow-
ing kinds of tasks were involved: 1) attempts to improve and
strengthen the instruments to be carried forward from the pilot
study; 2) the development of new instruments and procedures as
relevant for the shifting focus of the project; 3) the adaptation of the
new instruments and procedures to the capacities and vocabulary
levels of a much younger population; 4) the ta+loríng of the entire
operation to a síxty-mínute test period, the most we realistically dared
to demand, and 5) the translation and adaptation of the entire pro-
cedure to the intended German setting. All this, of course, involved
extensive pretesting with populations of sixth graders, first in America
and ultimately in Germany.

THE USES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CRoss-NATIONAL VALIDATION STUDY

Let me go on to illustrate, in terms of outcomes, some of the uses
and limitations of our cross-valídation strategy. Consider first the
problem of mapping parental behavior. In the Ithaca study we had
asked our teen-aged subjects to rate each parent on 100 specific
items of parental behavior, as characteristíc of the parent «whíle
you were growing up». These items were intended to index 20 more
general a priori variables of parental behavior - e.g., nurturance,
achievement demands, etc. - with five items each. For the German
study it was essentíal to shorten and simplify this procedure. On the
basis of ínter-ítem correlations and factor analyses performed on the



Ithaca data, we selected what appeared to be the fifteen best vari-
ables and decided to index each with the three best items, In this
way, the parent-practices schedule was cut from 100 to 45 items.
Many of these needed to be reworded to sixth grade vocabularies -
e.g., «compared me unfavorably with other chíldren» became «says
other children behave better than Ido». The younger children were
asked to rate each parent's behavior only during the current sehool
year.

We thus have a selection of the «same» variables, somewhat dif-
ferentIy operationalized, being rated by subjects in a different age
group and a different culture. We may ask: is anything really cross-
validated? On the new German data four matrices of inter-item
correlations were run, dealing separately with the description by
boys and girls of their fathers and their mothers, and each of these
four matrices was independently factor-analyzed. The results were
most encouraging: all four matrices generated híghly similar factor
structures, and the parent behavior factors which emerged proved
to be in substantial agreement with our original a priori clusters.
Nine factors were common to all four matrices. Of these, two in-
c1uded all three of the iterns originally grouped together in a priori
sets, and all but one of the remainder íncluded at least two of the
three original iterns. From this we are inclined to conc1ude that our
study has successfully tapped some basic dimensions of parent be-
havíor which are common to both cultures and both age groups.

Consíder next the rather tricky problem of cross-national compari-
sons. Suppose, for example, we wish to compare the role of physical
punishment in the upbringing of German and American children.
Note at once that since we do not have random or cross-section
samples either for America or for Germany, we cannot estimate
the actual frequencies of spa.nking for either culture as a whole. Note
also that in the two samples, physical punishment was indexed with
somewhat different iterns, and that the time reference was different.
The German children reported only on spankings received during
thecurrent year, while the Ithaca teen-agers referred to spankings
received during a more generalized period of childhood. Since it is
probably true that younger children are spanked a good deal more
often than 12 year olds in both cultures, the data cannot be directly
compared.

Our own solution of this problem involved the utilization of our
American pretest sample, a group of 134 sixth grade children in
Dryden, New York, who filled out identical English-language ver-
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sions of all questionnaires later employed in Germany. But 01 course
these two samples are still not truly representative oí their cultures
nor comparable to each other. We have attempted to Tender these
samples more directly comparable by the devioe oí precision match-
ing. For each ehild in the Dryden sample we sought a particular
mate in the German sample who matched him with respect to age,
sex, religion, intact family, socio-economíc status, number oí siblings,
and working status of mother. To the extent that this procedure
control s potentially contarninating demographic variables, we can
argue that differences between the sets oí matched pairs reflect
genuine cultural differences. On this basís, without lmowing any-
thing about the absolute incidence of physical punishment in either
culture, we can still state with considerable confídence that 12
year olds in Germany receive significantly more spankings than do
comparable peers in América 7.

While we have thus been able to make explicit cross-national
comparísons oí parent behavior, it is instructive to observe that we
cannot do the same with our measures oí child behavior. In the
original Ithaca study, it will be recalled, these were indexed by
teacher ratings. In the German study and the Dryden pre-test, in
addition to the teacher ratings we employed a system oí sociometric
ratings. On both instrurnents, individual children were ranked on
various attributes, relative to the other children in the same school
class. Whereas this device works very well indeed for estimating
whether Johnny is more responsible or more aggressive than his
class-mates, unfortunalety it provides no basis whatever for saying
whether the children in one group or culture are more responsíble
or aggressive than chíldren in another. In later work, we have been
trying to correct this strategic deficiency by developing more absolute
and objective measure oí child behavíor,

But let us recall that making comparisons of this sort was not a
primary purpose in our research designo The more crucial question,
for a cross-validatíon study, is whether certain hypothesized relatíon-
ships between variables, observed in one setting with one set of
measurements, will still hold in another setting, with a differently
oonstituted population and with differently oonstructed measuring

7 A detailed account of this phase of the analysis appears in E. C. DEVEREUX.
Jr., Urie BRONFENBRENNER,and G. J. SUCI, «Patterns of Parent Behavior in the
United States of America and in the Federal Republic of Gennany: A Cross-
Natíonal Comparíson», International Social Science [ournal, Vol. XIV, N° 3,
1962, pp. 488-506.
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ínstruments. Our major question is not, for example, whether Ger-
man children are more responsible than American children, but
whether the particular kinds of parental treatments which appear to
produce responsible children in America have the same effect in
Germany.

On the basis of the analyses completed thus far, our answer is
that apparentIy they do. In the Ithaca study, for example, it wiIl
be recaIled that children from egalitarian homes were rated as far
less responsíble than children from patricentric homes. Patterns of
child rearing were quite different in these two types of families.
Egalitarian homes were characterized by high levels of warmth, a
generaIly permissive, non-punitíve approach to discipline, and a
mínimum of role differentiation between the father and the mother.
In contrast, patricentric homes were more disciplined and demanding;
and they were characterized by a pattern of role differentiation in
which the father was seen as the more demandíng and punishing
parent, while the mother was seen as the principal agent of support.
In the German sample, when an analo.gous classification of family
authority types was made - based, incidentaIly, on a wholly new
and different set of questions about the locus of family authority -
the correlative patterns of parent behavior for the egalitarian and
patricentric homes were virtually identical. And in the German sam-
ple, children from egalitarian f.amilies were rated - by their peers,
incidentally, as well as by their teachers - as significantly, less de-
pendable than children from patricentric families. Incidentally, our
new predictions about the dismal effects of extreme patriarchy or
matriarchy were also generalIy borne out in the German data.

Precísely because these strikingly parallel results have been
established with different instruments, in a different age group and
in a dífferent culture, it seems to me that they are far more impres-
sive than if they had turned up in a straíght-forward replication
study. Although the risk ís hígher, cross-natíonal validation studies
would appear to have considerable value as a device for disen-
tangling truly general relatíonshíps from the mesh of particular
círcumstances in which they originaIly appeared,
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RELlABILlTY OF DATA OBTAINED ON FAMILY AUTHORITY
WITH A CULTURE FREE INSTRUMENT

The need for good measures of interaction is great in sociology,
in particular in small group research, a special case of which is
marriage and family research. The oldest and most common meth-
ods rely on self-reports and self-ratíngs of the people studied. These
methods have serious drawbacks, however.

One difficulty is that we don't know how honest people are in
their reports. For a variety of reasons - cultural values mostly -
they may prefer to give another picture of the interaction than the
one they themselves perceive as the correct one. Another difficulty
is that people in general are not very competent to act as raters of
interaction. Even if they report the picture as they perceive it that
picture is not necessaríly the correct one according to canon s of
science.

For these and other reasons interaction measures based on direct
observation of the relevant interaction have been constructed. Since
we almost never can observe all the interaction we are interested in
the mea sures are constructed on a sample of the relevant behavior.
One of the knottiest problems oí this approach is to what extent
fue observations on the behavior sample can be generalízed to the
behavior «populatíon».

These measures can all be said to be based on some kind of role-
playing by the observed group members. If the members are asked
.to imagine a situation we have role-playíng proper, if they are put
into a definite situation their roles develop as they would in a
natural contexto Either way, in this context the observed behavior
is used in order to draw conclusions about the interaction in general
between the pe:rsons involved.

It is well known, of course, that people often behave differently
in the presence of another person, be he an observer or somebody
else. It is believed, however, that it is more difficult to pretend with
one's total behavíor than to pretend verbally. Some experimenters
have tried to overcome this possible bias by making the group
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members believe that they were left alone whereas they were in
fact observed,

The interest in íntercultural studies is a further íncítement to use
direct observatíon for the measurement of interaction. Verbal
measures are inextricably bound to the language and are thus
culturally specific. The comparison between different cultures be-
comes very difficult. The dírect observatíonal teohniques would seem
much more applicable, at least in theory.

Foote and his staff at the Uníversity of Chicago developed an
observational technique for use in family research. An attempt to
use the technique in Sweden and to test its reliability was made at
Uppsala University 1.

The technique is devised for the study of interaction patterns
of a married couple. The main idea is to put the couple into certaín
situations by asking them questíons which they have to díscuss in
front of the íntervíewer, The spouses are asked to try to agree on a
common answer. The interviewer observes the interaction and rates
the marriage along a number of dímensíons: relative degree of
dominance of the spouses, harmony versus conflict, relative degree
of initiative versus passivity, and relative amount of talking.

The Uppsala study was planned as a partial test of the reliability
of 1!hetechnique in a slightly different culture. It took place in the
spring of 1957 and was done on student marríages, Le. at least one of
the spouses was a student at Uppsala University during the spring
semester of 1957. This limitation of the sample diminishes the value
of the study, but econornical and other practical reasons forced us
to accept the restriction.

The sample was a simple random sample. The interviewers were
students of sociology. They were trained for the interviews and the
interviewing was done as part of their regular curriculum in socí-
ology. Because of the institutional setup the training given was not
very extensive.

The interviews consisted of two parts, During the first part the
spouses sat together with the interviewer and tried to give common
answers to six different questions. Discussions developed for each
question and the interviewer rated the marriages along the different
dimensions on the basis of these discussions plus other indications of
interaction patterns given duríng the interview. During the second
part of the interview the spouses were given forms wíth questions of

1 A report was published in Recherches sur la [amille, lII. Gottingen,
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1958: Georg KARLSsON, «A Reliability Test oí the
Foote Observational Technique for Studying Interaction in the Family »,
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the usual type about their marríage and they were asked to fill them
out separately.

The questions in the first part of the ínterview concerned eco-
nomíc problems in the marriage, the division of household dutíes,
tastes regardíng home equipment, the way vacatíons should be spent
and how studies and work should be divided between the spouses.

The interviewer relíability of the ratíngs was tested in three ways:
1) by havíng all interviewers rate a recorded interview. 2) by having
new interviewers re-ínterview the couples with a parallel forrn of
the questíonnaire, and 3) by havíng two students, one of which
acted as interviewer, observe and rate simultaneously the inter-
actíon of a married couple.

The percentage of the interviewers who agreed on the modal
positions in the ratings of the recorded interview was:
dominance 60 per cent, harrnony-conflíct 83 per cent, initíative -
passivity 67 percent, and amount of talking 73 per cent.

The results of the test-retest and simultaneous observatíon rneas-
ures of relíabílity are seen from Table 1.

TABLE I

Percentage Tests of Reliabilitv

RATlNG TEST-RETEST Two OBSERVERS

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
in same in adjacent in same in adjacent
category category category category

Domínance 25.3 73.3 45.7 89.1
Harmony-

conflict 45.9 87.8 56.5 93.5
Inítiatíve-

passivity 53.3 98.7 47.8 97.8
Relative amount

of talking 68.0 93.3 8004 97.8

It is evident that the reliability with the procedures used ís
not as high as desirable. It can probably be raised by better training
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of the interviewers. This means, however, that anyone who wishes
to use these techniques for studying interaction <has to take into ac-
count an extensive and expensive program for interviewer training.

So far we have talked only about intraculturaJ reliability between
interviewers. IdeaUy the relíabílíty should be intercultural. However,
since the observational situations are created verbally, the technique
can never be completely culture free. An observer making obser-
vations in different cultures must at least know the different lan-
guages of these cultures. To require such intercultural reliability
thus seems a little bit exaggerated. Since fue distinction between
reliability and valídity is vague anyway, it seems preferable to deal
with these matters as validíty problems.

In the Uppsala study we considered the validity problems only
to a very small extent. The íntercorrelatíons between the ratings give
some hints as to their validity. Dominance should be associated with
initiative and a large amount of talking according to empirical
evidence and theoretical considerations. In the Uppsala data the
correlations between domínanoe and relative amount of initiative
was r = .69 and between dominance and relative amount of talking
r = .51 These correlations are reasonably satisfactory since we do
not expect perfect correlations. The spouses also were asked to give
self-ratings on who was the most dominant in economic matters, re-
creatíon, Christmas customs, etc, The assocíatíons between these self-
ratings and the interviewer ratings of dominance were slight. On
the whole it must be admitted that no satisfactory test of the validity
of the techníque was included in the study.

The validity of the technique within a given culture depends on
a) the extent to which the observed sample of interaction can serve
as a basis for the rating oi the total interaction of the couple, and
b) the extent to which the raters give ratings that agree with the
ratings along the theoretical variables involved.

If ideal conditíons prevailed the behavior observed in the inter-
view situation could be considered an unbiased random sample of
[he couple's behavior in general. If that were the case all we had
to do would be to make sure that the observatíonal situations were
set up so as to give us these random samples of behavior from which
we could immediately infer the general behavior of the couples.
However, we know that thís is not the case. The behavior is verbal,
it takes place in front oi an outsider, etc. The behavior sample thus
must be very biased. This complicates things, but it does not mean
at all that the validity of the technique is disproved.

The observed behavior samp
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Tbe observed behavior sample may be biased in any other way
as long as it enables us to make the correct ratings along the
variables we are interested in. In particular, if we use comparatively
few values of the variables we are rating the task becomes easier
both with regard to reliability and validity. The Foote techniqus uses
only few values of each variable. This means that precision in the
sense of abilíty to make fine discriminations is sacrificed for relia-
bility and possibly validity.

If we take only the relative prevalence of the spouses into ac-
count, e.g. husband more, wife more, or both about the same, then
all that is needed is that the behavior sample gives rise to the same
relative ratings of the spouses as a complete study of theír behavíor
would give. It is possible and indeed not unlikely that an otherwise
very biased sample would reproduce truthfully these relative rela-
tions.

If we try to use the technique for intercultural comparisons the
problems are still further complicated. If we could count on the
unbiased representativeness of the behavior samples in al1 cultures
no further complications would be introduced through the inter-
cultural comparisons, since we could set up the observations so as
to get such unbiased samples in each culture studied. This is not a
realistic case, however, as we have already agreed.

If, on the other hand, we assume that the behavior sample ís
biased but that the relevant ratings are not affected by this bias,
we have to make sure that the observational situations fulfill these
conditions in all the different cultures studied. It is not important
under these conditions that the questions used to elicit the discussions
deal with the same problems, but it is important that they produce
a behavior sample with the attributes required. We thus have a
much larger number of possibilities to adjust the observational
instrument to different cultures than we would have with a purely
verbal instrument. At the same time it is most important that we
keep in mind what we are doing when the instrument is applied to
a dífferent culture.

The other main problem oí the validity of the technique is the
correspondance between the ratings of the raters and the theoretical
ratings. This is a question of the training of the íntervíewer-raters, of
course. The better the researcher manages to instil his ideas of the
theoretical variables in his interviewers the better this corre-
spondance. In thecase of the Foote technique the theoretical ideas
are fairly simple and it would seem that the training of the inter-
viewers in this respect would not be too difficult.
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The same is true of the intercultural use of the technique. Care
has to be taken that the interviewers in the different cultures use
the same theoretical variables in their ratings, but with the simple
variables that are used in the technique this should not offer
insurmountable difficulties.

In summary it can be said that the Foote technique for obser-
vation of marital interaction patterns is quite promising. It requires
well trained observers for satisfactory reliability and validity. We
still need a good amount of research to assess its validity, but there
are no theoretical reasons why it should not be a valid instrument,
at least in a limited sense. It offers greater promise for intercultural
comparisons than most other observational techniques.
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Sociologists normally publish the sdentific results of their investi-
gatíons, but not the practical problems which they encounter in the
course of obtaining the said results. It has a sound reason in that
the first and not the latter is customary among sociologists. The
scientific results of their investígations, in so far as these conclusions
contribute to a cumulation of a systematic ínsíght into social relatíon-
ships, are of interest to theír colleagues, The practical difficulties
experienced in research are, however, often einmalig, thus unge-
neralizable, and therefore only have limited ínstructive value to col-
leagues. Nevertheless, it has been a very good idea of Reuben Hill to
raíse the matter also, of the practical problems that are assocíated with
cross-natíonal research, during the intemational family seminar held
at Opatija in September 1961. The outline given by him then, on the
practical problems, that often arise in cross-natíonal research, has
been of considerable «prophylactíc» value to the other seminar
participants 1. To prevent any misunderstanding: this outline has
not weakened the participants' enthusíasm to undertake this kind oí
research, but it was a contribution in that mistakes conceming
tacties could be averted in advance. Hill sueceeded in clarifying for
the others, what they should avert at any rate in case oí possible,
future cross-national research undertakings. The practical problern-
atics of cross-natíonal research obviously still haunts Reuben Hill
up to the present day. Although this may be an encouraging situation,
it sets us up against a very difficult task. Due to this enthusíasm,
the task has been gíven to us to deal here with some problems that
have arisen in the course of a project which we undertook some

1 Reuben HILL, Cross-national family research; attempts and prospects (se-
minar paper Opatija 1961).
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During the 1956 congress of the Intemational Union of Family
Organisations held in The Hague a resolution was accepted which
aimed at setting up a Working Group of experts to advise the board
of the Union as to the policy for the rural family in modem rural
society. The Working Group that was set up soon after the congress,
came to embrace mainly representatives of family policy. These
members - «polícy makers» were of Belgian, French, Spanish,
ltalian and Swiss nationality. Only two representatives of social
science were nominated as members of the Group, namely the
authors of this paper; the one a German, the other Dutch. One can
probably imagine that the functioning of this Working Group was not
a simple matter. There had to be co-operation between individuals
who belonged to five different linguistic groups and whose objectives
and way of thinking differed considerably. Concerning the latter:
full mutual understandíng between policy-maker and sociologist is
real1y not easily attainable. In the meantime it was perfectly clear
that this workíng group had to make some recommendations for a
useful poliey.

In the course of the discussion it soon appeared that most of the
group's non-sociologist members, notwithstanding a certain vagueness
in defínitíons, had the following convictions about the rural nuclear
family:

1. that it would be essentially different from the urban nuclear
family;

2, that it would, much more than the urban family, embody these
values of which the preservation is a necessity for a really human
society;

3. that the relative value-surplus of the rural family would be
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years ago. This task is not easy for at least two reasons. The first one
is that, for a comprehensive outline of only one of these problems
we have to deal rather extensively with our objective, hypotheses
and methods, while the time at our disposal is very limited. The
second one is that our problems were so numerous that we have
to make a selection, while it can hardly be determined in advance
whíeh problem holds a warning for the majority of future cross-
national researchers. We would not like to give the impression of
an apology for what is to follow and the best would be to deal with
the investigation as such immediately.

The investigation proposed by the
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threatened by the expansion of urbanization and industrialization in
modern society 2.

The two sociologists could not support the majority of the group
in their negative viewpoint of nuclear family development in modero
rural life. Notwithstanding their rural background the two socíol-
ogists were far more positive in their judgment of that development.
However, they personally felt that only by scientific research could
it be determined whose opinion - that of the majority or if theirs
- was the correet one, and that on the outcome of this the poliey
proposals should be based. Hesitatingly the members-policy makers
now accepted at last that social-scientific research was a necessity
for a sound policy. After prolonged discussions the sociologists were
invited to design a project that could be the subject of the group's
«negotiations» duríng its next meeting. In spite of the total lack of
money, as well as fairly long geographícal distance separating them,
they succeeded in tabling a eommon plan for the next meeting.
Comprehensive detall: a plan drawn up by a German and a Dutch-
man, originally written in English, and for the convenience of the
majority of the group translated in Freneh. This research which was
received with many criticisms, was eventually unanimously accepted
by the Working Group.

The investigation proposed by the two sociologists and later accept-
ed by the Working Group, was based on the problem whether the
rural nuclear family in the modero, urban-industrial socíety was
characterized by a specific problem of existence. It was hypothesized
that, if such a problem really existed, the reason for it could be three-
fold. Whether it was a result of a collision between urban and typi-
cally rural values; or whether it was as the result of a discrepancy
between aspirations present in the rural nuclear family, and possi-
bilities to fulfil these aspirations under the given objective circum-
stances in the rural milieu; or whether it was an outcome of both
collision and discrepancy. The problem of the investigation, al-
though probably clear enough, was so wide that without «dírecting»
hypotheses the project would be a «mer a boire». The researchers had

2 Although the appreciation oí the modero socio-cultural development oí
these members was strikingly similar to that oí the «classic» German sociol-
ogist who wrote «Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft», their motivation was no
doubt different from his. They clearly represented the conservative-Catholic
view upon society which apparently still exercises a thorough influence
among a part oí both the clergy and the laymen in several European
countries.
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such hypotheses in mind for a long time. They are briefly considered
now.

As a fírst directing hypothesis, it was proposed that a rural nuclear
family sui generis would not exíst, which appeared to cause some
concem among a number of the group's non-sociologists. Directly
continuing on this: that the sociologically relevant characteristics of
nuclear families in the modern Westem society would be narrowly
related to the sociologically relevant characteristics of the cornmunity.
More specifically, there would exist a continuum of nuclear family
characteristics between the extremes of the most closed rural life and
the most open urban life. For the sake of clarification: the most
closed rural life was considered life in the still extremely isolated
rural cornmunity, and the most open urban life that of the new mid-
dle class. Schematícally the hypothesized family characterístícs of these
two extreme levels can be placed opposite each other as follows:

It needs no further illumination that as a result of the foregoing,
briefly circumscribed hypothesis, the researchers' attention during
the execution of their project would in the first instance concentrate
on values embodied in the rural nuclear family, not on circumstances
to this family. In the opinion of the two sociologists their initial
occupation with the value aspect was otherwise fully defendable.

The second (and last) «directing» hypothesis formulates that as the

3 The 2 nuclear family rypes have been described more extensívely in
G. A. Koor, Het oeranderend gezin in Nederland [The changing nuclear fa-
mily in the Netherlands], Assen, 1957, 243 p.
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rural nuclear family tended to resemble in character to the urban
middle class family, the former would more easíly experience the
presence of a «specific» problem of existence. Trying to illuminate
this hypothesis very briefly, it may be added that the rural nuclear
family which appears to show more similarities in its value system
to the farnily in the urban middle class, will be more frustrated by
the rural life circumstances than the less modern nuclear family in
the rural milieu. The reason for this presumption was a simple one:
the most modern type of nuclear family in rural society was supposed
to be more inclined to compare its local life situation with that of
the urban nuclear family, so that it would also understand most
deficiencies in its own situation. As such deñcíencíes were presumed,
relatively difficult availability of institutions for secondary and
academic education, the limited presence in the local milieu of
recreation facilities in some standards, the housing situation, etc.

Normally it is easier to create hypotheses, than to test them. This
found no exception in this case. Relatively unimportant problems
would have arisen, if the object had been to test some of the hypo-
theses on the nuclear family in one or two, geographícally restricted
rural areas. The object, however, was to test hypotheses on the rural
nuclear family in the modem, urban-industríal society. Therefore,
a representatíve sample of rural nuclear families of a larger number
of countries had to be considered as an absolute necessity. The
researchers felt the first step was that an endeavour should be made
to collect official statistical data concerning both the urban and the
rural families in at least ten European countries. In spite of all that
has been said by experts on rural life in general, the sociologist is
still confronted with a tremendous shortage of definite and exact
data. In fact our real empirical lrnowledge about similarities and
differences between urban and rural life on the same side of national
ooundaries, and berween rural regíons separated by national bounda-
ries, is depressingly low. The researchers díd not believe that their
search for relevant statistical data would deliver a fully representatíve
sample. All they hoped for in their collection of statistical data on
a wide scale, was to find a few hundreds or thousands of rural nu-
clear families more or Iess representative of Europe on the Western
side of the Iron Curtain. By means of interviews with these families
(in two or more rural communities, and in four or five different
countries), the German-Dutch team hoped, both hypotheses could
be sufficiently tested.

Thus the project was an investigation in two phases, a phase of
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extensive collection of statistical data and one of field work uihere-
by the [ormer uras considered as an indispensable condition [or the
success of the latter. The reason for repeating and emphasizing thís,
is because of the disappointment, that the data collected in the first
phase appeared to be absolutely worthless as a means to draw the
sample. Contrary to the researchers' hopes and expectatíons mailed
«íntervíews» to 14 European countries did not result in a satísfactory
collection of data from a number oí these countries. Thus the first
step, although it produced an impressive number of statistical data,
was actually a failure. However, their disappointing experience did
not deter the researchers from continuing with the already planned
second step, Le. questioning some 400 nuclear familíes in the Euro-
pean rural milieu. «Ignoríng» the problem, whether these famílíes,
indeed, expressed a possíble common shift in life appreciation oí
European rural life 00 the Western side of the Iron Curtain, they
continued their ínvestígatíons until the beginning of 1961. Notwith-
standing their uncertainty conceming the representativeness of their
400 families, they obstinately insisted that they had to get more clarity
upon the correctness of their two hypotheses in fue field work stage.
So they have at least tested the validity of their assumption in four
rural communities in which the tendencies might be more or less re-
presentative of a possibly common mental development in Western
rural life. They do not feel completely satisfied in their stubborn
perseverence to «save» a project that appeared to be too ambitious,
but they have the satisfaction of proving the validity of their hy-
potheses in four «normal» European communities.

The field work has been done in respectively two German and two
Dutch rural municipalities, in each oí the two neighbouring countrles
having practically an identical historical background, but sínce
recent years beíng different in their degree of socio-cultural differ-
entiation. The German municipalities were homogeneously Roman
Catholic, the Dutch municipalities were predominantly Protestant.
Neither ethnic, nor religious difference appeared to affect the tenden-
cies: in both the German and the Dutch milieu oí investigation,
geographic and social «disclosure» mean nuclear family individual-
ization, a more subjective marital integration, democratization of
internal nuclear farnily relationships, etc. Furthermore in both mi-
lieux the disclosure implies a growing consciousness of the limita-
tions caused by rural life, although neither in Germany nor the
Netherlands did the farnilies find their own local milieu seriously
frustrating. Because the results of this cross-national investigation
were published - as regards Germany in German and as regards
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the Netherlands in Dutch, as welI as in French - a more extensive
report on them seems to be superfluous at this moment 4. Moreover
it is desirable to deal with the practical problems now, which was
the original intention of this review as was mentíoned some time
ago.

In the foregoing, a brief outline has been given of an investigation
that, aIthough some practical hints for family policy resuIted, became
a failure considered from the viewpoint of the researchworkers'
original objectives. It is intended to deal now with all those more
important problems, possibly having a generalized character, which
were encountered in the course of this investigation. In relation much
attention has to be given to the failure of the collection of useful
statistical data, because subsequent researchers who would occupy
themselves with the European rural milieu in its unity and diversity
will encounter the same unsurmountable difficuIties. Because this
point is of more interest than the rest, it seems justified to deal with
the other diffícultíes first.

Besides the unsurmountable difficulty of large scale collection of
statistical data on the family in European rural lile the researchers
met with some five surrnountable, but fairly serious problerns. These
were problems concerning:

1. cornmunication between the researchers on the one hand and the
other members of the Working Group on the other;

2. communication between the researchers thernselves;
3. the communication between the German and the Dutch as-

sistant who did the field work;
4. design of homonyrnous questionnaires in different languages (in

phase 1 in three languages, English, French and German; in phase
2 in two languages, German and Dutch);

5. financing of the project.
It seems desirable to go more extensively into each of these five

points, and mainly because they hold a lesson. As regards the first
point - the cornmunication between researchers and other members
of the Working Group - some remarks have already been made. If
literal linguistic difficulties are neglected at thís moment, another
difficuIty worth mentioning in thís context still remains. It is the

4 See: Bernd VAN DEENEN, Die ldndliche Familie un ter dem Einfluss von
Industriendhe und Industrielerne, Berlin, 1961, 96 p., and W. H. DOUMA: Het
gezin op een oerstedelijkend platteland»; Wageningen, 1961, 117p. (with En-
glish summary).
IDEM, Enquéte sur la famille rurale aux Pays Bas (mimeographed translation
of Het gezin op een oerstedelijkend platteland).
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delay in the work of the researchers as a consequence of repeated in-
terventíon of the other group members. Why did these other group
members intervene during the course of the investigation and then
especially in these instances, where the researchers found intervention
to be most annoying? The answer does not seem to be difficult. Proba-
bly it is mainly the object of sociological research which encourages
the layman to meddle with the work of the researcher. No layman will
try to correct the ideas and activities of the researcher in the field
of physics, biology and linguistics. He is fully prepared to recognize
his absolute ígnorance in these scientific fields. However, the
sociological object is an object with which he as a member of society,
is rather well acquainted and which object is, therefore, not par-
ticularly mysterious to hirn. Isn't it true that most layrnen have al-
ready answered what has remained so untransparent to sociologists
that they (socíologists) feel obliged even at this moment to make it
a subject of strenuous research efforts? Isn't it also true that many
layrnen are fully convinced of what the outcome of expert sociolo-
gical investigations will be, viz. a further confirmation of the cor-
rectness of what they already knew with absolute certainty? There-
fore, it is nearly unavoidable - this is an insight gained from
personal experience - that the sociological researcher places him-
self in a difficult position by aeceptíng any duty of responsíbillty
towards the layrnen during the time in which an investigation is
conducted. The IUFO investigation has taught the researchers in a
rather painful way that the sociologist should have the • a priorí»
of stipulating his independence towards layrnen during the execution
of each research undertaking but particularly during a cross-national
object.

The second point - the communication between the researchers -
has not been mentioned because of scientific disputes or personal
difficulties between the German and the Dutch sociologist. Never-
theless it might be useful to say something here about scientific
preferences and the personal character of co-operating researchers.
The two researchers were able to co-operate perfectly from the very
beginning, as their personal relationship could not have been better
and their scientific opinions appeared to be remarkably similar.
Meanwhile, both mutual syrnpathy and scientific concord are im-
portant conditions for the success of a cross-national project under-
taken by a team. Future cross-national researchers should not over-
look this. The co-operation with a brilliant foreign partner is not
predestined by the partner's brilliance as a pleasant and scientificaUy
fruitful co-operation. Those who consider mutual co-operation, will
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do well in not accepting anything before a clear picture of the
other person and his scientific procedures, has been obtained. This
is only just a hint. The factors which interfered with the smooth
communication between the researchers in this case, were geo-
graphical distance and language. For the determination and the then
ensuing executíon of real mutual intentions, contact by correspond-
ence is without doubt, insufficient. Occasional face-to-face contact
is absolutely necessary. If the distance between the partners, as in the
instance of the German-Dutch team, is more than 200 miles, one
having also to fulfil other tasks besides a common project, the dis-
tance is not easily overcome. Relatively the meetings cost a good
deal of time and money. The language difference between researchers
was even more of a problem. Discussions requiring hours had some-
times to be held on very subtle questions. There were two possibili-
ties: either the one partner tried to communicate in the mother ton-
gue of the other, or both partners expressed themselves in a foreign
language. Both altematives were used. The discussion always started
in German, but it most frequently finished in English. For the two
partners the several discussions were not only mentally extremely
tiring, but it also left them with the impression that they had failed
to express their thoughts properly. It seems that the problems men-
tioned - distance and language - is another lesson, and no less
important than the one conceming communication problems between
researchers and other members of the Working Group. In the first
place, co-operating researchers from different countries must have the
opportunity to meet at any time in the course of the investigation
when necessary. In the seeond place it is at least desirable that the
partners fairly master each other's mother tongue. In many cases
this desirability appears to be unrealizable, but in all cases a fair
requirement can be realized: this requirement is good temperament
and patience towards the partner who is in the disadvantageous
position in that he has to express himself in a language which is not
his own.

As the researchers lacked the time to execute the field work person-
nally, they brought in the help of two co-operators who where suf-
ficiently capable of doing this work. The communication between the
German and the Dutch field worker had to be as clase as that of
their «employers». It will not be found surprising that dístance and
language were also hampering factors in the field workers' mutual
communication. The lesson which can be leamed from their ex-
periences conceming co-operation, is about the same as the foregoing.
As in the case of their «employers» the field workers have to under-
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stand each other both as person and scientist, they have to be on
hand if the correct progress of the work is in danger, and their
mutual linguistic understandability has to be fair. In this connection
it is worth mentioning that the fíeld workers leamed to know each
other's (geographic) field of study by common operation. The latter
seems to be an absolute necessity, if optimal results in the field are
one of the objectives. In fact it is superfluous to add that the members
of the research team should define by mutual deliberation what type
of co-operators will assist in the executíon of the common project.

The fourth point - the design of homonymous questionnaires in
different languages - forms a problem that is apparentIy not
limited to the correct translation of a term or sentence. Translation
as such can already be difficult enough, even in the case of closely
related languages. This applies, for instance, to the Dutch term ge-
zin (nuclear family), for which one would in vain search for a Ger-
man equivalent, at Ieast in common parlance. To give a second exam-
ple: it applies for the German terms Vetter and Neffe (respectively
cousin and nephew), for which the Dutch language has one and
the same term: neef. Homonymousness of the questionnaire is
necessary fOT the sake of the comparability of the collected data.
Thus linguistic problems have to be solved in order to be able to
reach "formal» homonymousness. On the other hand, it appears to
be necessary to strive for an índícatíve similarity instead of a "for-
mal» homonymousness. Because the investigation embraces different
cultural milieux, it is possible that a question being justified in the
one milieu is absolutely írrelevant, or worse: absurd in the other.
To put a question to the Dutch Protestant families about theír par-
ticipation in processions is totaly irrelevant, if one tries to deter-
mine their degree of religiousness. For the determination of the
religiousness of the German Catholics the question might, however,
be very important. A problem of equal importance as that of direct
translation, is that of difference in questioning which would guaran-
tee that, for considerably different cultural milieux, the same phe-
nomenon or aspect is clarified. It is a problem, indeed, which ís not
typical of cross-natíonal research. However, it is clear, that it is often
more serious in the cross-natíonal than in the national or regional
level. On the former level it is a problem which forms another
argument in favour of the necessity of a mutual exploration in the
research field by those who have to execute the field work.

The financial history of the investigation undertaken by the Work-
ing Group could be made the subject of a long and depressing story.
It would be a story of promised amounts which either did not
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arrive at all, or were delayed. The IUFO itself was unable to give
any financial support to a project of the Working Group, but after
some time granted 500 Dutch florins or the equivalent of approxi-
mately 140 American dollars. For the execution of the first phase of
the investigation (collecting of statistical data in 14 countries) nothing
more was put at the group's disposal. After the termination of the
unsuccessful first phase it appeared that from neíther the IUFO itself
nor through this organization further financial support could be
expected. The researchers then on their own applíed to the ministry
in their respective countries. In Germany the amount of 3000 marks
or the equivalent of 750 American dollars was obtained and in the
Netherlands the «profít» amounted to 12.500 guilders or 3470 dollars.
None of the ministries could accept an application of its subsidy
outside their country. Thus, the field work in the Netherlands could
be done much more extensívely than the parallel work in Germany,
but on the other hand, the execution of the work in the Nether.1ands
had to be justified towards a «supervísíng councíl». The necessary
co-operation with this council led to serious problems for a while be-
cause of mutual role misunderstanding. (An outsider succeeded in
clearing the misunderstanding which had arisen). It is difficult to give
in full the Iesson the researchers learned from the constant financial
difficulties. They are much more aware of it now than some years ago,
however, that, both timely certainty of the total of financial means
budgeted for a project, and a clear definition of each other's rights
and duties towards the financier: researcher relationship, are indis-
pensable. In the meanwhile the question arises whether the Inter-
national Sociological Association could further cross-natíonal research
by a world-wíde exploration of eventual pecuniary sources. It appears
that many researchers even have no possibilities of obtaining financial
aid for an intra-natíonal project.

The attention may now be concentrated on the collection of statistí-
cal data in the 14 European countries. Why, then, did the researchers
fail in collecting those data which were indispensable in drawing
a representative sample of European rural families? There were a
number of causes. The main one, however, was not the lack of money
or assistance, but the character of the statistical data obtainable from
the national statistical bureaux. This was the only real cause respon-
sible for the total failure of what the researchers had hoped to ac-
complish.

The questionnaire designed for the first phase of the investigation
embraced 27 questions. The exordium of the list reads as follows:
«Before returning this list, will you, please, add to every answer the
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statistical source from which you obtained your answer. Under every
question/table we left room for «remarks». Be so good to fill in here
all the explanations which appear to be necessary for a right inter-
pretation of the answer. We are particularly interested in: a) the de-
finition and implícations of the different terms (in some cases we
explicitly asked for a definition of the terms under «remarks»):
b) titles oí scientific publications and research projects related to the
question/table». It would be time-consuming to go into any of the 27
questíons. (A questionnaire can be placed at the disposal of those who
are interested in the questions.) The list was sent to those persons
from whom, as a result of their position or personal interest, full
assistance could be expected 5. Most of them had been approached
in advance during meetings of the European Society for Rural Socio-
logy and the IUFO, which, they and the researchers attended. After
two years 11 of the 14 respondents had answered. Among those 11,
one, however, could not obtain the data in his country. (Inspection
of the non-published material would have cost a considerable
amount.) Thus, at last the researchers had at their disposal the more
or less fully completed questionnaires from 10 different countries:
Austria, Switzerland, the Federal Republíc, Sweden, Norway, Ireland,
The Netherlands, Belgium, France. and Spain. The comparability of
the data of these countries in the first place appeared to be less than
had been hoped, because the dates on which the figures were col-
lected were sometimes consíderably divergent. The Swedish data
were taken from a census of 31-12-1950, the Belgian data from a census
held on 31-12-1947, while the Irish data were (partly) from 8-4-1956.
(These dates were the most recent census dates of each of the coun-
tries.) Thus the researchers had to be very cautious and reserved in
their interpretation of intemational similarities and differences, since
in the course of nearly 10 years important changes in population
characteristics can take place. Another source of trouble was the in-
completeness of lists. Notwithstanding loyal assistance, some of the
respondents did not succeed in gívíng more than the half of the
desíred figures.

So at least four factors caused that the investigation could never
haoe become a complete success:
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2. the actual inaccessibility of statistical data of 1 of the 14 coun-
tries;

3. the - strictIy taken - non-comparability of data from several
of the countries, due to the gathering of data in different years;

4. the lack of a considerable part of the desired data in most coun-
tries.
The reason for the total failure of the undertaking, however, was
another one. The undertaking became a complete failure because the
differences between urban and rural families - the aim of the re-
searchers - were not reflected at any of the lists. More specified,
the endeavour to collect relevant statistical data taught the following:

1. although all countríes distinguish between municipalities ac-
cordíng to size (number of inhabitants), most of them completely
fail in arranging their statistical data in such a way that the family
sociologist interested in the rural: urban dichotomy or continuum
could make profitable use of them;

2. furthermore the official statistical sources very seldom offer the
possibility to delineate the characteristics of the agrarian nuclear
family as against the non-agrarian one.
The recentIy developed Dutch typology of municipalities according to
their degree of urbanization, did not open any perspective for the
researchers, as a comparable typology could not be obtained in any
of the other countries 8. In the meantime thís typology appears to be
the only acceptable basis until now on which urban and rural famí-
líes can be compared statistically. (It needs no argument among so-
ciologists that a rural: urban dichotomy according to municipal size
classes - the normal picture until now - is sociologically unsatís-
factory). The conclusion seems to be justified that the investigation
could only have been more or less successful, if at least some of the
countries had statistically distinguished between an urban and a
rural milieu on the basis of sociologically relevant and similar crí-
teria. This pessimistic remark should not be rnisinterpreted. It does
notintend itto be any criticism towards the national statistical bureaux
in Europe. These bureaux are often open-minded enough, but the way
in which they arrange theír basic data will not be changed to suit
the needs of sociological research as long as socíologícal research
does not communicate its principal needs to them. The disappointing
experiences of the German-Dutch team to obtain useful data by
means of the official statistical bureaux in a number of European

8 See: CENTRAAL BUREAU VOOR DE STATISTIEK, Typologie 'Van de Nederlandse
gemeenten naar urbanisatiegraad 31 mei 1947 en 30 juni 1956, Zeist, 1958
(with English summary).
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countries, could contain a lesson for organized sociology. The lesson
is that a systematic effort should be made to influence the different
statistical bureaux in such a way that sociology could profit more
from their work in the near future.

What generally can be leamed by future cross national researchers
from the painful experiences of two European sociologists, who be-
lieved in cross-national research as a means of improving the well-
being of the rural family? To begin with, it seems that enthusiasm
is not sufficient for successful cross-natíonal' undertakings. Those who
are going to cooperate will be partners in an adventure which is no
doubt much more of a real adventure than that of an investigation
in one and the same country. On the one hand difficulties will be met
with which are more serious than the identical difficulties arising
in research on the national level, while on the other hand problems
will have to be mastered which never would arise in the latter case.
Safe-guarding from intervention of outsiders in the course of the
investigation, sufficiently cornmodious pecuniary means (notwithstan-
ding the first), resolution of linguistic difficulties, cornmunication with
foreign colleagues, and probably limited possibilities to draw a repre-
sentative sample - all these points have to be considered previously.
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This dissertation, although being too lengthy already, can not be
concluded before some further suggestions regarding cross-national
research on the rural family have been made. These suggestions
might also be of some use for cross-national study of any other rural
phenomenon. In the first place, researchers can probably expect most,
for the time being, from small-scale studies such as those that have
been made in Germany and the Netherlands. Particularly where a
larger number of countries are the subject of study, the use of official
statistics is rather perspectíveless, This, however, gives special reason
for the second and last suggestíon. This suggestion reads: taken into
account the unsatísfactory outcome of the ínquíry undertaken in 14
European countries, it would be desirable if the ISA formed a working
committee for the furtherance of the intemational comparability of
statistical data. Insufficiently equipped with adequate and comparable
statistical data from a large number of countries, the sociologist in
his professional diligence to generalize, runs a considerable risk
to do violence to truth.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CROSS-CULTURAL EQUIVALENCE
OF MEASURE OF MARITAL INTERACTION FOR U. S. A.

AND JAPAN*

ROBERT O. BLOOD, JR.

Uníversíty of Michigan

YUZURU JOHN TAKESHITA

University of California, Los Angeles

To the naive researcher, the problem of cross-cultural survey
research seems relatively simple. Especially when dealing with such
comparable forms of social organization as nuclear families living
in American and Japanese metropolitan environments, the task of
replication seems straightforward. All that seems necessary is to
translate the interview schedule from English into Japanese and the
project is ready to go. However, in actual practice four methodo-

• A Paper read at the Fifth World Congress of Sociology, held in Washing-
ton, D.C., September 1962.

In 1954-55 the authors collaborated in a study of American marital struc-
ture and functioning through the facilities of the Detroit Area Study of The
University of Michigan. The results of this study were published by the Free
Press in 1960 under the title, Husbands and Wives: The Dynamics of Mar-
ried Living, by BLOODand Donald M. WOLFE.

Subsequently Blood and Takeshita conducted separate reprícations of the
Detroit study in the two largest cities of ] apan, Tokyo and Osaka. As a
Fulbright Research Scholar at Tokyo Educational Uníversity in 1958-59,
Blood secured interview and questionnaire responses from 444 married
couples living in three government-owned housing projects. The sample
was restricted to nuclear faroilies in which the husband was under 40
years of age. By virtue of residence in relatively expensive apartments, the
sample consists largely of well-educated white-collar workers. It therefore
represents a vanguard segment of the ]apanese population, farthest removed
by age, residence, and training from traditional, feudal ] apan.

Takeshita, as a Fulbright Fellow at the Osaka National University in
1955-56, obtained interviews froro a probability sarople of 1,433 roarried
women under 45 years of age living in Osaka and seven of its suburbs.
The sample represents a cross-sectíon of al! roarried women in these ages
in metropolitan Osaka. This study is reported in an unpublished doctoral
thesis entitled «Socioeconomic Correlates of Urban Fertility in ]apan » (The
University of Michigan, 1962).



Our attempts to translate the American interview schedule into the
Japanese language forced us to realize how culture-bound language
is. The social scientist who has always worked in a single language
tends to take for granted that there is a one-to-one relationship be-
tween words from language to language. It turns out, however, that
other languages sometimes have several potential equívalents for an
English word or, worse still, sometimes none !

Where several possible translations are available, each has a díf-
ferent shade of meaning which affects the potential responses. For
example, the word «famíly» can be translated as either iye or kazoku,
the former referring to the transcendental and all-inclusíve family
of traditional Japan, the latter to the nuclear family. But to confuse
cross-cultural investigators further, when kazoku is used in compound
nouns as in kazoku-seido (the traditional family system) or kazoku-
shugi (famílism), it loses its modern connotations.

Birth control is rendered sanji-seigen in Japanese. But sanji-seigen
is a generic term inc1uding both contraception (jutai-chosetsu) and
induced abortion (ninshin-chuzetsu). Some of Takeshita's respondents
disapproved of sanii-seigen because to them it implied induced abor-
tion rather than contraception. A Westerner relying on an Englísh-
Japanese dictionary would find the word datai for induced abortion
but is unlikely to obtain reliable responses as that particular render-
ing has the same negative (dísapprovíng) connotation as the word
«abortíon» in the United States. Ninshin-chuzetsú (literally, «ínter-
ruption of pregnancy») is a new term, not even found in a standard
Japanese dictionary published in 1955, and is preferred since it is
neutral in its connotation. Using this term, Takeshita could ask a
direct question on induced abortion in Japan.

The selection of the best translation is a matter of judgment.
Usually foreign nationals can [udge which of their own words is the
best equivalent of a single English word because they are more fa-
miliar with the connotatíons of the several alternatives. However,
since connotations are partly affected by individual experience, one
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logical problems arise: (1) terrninological non-equívalence: (2) nor-
mative non-equívalence: (3) non-equívalent variability; and (4) prag-
matic non-equívalence. Each of these problems requires the researcher
to proceed with caution as he attempts to replicate his domestic
research in foreign cultures.
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can seldom rely on the [udgment of a single experto So a number
of bilingual nationals must be consulted about the best altemative
to be selected - both sociological experts and laymen equivalent to
the respondents to be interviewed. Ultimately it ís to be hoped that
consensus will emerge about the best foreign word to be equated with
the English one. Even so, it must be recognized that connotations are
seldom identical in any two languages. All that is accomplished by
this selection process is to minimize the connotational problems
which the altemative words presented. The Japanese and English
schedules are still not «the same».

The translation problem is even more difficult when the foreign
language contaíns no equivalent term at all. Such linguistic blanks
are socíologically important since they symbolize either the absenee
of a correspondíng culture trait or its newness. In the latter event,
cultural lag seems to be occurring. Overt behavíor changes com-
paratívely easíly by cultural diffusíon, but considerable time may
elapse before a Japanese term is invented to fit the new practice.
Sometimes Japanization of the English word occurs, so that not
only the foreign artifact or activity but the foreign label is diffused.
Aisu kurimu (ice cream) is a good example.

Sometimes, however, the English word used in Japanized forro is
not the one used in the United States. For example, Takeshita, in
making up a list of birth control methods to be checked by his re-
spondents, discovered that the Japanese cornmonly refer to the día-
phragm as the pessari (pessary) and the condom more often as sakku
(sack) than kondomu. Similarly the acculturated word mikisa applies
not to what we would call a mixer but rather to a blen der.

If the process of social change is not yet completed, the average
respondent may not have learned the new word and henee would
not understand a question in which it was employed. Therefore, when
a neologísm is employed in a questionnaire, it must be thoroughly
defined for the sake of those unfamiliar with the termo Sometimes
a foreign derivative is offensive to certain respondents. If so, the
solution may be to present the definition without the word at all.
Under these circumstances, the foreign edition is more cumbersome
than the domestic original.

For example, Blood was interested in studying the mate selecti:on
process in Japan. The custom of dating is becoming widespread in
the younger generation, only 3 Ofo of his sample never having had
any dates prior to engagement. Nevertheless, the word, deito, is not
in general usage in the population. He finally decided to use the near-
est equivalent Japanese word, otsukiai (which literally means «as-
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socíation» or «fellowshíp» without any specifically hetero-sexual
connotations) and then illustrated it with typical dating activities,
«for example, go to a movie, concert, or dine together». We hope
that we cornmunicated succesfully with our respondents !

The terminological problem was even more difficult with respect
to marital «cornpanionshíp». Here was a concept which our Detroit
respondents said was the single most important facet of American
marriage. Yet our japanese informants told us that no such term
existed in their language. This vacuum reflects a basic contrast in the
two family systems. For many years American marriage has empha-
sized husband-wife companionship whereas the Japanese husband
found his companionship largely outside the nuclear family. Indeed
the idea of the possibility of such companionship has only recently
begun to enter Japanese minds. The absence of any word for marital
companionship partly reflects the low priority attached to it (last
among the Tokyo respondents, first on the list in Detroit). However,
since the Japanese have no word for the idea of companionship in
marriage, the idea cannot be discussed or cornmunicated easily.
Under the circumstances, perhaps we should not have tried to trans-
late it at all. Perhaps this should have been classified as an area of
non-equívalent varíablity instead. What we did, however, was to try
to get the idea across through the following phraseology: «Oshigoto
no naí toki niwa, yoku okusan no oaite o shite kudasaru koto», «To
do many things together with you (the wife), when he (the husband)
isn't working». An alternative translation would be, «To be a good
companion to you when he isn't working». On the surface this sounds
like what we were after, but the problem is deceptive because the
connotations to Japanese ears are horno-sexual rather than hetero-
sexual.

Other difficulties in translation stem from the complexities of
variation in Japanese terms of reference and of address. FOTexample,
husband may be translated atto. But this word is impolite to use
when referring to a respondent's husband. Otto is used only when
one is díscussíng the role of the husband in an impersonal way
such as «the duty of a husband is... (Otto no gimu wa ... )n. Instead,
we must say Otaku no go-shujin (the honorable master of your
house). An even more polite form, Otaku no danna-sama, ís not
so frequentIy used now as the former. The choice between such
terms may determine whether the respondent is insulted or flattered
by the interview schedule, particularly in a cross-section sample
where some respondents have a higher social status and others a
lower social status than the interviewer. In any society still emer-
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ging from a highly stratified feudal pasto such complexities can
baffle the naively casual American researcher.

Readers of Ruth Benedict's Chrysanthemum and the Sword will
recall that she despaíred of finding English equívalents for the many
Japanese words for «duty» and finally used gimu, giri, and on un-
translated in her monograph. Imagine how diffícult it would be for
a J apanese scholar to devise an interview schedule for use in America
which would tap these dístínctíons !

NORMATIVE NON-EQUIVALENCE

Sometimes equivalent words for a particular practice exist in
both vocabularies but referring to the practice may not be equally
permissible. The problem is most acute when a given behavior is
legal in one society and illegal in the other. For example, the
legalization of índuced abortion in Japan enabled Takeshita to ask
about it directly. However, its illegal status in the United States
prevented Takeshita's predecessors from obtaining equally direct in-
formation here 1. Even ~f Ameri!cans were asked aboult induced
abortion, information about deviant behavior is difficult to secure
from respondents. Hence the presumed cross-natíonal gap in frequen-
cy of induced abortion made possíble by differential legality of the
behavior is likely to be widened by differential willingness to report
the behavior.

Nor:mative non-equivalence may affect the propriety of studying
behavior which is equally legal in both countries but which is con-
sidered differentially private. Iapanese and American respondents
presumably differ in their willingness to discuss certain faoets of
family living. Unfortunately we can give no testimony on this sub-
ject because of the excellent cooperation of our respondents on
both sides of the Pacifico What we can report, however, is that dif-
ferential norms exist in the minds of research sponsors, due not
only to cross-national factors but to pragmatic situational factors.
Despite the doubts of some of our J apanese consultants, we experi-
enced no difficuJty in questioning Japanese respondents on their
sexual satisfaction. However, the fact that our American research was
carríed out through the facilities of the Detroit Area Study of the
University of Michigan left us unable to ask equivalent questions

1 Ronald FREEDMAN, P. K. WHELPTON, and Arthur A. CAMPBELL, Family
Planning, Sterility, and Population Growth, McGraw-Hill, 1959.
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here: (1) the D.A.S. administration did not wish to jeopardize its
public relations with its on-goíng research site, and (2) the pre-
dominantly male composition of its interviewing staff made such
questions seem beyond the bounds of propriety for female res-
pondents. To be sure, equivalent research organizations would have
reduced this normative varíatíon, yet crossing national boundaries
often introduces variations in research facilities.
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NON-EQUIVALENT VARIABILITY

By non-equivalent variability we mean that sorne areas of varí-
ance in family structure and functioning are significant for one
society but not for another. We have already suggested that this
is largely true of companionship. Companionship is a central value
in most American marriages. However, in traditional J apanese mar-
riages. companionable activity seldom occurs and there is little
awareness of the concept or idea of companionship. If companion-
ship in all the Japanese marriages to be studied were known to be
zero, there would be no point in asking questions about it. There
being no variability, there is nothing to be measured, though there
1S much to be compared.

The researcher abroad is forcefully confronted with such non-
equivalence when significant variables from his own culture do not
operate as variables within the foreign culture. More difficult to
anticipa te. however, are the opposite problems. If something is not
a variable in his own culture, the researcher tends to take its exis-
tence (or non-existence) for granted and not be concerned with its
measurement. Only by immersing himself thoroughly in the foreign
culture can he become sensitive to new variables which must be
added to his research instruments if bis foreign investigation is to
be complete. By reading the foreigners' own descriptions of their
farnily system and by unstructured interviewing and observation.
the American abroad may become sensitive to sociological variables
which escaped his attention at home. Indeed he may sometimes dis-
cover variables whose domestic variance is not as close to zero as
he had assumed, and thereby bring home new cross-cultural sensi-
tivities to the analysis of American family life.

In América, «Iadies first» is taken for granted as the norm of
marital behavior (though perhaps not always observed in practice).
In japan the feudal norm was «gentlemen ñrst» but contemporary
family practice is highly variable. Hence no study of Japanese mar-
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riage would be complete without measuring a variable (vprece-
dence») which was completely missing from our American study.
The questions Blood selected included «When you and your husband
are taking a taxi, who usually gets in first 7» and «When you and
your husband board a bus or local train, if only one seat is left,
which one of you usually sits down 7» 2.

Other questions which seem strange to American ears but are
important in the Japanese context are:

1. «Who was the chief promoter of your marriage - yourself, your
father, or your mother 7» (in U.S., always self 7)

2. «How often does the wife feel like a servant to her husband 7»
(the traditional role of the Japanese wífe).

3. «How often does the wife converse with the husband's visiting
friends 7» (traditionally never).

4. «What is the husband's family status - first son or not first
son 7».

The first three questions are assumed not to vary in American
marriages. The last varies but is not expected to have signíficant
consequences, and therefore is never studied here. In J apan the
status of first son is sharply demarcated from younger brothers and
hence may be expected to affect such a man's relationship to his
wife. Cross-cultural research involves both unilateral variables and
variables which are unilaterally significant.

PRAGMATIC NON-EQUIVALENCE

Power structure and the division of labor are significant vari-
ables in both American and Iapanese marriages. Problems aríse,
however, in measuring these variables since some decisions and tasks
are unique to one culture.

In Detroit two batteries of eight questions each were construc-
ted to measure family authority and role differentiation. In actual
practice, some of the issues or tasks relevant to American marriages
do not occur in japanese homes, and vice versa. This does not mean
non-comparability of variables (e.g., power) but simply non-compar-
able operationalization of measurement of variables.
Measuring family authority. Among the American battery of family

decisions were three which are irrelevant to the Iapanese scene:

2 After reading such questions, one Japanese sociologist commented that
he was surprised that my American could ever devise questions which so
aptly fitted the Japanese situation.
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American
What car to get.
Where to go on vacation.
What house or apartment to take.
Whether to buy some life in-

surance.
What job the husband should take.
Whether the wife should work.
How much to spend on food,
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What car to get? (only the wealthy own cars in Japan); Where to
go on vacation? (again an elite option); What house or apartment
to take? (the housing shortage in Tokyo means little choice is
available).

The second question could be modified into a question about
where to go on a holiday outing since one-day tríps are popular in
Japan. Unique to the japanese situation is «Who decides how much
to spend for an obituary gíft or congratulatory gift? ••

It is not intended to suggest that either the American or the Japa-
nese battery contains the best possible items for measuring family
power 3. The point is that ítems which are good in one society may
not «work» in another, so that the task of cross-cultural replication
is complicated.

Within a single society, valíd comparisons can be made between
families on whatever power index is used. However, even within a
given society, research projects using diverse in dices of power reach
contradictory conclusions insofar as those in dices are composed of
difierent proportions of the various dimensions of power 4. For ex-
ample, indices with a heavy loading of major economic decisions

Battery of Decisions

...on a holiday outing.

(Identicalj

...rnay buy new clothes.

...for an obituary or congratula-
tory gíft,

What doctor to have.
When sexual relations will oc-

curo
What radio or TV program to

hear?
(Plus three questions on children)

3 Indeed, subsequent analyses have emphasized the need for the de'
veloprnent of more complex instruments which would differentiate between
various dimensions of power such as economic, domestic, and recreational.

• See BLOOD, «The Effects of the Wife's Employment on the Husband-Wífe
Relatíonshíp», in Ivan NYE and Lois H
in America, Rand McNally. 1963.
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show a significant increase in the wife's power when she goes to
work, whereas those composed mainly of domes tic decisions may
show a decrease. Hence the nature of the measure of family power
structure affects the nature of research findings.

When we tum to cross-cultural comparísons, the problem is greatly
complicated. The use of manifestly different items makes comparison
difficult. But even if a least-common-denorninator battery were de-
veloped, there would still be hidden differences. For example, the
possibility of choosing between doctors is affected by the patient/
doctor ratio in the particular community. Agaín, the frequency of
holiday outings varies by social custom and legislative fiat. Hence
the relative importance of the same item in two countries may differ
appreciably. If an index of marital power is a simple aggregation of
responses to individual ítems, the net effect of the component parts
will be altered accordingly.

For such reasons it is precarious to use such measuring instruments
as a basis for reporting the proportions of families in two societies
who are «patríarchal» or «equalítarian». The cutting point between
such classifications is arbitrary even within a single society) though
reliable distinctions between more patriarchal and less patriarchal
families can be made). Between two societies it is impossible with
our present methods to determine equivalent cutting points for
making these distinctions. Hence, as of the present time, only the
crudest generalizations can be drawn from international statistical
data in such complex and elusive areas as farnily authority and the
division of labor. Though tentative generalizations may be hazarded,
we need to concentrate our analyses on the behavior of particular
decision-making items, with full reporting of methodological details
so that subsequent scholars can have a basis for judging the com-
parability of our work.

Measuring the dioision. oi labor. In analyzing the allocation of
household tasks, similar problems of pragmatic non-equivalence of
items arise.

Since Japanese homes do not have lawns, we could not replicate
our question about who mows it. Nor does it snow often enough in
Tokyo to make our Detroit question about who shovels it practically
relevant. «Who keeps track of the money and bílls ?» is hardly rele-
vant to the cash-and-carry Japanese economy in which few farnilies
have checking accounts. Grocery-shopping in America is increasingly

Relatíonship», in Ivan NYE and Lois HOFFMAN, editors, The Employed Mother
in America, Rand McNally. 1963.
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shared by husbands as the neighborhood grocery store gives way to
the shopping center supermarket, In order to increase the husband's
participation in this area, we decided to restrict the item to shopping
for the husband's favorite foods on the assumption that tradítíonally
patriarchal japanese men might wish to indulge their tastes by
choosing such delicacies themselves. In japan the first supermarket
in the whole country opened while we were there, so that ordinary
shopping is still a neighborhood pedestrian function, concentrated
in the hands of women. « Who straightens up the living room when
company is coming 7 » is far less relevant to Japanese families who
get together with friends only a few times ayear than for American
families who entertain several times a month. Even this comparison
minimizes the dífference since overcrowded japanese homes are
proportionately less often the local e of such socializing when it does
oecur.

The Japanese varianee in two more items is too small to make
them useful. Getting the husband's breakfast and doing the evening
dishes are too exc1usively the wife's function in Japan to differentiate
among J apanese families.

This process of elimination left only one item of the original
American eight eapable of being used in the same form: «Who re-
pairs things around the house 7•• Even this question is hardly com-
parable, however, in view of the fact that the entire Iapanese sample
lived in apartments whereas most of the American sample eared
for their own homes. Hence the American frame of reference in-
c1uded structural repairs missing from the Japanese situation.

In searching for household tasks
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stored away in closets.

CONCLUSIONS

Battery 01 Household Tasks

American [apanese

Who mows the lawn 7
Who shovels the sidewalk?
Who keeps track of money and

bills?
Who does the grocery shopping? ...for husband's favorite foods?
Who gets the husband's breakfast?
Who does the evening dishes?
Who repairs things around the (Identical)

house?

Behaviors which conform comp e
usefully measured by interview
society. Respondents are likely to -
everybody knows the answer-. H
it is important to capture foreign varí
and vice versa. Yet if one studies
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Who buys ordinary clothes for

the husband?
Who puts away the husband's

clothes after he undresses?
Who carries a heavy object

(suitcase or child) when the
couple are walking together ?

(Plus three questions on children)

In searching for household tasks relevant to the Japanese fam-
ily, we chose some which havs no American equivalent. A uniquely
]apanese task is putting away the futon bedding every morning '.
More variable in Japan than in the United States are such wifely
services as buying the husband's ordinary clothes like underwear
and handkerchiefs, and putting his clothes away after he undresses
at night. Perhaps more variable too is the husband's willingness
to carry a heavy object when the couple are walking together in
pub lic. In any case, some items from our ] apanese battery of house-
hold tasks would be no more usefully replícable in an American
study than were some of our ]apanese decision-making questions.

CONCLUSIONS

Behaviors which conform completely to a cultural norm are not
usefully measured by interview methods when studying a single
society. Respondents are likely to resist «fcolish questions to which
everybody knows the answer». However, in cross-cultural replication,
it is important to capture foreígn variables which do not vary at home
and vice versa. Yet if one studies America first and ]apan later,
one will rarely be sensitíve to such non-equivalent areas oí vari-
ability.

In order for cross-cultural research to be most effectíve, it ls desir-
able to design both phases of the study simultaneously. If the re-
searcher can immerse himself thoroughly in both cultures before
undertaking his definitive study of either, he can incorporate in his
total scheme the relevant parameters of both societies. For this pur-
pose the ideal research instrument is not the least common denomi-
nator but a comprehensive synthesis of the significant features of

5 Futon are heavy quilts which must be removed from the floor and
stored away in closets.
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both societies. Designing such a eomprehensive instrument requires
more than usually elabora te exploratory interviewing and pretesting
in both societies before the final sehedules ean be prepared.

Even with such íntentíonally-desígned cross-cultural instruments,
however, problems of teTIninologieal non-equívalence and pragma-
tic non-equivalence require the utmost eaution in interpretation of
results. Apparently similar statistics seldom mean identical phe-
nomena, while diverse statisties may mask «real» similarities.

Despite the difficulties, however, cross-cultural research is to be
eneouraged by social scientists beeause it widens OIUr íntellectual
horizons and extends our scientifie knowledge. The hard problems
involved richly deserve our best efforts to progress from the present
crude state of cross-cultural survey methodology.
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Chairman: G. BAUMERT,Divo Institute t
Rapporteur: L. ROSENMAYR,University of Vienna

After the presentatíon of E. Devereux' paper L. Rosenmayr as a
«prepared discussant» descríbed the present stage of comparative

studies in family socíology. Comparative family socíology some 25
years ago was still viewed mainly from a systematísing hístorical
angle: the classical Greek, the jewish, the Roman, the Chínese and
other family systems were described from legal sources and some
socio-historie data. Some 15 or 10 years ago prominent socíologísts
were invited ta furnish essays on the family in their respective coun-
tries in general terms. The present scene of cornparative studies is
characterized in the following way: 1) the problems are more spe-
cialized, 2) ínstead of the essayístíc approaches, data are presented
or at least plans for data collection are discussed to widen the scope
of comparative research. 3) A more critical level of methodology
and theory formatíon has been reached.
L. Rosenmayr paid tribute to the sophístícatíon of the research
strategy and methodology of E. Devereux' paper and propases for
further díscussíon of what appear to him some methodological and
theoretieal shortcomíngs. In order to compare family authority and
child behaviour in the U. S. with Western Germany a group of 134
sixth grade children in Dryden, New York, was matched with
children from a Cologne sample with respect to age, sex, religion,
intact family, socío-economíc status, number of siblings and wor-
king status of the mother. E. Devereux argues that differences be-
tween the sets of matched pairs reflect «genuíne cultural differen-
ces», L. Rosenmayr hesitated to accept this explanation on three
grounds: 1) In farnily and youth research other than the above
listed 7 demographic variables have been found which account for
differences in behavíour and attitudes. The degree of religious .prac-
tice, greater or less intensive participatian in youth organizations,
acquaintances with the other sex are only some' of them. It may
therefore be that the observed differences between the two groups
are due to a variable or to a cluster of variables which have líttle
to do with the fact that one group happens to. be from Dryden and
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the other from Cologne. The two groups are too small and too much
concentrated regionally to permit the assumption that at least some
of these factors would have been eliminated by sheer sample size.
2) Even if the difficulties just mentioned could be brought under
better control in future research, the question still remains as to
whether differences between a certain region of one country and a
certain region or city of the other may be generalized in terms of
differences between these two countries. 3) The term «culture» , par-
ticurlarly as used in the so called cross-cultural comparisons, needs
careful conceptual and theoretical clarification or else bundles of
less well identified and different variables, «remnants of variation»
otherwise not accounted for, will be presented as a factor labelled
«oulture»,

The cultural comparisons contain (and tend to conceal) another
difficulty. Although the researcher may make it clear - as E. Deve-
reux does - that the two samples used for matching are in no way
«true cross sections of the cultures from whiah they were drawn»
and are therefore not used to estimate «the actual parameters of
various parent behaviour in Gerrnany or America as a whole», in
the course of explaining the differences (which he sees as «cultural»
ones) he is bound to revert to notions like the Gerrnan farnily, the
American mother, as if he was talking on the basis of national
samples.

In his reply E. Devereux pointed to a second Gerrnan sample of
his study from a rural background which controls the regional
variable, as the results from the rural sample are very close to the
Cologne sample. In other matters he agrees with L. Rosenmayr on
the necessity of methodological progress; however, on the question
of the terrn culture he is less hesitant to use it for denoting strong
differences in research results from different countries not accounted
for by the usual set of basic variables.

G. Baumert raised the problem how the behaviour of parents can
be measured by the reports of children. E. Devereux replied that the
response items of the children were of a concrete nature and
oriented towards the actual activities, not towards the attitudes of
the parents and this would guarantee a relatively high amount of
objectivity as some studies- dernonstrate. Distortions would occur also
in parents' perceptíons and perhaps even more so, because of the
greater sensitivity of adults to the existing social standards con-
ceming educational norms and procedures.
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difficulties (lack of comparable statistical and demographic back-
ground material) and underlining the necessity of a well founded
mutual personal sympathy between researchers from different
countries engaged in comparative research (in order to endure the
strains and frustratíons of such undertakíngs) was generally ac-
cepted,

Also P. Chombart de Lauwe's idea that comparative, cross-national
research can only develop in stages was agreed upon. P. Chombart
de Lauwe, in his paper, elaborated that some identical questions in
questionnaires varying from country to country will already present
an important progress in the direction of cross-natíonal research.

The paper of R. O. Blood and J. Takeshita on the terminological
and normatíve non-equívalences encountered in comparatíve re-
search in japan and in the United States and the other papers
delivered in the Family sectíon gave rise to a basic criticism expres-
sed by E. Vogel. He called the papers «success stories», inasmuch
as they are dealing with special problems. He said, however, that
they did not represent general solutíons or guidelines for future
research and therefore expressed the following three major críti-
cisms: 1) The papers tended to treat response error as a problem
in itself, as if it could be entirely separated from the problem they
were working on. E. Vogel rejected this separation between method-
ology and theory. In the paper by R. o. Blood and J. Takeshita, at
the end, there was finally a very frank comment: that many of the
subtle nuances considered in their paper were irrelevant to the
problem they were concerned with in their research: the problems
of internal differences within Japanese socíety, 2) E. Vogel sug-
gested that consideration of problems of reliabílity in the abstract
without consideration of the general problems one ís investigating
may lead to developing a highly reliable instrument which has very
low validity. If one takes as his criteria for a good study whether one
has used a reliable instrument, then we may be overlooking the
problem of whether or not we are really answering the questions
we are asking in our research. The asking of questions about
reliability in the vacuum tends to set up inordinate concern with
developing of nice neat relíable instruments to the neglect of major
substantive problems. E. Vogel therefore suggested that the only way
to develop instruments which one is sure are valid is to use a
oariety of different instruments or observations. 3) The third and
final general problem to raise concerns the underlying strategy with
which one approaches cross-natíonal studies. By and large the



strategy represented in these studies is that there are general
principIes or findings in one culture and that one then develops an
instrument which can test the same problems on another culture.
Obviously, this is a sound and rewardíng approach. But there is
another approach which may make cross-national research even
more rewarding. That is, as R. O. Blood and J. Takeshita suggest,
learning a great deal about the second culture in the first place, then
revising the entire questionnaire used in both cultures to attempt
to get a much broader picture. E. Vogel exemplified this approach.

Finally, E. Vogel suggested that in the search for instruments with
a high degree of reliability, two important instruments used by other
disciplines have been relatively negleeted by most family socí-
ologists: these are 1) the imaginative use of demographic data and
2) the use of kinship terminology as used by anthropologísts.

C. LePlae emphasised the necessity of developing an adequate
knowledge of the religions and philosophies with which family ideals
and behaviour are connected in different cultures; J. Mogey pointed
out the interrelation between «Iinguístic holes» and «social holes» in
cultural comparison. Ch. Glock elaborated on the utilization of de-
mographic data for comparative purposes.

The power structure in the family, according to Ch. Glock, may
be studied by analysing demographic material, independent of direct
questions on who makes decisions - the husband or the wife. Thus
since fertility is inversely correlated with education, and since the
amount of education of husbands and wives in any segment of
population is not always the sarne from family to family, we may
investigate the question as t0' whether fertility (or family size)
is more closely related to the education of the husband or to that
of the wife. If it is more closely related to the education of the wife,
then we may infer that there is a tendency for women to exereíse
dominance in determining family size. Variations in this general
pattern may be sought by classifying the fertility data further by
occupatíon of the husband and still further by family income within
occupation groups. Statistics whích permit such an analysis will be
available in the reports of the 1960 census of populatíon in the
Uníted States.
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SUR L'INFORMATION ÉCONOMIQUE ET LE MESSIANISME
ECONOMIQUE DANS LES PAYS EN VOlE DE

DEVELOPPEMENT

MICHEL MATARAS SO

Universíté de Caen

Le sujet est d'une ampleur considérable. Aussi, n'en traitera-t-on
que quelques aspects. Il serait pratiquement impossible de l'aborder
exhaustivement en une seule communícation. Il s'agít d'expliquer
comment un outil d'analyse - un de ces outils que nous croyons
objectivement identifiable - est apparu avec le Iaít du sous-déve-
loppement et a trouvé, par un choc en retour, cornme il advient
souvent, un ehamp d'application sur les métropoles elles-mémes.

C'est l'idée d'information, d'information économique, flottante et
ímprécise, Elle a subí de nombreuses vicissitudes. La plupart d'entre
nous pourrait la trouver naturelle. Au vraí, elle fait probléme, puís-
que ses métamorphoses nous conduiront a examiner, a approfondir
aussi, le théme du messianisme économique - sorte de distorsion de
l'information économique dans ce qu'elle a de plus collectif, fondant
dans un méme creuset les résultats de la science et de la teehnique,
et leur réinterprétation au plan du mythe de l'áge d'or, de l'attente
collective du royaume d'opulence des biens économiques, puisant
dans l'imaginaire collectif les symboles que les images de la scíen-
ce el: de l'industrie contemporaínes rendent tangibles.
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UN MOT SUR L'OBJET ET LA MÉTHODE

Aujourd'hui, le terme et la spéculation concemant l'information
renvoient, d'ordinaire, a un traitement cybernétique, On raffine. On
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distingue cybeméticiens et spécialistes de l'information; dísons: in-
formationnistes. Ici, il ne sera questíon ni de l'Informatíon traí-
tée par les cybernéticiens et les informationnistes, ni d'acceptions
approchées.

Comme le remarque Francois Perroux, a la différence de I'infor-
mation cybernétíque, l'information économique est pounoue d'un
sens. C'est précisément le caractére profondément symbolique de l'ín-
formation économíque qui nous retiendra. Pareil propos pourrait
sembler pur pléonasme si la quantification de l'information ne don-
nait a croire le contraire. Car, l'Informatíon c'est du symbole, plus
ou moíns brut ou plus ou moins élaboré, certes, mais du symbole au
premier chef.

L'information ne sera guére entendue, non plus, comme un en-
semble de données foumies a un étre vivant par le seul «mílíeu exté-
rieur». Outre que cette ínterprétation recourt au schéma quasí-re-
flexologíque: stimuli-réponses, ou mieux, situations-réponses, elle
élimíne, bien entendu, le sens des données sans élucider d'ailleurs
la nature de ce «milieu». Au surplus, elle lamine, pour aínsí díre,
cette ínformatíon de toutes ses dimensíons temporelles et historiques.
Et nous présente, en défínitive, une information réifiée peu apte a
satisfaire l'ínvestígatíon,

Au reste, les travaux de psychologíe expérimentale tendent, de plus
en plus, comme le montre avec une étonnante justesse Raymond
Ruyer, a attester des rapports tres étroits entre, d'une part, un flux
d'«informations sensoríelles», d'autre part, des objets percus dans
leur spécificité, a partir d'un autre niveau, proprement séméiologi-
que: le cadre, la situation, le fond, le milieu socio-culturel. .. «Les in-
formations sensorielles brutes sont décomposées en deux savoirs: un
«savoír ce qu'est l'objet», un «savoir ce qu'est le cadre de I'objet» ...
«Mais les savoirs agissent, une fois constitués, cornme des facteurs
autonomes sur les informations ... ils les transfigurent et les trans-
forment». Qui plus est: ce processus informationnel déborde les
problémes de la perception. Il permet - nous dit-íl - d'ín-
terpréter les phénoménes de croyance. La croyance, en effet,
implique une affirmation de réalité, un dépassement du psycholo-
gique, elle affirme des objets et elle affirme un cadre", Rien n'ín-
terdit de repenser I'économíque en ce sens. Autrement dit, un as-
pect économíque, quel qu'en soit le níveau, superficiel ou profond,
pragmatique ou théoríque, n'est percu ou cm qu'a travers un sys-
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! R. RUYER, «Perceptíon, croyance, monde symbolíque», Reuue de Métaphy-
sique et de Morale, Janvier-Mars 1962, pp. 1-24.
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teme de significations. Aussi bien, ce qui nous préoccupe est de
reconnaitre ce qu'íl advient quand un élément économique passe
d'un systéme de significations a un autre, d'un code a un autre; et
comment s'opére le recodage.

D'un point de vue plus formel, semble-t-il, le terme d'information
désigne «la mise en forme en vue de la mise au courant» (Femand
Terrou), a travers les techniques de diffusion collective. Mais ici
encore, cette acception recevable au sein d'une mérne aire de cul-
ture, l'est-elle autant entre des cultures différentes? Comment en
effet s'opére cette «rníse au courant»: si les systémes de significations
sont distincts?

Ce qui fait probléme, au niveau le plus profond, n'est autre que
ce qui se communique et ce qui se communique d'un sytéme de
signification économique a l'autre; autrement dit: les séquences in-
forma tionelles «in ter-cul turelles» .

On l'aura deviné: le premier point sur lequel nous nous efforce-
rons de jeter que1que clarté concerne ce que nous appelons les régu-
lateurs symboliques gráce a quoí l'activité économique entíére de
toute une société permet d'adapter cette société ti elle-méme. Le se-
cond: l'information éconornique remplit-elle cette fonction adaptative
par une simple transposition dans les «socíétés dífférentes» ?

INFORMATION ÉCONOMIQUE ET soUS-OÉVELOPPEMENT

L'intérét porté au probléme de l'information économique rencon-
tre, sans nul doute, aujourd'hui, une considérable audience. La prise
de conscience qui a emporté un tel mouvement d'opinion COIncide
avec la découverte, dans l'immédiate aprés-guerre, du fait de sous-
développement. Certes, des signes avant-coureurs avaient déjá mis
l'attention en éveil; citons: les statistiques de douane, les enseigne-
ments de la balance des comptes avec l'étranger, et sur un autre
plan, la pub licité des objets de consommation, plus tard les Public-
Relations, etc ... Mais, la notion tout imprécise encore n'était guére,
tant s'en faut, conceptualisée. La problématique du sous-développe-
ment emporte un renversement de perspectíves,

Quels qu'aient été, d'ailleurs, les motifs profonds qui présidérent
a la découverte de celui-ci - fait, notion, valeur - une regle de
méthode en a résulté: la complémentarité nécessaire des différentes
sciences de l'hornme pour en élucider l'objet, mettre en ceuvre les
mesures propres a en pallier les maux. Les principaux d'entre eux
sont bien connus; ils se nornment: croissance démographique galo-
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pante par rapport au niveau des ressources - entrainée, on le sait
par l'apport des techniques médicales tres modemes; et par cansé-
quent la diminution sensible du taux de mortalité et de mortí-nata-
lité; sous-production vivriere des pays du Tíers-monde: malnutrition,
quand ce n'est quasi-famine sur des aires économiques considéra-
bles. Enfin, en dépit d'une assistance technique et ñnancíere des
métropoles industrialisées, une projonde maladaptation économique.

D'une maníére générale, le symptóme le plus frappant semble étre
la désarticulation de l'économie (Francoís Perroux), malgré l'ímplan-
tation d'entreprises sídérurgíques ou minieres, la mise en place de
circuits bancaires et monétaires, l'apport de machines perfectionnées.
Ainsi divers rapports relevent en que1ques régions du Brésil, un
sous-emploí des terres, un sous-emploí des hommes, alors que se
pose de facon pressante le probleme de la faim. En deca de la sous-
production vivriére, l'agronome déchiffre des faits d'organisation
juridique et politique - régime foncier, réformes agraires -, des
faits de morphologie sociale - dispersion trop grande, ou ínverse-
ment, trop forte agglomération des masses humaines et de leur habí-
tat matériel et social -, des traits de psychologie collective - attitu-
des, normes en matíére de travail -, des syrnboles, des problémes relí-
gieux. En bref, divers níveaux de l'épaísseur socíale resurgíssent, com-
me d'un biais, dans les conduites économiques des hommes. On
comptaít trouver des mécanismes économiques, on rencontre des
faits humains, opaques qui remettent en question l'objet des disci-
plines scientifiques et leur domaine. L'économíste, l'agronome en
appellent au savoir du socíologue et de l'anthropologue, Et vice-
versa.

L'Économlque serait-elle une science essentiellernent humaine? La
rationalité des circuits économíques ne seraít-elle pas, transposée,
comme l' équioalent d'une rationalité collectioe qui se reformulerait
en fonction de la praxis collective des hommes dans leurs conflits et
leurs concours? Et le modele normatif de cette rationalité, n'est-ce
pas aux yeux de bien des observateurs, celui que propose 1'0ccident ?
On pourrait le croire, lorsque Gunnar Myrdal " conseille d'importer
dans les pays sous-développés, outre l'équipement industriel moder-
ne, nos propres maniéres de penser, notre culture et nos comporte-
tements rationnels. Toutefois, ne peut-on pas légitimement opposer a
ce modele celui - ou ceux - des sociétés traditionnelles? Quí plus
est: importer notre culture dans les pays sous-développés attesterait,
s'il en était besoin, que l'économique n'a pas, d'emblée, de vocation
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3 G. MYRDAL, Une économie internationale, Paris, P.U.F., 1958.
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universelle; qu'elle n'est pas un systéme fonctionnel indépendant
d'une culture qui luí donne sens, et de structures sociales au sein des-
quelles e1le se déploie.

Si l'économique n'est pas strictement ce systéme identiquement
observable en tous lieux, conceptualisé dans les ouvrages, représen-
té et schématisé dans les "modeles de fonctionnement» économíques,
quelle en est sa nature ? Autrement dit, pourquoi l'économíe du
Tiers-monde resteraít-elle, en bien des pays, si déprimée puísqu'un
ajustement fonctionnel par un apport en capitaux, en in.dustries di-
verses devrait en avoir raison ?

C'est en partant de ces considérations que des économistes ont mis
l'accent sur l'absence d'information économique dans les pays du
Tiers-monde. «L'économíe sous-développée - note Francoís Perroux
- ne constitue pas sur un territoire défini un réseau homogéne de
príx, de flux (réels et monétaires) et d'informationsll; par conséguent
un investissement additionnel ou une innovation ne se propagent
pas, et quand, d'aventure, ils se propagent, provoquent des «désé-
quilibres de blocage». En bref, ces économíes apparaissent selon ses
termes comme des «économies désarticulées quí, pour des raisons
structurelles sont exposées continuellement a des blocages de déve-
loppement ou de croissance.»

INFoRMATION ÉCONOMIQUE ET DIVERSITÉ DES CULTURES

L'information économíque, c'est-á-díre, ce qui se communique tou-
chant tout fait ou toute pensée économiques n'est jamais autre chose,
croyons-nous, qu'un flux de significations économiques référées a
une culture. Aussi bien, communiquer une série d'informatíons, aux
fins de conférer a une économie sa pleine efficacité, présuppose une
communauté de culture entre le pays émetteur et le pays récepteur.
Sínon, ce que certains appelent inforrnation économique qui n'est, au
fond, a leurs yeux, que relations d'événements économiques, autre-
ment dit qu'information de conjoncture, risque de rester lettre morte.
A quoi bon ces renseignements sur le niveau général des príx, le
niveau d'activíté des secteurs-clés, les politiques sociales, le niveau
des salaires et traítements, la politique économique des gouverne-
ments, les mouvements revendicatifs des diverses catégories sociales,
le niveau des épargnes et des investíssements, le niveau des valeurs
boursiéres, le taux de croissance économíque, les analyses prévision-
nelles, etc ..., pour ne prendre, au hasard, que quelques éléments de
la conjoncture économique si ces renseignements sont dépourous de
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sens pour tel pays sous-développé qui a une autre pensée économique,
d'autres attitudes économiques d'autres circuits économiques: ceux
du potlatch, par exemple, ou encore ceux de la thésaurisation sans
imrestissement ...

Au vrai, l'information économique n'est pas qu'une information
de conjoncture. Elle est, comme le dit Francoís Perroux «communi-
cation efficace d'une structure», si l'on veut bien admettre que la
structure, c'est la compréhension du sens des diverses variables so-
cio-économiques entre-liées, référées a un póle unitaire qui est pré-
cisément la culture.

Autrement dit, la culture dans cette perspective, foyer du sens des
actes des hommes, coextensive a ce que nous appelons la rationalité
collectioe - reformulée par la praxis collective et les projets do-
minants - ne s'oppose pas aux structures socio-économiques mais,
tout au contraire, en présente le sens comme elle fonde l'iniorma-
tion qui en retour l'objectioe. Si l'on nous accorde cette conclusion
sur quelques thémes de laquelle nous sommes penché dans un tra-
vail précédent (L'économique et la Sociologie), 4 on saisira plus aisé-
ment que la désarticulation caractérisant les pays sous-développés
ne procede que du clash entre cultures économiques hétérogénes.
Compte tenu de cette analyse, i1 devíent possible de dégager le con-
cept d'acculturation économique. Dans cette perspective, le sous-
développernent n'est ríen d'autre qu'une acculturation économique
imparjaite, (soit ínachevée, soit entiérement manquée) qu'on pourra
comparer aux acculturations économiques réussies, cornme l'atteste
l'exemple historique japonais.

L'information économique qui nous préoccupe, c'est, entre autres,
celle que «diffusent les institutions elles-mémes, qui prédisposent
les agents a des types de conduite et a des attentes détermínées»
(Francoís Perroux). Elle est, d'emblée, de nature symbolique; elle
s'objective ensuite dan s une information porteuse de sens. Ce sens,
croyons-nous, est coextensif aux efforts humains, aux conflits et aux
contributions, aux attentes collectives aussi. «Chaque institution, dé-
clarait Maurice Merleau-Ponty, est un systéme symbolique que le
sujet s'incorpore comme configuration globale et comme style de
fonctionnement sans qu'il ait méme besoin de le concevoir lui-méme.»
Il précisait: «Le sens n'est ni chose ni idée paree que le sens est une
modulation de notre coexístence».

Un pays sous-développé présente précisément l'exemple d'une so-
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• M. MATARASSO, «L'Economíe et la Socíologie», Revue Francaise de So-
ciologie, 1961, vol. II, n° 3, pp. 177-190.
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ciété au sein de laquelle 1'information économique se trouve dépour-
vue de sa fonction fondamentale d'adaptation en raison de la perte
ou de l'aliénation du sens provoquée par le clash des cultures. L'in-
formation y prolifere, certes, mais comme masse in-signifiante, hété-
rogéne - qui masque, obstrue le sens des institutions. Cette masse
d'information étrangére et obstruante les informationnistes l'appel-
lent: bruits. leí, le bruit devient sens acculturé et le sens: bruit.

NOTE SUR LE CONCEPT D'INFORMATION ÉCONOMIQUE

L'information économique renvoie et a la culture, foyer du sens,
et a 1'activité symbolique de la conscience quí 1'alimente, et qu'en
retour elle objective. L'activité sym:bolique de la conscience se donne
comme saisie dírecte de la prolifération d'ímages coextensives a I'ef-
fort collectif humain, aux actes économiques, aux attentes collectives,
et dont le caractére de cornmunicabilité au sein d'une mérne culture
suggére qu'ils procédent d'un imaginaire collectif.

Avec une intuition quí nous étonne encore tant elle préfigure les
recherches les plus modernes sur l'imaginaire collectif, Mareel Mauss
antieípait de 30 ans environ sur des conclusions, aujourd'hui, de plus
en plus accréditées.

«Nous pensons, disait-il, que l'activité de la conseíence est avant
tout un systéme de montages symboliques» , ou encere: "Les états
mentaux sont des signes et des symboles de 1'état général, ils sont
utilisés comme tels par les mécanismes les plus profonds de la cons-
cience •... «Voílá longtemps que Durkheim et nous - notait-il encore
- enseignons qu'on ne peut cornmuníer et communiquer entre les
hommes que par symboles, signes communs permanents... par des
signes de groupes d'états, pris ensuite pour des réalités. Nous étions
allés [usqu'á supposer pourquoi ils s'imposent: paree que, en retour,
par la vue et par 1'audition, par le fait qu'on entend le cri, que ron
sent et que l'on voit le geste des autres en méme temps que le sien,
on les prend pour des oérités. Voilá longtemps que nous pensons
que l'un des caracteres du fait social est précísément son aspect sym-
bolique ...» ... «L'activité de 1'esprit collectif est encore plus sym:bo-
Iíque que celle de l'esprít individuel, mais elle l'est exactement dans
le méme sens •... «Ce foisonnement gigantesque de la vie sociale,
de ce monde de rapports symboliques que nous avons avec nos
voisins, ne peuvent-ils pas étre comparés directement a 1'image my-
thique, comme elle, ne se réverbérent-ils pas a l'infini? car nous
avons a notre disposition, surtout en mythologíe, de ces cas que
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j'appelIe de réverbératíon mentale oú l'image se multiplie, pour ainsi
dire, sans fin ... » ..•• "le symbole a sa vie propre, il agit et se reproduit
Indéñníment..» 5.

N'est-ce pas une théorie de l'information que Mauss nous propose?
Ces signes et ces symboles proliférant pris ensuite pour des réalités
s'imposant par la simultanéité et la similitude des signes des autres?
placant au centre mérne de la cornmunication ce foisonnement de
signes et symboles doués d'une vie autonome et se reproduisant in-
définiment ?

Aussí bien, mettant a profit cette contribution, nous poserons, en
premíére approximation, que l'information économique est une
coordination de symboles économiques. Iis procédent de la stimulta-
néité de la saisie de la propre activité du sujet et de celle d'autrui.
Cette information présuppose «un systéme symbolíque que le sujet
s'incorpore comme configuration globale et comme style de fonction-
nement» (Maurice Merleau-Ponty). On peut distinguer:
- L'information intuitivement saísie, a travers l'acte économíque:
effort, coüt en vue d'obtenir un produit social (bien, service),
-l'information élaborée, construite selon certains cadres opératoires,
-l'information intermédiaire: l'information de vulgarisation scien-
tifique.

La premiére se rapporte a l'effort, a I'activité économique qui en-
gendre une saisie symbolique, coextensive a l'acte méme, La seconde
est entíérement construite, liée a une succession systématisante de
schémes opératoires. Elle est un symbolisme au second degré: elle
opere au niveau des représentations et des conceptualisations. La
troísíéme, ou vulgarisation de la connaíssance économique tend a se
présenter en systéme de justification du régime économique. EUe est,
en un sens, de nature idéologique. C'est aussi la plus fréquente.

Aussi bien, l'information économique peut étre vécue et saisie,
symbolisée et représentée, conceptualisée et, a un certain degré, me-
surée.

Si 1'0n admet qu'une économie développée présente une articu-
lation optimale entre les flux réels et monétaires, les prix et les
anticipations des sujets et des groupes socío-économíques l'ínforma-
tion économíque n'est autre que cette articulation. Elle est, en d'au-
tres mots, un engrenage symbolique (au premier et au second degré)
entre les différents plans de l'actívité économique; ou encore, un
ensemble de régulateurs symboliques propres a assurer l'efficacité
des actes économiques collectifs, soit a courte échéance, soit a long

5 M. MAUSS, Sociologie et Anthropologie, París, P.U.F., 1950.
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e E. MORlN, L'esprit du temps. Ess
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aller; autrement dit, propres él assurer une maítríse des temps so-
ciaux et économiques. Ce faisant, ces régulateurs symboliques ont
pour fonction d'adapter la société globale él elle-méme, en raison des
types de temps qui lui sont propres.

L'information économique constitue un aliment indispensable él
la psychologie collective. Et, selon l'expression empruntée él Raymond
Ruyer, elle équivaut él une nutrition psychique, aussi nécessaire que
la nutrition physiologique.

«La nutrition physiologique, écrit-il, utilise des aliments matériels
et matériellement consommés, des substances énergétíques haute-
ment organisées, ayant... beaucoup de neg-entropie, c'est-á-dire ap-
portant él l'organisme un courant d'ordre ou d'anti-désordre qui com-
pense la marche spontanée au désordre de tout systéme obéissant ou
désobéissant aussi aux lois de la physique ordinaire ... »

«La nutrition psychique utilise (pour sa part) des aliments imma-
téríels et non-matériellement consommés: spectacles et sensations
diverses, exercices variés correspondant él des besoins psychologi-
ques et él des instincts qui risquent de s'étíoler et méme de ne pouvoir
s'édifier faute de ces alíments formels, comme le corps dépérit faute
d'aliments matéríels.»

En justifiant les systémes de production de régimes économiques
distincts et rivaux, l'information économíque engendre et alimente
les idéologies corrélatives él ces régimes. D'autre part l'information
économique impregne de merveilleux, él travers la consommation de
masse, les biens nouveaux qui prétendent fournir, comme le remar-
que Edgar Morin dans «L'esprit du temps», confort et beauté, jeu-
nesse et bíen-étre: «merveilles» de la science et de l'industrie qui sont
partie intégrante de la culture de masse. Le méme auteur souligne
d'aílleurs que cette culture «entretient, certes, des reyes projectifs
mais en méme temps, elle transforme certains reyes projectifs
en aspiration. L'aspiration au bíen-étre, él la vie individuelle prend
forme, en méme temps que I'insatísfactíon, la revendication, la ré-
volte» l.

Ainsi, l'information économique apparait-elle comme manipula-
tion de symboles propres él accroitre les productions - optique de
la croissance industrielle - et les consommatíons de masse, tout
en justifiant les systémes productifs en vigueur dans les deux gran-

I E. MORIN, Ilesprit du temps. Essai sur la culture de masse, Grasset, 1962.
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des sociétés industrie11es. Cette justification, toutefois, n'est pas re-
cue comme telle par les pays du Tiers-monde qui - semble-t-il -
portent plus leur attention sur les réalisations quasi-mythiques des so-
ciétés d'opulence que sur un systeme d'idées qui tend a les justifier.
La nutrition psychique que dispense l'information économique cor-
respond, pour le Tiers-monde, aux aspects consommatoires de la cíví-
lísatíon industrielle et la culture de masse qui y est assortie. De te11e
sorte qu'on se trouve au fait de la contradiction suivante: les sociétés
industríelles, notamment la plus avancée d'entre e11es - les Etats-
Unis - incitent les particuliers a un style de eonsommation qui frise
l'esprit de dilapidation: «Le peuple américain - nous confie Vance
Packard, dans son demier ouvrage - devient, en un sens, une na-
tion sur un tigre. Les amérieains doivent apprendre el consommer
de plus en plus ou bien leur magnifique machine éeonomíque
se retoumera et les dévorera» 7. En ce sens, l'auteur ne fait que pro-
longer certaines reflexions de ]. K. Galbraith sur l'effet de dépen-
dance: «Les besoins sont en réalité le fruit de la production» ... «re-
connaítre cette ínterdépendance ... c'est accorder au producteur la dou-
ble fonction de faire les produits et de créer le désir de les aooir»:
aussi, les pays sous-développés, informés a travers les mass-media
de ces types de consommation tendent a ajuster leurs niveaux de
besoin a ceux qui se réverbérent sur ses écrans et manifestent, par
conséquent un certain nombre d'attitudes économiques que les au-
teurs, a la suite de ]. Duesenberry, désignent sous le terme de «de-
monstration effect».

INFORMATION ÉCONOMIQUE ET MESSIANISMES ÉCONOMIQUES

«Le nombre et la richesse des significations dont dispose l'homme
- écrivait Maurice Merleau-Ponty - excédent toujours le cerc1e des
objets définis qui méritent le nom de signifiés, paree que la fonction
symbolique doit toujours étre en avance sur son objet et ne trouoe
le réel qu'en le deoancant dans l'imaginaire ... IJ

Ce devancement dans l'imaginaire colleetif rejoint les échos de
civilisation d'opulence. Il procede aussi des métamorphoses de l'ín-
formation économique qui, méme dépourvue de sens dans les «socíétés
dífférentes», méme présente sous forme de «bruíts» parasitaires et
prolíférants, se réinvestit d'un sens nouoeau, fruit de réinterprétations

7 V. PACKARD, The waste makers, New-York, D. Mac Kay, 1960.
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successives et réverbérées - a travers les mass-media - du «dis-
play» de la ctvilisation industrielle et de la culture de masse.

Ce double mouvement par quoí l'imaginaire collectíf de I'áge d'or
joint les échos et les images de la civilisation d'opulence, nous l'ap-
pelons messianisme économique en ea qu'il puise dan s cet ímagí-
naire le ressort d'une attente collectioe du royaume d'opulence des
biens économiques.

Il ne s'agit pas, tant s'en faut, d'une utopie au sens de G. Sorel
en raison du caractére trop intellectualiste que celle-cí présuppose,
puisque le messianisme économique, a la différence de l'utopie, nous
place d'emblée au niveau méme de la ligne de flottaison de l'imagi-
naire. Reste un second type d'utopíe: l'utopie au sens de K. Mann-
heim, ou plus précisément la «mentalité utopíenne», savoir: «tout
processus de pensée quí recoit son impulsion non de la force directe
de la réalité sociale, mais de concepts tels que symboles, réves, ídées,
qui sont, au sens le plus compréhensif du terme, non-existants»,

Le messianisme éeonomique, tel que nous le dégageons, s'y ap-
parente fragmentairement en ce qu'il recoít, d'une part, son ímpul-
sion de «symboles, réves, idées ... non-existants», mais s'en différen-
cíe, autant, puísqu'il puise dans les civilísations industrielles de
consommation de masse, a travers les réinterprétations, l'autre partie
de son impulsion et les formes de son développement,

Le messianisme économique, voisin certes du messianísme reli-
gieux, s'en distingue par eertains traits. Il a, en eommun avec celui-
ci, d'étre animé essentiellement par une attente collective de la pé-
riode charismatique. Comme celui-ci, également, il s'affirme comme
mouvement et eroyance collectíve d'un peuple déshérité au regard
des autres, interprétant cette situation avec le sentiment d'étre privé
de prívíléges. Toutefois, le messianisme économíque ne présuppose
pas la venue d'un héros civilisateur ou d'un émissaire divin doté
de pouvoirs charismatiques.

Ce que nous appelons messianísme éconornique e'est l'attente
collective du régne de I'opulenoe en le devancant imaginairement, et
en empruntant la forme et le contenu dans les images de la cívilí-
sation industrielle de haute consommation. Il procede d'une vision
mythique de la vie économique en ee qu'il présente un renverse-
ment des conditions socio-économíques existantes dans le pays con-
sidéré. Bien entendu, U peut se trouver entrelié d'un messianisme
religieux.

Bien souvent, les mythes sont objectívés dans la civilisation in-
dustrielle. Et cette objectívatíon, c'est le speetacle que la conscíence
imaginaire se donne a elle-méme par l'intermédiaire de l'objet éco-
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nomique qui n'est autre qu'une ceuvre culturelle. Mais c'est aussi, a
défaut de capacité d'acquisition de ces objets, le spectacle que la
eonscience imaginaire se donne par l'intermédiaire du contenu des
mass media. Il conduit a une surdétermination de la consommation
ímaginaíre (nutrition psychique), en l'absence de capacité de con-
sommation réelle. «Cette tension, remarque Edgar Morin, entre d'une
part la grande demande (de consommation) et d'autre part la réalí-
té qui n'offre presque rien peut s'immobiliser dans une sorte de ea-
talepsie spectatorielle, comme chez ces paysans des Abruzzes sous
alimentés qui vont tous les soirs au cinéma s'évader fictivement de
la víe».

Dans I'íncapacité actuelle de promouvoir son développement a la
méme vitesse, avec la méme intensité et au mérne niveau que les
nations industrielles, le pays sous-développé présente un terrain par-
tículíérement fertile en types de messíanismes économiques. C'est
done de eette typologie, qu'il conviendrait de se préoccuper dans une
eommunication ultérieure, en mettant a profit les études concretes
d'acculturation économique.

RAPPORT DE
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Nous appelons Olympiens les plus Grands des héros de la culture
de masse, qu'íls viennent du cinéma, des cours royales, du sport, des
sciences, du music-hall. .. Ce sont les plus grands paree qu'ils s'írn-
posent a nous par une présence plus assidue dans les tétes d'affíche,
la presse magazine, la presse a gros tirage, les informations filmées.
L. Lowenthal a signalédepuis longtemps l'importance croissante des
biographies des héros dans la presse d'information depuis la derníére
guerreo Ces héros, dit-íl, sont de plus en plus des héros de consom-
mation et de moins en moins des héros de production. Cette progres-
sien vers le héros de luxe coincide, devons-nous remarquer, avec
l'ampleur croissante des moyens de diffusion dans les divers sec-
teurs des Cornmunications de masse. Ceux que nous désignons com-
me Olympiens sont done les plus luxueux de tous les héros de con-
sommation dont nous parle L. Lowenthal. Le probléme est de savoír
si le fait d'étre «le plus grand » donne a 1'0lympien une originalité
par rapport aux héros moíns grands, étant donné ce cóté indubitable,
indiscuté et absolu que tous les attributs olympiens se mettent a
avoir des qu'Ils cessent de qualifier le héros moyen pour qualifier
1'0lympien.

Qui sont-ils? Aprés avoir fait au Cecmas le recensement des
Olympiens les plus présents dans les principaux journaux et maga-
zínes de la presse parisienne, nous avons obtenu la liste suivante
découpée en secteurs hiérarehisés par quantités d'Olym.piens fournis:
1) Les Familles royales: tous les sujets a marier, mariés depuis peu,
maríés amoureux ou mal maríés des eours royales. 2) Le spectacle:
a) Le cínéma: 8 Olympiens (dont Marilyn Monroe, Brigitte Bardot,
Sophia Loren, Elizabeth Taylor, etc ... ) b) Le muslo-hall: 8 Olympiens
(dont Johny Halliday, Saeha Distel, ete.) e) Théátre: O. 3) Le Sport:
4 dont R. S. Robinson, Fangio, ete ... 4) Les intellectuels et artistes:
Sagan, Hemingway, Pica sso. 5) Les politiques: Kennedy. 6) L'argent:
Onassís, Karím-Aga Khan, la Begum. 7) Ucoenture: Líndbergh, Ga-
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garine. 8) L'industrie: O. 9) L'armée: O. 10) Le sacerdoce: O.
Comment y puroiennent-t-ils ? On constate 2 grands facteurs d'O-

lympianisation:
a) Un facteur d'ordre psychologique qui est la vie sentimentale du

héros. L'amour ne fait pas l'Olympíen mais on est ou on reste dif-
ficilement olympien sans amour. Analyse des coordonnées sentimen-
tales propres aux candidats olympiens, et aux professions olympien-
nes. Analyse d'autre part de la non-sentimentalité et de ses causes,
propres a certains secteurs sociaux comme les secteurs politíques,
militaire ou ecclésiastique qui fournissent peu d'Olympíens.

b) Un facteur d'ordre socíologíque, c'est la spécialité «superlative
absolue». Analyse des significations prises par les records techniques
successifs du héros dans sa spécialité, lorsqu'il est en voie d'olym-
pianisation. Il devient «le plus grand ... (quelque chose: cycliste, ma-
thématicien) du monde », Ce superlatif, a son tour, ne devient olym-
pien que lorsqu'il est absolu, c'est-á-díre lorsqu'il n'apparait plus
avec le pourquoi et le comment de son record. On assiste a un pro-
cessus d'íncarnation de la spécialité dans le spécialiste: «le plus
grand trompettiste du monde» l'est méme pour celui qui ne sait pas
ee qu'est une trompette. A ce degré le langage devient ontologique;
il porte désormais sur «I'étre promu» en tant qu' «étre promu» et
non sur l'étre existant et luttant pour garder son titre. Analyse ici
des difficultés d'olympianisation et de leurs causes dans certaines
spécíalítés (comme la philosophíe, les mathématíques ... ) que le
langage mass-media n'arríve pas ácapter a cause de leur cóté spec-
taculairement et verbalement inacessible pour le profane.

Comment sont-ils ? L'Olympien est un animal grégaire: mise en
place des carrefours olympiques de la planéte: Beverley Hill, Saint-Tro-
pez, etc ... L'Olympien est un animal homogénéisé: tout en gardant
sa spécialité superlative il capte par osmose les radiations des spé-
cialités superlatives des autres: poete fort comme le boxeur, le bo-
xeur lettré comme l'écrivain, le cycliste beau comme un Don Juan
etc ... Ce sont des Olympiens «completa» paree qu'ils se ressemblent
un peu en ayant chacun des activitésspécifiques propres. L'Olym-
pien est bon. Il fait le bien partout oú il passe. De sa présence se
dégage la richesse comme une manne. Il inaugure. Il couronne. Il
présíde les Kermesses. L'intervention olympienne est le contraire de
l'intervention divine elle introduit elarté humaíne, rentable dans le
mécanísme magique et redoutable du monde d'aujourd'hui. L'Olym-
píen es! présent en personne, sa vie est synchronísée avec la nótre, Il
doit apparaitre tel qu'il esto Analyse des difficultés de la star par
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exemple, pour s'échapper de ses roles lorsqu'elle devient olympienne.
Que font-ils? Ils travaíllent. Puisque ils sont riches sans étre ni

paresseux, ni parasites, ni gangsters. Le travail olympien se situé en
dehors de la routine quotidienne - il est un savoír-faíre pur, exer-
cé dans une succession d'instants privilégiés. - Il est un geste sim-
ple (les gestes olympiens du cinéma: téléphone, baiser) qui n'a au-
cune mesure avec l'ampleur des résultats (répercussion dans toute
la société). lis ont «un métíer». Mot particulíérement utilisé au-
jourd'hui pour les Olympiens. L'olympien modeme se libere dans un
travail oú le métier en tant que tel se renforce au fur et a me-
sure que l'homme s'automatise dans un travail oú le métier en
tant que tel s'amenuise: «rnétier de poete», «rnétíer d'acteurs» ... et
le plus dur de tous, «le métier de roi», Ce dernierest méme le sym-
bale de la réussite; il sert de laísser-passer olympien: «le roi du pé-
trole», «le roi de I'étaín», «le roi du jazz». Ils sont conformistes. In-
tégrés dans la société ils ne peuvent pas la renier ironiquement. On
peut avoir des Olympiens rebelles, des Olympiens révolutionnaires
mais non des Olympiens qui riraient d'eux et de nous, Analyse
d'exernples de grands comíques devenus olympiens.

Que ne [ont-ils pas? Ils ne font pas n'importe quoi: 1'Olympien
n'est pas un roleo En s'élevant il a fait craquer les cadres initiaux de
sa profession qui précisément lui en donnaient un. 11 n'est pas non
plus un leader d'opinion puisqu'il n'a plus le titre socialement com-
pétitif de «premien>, de «téte de ñle». Il n'a pas de fonctions dírec-
tement rentables ni pour luí, ni pour les autres. TI n'y a aucun rap-
port de cause a effet entre le geste olympien et 1'argent qui l'aecom-
pagne. Il est l'homme des activités gratuítes: haras, champs de cour-
ses, parties de tennis. Analyse des risques qu'il court s'Il descend
dans une aréne quelle qu'elle soit.

Les néoroses: des processus de saturation peuvent apparaitre. Gran-
des personnalítés pour tous et personnalités conformes a tOU5, ils
doivent étre et ne pas étre: Analyse de I'équílíbre olympien entre
Díeu et 1'homme. L'Olympien doit aussi aimer un partenaire et se
garder pour nous. Analyse de 1'équilibre entre le Tristan envoüté et
le Don Juan disponible. I[ peut se révolter. Apparaíssent alors 2
sortes de révolte: la révolte montante et la révolte descendante. La
premíére, de jeunesse si l'on veut, présente les symptómes d'une né-
vrose qui reposerait sur Ie besoin d'anonymat: «Je veux étre comme
tout le monde». Elle apparait méthodiquement réglée dans toutes les
cours royales. La seconde, d'áge mur, si 1'on veut, présents les
symptómes d'une névrose qui reposeraít au contraire sur la peur de
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l'anonymat et de la solitude, C'est la plus grave, celle qui peut con-
duire les stars au suicide.

Les Olympiens sont dífférents des Demí-Dieux, Héros et Grands de
l'Histoire. Ils ne sont plus le miroir d'ambítíon de fortune, d'héroísme,
de domination, de victoire. Ils ne sont plus le miroir des réves
de grandeur ou de conflit tant décrits a propos des stars entre un
imaginaire glorieux et la réalité sordíde, Ils sont globalement le mi-
roir de nos reves d'en finir avec le comment et le pourquoi barbare
des choses d'aujourd'hui, le miroir de notre désintéressement, de no-
tre désengagement, de notre manque d'ambition. Ils sont puissants
sans responsabilité, efficaces sans activités, riches sans gains, uni-
ques sans solítude, disponibles sans oisiveté, amoureux sans accou-
tumance, oisifs sans dímanehes, occupés sans semaines. C'est la das-
se des plus grands citoyens de jours fériés que l'histoire ait produit
jusqu'á ce jour. Nous faisons avec nos Olympiens un réve d'arrí-
visme naif ou d'enfant vieux: étre des citoyens respectés et puissants
dan s les plaisirs d'une viequ'on laisse aux autres le soin d'organíser.

Deuxiéme séance
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Président: E. MORIN, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris
Rapporteur: C. BREMOND, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris

A

On peut consídérer que 66 % de la population mondíale vit dans
des régíons oú ni la Presse, ni la Radio, ni le Cinéma, ni la Télévi-
sion n'ont atteint le développement considéré comme 'le minimum
souhaítable d'aprés les critéres fixés par l'UNESCO. Parmi les fae-
teurs qui condítíonnent cet aspect du sous-développement, citons en
particu1ier: 1) La [aiblesse du pouooir d'achat. Ce facteur joue sans
doute plus contre la Presse que contre les techniques audío-vísuel-
les, et plus contre les techniques d'ínformatíon que contre <lesteeh-
niques de divertissement. 2) L'analphabétisme. L'absence d'éduca-
tion de base n'entrave pas seulement l'extension de la Presse, Elle
joue aussi, semble-t-il, contre la communication purement auditive
de la radio. En revanche, 'les techniques audío-vísuelles, cínérna et
télévísion, oonnaíssent un succés ímmédíat auprés des populations
analphabétes. 3) Eloignement géographique et dispersion de l'habitat.

B

Dans un systéme de communíc
libré, les emprunts a l'étranger •
se des messages est produite 1 e
traitent des problémes de leur pa,
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Alors que 60 % des habitants des pays sous-développés vivent dans
des régions rurales, les moyens d'infonnation sont presque exclu-
sivement concentrés dans des zones urbaines. Ce handicap affecte
partículíérement la Presse et le Cinéma. 11y a encore en Afrique et
en Asie des millions de personnes qui n'ont jamais vu un film de
leur vie. Au contraire, la radio et la télévísion seront sans doute de-
main deux agents d'une importance considérable pour maintenir le
contact avec les populatíons ísolées et dispersées sur d'irnmenses ter-
ritoires, favoriser leur modernísatíon et leur intégration aux commu-
nautés nationales dont elles dépendent. 4) Manque d'équipement
technique el de personnel qualifrié. 11y a pénurie de cadres qualifiés
non seulernent en ce qui conceme .la conception et 'la réalisation des
messages (articles de presse, émissions de radio, films) mais aussi
défaut de techniciens pour la mise en place et l'entretien de l'ínfra-
structure, et carence d'adminístrateurs capables de gérer sainement
les entreprises. 5) Cloisonnements linguistiques. La diffusion des me-
dia qui utilisent essentiellement la parole est naturellement celle qui
souffre le plus de ce cloisonnement linguistique. Mais le handicap
n'est guére moins grand pour les media audío-vísuels. 6) Dioersité
des nioeaux culturels. Les pays asíatiques ou afrícaíns, par exemple,
ne peuvent se contenter d' avoir deux ou troís chaines distinctes, cor-
respondant aux différents goüts, 11 leur faut des services distincts,
de nature entiérement différente et s'adressant a des publics qui
n'ont aucun rapport entre eux. 7) Entrasres politiques. Dans bien des
cas le róle des communications de masse ne peut étre d'infonner
une opinion publique que n'existe pas eneore, mais de préparer
l'éveil d'une conscíence politique et nationale. Les gouvernants de
ces pays consídérent avant tout la presse et la radio cornme des
instruments d'unification natíonale, de modernísation, d'administra-
tion directe. Ils ne résistent guére a la tentation d'utiliser Ia presse
ou la radio a des fins de popularité personnelle. Une des conséquen-
ces de la dépendance politique des communications de masse est
l'entrave qui en résulte pour la coopératíon intemationale, a l'éche-
Ion des échanges d'ínformatíons ou de programmes.

B

Dans un systéme de cornmunications de masse normalement équí-
libré, les emprunts a l'étranger restent l'exceptíon, et la grande mas-
se des messages est produite localement, par des hommes du pays qui
traitent des problémes de leur pays a I'usage des honunes de ce pays.
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Dans les pays en voie de développement, la proportion est Iaussée,
ou méme renversée. Les communications de masse, au Iíeu de s'as-
socíer au sentiment naturel de chaqué homme d'étre au centre du
monde, et de mettre les événements en perspective a partir de ce
centre, eonditionnent I'índívídu a voir le monde, et a se voir lui-
méme, avec des yeux et dans une optique qui n'est pas la sienne.

d'hommes seront touehés par la ra
par les magazines et les comics. .
la parole, avant méme de savoír
bléme qui se pose a I'état latent
de erise aígué dans les pays en
exagéré de penser qu'íl met en j

e

On peut entrevoir quelques-uns des principaux facteurs quí sont
appelés a intervenir dans la fixation des formes de la culture de
masse dans les pays en voie de développement. n y a: 1) Les tradi-
tions eulturelles locales qui tendent a se perpétuer en utilisant les
mass-media. 2) Les formes de la culture de masse a dominante améri-
eaine dont la diffusion mondiale tend a submerger les traditions lo-
cales. 3) Les impératifs moraux, les interdits et les tabous qui Ií-
mitent les moyens d'expressíon dans les pays oü l'índívídu reste
solidement intégré a la société traditionnelle. 4) Les besoins nou-
veaux, liés a la dissolution des formes sociales traditionnelles et a la
eonstitution d'un prolétariat urbain coupé de ses racines culturelles,
et particuliérement perméable a I'influence des mass-media.

La oü les structures tradítlonnelles gardent leur cohésion et leur
emprise sur les índívídus, les mass-medía demeurent sans influenee;
la au contraire oú un ferment de dissolution travaille la société tra-
dítíonnelle, les communícatíons de masse trouvent un terraín fa-
vorable, et elles accélérent les processus de désíntégratíon amorcés.
Elles sont par elles-méme symbole de modernité, et elles sont recues
ou rejetées solídairement avec d'autres eatégories de la vie modeme
dont il n'est pas possrble de les díssocíer,

Ainsi les communieations de masse dans les pays en voie de dé-
veloppement ne serviront pas a préserver les formes de la culture
tradítíonnelle, mais au contraire a accélérer leur disparition. Leur
mouvement propre les eonduira a supprimer les particularismes ré-
gionaux et méme nationaux pour eonquérir le marché unifié dont
elles ont besoin pour prospérer.

D

Les eommunications de masse dans les pays en voie de dévelop-
pement sont caractérísées par une prépondérance écrasante des
moyens audío-vísuels sur les moyens scripturaires. Des millions
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d'hommes seront touehés par la radio, le cinéma et la télévisíon, ou
par les magazines et les comics, informés et formés par l'image et
la parcle, avant méme de savoir lire un joumal. H y a la un pro-
bléme qui se pose a I'état latent dans les pays développés, et a l'état
de erise aígué dans les pays en voíe de développement. 11 n'est pas
exagéré de penser qu'il met en jeu l'avenir méme de la civilisation.
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Studies of Cornmunism in Finland seem to suggest that in the
development of a radical politícal mass movement there occurs some
kínd of structural differentiatíon 1. In the early stages of its develop-
ment a political mass movement performs mainly expressive func-
tions for its members. As the movement continues to exist it has to
train its members and adherents for instrumental activities aimed
at distant goals. A different degree of differentiation is characteristic
of the difference between industrial cornmunism in the Southem and
Westem parts of Finland and the backwoods cornmunism prevailing
in the Northern and Eastern parts. The industrial cornmunism in
the South and the West is of older origin; ecological analyses show
a connection between old Socialist traditions and the strength of the
Cornmunist vote. The backwoods communism in the North and the
East is of a more recent origin; to a large extent ít has emerged after
the Second World War. Studies oi leisure habits seem to suggest that
political activity among Cornmunists in the South and the West is
usually tied to many other kinds of activities such as work within
associations, whereas the activities of the Communist voters in the
North and the East are restricted to polítícal behavior of an expres-
síve kind 2. The results may be said to indicate that the Cornmunist
movement in the South and the West has organs concerned with
adaptation and tensíon-management, whereas the Communíst move-
ment in the North and the East mainly performs a goal-attainment
function as it expresses its adherents' millenial hopes.

It is not possíble in this paper to explore the process of structural

1 On the concept of structural differentiation, see N. J. SMELSER,Social
Change in the Industrial Reoolution, London, 1959, pp. 7-17.

Z E. ALURDT, «Community Activity, Leisure Use and Social Structure»,
Acta Sociologica, 6: 2, 1962.
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differentiatioo very much in detaíl. However, the results concerning
the differences between the «old» Finnish industrial and the «new»
backwoods communism at least suggest the importance of the de-
velopmental process in analyses of political radicalismo Studies aímed
at explaíníng the kind of social arder and structure that is vulnerable
to polítical radicalism do not always differentiate between variations
in political support and variations in changes of political support.
This is perhaps due to the fact that radical political mass movements
either are fairly shortlived 01' they make for an establishment of a
one-party system while in power. However, after the Second World
War several non-Communist European countrles have had a strong
Communist movement for a considerable periodo In the six parlia-
mentary elections held in Fínland in the years from 1945 to 1962 the
Communists gained between one fifth and one fourth of the vote of
the total electora te. Changes have occurred, however, in the Com-
munist voting strength. In 1948, when the Communists lost voters
as well as parliamentary seats, they got 19 per cent of the total vote,
whereas in 1958 they received more than 23 per cent of the vote.
Símultaneously there occurred much greater changes in particular
areas and groups.
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TABU
Five geographical areas in Finland

political and eco
A FACTOR ANALYSIS OF ECOLOGICAL DATA

This paper aims at explaining by the method of factor analysis
variation in the Communist vote and variation in the Social Demo-
cratíc vote as well as variation in the changes of the Communist
vote. The data are ecological and the unit of analysis is the commune
of which there are about 550 in Finland. However, the communes
will be divided in five areas or groups, for each of which a separate
correlatíonal and factor analysis is done. Altogether 37 variables are
included in the study. Some of them describe traditions 01' hap-
penings in the past such as the rate of killed «Reds» in the Civil War
in 1918; some measure economic condítions, as the variance of the
per capita income in 1950; some measure religious behavior, as the
frequency of church attendance, etc. Of particular interest for the
objectives of this study are the Communist vote in 1954, the Social
Democratic vote in 1954 and the rise (change) in the Communist vote
from 1948 to 1958.

All variables were normalized separately for each of the five areas
before the correlation coefficients were computed. The method of
factoring has been Thurstone's centroid factor method and the cen-
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troid structures have been rotated by what is known as Varimax
orthogonal solution 3. In all five areas 6 factors were extracted. They
explain 55 per cent 01' more of the total variance on each of the five
areas.

The study aims of course to explain the differentials in the social
base of political radícalísm by comparison of the factor structures of
the five areas. However, in this paper no exact method for compari-
son will be attempted.

The five areas (or groups) studied are the following:
l)cities and towns, 2) rural communes with a Swedish speaking
majoríty, 3) rural communes in Southem and Western Finland,
4) rural communes in Eastem Finland and 5) rural communes in
Northem Finland. In general, industrial communism has prevailed
in the three first mentioned areas, whereas backwoods communism
has characterized the rural communes in the East and the North.
More precisely the five areas are described by rank-ordering ac-
cording to the variables indicated in Table I.

TABLE 1

Five geographical areas in Finland rank-ordered according to some
political and economic variables
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3 The matrices have, by courtesy oí Professor Charles E. Osgood, been run
at the Illiac, the University oí Illinois' electronic digital computer.
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In the followíng discussion the rural cornmunes with a Swedish
speaking majority are omitted from the comparisons. As table 1
shows, the group of Swedish cornmunes has the lowest frequency in
all three politícal variables. This is due to the fact that Swedish
speaking people as a rule vote for the Swedish people's party. Only
in industrial centers do Swedish speaking workers vote for either
one of the Socialist parties. The factor matrix for the Swedísh com-
munes is not very revealing as it mainly shows that Cornmunist
strength and the increase in Communist strength go together and are
explained by the degree of industrialization. Also, as an exception
from the pattern in the whole country, the Communist strength díd
not increase in the Swedísh cornmunes from 1948 to 1958, but on the
contrary declined.

Table 1 also indicates that Cornmunist strength and the increase
in Cornmunist strength are highest in Northem Finland and second
highest in cities and towns, The economic eonditíons, however, in
these two groups of communes are in a way reversed. Northem Fin-
land has a very low income per capita and variance in income per
capita, but it displays the highest rise in per capita income. The Fin-
nish cities and towns have the lowest rise in per capita income while
the per capita income and the variance in per capita income are
highest in this group of comrnunes, In a simple way this confirms re-
sults from earlier studies. Radicalism in already industrialized areas
is often strong when unequality prevails while radicalísm in back-
ward areas tends to be related to sudden rises in the aspiration level.
However, more detailed results may be obtained from the factor
analyses.

In order to save space the complete factor matrices are not pre-
sented here. Instead only the factors and the variables wíth the
highest factor loadings will be lísted below:

CITIES AND TOWNS

Factor 1: The factor of Metropolitanism. Highest loadings in fcllowíng va-
riables: Proportion of crowded dwellings (+ .82), Social Democratic
vote in 1954 (+ .63), City síze (+ .62), Proportion of Unemployed
1931-32 (+ .59), Proportion of people cared for by the commune
I+ .58), Social Democratic vote in 1916 (+ .50), Frequency of tele-
phones (- .42), Proportion of Unemployed 1948-53) (+ .41), In-
crease of new housing facilities (+ .38), High school attendance
(-. 36), Variance of per capíta income (- .33), Rise in income
per capita (- .33).

Factor 2: The factor of Small Toum Backtoardness. Highest loadings: Popu-
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lation density (- .69), Rate of electrified apartrnents (- 65), Di-
vorce rate (- .55), Ineome per capita (- .50). Unemployment 1948-
53 (+ .46), City size (- .34).

Factor 3: The factor oi Anomie. Highest loadings: Inflow migration (+ .82),
Outflow migration (+ .79), Fascist vote in 1936 (+ .79), Thefts
(+ .50), People cared for by the commune (- .48), Rise in Com-
munist vote 1948-58 (+ .46), People not belongíng to the church
(- .39).

Factor 4: The factor of Socialist Traditions. Highest loadings: Voting parti-
cipation (+ .72), Rise in the Communist vote 1948-58 (- .56), So-
cial Democratic vote in 1916 (+ .55), Frequency of killed Reds in
Civil War 1918 (+ .40), Social Democratic vote in 1939 (+ .38),
People not belonging to the ehurch (- .38), Per eapita income
(- .35), Unemployment 1948-53 (- .34), City size (-. 33), Divorce
rate (-.30), Communist vote in 1954 (+ .30).

Factor 5: The factor of Anti-Religionism. Highest loadings: Sunday school
attendance (- .72), Frequency of people taking Holy Comrnunion
(- .70), Church attendance (-. 56), Income per capita (+. 54),
Inerease of new housing facilities (+ .48), Voting participation
among women (- .47), Divorce rate (+ .37), City size (+ .34),
Variance in income per capita (- .33).

Factor 6: The Gerneinschajt factor. Highest loadings: Rise in per capíta in-
come (- .74), Thefts (- .58), Killed Reds in Civil War 1918 (+
.55), Homicides (- .51), Frequency of telephones (-. 42), Propor-
tion of industrial workers (+ .40), Proportion of manual workers
(+ .35). .

RURAL COMMUNES IN THE SOUTH-WEST

Factor 1: The factor of Disorganization, Highest loadings: Homicides (+ .65),
1hefts (+ .63), People working in retail trade (+ .52), Church at-
tendance (- .47), People eared for by the commune (+ .40), Voting
participation (- .38), Divorce rate (+ .35), Inflow migration (+
.34), Proportion of industrial workers (+ .32).

Factor 2: The factor of Modern Urban Conditions. Highest loadings: Pro-
portion of electrified apartrnents (+ .77), Proportíon of forestry
workers (- .73), Voting participation (+ .61), Population density
(+ .59), Proportion of industrial workers (+ .53), Proportion of
small farms (- .51), People working in retail trade (+ .46), Com-
munist vote in 1954 (+ .32), Library loans (+ .32), Proportion of
manual workers (+ .30).

Factor 3: The factor of Socialist Traditions. Highest loadings: Frequency of
Killed Reds in Civil War 1918 (+ .79), Frequency of crofters in
1910 (+ .73), Social Democratic vote in 1916 (+ .72), Social De-
mocratíc vote in 1939 (- .59), Fascist vote in 1936 (+ .45), Outflow
migretíon (+ .42), People cared for by the commune (+ .36), In-
flow migration (+ .33), Sunday school attendance (- .32), Social
Democratic vote in 1954 (+ .31), Library loans (+ .31).

Factor 4: The factor of Agrarianism. Highest loadings: Income per capita
(- .77), Rise in íncome per capíta (+ .65), Inflow migration (-
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.60), Outflow migration (- .57), Social Democratic vote in 1954
(- .44), Population density (- .40), Proportion of small farms
(+ .33), Proportion oí manual workers (- .32).

Factor 5: The factor of Insecurity. Highest loadings: Proportion of crowded
dwellings (+ .75), Frequency oí telephones (- .73), Unemployment
1931-32 (+ .55), Variance in farm size (- .55), Unemployment
1948-53 (+ .52) Social Democratic vote in 1954 (- .40), Rise in
Communist vote 1948-58 (+ .37), People not bclonging to the
church (+ .36), Library loans (- .34), Communist vote in 1954 (-
.31).

Factor 6: The lactar of Class Differences. Highest loadings: Variance in per
capita income (+ .61), Rise in Communist vote in 1948-58 (+ .49),
Proportion of small farms (+ .48), Divorce rate (+ .43), People
not belonging to the church (+ .42), Proportion of manual workers
(+ .39), Proportion oí industrial workers (+ .34), People working
in retail trade (+ .34).
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Factor 1: The factor of Change in Deprioed Conditions. Highest loadings:
Proportion of forestry workers (+ .80), Income per capita (- .78),
Population density (- .77), Proportion oí small farms (+ .76),
Proportion of electriíied apartments (- .69), Rise in per capita in-
come (+ .66), Proportion of crowded dwellings (+ .62), Frequency
oí telephones (- .56), Communist vote in 1954 (+ .47), Votíng par-
ticipation (- .42), Rise in Communist vote 1948-58 (+ .39), Variance
in per capita income (- .39). Outflow migration (- .39), Frequency
oí killed Reds in Civil War 1918 (-. 38), Proportion of industrial
workers (- .33), Proportion oí crofters in 1910 (+ .31).

Factor 2: The factor of Anti-Religionism. Highest loadíngs: Frequency oí
people takíng Holy Cornmunion (- .75), Church attendance (- .70),
Sunday School attendance (- .62), Proportion of people not be-
longing to the church (+ .51), Social Democratic vote in 1916
(+ .33), Cornmunist vote in 1929 (+ .33), Frequency oí killed Reds
in Civil War 1918 (+ .31).

Factor 3: The factor of Social Security . Highest loadings: Unemployment
1948-53 (- .84), Unemployment 1931-32 (- .82), Voting partici-
pation (-. 60), proportion of crowded dwellings (- .53), Rise in
Communist vote 1948-58 (- .50), Cornmunist vote in 1929 (-. 38),
Fascist vote in 1936 (+ .34), People not belonging te the church
(- .30).

Factor 4: The Gemeinschajt factor. Highest loadings: Homicides (- .78),
People cared íor by the cornmune (- .55), Thefts (- .48), Pascist
vote in 1936 (- .40).

Factor 5: The Migralion [actor. Highest loadings: Library loans (- .68), In-
flow migration (+ .48), Frequency oí crofters in 1910 (- .47),
People not belonging to the church (- .47), Social Democratic vote
in 1954 (- .45), Outflow migration (+ .44), Divorce rate (- .39).

Factor 6: The factor ot Socialist Traditions. Highest loedíngs: Social Demo-
cratic vote in 1916 (+ .76), Social Democratic vote in 1939 (+ .69),

INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

Two kinds of comparison are
compared. Second, the loadings
different factors have to be comp
ces show clearly that the Cornm
munist vote do not correlate at
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crofters III 1910 (+ .33), Proportion of manual workers (+ .31).
(- .36), Proportion of forestry workers (+ .35), Proportion 0\
Communist vote in 1954 (+ .47), Rise in Communist vote 1943-58

RURAL COMMUNES IN THE NORTH

Factor 1: The factor of Modernization. Highest loadings: Proportion of in-
dustrial workers (+ .75), Proportion of manual workers (+. 74),
Variance in per capita income (+ .50), Per capita income (+ .46),
Frequency of killed Reds in Civil War 1918 (+ .41), Rise in Com-
munist vote 1948-58 (+ .37), Inflow migratíon (+ .37), Proportion
of people working in retail trade (+ .36), Social Democratic vote in
1954 (+ .34).

Factor 2: The factor of Subsistence Farming. Highest loadings: Proportion
of small farms (+ .79), Frequency of forestry workers (+ .74, Po-
pulation density (- .71), Variance in farm size (- .70), Proportion
01 electrified apartments (- .70), People not belonging to the
church (- .48), Outflow migration (- .42), Variance in per capita
income (+ .34).

Factor 3: The factor of Socialist Traditions. Highest loadings: Social De-
mocranc vote in 1939 (+ .79), Social Democratic vote in 1916
(+ .77), People cared for by the commune (+ .68), Unemployment
1948-53 (- .63), Rise in Communist vote in 1948-58 (- .59), Pro-
portíon of crofters in 1910 (+ .55), People not belonging to the
church (+ .46), Frequency of killed Reds in Civil War 1918 (+ .45),
Social Democratic vote in 1954 (+ .42).

Factor 4: The factor of Anti-Religionism. Highest loadings: Sunday school
attendance (- .76), Church attendance (- .73), Homicides (+ .63),
Frequency of people taking Holy Communion (- .60), Thefts (+
.59), Proportion of people working in retail trade (+ .40).

Factor 5: The Communism factor. Highest loadings: Communist vote in 1954
(+ .82), Communist vote in 1929 (+ .81), Proportion of crowded
dwellings (+ .64), Unemployment 1948-53 (+ .45), Unemployment
1931-32 (+ .44), Social Democratic vote in 1954 (- .44), Frequency
of telephones (- .41), People working in retail trade (+ .35),
People cared for by the commune (+ .32).

Factor 6: This factor is hard to label and interpret. Highest loadíngs: Library
loans (+ .59), Fascist vote in 1936 (- .54), Divorce rate (+ .52),
Unemployment 1931-32 (- .41).

INTERPRETATION OY THE RESULTS

Two kinds of comparison are involved. First, the areas are to be
compared. Second, the loadings of the key polítical variables in the
different factors have to be compared. Already the correlation matri-
ces show cIearly that the Communist vote and the rise in the Com-
munist vote do not correlate at all, as indicated in table 2.
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TABLE 11

Correlations between some political variables in
tour areas in Finland
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Generally, all correlations in table II are close to zero. The only
exception is the negative correlation between Social Democratic vote
and Communist vote in Northem Finland indicating that these two
parties are strong in different communes. However, the most crucial
thing is the fact that Communist strength and the rise in Communist
strength do not correlate. This indicates that the variations in these
two variables have to be explained by quite dissírnilar sorts of
factors. This conclusión is supported by the factor analysis. In cittes
and towns the variable or rise in Communist strength has a high
positive loading (+ .46) in the factor of Anomie and a high negative
loading (-.56) in the factor of Socialist Traditions, whereas the Com-
munist vote on the contrary has a positive loading (+ .30) in the last
mentioned factor. In the South- West the rise of Communist strength
ha!'! loadings in the factor of Insecurity (+ .37) and in the factor of
Class differences (+.49), but the Communist vote in 1954 has a high
positive loading (+ .32) in the factor of Modem Urban Conditions
and a negative loading in the factor of Insecurity (-.31). In North-
ern Finland the rise of Communist strength is best explained by the
factor of Modernization (-.37) and by absence of Socialist Traditions
as the loadíng in the factor of Socíalíst Traditions is negative (-.59).
The Communist vote, however, is almost completely explained by
the factor of Communism (+.82). In the East Communist strength
and the rise in Communist strength have positive loadings in the
same factor of Change in Deprived Conditions, the loadings being
+.47 and + .39, respectively. However, simultaneously the rise of
Cornmunist vote has a negative loading (-.50) in the factor of Social
Security, whereas the Communist vote has a positive loading (+ .47)
in the factor of Socialist Traditions. In this last mentioned factor the
rise of Communist vote has a negative loading of -.36.

Apparently rise in Communíst strength is occurring in communes
and milieux with uprooted individuals. The factors of Anomie (Cities
and Towns) , of Inseeuríty of Class Differences (South-West), of
Modernization (North, and of Change in Deprived Conditions and
of Insecurity (East) all describe environments in which uprooting
occurs. Likewise, the rise in Communist strength occurs in milieux
characterized by the absence of traditions no. matter whether these
traditions are Socialist or reminiscences of c1ass struggles around the
time of the Civil War. Some kind of discontinuity in the community
acco.unts for the rise in Communist strength. The results concerning
the rise in Communist strength strongly support earlier results con-

377
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ceming politics in mas S society, for instance those put forward by
Kornhauser 4.

However, theories of mass society do not explain the differences
in the strength of Communist vote. While the rise of Communist
strength usually has negative loadings in the factors of Socialíst
Traditions, the Cornmunist vote on the contrary almost always has
a strong positive Ioading in these factors. The existence of Socialist
Traditions even when they go back to the time of the Civil War
usually indicates rather stable conditions. The strength of Communist
vote can perhaps best be explained by reference to Lipset's theory of
legitimacy crises 5. The Communists have strength in areas where the
struggle around c1ass matters was hard when the working c1ass move-
ment made its entry into politics. In the more industrialized and
modemized parts of the country there are individuals and groups
who by tradition do not consider the present rule as legitimate in
all respects and therefore also traditionally vote for the Communists.
In the East and the North the entry into politics by the poor farmers
and workers is of a Iater date. Although the Communist had already
gained a rather strong following in Eastem and Northern Finland
in the 1920's, voting participation and polítical activity remained
extremely low in these areas. Since the Second World War voting
participation has on the contrary been very high in the poor, unem-
ployment-rídden communes in the East and the North. On a large
scale the population in these areas first entered politics after the
second World War. Their obstacles were not political, as they were
for the partícipants in the workíng class movement in the 1920's, but
these people were prevented from entering politics by their poverty
and difficult living conditions.
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4 W. KORNHAUSER, The Politics of Mass Society, London, 1960.
5 S. M. LIPSET, «Some Social Requisites of Democracy: Economic Develop-

ment and Polítical Legitímacy», The American Political Science Review, Vol
LIII, No. 1, March, 1959.

8 H. BLUMER, «Collective Behavíor-,
ciology ; New York, 1957, pp. 145-150.

DISCUSSION

The introduction of the concept of structural differentiation in the
first sentence of this paper was not an expression of mere verbal
gibbering. There has been a tendency to explain Communist strength
as well as rises in Communist strength by reference to uprooting and
mass conditions. In studies of the so-called mass society the Com-
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munist vote at a certain time has often been correlated with various
indices of social conditions, when it would have been more adequate
to operate with some measures of the changes in Communist strength.
As conclusions may be stated:

1. The popular strength of a radical political movement, on one
hand, and the rises or changes in its strength, on the other, have to
be explained by different factors and conditions.

2. The so-called theories of mass society contribute to an expla-
nation of rises in the strength of a radical movement, but they fail in
explaining already existing strength of a radical movement.

If Finland can be consídered a satisfactory test case, the results
from this country suggest that the developmental process in radical
political mass movements should be studied in closer detail. The
importance of studying this developmental process has been pointed
out or at least implíed in theoretical statements 6. Nevertheless, many
recent results blur the fact that political mass movements, when they
have existed for some time, operate on a strongIy instrumentaJ. basís,
This is of course an every day truth for all those who have lived in
a country with a strong Communist movement. The Communist par-
ties develop not only political organs, but also organs for all kinds
of social and political activities. Therefore, their adherents in all
areas and in all groups can not be descríbed as a mass characterized
by activity in politics and passivity in all other fields of life. This
seems to be the case only in areas where the Communist movement
is beginning to gain strength. As a conc1usion:

3. It is important to distinguish between already institutionalized
support for a radical movement, and diffuse, expressiue support for
a rnovement.

Alienation and isolation are often thought of being typícal for
adherents of radical politícal movements which question the le-
gitimacy of the prevailing order, If there is any truth in such a
proposition, different types of alienation and isolation have to be
distinguished. It may well be that ideological inclusiveness and
restrictions in the perception of social reality are characteristic of
radical or revolutionary political movements at all stages of develop-
ment. The adherents of movements attacking the existing political
system may therefore be to some extent isolated from the community

6 H. BLUMER, «Collectíve Behavior», in ]. B. GI'ITLER (ed.), Review 01 $0-
ciology, New York, 1957, pp. 145-150.
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at large. However, the isolation occurs in different ways at different
stages of the development of the movement. As a conclusion:

4. The adherents to institutionalized revolutionary movements tend
to belong to groups which are isolated from the community at large.
whereas the supporters of diffuse and expressive forms of radical
political mass movements tend to be isolated as individuals.
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TI-IE ELECTORAL SYSTEM AND ELEMENTS OF PLURALISM
IN A ((ONE-PARTY» SYSTEM: POLAND

]ERZY J. WIATR

University of Krakow

The poli tical system of socialist Poland is defined here as a one-
party system, but in a specific sense of the termo There are now in
Poland three organízations that are called parties: The Polish United
Worker's Party, the United Peasant Party and the Democratic Party 1.

Moreover, several socíal organízatíons, representing various forms
of public opinion, also participate in political life. Thus, this is not a
c1assical one-party system. Nevertheless, the use of that term with
reference to the Polish system is justified by the role played by one
party, namely the Polish United Workers' Party, in the system of
power.

All the parties and social organízatíons taking part in Poland's
political life accept as indisputable the principIe that the Polish
United Worker's Party «plays the leading role in the state». They do
not compete with it for power, but on the contrary, they participate
in the exercise of power by taking part in the government or in the
work oí the Seyrn (the Polish Parliament) and of the people's coun-
cils which are the local forms of a uniform state authority 2. In that
sense the two partíes allied to the PUWP do not function in the
Polísh system in the same way as c1assical parties in a multi-party
system. The Polísh system may be called a one-party-system if thís
term ís made ta mean a permanent concentratíon of power in one
party and a lack of a struggle for power within the system in question.

1 In Polish there are two words for <! political party, partia and stronnictwo;
the latter is Slavic, while the former ultimately goes back to Latin, but there
is no clear difference of meaning between them. Yet only the Polish United
Workers' Party has the world partia in Its Polish name, the remaining two
partíes calling thernselves stronnictwo, so that in current Polish usage the
expressíon which corresponds to the English «the party» means the Polish
United Workers' Party.

2 The people's councils may be referred to as local government authorities,
but it must be borne in mind that in the Polish system there is no opposition
between the state authorities and the local government (if the latter ís un-
derstood to be something distinct from the state authorítíes).
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Yet the Polish «one-party» system includes elements of political
pluralism, which manifests itself for instance in the existence of
social and political organizations representing various sections of
public opinion. The electoral system, especíally as it has worked
over the last five years, reflects that combination of a one-party
system with elements of political pluralism, and hence is an in ter-
esting form of solving political issues of democracy in the contem-
porary world. Although other aspects of political pluralism are more
important than the electoral system, it is nevertheless worthy of some
attention.

Elections were held three times in Poland in the period 1957-1961.
On January 20, 1957, those elected were deputies to the Seym; on
February 2, 1958, members of people's councils of all levels 3; on
April 16, 1961, both deputies to the Seym and members of people's
councils of all levels. The results were as follows: 4

Year Number of
electors on
electoral
list

Percentage of
actual voters
in rela tion to
number of electors

Percentage of votes
for the candidates
of the National Unity
Front

1957
1958
1961

17.944.081
18.116.428
18.615.185

94.14
85.68
94.83

98.40
96,92
98.34

In all these cases the principles of the electoral law were the same.
Candidates may be nominated by political and social organizations
which may avail themselves of that right either separately or in
coalitions. In all the three elections the political parties and social
organizations formed coalitions to nominate candidates who were
placed in the lists of the National Unity Front. The country is diví-
ded into constituencies and these, in turn, are for technical purposes
subdivided ínto wards. Each constituency has its separate list of

3 The people's councils are local agencies oí the state authority (cí. note 2
above); the lowest level is formed by village or cornmune councils, the míd-
dIe by district councils, the highest level by voivodship councils or city coun-
cils (in the case of those cities which have a status of voivodship).

4 The present paper is based on the data pertaining to election to that body
which ranked highest in the given case; hence for the 1958 elections these
are the data about the voivodship councils, and in the 1961 elections, the
data about the Seyrn. The percentage of the votes for the Natíonal Unity
Front is calculated in relation to all valíd votes (the number of votes de-
clared invzlíd in no case exceeded one per cent).
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candidates, whose number is greater than that of the persons to be
elected from one constituency, the number being proportional to
its population. The voter may either cancel the names of all the
candidates on the list (such a vote is interpreted as being against
the list submitted by the National Unity Front), or cancel the name(s)
of some candidate(s) (it is then understood that he voted for taose
candidates whose names have been left uncancelled, in the order in
which they are placed on the Iist) , or vote without cancelling any
name (such a vote is understood. to be passed for as many candidates
as there are seats in a given constituency, in the order in which the
candidates' names are placed on the list). In the 1957 elections the
political parties called upon the voters to manifest their support for
the policy of the sta te by voting without cancelling any names, that
is, by voting for those candidates whose names were placed on the
seat places. This resulted in an interesting phenomenon: the selec-
tion of candidates made by the voters beca me explicitly political,
and its intensity was in the inverse proportion to the support offered
to the policy of the sta te.

Under Polish conditions it ís not possible to know precisely how
many voters cance1led no names of candidates, and how many can-
celled some of them, since one voter may cancel one or more names,
and the electoral statistics show only the number of votes passed on
a given candidate.

Nevertheless the number of votes won by the various candída-
tes whose names were written on the seat places shows the ínten-
sity of se1ection (although it does not reveal the number of those
voters who cancelled at least one name). In the 1957 e1ections the
selection was considerable: the average for those candidates whose
names were written on the seat places was 89.37 of all votes, but
in many cases it varied between 50 and 60 per cent. One candidate
whose name was written on a seat place received only 45.77 per
cent of votes and hence was not elected, since the electoral law
requires for election an absolute majority of votes. Selection in the
1957 elections may only be compared with that in the elections to
the Seym in 1961, since in the elections to fue people's councils in
1958 the total number of candidates amounted to nearly 300.000
which makes all computations too complicated. In the 1961 elections
the selection was very small: only two candidates from the seat
places received less than 90 per cent of votes - 88.32 and 78.90 per
cent. respectively. The small intensity and the small differentiation
of selection in the 1961 Seym elections accounts for the fact that it
is reasonable to confine an analysis of the trend in selection (Le.
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whose names were cancelled most) to the 1957 elections. The natu-
re of selection at that time makes it possible better to explain the
issue of political dífferentíatíon in those elections 5.

The appeal, issued by the political parties, that the voter should
not cancel any candidates' names, resulted in the fact that the selec-
tion in the 1957 elections only indirectly reflected the polítical dif-
ferentiation of the electora te. While the members of the Polish
United Workers' Party (and probably also the members of the re-
maining two parties, fewer in numbers) complied with fue appeal
and thus did not give preference to the candidates from their respec-
tive parties, some of the other voters canceIled some of the names,
in doing which they were guided not only by the personal qualifi-
cations of the candidates, but also by their candidates' party member-
ship. On the national average, the candidates from the seat places
who were PUWP members obtained 87.95 per cent of aIl valid votes;
members of the United Peasant Party 89.17 per cent members of the
Democratic Party, 90.80 per cent; non-party candidates, 94.26 per
cent. Thirteen non-party candidates, who appeared officially as
«Roman Catholic leaders» obtained on the average 93.35 per cent
of aIl valid votes, which shows that some voters, Iew in number,
were inclined to cancel these names more often than the names
of other non-party candidates 6.

The selection of candidates varied in strength and trends accor-
ding to the parts of the country. On the average, the candidates
from the seat places obtained the highest percentage of aIl valid
votes in Warsaw (96.05), and the lowest in Lodz Voivodship (83.33).
Those candidates who where PUWP members obtained the highest
percentage of votes in Warsaw (95.57) and the lowest in Opole Voi-
vodship (80.22) which had a relatively strong German populatíon
then. These data show the degree of differentiation of these
two indices of selection of candidates in the 1957 elections.

In the 1957 elections the selection of candidates was correlated
with two social and demographic characteristics that differentiate
the various voívodships. There was a positive correlation between the

5 These data are analyzed in greater detail by ]. WIATRin «Some Problems
of. Public Opi.nio~ in th~ Light of the Elections of 1957 and 1958» (in Polish,
wíth surnmanes m English and in Russian), 228pp. That paper fills n° 4/1959
of Studia Socjologiczno-Polityczne.

8 In the 1957 elections (inc1uding by-elections) the results were: Polish
United Workers' P~'rty, 239; United Peasant Party, 118; Democratic Party,
39; non-party deputíes, 63; total, 459. In the 1961 elections: PUwp, 225; UPP,
117; DP, 39; non-party, 49; total, 460.
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number of votes obtained on the average by the candidates from
the seat places in general and by those candidates from the seat
places who were PUWP members, on the one hand, and the percen-
tage of urban population in the various voivodships on the other.
The corre1ation index for the degree of urbanization and the average
percentage of votes obtained by the candidates from the seat places
was +0.76, and for the degree of urbanízatíon and the percentage
of votes obtained by PUWP members it was +0.71. In other words,
the greater part of the electorate consisted of urban population, the
more the electorate complied with the appeal not to cancel any
names of candidates, and if some names were cancelled, the less
the electora te was guided by prejudices against PUWP members.
No sample data are available which would show whether in fact
the urban population voted more in accordance with what the poli-
tical leaders expected, but these correlations make such a hypothesis
highly probable.

There was also a correlation, although a weaker one, between the
nature of selection and the fact that a given region belong to the
territories regaíned by Poland after World War II. In those territories
which are inhabited mostly by people resettled from other regions,
a slightly higher percentage of voters was revealed than the national
average. The percentage of votes cast for the National Unity Front
was also higher there. Pearson's measure of fit, computed for a
region's belonging to the regained territories and the average per-
centage of votes obtained by the candidates from the seat places was
+0.38, and for a region's belonging to those territories and the per-
centage of votes obtained by PUWP members who were candidates
from seat places was +0.48. Thus, there was a certain tendency, though
not a very strong one, on the part of the voters from the regained
territories to comply more with the appeal and thus to vote more
in accordance with the expectatíon of the politica1leaders, than in the
other parts of Poland. This tendency is even more evident if two
voívodshíps with strong pre-war populatíons are excluded from the
number of those belonging to the part of Poland regained in 1945.
Thus, one may say that the voting of resettled populations was the
most and the voting of populations living prior to 1945 in Germany
the least favourable to the policy of the Polish government.

Analysis of votíng statistics shows that under Polish «one-party»
system political behavíour reflects the political differentiation of so-
ciety. Hence elections of such a type may be an element of pluralism
in polítícal life, since they help publicly to express the existing díf-
ferentiation of opinions and political preferences.
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Under certain conditions such a differentiation may play an essen-
tial political roleo The electoral system in Poland assumes an essen-
tial coincidence of interests of all social strata and a lack of sharp
conflicts.

It also favours consolidation rather than increased political
fragmentation. On the other hand, however, it includes some el-
ements of the check and balance system, since it makes it possible
to reveal conflicts and antagonism, shouId such take considerable
dimensions. It also makes it possible to appraise the varying degree
oí polítical approval, expressed in voting, for the governments' policy.
That approval may be measured by attendance in the elections, the
percentage oí the votes cast for the National Unity Front, the inten-
sity of, and the trends, in the selection of candidates. The investiga-
tion oí rhose issues makes the study of electoral behaviour not onIy
theoretically interesting, but also politically important for the de-
velopment of the concept of socialist democracy 7.
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7 In addition to the paper quoted above, there are three major publications
concemed with elections in Poland. The 1957 elections are analyzed by
Z. A. PELCZYNSKI,«Poland, 1957», included in Elections Abroad, ed. David
E. BUTLER,London, 1959. The 1958 elections are discussed by S. BEREZA,"A
Sociological Analysis oí the Election to the District People's Council at
Ochota, Warsaw, 1958» (in Polish. with summaries in English and Russian),
Studia Soejologiczno-Polityezne, No 2/1959, and Z. GOSTKOWSKI,«The In-
terest oí the Lódz Populatíon in the 1958 Elections to the People's Coun-
cíls», The Public Opinion Quarterly, Fall, 1959. Postwar elections in Poland
and researches on them are described by ]. WIATRin the chapter on «Elec-
tions and Voting Behavior in Poland», in Essays on Behatnoral Study 01
Politics, ed. Austin RANNEY,Urbana, The University of Illinois Press, 1962.
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First Session

Chairman: S. M. LIPSET,University of California, Berkeley
Rapporteur: Juan ]. LINZ,Columbia University

R. R. Alford presented a paper on Stratification and Politics in the
Angla-American Cauntries. This comparative analysis of the basis
of cleavage in Great Britain, Australia, U.S.A. and Cariada, is based
on over 50 surveys over the period 1936 to 1961. Using data on
political preferences by occupation, religion and region of residence,
índices of class-voting (measured by the difference between the
support of the leftist party or parties among manual workers and
non-manual occupations, excluding the rural occupations), and oí
religiously and regionally based voting were constructed. Wherever
religious differences were found in both manual and non-manual
occupations, it has been assumed that this was actually a religious
difference, and not one which could be accounted for by other non-
religious factors. The same was assumed in the case of regional diffe-
renoes.

This analysis was applied to the four democracies - all charac-
terized by a common political culture, the weakness of threats to
constitutional government and a limited range of political cleavage.
The main findings were: In Great Britain nothing else seems to
matter except class, whatever Welsh and Scottish regional loyalties
exist, they heighten rather than weaken class voting. An effect that
is very different from the U.S. South and Quebec, where they alígn
both strata behind one party. It was suprising to find that class-
votíng did not decline between 1943 and 1959: workers being no less
Labour while non-manual occupations have turned away. In Austra-
lia the Ievel of class voting is somewhat lower, but higher than in
the U.S. and Canada. Regional loyalties are not important, but Ca-
tholícs of both strata are more likely to support Labor. However,
with ethnic and religious loyalties becoming less important upward
mobile Catholics have found the Democratic Labor Party - a split
caused by the «Communism issue» - a welcome opportunity to
break oId tieso In the U.S.A. the leve! of cIass voting has vacillated
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between high points in 1940 and 1948, and Iower ones in 1956 and
1960, but even then remaining hígher than in 1936 when both
manual and non-manual strata voted for Roosevelt. The ímportance
of religious voting has changed from 1952, when non-manual Ca-
tholícs voted almost as non-manual Protestants, to 1960 when in both
strata Catholics turned back to their long-time Democratic prefer-
rence. The low class voting in the South has not changed over the
períod studied. In Canada, due to the economie and cultural heter-
ogeneity and the política 1 veto power of French-Catholic Quebec,
non-class factors are pararnount, even when there are signs of a
swing towards class politics.

The paper ends with the predictíon that class polítics will decline
in Britain and to a lesser extent in Australia, while the deoline oí
regional and religíous oleavages in the U.S.A. and Canada would
lead to an increase in these countries. A moderate level of class
voting in a fairly integrated society - even without other cross-
cutting cleavages - can be the basis oí stable democratie polítícs,

J. J. Wiatr presented a paper on The Electoral System and Elements
01 Pluralism in a One-party System: Poland. Even when the role
played by the Polish United Workers Party justífies to speak of a
one-party system' it should not be forgotten that there are two other
parties and other organizations that present candidates, and that
the electoral system allows the voter to cancel the names of all
or some candidates on the lísts submítted by the National Uníty
Front. Since in 1957 he was asked to manifest his sUPPOrt for the
policy of the State by voting for the candidates at the head of
the list - the seat places - it is possible to study the extent to
which the electora te complied with this appeal. On the national
average the PUWP candidates from the seat places obtained 87.95 OJo
of all valid votes, non-party candidates 94.26 OJo, with minor varia-
tions for the other two parties. The variations in strength from district
to distriet allow an ecological analysis using different social charac-
teristics. So, the correlation for the degree of urbanization of the
voivodships and the average % of votes obtained by the candidates
from the seat places was 0.76, and that with the Ofo of votes for the
PUWP 0.71. Similarly the support for the government was somewhat
stronger in regions regained in the West. Such differences are
significant indieations of the variations and trends in public opinion
within the assumed essentíal coincidence of interests of all social
strata on whieh the system is based.

E. Allardt presented a paper on Factors Explaining Variation in
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Strength 01 Political Radicalism. The study of Cornmunism in Fin-
land seems to suggest a kind of structural differentiation - to use
N. Smelser's idea- beween a stage in which it performs mainly
expressive functions and another in which it serves íts members for
instrumental purposes. The recent Communísm in the backwoods,
in the North and East seems to be in the first stage and the industrial
Cornmunism in the South and West in the second. A factor and
correlational analysis of the variations in social-dernocratíc and Com-
munist votes for 550 communes, and for them grouped in five areas,
using 37 variables, supports a number of conclusions. Radicalism in
already industrialized areas is strong when unequality prevails, in
the backward areas it tends to be related to sudden rises in aspiration
level (resulting from a high rise in p.c.income in a poor area). The
rise in Communist strength does not correlate with Communist vote.
Apparently the Communist rise is in milieu with up-rooted índi-
viduals, described by factors of anomie (in cities and towns) , in-
security and class differences (South and West) oí Modernization
(North) and change in deprived conditions and insecurity (East) and
the absence of Socialist or class war traditions. The rise is linked
with discontinuity in the communíty to use Kornhauser's analysis.
The South-West vote reflects quite different factors: traditions of
class conflict. In the discussion H. Eulau cornmented on the me-
thodology and value of systematic comparative analysis and ques-
tioned the use of occupation as the best indicator of class. He also
noted that the absolute level of working class support for conserva-
tive parties and its fluctuations should not be disregarded. R. McKen-
zíe noted the perplexing fact that the British two-party system was
maintained by the «deviants» of the working class in a country with
«pure olass politics» - accordíng to R. Alford - when that class
constituted approximate1y 2/3 of the electora te. And mind you not
of the Lumpen-proletaríat, but of a sector of that class high in
information and feelings oí políticaí efficacy. The UAW could de-
liver more votes in Detroit than the unions in Coventry. He noted
that the New Deal changed the Democratic party in a way the Ca-
nadian Liberal party never was and this would account for some
present and future differences between fue two countries. A. B. Ulam
distinguished different meanings of «pluralísm»: awareness of the
ruíers of the different effects oí their actions on different sectors,
situations in which a domínant power coexists with others, Iímítíng
lt but not competing wíth it (the Church in Poland) and open com-
petition for power. The elections in Poland contribute to the fírst,
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but ha ve essentially symbolic value as a form of social mobilization,
but do not represent pluralism as competition for power. For him
the elements of pluralism are elsewhere, in the Church preserving
claims and within the Party itself. R. Mackenzie, in a similar vein,
insisted on the pluralistic elements that made Poland non-totalitarian,
but which were not necessarily reflected in the elections, but in a
relatively autonomous public opinion and interest groups, Elections
are neither the only nor the most important aspect of Polish plural-
ism. ]. Wiatr in a rejoinder noted that they were however considered
sígníñcant by the leadership as indicators of acceptance, even when
they were certainly not the only, nor perhaps the most important,
factor of pluralismo
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Second Session

Chairman : R. T. McKENZIE, London School of Economics
Rapporteur: Stein ROKKAN,Michelsen Institute, Bergen Regional difterences

in extent of
industrialization

Minor

M. Abrams presented a paper on The Political Division of the British
Middle Class. His organization had been able to carry out a series
of sample surveys during the 1950s and tabulations from these
indicated marked differences in political preferences between the
«upper» and the «Iower» míddle class and between the professional
and the business sectors,

M. Dogan presented a paper on Les Bases Sociales des partis poli-
tiques en France et en Italie. He had been able to assemble survey
data and other statístícs on the distributions of party support within
major oecupatíonal groups in the two countries and presented a
synoptic table of simílarities and differences between the countries.

The French workíng class was found to vote in greater proportion
for the Communist party than the Italian. There were also marked
dífferences in the political preferences of voters in the agricultural
sector. In France, the largest left votes in this sector would come
from the petits cultiuateurs and the agricultural workers, while in
Italy the left strongholds would be among the mezzadri, and not
among the small freehold farmers. Such differences could only be
understood against the background of the historícally given cIeavages
within each region and -each locality. The agrícultural votes were
not necessarily cast in support of the national party but in protest
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against economically dominant groups in eaeh región: the central
bureaueraey, the large landowners or, in Italy, the Catholie Chureh.
Comparative researeh should focus on sueh within-nation differ-
enees, not on aggregated tables for eaeh country as a whole.

J. Linz read a paper on The Cleavage Structure of West German
Politics. He had re-analyzed the data from a large sample survey
earried out in 1954 by the UNESCO Institute in Cologne and had
compared the findings of that survey with a variety of other findings
for Germany, France, Italy and the Netherlands. He situated the
German case on the two principal axes of European polities as
follows:

Strength of the Catholic Church

Neme Dominant

Minor U.K. W. GermanyRegional differences
in extent of
industrialization

Sweden
Norway

Large Finland
Franee
Italy

The eeonomic cleavages characterístic of industrialized eountries
are eross-eut, therefore, by a broad line of c1eavage over issues of
religion. The rural- urban c1eavage was important in Wilhelmine and
Weimar Germany but counts for very little in the Bonn Republic.
Survey findings indieate c1early that the Socialist SPD has its primary
in the working c1ass and among the lower salaried employees. The
party has, however, proved unable to mobilize more than about half
of the total vote potential from workers and Angestellten: Surveys
indica te again and again that loyal Catholic workers will vote CDU
rather than SPD, even when unionized.

Comparisons with France and Italy, however, indicate that the re-
ligious c1eavages in Germany do not tend to intensify socio-economic
contrasts, but on the contrary províde a basis for the development
of cross-class consensus. Detailed breakdowns of responses to ques-
tíons about the polieies of the de Gasperi and the Adenauer govern-
ments tend to support this interpretation.

In the ensuing discussion, ]. Gould dealt with the findings reported
for Great Britain by M. Abrams and stressed the need for detailed
breakdowns by sex, position in household and trade uníon member-
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ship. He also emphasized the need for detaHed differentiation by
type of employer: the recent increase in Liberal votes seemed mainly
to have resulted from grievances among public employees, less from
among private ones: R. Rose stressed the need for a study of the
upper middle groups by type of school and military experience.

A. Pizzorno discussed Dogan's paper and stressed the need for a
dynamic approach: what happens to the hundreds of thousands of
agríoultural workers and smallholders now moving into industrial
and urban environments?

R. Mayntz stressed the need for a systematic approach to com-
parisons: the juxtaposition of descriptive data did not help mucho
A central problem for comparative analysis concerned the factors
making for moderation or radicalism among workers. Religious fac-
tors as such did not explain the moderation of the German SPD.
Linz's analysis did not take sufficiently into account the multiplicity
01 churches in Germany and their effects on the politics of the wor-
kers.

A. Touraine discussed the díffícultíes of the type of class-party
analysis attempted in the three papers. There were not only within
- nation differences in fue sense of the party vote but also in the
sense 01 each occupational classijication. This might perhaps be re-
medied through detailed attitude tests built into sample surveys. He
distinguished four lines of analysis:
a) differences in politics between c1early distinct subcultures, whether
religiously or socially defined; b) differences between groups ad-
hering to different ideological traditions (orleanist - legitimist etc.)
e) dífferences according to patterns of social mobility ; d) differences
between status categories in símílar types of organizations.

Replying to points made in the discusion, M. Dogan emphasízed
that his attempt to establish estimates for the distributions of po1itical
preferences by occupational categories only represented a first and
necessary step towards a dynamic analysis of changes brought abouf
through índustrialization and migration into the citíes: this was an
essential task in future research. J. Linz similarly emphasized the
need for concerted action to collect and to evaluate descriptive data
country by country, not only for recent years, but whenever possíble
for longer time series. National aggregates were c1early of no use in
comparative research: the more detailed the data, the more break-
downs they would allow and the better the possibilities of com-
parison.
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SOCIOLOGIE PSYCHIATRIQUE

CRIME AND ILLNESS

THOMAS MATHIESEN AND VILHELM AUBERT,

University of Oslo

Two MODELS OF DEVIANCE

Society is full of misfortunes. Some are characterized as crimes,
others as disease or accidents. The classification of such deviant
events does not depend only upon the objective properties of the
events as they appear to a disengaged scientific observer. The olassí-
fication of general categories of symptoms also depends upon the pro-
perties of the society within which they occur, upon the duties, skills
and resources of its agents of social control. And the elassiñcatíon
of individual cases may depend as much upon the social context
and the perceiving and reacting agent as upon the event itself.

At first glance, the way one becomes sick or a criminal may seem
too obvious to merit discussion. But it is a fact in an increasing
number of instances in modern society there is dispute over whether
a particular behavior sequence should be classified as «crímínalíty»
or «lllness».

From the socíologícal point of view, criminal law is one among
several regulators of values. The criminal law eit'her orders príorí-
ties between values (ends) or between roads (means) to va:lues. It
gíves the value of life to A priority over the value to B of getting
rid of A, say by killing him. It gives the owner's road to his property
priority over the thief's road to the same property.

This inevitable characteristíc of the criminal law necessarily
bestows a specific attribute upon any criminal. A criminal ís someone
who strives, or has been strívíng, towards a value. Whatever theories
we may entertain a:bout what he actually achieves, a necessary con-
dition for his being a criminal is that, in some fashion, he is or was
out to obtain a value. The change that takes place in a person's si-
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tuation when he becomes a criminal is due to a motivated act - a
choice.

Medical science defines illnesses. It ís no necessary condition of a
definition of disease that it should be concemed with interpersonal
regulation of values and the ordering of priorities. The only neces-
sary assumption about values in medical literature ís that illness
is negatively valued. One becomes sick by undergoing a change for
fue worse. Further, the presumption is that one becomes sick in spite
of strivings for a value - in spite of attempts to stay healthy.

Where the en trance criteria of the sick and criminal roles are
difficult or impossible to perceive a deviant performance will be
rendered ambiguous along the dimension of crime-illness. The under-
standing of a given deviant performance as crime or illness is línked
to the situation in which the performance takes place, including the
social characteristics of the performers and observers.

Any situation in which an individual stands to gain from wíth-
drawal is such as to render suspect his claim to íllness. Generally,
the army stand s as a situation in which the value of withdrawal,
particularly for enlisted men, is so patent as to render c1aims to
illness routinely suspect. Absence from school, factories, etc., in short,
any situation in which the observer ordinarily assumes that the person
claiming illness may be motivated to withdraw, is such as to render
claims to íllness suspect.

The reverse situation may be observed as well. That ís, it is easíer
to be categorized as ill when a significant deprivation follows vali-
dation of a claim to illness. For example, the child on his way to a
party is suspect in this way.

The thesis also suggests that the criminal basis oí the performance
becomes suspect in any situation in which ends of doubtful value
to the performer of the deviant performance are achieved. Petty
theft by the wealthy are of this sort. Arson, except where insurance
is involved, is another example of a situation in which the basis
of crime seems as likely to be «illness» as «criminality»,

It would not be very misleading to construe the evolution of mo-
dem ídeologíes of criminal law as an elaboration upon the ambigui-
ties that are attached to deviant acts along the dimension crime-
illness. The catchword has been to «treat the deviant, not the devian-
ce», or even more specifical1y, to look upon crimes as symptoms of
disease.

There are several general reasons why such a development should
increasingly present itself as a rational solution to the problems of
deviance. Possibly the most general and fundamental of all these
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reasons spríngs from a need for scientific predictability. The criminal
as a model of deviance is threatening in its traditional juridical
form, not only because of the criminal's capacity to do harm, but
also because the legal verdict offers no certainty with regard to his
future behavior. He may repeat his crime, or he may not. The law
and the legal decisions are concemed with retroactive justice and
not with predictability. In a society with a growing reliance upon
science and forecasts in other vital areas, the absence of predicta-
bility becomes increasingly problematical. In this situation we find
the developrnent of a whole new science, criminology, which at-
tempts to link the individual criminal act to processes that have a
time dimension, allowing predictions to be made on the basis oí
more or less measurable criteria.

The simplest way in which to make an offence predíctable is to
connect it with relatively stable, although not necessarily unalterable
traits in the offender. The development of such schemes of interpre-
tation ranges from stress on inbom organic traits, Lombroso's de-
formed and bom criminal, to personality defects or defects due .o
enduring social stimulations. Since such theories derive their sup-
port from a social need, they have blindly assumed the dictate oí
everyday logic that «Iike causes like»: A negative consequence (an
offence) must have a negative cause (a defect in the offender). In
other words, the offender must be sick or he must be in a state much
like disease. Such a definition brings his disturbing display oí de-
viance in touch with elaborate schemes oí predictíon based upon a
naturalistic model of mano In príncíple, his behavior is predíctable
table.

Closely linked to the above is a stress on the need of society to
"do something in advance». Since the legal system is essentially
past-oriented, or retroactive, it is potentially closed. Presumably, all
relevant data that can be gathered are in hand. On the basis of
these data, it is possible to mete out punishment that restores balance
in the social moral account and that is considered strong enough to
prevent future criminal acts,

But in some cases the relevant criminal acts are oí such a nature
that the future becomes more pressing as a problem. In such cases.
there is not only a need to predict. There is also a felt need to do
somethíng in advance - bejore a given devíant performance occurs
- both in order to protect socíety against future crimes and to change
the performer of the deviant acto At this point, forensic psychiatry and
similar disciplines are brought in as an attempt to fill a white spot
on the legal map. If society wants to do something in advance, a
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basic príncíple of legal justice has to be set aside. The probabilistic
nature of sciences such as forensic psychiatry as well as their
orientation towards illness make them well suited to fill the need for
action in advance.

Related to the need for predictability and advance action there is
a need for explanations. In Western society we no longer feel satisfied
with only moralistic interpretations of crime. Furthermore, it is dif-
ficult to employ rationalistic interpretations in terms of means-ends
schemes when confronted with a rising juvenile crime rate, crimes
of violence and sexual crimes. The weird character of such crimes,
coupled with a lack of satisfaction with moralistic interpretations,
creates a need for specialized advisory «explaíners». Again, analogies
with the sick are easy to use. When it is established that the criminal
is ill, he falls into order. Entering the social role of the sick, lack
of fulfilment of every-day expectations is in fact only to be expected
Thus, in terms of a change in social role the deviant performance
becomes «understandable» even to the layrnan.

Now a property crime committed, let us say, by a poor Iaborer,
may easily be interpreted as a rational and wilful act. Such a cri-
minal may be viewed as aman striving towards a value. Yet, to an
increasing degree one is searching for causes of even such apparently
rational acts, thus pulling them into the sphere of criminology,
forensic psychiatry, and medicine in general.

Another necessary condition for this transformation of deviants
to take place ís the sanction of imprisonment, prevalent in Westem
society during recent centuries. Extensive use of imprisonment for
deviants ís an innovation of modero industrial societies. Once it
becomes usual, however, to sentence criminals to prison, it also
becomes «natural» to deal with crirninality as if it were a state
capable of rnanipulation or modification over time.

The transformation in conceptualization from crirninality to Illness
must also have been eased by the helpless and physically deprived
state of the inmate. If he does not appear much like a patíent in need
of treatment when outside the prison walls, he often does so when
he is reduced to a prison inmate.

Such analogies with the sick and the patient are of course mixed
with an íncreased stress in Western society on humaneness in dealing
with criminals. Such notions about humaneness have led to a drastic
liberalization of punitive reactions in Norway. However, associated
with such liberalization, the public has had to face a rising crime
rate, especiaJly among juveniles. This has been interpreted as a cause-
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effect relationship. As a reaction to pressure from the public, pro-
tective, specialized, reactions that formally were not punishment are
increasingly used. In this connection, let us look more closely at the
development of forensic psychiatry in Norway.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FORENSIC PSYCHIATRY IN NORWAY

In criminal cases in Norway, two psychiatrists are called in as ad-
visers of the court. They are not expert witnesses for the prosecution
or the defense. Psychiatrists are appointed by the court whenever
the crime is of a serious nature or if there are some obvious symp-
toms of mental instability on rhe part of the defendant. In cases
where the prosecution (or much more rarely, the defense) wants the
defendant «secured» - a special type of preventive measures used
in Norway - psychiatrists must be appointed. However, the criteria
of appointment of the psychiatrists are relatively not clear, and rather
little is known about the conditlons under which preliminary de-
cisions with respect to appointments are made. Such preliminary
decisions are important, because the conclusions of the forensic
psychiatrists are today highly predictable.

So-called «securíty» or preventive measures ranga from relatively
mild reactions, such as probation or abstention from alcohol, to
detention in a special institution or in a regular prison. The court
has final authority with regard to the question of which preventive
measures, if any, may be applied by the prosecution. The formal
purpose of preventive rneasures is protection of society against
future crímes, and in connection with this, rehabilitation of the
deviant. Formally, these measures do not constitute punishment.

The psychiatrists are asked by the court if the defendant can be
placed in one of three categories (with some subcategoríes that need
not concem us here): «unconscíousness», «insanity» and «mental
irnmaturity or decline".

The first two categoríes imply exemption from criminal responsí-
bility, though it should be noted that there is no M'Naughten ruíe
in Norwegian Iaw. While insanity comes close to a psychíatríc cate-
gory the third category does not correspond to any known psychíatríc
system of classification. It comprises deficient intelligence, alcohol-
ism, severe neuroses, and above all, psychopathy. In view of the
imprecision of this concept, it is a priori probable that it will be
applied, irrespective of specific findings, wherever the consequent
reaction seems appropriate. This conclusion is not exempt from
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responsibility. It furnishes a basis for preventive detention after
the prison-term has been served.

In addition to these conclusions the psychiatrists are asked to
predict whether the defendant presents a risk of recidivism. This
question is put and answered before the questíon of guilt has been
definitely settled by the court. It is obvious that the answer may
influence the [ury's finding, although this is by no means intended.

Table 1 shows the kinds of criminality that have led to psychiatric
interventíon and the previous criminal record of the defendants,
while table II shows what kinds of conclusions the psychiatrists have
reached, and their estimates of the risk of recidivism. The absolute
figures in table 1 shows a great increase in the use of forensic
psychiatrists over time (though the war years show a temporary
decrease). This can no more than raise a suspicion that redefinitions
of crime are taking place, since the change might be due to an
increase in the proportíon of crímínals who suffer from some
recognizable mental disease or deficiency. However, considering the
public debates during recent years, the inference that the increasing
use of psychiatrists is due to a change of ideology seems more likely.
This inference is strongly supported if we Iook at the internal shifts
of emphasis appearing in table I.

In the 1930's crimes of violence constituted a large proportion of
the cases which led to psychiatric participation in the decision.
Second in importance were sexual crimes. It may be added that the
majority of both of these types of crime were committed by pre-
viously unconvicted persons. Crimes against property occurred much
more rarely, and were as likely as not commited by a reoidivist. Thus
the distribution of crimes in this sample of cases was highly unrepre-
sentative of the general distribution of crimes. The emphasis lay
upon the more threatening and «crazy» offences, the crimes that
most easily could be seen as committed by sick persons.

In harmony with this we fínd that a large proportion of the early
offenders were characterized as insane and consequently exempt
from criminal responsitbility (table II). A fairly large proportion may
be inferred to be normal (no posítíve conclusion). Furthermore, the
psychiatrists at that time were obviously hesitant to state that there
was a danger of recidivism when compared with later years. Thus,
if the legal decision-makers at that time, for purposes of the pro-
tection of society or of just retribution, wanted an extended in-
carceration of the defendant, they would ordinarily have to sentence
him to a prison term on the basis of purely legal considerations, or
to a special type of detention in prison that earlier was used for
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dangerous, but presumably normal offenders. Theír major altemative
to this was acceptance of a conc1usion of insanity, which put the
offender under a purely medical regime.

AlI this has gradually changed, some of the changes starting al-
ready in the thirties, others appearing only in more recent years. The
composition of the c1ientele and the distribution of conc1usions are
today drastically different from what they were in the early thirties.
The change suggests that a new type of clientele has been pulled
into the medical-psychiatric orbit, a clientele which in earlier times
was dealt with on the basis of purely legal considerations. It suggests
that the definition of mental disease has been extended so as to
ínclude types of deviants, and of deviance, which have traditionally
been considered as crímes in a more pure sense.

The proportion of recidivists among the psychiatrically examined
criminals has steadily increased. In 1953, 55 Ofo of this c1ientele were
recidivists. And this is in particular due to an increase in the propor-
tion of certain kinds of recidivists. It ís above all due to a large in-
crease in the number of recidivist property offenders, while the
crimes of violence still occur mainly among people without previous
criminal record.

The large proportion of sexual offenders, both in recent years and
before the war, supports the notíon that a deviant act is most readily
defined as a symptom of disease when its purpose appears unin-
telligible or where the goal appears to be undesírable. Most people
would consciously c1aim this with respect to the majority of sexual
offenders.

But why should recidivism become increasingly linked to sus-
picions of mental disease? One very simple reason is that repetition
gives fue appearance of a natural law. It establishes a time link be-
tween discrete events in the past and provokes extrapolations into
the future. This, the establishment of recidivism, which any police
officer or judge could undertake, is the first step in redefining the
criminal from someone grasping for rewards in concrete acts, to
someone whose general state of mind is such as to cause crimes. The
question which presents itself, is why this extrapolatíon should have
to be done by psychiatrists.

There are probably several reasons. First of all, the modern humani-
tarian ideologies oi punishment find it increasingly difficult to throw
people into prison for long periods of time simply because of ínter-
ference with other people's property. We must reckon with changes
in the conceptions of the sacredness of property, and of the need to
defend the rich against theft from the poor. Much fear on this score
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has probably disappeared. Since the amounts of money ínvolved are
rarely of crucial significance to the victim, harsh prison sentences
clash with modem eonceptíons of justice. Nevertheless, many of these
criminals constitute a permanent challenge to the police, the prose-
cution and the courts. If nothíng else, they repeatedly demonstrate by
their recidivism the impotency of the authorities. The present prac-
tice of calling in psychiatric experts, obtaining a statement about
mental deviance upon which preventive measures may be prescribed,
may ease some of these tensions. It gets the offender out of the way
for fairly long periods of time, and under conditions that give the
appearance of scientific rationality and humane concem for treat-
ment and cure.

Secondly, while such crimes may have appeared rational earlier,
an ideological change has taken place with regard to our conception
of criminal rationality. Presently, even the property criminals and
certainly the recidivists among them, require explanatíon, The trends
in our data may be seen as an increasing quest for causes.

There may be a third factor in operation. Although these offenders
are convicted of specific illegal acts, they may present a general
picture of deficiency in social, psychologícal and even soma tic medi-
cal terms. Many of them appear to be in a helpless, deficient state of
a rather chronic kind, which evokes the notion of disease and treat-
mento Combined with the need to protect society and the authorities
against the recidivist, this general social condition of the group in
question makes it seem natural in common sense terms to have the
defendant diagnosed as síck, It ís less clear why the psychiatrists
themseloes should want to participate in this process of decision,
since they know that nothing like a real program of treatment awaits
the detained convict.

Table 11 shows a great shift in the distributions of psychiatric con-
clusions. whích is consonant with the above interpretation. If we
are correct in attributing so much importance to protective purposes
and to common sense logic in the definition of deviance, we should
expect psychiatric conclusions to be íncreasíngly of a less clear-cut
kind. We should also expect a relative decline in the insanity con-
clusions, because they would not take care of the protective function.
Insane criminals will remain in their hospitals only so long as they
are, strictly speaking, insane. Detained convicts stay at least for a
certain mínimum period, and are under supervision by legal au-
thorities for long períods of time.

And in fact, the absolute number of «Insane» conclusions has been
dropping in recent years, while the conclusion «mental immaturity
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or decline» has become the dominant outcome of psychiatric exami-
nation of defendants. The decline in the absolute figures for the
insanity conclusions may possibly be due to an increased tendency to
get people straight to the mental hospitals without any criminal trial.
But we rather doubt that thís could account for the surprising trend.
It seems more likely that some defendants who were previously
diagnosed as insane are now classified in the intermediary category
of mental devíance,

During a period with a considerable increase in the number of
criminals exposed to psychiatric examination, the proportion who
received no positive conclusion, here termed «normal», has decreased
considerably (The absolute number of such normal defendants has
remained fairly constant). It supports the general conclusion that the
increase in our sample is due to a great addition of recidivists, most
often property offenders, who are characterized as being in a state
intermediary between insanity and normality. To repeat, probably
these are mainly people who were previously sentenced to long-term
imprisonment or detention based upon purely legal, punitive con-
siderations.

Table III shows the distribution of psychiatric concIusions by type
of crime (This table is based on a sample of every third male
examined by psychiatrists in connection with criminal trials.) Three
crude pattems can be díscerned in the data; one for crimes against
property, one for crimes oí violence and one among sexual offenders.
The shifts over time have been dealt with already, and here we
shall primarily be concemed with results from more recent years.
Those who commit crimes against property are very largely, and
increasingly so, classified in the intermediary psychiatric category:
mental immaturity or decline. Very few are today classified as insane,
nor are many classified as normal. Among the sexual offenders the
pattem is perceptibly, but not very much, different. More offenders
are elassífíed as normal, and fewer as belonging to the intermediary
category. For crimes of violence, we find a tendency to polarization.
An apprecíable proportion are found to be normal, but also a signifi-
cant proportion are eonsídered insane and therefore likely to be
exempt oí criminal responsibility,

In short, then, our data indicate major changes in the employment
oí forensic psychiatry. The changes may best be interpreted in light
oí ideological shifts. In particular, an increasing number of criminals
who were previously defined as «pure crimínals» are now placed
closer to the role oi the sick. However, they are not placed close
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enough to receive the rights that follow from this role, such as
exemption from criminal responsibility and placement in a hospital.
Rather, they are categorized in a hazy intermediate zone between
crime and illness, whereby they are criminally responsible as well
as subject to protective measures for long periods of time.

Sample of forensic psychiatric st
by ty pes of cri
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TABLE 1

Forensic psychatric statements 1930-53. Distributed according to
earlier criminal record and type of crime

(Percentages)

Preuiously
Year Recidivist unconvicted Total N

1930-35 31 69 100 693
1936-40 32 68 100 833
1941-45 33 67 100 634
1946-53 41 59 100 1991

Property Crimes of Sexual Embezzle-
Year crimes oiolence crimes ment Others Total N

1930-35 17 42 25 6 10 100 693
1936-40 19 37 26 6 12 100 833
1941-45 29 33 24 8 7 101 634
1946-53 27 25 30 9 10 101 1991

TABLE 11

No positive concIusion
Insanity
Mental immaturity or decline
Others

N

No positive concIusion
Insanity
Mental immaturity or decline
Others

N 1

Forensic psychiatric statements 1930-53, by psychiatric conclusion
(Absolute figures *)

• Some very rare types oí crime as
one type of crime have been omi

Un- Mental No posi- Probable Number
conscious- immaturity tive con- risk of of

Year ness Insanity or decline clusion recidivism persons

1930-35 24 199 258 182 171 693
1936-40 27 183 430 122 472 833
1941-45 19 104 388 105 406 634
1946-53 38 168 1341 275 1344 1991

• The total number of conclusions does not correspond to the total number
of persons, since each person may get more than one conclusion.
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TABLE III

Sample oi [orensic psychiatric statements: Psychiatric conclusions
by types o] crime (Percentages *)

Property Crimes oi Sexual
crimes violence crimes

1931-45

No positive conclusion 12 23 20
Insanity 18 26 17
Mental immaturity or decline 69 41 60
Others 1. 10 3

100 100 100
N 125 219 142

1946-55

No positive conclusion 10 18 21
Insanity 3 19 i
Mental immaturity or decline 85 58 69
Others 2 5 3

100 100 100
N 180 181 200

* Some very rare types of crime as well as persons charged with more than
one type of crime have been omitted.
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I

In old established societies individual morality is mainly concerned
with interpersonal or intra-personal obligations. Positive acts of
loyalty to the cornmunity are required only under exceptional
circumstances, such as wartime or other emergencies. In everyday
life, however, collective loyaIty is only a latent condition of the
effective maintenance of interpersonal obligations. Matters are
different in newly established societies which carne into being as a
result of national and/or social revolutions. These societíes were
created for the realization of a cornmon purpose: freedom from
subjection, social justice, the expression of national cuIture. During
the period of struggle for the new society, adherence to thís common
purpose is the supreme moral cornmand. Personal obligations and
rights are all subject to the collective interest. They are honored as
a condition for the effective functioning of the group fighting for its
collective goals. The attainment of the goal, such as independence or
the establishment of a permanent revolutionary regime, creates,
therefore, a gap in the moral consciousness: the purpose havíng been
achieved there is no effective unifying force left for society.

Things are made worse by the sudden surge of division of labour,
The subject group or nation fighting for its rights is relatively equalí-
tarian; the positions of highest prestige and greatest power belong
to the «others» (the rulers) and status differences among the members
of the revolutionary group seem unimportant and temporary because
of the unifying force of the common goal and the expectation of
imminent change in all social relations following the victory. Victory
indeed brings about social changes, but not those which had been
expected. Instead of establishing revolutionary fraternity and
equality there emerge new social inequalities and tensions. The
assumptíon of supreme power and the other functions of the previous-
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There are of course variations on this comrnon theme in different
new societies. Here we shall present only one aspect of the develop-
ment of such a discontinuity in moral conscíousness m one new
society, namely the problem of the second generation in Israel as
reflected in the changíng image of that generation in folklore, and
literature. In a way, of course, Israel is a very old society, since
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ly ruling group by the revolutionaries creates among them great
differences of status. These differences are now permanent and, there-
fore, invidious. As a result, the collective goals, in the name of
which the new society exists, seem to lose their hold on the minds
of people. They appear now as abstract principIes far removed from
reality. The attempts, of which there are many, to revive revolution-
ary values through moral condemnation of the prevailing apathy are
ineffective, since they do not touch the problem of social differ-
entiation which is the root of apathy towards these values. As a
result, there emerges a feeling that the moral basis of the society
is disintegrating 1.

One of the areas where this moral discontinuity is most clearly
observable is the socialization of rhe second generation. This gener-
ation is brought up on the collective values of the revolutíon-
ary movement. At the same time, however, the struggle for
these values has never been a part of their personal experience.
They know of this struggle as a sacred myth, and variously admire
rheír parents, for having taken part in it, or are irritated by them
for having thus achieved moral accomplishments barred from their
children born already in a «good» world. In either case, the supreme
values placed before them have little practical relevance for their
own conduct. Living in a relatively stable world, theír moral problems
are of an individual personal kind, to which the collective goals of
a past period seem to be of little relevance. The Ieelíng that the
official values of the society lost their validity is, therefore, particular-
ly acute in their cases. The older generation may at least derive some
righteous consolation from condemning the «decadent» present in
the name of their own heroic past; the same way to moral justifi-
cation is not open to the youth lacking such a past.

11

1 One of the better known documents of such post-revolutionary mora)
crisis is Milovan DJILAS, The New Class, London, Thames and Hudson, 1958.
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there is direct continuity between the present-day Hebrew language
and J ewish religion and those of two thousand years ago. But the
majority of Iews now living in Palestine are immigrants who carne
to the country from whích their fathers had been evicted by a series
of conquerors. J ews had never accepted the right of conquest and
drifted back to the country whenever there was an opportunity, but
there were few opportunities. The modem J ewish settlement of the
country started, therefore, only about 1880 when the age-old tra-
ditional attachment to the land received new contents from ideas of
modero nationalism and, later, also from socialismo Between the
beginning of the Zionist migration and the establishment of the
State of Israel there had elapsed almost seventy years (1881-1948).
Most of this period was full oí deprivations for the settlers who
arrived in growing numbers. This was due partly to the poverty and
backwardness of the country, partly to the violent resistance to the
Jewish settlement oí the Arab population, which, like the jews,
regarded the country as their own, and partly to the oppressiveness
of the British colonial rule.

During these long years of struggle there developed a strong col-
lectivistic ideology. The Jewish community lacked any power of
coercion, so that it became the moral duty of the individual to
contribute voluntarily to the upkeep of Jewish institutions and
participate in (illegal) military training which was necessary due to
repeated Arab attacks. But the rnost arduous pioneering task was the
transformation of a nation of small shopkeepers, itinerant traders,
traditional artisans and moneylenders, as Jews overwhelmingly had
been in Eastem Europe and the Middle East, into a nation with a
large proportion of manual workers. It was believed, that without
such a «normalization» of íts social structure, the jewish people would
never be capable of becoming an independent nation. Thus being
a manual worker, especially in agriculture, was considered as the
most praiseworthy occupation. This gave rise to a strongly ascetic
and colIectivistic ideology: behaviour that would have been con-
sidered everywhere else in the world as reasonable and legitimate
care for one's future was denounced as «careerísm» and «egotism»:
and the halutz (pioneer), living in a communal or cooperative settle-
ment, kibbutz or moshao, became the human ideal.

This austere ideology was wide1y accepted not only because it
served the interests of society, but also because of its appeal to a
great part of Jewish youth in Eastem Europe. They were alienated
from traditional Jewry by íts poverty and rigid religious ritualism;
and from European bourgeois ideals by anti-Semitism and social
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III
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injustice. The glorífication of manual work and idealistic communism
were genuine expressions of their fee1ings. Thus migrating to Israel
and becoming a halutz was not perceived by them only as a sacrifice
for the collective future of their nation, but also as a moral re-
demption, or as they used to call it, a «realization» of their personal
values. There was thus a nearly perfect harmony between individual
values and the needs of the collective.

This has been the background to the education of the youth born
in the country. Due to constant imrnigration it took a long time until
the Iocally born became a sizeable proportion of the population -
they are today slightly more than a third of the total. Only among
the very young did the local born always predominate. Until the
late twenties the stereotype of the local bom referred, therefore,
mainly to the nursery school age 2.

There is always an atmosphere of hopefulness about small children,
Parents tend to project on them the fulfilment of their own wishes
and envisage for them a better future than their own present. This
is particularly so in immigrant countries where there is some ob-
jective justification for thís hopefulness. Srnall children are superior
to theír parents in many an important thing such as the mastery of
the language, knowledge of local lore, adjustment to the physical
surroundíngs, and all the innumerable things which determine the
feeling of «beíng at home»,

Indeed, the image of the second generation, as reflected in various
writings during this period, was usually very optímístíc. It was
widely believed that the new generation would be intellectually as
well as morally superior to their parents, or to jews living abroad.
Educators argued that the nativa bom who would nót experience the
conflicts ensuing from the social and cultural marginality of the jew,
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2 The nursery sehool has been a mueh more widespread institution in
Israel than elsewhere. Children of irnmigrant parents had to learn the
language before going to sehool, and parents needed all the help they eould
get with the upbringing of their ehildren. There has been, therefore, prac-
tically general attendanee in Kindergartens (attendanee is now eompul-
sory for the five-year-old). Nursery sehool in Israel is, therefore, an age
group with much more marked social and cultural features of its own
than elsewhere. The image of the natíve bom was deeply ínfluenoed by this
very young «youth» culture.
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would be able to devote more mental energy to new intellectual cre-
ation than their parents who had grown up abroad. Freedom from
persecution and from feelings of inferiority would release the
spontaneity of the children, and would also provide better conditions
rhan those existing for Jews living in inimical surroundings for the
development of upright moral character. It was assumed, therefore,
that Israel youth would possess all the virtues that Jews traditionally
attributed to themselves, such as willingness to help their neíghbour,
love of leaming and sobriety; but also qualities which Jews felt
relatively deficíent in because of their deprivations: spontaneíty,
physical prowess and love of nature 3.

IV

Even before 1914, however, there was a small group oí young
men grown up in the country, and the fact that they were disap-
pointíngly different from the imaginary picture of the early educators
could not pass unnoticed. The contrast became increasingly con-
spicuous with rhe passing of time. Young men of the same back-
ground, and inspired by the same halutzic ideals, as the first gener-
ation oí settlers, continued to come to the country in great numbers.
Their problems, once in the country, also resembled those of the
first generation. They had to contend with Ionelíness and poverty,
and found in the idealistic cooperative and communal settlements
a framework suited to theír needs.

The native born had no such problems; they could find jobs
easily, they had fríends, and families, and their interests were similar
to those oí other young people all over the world. They were, there-
fore, not worried about creating an ideal society, or resolvíng the

3 Por the irrealistic expectations about the educational capacity of children
growing up in the country cf. the projected programme of the Hertzliya
Gyrnnasium from 1905/6, four years before teaching in the secondary classes
crctuaIly began. d. Joseph AzAl\YAHU, «Hahinukh Haivri B'eretz Yísrael»
[Hebrew Education in Palestine], in D. KrMHÍ,ed., Seier Hayooe; shel Hista-
drutñ Hamorim, 1902/3 -1927/8, Jerusalem, 1928/29, pp. 84-85. The extremeIy
favourable stereotype about the very young native born had persisted into
the late twenties when the attitude towards the T'sabar in general became
very criticaI. Cf. Yaakov KOPILEVICZ,«Yaldei Atídenu» [The Children of our
Future], ibid., pp, 14-18. The author is very pessimistic about the intellectuaI
and moral qualities of the native born, But he asserts that they are onIy
deteriorating with age; «in the Kindergarten they are re<!lIy wonderful and
show sígns of real genius» (p. 17).
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problems of Iews. There was some animosity between the two
groups: the immígrant youth envied the local born, while the latter
felt, or rather were made to feel by public opinion, morally inferior
to the idealist immigrants 4.

Under these circumstances there arose a new stereotype entirely
different, and even contradictory, to that of the early idealized one.
This ís the stereotype of the Sabra or in writíng, and nowadays in-
creasingly in everyday speech, Tzabar. The forrner ís the Arabic, the
latter the Hebrew word for «prickly pear». According to popular
etymology this is because the native born, like the Teabar, have
a prickly surface, but are sweet inside. The real etymology is not
known, but according to one source the nickname arase in the
twenties among native born students of the Hertzliya Gymnasium
in Tel Aviv, the first Hebrew secondary school in the country. Feel-
ing inferior to their serious and sophisticated immigrant c1assmates,
they prided themselves with being able to open a prickly pear -
which the immigrants could, of course, not do. In any case the ex-
pression symbolizes the way the immigrant majority felt about the
native born youth in the twenties and in the thirties: the new gener-
ation was a wild growth moulded by the rough conditions of the
pioneering country, rather that the traditions of their parents. They
were tough, able to get on, and - hopefully - good inside. But it was
better not to touch them 6.

This hostility and scorn rnixed with envy of the Tzabar lasted
until the early forties. About that time a subtle ehange occurred in
the meaning of the terrn, due to a number of circumstances. The
first Tzabarim were children of wealthy farrners and well-to-do town-
dwellers, whose parents came to the country at the turn of the
century, The contrast between this middle c1ass youth and their ím-... .

migrant age mates .was, as saíd, glaring, and the difference índi-
vidious. In the late thirties and early forties, however, children in
the cooperatíve and communal settlements started to grow up, Like

4 These ambivalent feelings which prevailed between the native born
youth and the young «píoneering» immigrants are reflected e.g. in the short
story of M. SICO, «Tzafrira», Moznayim, 1, 14, 1928/29, pp. 6-10.

5 Cf. for instance KOPILEVICZ, op.cit., «Hashíttuf bein Mosdoth Hahinukh
v'hamishpaha» [Cooperation between the Educauonal Institutions and the

~--
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theír urban age mates, they were rather dífferent from their parents
and educators, or from the young idealist immigrants who carne to
join their villages. They were, however, not míddle-class. They did
not look forward to becoming successful businessmen or obtaining
good jobs, but joined in the work of the «ídealístíc» co-operative and
collective settlements. Of course, there was nothing idealístíc for
them in living and working in the settlements where they were
born; it was just part of their inherited way of life. Nevertheless, ht!re
were Tzabarim who were active members oi communities which
were looked upon as the realization of the loftiest Zionist ideals.

This impression was enhanced by the growing requirements of
defense. The country had been practically in a state of war between
1936-1949 (1936-1939 Arab terror directed mainly against the Iews:
1939-1944 World War 11 in the Middle East and Europe; 1944-1947
]ewish terror directed against the British; 1947-1948 War oí Liber-
ation). During the disturbances of 1936-1939 Tzabarim were still a
barely noticeable minority. By the end of World War II, however,
they became the most conspicuous element in the ]ewish fighting
units, since on the one hand more and more of the native born carne
of age and, on the other, there was only a trickle of ímmigratíon
during the Wor1d War. In the Palmah which had been the striking
force of the illegal ]ewish defense organization, and subsequently in
the newly formed Israel army, Tzabarim played a central roleo Some
oí the highest ranking army officers, and a disproportionate part of
the field commanders were Tzabarim, and they acquitted themselves
most creditably in the fighting.

The word Tzabar about that time Iost all its negative connotations.
It still meant something tough and rough, unrefined and unso-
phisticated. But the emphasis was now on the capability of the Tza-
barim for rapid decisions and effective action, and on their patriotic
reliability. Their apparent lack of idealism was regarded as merely
superficial mannerism; it was assumed that they only dísliked te talk
about ideals and ideology, but that their actions proved that they
were willing to bring greater sacrifices for the community than the
rest. The Tzabar now became an ideal image, closely related to that
of the halutz (the altruistic pioneer).

The attitudes of the first generation as expressed in the numerous
writings and sayings of educators and polítícíans around 1950 became
again extremely positive. Instead of their critical view of the Tzabar
in the thirties, they became now his main admirers. Educators boasted
of having been the creators of the new generation, and politicans
seemed to have unbounded confidence in the character and ability
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of the Tzabar. Being a typical Tzabar was a very good recommenda-
tion for any kind of job, and many young people made meteoric
careers 6.

There has been a corresponding change in the self-ímage of the
youth. Influenced by the deepest experience of this generation, the
long years of service in the Palmah and later in the army, they
started referring to thernselves as the heora (actually society, but
colloquially, with Yiddishized pronunciation, used for «group») and
ehad mehahetrra (one of the group). Both expressions can be used
for any group, but in the slang of the youth culture around 1946-
1953 it usually described what was considered at that time the right
kind of youth: those who grew up in the country, possessed the per-
sonality traits attributed to the Tzabar, and, in addition, belonged to
one of the Zíoníst-socialíst youth movements, served in the Palmah
and the army, and maintained informal but intensive social ties with
their circle of friends from the movement, the Palmah, and the
army '.

This honeyrnoon period in the image of the second generation
was based on deception. During the period of struggle the native
bom youth seemed to share the collectivistic ideals of the first gene-
ration. There is after all, always much devotion and altruism during
war-tíme. But with the retum of settled conditions the moral dis-
continuity between the generations became even more conspicuous
than before. The first generation politicians and ideologists still regard
the traditions of pioneering, equalitarian and ascetic socialism as
the moral foundation of society. The proper role of youth in their
scheme of things is that which the young people fulfiled during the
time of struggle for independence: accepting the leadership of the
representatives of the old-timer pioneering groups, identifying with
their ideology, and effacing their individuality like soldiers. The
young people, on the other hand, perceive their situation quite dif-
ferently. Achievement of independence and the general expansion
which carne in its wake, were perceived by them as an unprecedented
opportunity to express their individuality. They were eager to make
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6 For the transition from a negative to a positive reinterpretation of the
stereotype of the Tzabar, see Menashe DUVSHANI,«Hazkhuth V'hahova» [Cre-
dit and Debit). Gilyonoth, 21, 4, 1946/47 - 1947/48, pp. 139-140; S. SIDIUELI,
«Avoth Uvanim» [Fathers and Sons], Gilyonoth, 22, 11-12, 1949/50, pp.218-
220.

7 For the new self-ímage of the Tzabar cf. Yigael MOSSINSON,Afurim Kas-
sak, Merhaviah, 1946; Moshe SHAMIR'Spopular novel «Hu Halakh B'sadoth»
[He Went in the Fields], Merhaviah, 1947.

8 Amos KENAN,B'shotim. U' T'
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10 Pinhas SADE, Hahayim K'
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London, 1959.
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up for the time lost during the long years of fighting, by studying,
seekíng careers, enjoying themselves, and establishíng families.

As a result another change in the self-image of the second gene-
ration occurred which became noticeable first around 1953-1956
in the writings of some Israel humourists who enjoyed at that time
unprecedented popularity 8. The image of the heura was turned in
their writings to ridicule, undergoing a transformation, which was
- with due respect to differences of literary merit - somewhat
similar to that which had occurred to the image of the knight in
Cervantes' writings.

The hold of ideology on official thinking has, however, continued.
Schools, youth movements and media of mass communication still
place before young people the ideal of the old-time pioneer, the
halutz, and youth is criticised again for falling short of this ideal,
and/or for not possessing any ideals 9. The reaction to this newly
growing gap between officiaI expectations and individual motiva-
tion has been reflected in recent líterature, Instead of the mild or
biting irony of the humorists in the early fifties, there is now a
great deal of programmatic alienation. Novels dealing with the pro-
blems of young people in Israel do not present them any more ac-
cording to the more or less idealized image of «one of the heora»,
The young heroes have become swom individualists, deliberately
settíng themselves against everything accepted in society, in some
cases not even stopping at crime 10.

Thus while the reaction of official ideology to the renewed indivi-
dualism of the second generation has been nothing but a return to
the views prevailing about the Tzabar in the twenties and thírtíes,
the self-ímage of the youth - or more precisely, the literary expres-
sion of the image - is new. There were deviant elements in the
self-irnage of the Tzabar and the heora, but these only reflected
youthful pranks, such as one finds in all conforming youth cuIture.

8 Amos KENAN,B'shotim Uo'akrabim, Te! Aviv, 1953; Dan BEN-AMoTZand
Haim HEFER, Yalkut Hakzavim, Tel Aviv, 1956.

9 Critica! discussion of the character of the second generation was crystal-
lized around the war novel of S. YIZHAR.Y'mei Tziklag, Te! Aviv, 1958 and
the first appearance of a member of this generation, Mr. Moshe Dayan
(former chief of staff, now Minister of Agrículture) as a m<rjor politica!
figure on the Israel scene. Cf. the interesting article of Dan HOROVITZ,« Y'lídei
Haaretz - Bitzua bli Ideologya? [The Native Born - Action without Ide-
ology?]. Daoar, 28.958.

10 Pinhas SADE,Hahayim K'mashal, Tel Avív, 1958; David SHAHAR,Yerah
Hadoash Y'haeahao, Te! Avív, 1958/59; Yael DAYAN,New Face in the Mirror,
London, 1959.
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The image of the hevra was that of a youth group sornewhat ir-
responsible, but basically accepting the values and the world of the
pioneering generatíon. The image appearing in the recent literature,
however, is one oí basic alienation. With the second generation
reaching adulthood and accepting permanent responsibilities in civic
life, the problem of moral discontinuity between the collectivistic
values of the pioneering period on the one hand, and the complex
present-day situatíon on the other, is perceived as increasingly
acute 11.

Two questions pose themselves at this point:
First, are these literary manifestations of moral discontinuity in-

dexes of a process of anomie which one would expect to manifest
itself in actual behavior as well ? There are some signs - although
the exact connections have still to be investigated - that this indeed
may be the case, since there has been a steep rise in juvenile delin-
quency during the last few years, including some beginnings of
middle class delinquency.

The second question is, what is the relationship between the
development of this stereotyped image of youth and literary creativity.
The answer to this is unequivocal; neíther the stereotype nor the
antistereotype have produced good literature, except on occasion.
But the disintegration of the stereotype and the emergence of indi-
vidual consciousness out of the confines of collectivistic images seems
to have accelerated considerably the volume as well as the variety
of literary production.
It is worth while noting that this rise in literary productivity - and
perhaps creativity - has been paral1el to the rise in the rates of
delinquency. r

~·OLD

Uníversíry
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11 An obvious objection to this analysis would be that the deviant thernes
in Israel Iiterature ere but imitations of similar Irends in Westem lilerature.
But then the heroic literalure about the heora in the forties and early fifties
can also be regarded as an imitation of certain kinds of Russian examples.
Israel has all the time been open lo American and Westem European, as
well as Eastem European influence, and its official values - though not
rhe way these values are actually being pursued - are still nearer to the
collectivistic values of the conununist bloc of countries than to Westem
individualismo There has been, therefore, imitation all the time, and there
have always been several models lo be followed. The question is why one
model is chosen al one time and a different one at another time.
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It would probably be genera11y agreed that an understanding of
the causes of mental diseases would be aided by statistics on the
prevalence of these diseases. While the statistics could not be used
to prove any theory, they should reflect the causes of the diseases
and thus serve to disproue erroneous theories. Further, they provide
clues as to what Unes of enquiry conceming causes míght be Iruitful
to pursue.

Statistics on mental diseases are notoriously inadequate, especially
those based on the number of persons hospítalízed: Not all i1l persons
are ever hospítalized, not all ill persons are recognized as such, what
constitutes mental illness is uncertain in borderline cases, some older
persons (and occasiona11y even others) are hospitalized to get them
out of civilian society even when they are not significantly m. When
it comes to statistics on the prevalence of the various types of mental
illness, these are even worse: Not a11 doctors use the same basis of
diagnosis and classification, the doctors' inolination to assign pa-
tients with given symptoms to certain classifications varies over time
and region dependíng on social-economic influences; not a11 the
criteria of classification are clear, so that it is often arbitrary how
borderlíne cases are olassified.

The inadequacies in the statistics are largely the result of the
proclivities of physicians. Thus ít may fairly be said that the statis-

• The author prepared this study while a Fulbright professor of sociology
at the University of Rome. He was assisted in the statistical compilatíon by
two students in the Institute of Statistics, Massirno Ceccoti and Emilio Pardi.
Data were made available by Prof. De Giacomo, director; Prof. Locascio, vice-
director; Dr. Belucci; and Dr. Benincasa-Stagni, of the Provincial Hospital
Santa María della Pieta in Rome. General advice was provided by Prof.
V. Castellano, director of the Institute of Statistics at rhe Uníversity of Rome,
and bis assistant, Dr. E. Del Monte. Analysis of the data was made possible
by a grant from the Gradúate School of the University of Minnesota. The
author is grateful to a11 these persons and organízatíons.
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tics on mental illness reflect the physicians' perceptions of mental
Hlness. While these should not be confused with «true» prevalence,
they are nevertheless valuable.

Statistícs from Italy are subject to all the forementioned inade-
quacies except one: Physicians are expected to report all cases of
mental Ilíness whether they hospitalize them or not, and this removes
one souree of bias usually found in the statistics from other coun-
tries - the United States, for example. Despite the obvious interest
whích statistics on the prevalence of mental illness in Italy ha ve,
they seem never to have been compiled and published. If I can guess
the reason for this, it is that the schedules prepared by the physicians
on their cases are deposited in the provincial hospitals, where no
one has the time or skill to tabulate and analyze them 1. Italian statis-
ticians - and there are many highly-skilled ones - generally work
with already compiled statistics, usually provided by govemment
offices, and prior to 1957 statistics on mental diseases were not com-
piled centrally. Beginning in 1957, the government of Italy ordered
the regional hospitals to forward the physicians' sehedules to its cen-
tral statistical institute, and it may be assumed that they will be
eompiled in the future. In the meanwhile, we have anticipated this
move, and have compíled statistics from the schedules of a single
regional hospital ~ that of Lazio. Lazio is roughly equivalent to an-
cient Latium, and of course includes the city of Rome. It cannot,
without further study, beconsidered representative of all Italy (no
province could) , but Lazio is certainJy Italian, and has a very wíde
range of people living under all kinds of conditions found in other
parts of Italy. In order to gain some stability for OUT statistics, we
have compiled all cases for the years 1951 to 1955, inclusive. In
order to cut down on the amount of work, only every seeond sche-
dule in the alphabetical file was tabulated. The physicians did not
always answer all the questions on eaeh schedule, whieh accounts
for the (relatively minor) variations in the totals in the tables pre-
sented.

Despite the efforts of intemational congresses of psychiatrists, there
are differences among the nations in the classifications used in the
díagnoses of mental illnesses. Neverthe1ess, the physicians of at least
the Westem world have enough of a common tradition to use
roughly comparable classifieation schemes, and to be able to point

1 The only statistical compilations known to the author are those of time
trends.
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out concretely how one nation's system díffers from another's 2.

Using the article of Professor de Giacomo as a guide, I have sought
to translate the terms of the Italian Statistical Office of Mental
Illnesses into categories that will be understandable to psychiatrists
in the English-speaking countries, although this translation suffers
from my own lack of complete understanding of Italian medical
practice.

What the Italians call phrenasthenia, psychiatrists in other coun-
tries call psychasthenia, Dr. De Giacomo tells uso Psychopathic per-
sonalíty includes «true» paranoia, sexual psychopathology, as well
as less distinctive forms of psychopathy. The epileptic psychoses and
the affective psychoses (manic-depressíve) can be translated directly.
Schízophrenía includes sensory or hallucinatory psychoses, as well as
the standard hebephrenic, catatonic, and paranoid varieties. The en-
dogenous toxic psychoses presumably result from constitutional defi-
ciencies in the functioning of the endocrine glands, The exogenous
toxic psychoses are the alcoholic and drug psychoses, as well as psy-
chosis associated with pellagra. The infective psychoses are those
associated with various ínfectious diseases: syphilis (general paresis),
tuberculosis, encephalitis, typhus, and others. The senile psychoses
include involutional melancholia (a category which Italian physicians
seldom use), arteriosclerotic dementia, as well as senil e dementia
proper. Finally there are the «psychoses of organic encephalopathy»,
which are the result of physical damage to the brain or other parts
of the nervous system (trauma, tumors, etc.).

In order to permit a better understanding of the prevalence figures,
they are compared with statistics on the general population, as
reported in the Italian Census. There are significant errors of data
collection in fue Census, the Italian experts seem to agree, but for
our purposes of gross comparison, they are useful, Only the persons
for whom the pertinent characteristics are known are included in
our tables: thus the totals are not identical because complete ínfor-
mation is not available for all persons covered by fue census. The
mental illness data, as suggested earlier, are based on all cases in
the province of Lazio treated by physicians, whether they have been
in the regional hospital or noto To cut down on the work of tabula-

! This has been done for Italy in the article by Professor U. DE GIACOMO,
then director of the Provincial Psychiatric Hospital of Genoa, «Questíoni Psí-
chíatríche di attualitá, la nomenclatura ufficiale delle malattie mentali»,
Neuropsychiatria, IX, No. 1-2, 1953, pp. 87-98.
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tion, a sample of every second case in the alphabetical files was
chosen for analysis.

Table 1 shows the distribution of mental illnesses according to the
categories set up by the ltalian Statistical Office of Mental Illness.
The category most frequently utilized by the Italian physicians in
classifying mental illnesses is that of the manic-depressive (or af-
fective) psychoses. These illnesses claim 30 per cent of all males and
32.2 per cent of all females treated by physicians for mental illness
in Lazio, This high concentration gives factual support for the fre-
quently-heard observation that Italians have a tendency to maníc-
depressíve reactions 3.

Men have a greater tendency to get treated for mental illness than
do women: 118 men for every 100 women. The differences between
men and women in the types of mental illness they get, according
to the diagnosis recorded by the physician on the offícial schedule,
are not great. Males have a slightly greater tendency to get phre-
nasthenia, psychopathic personalíty, exogenous toxic psychoses and
infective psychoses. Women are recorded as having a slightly greater
tendency to get manic-depressíve psychoses, endogenous toxíc psy-
choses, and senile dementia.

Mental patients in Lazio are somewhat older, on the average, than
are the general population, but the concentration of mental patients
in the over 65 years group is not as great in Lazio as would be true
in the United States (see Table II). Either the older people do not
so frequently become mentally ill in Lazio or the Italian people do
not so frequently regard the mental aberrations of older persons as
requiring medical attention.

In Lazio, a mentally disordered child, particularly a male chíld,
is likely to be categorízed as having «phrenasthenía», although some
older patients are given this label also. As already noted, Professor
De Giacomo considered that thís would be called «psychasthenía»
in other countries. On the other hand, schízophrenia - which is
also called «dementía praecox» as in the English-speaking countries
- is relatively much more concentrated among the middle aged
and older people. Senile psychoses, of course, are concentrated in
the older population, but it is of interest to note that a full 25 per
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3 Such a contention is made, for example, by Dr. Ignecy A. LISTWAN, «Pa-
ranoid States: Social and Cultural Aspects», Medical [ournal 01 Australia,
May 12, 1956, and reprinted in World Mental Health, 11, November, 1959,
p. 171.



TABLE 1

Total cases in sample
Ojo of each sex in total population

Male Female

14.3 11.6
6.1 4.0
0.0 0.4
3.6 3.2

30.0 32.2
12.5 11.5
5.4 6.5

0.6 2.7

7.8 4.3
9.1 6.0
9.1 17.1
0.0 0.1

1.5 0.4

2,639 2,326
48.95 51.05
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Distribution of Mental Patients by Type of Mental Illness *
and by Sex: Lazio. 1951-1955

1. Phrenasthenia (oligophrenia, psychasthenia)
2. Psychopathic personality
2a. Paranoia
3. Epileptic psychoses
4. Manic-depressive psychoses
5. Schizophrenia (hebephrenic, catatonic)
5a. Schezophrenia (paranoid)
6. Endogenous toxic psychoses (with glandular

disturbances
7. Exogenous toxic psychoses (incIuding

aIcoholic and drug psychoses )
8. Infective psychoses (with physical disease)
9. Senile psychoses
9a. Involutional melancholia

10. Psychoses of organic encephalopathy
(incIudes tumors and trauma)

* Classification and numbering scheme are those of the Italian Statistical
Office of Mental Illnesses.

cent of those males c1assified as senile are under 65 years of age.
Older people also have a disproportionate amount of the toxic psy-
choses (especially the alooholic and drug psychoses) and the infective
psychoses (especially general paresis).

The marital condítíon of the mentally dísordered in Lazio is very
much as it is in the United States except that there are practically
no divorced persons in the general population in Italy and many
fewer widowed persons (see Table III). Phrenasthenia and schízo-
phrenia (of the non-paranoíd types) are heavily concentrated among
fue single people; among single females there is also a díspropor-
tionate number of the epileptic psychoses. The toxic and infective
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psychoses are disproportionately found among married people; among
female paranoid schizophrenics there ís also a disproportionate num-
ber of married and widowed persons.

There is a surprisingly large difference according to place of birth
between the general populatíon of Lazio and its mental patients (see
Table IV). The mental patients are overwhelmíngly migrants to Rome
whereas over three-fífths of the general population live in the com-
munity of their birth (including Rome). Over 50 per cent of the male
patients and ayer 45 per cent of the femaJe patíents have come from
elsewhere in ltaly (probably particularly from Southern Italy and
the islands) to Rome and its environs, The figures are to be compared
with only 29 per cent of the general population. Even the migrants
within the province of Lazio are disproportionately represented
among the mental patients (30 per cent of the mental patients have
moved their residence from the community of their birth in the pro-
vince, as compared to only 7.6 per cent of the general population.
Clearly, mobility is in some way linked to mental disorder, either
through «selectíon» of the mentally disturbed as migrants or through
migration beíng a «cause» - direct or indirect - of mental disorder.

The illnesses which claim an especiaUy large proportion of the
long-dístance migrants are paranoid schizophrenia and the psychoses
of organic encephalopathy. This relationship of migration to paranoid
schizophrenia is especially interesting in the light of a fact that wíll
be noted in a subsequent table - that these schizophrenics include
a disproportionately large number of educated persons. lt would
seem that those rising in social status - as indicated by both educa-
tion and migration to the natíon's capital - have a tendency to be-
come paranoid schizophrenics. The migrants within the province are
especially well represented among those with exogenous toxic
psychoses (mainly alcoholícs) and epileptic and senile psychoses.

In general, there are few large differentials in the distribution
of persons with specific mental disorders according to the size of
communities of origin (see Table V). The major exception is that the
males with endogenous toxic psychoses tend to come predomínantly
from big cities. Among females with the same illnesses, the con-
centration is in small towns (5-10,000 inhabitants), with relatively
few coming from the purely rural areas. The big city ís the source
oi a disproportionate number of females with exogenous toxic psy-
choses (particularly alcoholíc and drug psychoses). The small com-
munities contribute heavily to the rate of infective psychoses among
females. Minor distortions in the distributions for males are to be
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found in the slight underrepresentation of paranoid schizophrenics
from large cities and of the epileptic psychotics from medium-sized
cities (10-50.000). The Italian populatíon census díd not report on
size of community of origín so there ís no way of comparing the
mentally disturbed wírh the general population according to this
variable.

In comparing the educational levels of the mental patients with
that of the general population, there is the difficulty that the classi-
fications of educational achievement used by the census office and
by the Statistical Office of Mental Illness are not quite identifical.
The census office reports on the schools completed by the general
population, while the Statístical Office requires reports on the schools
lejt by the mental patients. This discrepancy results in a higher
educational level of 12.2 per cent of the male patients and 5.4 per
cians than by the census offiee. The statistics are further rendered
somewhat incomparable by a failure of the physicians to record the
educational level for any identical population reported by the physi-
cent of the female patients.

The ltalian school system is organized into a lower elementary
school (5 grades usually beginning at age 6), an upper elementary
school (3 grades usually at age 11), a secondary sehool or liceo (6
grades usually beginning at age 14) completed with a diploma, a
university (4 grades usually beginning at age 20) completed with a
laurea. These schools form the basis of the categories indicated in
Table VI.

Despite the above-mentioned dífficultíes in making comparisons of
the mental patients with the general population, the table suggests
that the mental patients have a lower average educational level than
do resídents of Lazío in general. This difference seems to be more
marked in the case of males than of females. The clearest evidence
is provided by the proportion of íllíterates: among males there is well
over twice the proportion of illiterates among the mental patients
than in the general population, among females the proportion is half
again as large among the mental patients as in the general population.
The educational differential has been found in many other countrles,
and may actually be somewhat less in Italy than in the United
States. It is not clear whether it indica tes higher incidence of mental
disorder among the poorly educated, or simply less medical attentíon,
less «cure», longer stay in fue hospital, and hence higher prevalence
rates.

When we examine the specific categories of mental illness, we
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note gross differences by educational level. This may either reflect
actual differences indicating some direct or indirect causal associa-
tion or it may simply indicate that physicians are inolined to paste
different labels on mentally i1l persons of different educational levels.
In either case, it is sígniñcant that, among males, fue concentration
of mental disorder in the lowest educational levels is found primarily
among those c1assified as having «phrenastheriia». In the United
States schizophrenia is found mainly among the poorly educated, but
in Lazio it tends to be somewhat more characteristic of the better
educated. Other mental disorders especially characteristic of the
better educated men in Lazio are the endogenous toxic psychoses.
Alcoholism- is not particularly a problem among Italians, and these
figures ShÜiWthat it leads to pathology to an unusual degree prima-
rily among the slightly educated men. Among the uneducated women,
there is not only a high rate of phrenasthenia, but al so of psycho-
pathic personality and epileptic psychosis. The sex difference in
psychopathic personality is most curious. Among women this is found
mainly among the poorly educated; among men it is found relatively
much more among the well educated. The senile psychoses are
concentrated among the poorly educated, and this is usual throughout
Westem society beca use the elderly tend to have less education than
do younger people.

The Italian census classification of occupations is sufficiently
different from that of the medical authorities as to make impossible
any statistical comparison between the general population and mental
patients as to occupation. Nevertheless, the distribution of mental
patients in Lazio according to occupation, as shown in Table VII,
suggests an unusually high prevalence of mental disorders among
servicemen, and probably among housewives (although probably this
latter category is meaningless as physicians probably categorize all
women not currently employed as housewives). Managers, merchants,
and professionals seem to have little tendency to mental disorder.

There are striking relationships between occupational gro:ups and
the specific categories of mental disorder. The epileptic psychoses
and the exogenous toxic psychoses are found disproportionately
among unskilled workers. The toxic psychoses generally are heavily
prevalent among the peasants. Manic depressive and infective psy-
choses are found among the skilled workers and artisans with
disproportionate frequency. Clerical workers are characterízed by a
relatively high prevalence oí psychopathic personality and paranoid
schizophrenia. Managers and merchants-who have few mental
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disorders in general-have a disproportionate frequency of epileptic
psychoses. Professional men, on the other hand, have a noticeable
tendency to get schizophrenia, whether of the paranoid type or
others. Armed servícemen=-who, as noted, have high prevalence
of mental disorders-show a marked tendency to acquire the manic-
depressive psychoses. Priests and monks show up with disproportion-
ate frequency in the category of epileptic psychoses. The unem-
ployed show greatest prevalence in the categories of phrenasthenia
and senile psychoses, but this ís simply a reflectíon of their extreme
youth or age; they should not properly be classified as unemployed.
However, since there is another occupatíonal category for the «re-
tíred», and since a sígniñcant proportion oí those with senil e psy-
choses are under the age of 65 years, it ís very possible that unem-
ployed men in the pre-retirement years (45-65) who have mental
disorders receive the diagnosis of «senile psychosís» even though
they are not particularly old. The retired men show up heavily
among those with senile psychoses, of course, but al so heavily among
those with infective psychoses. Among students there is a dispro-
portionate number with schizophrenia.

These data on the prevalence of mental disorders according to
social categories of the populatíon oí Lazio, compiled and published
for the first time, offer much food for speculation as to the influence
of Italian culture on manifestations of mental disorder. The high
associations with occupation and region of origín (reflecting mi-
gration), as compared to the low associations with sex and marital
status, suggest something about the etiology of mental disorders in
Itaiy. Collections of comparable data from other countries will permit
further interpretation oí the development of mental disorders in a
cultural context 4.

4 The mejor work in cross-cultural comparison of mental illnesses is com-
piled in: Marvin K. OPLER, ed., Culture and Mental Disorder: Cross-cultural
Studies. New York, Macmillan, 1959.



TABLE 11

Age Distribution 01 Mental Patients and General Population by Sex: Lazio, 1950-55

MALE FEMALE
-15 16-25 26-40 41-50 51-65 66-75 76 Number -15 16-25 26-40 41-50 51-65 66-75 76 Number

I

General Population 27.7 17.6 22.8 13.3 12.2 4.5 1.9 1,635,392 25.4 17.1 23.2 13.0 13.8 5.2 2.4 1,705,406

Total Mental Patients 11.5 22.3 23.5 15.3 15.6 7.2 4.6 2,639 8.4 17.2 24.2 14.7 17.2 9.5 8.8 2,326

Phrenasthenia 73.3 17.7 5.8 1.3 1.8 0.0 0.0 378 57.7 15.4 16.1 4.5 6.3 0.0 0.0 267
Psychopathic Personality 6.8 19.8 35.2 23.5 11.7 3.1 0.0 162 9.6 13.8 42.6 22.3 9.6 2.1 0.0 94

Paranoia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 8
Epileptic Psychoses 8.3 33.3 35.4 14.6 8.3 0.0 0.0 96 12.0 40.0 21.3 14.7 9.3 2.7 0.0 75
Manic-depressive Psychoses 0.1 30.3 25.4 18.1 19.2 5.6 1.4 791 1.3 21.9 30.7 17.9 23.6 4.0 0.7 750
Schizophrenia:

Hebephrenic & Catatonic 1.2 45.0 43.2 7.3 1.8 1.5 0.0 329 I 2.2 41.9 34.1 13.5 6.7 1.1 004 267
Schizophrenic (Paranoíd) 0.0 10.6 56.3 18.3 13.4 1.4 0.0 142 0.0 4.6 30.5 40.4 21.2 2.6 0.7 151
Endogenous Toxic Psychoses with

Glandular Disturbances 0.0 26.7 26.7 13.3 20.0 6.7 6.7 15 I 9.8 14.8 29.5 13.1 13.1 11.5 8.2 61
Exogenous Toxic Psychoses (Inc.

Alcoholic and Drug Psychoses) 0.0 2.4 15.0 38.6 33.3 10.1 0.5 207 I 0.0 5.9 29.7 22.8 25.7 11.9 4.0 101
Infective Psychoses (with

Physical Disease) 0.8 16.5 19.1 22.4 26.1 9.1 5.8 241 I 1.4 12.9 31.5 19.3 23.6 7.2 4.3 140

Senile Psychoses 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9 22.1 36.7 38.3 240 I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 17.5 36.1 45.6 399
Involutional Melancholia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 3
Psychoses of Organic Encephalo-

pathy (Inc. Tumors & Trauma) 2.7 16.2 10.8 30.0 32.4 2.7 5.4 37 0.0 10.0 40.0 10.0 40.0 0.0 0.0 10
76 Number

TABLE III

Marital Status Distribution of Mental Patients and General Population, by Sex: Lazio. 1951-1955

MALE FEMALE
Single Mar- Widow- Dioorc- Sepa- Un- Number Single Mar- Widow- Diuorc- Sepa- Un- Number

ried ed ed rated known ried ed ed rated known

General Population 53.8 43.0 2.9 0.0 0.3 1,641,392 49.5 41.5 8.7 0.0 0.3 1,705,406

Total Mental Patients 53.4 35.1 5.7 0.0 0.1 5.6 2,493 44.5 37.7 15.5 0.04 0.4 1.8 2,360

Phrenastenia 95.8 2.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.1 376 94.2 5.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 274
Psychopathic Personali ty 50.3 39.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 9.4 159 42.5 42.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 12.3 106

".0 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 50.0 41.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
,4,7 .14,7 ~U 0.0 0,0 !i .1 9"i 67.6 1.1.1



TABLE III

Marital Status Distribution 01 Mental Patients and General Population, by Sex: Lazio. 1951-1955

MALE FEMALE
Single Mar- Widow- Dioorc- Sepa- Un- Number Single Mar- Widow- Divorc- Sepa- Un- Number

ried ed ed rated known ried ed ed rated known

General Population 53.8 43.0 2.9 0.0 0.3 1,641,392 49.5 41.5 8.7 0.0 0.3 1,705,406

Total Mental Patients 53.4 35.1 5.7 0.0 0.1 5.6 2,493 44.5 37.7 15.5 0.04 0.4 1.8 2,360

Phrenastenia 95.8 2.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.1 376 94.2 5.1 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 274
Psyehopathic Personality 50.3 39.6 0.0 0.0 0.6 9.4 159 42.5 42.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 12.3 106

Paranoia 25.0 75.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4 50.0 41.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3 12
Epileptie Psyehoses 54.7 34.7 5.3 0.0 0.0 5.3 95 67.6 21.1 4.2 0.0 0.0 7.0 71
Manic-depressive Psyehoses 47.6 44.4 3.4 0.0 0.0 4.5 617 44.1 47.3 7.0 0.0 0.5 1.1 730
Sehizophrenia:

Hebephrenie & Catatonic 73.9 18.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 7.4 283161.9 32.0 4.0 0.4 0.0 1.8 278
Sehizophrenie (Paranoid) 58.2 35.1 0.0 0.0 0.7 6.0 134 30.5 51.3 15.6 0.0 1.9 0.6 154
Endogenous Toxic Psyehoses with

Glandular Disturbanees 27.8 55.6 16.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 18 118.1 55.6 22.2 0.0 2.8 1.4 72
Exogenous Toxic Psyehoses (Inc.

A1coholie and Drug Psyehoses) 17.4 65.8 9.9 0.0 0.5 6.5 184 I 21.6 54.9 19.6 0.0 1.0 2.9 102
Infeetive Psyehoses) (with

Physical Disease) 36.9 49.6 5.6 0.0 0.0 7.9 252 34.8 47.1 14.5 0.0 0.0 3.6 138

Senile Psyehoses 35.3 35.0 21.4 0.0 0.0 8.2 331 15.8 30.7 53.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 404
Involutional Melaneholia 0.0 50.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4
Psyehoses of Organic Eneephalo-

pathy (Ine. Tumors & Trauma) 28.9 55.3 15.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 38 I 0.0 40.0 60.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15



TABLE IV
Place 01 Birth Distribuüon 01 Mental Patients and General Population, by Sex: Lazio, 1951-1955 (Persons born outside Italy excluded)

MALE FEMALE

Community Other Community Other
01 Communities Rest oi of Communities Rest of

Residence of Same Prooince Italy Number Residence of Same Prouince Italy Number

General Population 642 7.3 28.6 1,610,059 62.4 8.0 29.6 1,672,103

Total Mental Patients 22.3 27.2 50.5 2.670 21.0 33.6 45.4 2,372

Phrenastenia 34.1 21.9 44.0 384 26.8 34.5 38.7 261
Psychopathic Personality 24.4 22.4 53.2 156 21.9 33.3 44.7 114

Paranoia 0.0 0.0 0.0 O 0.0 7.1 92.8 14
Epileptic Psychoses 25.5 30.8 43.6 94 20.5 42.3 37.2 78
Manic-depressive Psychoses 16.4 28.7 54.9 791 19.0 30.9 50.1 711
Schizophrenia:

Hebephrenic & Catatonic 27.0 27.6 45.4 326
1

20.1 33.3 46.5 318
Schizophrenic (Paranoid) 15.9 16.6 67.5 151 27.0 26.4 46.5 159
Endogenous Toxic Psychoses with

Glandular Disturbances 27.8 16.7 55.6 18 I 20.8 37.5 41.6 72
Exogenous Toxic Psychoses (Inc.

Alcoholic and Drug Psychoses) 24.2 34.2 41.6 219 I 33.0 33.0 34.0 106
Infective Psychoses) (with

Physical Disease) 17.1 27.2 55.7 246 21.6 32.1 46.2 134

Senile Psychoses 21.7 35.7 42.6 244 16.4 40.5 43.1 385
Involutional Melancholia 100.0 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 O
Psychoses of Organic Encephalo-

pathy (Inc. Tumors & Trauma) 17.5 7.5 75.0 40 I 20.0 25.0 55.0 20

TABLE V

Distribution. of Mental Patients According to Size of Community 01 Origin, by Sex: Lazio, 1951-1955

MALE

5000- 10000- 50000- 100000-
·5000 10000 50000 100000 500000 500000-

FEMALE

5000- 10000- 50000- 100000-
Num: I -5000 10000 50000 100000 500000 500000- Num-

General Population

Total Mental Patients 24.2 20.1 19.9 5.7 3.9 26.2 2,482 23.3 22.3 20.3 7.1 3.8 23.2 2,475

Phrenastenia 17.7 18.8 24.7 6.6 4.4 27.7 361 24.6 19.5 17.3 7.7 3.7 27.2 272
Psychopathic Persona lit y 23.1 18.1 18.8 7.5 4.4 28.1 160 19.3 20.2 16.5 12.8 4.6 26.6 109

0.0 25.0 0.0 25.0 4 153 15.3 15.3 15.3 7.7 30.8
// ,() 22 4 ..i Hl4 92 lH.O 23.2 17 1 La _2..;1 2b_Q



TABLE V

Distribution. of Mental Patients According to Size of Community of Origin, by Sex: Lazío, 1951-1955

MALE FEMALE
5000- 10000- 50000- 100000- 5000- 10000- 50000- 100000-

·5000 10000 50000 100000 500000 500000- Num- ·5000 10000 50000 100000 500000 500000- Num-

I
General Population

Total Mental Patients 24.2 20.1 19.9 5.7 3.9 26.2 2,482 23.3 22.3 20.3 7.1 3.8 23.2 2,475

Phrenastenia 17.7 18.8 24.7 6.6 404 27.7 361 24.6 19.5 17.3 7.7 3.7 27.2 272
Psychopathic Personality 23.1 18.1 18.8 7.5 404 28.1 160 19.3 20.2 16.5 12.8 4.6 26.6 109

Paranoia 25.0 25.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 25.0 4 153 15.3 15.3 15.3 7.7 30.8 13
Epileptic Psychoses 29.3 21.7 11.9 2.2 4.3 3004 92 28.0 23.2 17.1 204 204 26.8 82
Manic-depressive Psychoses 28.9 2304 19.0 5.7 2.3 20.8 794 29.1 22.1 21.5 5.0 3.3 19.1 787
Schizophrenia:

Hebephrenic & Catatonic 19.9 17.9 21.4 5.7 4.5 30.7 336 119.1 19.1 22.6 7.5 304 28.2 319
Schizophrenic (Paranoid) 20.8 20.1 24.3 6.9 8.3 1904 144 1804 25.5 24.1 5.7 2.8 23,4 141
Endogenous Toxic Psychoses with

Glandular Disturbances 8.7 404 lA lA 0.0 84.1 69 I 15.1 39.6 18.9 1.9 5.7 18.9 53
Exogenous Toxic Psychoses (Inc.

Alcoholic and Drug Psychoses) 27.1 22.7 1904 5.7 4.9 20.2 247 I 16.5 22.3 14.6 5.8 1.9 38.8 103
Infective Psychoses) (with

Physical Disease) 26.1 19.0 20.6 4.9 2.2 27.2 184 29.7 28.3 1704 4.3 2.2 18.1 138

Senile Psychoses 29.6 18.5 2004 5.6 3.7 22.2 54 17.7 22.0 21.6 11.9 5.7 21.1 436
Involutional Melancholia 21.6 8.1 21.6 2.7 18.9 27.0 37 28.6 28.6 14.3 0.0 14.3 14.3 7
Psychoses of Organic Encephalo-

pathy (Inc. Tumors & Trauma) 0.0 0.0 0.(\ 0.0 0.0 0.0 O I 20.0 26.7 20.0 0.0 6.7 26.7 15



TABLE VIA

Educational Distribution of General Population by Sex: Lazio, 1951-1955

llliterate

Literate without Lower elementary
graduating school

elementary school graduation Number

Upper elementary Secondary school
school graduation

graduation (diplomati)

Unioersity
degree

{laureati]

Male 56.6 1,445,41510.316.7 6.16.7 3.6

Female 18.7 54.6 1,524,4647.6 4.813.6 0.8

TABLE VIB

Educational Distribution. of Mental Patients by Sex: Lazio, 1951-1955

MALE FEMALE
Lower Upper Lower Upper

uu. Ele- Ele- Secon- Uniuer- Un- Num- IlIi- Ele- Ele- Secon- Unioer- Un- Num-
terate mentary mentary dary sity known ber terate mentary mentary dary sity known ber

Total Mental Patients 15.2 35.2 18.5 12.7 6.1 12.2 2,609 19.7 48.9 16.4 6.3 3.3 5.4 2,229

Phrenastenia 67.4 19.6 6.4 0.3 0.0 6.4 377 75.7 22.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 264

Psychopathic Personality 3.2 24.4 14.7 25.0 9.0 23.7 156 42.6 36.0 14.8 0.0 0.0 6.6 61

0.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O
IU 'lOA 17.2 9.1 i.o 19.2 99 2tl.O 47.9 15.1 4.1 0.0 6.8



TABLE VIB

Educational Distribution of Mental Patients by Sex: Lazio, 1951-1955

MALE FEMALE
Lower Upper Lourer Upper

uu- E/e- st« Secan- Unioer- Un- Num- Illi- Ele- E/e- Secan- Uniuer- Un- Num-
terate mentary mentary dary sity known ber terate mentary mentary dary sity known ber

Total Mental Patients 15.2 35.2 18.5 12.7 6.1 12.2 2,609 19.7 48.9 16.4 6.3 3.3 5.4 2,229

Phrenastenia 67.4 19.6 6.4 0.3 0.0 6.4 377 75.7 22.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.4 264

Psychopathic Personality 3.2 24.4 14.7 25.0 9.0 23.7 156 42.6 36.0 14.8 0.0 0.0 6.6 61

Paranoia 0.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O
Epileptic Psychoses 11.1 40.4 17.2 9.1 3.0 19.2 99 26.0 47.9 15.1 4.1 0.0 6.8 73
Manic-depressive Psychoses 4.7 41.6 22.8 14.6 6.6 9.8 789 10.5 49.0 19.6 7.9 5.4 7.7 699
Schizophrenia:

Hebephrenic & Catatonic 3.1 28.7 22.4 18.9 9.4 17.5 286
1

5.2 52.9 21.3 7.2 6.9 6.5 291
Schizophrenic (Paranoid) 0.7 23.2 14.8 28.2 16.9 16.2 142 3.8 37.4 26.0 16.8 6.9 9.2 131
Endogenous Toxic Psyehoses with

Glandular Disturbanees 5.6 27.8 16.7 16.7 27.8 5.6 181 11.9 55.9 18.6 8.5 0.0 5.1 59
Exogenous Toxie Psyehoses (Ine.

Alcoholie and Drug Psyehoses) 7.5 SO.7 26.8 6.1 3.8 5.2 2141 3.9 59.8 14.7 7.8 3.9 9.8 102
Infective Psyehoses) (with

Physieal Disease) 8.1 47.6 16.7 11.0 4.5 12.1 246 7.1 72.8 12.9 6.4 O. O 0.7 140

Senile Psyehoses 16.2 35.0 18.3 10.4 3.7 16.2 240 20.4 56.6 15.1 4.6 0.5 2.8 392
Involutional Melaneholia 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 0.0 66.7 33.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 3
Psyehoses of Organic Eneephalo-

pathy (Ine. Tumors & Trauma) 16.2 27.0 18.9 10.8 8.1 18.9 371 7.1 71.4 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 14



TABLE VIIA

Occupational Distribution 01 Male Mental Patients: Lazio, 1951-1955

Skilled Armed
Unskilled Peasants Workers- Clerical Mana- Proles- Seroi- Priests Unem- Stu- Num-
Workers -Earmers Artisans Workers Merchants gers sionals cemen & Monks ployed Retired dents ber

Total Mental Patients 12.9 13.2 13.7 10.0 2.9 0.3 3.0 lOA 1.3 21.1 7.9 3.5 2,610

Phrenastenia 2.6 4.6 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.0 84.3 0.6 1.4 345

Psyehopathic Personality 5.9 7.9 14.5 19.1 2.0 0.0 3.9 11.8 0.7 11.2 15.1 7.9 152

Paranoia 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 4
Epileptie Psyehoses 23.9 13.5 11.5 11.5 8.3 2.1 0.0 2.1 lOA 0.0 14.6 2.1 96
Manie-depressive Psyehoses 11.9 14.7 18.2 11.0 4.3 004 2.8 21.1 lA 7.1 5.2 1.7 786
Sehizophrenia:

Hebephrenie & Catatonie 14.5 14.2 12.7 11.7 1.5 0.3 6.5 8.0 1. 9 13.9 4.3 10.5 324
Schizophrenic (Paranoid) 6.9 9.7 16.6 24.1 2.1 0.7 6.2 7.6 3. 4 9.0 4.8 9.0 145
Endogenous Toxie Psyehoses with

Glandular Disturbanees 0.0 22.2 16.7 16.7 0.0 0.0 5.6 11.1 O. O 11.1 0.0 16.7 18
Exogenous Toxie Psyehoses (Ine.

Alcoholie and Drug Psyehoses) 32.6 18.1 12.1 8.8 5.1 0.0 3.3 3.3 0.0 7.9 704 lA 215
Infeetive Psyehoses) (with

Physical Disease) 1304 17.9 19.1 6.5 3.7 0.0 204 10.2 004 11.0 13.0 204 246

Senile Psyehoses 15.5 16.3 7.1 3.3 1.3 0.0 1.3 1.3 0.0 31.8 22.2 0.0 239
Involutional Melaneholia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 2
Psyehoses of Organic Eneephalo-

pathy (Ine. Tumors & Trauma) 10.5 2.6 21.0 15.8 0.0 0.0 5.3 13.2 0.0 1804 10.5 2.6 38

TABLE VIIB

Occupational Distribution 01 Female Mental Patients: Lazio, 1951-1955

Skilled
Unskilled Peasants Workers- Clerical House- Projes- Unem- Stu- Un- Num-
Workers -Farmers Artisans Workers Merchants wives sionals Nuns ployed Retired dents known ber

Total Mental Patients 2.9 1.9 2.6 3.8 0.3 7704 3.1 0.9 4.3 0.6 1.6 0.6 2,350

Phrenastenia 1.9 1.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 65.8 0.0 0.0 30.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 257

Psyehopathic Personality 3.3 3.3 3.3 6.7 0.0 66.7 5.6 0.0 6.7 0.0 4.4 0.0 90

0.0 7.1 0.0 92.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14
0.0 0.0 88.2 0.0 0.0 7.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 68

LI\ _ f\



TABLE VIIB

Occupational Distribution 01 Female Mental Patients: Lazio, 1951-1955

Skilled
Unskilled Peasants Workers- Clerical House- Profes- Unem- stu- Un- Num-
Workers -Farmers Artisans Workers Merchants wives sionals Nuns ployed Retired dents known ber

Total Mental Patients 2.9 1.9 2.6 3.8 0.3 7704 3.1 0.9 4.3 0.6 1.6 0.6 2,350

Phrenastenia 1.9 1.6 004 0.0 0.0 65.8 0.0 0.0 30.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 257

Psyehopatbic Personality 3.3 3.3 3.3 6.7 0.0 66.7 5.6 0.0 6.7 0.0 404 0.0 90

Paranoia 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.1 0.0 92.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14
Epileptie Psyehoses 0.0 1.5 2.9 0.0 0.0 88.2 0.0 0.0 704 0.0 0.0 0.0 68
Manic-depressive Psyehoses 3.2 3.7 4.6 5.2 004 73.8 4.9 1.3 1.0 0.3 004 1.1 710
Sehizophrenia:

Hebephrenie & Catatonie 4.1 0.6 2.5 8.9 0.6 67.5 3.8 2.2 0.0 0.0 8.3 1.3 314
Sehizophrenie (Paranoid) 3.2 1.3 3.9 5.8 0.0 76.6 5.8 1.3 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 154
Endogenous Toxie Psyehoses with

Glandular Disturbanees 2.3 304 1.6 304 0.0 87.1 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 86
Exogenous Toxie Psyehoses (Ine.

Aleoholie and Drug Psyehoses) 3.8 1.9 3.8 1.9 0.0 79.8 5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 1.0 104
Infeetive Psyehoses) (with

Physieal Disease) 4.2 lA 0.0 2.8 lA 8204 3.5 0.0 lA 0.0 2.1 0.7 142

Senile Psyehoses 2.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 93.9 0.0 0.0 0.8 2.3 0.0 0.3 393
Involutional Melaneholia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 004 4
Psyehoses of Organic Eneephalo-

patby (Ine. Tumors & Trauma) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 14
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REPORT ON THE DISCUSSION

Fírst Sessíon

Chairman : A.ROSE,University of Minnesota
Rapporteur: K.BRUUN, Finnish Foundation for Alcohol Studies

In opening the meeting the Chairman explained the organization
of the discussions: due to the great number of papers only a short
oral surnmary of papers was gíven and a díscussíon, limited in time,
was pennitted after each paper.

J. L. Moreno gave in the first paper his interpretation oí the role
concept and stressed the importance of a psych.iatric dimension of
that concept. He argued for a conceptual distinction between a socio-
logical role and a psychodramatic one.

J. Ben-Davíd started from the general problem of the socialization
of the second generatíon in a new society.His empirical case was the
second generation in Israel as reflected in the changing image of
that generation in folklore and literature. He pointed to the different
value-orientatíons of fue first and the second generation: the strongly
ascetíc and collectivistic ídeology of the immigrants is in conflict
with the goal orientation of the second generation, for whom indi-
vidual goals gain íncreasíng importance. In the discussion the author
explained that because of the limited volume of Israeli literature
he was able to read practícally a1l of it and base his picture of the
second generation on a categorization of this material. The author
eoncluded that the results poínt to the importanee of social and eco-
nomie factors rather than ideologieal ones.

R.H. Turner advanced in his paper an alternative approach to the
usual treatment of the primary group as opposing the norms of the
larger society. Empirical data from a student populatíon supported
his hypothesis that the friendship relationship incorporates the
major norms of the larger group rather than opposing them. He
developed further a typology of responses distinguishing between
primary and secondary group means of exercising responsibility for
society norms.

M.J.Chombart de Lauwe discussed in her paper Discordance entre
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les modeles d'((enlant idéal» the models presented in urban societies
in France and the effect of discrepancies on the child.

A. Halbertsma in his paper The Social Behaoior 01 a Schizothyme
Leader A case study started from the observation by W. R. Bion that
among a number of patients appearing for non-directive group-psy-
chotherapy, the most dísturbed grasp the leadership in the group. By
empírícal study of a hobby-club of young adolescents the author
further elaborates thís generaíízatíon.
The Preoalence 01 Mental Disorders in Italy was the title of A. M.

Rose's paper which was based on a statistieal study of all known
mental illnesses in the Province of Lazio 1951-55. Even if the sta-
tistics cannot prove any theory of causation they can dísprove er-
roneous ideas. The author argued for comparative statisties for diffe-
rent countries in order to detect cultural variation.

R. L. Derbyshíre gave a summary presentatíon of bis and
E. B. Brody's paper Personal ldentity and Ethnocerürism in
American Negro Students aimed to test among other things the hypo-
thesis of congruency of stereotypes among Negro students towards
Jews, Negroes and Americans. The hypothesis was not supported
by empírical data. This laok of congruency is interpretated as índí-
cating that these students perceive Iews as members of the out-group
while Negroes are considered to be approachíng in-group status.
Since Negro stereotypes are not acceptable to these students, they
promote an identity which views Negroes as individuals. The lack
of adherence to Negro stereotypes does not indicate Negro-centrism.
The adherence to chauvinistie stereotypes for these subjects indicates
a strong American-centric feeling.

]. H. Meyerowitz's paper Enoironment and the Educationally Re-
Leader: A case study started from the observation by W. R. Bion that
in the environment which are associated with performances in in-
telligence tests when entering school for the first time. These factors
seem to be related to deprivation of stimulation through limited
contact.

Chairman: A. ROSE, Uní
Rapporteur: TH. MATHIESE:-.

It was asked V. Aubert and T.
changes observed might be d e
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Second Session

Chairman: A. Ross, University of Minnesota
Rapporteur: TH. MATHIESEN,Institute of Social Research, Oslo

It was asked V. Aubert and T. Mathiesen whether the historical
ehanges observed might be due to changes in actual psychiatrie
knowledge, and how the borderline cases are defined by the authorí-
tieso To the first question the authors answered that since the chan-
ges have not been followed by any significant changes in psychia-
tric fa ciJlities, increased psychiatric knowledge can hardly be the
whole explanation. To the second question the authors answered
that seemingly «ratíonal» criminals are now increasingly pulled into
the forensie-psychiatric orbit.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that clear illnesses are in some
contexts víewed as crimes. Some examples of this were mentíoned.
The rest of the discussion mainly dealt with this problem.

About A. W. Siegman's paper the discussion focused on two main
topies: The question of the reliability of the methods used, and
whether some of the findings reported orally were checked on a
sample of delinquents.

T. Markkanen's and K. Bruun's papers were discussed jointly.
Some methodologicaí questions were clarified. Furthermore, it was
asked whether the authors could comment on differences in the
background of alcoholism in men and women. One of the authors
answered that little work has been done on alcoholism among wo-
men. He emphasized that alcoholism among women would probably
be defined differently. The incidence and definition of alcoholism
among children were also discussed.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that alcoholics and criminals have
in common, that they are difficult to change and that this is perhaps
somehow connected with the fact that both activities are rewarding
to those who engage in them.

About J. C. Grad's, ]. C. Collíns', P. Sainsbury's papers it was
asked whether the authors felt that one might advance rehabilítatíon
by going earlier into the community, taking care of social needs. The
authors answered that this is a widespread opinion, and that it is
propagated by the Mental Health Act.

A discussion followed, of the way in which the community ser-
viee plan is worked out, as well as of how families with general
pathologies react to having the patient in the home, Lastly, it was



pointed out that one had had similar experiences as those pointed
out by Grad el. al. in USSR.

The discussion about H. Plegel's paper primarily focused on the
effect oí the patients' taking on the dominant mood oí a group when
regrouped. Some methodological questions were also discussed.

The díscussíon about C. Sofer's paper focused on the problems in-
volved in evaluating the effidency of «socio-therapy» of organiza-
tions. Various possible criteria oí success were discussed.
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SOCIOLOGY OF RELlGIONS
SOCIOLOGIE DES RELlGIONS

HAS THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRIMITIVE AND HIGHER
RELIGIONS ANY SOCIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE?

K. A. BUSIA

One could raise severa! questíons of definition before tackling such
a subject, in order to make clear to oneself, as well as to others, the
scope and limitations of the subject under discussion. One could
begin by asking, for example, how one defines and distinguishes
«prímítíve» from «higher» religions, or what «socíological» is íntend-
ed to cover in this context. At meetings dealing with the comparative
sociology of religion, such questions are inevitable, and unavoidable,
and will no doubt frequently arise in the course of the discussions
of this section.

But it would be stifling to attempt the definitions and distinctions
at the beginníng, and in order to avoid a tardy take-off by under-
taking what 1 do not feel competent to do, 1 leave these questions for
discussion at the Conference.

In what follows, 1 may state at the outset, that 1 write from a
rather limited experience, against the background of what 1 know
of the «prímítíve» religions of Africa, and of the invasion of Africa
of two «higher» religions: Christanity and Islam.

Our subject compels us to try to grasp, as far as possible, the
relations between religions and the socia! structures out of which
they have grown or within which they are practised.

Africain traditional religions are polytheistic and animistic; their
world is peopled with many gods and spirits. Islam and Christianity
are on the other hand monotheistic religions, and one may ask
whether the difference has any sociological significance.

The religions of Africa have grown among communities that were
gene rally small in size, more or less self-contained, and isolated
from other communities. It may be postulated that changes in a .
people's religious concepts, from polytheism to monotheism, follow
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changes in social organísation, from the growth, by peaceful means
or otherwíse, of isolated tribes into nations. From the ancient world
of Afríca, the history of Egyptian religión would support thís hy-
pothesis, Egyptian religion was polytheistic: a particularly marked
feature was the worship of animals: the ape, the bull, the cat. the
cobra. the cow, the crocodile, the dogo the fish, the goat, the goose,
the grasshoper, the hawk, the hippopotamus, the Iion, the píg, the
scorpíon, and the vulture, were a11 worshípped as gods. One theory
advanced for this ís that each clan considered itself to have descended
in the remo te past from the particular animal which its clan mem-
bers worshipped. So with the many tribes of the Egyptians were as
many gods.

When later the tribes were consolidated into city-states, some of
the tribal gods lost in importance, and one 0.1' other of the gods
gained ascendancy as the supreme god of the new polítícal unit.
When the city-states were united into a natíon, a similar development
took place. The gods of a cíty-state that was conquered were sub-
ordinated to the gods of the victor. Thus a tendency towards mono-
theism para11eled the development toward nationhood; and when
Egypt became an empire, the national gods, in order to be acceptable
to the other nations of the ernpire, became ínternatíonal.

One might venture to discern a similar development in the religíon
of the ancient Hebrews frorn which christianity sprang. During the
patriarchal periodo from the days of Abraham to that of Moses, the
unit of social organisation was the clan; and each clan had its own
god, whose interests were identical with those of the clan. One of
the tasks of Moses, when he led the tribes of Israel out of bondage
in Egypt to the borders of the «promísed» land was to. weld the
tribes into a nation. Yahweh not only required political unity among
the tribes of Israel, but also religious unity; they must a11 discard
their tribal gods, and worship only Yahweh. The Ark of Covenant
was a symbol of the relation between the One God and his people,
who were one natíon.

It was after the return of the Hebrews from the Babylonian
Captivity of the Sixth Century B.C.. during the process of natíonal
reconstructíon, that the sense oí míssíon to the Gentile became
manifest. Yahweh was conceived as the God of all peoples, and not
only of the Hebrews. This internatíonalísm owed somethíng to the
experience of the Captívity, and the contact with other peoples. The
monotheísm of the Hebrews can be said to have grown out of their
historícal experience.

By contrast, Mohammedanísm started off as a monotheístic re-
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ligion, because Mohammed borrowed much from the ]ews and the
early Christians; but it ís noteworthy that he aroused the hostility
of his own people because he did not recognise their many gods;
and after the Hejira of 622 A.D., he had to resort to force to build
a nation as well as establish a national, monotheistic religion among
his people.

In many parts of Africa, polytheistic religions still exist; they are
essentially tribal religions. Will these survive the nation building
that is going on in Africa today, or will the «emergent natíons»
discover or evolve national religions, albeít rooted in African
traditions ? That such a search is going on is discernible in contem-
porary «tradítíonalísm», the self-conscious search for African Culture.
Whether it will result in monotheism is a moot question, but political
pressures, social ohange, and the impact of Christianity and Islam
compel modifications to religious practica and belief. Contemporary
means of communication break down ísolationísm, and make pos-
sible an enlargement which is a threat to traditional polytheism.

Tradítíonal African religíons strongly express a sense of dependence
on the deities and spirits which are worshipped through many
religious rites to propitiate the gods and spirits, or to avert evils,
or bring blessings. Traditional religion is primarily participation in
ritual. The ritual is indeed an expression of belief, but this is implicit
rather than explicit, secondary rather than primary.

This is in sharp contrast with Christianity, and to a less degree with
Islam where the creed, or the affirmation of bellef, is primary, and
ritual is secondary. The emphasis on belief is historical and signifí-
cant. It stems from the Western tradition where the Greeks long ago
introduced the princíple of reason into religion. The Greeks sought
a religion that satisfied the intellect, and originated a tradition which
had something to do with the doctrinal disputes of the early church.
Christianity originating in the Near East, spread to the Westem part
oí the Roman Empire. The two parts of the empire were different
in many ways, and disputes arose in religion and politics alike. The
West developed the Church's law and organisation; the speculative
East busied itself with doctrine. The first oí the ecumenical councíls,
that of Nicaea (A.D. 325), exemplifies the disputes which gave
emphasis to belíef and doctrine. Fundamentally, the schism was due
to the division between the Western and Eastem parts oí the Roman
Empire; to racial and linguistic differences, as well as to different
habits of thought, The plurality of religions, interpretations, doctrines ,
and heresies that ensued caused emphasis to be placed on doctrine
and belief. The disputations, much of which was in writing, point to
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another important difference between the Primitive religions oí Afri-
ea, and Islam or Christianity. The Iatter are «Religions oí the Book».
They have the tradition oí writing and written disputation; and
writing is of socíologícal significance. It makes it possíble to reach
an audience beyond the tribe, clan or even a nation, and consequent-
Iy to take account of other peopIes. It is note-worthy that the higher
religions are universal in their scope, and missionary in their vision,
each considering it its duty to gather all humanity into its fold. It
is perhaps not stretching the point too far to see in the struggles
between Church and State in the Middle Ages, the medieval Church
struggling to become the religious counterpart of the Empire. Thus
historical experience gave the principle of universality a meaningful,
realizable vision. Not having had such historical experiences, tra-
ditional Afríean religions have remained limited in scope and visiorí,
They meet the needs and yearnings of the groups to which they
belong. .

It used to be held that only the higher religions were specially
concerned with morality and that primitive religions had no such
concerns. This has been challenged by students of primitive religions
In traditional African societies, religion supports the laws and
customs and the accepted rules of conducto What is noteworthy,
however, is that the morality sanctioned by primitive religions en-
joins good behavior within the family, tribe, or nation with which
the deities or spirits are particularly identified; whereas Christianity
or Islam and the other world religíons, in line with the principIe of
universality, each arríves at a rule of conduct which is universal in
scope. They all teach universal kindliness and goodwill such as
«What is hateful to you, do not do to your fellow creature» (Hebrew:
Hillel, Sab. 319), or «Always treat others as you would like them to
treat yero» (Christian, Matthew 7, 12). .

Not that such universalism is incompatible with the morality of
prímítíve religíons: but that religión on the one síde, and the other
institutions of society on the other, are so closely united and ínter-
dependent and coterminus that the attention of the gods and spirits
are thought to centre almost wholly on the particular tribe or nation
they protect. Self-contained, isolated tríbes conceive the activities of
their gods to be limited to their own needs and aspirations. .

Re1igion concerns itself with the relations between the Deíty and
man, between man and man, and with the relations of man with
hís universe. Behind much of the ritual of primitive religions líe
implicit assumptions of the nature of the universe. The science,
technology, and philosophy of a people influence their religion and
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vice-versa; and it is in this sphere that the distinction between
primitive and the higher religions has the most arresting sociologícal
significance. The primitive reIigions of Africa envísage a world in
which the spiritual and the material. the living and the dead, all
interact on one another and belong to the same uníverse: it is largely
a uníverse of spirits in which the rigid compartmentalisation into
sacred and secular and the barrier between the living and the dead
are not created. This is not because there is absolute ignorance of
causality in the realm of nature; within the limits of their own
science and technology, they understand causalíty: but the more
limited the scientific lmowledge of a people, the wider the events
which are ascribed to deities and spirits, and the greater the events
which are covered by religious ritual.

In the sociology oí religion, a great deal of research has still to be
done on the cosmology oí primitive religions; on their concepts of
nature, human society and the supernatural world, and of the place
oí man in Nature and Socíety. Not being «Religíons of the Book»,
we can only hope to arrive at the cosmology from empirical studies
oí rituals; but it seems to me distinctions oí important sociological
significance between primitíve and higher religions can be found
through comparative studies of the cosmologies of primtive and
higher religions.

There are those who having studied some primitive religions have
contended themselves with the conclusion that these religions per-
forro a social function, but that the social function oí a relígíon does
not depend on íts truth or falsity, but on the sentíments of solidarity
it evokes or prometes among those who participate in its rituals.

The sociology oí religion cannot stop at this conc1usion, for con-
sideration must be given to the cosmology implied or expressed by
rituals. In 1954, the International African Institute published African
Worlds, a volume of studíes in the Cosmological Ideas and Social
Values of African Peoples. The nine essays portray not only that
concepts of the universe of the peoples concerned are closely related
to their social organisation, but also that their myths, rituals, and
belíefs postulate subtle metaphysical concepts.

Hence I would contend that truth and falsity are relevant to re-
ligion, prímítíve or hígher, for, as the Greeks taught through their
enquíríes, religion must satisfy the íntellect, if it is to survive. It
must make sense of humanexperience and knowledge. This Ieads me
to submit that the criteria for distinguishing between prímítíve and
higher religions must inc1ude rationality. Religious beliefs or rituals
that knowledge or experience shows to be false or irrational are
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eventually cliscarded. Hence ÍIt is that those higher relígíons that
claim to embody the truth have increasingIy had to emphasize creed
and doctríne, African primitive religions make no claims to a mo-
nopoly of truth; polytheísm is an acceptance oí the fact that other re-
ligions may be equally true, or even more SO'; that is why polytheísm
ís a hospítable religion prepared to ernbrace other gods and creeds;
nevertheless, primitive religions toa must meet the challenge both
of reason and experimental science, and face consequenríal adap-
tations and even the threat of extinction from the encounter. For
sociological theory at least, this could be of important sígnlficance
It would offer more case studies for testing the hypothesis that there
is continuous reciprocal adjustment between the religious belíefs,
ethical standards, and social experience of a people; and hence
further illuminate the sociological significance of the distinction be-
tween primitive and higher religions which have developed in diffe-
rent social contents. On the basis of this hypothesis, we would an-
swer the question posed by the titIe of this paper in the affirmative,
as a tentatíve deduction from what is knawn already.
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Chairman: y. M. YINGER,Oberlin ColIege, Ohio
Rapporteur: N. BIRNBAUM,Nuffield College, Oxford

The Session was convened by the chairman, Y. M. Yinger. K. Busia
presented his paper on Has the Distinction Between Primitioe and
Higher Religions any Sociological Significance? His answer was a
qualified affinnative, which emphasized the universal moral postu-
lates of the higher religions - his examples were taken from
Christianity and Islam - and their efficacy in situations in which
processes of fusion between social units were under way, and in
which animistic and polytheistic cults had lost their cohesive func-
tion. T. Parsons suggested that K. Busia had under-emphasized the
evolutionary nature of the processes at issue. Durkheim had provided
the c1assic statement of the attributes of prímitíve religion: 1) the
predominance of kinship in social organisation and 2) religion as the
primary means of social control. This required modification for ad-
vanced societies. Our knowledge of these processes was considerable
but needed codification. W. Pickering regretted that neither K. Busia
or T. Parsons had dealt with Buddhísm and Chinese religion. He
also questioned the utility of the dichtomy between book and litur-
gical religions, which he thought had been utilised by K. Busia; the
New Testament was now viewed by historians as a liturgical book.
F. Houtart held that universal relígíons - e.g. Ohristianity and Islam
- had great variations in form themselves and this made the distinc-
tion between higher and primitive forms somewhat simpliste. Final-
ly, the chairman said that were we to grant K. Busia's hypothesis,
that contact between societies produces higher religions, we must
examine the aItematives in situations like the African one for the
'development of these reltgíons.

F. Vogt, next, presented his methodological víews on the sociology
of religion: the way to avoid the biases and ideological assumptions,
as well as the personal psychologícal distortions, sometimes involved
in it was to construct a theoretical model which would take account
not alone of the obvíous subject matter of the discipline but oí the
sources of distortion. D. Goldschmidt made four points with respect
to a conceptual model in the sociology of religión. 1) The establish-
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ment of a single framework for a single religion is relatively easy
but in itself not without difficulties - e.g, the problem of the socio-
logical characterization of a Christianity which includes Catholicism
and Protestantismo 2) E. Vogt's proposal ignores the extreme varia-
tion in personality factors so they cannot be accounted for in any
standardised way. 3) The critical question for a sociology of re-
lígion is that of the historical meaning of religion. 4) Can a socio-
logy of religion also deal with secularised societies, with functional
equivalents for religión ?

H. Desroche then presented his paper on the multiple and com-
plex relationship between atheism and the process of secularísation.
He insisted that the conventional depiction of Marxism as a «substí-
tute religíon» was hardly consonant with the view of Marx and
Engels that atheísm as wehl as Christianity had to be transcended.
The tasks of a socíology of religión had to commence with a precise
analysis of the continuities and discontinuities between relígíon,
atheism and secularization. Commenting, P. Rieff held that value
judgements in the sociology of religión were required and, indeed
indispensable. He suggested that analysis could profit from a distinc-
tion between the credal and moral aspects of religion. Finally, he
remarked that the opposition of technology to religión had been
enunciated by both parties to the early modern controversy. W. F.
Wertheim observed that some recent non-western messíaníc move-
ments expressed social protest and revolutionary aspíratíon in a re-
ligíous form, as índeed had símííar western movements in times
past; both types could be studied to illuminate the problems posed
by H. Desroche. Finally, the chairman asked when did social con-
flict assume a secular form and when was it defined rellgíously ?
He suggested that when power is centralized in a society, it can op-
pose religious change; when power is diffused, religious interpreta-
tíons of social conflict can become explosive.

J. Maitre suggested that mathematical approaches in the sociology
of religion were not alone useful in establishing certain external
aspects of religious practise and attitudes; they allowed us to hypo-
thesise certain social psychological - in other words, spiritual -
regularities. His paper was commented upon by C. y. Glock, who
acknowledged the príncíple involved but stressed the difficulties.
C. y. Glock offered his own schema for a quantitative analysis of
religíous attitudes which, in response to a questíon from the chair-
man, he said could be extended to religious groups as well. President
Kincheloe observed that there appeared to be no remarkable dlstínc-
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tion between C. y. Glock's classification and the well-known one
developed by Bales for small group analysis.

F. Houtart then presented his paper on Priestly Vocation as a
Perception of Value, followed by F. Fichter who presented his on
A Comparatiue View O'f the Parish Priest. Based on a study of Ameri-
can parish priests and their parishioners, this established five types
of image (and self-image) of the priest: the executive, the insolvent
businessman, the overburdened professional, the spiritual leader and
the personal friendo He noted a certaín discrepancy between the
executive and administrative functions of the priest and the latter's
preference for a more pastoral and spiritual roleo W. Goddjin re-
gretted that only nuclear Catholics were taken in the lay sample;
further more, he thought that F. Fichter had confused the analysis of
the role system of the priest with the knowledge of that system that
happened to be held by those participating in it.

B. Wilson gave his paper on the Church-Sect typology as applied
to a variety of organisational forms and to a variety of develop-
mental processes within religious organísatíons. P. L. Berger saíd that
typologies were matters of taste as well as of utility. Further, he
believed that sectarianism was a countervailing force to gldbal secu-
larization; it could be studied in connection with the problem of the
localization of modern religious consciousness. ]. Matthes suggested
ways in which the typology had to be altered to deal with certain
contemporary development in religious organísatíon.

A. ]. F. Koebben held that the discussion had been ethnocentric; it
overlooked the variety of sectarian phenomena - not necessarily
opposed to «churches» - in non-western societies. The chairman
said that with an increase in the amount oí avaílable data in the
socíology of religion, systems of analysis tended to become in-
creasingly complex until the requirements of eomparison force us to
develop a typology pointing to underlying variables.

N. Berkes, giving the last paper, dealt with the problems of a
comparative scheme for the analysis of the relationship of relízíous
to secular institutions. In particular, he adduced data from Turkey
to document his contention that the processes peculiar to westem
Christendom could not be understood as model for secularization
elsewhere. E.]. Pin thought that N. Berkes had over-emphasized
the distinction between processes in the west and those elsewhere,
especially with respect to those aspects of secularization which did
not concern the relatíons of Church and State. Finally, in a cornment,
B. Yanagawa proposed to extend the analysis from Islam to Asiatic
religions lacking a «Chureh».
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In his concluding remarks on the day's work, the chairman then
said that the papers and other contributions had shown the way for-
ward for the sociology of religion: a theoretical analysis based on
wide comparative work.

Other papers were tabled by N. Greinacher, C. Barash and A.
Grumellí. Finally, we regret to have to add that the denial of a visa
to L. Wemer deprived us of his participation.
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SOCIOLOGY OF LEISURE AND POPULAR CULTURE
SOCIOLOGIE DU LOISIR ET DE LA CULTURE POPULAIRE

LEISURE- TIME ACTIVITY
OF TURKISH UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

NERMIN ABADAN

University of Ankara

One of the major characteristics of industrialized societies is the
fact that individuals are surrounded with an extremely dense and
closely woven technical network. This surrounding is shaped by
such factors as production, commurrication, transportation, social
relationship, entertainment, etc. Thus technological civilization in-
creases on one síde the effectiveness of mass media and causes the
disappearance of traditional mores and ways; on the other side it
provides standard knowledge and equal orientation toward Ieísure-
time activities. No doubt that transitional socíetíes, such as countries
in the process of a deep transfonning development, are taking a
middle-way place in this regard.

Since Turkey can be regarded as a typical transitional society,
moving quickly toward rapid urbanization, industrialization, a
higher degree of social mobility and a greater amount of national
income, there is no doubt that leisure-time actívitíes have also
changed since the introduction of Ataturk's reforma. These changes
are even more signíficant as they indicate a free choice between
traditional and modem values.

The purpose of this modest research - A Survey of Leísure-tíme
Activities among 426 Students of Ankara - was to investigate the
impact of a series of social refonns upon a limited group of students
through the glasses of their spare-tirne activities. Although this topic
has become the subject of numerous researches in Westem in-
dustrialized societies, our survey is the first of its kind in the Near
East. The various reforms applied during the last forty years in
Turkey have drastically changed by means of legalistic measures
certain sections of its public life, its calendar, judiciary system,
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political setting, laws, etc. But a11these reforms aiming to introduce
Western thinking and manners, have not been able to introduce and
foster new social habits and attitudes with the same speed and equal
extent. Yet, as one of Turkey's remarkable political scientists has
stated: «To become modem and Westem-minded has always been
for Turkey a vital goal». The purpose of this study has been to ana-
lyze and interpret the reaction of university students toward leisure-
time activity and thus to detect the average ideas and attitudes of an
important minority group within the social structure of the country.

METHODOLOGICAL

THE PARTICULARITY OF LEISURE- TIME ACTIVITY IN TURKEY
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As in other transitional societies, in Turkey too, family life and
strongly rooted traditions are stíll deeply influencing the behaviour
of young people, except in questions of education, where definite
rules and regulations are setting the pace. Although the difference
between the sexes does not play any role within the competitive en-
trance examinations for the universities, the use of free time varies
greatly according to the sexes. Again, factors such as belonging to
an urban or rural community creates an extreme different approach
to leísure-tíme activities. It also should be mentioned that certain
sport activities, which are considered in all Westem countríes as a
most natural and normal teenager activity, as well as social gather-
ings, are creating in certain parts of Anatolia - where seclusion and
veiling of women stíil persists - seríous and important problems.
On the other hand, liberal-rninded students in metropolitan areas are
tending to swing to the other extreme by shocking certain stratas
of public opinion with their extremist views and behaviour. As an
example, the fact might be mentioned that, although Turkey's shores
are surrounded by three different seas, even to swim in summer on
a public or private beach may create deep moral conflicts (See Table
111).Líke other fast-changing countries, Turkey too has a dynamic,
sensitive, explosívely-mmded university youth, whose love of free-
dom and democracy have been noticed, especia11y prior to the over-
throwing of the Menderes régime. The findíngs of our modest re-
search aim to help to understand some of the preferences, attitudes
and habits of Turkey's future community and opinion leaders.
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METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

One of the major goals of our research project was to investigate
the impact of institutions, in other words, the products of secondary
systems versus the role of primary systerns such as the family,
neighbourhood, etc. Our major hypothesis has partly been within the
expectation that especially transitional societies which, prior, were
not subject to any foreign rule, such as colonialism or any kind of
protectora te, manda te, etc., and where public institutions are not
carrying any stigma of overt foreign domination, the rol e and
function of secondary systerns are far-reaching and deep. In such a
settíng these institutions are carrying easier progressive ideas and
are able to indoctrinate them faster than by media of traditional c1us-
ters of family bonds. Furthermore, there is no need to reca1l that
even in a society as conformist as the United States, studies such as
the Bennington College research project of Professor Newcombe
have c1early indicated that, especially an acadernic climate sponsoring
a different set of value judgements, ís easily apt to change the whole
set of attitudes and opinions of young people.

Leisure-time activity in connection with youth can be treated and
analysed under three major headings:

1. Basic Social lnstitutions

With this term we refer mainly to the major social institutions
which regulate the behaviour of adults and minors in any society.
For example, the initiation rites in primitive societies versus the grant-
ing of the right to vote in modern societies. Our survey has not dealt
in particular with these questions.

2. Contemporary Social Institutions

This criteria leads us to the investigation of the specific character
of each society, its degree of agrarian or industrialized structure, the
pattern of social relationships, political socializations, etc. The impact
of these institutions enables us to classify the subjects of our sample
under three major categories such as introvert, extrovert or tradition-
bound personalities. This was particularly the area we tried to in-
vestigate in order to place a transitional society such as Turkey within
the range of industrialization and modernization, to explain the
highly controversial and sometimes contradictory behaviour of its
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youngsters and to show the roots of sociologieal and part1y psycholo-
gieal changes of students of a given community. Since our
sample included both students who were studying only .ín the
Turkish Ianguage and others, who in spite of their Turkish cítízen-
ship, were completing their higher edueation in a foreign language,
namely English, the findings are quite revealing. Thus, we included
in our survey, besides variables sueh as urban or rural origin, sex,
age, ineome eategories, also the impaet of a foreign language. This
evidently throws a new light upon the different value-systems of the
various groups included in our study.

3. Conternporary Political Ideas and Conditions

The ídeologícal and historieal aspeet of eaeh period no doubt
leaves a deep ímpact on its most promísíng aetors. However, within
our survey we only slightly touched this topie. It ean be said that
we rather preferred to remain on purely empirical sociologieal
grounds, without leaving mueh place for ideologieal interpretations.
However, the final breakíng-up in to a threefold typology slightly
touehes upon these themes.

It also has to be stated that, due to partieularly unfavourable
political eonditions at the time the survey was carried out (May
1959), the questionnaire was overloaded with eertain questions whieh
might have been treated under a slightly different title, such as
questions concerníng religious practice, friendships, projeets for a
career and for the future. However, one might add that the fact that
religión was treated within the framework of leisure-tíme actívity
permitted us to locate the small pereentage of deeply religious ele-
ments versus a Iarge mass of adherents without any deep attaehment,
proving once more that traditional and religious values attain a
higher value as social control torees than moral and ethical con-
siderations.

SIZE OF THE SAMPLE

Our projeet has been limited to a group of university students,
whose eommon eharaeteristics are 1) their residenee in Ankara, the
Capital, 2) their registration in various branches in the field of social
sci:ences. The total figure of the publie selected was 426 respondents.
They belong to different aeademic institutions of Ankara: a) The
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Faculty of Political Science and the Faculty of Law, both attached
to the Universíty of Ankara and b) the Faculty of Administrative
Sciences at the Middle East Technical University. The most important
dístínctíve feature between these two institutions is as follows: An-
kara University includes eight facultíes all teaching solely in Tur-
kish. This University, together with the Universities of Istanbul. Iz-
mir and Erzurum, are regulated by a common law unifying the
operation of all these state-subsidízed universities. The Middle East
Technical University is in accordance with the Turkish constitutíon,
which upholds the monopoly of establishing uníversitíes solely on
behalf of the government, also a Turkish public corporation, similar-
ly subsidized by the government. But the important difference lies
within the faot that the Iatter carnes on all its teaching in Englísh
(The University has 877 Turkish and 86 foreign students). The reason
for the adoption of a foreign language was the expectation to es-
tablish a regional university. This provided us with a most interesting
means of comparíson. We were thus able not only to compare the
differences between various faculties, but also the different approach
of Turkish students due to their education within highly different
frames of reference.

Our sample contained 76 women and 350 men, all belonging to
the second and third years.

The questionnaire was elaborated by a group of six students under
my supervision and first used on a pilot test. The survey itself was
carried out in the faculty buildings under supervision and without
coercion. Participation was almost complete. The questionnaire con-
sisted of 115 questions.

Finally, it has to be added that two of the faoulties íncluded in
our sample, namely the Faculty of Political Science (S.B.F.) and the
Facu1ty of Administrative Sciences of the Middle East Technícal
University are accepting theír students on the basis of a highly com-
petitive examination. The Law Faculty, on the other hand, started to
apply an examination system only recently and registe red every
applicant at the date of the survey, thus ending up with an unde-
finable number of attending students.

SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF THE STUDENTS

Here again, without entering into details, it is sufficient to state
that the greatest amount oí social mobility is to be seen withinthe
student body of the Faculty oí Polítícal Science, where 62 OJo of fue
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students arecoming from small towns and rural areas, whereas
this percentage stands in the Faculty of Law at 310f0 and in the
Middle East Technical University at 45 Ofo. However, the students of
the English-speaking Technical University come, almost without
exception, from the three major metropolitan areas, such as Istan-
bul (2 million inhabitants), Ankara (650.000) and Izmir (300.000 in-
ha:bitants). The Law Faculty students, although they do not come
from purely rural areas, have as their origin the newly-emerging
100.000 popu:latíon cities of Anatolia. In other words, they come from
less urbanized centres than their fellow students at the M.E.T.U.
Furthermore, the students of the Technical University, which re-
quires a fair knowledge of English, have 38 Ofo of fathers in business
and private enterprise, whereas the same percentage at the Faculty
of Political Science - which incidentally carries the record of
being the oldest academic institution in Ankara, having been es-
tablished as a training centre for the civil servíce in Istanbul in
1859 by the sultan - have fathers in the higher civil service. Thus,
it is clearly visible that expensive private education, providing a
good knowledge of a foreign language, remains within the capacity
of the upper middle class parents and reflects itself in the structure
of the student bodies of each respective facu1ty.

TYPOLOGY

As a comparative result of the findings of the survey a threefold
typology was elaborated with a more or less equal distribution at
each institution but sponsoring each time a dominant type, who acts
at the same time as an illustration of the impact of various insti-
tutions.

1. Emergent administrator - leader type. These students are at-
tributing priority to national and political problems, they show an
eager interest in the political aspect oí publíc affairs, they take their
concepts of thinking from Turkish sources but are able to use one
of the most important Western foreign languages without any major
effort; they belong according to the level of their general knowledge
and cultural background to the intellectual class, they have sincerely
adopted the reforms of Atatürk and defend the necessíty to reach
toward Western type civilization with the help of an integrating ap-
proach; they estímate that their future field of activities líes within
a governmental career (public bureaucracy) or state enterprise.

2. Career-minded type. The
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2. Career-minded type. The students belonging to this category are
considering their professional training as the most important item of
their university educatíon, they try to solve the problems of a tran-
sitional society by means of traditional orientated value judgements,
they consider the solution of public matters not with rational think-
íng, but rather in concordance with the commentators of mass com-
munication media, their knowledge of Western languages is very
restricted. Their adoption of Ataturk's reforms indicates only a formal
adherance, their preference for the future goes against a position re-
quiring an intensive amount of decision-making and heavy re-
sponsibilities and in favour of moderate positions without heavy
duties and risks. The origins of these students are mostly newly-
emerging Anatolian cities (population over 100.000). The major goal
for these students is a steady social-clímbing within hierarchical
echelons.

3. Successful manager type, The students of this category consider
inspite of their studies within the realm of social sciences, that
technical and economic problems are of the greatest importance.
They have no interest whatsoever in political matters. They apply
standards and values of highly industrialized countries to their
priva te lives, their mental world contains only frames of references
and facts from the Anglo-Amerícan sphere, they look upon the
results of Atatürk's reforms as extremely natural and take them for
granted without feeling the need to carry them further or investigate
theír effectiveness. After completion of their higher education these
students are rather attracted by highly paid jobs instead of slowly
evolving careers, they attribute the highest social value to business-
men. These students are corning almost without exception from upper
middle c1ass families and are looking for a lucrative job rather than
a public function. They represent the Turkish «extrovert» types.

In summing up it can be said that the first type represents a rather
«creatíve, idealist and dynamic» type, the second a «tradítíonal
bound, executíng, statíc» type and the third a «successful, material-
istically-minded, dynamic, manager» type. Of course this typology
serves solely as a guide for differentiation; in reality there is a great
deal of cross-breeding among these three major types.

MAJOR RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

Apart from the above-stated attempt to shaps certain definite types
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as products of various institutions from among our 426 respondents,
the survey brought to our attention the following major results:

1. The distribution of active, passive, and purposeless leisure-time
activity among Turkish university students, indicates that the «pas-
síve» or «soft» type of leisure-time activities occupies the most im-
portant place. Thus it induces us to reach the conclusion, that mass-
communícatíon media occupies a predominant situation regardless
of the degree of industrialization of the respective country immedi-
ately after the setting up radio stations, the building of cinemas, the
distribution of popular newspapers and reviews. On the other hand,
leisure-time activities such as dancing, attending theatres and the
opera which require, at the same time, the adoption of modem ways
of living and which have been introduced in Turkey along with the
other reforms of Ataturk, have largely been adopted only by foreign
indoctrinated youngsters or, at least, the predisposition for the ac-
ceptance of such new ways of behaviour is the highest where it is
accompanied by adequate frames of reference and thinking. Another
important feature within this distribution lies in the fact that the
high percentage of absolutely wasted leisure-time activity, such as
strolling on the street, time spent in coffee-houses, etc., is due to the
limited altematives offered to them.

2. Our investigation of the effect of economic ressources - self-
supporting students versus scholarship holders, or pocket money
receivers - indicates that limited financial ressources exercise some
restriction on expensive sports (tennis, ski-ing, cycling) travelling, the
acquirement of many books, attendance at the theatre and opera.
On the other hand the socio-economic status does not play any role
in the high frequency of coffee-house attendance, thus proving that
such a habit is rather the result of social attitudes and habits.

3. The survey also attempted, íf only briefly, to throw some light
on the type of socialization which Turkish students prefer. In other
words, we tried to find out whether in a country like Turkey, which
represents the passing of traditional society, personal relationships
are tending to evolve toward small groups or dual friendship. The
findings have shown that Turkish youth prefers a more close, indivi-
dual association rather than the conformist, collective social grouping
prevailing in many industrialized. societies. However, here again, a
deviant factor emerged from the fact that wherever institutions
represent an intensive esprit de corps (such as the Faculty of Polítícal
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Science) or a total absorbtion of Westem standards (such as the
Middle-East Technical University) collective socialization forms are
gaining the upper hand.

4. Another facet which we attempted to treat, is the impact of
primary groups, as well as urban and rural communities in regard
to adopting social changes. In this respect the most important dif-
ferentiation can be witnessed with students from a rural background,
As is well-known in other countries too, the small cities are the most
conservative centres and permit a very insignificant amount of tole-
rance. In this regard it is mainly the male students who are clinging
fervently to their inherited and preserved attitudes and opinions.
As the survey indicates, the sweeping reforms of Atatürk in regard
to the emancipation of women are still exercising a strong incentive
upon young girls who, under the benevolent and encouraging at-
mosphere of various institutions such as dormitories, faculties and
big cities, are able to adapt themselves faster psychologically and
mentally than the boys towards more modern ways of thinking and
living.

5. Fínalíy, we tried to find out which were the leisure-tíme actí-
vities which Turkish students wanted to undertake and whích were
those they actually engaged upon. One interesting finding shows
that the desire to Iearn at Ieast one foreign language in their spare
time ís extremely high. Here again we find another proof showíng
the trend toward modernism, translated by the urge and conscíous-
ness that a different way of living and thinking can more easily be
acquired by adopting one of the uníversally accredited languages.
Some other unfulfilled wishes are to be able to travel more, listen
to music, engage in sports. However, another remarkable feature in
the enumeratíon of realized and unrealized leísure-time activities
remains within the relatívely narrow range of choices. Turkish uní-
versity students have remained - partly due to the Second World
War, political crises, traditionalism, as well as the spreading of the
lron Curtain over the Balkans - rather severed from Europe and
our other neighbouring countríes, On the other hand, most of our
universities have not been able to build sufficiently well-equíped
cultural centres of recreation, where university students can spend
their free time in a more creative and satisfying way.
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Passive leisure-time activities o/ Turkish Vniversity students
Swimming

TABLE 1

PoI. Sc. Paco LawPac. Middle East T.V.

% % %

Would you permit your
Cinema attendance 100 98 98 wife or sister to swim in
Radio listening 98 95 91 your company ?:
Theatre attendance 96 90 89 a. On a public beach
Dancing 69 37 91 b. On a lonely beach
Opera attendance 67 36 75 C. Within a family camp
Purposeless strolling 61 47 30 d. Nowhere
Coffeehouse attendance 56 63 26 e. Without answer
Sports 46 43 36

TABLE 11

Active leisure-time activities o/ Turkish Vniversity students

PoI. SC.Paco Law Paco Middle East T.V.

'/0 % %

Reading:

a. Newspaper 88 94 91
b. Reviews 50 47 59
C. Books 36 24 57
d. Technical books 43 36 43

Activity with students or
organisations 48 45 45
Sports 40 35 52
Music (performing) 53 45 47
Handicrafts 65 68 66
Drawing 45 44 59
Attending lectures 74 68 52
Language courses:

a. Attended 46 29 69
b. Attending 48 8 27
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TABLE III

Swimming and Traditionalism

PoI. Se. Fae.
%

LawFae.
%

Middle East T.U.
%

Would you perrnit your
wife or sister to swim in
your company ?:
a. On a public beach
b. On a lonely beach
c. Within a Iarníly camp
d. Nowhere
e. Without answer

31
25
26

7
11

25
30
28
17

50
20
20

7

100 100 100



REPORT ON TI-IE DISCUSSION

Chairman: M. KAPLAN,School of Fine and Applied Arts, Boston
Rapporteur: VITOAHTIK,Boole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, París

In his introductory remarks J. Dumazedier underlined some major
trends taking place during the last decade, among them: a) a rapid
increase in the volume of published studíes, both in the United
States and in Europe; b) a new orientation in approaching the sub-
ject matter: studies on socíal and cultural functions of leisure are
replacing studies of ísolated leísure actívíties: furthermore, leisure
ís studled in relation to other fields of human actívities, sueh as
work, family lile, education, etc.; e) elaborated study designs and
technique of analysis (e.g. mathematical models, factor analysis, se-
mantic analysis) are used more and more often.

M. Kaplan described in his paper some salient characteristics of
índustríalízed societies and proposed five general hypotheses to be
used as a platform for empirical researeh on leisure: 1) leisure
arising from industrial conditions becomes a stimulation towards in-
creasing classlessness; 2) mass leisure in its initial stages threatens
established values, but serves as a source of value discovery in si-
tuations where tradítíons and social controls are relatívely unfe1t;
3) the mass media, in relation to leísure, function as competitor, as
a source of vícaríous experience, as tradition to dírect experience,
as personal history and memory; 4) as social roles within the famíly
become less defined, leisure interests become íncreasíngly central
as unifying agents; 5) as the proportion of time ínereases free from
work cdmmítment, distinction between leisure of the employed and
of retíred decrease.

E. van den Haag defined four prolegomena to the study of leisure
in a mass society: 1) mass produced goods are accessible to all strata
of populatíon, but a standardízatíon of taste is a concornitant oí
mass consumption; 2) mass media foster entertaínment and passive
spectatorship at the expense oí cultural creativeness; 3) cultural and
moral elites are disappearing as influence groups, due to the com-
mercialisation of cultural production; 4) as a result of the high
psychological and economíc costs oí individuality and prívaey, gre-
gariousness has become intemalized.

459
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G. V. Osipov described the work of a group of socíoíogísts and
economists of the Federal Academy oí Seiences in Moseow who
study leisure activities and leisure needs of working people of the
Soviet Union. Among rhe methods used are large scale surveys of
industrial workers and statistieal estimations of various indexes of
energy output of individuals in various industrial and non-industrial
oocupations. The results of this research help the Soviet authorities
in planning leisure activities and cultural equipment on the level of
states, of local units and of industrial plants all over the country.

During the discussion, which closed the morning session of the
group, some oí the propositions advanced by the speakers were
questioned, others were illustrated by the results of empirical studies
or by everyday observations; finally, D. Riesman drew some general
conclusíons concemíng the topie díscussed. The soclologists of today
are rediscovering the «folk» in the post-industrial socíetíes. At the
same time, the enormous development of mass productíon and mass
consumption of various goods point at new problems: contemporary
societies are facing the results of their own progress in production
and should prepare themselves to cope better with its consequences.

Six papers, reporting on various ernpirícal studies oí leísure were
presented to the afternoon session. The first two discuss the limits of
leisure. R. Meyersohn drew attention to sorne consequences for ínter-
pretation of different types oí definition oí leísure, depending on
whether the starting point is the time free from occupational work,
or the set of leísure activities, or the attítudes associated to them.
In a study on gardeníng he measured all three aspects and examíned
the relationships between them. A considerable part oí his sample
engages in gardening - an activity traditionnally consídered as
leísure activity - an important amount oí time and energy, without
any particular satisfaction. simply because of a widespread practice
of it in their neíghbourhood or in their reference strata of popula-
tíon. This result simuláted a second study, on leisure actívltíes of
housewives. in whieh the variable of social obligation has been built
into the study designo

E. Scheuch discussed the conditions under whieh the free time
becomes leisure. The results of a series of community studies con-
ducted in Cologne point to a direct relationship between the occu-
pational roles oí índivíduals and certain leisure actívítles, a relation-
shíp whích transforms many leisure activities into «functíonal neoes-
sities» of professional activities. Even the very private and non-regle-
mented family conversations were found to bear an important in-
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fluence of occupational determinants, and to be, on their part, in the
service of the social integration of the individuals into the social
structure of the society.

y. Littunen found in a panel study that annual vocation constitutes
a certain intensifíed, concentrated form of autonomization. This de-
tachment from the usual social norms reinforces the individual acti-
vity, creativity, and economic initiative, whereas it reduces the various
forms of group activity, regulated by social and professíonal norms
of índívíduaís.

V. Ahtik studied political partícipation of industrial workers in the
context of everyday routine behaviour. He found the highest degree
of active participation to social and political organizations with the
individuals whose behaviour is oriented by conflicting types of social
norms.

]. London described the design of a survey on the attitudes towards
the adult education which is being conducted in California, and Z.
Gostskowsky reported on the first results of a nationwide survey of
leísure activities of urban population conducted by the Polísh Census
Bureau and analysed by Z. Skorzinsky.

In his coneluding paper ]. Dumazedier presented a summary of
descriptive results of a research on leisure, conducted simultaneously
in nine European towns. During the discussion which followed this
paper, possibilities of an efficient co-ordination of leisure research
done in Europe and in the Uníted States were examined. It was de-
cided that a bulletin, containing progress reports on current studies,
will be created.
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SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE
SOCIOLOGIE DE LA M"EDECINE

REPORT ON ras DISCUSSION

Chairman: G. G. READER,Comell Medical Center
Rapporteur: S. W. BLOOM,State University of New York

This report summarizes the proceedings of the informal discus-
sion session on the Sociology CYfMedicine, held at the Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D. C., on September 3, 1962. Part 1 describes the
arrangement of the meeting, including bríef summaries of the five
prepared presentations whíeh were the focus of the session. Part 11
is an interpretation of some CYfthe broader sociological implications
oí the prepared papers as conceived by the discussant, WHliam A
Glaser.

One meeting was held, oombíníng five prepared presentations
with informal discussion G. G. Reader organized and presided over
the sessíon,

Social Origins and Career Orientations of Medical Students: Some
Anglo-American Comparisons, was presented by F. M. Martin. This
paper is a study of trends in the seleetion of type of medical practice
by medical students during their medical studies. Questionnaires
were distributed to medícal students from 24 British and one Eire
medical schools at rhe beginning of study; 9,356 students completed
the questionnaire, representing a 94 per cent return. A preliminary
analysis was condu.cted of the information from 2,234 students at five
schools, one in London, one in Scotland, and three in the provínces,
The findings are compared particu1arly with similar studies con-
ducted by the Bureau of Applíed Socíaí Research of Columbia Uni-
versity; direct comparisons were possíble because F. M. Martin used
the questionnaire developed at Columbia University.

F. M. Martin found that the trend in Britain appears to be towards
general practice more than to speciality practice. He notes the con-
trast with the United States, where the opposite trend has been ob-
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served. This finding was interpreted in terms oí the special condi-
tions of practice in Great Britain under the Publíc Health Service.
Other fíndings ineluded: 1) the commitment to a decision occurs
very slowly. A large majority delay a final decision until the last
two years of study, with many remaining still not finally committed
until the final four months. 2) At the beginning of study, surgery
ranked highest as a career choice; by the beginning oí clinical stu-
dies, internal medicine was ranked highest, and at the time of final
examinations, general practice was first. 3) In prestíge, hospital spe-
ciality work persists throughout the period of study in the highest
rank. 4) There is little variation in the pattern of these findings be-
tween medícal schools,

Medical Sociology in Germany , was presented by R. Koníg.. R.
Koníg devoted himself mainly to an exposition of the contribution
which medical sociology offers to an understanding oí the ínter-
personal dynamics of the doetor-patient relationship. Studies of the
effects of socioeconomic class on cornmunication were reviewed, and
theír usefulness partícularly in problems of psychotherapy were ex-
plained.

N. Grashchenkov presented a paper, The Struggle ior People's
Health as a Most Importan! Problem. The importance of preventive
medicine for Soviet medicine, N. Grashchenkov asserted, has led to
the highest development of medical services in t!he world. In the
meantime preventive services have suffered in their development in
the capitalistic countries because of the dehumanizing influence of
the profit motive. As evidence, N. Grashchenkov cited demographic
figures on the number of hospital beds and the number of doctors
per 10,000 of the population. Comparison was made between the
pre-revolutíonary period (1913) and the present (1960) wíthín the
U.S.S.R. and between the U.S.S.R. and countries oí the West. Other
demographic variables were also considered in the presentation of
the argument.

A paper by M. Sokolowska Socio-Medical Problems oi Industrial
Enterprise in Poland, was presented by H. Menzel. This paper pre-
sents the view that social and medical factors have not been con-
sidered jointly in the conception of industrial health problems. The
development of this general thesis may be surnmarized in the follow-
ing outline: 1) profound demographíc changes were indicated in
Poland together with medical statistics which show trends similar
to Western countries; 2) thus, there are suggested opportunities to
demonstrate the sociological significance of level oí industrialization
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and urbanízatíon as compared wírh politícal organization; 3) at the
same time, unique developments in Poland have only begun to be
studied in refined sociological terms towards the understandíng of
cross-cultural differences as well as símidarities in medíco-socíal pro-
blems; 4) this leads to a list of problem areas which seem to offer
specíal promíse for investigation in a country like Poland.

Superoisors Views of Physicians from Abroad was presented by
A. L. Hopson. This is a report of a study of foreign physicíans
training in the U. S. both as intems and residents. It ís recognízed
at the start that these physicians from other countríes come to the
U. S. via two overlapping channels: first, they come for their own
education because this country has become the outstandíng medical
center of the world, and seeond, the U. S. encourages them to come
because of the shortage of sufficient physicians to meet the service
requirements of our hospitals. The basic question of this study
therefore, was: are the U. S. facilities for graduate medical educa-
tion meeting the needs of the 8500 foreign physicians who carne to
this country in 1960-1961? and, do these physicians meet the needs
of the U. S. hospitals which they serve? By both questionnaíre and
interview, a test group of 140 foreign doctors and a control group of
70 American doctors are to be inc1uded in thís study, Altogether,
a battery of twenty-three instruments are 10 be íncluded, In addition,
the supervísors of the foreign physicians were asked to rate perfor-
mance on a numlber of crítería, The most striking preliminary
fíndings of the study is that knowledge of the English language
does not appear tO' be related to the quality of performance as a
resident physician. Despite the language barrier and despite gaps in
medical knowledge relative to United States' physicians, the clínical
performance of foreign physicians may compare favorably to that of
our own medícal graduates.

n

An interpretive summary of the formal presentations was prepared
by W. A. GJaser. His own renderíng of this summary follows:

Each of the papers read at this meeting reports conceptual view-
points, research results, and polícy problerns from the authors' re-
spective oountries. Medical socíology has developed in this way; since
each scholar's range of operatíons and clients are limited to his own
national boundaries, he concentrates on the theoretical issues and
practical problems within hís country. But ínternatíonal exchanges
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are beginning, as we have seen at this meeting. For example, when
trying to explain the career choices of British medical students, M.
Martin compares his findings with those from the eariíer sociolo-
gical studies of American medical students. When developing a con-
ceptual framework and hypotheses for future research about doctor-
patient relatíons in Germany, R. Koníg turns for ideas to earlier
theoretical writing by an American and an Englishman.

As socíologísts, we seek insig:hts about the structure and function of
social systems, and such knowledge can best be derived from studies
of variations, either by tracing short-run or Iong-term changes in
one system or by comparing a series of contemporaneous systems.
Therefore, by crossing national boundaries, medical sooíologísts now
can begín to explaín the interrelations between medical and other
social institutions. We may find certain invarient structural charac-
teristics of medical organization that «resíst» variations in the rest
of the social systern; in some ways medical organízatíon is strong
enough to override a set of weaker social constraints or to force other
social institutions to make re-equílíbratíng changes, When we find
certain constant medicaJ. characteristcs in supposedly dissimilar social
systems, such an unexpected fact might lead us to discover pre-
viously unnoticed institutional similarities among these societies.
When we find cross-national dífferences in medícal institutions, we
might discover which other institutional variables vary similarly and
thus are the príncíple causes and oonsequences.

This is the spírit that wíll guide mycomments on the papers gíven
at thís meeting. 1 shall select a few íílustratíons of how certain
facts or hypotheses true in a single national setting may or may
not be true elsewhere, and 1 shall suggest certain socíologícal ímplí-
cations. My comments are based on my own present cross-national
study of medical institutions, a project ínvolvíng informant ínter-
views, hospital visits, and Iiterature revíews in seventeen countríes
and at offices of the World Health Organization 1.

For example, the itinerant medícal sociologist soon discovers that
many tasks of doctors are alike in numerous, different countríes,
despite differences in the administrative structure of medicine and
despite dífferences ínthe social system. The reason is that many of
the medícal problems and medical techniques are the same, regard-
less of national frontiers. Th:is becomes evident when we make

1 This cross-natíonal study of health institutions, is supported by research
grant RG-7934, awarded by the National Institutes of Health, United States
Public Health Service.
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cross-natíonal comparísons of M. Sokolowska's Polish data. She says
that cardiovascular illness is the leading cause of industrial ab-
senteeism and ís increasing; cardiovascular illness and cancer are
the leading causes of death; infectious diseases are declíníng in íncí-
dence and as cause of death; psychosomatíc complaints are numerous
and are increasing. The same facts are true in all other developed
countries 2. Illness profiles and trends in industrial countries are
much alike; it ís the under-developed countries that have local
diseases and local illness profiles. As a result, at the same level of
índustrialízatlon, urbanízatíon, and living standards the constraints
of similar medical problems and similar medical techniques produce
great similarity in many medical tasks and work organízatíon, and
these constraints overríde certain variables ofcuilture and social
structure that might be expected to make a greater difference.

Certain epidemiologicaJ facts are much alike throughout the world,
despite great differences in the formal organízatíon of the total
society. For example, M. Sokolowska reports that the white collar,
managerial, and skilled jabs in Poland have a higher incidence of
coronary disease than blue collar jobs. Similar correlations have
been found in the United States, England, the Soviet Union, Israel,
and elsewhere 3. «Of course», fue traveller says upon hearing each
sueh report, «how reasonable». But then one suddenly realizes that
the same sequence of occupational experience, mode of lile, psycho-
physical strain, and illness have occurred in occupations in very
different kinds of social system, White collar workers in capítalístíc
enterprise engaged in competitive market activity and white collar
workers in departments in a planned socialistic socíety may expe-
rience similar role strains, lead the same kind of sedentary life eat
similar diets, and react alike. Thus an interesting study in cross-

2 James MACKINTOSH,«Fríst Report on the World HeaIth Situation», Of-
[icial Records of the World Health Organization, Number 94, 1959; Statisti-
ques Epidémiologiques et Démographiques Annuelles 1960, Geneva, World
Health Organization, 1962; COM'MITTEEON GOVERNMENTOPERATIONS,Patterns
of Incidence of Certain Diseases Throughout the World, Washington, United
States Government Printing Office, 1959.

3 John YUDKIN, «The Epidemiology of Coronary Dísease», Progress in
Cardiooascular Diseases, Volume 1, October 1958, pp. 121-123, 132, and sour-
ces cited thereín: Henry 1. RUSSEK, «Emotíonal Stress and Coronary Heart
Disease in American Physicians, Dentists and Lawyers», The American [our-
nal of the Medical Sciences, Volume 243, June 1962, pp. 716-725, and sour-
ces cited; J. N. MORRISand Margaret D. CRAWFORD,«Coronary Heart Disease
and Physical Activity of Work» , The Britisb Medical [ournal, 20 December
1958, pp. 1485-1496.
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natíonal medical sociology would be a careful functíonal comparison
of the tasks, medically relevant strains, and total subculture of com-
parable jobs in very different societies, such as the industrial mana-
ger in the Soviet Unión and in the United States. One might find
that stresses and psychosomatic responses are more alike than could
be expected from dífferences in the overall social organization and
official ideologies of such countries; probably one might find that
many functiona:I differences in role strain and in role occupants'
medical responses are due to institutional facts that could not have
been predicted from the countries' overall social organization and
ideologies.

Another paper suggesting a possible universal sociological fact ís
R. Koníg's. He hypothesizes that communication barriers resulting
from social dass differences hamper the therapeutic success of the
encounter between psychiatrists and most patients. Such communí-
cation barriers have been found and studied in America 4; in all in-
dustrial countries proba:bly many doctors meet some patients of
lower education with whom they cannot communicate suecesfully:
and in under-developed countries, the urbanized and educated doctor
lives in a different wonld from the mass publico A socíologícal ques-
tion is what institutional conditions reduce the cornmunication bar-
riers between doctors and lower stratum persons and what conditions
can produce suocessful therapy despite survivíng barriers. Doubtless
we would leam much of sociological interest by studying doctor-
patient relations in the Soviet Union. N. Grashchenkov says that the
Soviet medícal professíon 'has been expanded and changed in charac-
ter in order to improve servíees. Sociologically, one may add that
doctor-parient social stratum differences may have been reduoed by
wider recruitment than before the Revolution, by abolíshíng fee-for-
service and making the doctor a salaried worker like the patient him-
self, and by teaching the doctor to be considerate to a11 patients.
Research in a society that deliberately tries to minimize class differ-
ences between doctor and patient might show whether there are any
functional requirements for professional work that inevitably produce
such differences and resultant communication barriers, such as the
need for advanced scientific training and the doctor's need to play
a charísmatíc scíentíñc role in the patient's presence.

The itinerant medical socíologíst soon notices that although some
medíeal institutions are often alike in many different countries, their

• August B. HOLLINGSHEAD and Frederick C. REDLICH, Social Class and
Mental Ittness, New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1958, Chapter 9.
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social consequences differ, both for the society and for the medical
personnel themseíves. The reason is that the functional requirements
for the stable operation of essentially dífferent social systems must
themselves differ. An example in medical sociology is doctor-patient
relationship descríbed by R. K6nig and by the American and English
authors cited in his paper. Throughout the developed countries, the
doctor is an expert who solves the therapeutic needs of individual
patients by means of applied natural science and by an attitude of
detached concern; the patient wíllíngly accepts the doctor's guidance
and strives actively to learn the patient role, to progress steadily,
and to regain his normal occupational and family roles. A1l doctors
in underdeveloped countries learn the same therapist roles. But
while these roles are highly functíonal in Western societies, they are
not in underdeveloped countries, except when caring for the small
elites. For the social systems of under-developed countries the thera-
pist roles may be nonfunctíonal, since most citizens are not effec-
tive role partners - they may lack the necessary strength, know-
ledge, and habits of active self-help; they may lack family and oc-
cupational roles capable of inspiring recovery, etc. Indeed, the thera-
pist roles may be nonfunctional in under-developed countries by di-
verting scarce personnel and, scarce resources away from public health
and preventive medicine 5. In order to gain further knowledge about
what sorts of medical role are functional for what kinds of society
the medical sociologíst might study the exceptional case where the
traditional medical role has been altered, namely the Soviet Union:
Not only have Soviet public heaJth servíces been expanded, as N.
Grashchenkov says, but also the typícal doctors - the uchastok
oracñ and the rayan hospital specialist - do public health teaching,
sanitary ínspection, and certain other nonclinical tasks in addition
to patient careo It would be informative to see how this unique role
set is organized and whether it is or is not perfectly functional for
Soviet society.

Noting differences between countries in basic facts can lead to
socíologícal explanations of how variations in social structure pro-
duce variations in medical institutions, and vioe-versa. For example,
F. Martin notes that general practice gains in popularity during the
later years of medícal school in England while it declines in America.
He explains rhe difference by comparíng the structure oí graduate

5 This difference between developed and underdeveloped countries is ela-
borated in William A. GLASER, Social Contexts and Healtñ Institutions,
forthcoming.
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medical education in the two countries; while speciality careers are
highly desirable in both countries, graduate education in -England
provides fewer openings than in America and has greater risks. In
addition, one can explaín the English results by notíng that general
practice there may be a more prestigeful, stable, and predictable
part of the medícal profession; the general practitioner ís guaranteed
a number of patients by taking a panel in an under-doctored region,
he is guaranteed a minimum and predictable income by the capita-
tion fee system, and he can look forward to a placid and respected
life in one of England's stable localítíes, The generality of F. Martin's
findings might be supported by researeh in sorne other countries; for
example, one might predict that general practíce becomes íncreasíng-
ly attractive to Dutch medical students for the reasons as in England,
while specializatíon might become increasingly popular in Swedish
medical schools for fue same reasons as in America. On the other
hand, different results might be found in other countries where
the opportunity structures are different from both the English and
American types. For example, how do medical students rnake career
decisions in Italy, Germany, France, or Spain, where speciality
educatíon is just as risky and costly as in England while general
practice is riskier and more competitive than in America ?

A. L. Hopson's paper suggests another set of variables that show
some cross-national variations and therefore can shed Jight on
sociological determinants. How professional and personal charac-
teristics affect performance in a different social system is a wide-
spread issue in medícal institutions today. One finds foreign born
doctors workíng in the hospital s of America, England, West Germany,
Sweden, Spain, Israel, and several under-developed countries. Cross-
national oomparisons míght show that some routes of migration are
more difficult than others: for example, most of A. L. Hopson's
migrants are citizens of Iess developed countries and less prestígeful
rnedical institutions trying to succeed in American hospitals, but
migrants in the other direction might meet fewer problems of ac-
ceptance even if the language barrier were equal. Other comparísons
could involve countries where a[l fue migrants naturalJy speak the
host country's language (Spain, Canada, and England), countries
where none of fue migrants speak the host country's language until
arrival (Sweden and Israel), countries where the teclmical demands
of the host country's hospitals are greatly unequal (compare Amerí-
ca and Spain), and other types. Such oomparisons could pass beyond
the factual descríptíon of adjustment experíences of one group of
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doctors in one country and could provide sociological explanations
of the adjustment 0If dífferent types of migrant in various settings.

In short, the appropriate time has come for some cross-national
studies in medical socíology, as well as continuations 0If the existing
types oí intensive research within individua'! countries. The cross-
national studies could develop generalizations about macroscopíc
social processes and also oould contribute a deeper understanding
about the facts adduced in Indívídual countries. Ideally, important
socíological problems would be selected, and a few countries would
then be picked because they best, provide the data about the variables
in question. One research center or one team might gather all the
data, or research groups in different countries might coliaborate.
Many sociologically important topícs readi1y come to mind, and the
Intemational Sociological Association is a ready framework that
potential collaborators míght use.
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General Traits and Particularities oí Cultural

Development in Soviet Society
Social Relations and the Development oí Tech-

nology
The Abolition of Traditional Contradiction

Between Mental and Manual Labour as a
Factor oí Social Progress



LIST OF REGISTERED PERSONS

LISTE DES PERSONNES INSCRlTES AU CON GRES
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LIST OF REGISTERED PERSONS •

LIS TE DES PERSONNES INSCRITES AU CONGR:ES ••

Argentina - Argentine

CRITO,A. C. Universíty of Buenos-Aires
GERMANI,G. Uníversíty of Buenos-Aires
GRACIARENA,]. P. University of Buenos-Aires
DI TELLA,T. (s) University of Buenos-Aires
Australia - Australie
ZUBRZYCKI,J. Canberra. The Research School of Social

Sciences, Canberra.

Austria - Autriche

ROSENMAYR,1. Uníversity of Víenna

Belgium - Belgique

BOLLEde BAL, M. Universíté de BruxelIes
CAlMO, M. Uníversíté de Louvain
CHAUMONT,M. Université de Louvain
DELcouRT, ]. Centre de Sociologie Religieuse, BruxelIes
GORIELY,G. Université de Bruxelles
GORIELY,T. H. (Mme

) BruxelIes
HOUTART,F.H. Centre de Sociologie Religieuse, Bruxelles
JANNE, H. Université de Bruxelles
LEPLAE,Cl. (Mlle

) Université de Louvain
MINON,P. Uníversíté de Líége

• This list was established according to the indications found in our regis-
tration forms and infonnation given by the American Cornmittee.

All omissions are absolutely unintentional.
(s) with his spouse
(o) with members of his family.
•• Cette liste a été établie d' aprés les indications recueillies sur les feuilles
d'inscription et les documents qui nous ont été remis par le Comité Américain
d'Organísation.

Toutes omissions sont absolument involontaires.
(s) accompagné de son épouse
(o) accompagné de membres de sa famille.
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VAN MECHELEN, F.
VERDOODT, A. F. P.
VERSICHELEN, M.

Brazil - Brésil

AGUIOR
COSTA PINTO, L. A.
FERNANDES, F.
GLAUCIO ARY, D. S.

GOLDMAN, F. P. (Mme
)

MOREIRA, A.

Burma - Birmanie

THEIN, Aung

Université de Louvain
Université de Louvain
Université de Gand

MACCANNEL, E. H.
MARTIN, Y.
McDoNALD, J. C.
McFARLANE, B. A. (s)
MEISSNER, M.
MONTANY, J. D.
MOUSSEAU, M.
NAEGELE, K. D.
PERITZ, B. (Mil")
PICKERING, W.
POTTER, H. H.
PULLMAN, D. R. (S)
ROBSON, R. A. H.
ROCHER, G.
SCOTT, Jr., N. P.
SCHWARTZ,M. (Mil")
SEVIGNY, R.
SIMON, W. B.
SUBO, D.
TREMBLAY, M. A.
VALCIA, V.
WALKER, M. R.
WHITAKER, 1.

Rio de J aneiro
Université de Brésil
Université de Sao Paolo
Escola de Sociologia e Poli tic a da PUCRS, Copa-

cabana
Rio Claro
Université de Rio de J aneiro

Université Libre de Bruxelles

Cameroun - Cameroun

Musée de l'Homme, ParisBEKOMBO, M.

Canada - Canada

BELANGER, P.
BERKES, N. (s)
BRETON, R.
BURNET, J.
CLARK, S. D. (s)
COHN, W.
DALLYN
DUMONT, F.
FALARDEAU, J. C.
FORTIN, G.
GINCE, J.
HELLING, R. A.
HIRARAYASHI, G. K.
JAMES, R. L. (s)
JONASSOHN, K.
KAPOS, A. (s)
KASAHARA, Y.
KEYFITZ, N.
LEBLANc, E.
LEBLANC,N.
LEVIN, A. E.

Québec
Mc Gill University, Montréal
Mc Gill University, Montréal
University of Toronto
University of Toronto
Vancouver
University of Manitoba
Université Laval, Québec
Université Laval, Québec
Université Laval, Québec
St. Jérome, Centre de Recherche Sociale
Assumption University, Windsor
University of Alberta, Edmonton
Edmonton
Montréal
Port Credit
Dominion Bureau of Statistics
Toronto
Ottawa
Université Laval, Québec
Winnipeg

Ceylan - Ceylon

PICVIS, R.

Chile - Chili

BRAMS, L.,
DOMINGUEZ, O.
MEDlNA, E. J.
POBLETE, R.
PATINOFF, L. C.
VEKEMANS, R. E.

China (Taiwan) - Chine (Fo

CHANG, Jen-THI
CHU, HAO-J AN
Fu, Shang-lín
HSIEH, Chen-Fu
Hsu, S. L.

Taipei
Taipei
Taipei
Taipei
Taipei



China (Taiwan) - Chine (Formose)

MACCANNEL, E. H.
MARTIN, Y.
McDoNALD, J. C.
McFARLANE, B. A. (s)
MEISSNER, M.
MONTANY, J. D.
MOUSSEAU, M.
NAEGELE, K. D.
PERITZ, B. (M"e

)

PICKERING, W.
POTTER, H. H.
PULLMAN, D. R. (s)
ROBSON, R. A. H.
ROCHER, G.
SCOTT, Jr., N. P.
SCHWARTZ,M. (Mil")
SEVIGNY, R.
SIMON. W. B.
SZABO, D.
TREMBLAY, M. A.
VALCIA, V.
WALKER, M. R.
WHITAKER, 1.

Ceylan - Ceylon

PICVIS, R.

Chile - Chili

BRAMS, 1.,
DOMINGUEZ, O.
MEDINA, E. J.
POBLETE. R.
PATINOFF, 1. C.
VEKEMANS, R. E.

CHANG, Jen-THI
CHU, HAO-JAN
Fu, Shang-lin
HSIEH, Chen-Fu
Hsu, S.1.
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Edmonton
Université Laval, Québec
Canadian Dept. of Labour, Ottawa
Carleton University
University of B.C. Vancouver
Université Laval, Québec
Université Laval, Québec
University of B.C. Vancouver
Montréal
University of Manitoba, Winnepeg
William University, Montréal
Fredericton
University of B.C. Vancouver
Université de Montréal
University of Saskatchewan
Toronto
Toronto
York University, Toronto
Université de Montréal
Université Laval, Québec

London, Ont.
University of Newfoundland, St. John's

University of Ceylon

Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago

Taipei
Taipei
Taipei
Taipei
Taipei
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HUANG, Wen-Shan
YANG, M. C.

Colombia - Colombie

FALs-BORDA, C.
PEARSE, A. C.
SALAZAR, M. C. (M"e

)

WÜST, 1.

Taipei
Taipei

Bogota
Université Nationale, Bogota
Université Iaveriana, Bogota
Bogota

Costa Rica - Costa Rica

DEUTSCHMANN, P.].

FONSECA, E.
FONSECA, M. (Mil 0)

San Iose (Programme Interaméricain d'infor-
mation populaire)

Université de Costa-Rica, San Iose
Louvain

Czechoslovakia - Tchécoslovaquie

DUBSKA, l.
HERETIK, S.
KLOFAC, J.
KOLMAN, A.
SIRACKY, A.
SROVNAL, J.
ZAVADA, ].

Denmark - Danemark

AGERSNAP, A.
BENTSON, H. W.
FRIlS, H.

GOLDSCHMIDT, U.
JENSEN, ]. K.
STEHOUWERN, J.
WITT-HANSEN, ].

Ecuador - Bquateur

Prague
Prague
Charles University of Prague
Académie des Sciences, Prague
Bratislava
Institute of Social Science, Prague
Prague

Institute for Organization, Copenhagen
Copenhagen
Danish Institute of Social Research, Copenha-

gen
Copenhagen
Copenhagen
University of Aarhus
University of Copenhagen

YEPES DEL Pozo, ]. M. Institut de Sociologie et Technique, Quito

ATHIK, V.
ARON, R. (s)
BARRIER, Ch. (Mil")
BARROT, C. F. (M"j
BODARD, C. (M"e

)

BREMOND, C. H.
CHOMBART DE LAUWE, M.]. _
CHOMBARTDE LAUWE, P.GroUpe
CROZIER, M. C .. R.S .•
DE DAMPIERRE, E. París
DE ROHAN-OSERMAK,C. Musée e
DESROCHE, H. E.P.H.E
DOFNY, ].
DOGAN, M.
DREYFUS, F. C.
DUMAZEDIER, J.
DUMONT, J. J.
FAUVEL-RoUIF, (M"'0)
FRIEDMAN, G.
FRIEDMAN,S.
GIRARD, A. M.

Egypt - egypte

MOHAMED, W.
EL SAATI,

Finland - Finlande

ALLARDT, E.
BRUUN, K.
LITTUNEN, Y.

MARKANEN, T.
RAINIO, K.

France - France

GOLDMANN, L.
ISAMBERT, F.
ISAMBERT-]AMATI, V.
]AMOUS, H.

UST OY

Le Caire
Le Caire

París
Unive
Centre



ATHIK, V. F'aris
ARON, R. (s) Université de Paris
BARRIER, Ch. (Mil") Centre d'Etude Sociologique, Paris
BARROT, C. F. (Mil") Centre de Socio-analyse, Paris
BODARD, C. (Mil") Paris
BREMOND, C. H. E.P.H.E., Paris
CHOMBART DE LAuWE, M. J. (M'") Groupe d'Ethnologíe Sociale
CHOMBARTDE LAUWE, P.Groupe d'Ethnologie Sociale
CROZIER, M. C.N.R.S., Paris
DE DAMPIERRE, E. Paris
DE ROHAN-OSERMAK,C. Musée de l'homme, Paris
DESROCHE, H. E.P.H.E., Paris
DOFNY, J.
DOCAN, M.
DREYFUS, F. C.
DUMAZEDlER, J.
DUMONT, ].].
FAUVEL-RoUIF, (~e)
FRIEDMAN, G.
FRIEDMAN,S.
GIRARD, A. M.

Egypt - f!gypte

MOHAMED, W.
EL SAATI,

Finland - Finlande

ALLARDT, E.
BRUUN, K.
LrTTUNEN, Y.

MARKANEN,T.
RAINIO, K.

Franee - Franee

GOLDMANN,L.
ISAMBERT,F.
ISAMBERT-JAMATI,V.
JAMOUS, H.
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Le Caire
Le Caire

University oí Helsinki
Department oí Social Research, Helsinki
Research Institute oí the School oí Social Scíen-

ces, Tampere
University oí Helsinki
Helsinki

Paris
Université de Strasbourg
Centre d'Etudes Sociologique, Paris

Paris
Université de Paris
UNESCO, Paris
Institut National d'Etudes Démographiques

Paris
E.P.H.E., Paris
C.N.R.S., Paris
Montrouge
Centre National de la Recherche Scientiíique

Paris
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KJOLSETH, J. R.
LEFEBVRE, H.
MAITRE, J.
MAQUET, J. J.
MARENGO, C.
MARCUS-STEIFF, J.
MATARASSO,M. (s)
METRAUX, A. t
MEYRIAT, J.
MORIN-MAHOUM, V.1.
MORIN-NAHOUM, E.
NAVILLE, P.
POISSON, J. P.
POULAT, E.
POURCHER, G.
RAYMOND, H.
ROLLE, P.
RUBEL, M.
SAUVY, A.

TOURAINE, A.
VIET, J.
WILLENER, A. (o)

Gennany - Allemagne

BAUMERT, G.
DAHRENDORF, R.
FIEGEL, H. (o)
FISCHER, L.
GOLDSMIDT, D.
GREINACHER, N.
GUGLER, J.
HART, H.O.
HELLE, H. J.
HERRFAHRDT, H. W.
HOBKHEIMER, M.
KONIG, R.
KOTTER. H.
LENK, K.
LENzER, G. A. M.
LUETXENs, Ch. (Mil.)

Université de Strasbourg
Paris
C.N.R.S., Paris
E.P.H.E., Paris
Paris
C.N.R.S., Paris
Chatenay Malabry
UNESCO, Paris
C.I.D.S.S., Paris

(Mme
) C.N.R.S., Paris

C.N.R.S., Paris
CN.R.S, Paris
Paris
C.N.R.S., Paris
I.N.E.D., Paris
La Sorbonne, Paris
C.N.R.S., Paris
C.N.R.S, Paris
Institut National d'études Démographíques,

Paris
E.P.H.E., Paris
C.I.D.S.S., Paris
Institut des Sciences Sociales du Travail, Paris

MACHA, J. F.
MAKENSEN, R.
MATTHES, J.
MAYNTZ, R. (Mme

)

MEISSNER, H.
MOORE, H.
NEULOH, O.
PIRKER, T.
PROSS, H. (M"O

)

RALIS, M.
REGENBURGER, M.
RUSCHEMEYER, D. (s)
SCHEUCH, E. K.
SCHULZ, R.
SIEFER. G.
SODER, G.
STAMMER, O.
STENDENBACH, F. J.
WELTZ, F.
WERNER, E.

Ghana - Ghana

GRAHAM, Ch. K.
KUDIABOR,

DIVO Institute, Frankfurt/Main
University of Tübingen
Düsseldorf
Academie de Médecine, Berlin
University of Cologne
Institute of Sociology, Essen
Kóln-Mucheím
Radio Free Europe, Munich
Hamburg
Marburg/L
Frankfurt/Main
University of Cologne
Bonn
Marburg- Kappel
Munich
Bonn

Greece - Gréce

KONSTANTOPOULOS,D.
SPETSIERIS, O.
THEODORAKOPOULOS,J.

Haiti - Haiti

MARS, 1.

Hungary - Hongrie

MOLNAR, E.
SZIGETTI, J.

LIST OF liEG

Athen
Athe -
Athens

Kumasi
Va neo e-

Amb

Acadé 'e
Acadé e

Hong-Kong - Hong-Kong

Hong-K ~



MACHA, J. F.
MAKENSEN, R.

MATTHES, J.
MAYNTZ, R. (Mme

)

MEISSNER, H.
MOORE, H.
NEULOH, O.
PIRKER, T.
PROSS, H. (M"

e
)

RALIS, M.
REGENBURGER, M.

RUSCHEMEYER, D. (s)
SCHEUCH, E. K.

SCHULZ, R.

SIEFER, G.

SODER, G.

STAMMER, O.
STENDENBACH, F. J.
WELTZ, F.
WERNER, E.

Ghana - Ghana

GRAHAM, Ch. K.

KUDlABOR,

Greece - Gréce

KONSTANTOPOULOS, D.
SPETSIERIS, O.
THEODORAKOPOULOS, J.

Haití - Haití

MARS, L.

Hungary - Hongrie

MOLNAR, E.
SZIGETTI, J.

LIST OF REGISTERED PERSONS

Dortmund
Bonn/Rhein
University of Berlin
Berlin
Hambourg
Dortmund
Munich
Fr ankfurt/Main
Munich
Berlin
Koln-Braunsfel
University of Cologne
Leipzig
Hambourg
Berlin
Berlin
University of Cologne
Munich
Leipzig

Kumasi
Vancouver

Athens
Athens
Athens

Ambassade de Haítí. Washington, D.C.

Académie des Sciences, Budapest
Académie des Sciences, Budapest

Hong-Kong - Hong-Kong

Ho, E. (Mme) Hong-Kong
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India - Inde

ACHARYA, H. (Mme
)

ANDERSEN, S.
BHATTACHARJEE,J. P.

GHOSH, D.
NIMBARK, A.
RAM, V. J.
SAKSENA, R. N.
SARAN, A. K.
SHUKLA, S.
D'SOUZA, A.A.

Iran - Iran

BEHNAM, D. A.
RAHIMI.

Israel - Israel

BEN-DAVID, J.
ErsENsTADT, S. N.
KATZ. J.

Italy - Italle

ABBAGNANO,M. T.
ACQUAVIVA,S.
ALBERONI, F.
ANCONA, L.
ARDIGO, A.
BARBANO,F.
BECCHI, M.
BERIA DI ARGENTINE,
BONTADINI, P.
CAFIERO, S.
CAUSI, R.

CARBONARO, A.
CASATI, A. (o)
CAVALU, L.
COLAGIOVANNI, E.

H.P.T. College, Nasik
Bangalore
Programme Evaluation Organisation,
New Delhi
Dept. of National Planning, Colombo
Colombo
New York
Institute of Social Sciences, Agra
Lucknow
Delhi
New York

University of Teheran
University of Tabriz

Hebrew University, jerusalem
Hebrew Universíty, Jerusalem
Hebrew University, jerusalem

(M"e)Turin
Padoue
Université Catholique de Milan
Université Catholíque du Sacré Cceur, Milan
Université de Bologne
Université de Turin
Génes

A.Centre Nat. de Prévention Social e, Milan
I.L.S.E.S., Milan
Suimez, Rome
Centre Italien du Film Ethnographique et So-
ciologique, Rome
Institut de Science Politique, Turin
Admin. Provinciale de Milan
Institut de Science Sociale, Génes
Université Pontificale du Latran, Rome

DEMARGO, D.

DIPOL, B.
GELPI, E.
GRUMELLI, A.

Mona
Mona

GUELI, V.
Izzo, A.
LANEVE, A. (o)
L'ELTORE, G.
LEONARD, F.
LORIA, M.
LUCINI, G.
MAROTTA, M.
MARTINOTTI, G. A.
MAZZOU, A.
NALE, F.
PAGANI, A.
PIN, E. J.
Przzoaxo, A.
POLI, O.
PORRINI, S.
ROSSI, P.
SCHWARZ, E. (Mme)
SCOTTI, P.
SEPPILLI, T.
SERRALUNGA, C.
TENTORI, T.

TREVES, R. (o)
VALLARDI, R.

Jamaica - Jamaique

BRAITHWAITE, L.
ROBERTs, G. W.

Japan - Japon

AOYAGI, L.
DAlDO, Y.
IsoMURA, E.
JANNARI, H.



DEMARGO, D.

DIPOL, B.
GELPI, E.
GRUMELLI, A.

GUELI, V.
Izzo, A.
LANEVE, A. (O)
L'ELTORE, G.
LEONARD, F.
LORIA, M.
LUCINI, G.
MAROTTA, M.
MARTINOTTI, G. A.
MAZZOLI, A.
NALE, F.
PAGANI, A.
PIN, E.].
PIZZORNO, A.
POLI, O.
PORRINI, S.
ROSSI, P.
SCHWARZ, E. (Mme

)

SCOTTI, P.
SEPPILLI, T.
SERRALUNGA, C.
TENTORI, T.

TREVES, R. (O)
VALJ.ARDI, R.

Jamaica - Jamaique

BRAITHWAITE, L.
ROBERTS, G. W.

Japan - Japon

AOYAGI, L.
DAIDo, Y.
ISOMURA,E.
]ANNARI, H.
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Institut d'Histoire Economique et de Sociolo-
gie, Naples

Institut de Filmologie, Milan
Milan
Université Internationale d'Btudes Sociales de

Rome
Université de Catane
Bologna
Institut de Filmologie, Milan
Université de Rome
Université de Catan e
Turin
Ecole de service social. Milan
Université de Cagliari
I.L.S.E.S., Milan
Bologne
Milan
I.L.S.E.S, Milan
Université Pontificale Grégorienne, Rome
LL.S.E.S., Milan
Centre de la Pastorale, Milan
Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques, Milan
Université de Cagliari
Rome
Université de Génes
Universíté de Pérouse
Aoste
Association Italienne des Sciences Sociales,

Rome
Université de Milan
Aoste

Mona
Mona

Tokyo
Hyogokan
Tokyo
Nishinomiya
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KIKUGHI, A.
KOYAMA, E.
KOYANO, S.
NAMBA, M.
NINOHIYA, T.
NORI, T.
ODAKA, K.
OSHIO, S.
T AKASHIMA,Z. (s)
TAKESHITA,J.
TAMATDU, T.
W ATANUKA,J.
YASUDA, S.
YANAGANA

Jordan - Jordanie

QUTUB, Y.!.

Korea - Corée

SEONG HI, YIM

Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo Woman Christian College, Tokyo-To
Kote College, Nishinimiya
Kochi City
Osaka University
University of Tokyo
Ohtaku-Tokyo
Tokyo
Santiago, California
Tokyo
University of Tokyo
Tokyo
University of Tokyo

East Lansing, Michigan

Chunyang University, Seoul

Mexico - Mexique

CUBA JONES, R. Mexico, D.F.
GONZALEZ-CASANOVA,P. Université du
RECASENS-SICHES, L. Mexico, D.F.

Malaya - Malaisie

ALATAS, S. H.

Mexique, Mexico, D.F.

Hoarken

Netherlands - Pays-Bas

BUSIA, K. A. The Hague
CHABOT, H. T. The Hague
CONSTANDSE, A. K. Wageningen
DE MOOR, R. A. Tilburg
DEN HOLLANDER, A.N.J.University of
GODDI]N, W. Rotterdam
GOUDSBLOM, J. (s) Amsterdam
GROENMAN, S. J. Utrecht
HALBERTSMA, H. A. Amsterdam-Z

Amsterdam

HOFSTEE, E. W. \ age
HOFSTRA, S. Ams e
IN 'T VELD - LANGEVELDH. .l
J OLLES, H. M.
KOBBEN, A. J. F.
Koor, G. A.
KRUYT, J. P.
OLDENDORFF, A.
PONSIOEN, J. A.
TENHAEFF, F.
THOENES, P.
VALKENBURGH, P.
VAN DE VALL
VAN DOORN, J. A. A.
VAN HEEK, F.
WENTHOLT, R.
WERTHEIM, W. F.

New Zealand -

THOMPSON, R. H. T.
WATSON, J. E.

Norway - Norveqe

AAS, D.
ARNER, O. (s)
AUBERT, V.
CHRISTIE, N.
GALTUNG, J. M. (s.)
GRONSETH, E.
LOCHEN, Y. (s)
MATHIESEN, Th.
NORSTEBO, G.
RAMSOY,O. (s)
ROKKAN, S.
VOGT, E. D.

Instirute
Institute
Ins inrte
Unive
Uníve
Unive
Insti
Ins .
Insti
Insti te.
The _ .
Center :

Pakistan - Pakistan

NAZMUL KARIM. A. K. Londo
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HOFSTEE, E. W. Wageningen
HOFSTRA, S. Amsterdam
IN 'T VELD - LANGEVELDH. M. (M'") Leiden
JOLLES, H. M.
KOBBEN, A. J. F.
Kooy, G. A.
KRUYT, J. P.
OLDENDORFF, A.
PONSIOEN, J. A.
TENHAEFF, F.
THOENES, P.
VALKENBURGH,P.
VAN DE VALL
VAN DOORN, J. A. A.
VAN HEEK, F.
WENTHOLT, R.
WERTHEIM, W. F.

Amsterdam- W
Amsterdam-Z
Bennekom
Bilthoven
Eindhoven
The Hague
Scheveningen
Leiden
Groningen
Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Overveen
The Hague
Amsterdam

New Zealand - NouveIle-Zélande

THOMPSON,R. H. T.
WATSON, J. E.

Norway - Norvéqe

AAS, D.
ARNER, O. (S)
AUBERT, V.
CHRISTIE, N.
GALTUNG, J. M. (S.)
GRONSETH, E.
LOCHEN, Y. (S)
MATHIESEN, Th.
NORSTEBO, G.
RAMSOY,O. (S)
ROKKAN, S.
VOGT, E. D.

Pakístan - Pakístan

University of Canterbury, Christchurch
Wellington

Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
University of Oslo
University of Oslo
University of Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
Institute for Social Research, Oslo
The Michelsen Institute, Bergen
Center for Cultural Research, Bergen

NAZMUL KARIM. A. K. London
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Panama - Panama

JIMENEZ DE LOPEZ, G. (M'") Université de Panama

Peru - Pérou

GONZALES-VELASCO,J.
QUIJANO OBREGON, A.

Université de Lima
Université de Lima

Philippines - Philippines

Corpus DIZON, C.
YAP, A. O. (Mme

)

Poland - Pologne

CIUPAK, E.
GALESKI, B.
GOSTKOWSKI, z.
MALEWSKI, A.
NOWAK, S.
PODGORECKI, A.
SZACKI, J.
SZEPANSKI, J.
SZOSTKIENIEWICZ,S. M.
WIATR, ].

Quezon City
Manila

University of Warsaw
University of Warsaw
Polish Academy of Science, Lodz
Warsaw
Warsaw
School of Planification, Warsaw
Warsaw

Warsaw
University of Warsaw

Puerto Rico - Porto Rico
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